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Preface

When the editors were planning this Festschrift in honour of Zenon E.

Kohut, director of the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies (CIUS),

naming it Synopsis quickly came to mind.^ Not only is Zenon currently

working on the famous seventeenth-century Synopsis and its historical

context, but that work stands at the outset of modem Ukrainian-Russian

relations, the major subject of his scholarly oeuvre. Part of the original

title of Synopsis—sobranie, or collection—described our goal to publish

a collection of essays in Zenon’ s honour. In considering the matter

further, we realized that the common use of “synopsis” in English to

mean ‘a brief orderly outline affording a quick general view’ contains

some of the elements that have marked Zenon’ s writings. From his

groundbreaking monograph Russian Centralism and Ukrainian Autonomy,

through his numerous essays on forms of identity in early modem
Ukraine and Russia, to his insightful analysis of Ukrainian and Russian

historiography, Zenon has dealt with large topics concisely, imbuing them

with order and clarity. Those same traits have made him a superb

organizer and editor of scholarship and bibliography. For over a decade,

CIUS has had the advantage of his steady and tactful leadership, which

has enabled that institute to flourish and grow in the new conditions that

an independent Ukraine has created for Ukrainian studies. At the same

time, through his tireless work in assisting scholarship in Ukraine and the

appearance of his works in Ukrainian translation, Zenon has educated and

nurtured a new generation of historians in his ancestral homeland.

We are grateful that so many historians of Ukraine answered our call

to contribute to the Synopsis. We are pleased that Professor Volodymyr

Kravchenko has perceptively characterized Zenon’ s life and scholarly

1. Synopsis was originally published in 1674 by the printery of the Kyiv Caves

Monastery. Its authorship is usually attributed to Archimandrite Inokentii Gizel. For a

facsimile of a somewhat later edition, see Sinopsis: Kiev, 1681. Facsimile mit einer

Einleitung, vol. 17 of Bausteine zur Geschichte der Literatur bei den Slaven, ed. Hans

Rothe (Cologne and Vienna: Bohlau Verlag, 1983).



XVlll Preface

work. We are thankful to Taras Kurylo for having assembled an accurate

select bibliography of Zenon’s writings. We also thank those who have

added their names to this tribute to Zenon in the Tabula Gratulatoria. We
owe special gratitude to Professor Ihor Sevcenko for crafting a second,

Slavonic-Ruthenian, title page of such erudition and wit. Myroslav

Yurkevich expertly translated three of the articles. Dr. Taras Zakydalsky,

editor of the Journal of Ukrainian Studies, has done a masterful job in

editing the texts. CIUS Press has ensured greater distribution for the

volume by issuing it as a separate publication. We also thank the

scholars, University of Alberta staff, public officials, and members of

Edmonton’s Ukrainian community who made Zenon’s sixtieth-birthday

celebration, where a mock-up of this Festschrift was presented to him,

such a momentous occasion.

Serhii Plokhy and Frank E. Sysyn



Zenon E. Kohut: Selected Pages of an

Intellectual Biography

Volodymyr Kravchenko

My indirect acquaintance with Zenon Kohut began in Moscow during the

years of Gorbachev’s perestroika, in the Lenin Library (as it was known

at the time), where I was gathering material for a doctoral dissertation on

Ukrainian historiography from the late eighteenth to the mid-nineteenth

century. The doors of restricted collections were just beginning to open,

and forbidden books whose very existence was unsuspected by Soviet

historians were beginning to see the light of day here and there. At that

time I had no desire to work in the restricted collections, having

consciously chosen a subject “not topical” for Soviet historiography,

situated, according to Vasilii Kliuchevsky’s recommendations, at an

appropriate remove from the present. True, among my predecessors I did,

after all, number a few “enemies of the people” and “agents” of various

espionage centres “whose works defamed the unshakable temple of

friendship” of the Ukrainian and Russian peoples. Still, according to the

Soviet professional canon prevailing at the time, they deserved at most

a few contemptuous lines in a historiographic survey. It was difficult to

foresee that in the capital of the USSR, in the Vladimir Ilich Lenin

Library, in the open catalog I would find a publication titled Russian

Centralism and Ukrainian Autonomy: Imperial Absorption of the

Hetmanate 1760s-1830s,^ which deserved a place among the works of

the “bourgeois falsifiers.” Not for nothing, apparently, had its author

gained experience as a librarian.

1 . Zenon E. Kohut, Russian Centralism and Ukrainian Autonomy: ImperialAbsorption

of the Hetmanate 1760s-1830s (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute,

1988), XV, 363 pp.



2 Volodymyr Kravchenko

My acquaintance with contemporary Western historical writing about

Ukraine began with this book, as well as with the work of the British

historian David Saunders, who for some reason was also studying “non-

topical” problems. That acquaintance obliged me to regret my inattention

to English lessons at school, where we successfully studied the proceed-

ings of successive congresses of the Communist Party of the Soviet

Union as reported in the Moscow News and submitted deadly boring

translations of texts “technical in form, socialist in content.”

It was a decade later that I met Zenon Kohut in person. He turned out

to be more Ukrainian than American in appearance, massive, judicious,

calm, smiling, always agreeing with everything, but somewhat withdrawn

and taciturn. An aphorism coined by another Zeno came to mind: man

was given two ears and only one tongue so as to listen more and speak

less. But behind the facade of amiable phlegmatism was a mind of an

analytical bent and with a subtle understanding of situations, tinged with

restrained light irony. In a word, he had the appearance of a person to

whom extremes were unsuited, so to speak; who was slow to mount but

rode at a fast clip; who knew what he wanted and how to get it. All these

traits, in my opinion, are characteristic of a historian’s scholarly style and

organizational activity.

Zenon was bom in the small town of laniv (now Ivano-Frankove)

near Lviv at the beginning of 1944, just in time to end up on the far side

of the Iron Curtain. Fate took him to Philadelphia, where many other

Ukrainians also found themselves after the war. Such scholars as Orest

Subtelny and Martha Bohachevsky-Chomiak, now well known in

Ukraine, also came out of that milieu.

Zenon’ s interest in history began while he was still in high school

and developed at La Salle College, where the history of Eastern Europe

was then taught by none other than Ivan Lysiak-Rudnytsky. It was he,

according to Omeljan Pritsak, who “gathered around himself young

talents, often his own discoveries,... Several of his former disciples, for

example, Orest Subtelny and Zenon Kohut, have become respected

Ukrainian historians.”^ It was Lysiak-Rudnytsky, apparently, who had the

greatest influence on forming Zenon’ s scholarly individuality and

2. Omeljan Pritsak, “Ivan Lysiak-Rudnytsky, Scholar and ‘Communicator,’” in Ivan

L. Rudnytsky, Essays in Modem Ukrainian History, ed. Peter L. Rudnytsky (Edmonton:

CIUS Press, 1987), xxi.
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historical outlook, defining the basic themes of his creative work and his

approaches to the study of the Ukrainian past.

Upon graduation from college in 1966, Zenon Kohut continued his

education at the University of Pennsylvania, where he obtained his

master’s degree in 1970, specializing in the history of Russia and modem
Europe. It is worth recalling that the early 1970s were a turning point in

the development of Ukrainian studies in the West. The period was

marked above all by the scholarly debut of representatives of the younger

generation of the Ukrainian postwar emigration, who had been educated

in the Western cultural environment and traditions, as well as by the

establishment of new institutions, publishing houses, research and

teaching programs and, as a result, the inclusion of Ukrainian studies in

the Western scholarly milieu.

This lengthy process began with the establishment in 1971 of the

Seminar in Ukrainian Studies at Harvard University (the Ukrainian

Research Institute was founded two years later) under the leadership of

Omeljan Pritsak, who nurtured a pleiad of talented scholars. The young

researchers involved in its activity obtained their professional training

through the system of academic seminars established at the institute, as

well as by preparing reviews of new publications in Ukrainian studies

issued in the USSR and in the West.

From the very beginning Kohut took part in this activity as an

organizer, a member of the editorial board, and editor in chief of the

Minutes of the Seminar in Ukrainian Studies held at Harvard University

and Recenzija: A Review of Soviet Ukrainian Scholarly Publications

(1971-75). From then on he studied the socio-political history of

eighteenth-century Ukraine and Ukrainian historiography, which became

central to his later scholarly work.

Although in the early 1970s Zenon Kohut’ s basic scholarly activity

was conducted at Harvard, he remained a graduate student at the

University of Pennsylvania, where in 1975 he successfully defended his

doctoral dissertation.^ The scholarly supervisor of his work was a well-

known specialist in the history of the USSR and the Russian Empire,

Alfred J. Rieber."^

3. “The Abolition of Ukrainian Autonomy (1783-1786): A Case Study in the

Integration of a Non-Russian Area into the Empire” (Ph.D. diss., University of

Pennsylvania, 1975).

4. On Rieber, see Extending the Borders of Russian History: Essays in Honor of
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Although there were numerous works devoted to this problem, it had

never been studied at the monographic level. Dr. Kohut became the first

historian to reconstruct and generalize the incorporation of ancien-regime

Ukrainian society into imperial structures, as well as the fate of the socio-

political and intellectual components of the Cossack state after its demise.

His dissertation and the later monograph based on it synthesized all that

had previously been written on the topic. In spite of the promising start,

the scholar’s subsequent academic career followed a rather twisted path.

Instructor in Russian and Soviet history at the University of

Pennsylvania and Michigan State University, bibliographer, analyst of

Soviet and East European affairs at the Library of Congress, and

researcher at several other American government institutions—such was

Dr. Kohut’ s path in the 1970s and 1980s. Interestingly, one of his

predecessors in the capacity of researcher at the Library of Congress in

the late 1950s and 1960s was his predecessor in the study of the

Hetmanate, Lev Okinshevych. Zenon Kohut’ s new professional interests

and responsibilities prompted the appearance in his scholarly output of

annual bibliographic indexes of American Slavic and East European

studies and publications on the current situation in countries of the

“socialist camp.” Yet he never ceased to work in his area of basic

interest, occasionally publishing new research on the history of the

eighteenth-century Ukrainian elite and Ukrainian historiography of the

same period.

The disintegration of the socialist system and the decline and fall of

the Soviet Union, which began in the latter half of the 1980s, as well as

the rise of nationalism, long “buried” by left-wing intellectuals, and

geopolitical developments in Europe finally brought about an intellectual

revolution in Western academic circles. It was accompanied by over-

whelming criticism of traditional Sovietology, as well as Slavic and

Russian studies, the discrediting of revisionist concepts, and the brief

triumph of the so-called “conservatives”—implacable critics of the Soviet

historical experience. At the same time, this rapid change of pohtical and

intellectual orientation breathed new hfe into Ukrainian studies in the West.

In 1988, thirteen years after Dr. Kohut’ s dissertation was written, it

was published as a monograph. The basic problems it addressed—the

Alfred J. Rieber, ed. Marsha Siefert (Budapest and New York: Central European

University Press, 2003).
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history of elites, the national question, imperial evolution, and Ukrainian-

Russian relations—turned out to be in tune with certain new stirrings in

Western historiography, especially with the “rebirth of narrative,” the turn

to political history, and the personification of the historical process.^ The

British scholar Isabel de Madariaga expressed the view that Kohut’ s book

promised to become a classic in its field. Today, a decade and a half

later, we see that her prediction turned out to be splendidly true. Still, if

the publication of the monograph brought its author recognition in

scholarly circles, it did not bring about any notable change in his

professional activity.

In March 1992 Zenon Kohut began work at the Canadian Institute of

Ukrainian Studies, University of Alberta, first as director of the newly

established Stasiuk Program for the Study of Contemporary Ukraine and

editor of the Journal of Ukrainian Studies, then as acting director (1993),

and, from 1994, as full-fledged director of the institute, which is now one

of the most successful Ukrainian-studies institutions in the West. Since

1998 he has also been the founding director of the Kowalsky Program for

the Study of Eastern Ukraine.

One of the secrets of the institute’s scholarly effectiveness is the

emergence in the early 1990s of a scholarly core within it, consisting of

Zenon Kohut, Frank Sysyn, and Serhii Plokhy. The “three musketeers”

have become a common sight at international conferences, as well as in

publishing and research projects dealing with early modem Ukrainian

history, Ukrainian historiography and historical consciousness, the

evolution of ethnic and national identity among the Eastern Slavs, and

Ukrainian-Russian relations in the past and present. These are the

problems that have come to the forefront in Dr. Kohut’ s scholarly

activity, crowding out his previous enthusiasm for the socio-political

history of eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century Ukraine. In large part,

they have also come to define the institute’s general scholarly profile.

Although Zenon Kohut has not made any public pronouncement of

his scholarly credo or taken part in discussions of a theoretical and

methodological nature, the intellectual foundations of his work are solidly

established. David Saunders includes him among the historians who work

5. Georg G. Iggers, Historiography in the Twentieth Century: From Scientific

Objectivity to the Postmodern Challenge (Hanover, N.H.: Wesleyan University Press,

1997), 97-100.
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within the national paradigm of the historical process.^ Indeed, his

dependence on the tradition of Ukrainian statist historiography is quite

apparent. This is evident not only in his choice of subject matter but also

in his observations on particular issues, especially in his writing on

“popular dissatisfaction” with the policies of the Russian government in

Ukraine, the abuses of the Russian administration, the opposition of the

Ukrainian elite to the Russian government, and the like. At the same

time, Kohut’s work in Ukrainian studies quite clearly reflects the current

state of the discipline’s evolution, which is associated with the renewal

of the methodology and paradigms of the statist school of Ukrainian

historiography under the influence of recent Western achievements in the

humanities and sociology.

The continuity of this process was ensured by the works of Ivan

Lysiak-Rudnytsky, one of the greatest innovators and practitioners of

Ukrainian historiography of the second half of the twentieth century, who

contributed notably to expanding the scholarly horizons and overcoming

the marginality of Ukrainian studies in the West.^ It was he, in large

part, who prepared the intellectual ground on which it was possible not

only to preserve and foster the national tradition, defending it from attack

on all sides, but also to develop it on a contemporary methodological

basis, modernizing Ukrainian studies and integrating them into present-

day Western scholarship.

Thanks to his broad erudition, a capacity for historiosophic generaliz-

ations and predictions, an inclination to comparative studies, boldness in

challenging the canon, and a particular intellectual nobility, Lysiak-

Rudnytsky ’s work had an influence on the younger generation and

inoculated it in some measure against the revisionist temptations and

experiments with neo-Marxism that were widespread in Western society

at the time. That influence is particularly evident in Orest Subtelny’s and

Zenon Kohut’s works.

From this perspective, Kohut’s article on the recent historiography of

the haidamaka revolt, which introduces the reader to the atmosphere

surrounding the battle of ideas in Ukrainian historiography in the 1970s,

seems particularly illuminating. “The old myths,” he wrote, “challenged

6. David Saunders, “Modem Ukrainian History (II),” European History Quarterly 21

(1990): 90. It is worth noting that some authors include Saunders himself in this group

of historians.

7. Pritsak, “Ivan Lysiak-Rudnytsky, Scholar and ‘Communicator,’” xvii-xxii.
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i through a century of scholarship, have finally been dispelled. . . . But such

I

positive developments have been marred by Soviet and emigre insistence

i

on fitting the haidamak into a Procrustean bed of ideological preconcep-

! tions. Such ‘scholarship’ serves to obfuscate rather than to elarify the

i
events of the eighteenth century. While the old myths have finally died,

I new ones have been created to take their place.”^

[

As is well known, Ivan Lysiak-Rudnytsky considered Ukrainian-

Russian relations the main problem in modem Ukrainian history. It was

j

probably no easier to study those relations in the West than in the Soviet

|j

Union. Until about the mid-1980s, such studies appeared to be burdened

' with ethnic prejudices cultivated, on the one hand, by Russian emigrants

I

who carried on the traditional great-power understanding of the history

j
of Eastern Europe and, on the other hand, by exiles from Ukraine whose

work was largely defined by the stmggle for Ukrainian national identity.^

In turning to the history of Ukrainian-Russian relations. Dr. Kohut

saw it as his task not to fight for the half-rotted blanket of the historical

! and cultural legacy of Old Rus' or condenm Russian imperialism and its

f allies but to strive to comprehend the problem through the prism of

j

8. Zenon E. Kohut, “Myths Old and New: The Haidamak Movement and the

Koliivshchyna (1768) in Recent Historiography,” Harvard Ukrainian Studies 1, no. 3

i|
(September 1977): 378.

I
9. Konstantin I. Kononenko, Ukraine and Russia: A History ofthe Economic Relations

! between Ukraine and Russia, 1654-1917 (Milwaukee: Marquette University Press, 1958);

I
Konstatyn Kononeko, Ukraina i Rosiia: Sotsialno-ekonomichni pidstavy ukrainskoi

!

j

natsionalnoi idei, 1917-1960 (Munich: Ukrainskyi tekhnichno-hospodarskyi instytut,

I

j 1965); F.B. Korchmaryk, Dukhovi vplyvy Kyieva na Moskovshchynu v dobu Hetmanskoi

Ukrainy (New York: Naukove tovarystvo im. Shevchenka, 1964; 2d ed., Lviv: B/v.,

1993); Andrew Gregorovich, Ukraine, Rus', Russia and Muscovy: A Selected Bibliography

of the Names (Toronto: New Review Books, 1971); Myroslav Prokop, Ukraina i

ukrainska polityka Moskvy, 2d ed. (Munich: Suchasnist, 1981), German ed. Die Ukraine

und Moskaus Ukrainepolitik (Munich: Ukrainische Freie Universitat, 1986); Petro

Holubenko, Ukraina i Rosiia u svitli kultumykh vzaiemyn (New York, Paris, and Toronto:

Naukovo-doslidnyi instytut im. O. Olzhycha, 1987; 2d ed. Kyiv: Dnipro, 1993); Mykhailo

Demkovych-Dobriansky, Ukraina i Rosiia: Istorychni narysy na temu rosiiskoho

imperiializmu (Rome: Vydavnycha spilka “Prosvita”, 1989; 2d ed. Lviv, Cracow, Paris,

and Toronto: Vydavnycha spilka “Prosvita”, 1993); Pavlo Shtepa, Moskovstvo: loho

pokhodzennia, zmist, forma i istorychna tiahlist (Drohobych: Vidrodzhennia, 1997);

Jaroslaw Pelenski, “The Origins of the Official Muscovite Claims to the ‘Kievan

Inheritance,’” Harvard Ukrainian Studies 1, no. 1 (1977): 29-52; Lubomyr R. Wynar,

Mykhailo Hrushevsky: Ukrainian-Russian Confrontation in Historiography (New York:

Ukrainian Historical Association, 1988).
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political culture, geopolitics, mentality, and the soeial behavior of the

elites of both peoples as defined by the broad framework of Slavia

Orthodoxa, the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, and the Russian

Empire and determined by perfectly concrete conditions and motifs of

everyday life. “Political relations among Russians, Ukrainians, and

Belarusians have been charaeterized largely as either ‘fraternal reunion’

or ‘Russian imperialism.’ It is necessary to go beyond such slogans and

attempt to see political relations among the East Slavs within the eontext

of sixteenth- to eighteenth-eentury politics,” writes Kohut in an article

devoted to the tasks of further research on the political history of

Ukraine, Russia, and Belarus.^®

No less indieative in this sense are Zenon Kohut’ s other works in

which he casts particular doubt on such dogmas of traditional Ukrainian

statist historiography as “the role of the Eastern Slavs in the Grand Duchy

of Lithuania,” “the rightfulness of Ukrainian, and especially Belarusian,

claims to statehood,” assertions about the “Ukrainian” foreign policy

conducted by sixteenth-century magnates, the Hlynskys and Vyshnevets-

kys, in the context of international relations, and the like. To establish the

topicality of these postulates, it suffices to refer to reeent Ukrainian

historical publications.

The Pereiaslav Agreement of 1654 between Ukraine and Russia

produced and continues to produce numerous historical and

historiographic works that, from the Ukrainian side, have a somewhat

compensatory or confrontational character. Zenon Kohut’ s attitude to

such works is fairly critical. In his words, rather than discussing questions

of “union,” “reunion,” “alliance,” or “proteetorate,” it is more useful to

establish the true interests and motives underlying the policies of both

sides, with particular reference to the questions of what Khmelnytsky was

trying to aehieve in conducting negotiations on the Pereiaslav Agreement,

what plans the Muscovites had concerning Ukraine and Eastern Europe,

and in what respeets their interests coincided and diverged.

10. Zenon E. Kohut, “Belarus, Russia, and Ukraine from the Sixteenth to the

Eighteenth Century: An Agenda for the Study of Politics,” Journal of Ukrainian Studies

17, nos. 1-2 (Summer-Winter 1992): 4.

11. For a more detailed discussion, see my “Kontseptsii Pereiaslava v ukrainskii

istoriohrafii,” in Pereiaslavska rada 1654 roku: Istoriohrafda ta doslidzhennia, ed. Pavlo

Sokhan et al. (Kyiv: Smoloskyp, 2003), 463-523.

12. Kohut, “Belarus, Russia, and Ukraine,” 9.
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i
No less persuasive in this respect is Dr. Kohut’ s understanding of the

nature of Ukrainian-Russian relations in the mid- and late eighteenth

I

century. Thus, he explains the abolition of Ukrainian autonomy not by a

|l

mystical desire on Russia’s part to destroy Ukraine but as the result of

perfectly rational motives on the part of an autocratic state that was

adopting Western Enlightenment models and saw socio-political and

i

cultural unification as the key to the country’s effective development:

“The evolution of the Russian Empire on Western absolutist patterns may

[i

be a key to explaining the change in Russia’s policies toward Cossack

1 Ukraine.”^^

Like Theodore Weeks in his later works, Zenon Kohut explains the

I

successful policy of integration of the Ukrainian lands into the Russian

j

Empire by the new prospects that the Russian government opened up to

;

local elites in coopting them into the ruling stratum. Conversely, he

i, notes the splintering of the Ukrainian elite, identifying two basic groups

i

within it with different attitudes to Russia—assimilationists and tradition-

1 alists. The former accepted the call to dissolve in the empire without

reservation, while the latter tried to reconcile local interests with imperial

I ones.

I

True, in writing of the divergence of the nobiliary and Cossack

political traditions in the second half of the eighteenth century, Kohut

does not always take account of the deep divisions in Ukrainian society

along the lines of social estates and political orientations—divisions that

existed long before the Enlightenment-inspired reforms of Russian

tsarism. In this regard, the contradictions between Hryhorii Poletyka and

the anonymous author of Istoriia Rusov were no less profound than the

antagonism between nobles and Cossacks in the times of Ivan Vyhovsky

or Ivan Mazepa.

In considering the question of the Ukrainian elite’s entering the

imperial service, Zenon Kohut definitely breaks with the populist and

i statist understanding of that process as national treason. He holds that at

1 the time Ukrainians saw no contradiction between service to the Russian

13. Ibid., 11.

I

14. We are therefore less than convinced by the findings of the Japanese historian

Matsuzato Kimitaka when he speaks of a certain tendency to “combat Moscow” in Zenon

Kohut’ s monograph on the absorption of the Hetmanate by the empire. See Kimitaka’

s

article “ladro ili periferiia imperii? General-gubematorstvo ili malorossiiskaia identich-

[

nost,” Ukrainskyi humanitarnyi ohliad 1 (2002): 76.

I
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state and to their homeland. His approach is thus consonant with the

concept formulated by the Canadian historian Paul R. Magocsi of

corresponding hierarchies of values that do not contradict one another. In

this connection, along with socio-political problems, the important theme

of Ukrainian national identity emerges in Kohut’s creative work.

Zenon Kohut is one of the scholars who recognize the existence of

early modem “nations before nationalism,” which differ from modem
nations mainly in the level of social mobilization. In this sense, he is

close to Ivan Lysiak-Rudnytsky, John A. Armstrong, and Anthony Smith.

Accepting the theory of the modem nation as a constmcted entity, he

nevertheless argues for continuity and succession between Cossack and

modem Ukraine. At the same time, he places the emergence of modem
Ukrainian nationalism only as far back as the late nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries. He sees the so-called “Little Russian identity” as the

transitional link between them.

Little Russianism as a national and cultural phenomenon of Ukrainian

life, past and present, is still considered an odious phenomenon, a form

of ethnic pathology. In Ukraine it is associated above all with the

inferiority complex and servility of those Ukrainians who acknowledge

the superiority of all things Russian, exhibiting “the lack of the most

elementary national instinct and ... political will,”^^ readiness to betray

their own historical and cultural tradition for the sake of concrete personal

gain, and the like. During the initial stage of Ukrainian nation-building.

Little Russianism was condemned by such eminent Ukrainian publicists

and thinkers as Mykhailo Drahomanov, Mykola Khvylovy, and levhen

Malaniuk.

Zenon Kohut approaches the study and evaluation of the Little

Russian phenomenon as a scholarly historian, bringing it into the

framework of purely scholarly discourse and showing how it was

conditioned by the concrete political and social environment of Ukrainian

society in the so-called “pre-national era.” Little Russian identity as

depicted by Dr. Kohut appears, on the one hand, as a means of intellec-

tual adaptation to the concept of “multiple identities and loyalties [that]

were the norm before the advent of nationalism” and, on the other, as an

initial stage of national development on the basis of the Little Russian

15. Danylo Husar Struk, ed., Encyclopedia of Ukraine (Toronto: University of Toronto

Press, 1993), 3: 166.
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idea.^^ That process remained unfulfilled, as it was interrupted by the

Russian government.

In returning the Little Russian phenomenon to its appropriate

historical context, Dr. Kohut does not deny its indefinite, ambivalent

character. Unlike his many predecessors, however, he acknowledges the

Little Russian legacy as “the beginning of modem Ukrainian nation

building.” In my opinion, Kohut’ s innovative approach to Little Russian

identity may be considered an important theoretical achievement of

Ukrainian historiography of the 1970s and 1980s, along with Magocsi’s

concept of multiple loyalties and identities, Roman Szporluk’s analysis

of the dialectical development of the modem Ukrainian nation as the

deconstmction of the old Polish and Russian nations, Orest Subtelny’s

view of the contradictory relations between the processes of moderniza-

tion and nation building, and so on. In one way or another, all of them

reflect various aspects of Ukrainian-Russian relations.

In recent years, concurrently with his research on the Little Russian idea

and identity. Dr. Kohut has been actively studying the related phenomenon

of the so-called “all-Russian nation” as the union of three branches—Little

Russian, Great Russian, and Belamsian. He seeks particularly to establish the

Ukrainian origin of that idea, the motives and goals of its co-creators, and

its subsequent transformation. This in turn is associated with the rethinking

of Russian national and political development, which uncovers its heterogen-

eous and multicultural character and the multifarious relations between the

national and imperial components of that process.*^

Thus, in Zenon Kohut’ s rendition, the history of the Ukrainian

national idea appears as an aspect of a broad process of emergence and

16. Zenon E. Kohut, “The Question of Russo-Ukrainian Unity and Ukrainian

Distinctiveness in Early Modem Ukrainian Thought and Culture” in Culture, Nation, and

Identity: The Ukrainian-Russian Encounter, 1600-1945, ed. Andreas Kappeler et al.

(Edmonton and Toronto: Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies Press, 2003), 85.

17. See, e.g., Andreas Kappeler, Rufiland als Vielvolkerreich: Entstehung, Geschichte,

Zerfall (Munich: Beck, 1992); Theodore R. Weeks, Nation and State in Late Imperial

Russia: Nationalism and Russification on the Western Erontier, 1863-1914 (DeKalb, 111.:

Northern Illinois University Press, 1996); Simon Franklin, “The Invention of Rus(sia)(s):

Some Remarks on Medieval and Modem Perceptions of Continuity and Discontinuity,”

in Medieval Europeans: Studies in Ethnic Identity and National Perspectives in Medieval

Europe, ed. Alfred P. Smyth (Houndmills, Basingstoke, Hampshire: Macmillan; New
York: St. Martin’s, 1998), 180-95; Jane Burbank and David L. Ransel, eds.. Imperial

Russia: New Histories for the Empire (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1998);

Alfred J. Rieber, “Approaches to Empires” <http://empires.ru/docs/rieberart.doc>.
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constant recombination of various forms of national identity among the

East Slavic peoples at various stages of historical development, their

contradictory coexistence, and their evolution under the influence of pohtical

conditions. In practice this amounts to the demythologization of widespread

notions of age-old Ukrainian-Russian unity and, by the same token, the need

to further differentiate the national history of each of these peoples.

Another important aspect of Dr. Kohut’s scholarly creativity—the

historiographic—is directly associated with the political and national

problems of the Ukrainian past. He considers the articulation of the

histories of the East European peoples to be the central axis for the

formation not only of the national ideology of the Russian Empire but

also of the modem national identities of Russians and Ukrainians.

Accordingly, the various interpretations of the Ukrainian past from the

seventeenth century to the present reflect the corresponding stages of

Ukrainian and Russian nation and state building on imperial and national

grounds, turning historiography into a battleground of ideas. In the

author’s own words, this approach differentiates his research from works

published on the same subject by his contemporaries.^^

Zenon Kohut’s observations on various stages and peculiarities of the

development of Ukrainian and Russian historical writing are extraordinar-

ily interesting in this connection. After all, until the beginning of the

nineteenth century Ukrainian and Russian history were considered

currents of a single stream. Ukrainian historians believed that their studies

were merely enriching broader Russian historiography. Consequently, in

Kohut’s view, “For the most part, Ukrainian historiography was a step

behind Russian imperial historiography and, accordingly, reactive to it.

Ukrainian historiography had either to accommodate or to challenge

evolving Russian and Polish historiographies.”^^

In turning to the study of the interrelation between historiographic

and political processes, Kohut inclines to the view that “the pragmatic

needs of Muscovite foreign policy determined the uses of history,”^®

18. Zenon E. Kohut, “Entangled Identities: Russia, Ukraine, and the Conceptualization

of East Slavic History. Research Project Proposal,” 2 (unpublished manuscript).

19. Zenon E. Kohut, “The Development of a Ukrainian National Historiography in

Imperial Russia,” in Historiography of Imperial Russia: The Profession and Writing of

History in a Multinational State, ed. Thomas Sanders (Armonk, N.Y. and London: M.E.

Sharpe, 1999), 454.

20. Zenon E. Kohut, “A Dynastic or Ethno-Dynastic Tsardom? Two Early Modem
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1 while in Ukraine, apparently, it was the other way around. In this

connection, he devotes particular attention to the initial and contemporary

stages of Ukrainian-Russian debates on historical grounds.

The key historical work that characterizes Ukrainian-Russian relations

at the time Ukraine came under the suzerainty of the Muscovite tsar is

I

considered to be the Synopsis, published in three editions between the

*

i

years 1674 and 1680. Produced in Ukraine in the clerical milieu of the

1
Kyivan Cave Monastery, in Russia it attained the status of an official,

i

canonical text, according to which the history of the Russian state was

1 studied until the mid-eighteenth century. However, one of the greatest

' paradoxes of this work was the absence of any mention of the paramount

j|

event of seventeenth-century Ukrainian history, the Khmelnytsky

j

Uprising. Consequently, scholars still discuss the problem of the national

I

identity of the Kyivan Synopsis, so to speak, characterizing it as either a

Russian or a Ukrainian monument.^^

I

Dr. Kohut defends the instrumental nature of this work, determined

I

by concrete political conditions in the life of the clergy of the Kyivan

Cave Monastery during the period of the Ruin, especially its interest in

I Russian protection. At the same time, he presents what I consider the

' most convincing explanation of its nature and reception: “By marshaling

I

all possible arguments to justify the tsar’s patronage of the Caves

Monastery, the Synopsis, perhaps unwittingly, produced an alternate

I

vision of Russia. To the strong Muscovite tradition of regarding

Muscovite Rus' as a continuous Orthodox dynastic state, the Synopsis

added the idea of a proto-East Slavic tsarist patrimony. This idea emerged

out of the Ukrainian experience.

However, elevated by the Russian government to the status of an

i official text, the Synopsis, in Zenon Kohut’ s opinion, exercised much less

i

I

influence on Russian historical thought than is commonly believed. Most

1

1

Russian historians up to Nikolai Ustrialov preferred the traditional

Concepts of Russia,” in Extending the Borders of Russian History, 21.

21. Of the recent publications on this subject, see especially D. Dzhiraudo (Gianfranco

Giraudo), “‘Russkoe’ nastoiashchee i proshedshee v tvorchestve Innokentiia Gizelia,”

Mediaevalia Ucrainica: mentalnist ta istoriia idei 1 (1992): 92-103; I.O. Tamopolska,

Kyivskyi “Synopsys” v istoriohrafichnomu ta dzhereloznavchomu aspektakh, diss. abstract

(Dnipropetrovsk, 1998); l.V. Zhylenko, Synopsys Kyivskyi, special issue no. 2 of Lavrskyi

almanakh (Kyiv: Natsionalnyi Kyievo-Pecherskyi istoryko-kultumyi zapovidnyk, 2002).

22. Kohut, “A Dynastic or Ethno-Dynastic Tsardom?” 24.
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Muscovite concept of a dynastic state to the theory of an Orthodox East

Slavic tsardom. This idea would appear to confirm the thesis of the

American scholar Max Okenfuss about the general conservatism and

hermeticism of Muscovite spiritual culture in the premodem period. In

some measure it also corrects widespread historical notions of the

“Ukrainianization” of Russian elite culture in the second half of the

seventeenth century.

The Russian imperial version of the historical process is no less influen-

tial in the present-day historical consciousness of the Ukrainian people. “The

Russian unity myth has been and continues to be so embedded in the Russian

psyche that it is very difficult for Russians—^from conservative nationahsts

to hberal democrats—^to acknowledge the right of Ukrainians to their own

history and national identity.” “Thus the Russian historical outlook still

stresses unity and stiU presupposes that much of the history and culture of

Ukraine is part and parcel of the Russian experience. Such a view is in direct

opposition to the emerging Ukrainian historical consciousness, which stresses

an autochthonous historical process and differentiation from Russia.”^^

Ukrainian-Russian relations in current historiography and popular

historical consciousness seem no less contradictory and paradoxical. One of

Dr. Kohut’s most popular works of recent years, History as a Battleground:

Russian-Ukrainian Relations and Historical Consciousness in Contemporary

Ukraine, forces one to give thought to this. It is worth recaUing that

analogous problems receive extensive consideration in Frank Sysyn’s articles

on historiographic images of Cossackdom and Bohdan Khmelnytsky and

Serhii Plokhy’s articles on debates among Ukrainian and Russian historians

about present-day pohtical boundaries, the Pereiaslav Council of 1654, and

pohtical claims to the Crimea.

Assessments of the current state of Ukrainian historical studies

constitute yet another important subject represented in Zenon Kohut’s

recent articles. It should be recalled that in the late 1980s and early 1990s

Western scholars made considerable efforts to raise the status and prestige

of Ukrainian studies in the Western academic world. At the same time,

they did a great deal to elevate historical studies in Ukraine to interna-

tional standards, promote their conceptual renewal, and introduce them to

the world intellectual forum.

23. Zenon E. Kohut, History as a Battleground: Russian-Ukrainian Relations and Historical

Consciousness in Contemporary Ukraine (Saskatoon: Heritage Press, 2001), 55-7, 60.
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Present-day Ukrainian historiography continues to bear the burden not

only of scholarly tasks but also of national and socio-political ones.

Consequently, it remains in a state of conflict between the need to

develop a nation-wide discourse and the challenge of postmodernism,

which contradicts national narratives. It would appear that Dr. Kohut sees

no contradiction in principle between present-day historiographic

discourse and the tasks of Ukrainian nation and state building. He is

convinced that the challenge of postmodernism does not mean that the

epoch of narrative has come to an end, while objectivity in scholarship

does not negate the existence of historical myths, which can and should

be employed in the formation of the new Ukrainian historical consciousness.

In the early 1990s Zenon Kohut considered that Ukrainian historians

should help society discover its own (Ukrainian) national identity. “The

formation of a new Ukrainian historical consciousness is still in a

rudimentary stage, limited to the more nationally conscious elements of

the population. A rapid and widespread introduction of a Ukrainian view

of history is difficult, because imperial Russian and Soviet rule has

resulted in the common acceptance of the dominant interpretations, even

among many Ukrainians. Moreover, there is a consensus on only some

themes and interpretations. At least a preliminary codification of a Ukrainian

view will occur with the adoption of new curricula and the pubhcation of

new textbooks. Adoption in school curricula would also make the Ukrainian

historical view more prevalent among the wider pubhc.”^"^

Nonetheless, actual developments show that, paradoxically, Kohut has

somewhat underestimated the vitality and popularity in present-day

Ukrainian society of the Little Russian national consciousness about

which he wrote in such convincing fashion. In the course of one of his

many trips to Ukraine he had occasion to see this for himself when a

monk at the Mhar Monastery undertook to teach a foreign tourist a lesson

(in broken Ukrainian) about the traitor Mazepa and the all-Russian unity

of the Orthodox Slavic peoples.

Perhaps the scholar recalled this episode on learning that left-wing

deputies of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, historians by education, had

managed to ensure the deletion of particular pages in a textbook of

Ukrainian history, even as the imperial and Soviet historical and cultural

legacy in its original form began to make a comeback in everyday

24. Ibid., 53^.
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popular consciousness through the mass media, primarily television, and

the policy of the current Ukrainian leadership. As a result, from the late

1990s, Dr. Kohut’s publications and addresses began to grow ever more

critical of official Ukrainian historical studies.

Initially, such criticism was impersonal in eharacter. In time it

became more concrete, arising in conneetion with particular publications

by contemporary authors. Finally, the directive of the president of

Ukraine “On the Commemoration of the 350th Anniversary of the

Cossack Council of 1654,” dated 13 March 2002, and the declared

readiness of the academie establishment to take part in its realization

prompted an extraordinarily sharp reaction on the part of Zenon Kohut

and his colleagues Frank Sysyn and Serhii Plokhy.

In their “Appeal to Ukrainian Historians on the Occasion of the

Commemoration of the Pereiaslav Council,” dated 14 June 2002, the

planned action was characterized as an attempt “to exploit history for the

legitimation of a possible change in Ukraine’s foreign-policy orientation

and a reorientation of the historical consciousness of Ukrainian society,”

to “lend legitimacy to those forces in Ukraine and beyond its borders that

seek to revive the empire,” and to continue the infamous “tradition of

Soviet times of truckling to Moscow and the ‘elder brother.

The gradual evolution from the euphoria of the early 1990s to bitter

disappointment with developments in Ukraine in recent years that Zenon

Kohut appears to have experienced along with most of the Ukrainian

diaspora poses the question of the reception of the work of Western

Ukrainists in contemporary Ukraine and of the dialogue between the

“homeland” and the “trans-Atlantic” traditions of present-day “readings”

of the Ukrainian past.

As is well known, since the late 1980s foreign Ucrainiea, represented

by two main currents—the traditional national-statist and modem national

discourses—has been actively introduced into present-day eulture and

scholarship in Ukraine. Works by the best representatives of various

generations of Western scholars are becoming available to the Ukrainian

reader. Let us hope that the publications of Nataliia Polonska-Vasylenko,

Oleksander Ohloblyn, Ivan Lysiak-Rudnytsky, Omeljan Pritsak, George

Luckyj, Ihor Sevcenko, Roman Szporluk, George Grabowicz, Bohdan

Krawehenko, Orest Subtelny, and John-Paul Himka will soon be joined

25. My archive.
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by Ukrainian editions of the monographic works of Paul Magocsi, David

Saunders, Frank Sysyn, Stephen Velychenko, Andreas Kappeler, Serhii

jj

Plokhy, Anna Procyk, Olga Andriewsky, Taras Kuzio, Roman Solchanyk,

1

1

and other Western historians of Ukraine. Aside from the language barrier,

r however, there remains a significant mental barrier to dialogue between

I

present-day Ukrainian and Western historians of Ukraine.

li
Today, the name and works of Zenon Kohut are known to practically

every professional in the field of Ukrainian history. This does not mean,

j

however, that they have become common currency among the intellec-

j

tually inclined reading public. The conceptual novelty of his views on the

r age of the Hetmanate is recognized by renowned historians^^ but is not

I

I

always appreciated even by very acute intellectuals outside the academic

j

community

;

I know from personal experience that the concept of Little Russian

identity developed by Zenon Kohut continues to arouse tacit disapproval

I

on the part of some patriotically inclined Ukrainian historians for whom

;

j

Little Russianism is not a scholarly category but a moral and ethical one.

Nevertheless, it is difficult for me to agree with the author’s complaint

I

,
that he is published but not read in Ukraine. Traces of his influence are

i

' quite apparent in the most recent works of certain young historians.

I

Perhaps this strikes the author as insufficient. In that case, it would be

i
desirable to include him as a member of a council of experts of the

I

Supreme Attestation Commission of Ukraine or at least a specialized

scholarly council, preferably at the doctoral level.

Today, as a scholar and organizer of scholarly work. Dr. Kohut plays

the extraordinarily important role of mediator between various currents

I
and levels of Ukrainian studies, which are undergoing a transformation

of their own as they arrange themselves into a certain structural whole.

I

Zenon Kohut is a Ukrainian by origin and consciousness; one who

I

maintains a stable emotional link with Ukraine, past and present. At the

j

I

same time, he is an intellectual product of present-day Western

i historiography, representing its North American school.

' In the West his scholarly and organizational activity contributes in

1

large measure to reorienting Western Slavic studies from Russocentrism

' 26. For example, by Natalia Iakovenko in “Hetmanska Ukraina pid kolesamy

1

prosvitnytskykh idealiv,” Suchasnist, 1997, no. 3: 145-9.

' 27. For example, by Mykola Riabchuk in Vid Malorosii do Ukrainy: Paradoksy
I zapizniloho natsiietvorennia (Kyiv: Krytyka, 2000), 53-9.

I
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to a recognition of the multicultural and multiethnic nature of the East

Slavic Orthodox-Soviet conglomerate that has commonly been designated

as “Russia.” True, in the historian’s own opinion, significant conceptual

changes in the consciousness of Western professionals with regard to

Ukrainian studies have not yet taken place.

In Ukraine the works of Zenon Kohut are helping to foster the

methodological renewal of Ukrainian historiography and its gradual

approach to world standards. At the same time, they may be regarded as

a step toward the creation of academic Russian studies in Ukraine, the

absence of which reflects what Mykola Riabchuk has described as the

paradoxes of “belated nation formation.” Thus Zenon Kohut is continuing

the tradition of his teacher Ivan Lysiak-Rudnytsky, aspiring to a synthesis

of continuity and modernization in the contemporary Ukrainian intellec-

tual tradition.

Translated by Myroslav Yurkevich



The Making of the

Generation of 1917:

Towards a Collective Biography

Olga Andriewsky^

Each generation must, out of relative obscur-

ity, discover its mission, fulfill it, or betray it.

Frantz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth

In the summer of 1891 a group of university students calling themselves

the Brotherhood of Taras (Bratstvo tarasivtsiv) gathered at the gravesite

of the Ukrainian poet Taras Shevchenko. The students met in Poltava

Gubernia, where they had had been hired by Oleksander Rusov, the

famed statistician and folklorist, to collect information for the gubemial

zemstvo. While working and living together in the Ukrainian countryside

that summer, the students spent many hours discussing the plight of the

Ukrainian people and what they could do to change the situation.

Frustrated by the leadership of the “Ukrainophiles,” by what they saw as

the complacency and narrow emphasis on cultural issues of the older

generation of Ukrainian activists, the young men vowed to devote

themselves to the liberation of the Ukrainian people. “From behind their

love, [the Ukrainophiles] see neither ignorance, poverty, starvation, nor

the enormous economic and spiritual decline of the country,” they

declared in their profession de foi} “And only to the extent that we
honour and respect those sincere Ukrainophiles, our parents, do we.

* Part of the research for this article was made possible by a grant from the Canadian

Institute of Ukrainian Studies. The grant enabled Dr. Ihor Hyrych to conduct extensive

interviews with Dr. Irena Tymoshenko-Sadovska, daughter of Valentyn Sadovsky and

Lydia Strutynska, two prominent members of the “generation of 1917.”

1. ''Profession de foi molodykh ukraintsiv,” Pravda 17, no. 50 (1893): 201-7.
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nationally conscious Ukrainians, not wish for a further development of

the Ukrainophile movement in our society.” As Ivan Lypa, one of

founders of the Brotherhood of Taras, later recalled, “We wanted, on the

one hand, to do something that would allow us to remain [Ukrainian],

and, on the other hand, we fervently longed for serious, all-consuming

political involvement.”^

The notion of rebellious youths at odds with their elders was certainly

nothing new or extraordinary in the history of the intelligentsia. By the

second half of the nineteenth century, generational conflict had become

a familiar theme in European social discourse and particularly in post-

reform Russia.^ The Ukrainophiles, in fact, had themselves at one time

been regarded as young radicals, because of their populism, their active

identification with the narod, and their intense interest in Ukrainian folk

culture. The denunciation of the Ukrainophiles by the Brotherhood of

Taras, in this respect, represented a traditional rite of passage for young

intellectuals, a symbolic rejection of the “fathers” by the “sons.” By 1897,

after several years of agitation among the Ukrainian intelligentsia, the

Brotherhood itself lapsed into inactivity. Yet, in retrospect, this youthful

gesture proved to be an omen. The revolt against the Ukrainophiles and

the founding of the Brotherhood of Taras presaged the emergence of a

new generation of political activists—arguably, the first generation of

modem Ukrainian political activists in the Russian Empire, a cohort that

ultimately led the Ukrainian movement in 1917.

The aim of this essay is to sketch, in a preliminary fashion, the

beginnings of a collective biography of what I call the Generation of

1917, the men and women who promoted a Ukrainian political agenda in

the Russian Empire before the revolution and who became the leading

advocates of Ukrainian autonomy and independence in 1917. The

formation of this cohort—indeed, its very existence—has received little

attention from historians of Ukraine, who have tended to focus either on

individual biography, political ideas, or the social stmcture in general to

explain the course of the revolution and what they regard as the “failure”

of the Ukrainian project."^ Indeed, the relative absence of serious research

2. Ivan Lypa, “U batka Tarasa v hostyni,” Zoria, 1892, no. 5: 91-2; and his

“Braterstvo Tarasivtsiv,” Literatumo-naukovyi visnyk, 1925, nos. 7-8: 262-7.

3. On the generational idea, see, for example, Robert Wohl’s classic study. The

Generation of 1914 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1979).

4. One exception to this trend in historiography is the work of Andreas Kappeler. He
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I

on the social networks that constituted the Ukrainian movement has

I

obscured the dynamic of the political transformation that took place in

j

Ukraine in the two decades before the revolution, a transformation that

i
culminated with the creation of the Central Rada on 17 March 1917. It

has also perpetuated the myth of a “weak Ukrainian intelligentsia move-

j

ment,” a myth promoted for many years by Soviet historiography and

i
accepted uncritically by many historians in the West.^ The Generation of

M 1917 is, in this regard, a key to understanding the larger workings—and

ill
potency—of the Ukrainian movement itself.

j

Who were the members of the Generation of 1917? The term, as

i applied here, refers to those men and women who were bom between

ij
1875 and 1885, became politically active around the turn of the century,

I

and came to support—and by 1917 worked energetically on behalf

1
of—the idea of Ukrainian political autonomy and statehood. The most

5

prominent members of this group included Symon Petliura (b. 1879),

I

Dmytro Doroshenko (b. 1882), Volodymyr Vynnychenko (b. 1880),

i
Dmytro Antonovych (b. 1877), Dmytro Dontsov (b. 1883), Hanna

;

Chykalenko (b. 1884), and Mykola Porsh (b. 1877). Indeed, much of the

I

leadership of the Central Rada belonged to the Generation of 1917.^ The

I

General Secretariat of the Central Rada, the chief executive body, was,

I

for example, entirely dominated by this cohort—Petliura, Vynnychenko,

j

Borys Martos (b. 1879), Mykola Stasiuk (b. 1884), Pavlo Khrystiuk (b.

I

1880), Serhii lefremov (b. 1876), Ivan Steshenko (b. 1873), Khrystofor

I

Baranovsky (b. 1874), and Valentyn Sadovsky (b. 1886). Notably, the

i Generation of 1917 did not include Mykhailo Hrushevsky (b. 1866) who,

I

although he played a leading role in the Ukrainian national movement

]

1

I

I

relies on Miroslav Hroch’s model of national development to examine the Ukrainian elite

in the Russian Empire at the end of the nineteenth century, a framework that, in Hroch’s

!
classical rendition, is linked to the rise of the bourgeoisie and large-scale changes in the

socio-economic structure. The focus of Kappeler’s work, however, is on locating the

I j

emergence of a Ukrainian political class at the end of the nineteenth century (Phase C).

I

See Andreas Kappeler, “The Ukrainians of the Russian Empire, 1860-1914,” in The

Formation of National Elites, ed. Andreas Kappeler, Comparative Studies on Govem-

j

ments and Non-Dominant Ethnic Groups in Europe: 1850-1940 (New York: New York

I

I

University Press, 1992), 105-31.

I j

5. See, for example, Andrew Wilson, The Ukrainians: Unexpected Nation (New

I

j

Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2000), esp. 121-5.

6. George Y. Boshyk, “The Rise of Ukrainian Pohtical Parties in Russia, 1900-7: With

I

Special Reference to Social Democracy” (D. Phil, diss.. University of Oxford, 1981), 425.
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before and during the revolution, was clearly an exceptional figure by

virtue of his age, background, and life experience/ Nor did it include,

strictly speaking, the Brotherhood of Taras: most of its members were

closer in age to Hrushevsky and were well out of school by the time the

Generation of 1917 arrived. In this respect the Generation of 1917 was

very much the product of a particular place and time, of a unique social

and pohtical experience associated with the last two decades of the Russian

Empire. Let us turn to its remarkable “debut” at the turn of the century.

The Social Context

The emergence of the Generation of 1917 coincided with several

important social trends and developments in late imperial Russia. One

was the demographic explosion. In the second half of the nineteenth

century the rate of population growth in the Russian Empire—and in the

Ukrainian gubernias, in particular—was among the highest in the world.

Between 1870 and 1914 the population in the Ukrainian gubernias nearly

doubled. Within the nine Ukrainian gubernias, moreover, population

growth among Ukrainians—predominantly a rural population—signifi-

cantly exceeded that of the non-Ukrainian population. As the census of

1897 indicates, the Ukrainian population was steadily increasing its share

of the total population in Ukraine (a trend most evident in the southern

gubernias, that is, the areas of newest settlement—Katerynoslav, Kherson,

and Tavriia (see table 1). By 1897, in fact, most Ukrainians—52.4

percent—were under twenty years of age, and they represented nearly

forty percent of the entire population. At the turn of the century, the

Ukrainian population was growing, becoming younger, and strengthening

its demographic hold on the Ukrainian gubernias.

The Generation of 1917, in effect, stood on the crest of a powerful

demographic wave. Symon Petliura was one of twelve children, nine of

whom survived to adulthood. Similarly, Petro Bilon (b. 1879), a

Ukrainian activist from Kyiv Gubernia, was one of twelve children.

Oleksander Koshyts (b. 1875), the composer and ethnographer, had six

brothers and sisters.^ Lydia Strutynska, a member of the St. Petersburg

7. Hrushevsky grew up in Tiflis, in the Caucasus, and, until 1914 spent much of his

life outside of the Ukrainian territory of the Russian Empire.

8. Vasyl Mykhalchuk, Symon Petliura ta ioho rodyna. Do 70-richchia ioho trahichnoi

zahybeli: Dokumenty i materialy (Kyiv: Rada, 1996), 310; Petro Bilon, Spohady ([Pittsburgh,

Pa.]: Do Svitla, 1952), 1: 12; and Oleksandr Koshyts, Spohady (Kyiv: Rada, 1995), 18.
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Student hromada, was one of seventy-two grandchildren descended from

Stepan Mykhailevych, an Orthodox priest in Volhynia.^ Since political

activity, as we know, tended to run in families, the involvement of one

family member in the Ukrainian movement often meant the participation

of others^® The case of the Mykhailevych clan was not unusual in this

regard. As Lydia Strutynska notes in her memoirs, she was greatly

influenced by her brother-in-law, a gymnasium teacher, and most of her

cousins were drawn into the Ukrainian movement in similar fashion.
“

She herself married a prominent Ukrainian student activist—also the son

of an Orthodox priest from Volhynia—Valentyn Sadovsky.

A second and related development was the dramatic expansion of

higher education at the turn of the century, at precisely the time when

many members of the Generation of 1917 were entering the system.

Between 1897 and 1907 student enrollments in the Russian Empire nearly

tripled, growing from 31,427 to 92,697.^^ The greatest gains were made

in the field of women’s higher education, particularly after 1905 when the

number of programs for women rose to thirty and the number of female

students reached 23,000.^^ Other areas of higher education also

expanded significantly. During the decade after 1897 the number of

(male) university students doubled, rising to 36,382 in 1907-8 (see table

2). Enrollments in technical programs grew at an even faster pace,

increasing in a decade from 6,000 to nearly 16,000 by 1907 and reaching

23,329 by 1913-14.^'^ Not only were more students admitted to existing

9.

Irena Sadovska-Tymoshenko, interview by Ihor Hyrych, tape recording (Toronto,

September 2000). She had eleven uncles on the Mykhailevych side of her family, eight

of whom, like their father, became priests and two of whom worked as doctors.

10. Anna Hillyar and Jane McDermid, Revolutionary Women in Russia, 1870-1917:

A Study in Collective Biography (Manchester and New York: Manchester University

Press, 2000), 32-3.

11. L. Strutynska-Sadovska, “Ukrainski hromady u vyshchykh zhinochykh peterburz-

kykh shkolakh (1912-1917),” in Z mynuloho: Zbimyk (Warsaw: Ukrainskyi naukovyi

instytut, 1939), 110.

12. A.E. Ivanov, Vysshaia shkola Rossii v kontse XlX-nachale XX veka (Moscow:

Akademiia nauk SSSR, Institut istorii SSSR, 1991), 253^. Similarly, enrollments in

secondary schools nearly tripled in the last two decades before the war (A.E. Ivanov,

Studenchestvo Rossii kontsa XlX-nachala XX veka: Sotsialno-istoricheskaia sudba

[Moscow: ROSSPEN, 1999], 21, 48, 61).

13. Ivanov, Studenchestvo Rossii, 120, 36. After 1905, women were also allowed to

take university courses though their status was never legalized.

14. Ivanov, Vysshaia shkola Rossii, 64-5.
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educational institutions but also new institutions were opened: between

1898 and 1907 six new technological institutes were established in the

Russian Empire. Even highly specialized programs, like pedagogical,

commercial, agricultural, and veterinary institutes, were affected by the

boom in higher education.

This system-wide expansion had a considerable effect in the western

borderlands of the empire. Three of the nine universities in the Russian

Empire were located in Ukraine (Kharkiv, Kyiv, and Odesa) and Kyiv and

Kharkiv, in particular, continued to play a leading role in the development

of higher education. Indeed, these two cities featured some of the oldest

institutions of higher education in the empire (the Kyiv Mohyla Academy,

established in 1632 and reconstituted in 1819 as the Kyiv Theological

Academy; and Kharkiv University, established in 1805) as well as some of

the newest (the Kharkiv Technological Institute, established in 1885; the

Kyiv Polytechnic, estabhshed in 1898; the Kyiv Higher Courses for Women,

1872-86, revived in 1906; the Kharkiv Higher Courses for Women,

established in 1907; the Kyiv Institute of Commerce, estabhshed in 1906;

and the Kharkiv Institute of Commerce, estabhshed 1909). In addition, new

centres of learning emerged in the Ukrainian gubernias. Katerynoslav, for

example, a hub for the rapidly growing metallurgic industry and, by 1914,

the fourth largest city in Ukraine after Odesa, Kyiv, and Kharkiv, developed

primarily as a centre of technical education. A mining institute was founded

in the city in 1899 and then an institute of commerce, a polytechnic (1916),

and higher courses for women (1916).

Likewise, the number of Ukrainian students attending institutions of

higher education increased substantially after 1897. While the exact

number of students of “Little Russian”^^ origin cannot be determined,

we do know, for example, that the percentage of “Orthodox Christians”

in the universities remained steadily above seventy percent between 1899

and 1912. In the technical institutes, the percentage of “Orthodox

Christians” actually rose from 52.3 percent to 68.5 percent during this

time.^^ Hryhorii Kozlovsky, a student in Moscow, remembered that the

15. In the second half of the nineteenth century, as a way of emphasizing and

promoting the “Orthodox” character of the system of education, it became bureaucratic

practice to classify students only in confessional terms.

16. Ivanov, Studenchestvo Rossii, 1 95-20 1 ; Susan K. Morrissey, Heralds ofRevolution:

Russian Students and the Mythologies of Radicalism (Oxford and New York; Oxford

University Press, 1998), 12.
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schools at the time “were full of Ukrainians and in the hallways of these

institutions of higher education one could hear the Ukrainian language at

every step.”^^ The sudden proliferation of Ukrainian student hromadas,

or clandestine societies, throughout the empire offers further proof of this

trend: Kyiv (1893), Kharkiv (1897) Moscow (1898) St. Petersburg

(1898), Tartu (1898), Warsaw (1901), and Odesa (1902).^®

Paradoxically, one of the beneficiaries of the expansion and modern-

ization of the education system in the Russian Empire was the traditional

Ukrainian elite, the families of Orthodox priests, hereditary Cossacks, and

petty gentry rooted in the countryside. Social origin remained as yet a

crucial determinant in access to higher education: only 5.4 percent of

university students and 14.8 percent of students attending technological

institutes in 1906 came from a peasant background.*^ Thus the dramatic

increase in student intake most deeply affected the rural and gubemial

elites in Ukraine, strata that, especially in the lands of the former Cossack

Hetmanate, remained wedded to a remarkable degree to the culture and

values of old Ukraine. Years later, thinking back on his childhood in rural

Chemihiv, Mykola Kovalevsky (b. 1892) recalled a world in which many

members of the provincial gentry, descendents of the Cossack starshyna

living on remote estates, had not yet learned to speak Russian."® It was

this culture that now revitalized its links with the urban centres and

institutions of higher education. Indeed, what had been a steady trickle of

Ukrainian students in the nineteenth century now turned into a mass

movement of sorts, a movement reminiscent, in certain respects, of the

late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries when nobles, Cossacks,

and clerics routinely sent their sons to study at the Kyiv Mohyla

Academy and the kolegii (colleges) of Ukraine.

17. Kozlovsky, “Z zhyttia ukrainskoi kolonii v Moskvi v 1900 rr.,” in Z mynuloho:

Zbimyk (Warsaw: Ukrainskyi naukovyi instytut, 1938), 110.

18. Z mynuloho, a series published by the emigre Ukrainian Research Institute in

Warsaw, devoted a special volume to this subject in 1939. See also, le. Chykalenko,

Spohady (1861-1907) (Lviv: Dilo, 1925), especially pt. 2; Viktor Andriievsky, Try

hromady: Spohady z 1885-1917 rr., 2 vols. (Lviv: I. Tyktor, 1938); and R. Senkus and

A. Zhukovsky, “Students,” in Encyclopedia of Ukraine, ed. D. Husar Struk (Toronto:

University of Toronto Press, 1993), 5: 76.

19. Ivanov, Vysshaia shkola Rossii, 268, 272.

20. Mykola Kovalevsky, Pry dzherelakh borotby: Spomyny, vrazhennia, refleksii

(Innsbruck: Naklad Marii Kovalevskoi, 1960), 16-17.
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This phenomenon is widely reflected in the biographies of the

individuals who became active in the Ukrainian national movement at the

turn of the century. Among the better known activists, for example,

Oleksander Skoropys (b. 1880 in Podilia, Kyiv Polytechnic), Lev

lurkevych (b. 1885 in Kyiv Gubernia, Kyiv University), and Kateryna

Serebriakova (b. 1887 in Kharkiv Gubernia, St. Petersburg Medical

Institute) belonged to the gentry; Valentyn Sadovsky (b. 1886 in

Volhynia, Kyiv University / St. Petersburg Institute of Technology),

Mykola Halahan (b. 1882 in Chemihiv Gubernia, Kyiv University), and

Oleksa Sokolovsky (b. 1884 in Poltava Gubernia, Kyiv Polytechnic) were

sons of priests. Many of the activists were descendents of

Cossacks—now legally classified as “nobles” or “peasants”—for whom
their Cossack ancestry remained a defining point of their social and

cultural identity. Thus, for example, Andrii Zhuk, a “peasant” activist

from Poltava Gubernia, always described himself as a member of “an

impoverished Cossack family.”^^ In fact, the ranks of the Ukrainian

movement were dominated by this Cossack element: Symon Petliura;

Dmytro Doroshenko (b. 1882 in Chemihiv Gubernia, St. Petersburg

University / Kyiv University); Pavlo Krat (b. 1882 in Poltava Gubernia,

Kyiv University); Isaak Mazepa (b. 1884 in Chemihiv Gubernia, St.

Petersburg University); and Andrii Livytsky (b. 1879 in Poltava

Gubernia, Kyiv University). This component was further reinforced by

an energetic contingent of young Cossacks from the Kuban, the only

territory where the Zaporozhian Cossack social order still survived

(Mykola Riabovol, b. 1883, Kyiv Polytechnic, and Stepan Manzhula, b.

1885, Kyiv Polytechnic).^^

21. Andrii Zhuk, “Korotki biografichni vidomosty,” Library and Archives Canada, MG
30 Cl 67, Andrii Zhuk Archives, vol. 1, file 5. Numerous authors (Boshyk, Kappeler) have

pointed out the preponderance within the Ukrainian national movement of activists from

Left-Bank Ukraine, and especially of the sons of clergy, who constituted some twenty

percent of known participants. This data, which is usually based on late nineteenth-

century social categories imposed by imperial authorities, systematically underestimates

the Cossack element within the movement. For biographical data of those who became

active in the Revolutionary Ukrainian Party, see Boshyk, “The Rise of Ukrainian Political

Parties,” Appendix VI.

22. Mykola Riabovol became one of the main student leaders at the Kyiv Polytechnic

during the Revolution of 1905. In 1917 Riabovol headed the Kuban Territorial Council

and promoted the federation of Kuban with Ukraine. He was assassinated by Denikin’s

men in June 1919 for following this independent line.
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In his memoirs, Mykola Kovalevsky, himself a descendent of the

Cossack starshyna, remembered how, during his youth, his sleepy district

of Sosnytsia came alive every summer as university and gymnasium

students returned home for their summer vacations. The young students,

he recalled, would arrive from “all comers of the Russian Empire”

bringing with them fresh news, new books, and even illegal publica-

tions.^^ Similarly, Viktor Andriievsky (b. 1885), the son of a Poltava

landowner, described the enormous impact that university students like

Oleksa Sokolovsky, Borys lurev-Pekovets (Kyiv University), lurii Kollard

(Kharkiv Institute of Technology), and Borys Martos (Kharkiv University)

had on him and his fellow gymnasium students.^'*

Indeed, the growing number of Ukrainian student hromadas at the

turn of the century signaled the emergence of a distinctly Ukrainian

“youth culture,” a dynamic social network of young men and women
educated in urban centres of the empire but with deep ties to the

Ukrainian hinterland and its culture. In contrast to the legally sanctioned

“Little Russian” zemliachestva / zemliatstva (regional associations / self-

help organizations), the hromadas shared a common devotion to

Ukrainian culture, to a language and traditions officially proscribed by

imperial authorities.^^ Unlike the young men who had gone off to study

in universities in the 1870s and 1880s and—with a few notable excep-

tions—had immersed themselves in the all-Russian student movement,

this new generation of Ukrainian students now formed its own “critical

mass” in the institutions of higher education, a group with a budding

sense of collective identity and purpose.

The Political Context

The universities and technical institutes of the Russian Empire

provided a fertile meeting ground for the growing numbers of young

Ukrainians, a place where they could come together, exchange news and

information, discuss politics (an illegal activity until 1905), and—ulti-

23. Kovalevsky, Pry dzherelakh borotby, 19.

24. Andriievsky, Try hromady, 1: 81.

25. The Kharkiv University student hromada, which included some of the most

politically active and radically inclined Ukrainian students, maintained its own library, a

Ukrainian theater troupe, and a choir (lurii Kollard, “Narodzhennia ukrainskoho

natsionalizmu sered Kharkivskoi studentskoi molodi,” in Z mynuloho: Zbirnyk [Warsaw:

Ukrainskyi naukovyi instytut, 1939], 60).
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mately—form the social networks that came to constitute the modem
Ukrainian national movement. Nonetheless, it is impossible to understand

the formation of the Generation of 1917 without an appreciation of the

specific political context in which it developed. Indeed, the Generation of

1917 came of age in a time of profound political, social, and economic

upheaval, an era of momentous changes in Russia. In the remainder of

this essay, I shall focus my remarks on one defining moment, an episode

that, in the long mn, helped transform an entire generation of young

Ukrainians students into modem political activists—the student protests

of 1899 and the birth of the first mass-based Ukrainian political party in

the Russian Empire.

The student protests of 1899 were, without a doubt, a pivotal event

not only for Ukrainian students, but for the empire as a whole. At least

one historian, Richard Pipes, has argued that the strikes that broke out at

Russian universities that spring were, in fact, the beginning of the Russian

Revolution, the start of a movement that, in his own words, “led directly

to 1917.”^^ The universities of the Russian Empire, of course, had a

long tradition of student protests, and in the decade after the reactionary

University Statute of 1884 students regularly came into conflict with

university authorities over the new restrictions, and particularly over the

ban on student organizations.^^ Between 1884 and 1899, however, such

incidents remained largely isolated and episodic. In this respect the events

of 1899 were unparalleled. What began as a spontaneous protest in St.

Petersburg in Febmary 1899—a demonstration against an apparently

unprovoked attack by police on students during the annual celebration of

the founding of the University of St. Petersburg—soon escalated into an

organized, empire-wide, student strike movement involving more than

25,000 students. When authorities responded with harsh counter-

measures—expulsions, arrests, exile, and even army conscription—the

26. Richard Pipes, The Russian Revolution, 1st ed. (New York: Knopf, 1990), 3-4.

27. The notion of “relative calm” in the universities between 1884 and 1899, a point

made by Richard Pipes, is deceptive. Many of the students who led the strike movement

in 1899, like Dmytro Antonovych, had a history of run-ins with authorities. Antonovych,

for example, had been expelled from Kyiv University—the university where his father

taught—in 1895 for his part in student disturbances and was later thrown out of Kharkiv

University.

28. See Morrissey, Heralds ofRevolution, chap. 2. and James C. McClelland, Autocrats

and Academics: Education, Culture, and Society in Tsarist Russia (Chicago: University

of Chicago Press, 1979), 98-9.
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conflict turned into an ongoing war between the students and the govern-

ment, a political struggle that lasted until 1905.

The student movement, in effect, politicized an entire generation of

youth, Russian and Ukrainian alike. It drew thousands of students out of

their narrow student concerns—a world of boring lectures, overbearing

professors, and high-handed university administrators—and into a wider

universe of social protest and radical ideas, however vaguely defined.

Moreover, it demonstrated the effectiveness of organized and purposeful

political action. For a number of Ukrainian students already inclined

towards politics, this proved to be a particularly powerful lesson. The

Ukrainian hromada at Kharkiv University, for example, played a leading

role in organizing and directing the student protests in Kharkiv in 1899.

Among other things, the students made use of a relatively new technol-

ogy—the hectograph—to print and distribute political bulletins. As one

of the few existing underground student associations, the hromada, in

fact, became closely involved with the work of the Kharkiv coordinating

committee. Mykhailo Rusov (b. 1876), lurii Kollard (b. 1875), and

Oleksandr Kovalenko (b. 1875) were subsequently expelled for their role

in the student movement.

Most importantly, the effectiveness of the all-Russian student

movement and, in particular, the role that hromada leaders played in

mobilizing students in the spring of 1899 galvanized the development of

a Ukrainian student network and encouraged hromada leaders to think in

much more ambitious, all-Ukrainian terms. At a secret conference in Kyiv

in August 1899, representatives of the Kyiv, Kharkiv, and Tartu hromadas

announced the creation of an all-Ukrainian student union. The aim of the

union, as stated in their declaration, was twofold: (1) to halt the

assimilation of Ukrainian students and “return them to service on behalf

of the Ukrainian people,” and (2) to bring to the attention of the “national

masses as well as to the educated strata of society the socio-economic and

cultural plight of our people,” a consequence of “national subjugation and

Russian absolutism.” The thrust of the proclamation, in this respect, did

not differ substantially from the 1 893 profession de foi by the Brother-

hood of Taras, although it did represent an important ideological advance

29. Kollard, “Narodzhennia ukrainskoho natsionalizmu,” 63; Oleksandr Kovalenko, “Na
mezhi dvokh vikiv,” in Z mynuloho: Zbimyk, 40-1; Andrii Zhuk, “Z pochatkiv

novoehasnoho ukrainskoho politychnoho rukhu na Ukraini naddniprianskii,” Shliakh, 28

February-6 March 1920, no. 17.
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for the young students involved in drafting this document. What was

undeniably new and what clearly distinguished these students from the

Brotherhood of Taras was the emphasis on political work. They set for

themselves a number of very specific tasks: to expand and strengthen the

network of student hromadas; to foster contacts with young Ukrainians

in the gymnasiums, seminaries, and agricultural and pedagogical institutes;

to maintain relations with non-Ukrainian student organizations; to pubhsh

and disseminate political hterature in Ukrainian; and to promote, as far as

possible, the Ukrainian cause through various legal organizations.^^ The

mobihzation of the large and growing Ukrainian student population became,

in short, the very centrepiece of their pohtical strategy.

One of the immediate consequences of this surge in activity, in fact,

was the development of contacts with student organizations in the Austro-

Hungarian Empire.^^ Following the August conference. Lev Matsiievych

(b. 1877), a student at the Kharkiv Institute of Technology, was

dispatched to Galicia to establish a working relationship with Ukrainian

student circles there.^^ The results of this cooperation soon became

evident with the publication of Moloda Ukraina, a monthly student

journal, which appeared in Lviv in January 1900:

The purpose of our publication is to become the organ not for some

gubernia, not of small Galicia, but the organ of the youth of all Ukraine.

Until now an organ of youth did not exist, and no relations existed

between youth divided by borders.... Moloda Ukraina calls upon all

Ukrainian youth, no matter of what age or on which side of the border,

to struggle for the highest ideals of mankind, for the ideals of truth and

freedom ... for a free and independent Ukraine.^"^

30. This was, in fact, the second student conference. The first was held in August 1898

in Kyiv. Boshyk does not draw any distinctions between the two conferences, but the

difference in the tone, content, and emphasis of the resolutions is significant. The

resolutions of the first conference vaguely demanded civil liberties, the remainder of the

document focused on the “duties of a student” (Osyp Hermaize, Narysy z istorii

revoliutsiinoho rukhu na Ukraini, vol. 1, Revoliutsiina ukrainska partiia [Kyiv:

Knyhospilka, 1926], 20-2).

31. Ibid. Also Andrii Zhuk Archives, vol. 4, file 5.

32. Representatives of the Vienna-based student organization Sich, and the Lviv student

hromada had attended the first student conference in Kyiv in August 1898 (ibid.).

33. Kovalenko, “Na mezhi dvokh vikiv,” 43.

34. “Tovaryshi i tovaryshky,” Moloda Ukraina, 1900, no. 1: 1-2. The monthly was

published by a network of student circles in Galicia and Bukovyna called Young Ukraine

(Moloda Ukraina), founded in 1899.
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This international collaboration continued very fruitfully for many years:

in fact, Lviv and Chemivtsi became crucial sites for the publication and

smuggling of political literature into Russian-ruled Ukraine.

The Union of Ukrainian Students represented, in effect, the begin-

nings of a national program for action, a dynamic vision of the role that

young Ukrainians could play in society. Indeed, by the fall of 1899, some

young Ukrainians, notably those associated with the Kharkiv hromada,

were prepared to go even further. As lurii Kollard noted in his memoirs,

“The first half of 1899 ... had enormous educational value for young

Ukrainians—indeed, for all Ukrainians. After the summer, the members

of the Kharkiv student hromada were unrecognizable. They returned to

Kharkiv in a revolutionary mood.”^^ They would no longer restrict

themselves to student issues but would become directly and permanently

involved in the political struggle. Above all, they wanted to reach out

beyond the walls of the university to the “Ukrainian masses,” that is, to

the peasantry, and to engage them in serious political work “in a

systematic and planned way.”^^ This ambition found its expression in

January 1900 with the creation of the first modem Ukrainian political

party on the territory of the Russian Empire, the Revolutionary Ukrainian

Party (Revoliutsiina ukrainska partiia, or RUP).^^

RUP immediately served notice that a new era in the political history

of Ukraine had begun. A new generation of young Ukrainians was

prepared to take up the struggle of the Ukrainian people under the banner

of a “single, unitary, indivisible, free, and independent Ukraine from the

Carpathians to the Caucasus,” announced RUP’s first official publication,

Samostiina Ukraina (Independent Ukraine), a political pamphlet authored

by Mykola Mikhnovsky, one of the founders of the Brotherhood of Taras

but never a RUP member, and published in Lviv with the help of Moloda

Ukraina?^ “The era of embroidered shirts, peasant overcoats, and

whiskey has passed, never to return again,” Samostiina Ukraina

35. Kollard, “Narodzhennia ukrainskoho natsionalizmu sered Kharkivskoi studentskoi

molodi,” 64.

36. Kovalenko, “Na mezhi dvokh vikiv,” 42-3.

37. RUP was not the only Ukrainian political party to appear at this time. The
Ukrainian Socialist Party (Ukrainska partiia sotsialistychna, or UPS) was founded in 1900,

followed by the revolutionary nationalist Ukrainian People’s Party (Ukrainska narodna

partiia, or UNP) in 1902, but RUP quickly became, by far, the most successful party.

38. Samostiina Ukraina. Promova (Lviv, 1900).
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proclaimed. “The future belongs to us.” Although the party quickly

disassociated itself from Samostiina Ukraina’s ultra-nationalist message

(“Ukraine for Ukrainians”), the national liberation of the Ukrainian people

became a defining theme for the RUP.^^ Andrii Zhuk, who was working

for the Poltava gubemial zemstvo at the time, heard about RUP in the

summer of 1900 from two zemstvo employees. “From that time,” he

writes, “I considered myself a member.”"^®

Yet what distinguished RUP from other Ukrainian political groups

was not so much its ideology—initially a vague mixture of agrarian

socialism, revolutionary activism, and Ukrainian nationalism—but rather

its emphasis on political action and its ability to mobilize young

Ukrainians for political work. According to George Boshyk, most RUP
members in 1904 were under twenty-five years of age; ninety percent of

them were under thirty. Seventy-seven percent of the known RUP
members were bom between 1875 and 1884. Seventy-two percent were

bom in Poltava, Chemihiv, or Kyiv Gubernia, and virtually all “had

attended or were attending secondary or higher schools of education.”

Significantly, nearly thirty percent of RUP members were officially

classified as peasants.'^^

Indeed, before 1905, RUP was the only Ukrainian political party with

a legitimate claim to be a mass-based organization. Within three years,

it developed a more or less stable network of constituent organizations

based largely in Kyiv and Left-Bank Ukraine, with individual members

in other cities and towns, established contact with peasant and workers’

circles, and established a Central Committee in Kyiv and a Foreign

Committee in Lviv. It embarked on an energetic publication program"^^

and built a smuggling and distribution network to get its publications to

the masses. While the vast majority of these publications were distributed

in Kyiv, Poltava, and Chemihiv Gubernias, RUP literature also found its

39. Hash, no. 12 (1902): 1, cited in Hermaize, Narysy z istorii revoliutsiinoho rukhu,

229-301; Revoliutsionnaia Rossiia, 1903, no. 20: 11; “Korotkyi narys partiinoi istorii,”

Nash halos, 1911, nos. 6-8: 277.

40. A. Zhuk, “Moia uchast v RUP-USDRP,” Andrii Zhuk Archives, vol. 1, file 2.

41. See n. 19 above. G. Boshyk, “The Rise of Ukrainian Political Parties,” 282-3 and

425.

42. RUP published several periodicals: Hash (27 issues, 1902-3), Dobra novyna (4

issues, 1903), Pratsia (13 issues., 1904-5), and the popular Selianyn (34 issues, 1902-5).

Between 1900 and 1905 the party also published thirty-eight separate pamphlets totaling

190,000 copies {Nash hohs, 1911, nos. 6-8: 295).
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way into Right-Bank Ukraine (Podilia and Volhynia). In other words,

RUP viewed itself as a revolutionary organization covering all Russian-

ruled Ukraine.

RUP’s effectiveness impressed contemporaries. In 1903, for example,

during the high point of RUP activity, some 74,000 copies of party

literature were printed abroad. Pavel Tuchapsky, a member of the Russian

Social Democratic Workers’ Party (RSDRP) in Kyiv, remarked at the

time that RUP materials covered the Ukrainian countryside “like snow.”

“From the windows of train cars, by foot, on bicycles, traveling hundreds

of versts in peasant carts, [these] Ukrainian revolutionaries disseminated

the seeds of protest. It was something new, something extraordinary [in

a land] that had long ago fallen into slumber and been removed from

political life.”^^ In perhaps the greatest “tribute” to the RUP’s success,

a 1916 police report on the Ukrainian national movement concluded that

“The Revolutionary Ukrainian Party was the first to disseminate political

ideas among the Ukrainian [peasantry], it was the first to begin organiz-

ing and agitating among them on political and economic grounds, it was

the first to give them Ukrainian books, newspapers, and manifestos, and

it was the first, after Drahomanov, to create a body of political literature

for Ukraine by printing abroad and on illegal presses in Ukraine.” Indeed,

until the Revolution of 1917, the authorities continued to believe that

RUP was in part responsible for the peasant uprisings in Poltava in

1902.^

The core of the Generation of 1917 was, in fact, those young men
and women who joined the Revolutionary Ukrainian Party in the first

years of the twentieth century. Symon Petliura, Volodymyr Vynnychenko,

Borys Martos, Valentyn Sadovsky, Mykola Porsh, Mykhailo Tkachenko,

Dmytro Doroshenko, Dmytro Dontsov, and Mykola Riabovol, all served

their political apprenticeship in the ranks of RUP. It was this cohort that

broke decisively with the Ukrainophile tradition and determined the new

direction of the Ukrainian national movement. It was this cohort that

became engaged in politics at the turn of the century, passionately

advocated the idea of national liberation in their youth and sustained that

conunitment through the trials and tribulations of the Revolution of 1905

’ 43. Ukrainets-Iskrovets [P. Tuchapsky], “Ob Ukrainskoi revoliutsionnoi partii,” Iskra,
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and the Constitutional Era. It was this core group that, ultimately, helped

create and lead the Central Rada in 1917. Their vision, skills, and

experience, developed over nearly two decades of political activity,

proved crucial to the Ukrainian revolutionary project, and other members

of the Central Rada recognized this at the time."^^

To be sure, not all the members of this core group remained active

in RUP for the duration of it existence (it was renamed the Ukrainian

Social Democratic Labour Party in December 1905). Some members, like

Dmytro Doroshenko,"^^ broke ranks as the party evolved leftward

towards a more social democratic orientation. Others, like Andrii Zhuk

and Dmytro Dontsov, were forced to flee to Galicia in 1907-8, where

they assumed an increasingly radical nationalist position."^^ Many, like

Borys Martos,"^® were drawn into new and different activities, particular-

ly after 1907, when revolutionary work itself became much more difficult

and dangerous. Nonetheless, if we are to judge by their subsequent

political careers, they never abandoned the shared vision of their youth,

the vision of a liberated Ukraine, and continued to work, in their own

way, towards its realization.

More than thirty years later, Isaak Mazepa recalled his political

apprenticeship. A St. Petersburg University student and Ukrainian social

democrat at the time, he had spent the summer of 1907 in Poltava

Gubernia engaged in political discussions with Ukrainian peasants.

With what interest and eagerness the already gray-haired old men
listened to talk not only about land and freedom, but also about

Ukraine, what it is, and how it should free itself from the oppression of

Moscow! These discussions about social and national freedom often

went on late into the night. And only the cherry orchards under whose

protection our meetings took place witnessed the revolutionary upsurge

that had gripped the Ukrainian village.

45. A.A. Goldenveizer, “Iz kievskikh vospominanii (1917-1920 gg.),” in Revoliutsiia na

Ukraine po memuaram belykh, ed. S.A. Alekseev and N.N. Popov (Kyiv: Izdatelstvo

politicheskoi literatury Ukrainy, 1990), 31. Also, V.F. Verstiuk, ed., Ukrainska tsentralna

rada: Dokumenty i materialy, 2 vols. (Kyiv: Naukova dumka, 1996), 1: 14 and 531, n. 11.
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movement.

47. In 1912 Zhuk and Dontsov established the Union for the Liberation of Ukraine

(Soiuz Vyzvolennia Ukrainy).

48. Martos became active in the growing cooperative movement.
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My stay in Poltava Gubernia . . . left an indelible mark on my soul.

While in St. Petersburg I had come to understand the Ukrainian

question theoretically, through reason, here I became convinced with my
entire heart and soul that this question is alive in the masses of the

Ukrainian people, that it has not been erased by centuries of national

bondage. My work “among the people” was the culmination of my
“political baptism”: after this, 1 never had any doubts as to the

correctness of the path I had chosen."^^

* * *

The rapid radicalization of the Ukrainian national movement at the turn

of the century was, unquestionably, part of a larger, much more complex

intellectual and political process that began well before the student

protests of 1899. Yet, as I have tried to suggest here, this shift also had

a crucial social dimension that has largely been overlooked. Indeed, it

was the emergence of Young Ukraine, of a growing social network of

Ukrainian students with a sense of collective identity and political

purpose that gave the movement its strength and momentum. In this

respect, the making of the Generation of 1917—its broadening ambitions,

expanding social and geographical reach, and increasing capacity for

action—is the story of the making of modem Ukraine.

49. I. Mazepa, “Z moikh peterburzkykh spohadiv,” Kaliendar almanakh “Dnipro

1938 rik (Lviv, 1937), 119-20.
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Not quite Martin Guerre: Notes on

People’s Politics in the Russian

Empire at the End of the Nineteenth

Century

Martha Bohachevsky-Chomiak

This is a little story about little people living their peaceful lives in

peaceful times. It is also a chronicle about the unsung chroniclers of the

little people: the scribes of the secret police of the Russian Empire. It was

their dedication and diligence that provides us with portraits of the little

people. It was their acuity that gives us the telling little details that brings

their subjects to life. It was their honesty in transcribing their information

that gives us the flavour of the times. While major cathedrals, monuments

to the greatness of human spirit and the mastery of human hands,

perished one after another in wars and revolutions, these little documents

survived, some by happenstance and some by design.

East European peasants emerge on the pages of historical writing

usually as a destructive mass in times of upheaval or as a passive but

firm backbone of an unchanging society. Peasant leaders become iconic

figures, which lack personality traits: folk memory covers their faces as

a golden shield covers a saint’s face in an icon. The views of individual

peasants, especially on topics outside local agriculture, are rarely fixed.

We generalize with fair accuracy from statistical data, but find out how
the peasants lived and what they felt from folklore and literature. Folklore

and literature transform the peasant into an ethnographic relic whose

function is wholly determined by the viewer: a repository of national

values for some; a delightful anachronism for others. Like any marginal

group (women, slaves, colonials), when peasants speak, they speak the

dominant language.
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Local court archives of the tsarist period lift the curtain on the views

of the peasants, fixing a peasant’s name, place, date and exact statement.

On occasion they provide us with vivid still photographs in the historical

documentary of life on the eve of the revolutions at the beginning of the

twentieth century. The vignettes could be reduced to statistical ciphers,

the data tabulated, and an East European version of The Time on the

Cross might emerge. In the process, however, Ivan Kvasnytsia, the

unsung defender of the Habsburgs, the unrecognized hero of the Dual

Monarchy, would fade back into the background role he deserves. We
would simply say that political awareness was growing among the

peasants in both the Russian and Austrian Empires. That would be

correct. But how did their awareness develop? What shaped the views of

the peasants and how did they express those views? Of course, we can

generalize, but let us, instead, look at one case.

Our Ivan Kvasnytsia, an Austrian subject who made his living

tending horses, hardly fits the role of hero. Physically, he was non-

descript: middle-aged, of medium height and slight build, with straw-

coloured hair, beard, blue eyes, and a regular nose and mouth. He could

have been any one of the northern east European peasants called Ivan.

But he made it into the annals of the Russian bureaucracy, his words and

his description permanently affixed on good-quality paper, in several

copies, with several transcriptions. At a time when young men were

cannon fodder, when priceless art treasures and precious buildings were

destroyed thrice over, the case of Ivan Kvasnytsia, Galician peasant,

survived two world wars, three revolutions, countless occupations, and the

complete destruction of Warsaw, where the documents are presently

housed in the Archive of Ancient History.^

Kvasnytsia was poor, and land hunger and unemployment in Austrian

Galicia drove him to seek work in the Russian Polish provinces that were

industrializing at a much faster rate than Austria. (A century later his

descendants would continue to search for work outside the borders of

their country, even as the name of their country changed.) His clothing

reflected his poverty: a worn jacket and trousers of indeterminate cut. He

wore these clothes when he crossed, quite legally, the border between

Galicia and Russian Poland sometime in the spring of 1888. Although

1. Archiwum Glowny Akt Dawnych, Prokurator Varshavskoi sudebnoi palaty, file

1448.
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Russia, Austria, and Prussia a hundred and ten years earlier had

dismembered the multi-national Polish Commonwealth and settled the

borders between them, the common people, following the paths of their

ancestors, crossed these borders to visit family, seek employment, or just

tramp about. The borders were clearly drawn on the maps and well

guarded, but the average peasant, frequently illiterate, crossed them with

surprising ease.

Kvasnytsia ended up in a tavern in Maly Plock at three in the

afternoon on 21 June 1888. There he analyzed in his fashion the political

situation in Europe—the growing tension between the Russian and the

Austrian Empires, their conflicting interests in the Balkans, and the

successful liberation of the Balkan nations from the Ottoman yoke.

At the time the Poles in Galicia were reaping the benefits of Agenor

Goluchowski’s policy of the previous decade of supporting the Habs-

burgs. In return the Poles received political and economic concessions.

Although these benefited mostly the upper class, the peasants also felt

loyalty to the Habsburgs. The Ukrainian peasants, who constituted the

majority in the countryside in Eastern Galicia, were for their part

eternally grateful to the Habsburgs for abolishing serfdom, which they

identified with Polish rule. Kvasnytsia, despite his name, was most likely

Polish, but he too had very strong sentiments about the Habsburgs.

The talk in the tavern at Maly Plock that afternoon of the first day of

sununer 1888 must have been on the relative value of the Russian and the

Austrian emperors to the Polish cause and for the welfare of the common
people. A full transcript of Kvasnytsia’ s contribution to the discussion

finally ended up in the Imperial Ministry of Justice in the Second

Criminal Court in St. Petersburg on 24 February 1889. At that time

Kvasnytsia was formally expelled from the Russian Empire. His eighteen-

month journey through the Russian law courts was punctuated by his X-

marks. For all of his political outspokenness, Kvasnytsia was illiterate.

His lack of education did not prevent him from having definite views

on the relative merits of the Habsburgs vis a vis the Romanovs as far as

he and his people were concerned. In testimony carefully transcribed by

police officials of Szczuczyn and Kolno counties in Lomza province, the

secret file prepared for the governor-general in Warsaw, and documents

of the Ministry of Justice, Kvasnytsia’ s political views were clearly set

out. Although his formulation of them lacks grace, indeed it was rather

crude, his ideas were considered important enough to be set down
verbatim over and over as the case moved up the juridical ladder.
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“Our ruler,” expounded the peasant in an ungrannnatical Russian full

of Polonisms and Ukrainianisms, “is stronger than yours. Our ruler is

benevolent, and the Russian one is a scoundrel {svoloch), when our side

wins the upper hand, then the devil will take Him [the Russian tsar,

capitalized by the police clerk who transcribed the original testimony],

and then we shall finally live well.” Someone in the bar must have

disagreed with this assessment, for Kvasnytsia resorted to stronger

language: “As far as your Tsar is concerned, I shit on Him. I pray that

God grant that our Sovereign will win back the part of Poland that your

[tsar] took. In the end the devil will take Him anyway.” Where cases of

lese majesty were concerned, tsars and emperors worked hand in hand,

so regardless of which majesty was violated, an offense was committed.

Kvasnytsia was arrested soon after this conversation. Osyp Poliak,

also an Austrian subject, but one who did not want to go back to the

Habsburg Empire, used this opportunity to demonstrate his good will to

the local authorities. His testimony was corroborated by his wife

Marianna, who had also been at the tavern, and by Isaak Stavinski, the

innkeeper. The official testimony was taken on 13 and 15 July, while the

initial hearing had been held on 27 June. Our information comes from the

three protocols drafted on those days in Maly Plock.

Kvasnytsia pleaded the Galician peasant’s “Fifth Amendment”—he

had been very drunk during the discussion and did not realize what he

was saying. The local administrative officials nevertheless sentenced him

to a steep fine of 300 rubles. In transport from one jail to another

Kvasnytsia escaped from his two guards on the night of 27-28 July. How
long he remained an outlaw, we do not know, but when he was caught,

he refused or could not pay the fine. On 17 August 1888 the case went

to the governor general in Warsaw, who suggested that Kvasnytsia be

simply expelled from the Empire as an undesirable alien. The suggestion

was not followed. Such a direct attack on the tsar’s dignity, even if

committed in a small village, could not be permitted. The case appeared

to have political implications, so it became entangled in the red tape of

the tsarist administration. It was only on 24 February 1889 that Kvasny-

tsia was finally expelled from Russia by secret decision and vanished

from the written record.^

2. Ibid., file 518.
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The case was by no means unique. The overworked tsarist bureau-

cracy was kept busy stamping out criticism of their sovereign. The case

of Petro Danylovych Pyrog, a resident of the little provincial town of

Tomaszow (Lublin province) in the Russian Empire, also went all the

way up to the Ministry of Justice. Again, Russian and Austrian subjects

were involved. This time the criticism came from a Russian subject,

Pyrog, and was corroborated by an Austrian subject, Pavlo Holota, a

woodcutter from Galicia who found temporary employment in Tomaszow.

Leiba Leizovov Schwartzberg and Frul Tseer Vyker supported Holota’

s

testimony. Pyrog had been speaking with Osyp Kravchyk, also employed

as a temporary woodcutter, in circumstances almost identical with the

previous ones, except that the conversation had taken place at eight in the

evening, and some of the witnesses making the depositions could write.

The inebriated Pyrog had turned to Kravchyk and said clearly, “You are

full of crap and your sovereign is shit.” Naturally, such an attack on the

imperial throne could not be simply overlooked. The dignity of the royal

name had to be defended.

Initial hearings in this case of lese majesty were held on 4 December

1889. On 12 February 1890 the case went to the Lublin District Court.

On 15 March 1890 the governor general in Warsaw proposed that a

seven-day imprisonment would be adequate punishment. But it was only

four months later, on 11 August 1890, that a secret trial at the Ministry

of Justice in St. Petersburg sentenced Pyrog to seven days in prison.^

Most of these cases involved men, but women also expressed their

criticisms of the tsar in terms that the defenders of the empire considered

to be especially dangerous. In a quarrel with a relative who had been a

soldier, Elena Kucheskaia, the wife of the village scribe in an area near

Chelm (Kholm), told her veteran-cousin in no uncertain terms, “Your

sovereign is shit.” She too was dragged through the courts until she faced

the governor general in Warsaw and was reprimanded along with her

husband. Sometimes there would be no conviction for lack of evidence."^

That was the case in 1882 when Pavlo Grabovsky allegedly told an

acquaintance that “You serve a dog of a tsar.” There were no witnesses,

so the case was dropped.^

3. Ibid., file 1448.

4. Ibid., fde 69.

5. Ibid., file 777.
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Nor were eases of the violation of the dignity of the throne limited

to illiterate and semi-literate peasants. Aliza Hostetter, a governess in

Chelm who was responsible for the upbringing and education of a

fourteen-year-old girl and a seven-year-old boy, was accused in 1876 of

spreading calumny. She was heard to have said publicly, “I spit on the

portrait of the tsar, and since I am a Swiss citizen I don’t even want to

be able to recognize your anointed.”^ Valeria Pyskorskaia, a teacher,

insulted the tsar in the classroom in 1877.^ She lost her job. But the case

against Ruchla Goldblatt that same year was dropped because of

insufficient evidence. Most of these cases resulted in light sentences of

three to seven days’ imprisonment. Often such cases were dropped. Their

net result, besides increasing the workload of the police and the courts,

was to heighten the political consciousness of the participants and the

people with whom they came into contact.

Outspoken criticism of the tsar was Just one of the issues plaguing the

tsarist government as the peasants increasingly came into direct contact

with the bureaucracy. Peasants from the Austrian Empire entering Russian

territories in search of work brought religious literature with them. The

Russians were especially wary of clandestine attempts to revive

Catholicism among Ukrainians and read pro-Catholic tendencies into

many religious activities. Catholicism in Ukrainians was considered to be

the equivalent to anti-tsarist sedition. For instance, in the 1880s and

1890s the tsarist police turned against the religious society for laymen

called the Brotherhood of the Heart of Jesus. Peasants who were

characterized as “recalcitrant Uniates” were among those who formed

these clandestine religious groups in some villages. The police and the

government put pressure on the Warsaw prosecutor to have these cases

tried in the courts, but the latter refused point blank, arguing on 29

November 1890 that such matters as the religious activities of the Uniates

had always been treated by the administrative authorities, not by the

courts.^ Nevertheless, cases of peasants placed under administrative

control and prosecuted by the government continued to be brought before

the courts.^ The Brotherhood was outlawed and its publications pro-

scribed in the Russian Empire. Except for an argument for religious-run

6. Ibid., file 29.

7. Ibid., file 129.

8. Ibid., file 1755.

9. Ibid., files 1044. 1251.
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schools, the Brotherhood’s brochures contained no overt political matter.

Prosecuting peasants for possessing and transporting this literature, as

documented in the Lublin area in 1888 and 1889, served to politicize the

peasants and to underscore the tyrannical nature of the Russian regime.

Both men and women were involved in cases of a religious nature.

At the same time on the other side of the ideological spectrum, the

number of prosecutions for possession of soeialist literature increased.

Men and women, Poles, Jews, Russians, and Ukrainians were involved.

Their political consciousness was raised, and the stability of the regime

weakened. Ivan Kvasnytsia, who had had definite views on the tsar and

the emperor, was able to define them more sharply as a result of his

experiences with the Russian imperial courts. The more vigilant the

police, the quicker the politicization of their charges. There might be a

lesson in this little story.
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Russian Boyars and the Ukrainian

Hetmanate

Paul Bushkovitch

The Treaty of Pereiaslav in 1654 put the newly formed Ukrainian

Hetmanate into an intimate relation with the Russian state, a situation for

which neither side was prepared. For the Russian court the Cossack revolt

was as much a thunderbolt out of the blue sky as for the King of Poland.

Russia had been steadily improving relations with Poland since 1634,

while her relations with the Cossacks, frequent before that time, seem to

have languished. In 1648-50 relations were tentative and often depended

on accidental intermediaries such as Paisios, the patriarch of Jerusalem.

For the Cossacks to have some influence in the Russian court and

government, they had to understand how those worked, not just the

formal side of audiences and negotiations in the Ambassadorial Office but

also the informal levers of power. In a word, they needed to know who

had the tsar’s ear. Similarly, as Russia gradually became involved in the

Cossack struggle and absorbed the Hetmanate as an autonomous unit, her

court needed similar informal ties among the Cossack commanders. Had

the Ukrainian lands simply been absorbed as a province, such ties would

not have been necessary: it was the autonomy of the Hetmanate that

required such ties. Unfortunately, Russian and Ukrainian historiographies,

both of which possess strong (if different) statist traditions that identify

the seventeenth-century political units with modem states, have largely

ignored informal ties and emphasized formal institutions.

In 1648^9, when the Cossack rebels first tried to make contact with

the Russian court, they had to understand both the formal centres of

power and the network of informal ties—the court factions, the tsar’s

favourites, and the ways of getting access to the tsar. The formal

administrative stmcture was simple. News from Ukraine usually came to

Moscow via the border town of Putyvl, whose voevoda also handled
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letters and emissaries from whatever source reaching Russia through

Ukraine. In Moscow all business from political entities outside Russia

was handled by the Ambassadorial Office. In 1648-53 it was headed by

the Duma secretary Mikhail Volosheninov and then by the Duma
secretaries Larion Lopukhin and Almaz Ivanov (1653-65). At the same

time, Tsar Aleksei’s principal favourites in these years were his father-in-

law, the boyar Ilia Danilovich Miloslavsky, who headed most of the

military offices, and his former tutor (diadka), the boyar Boris Ivanovich

Morozov, who held no important post after 1648 but remained influential

until his death in 1661. Another important group at court were the

favourites who headed the major palace offices, the Armory Palace and

the Great Palace in these years—G.G. Pushkin, F.M. Rtishchev, and B.M.

Khitrovo. These three possessed considerable influence over affairs that

had little or no bearing on their formal positions. The final player in the

struggle for power was Nikon, the metropolitan of Novgorod (1649-52)

and patriarch (1652-66), until his quarrel with the tsar in 1658.^

The Russian court was thus a complex structure, and the early

emissaries from Hetman Khmelnytsky to Moscow were not very

successful. Their task was not easy, as Russian relations with Poland,

suspicion of the rebels themselves, and the Cossack alliance with Crimea

made them an unlikely partner for the tsar. Another factor was their lack

of ties at the Russian court, illustrated by their reception. The first

Cossack ambassador Syluian Muzhylovsky came with Paisios in January

1649 and had only formal meetings with the secretaries of the Ambassa-

dorial Office. He did not even meet its head, the Duma secretary

Volosheninov, who spoke only with Paisios before the official audience

near the end of their stay. On that occasion the boyar Prince A.M. Lvov

gave the tsar’s formal answer that he could not help the Cossacks because

of a treaty with the Commonwealth.^ The officials who met Paisios and

1. The best aecount of court factions and favourites in the early years of the reign of

Tsar Aleksei Mikhailovich remains P.P. Smirnov, Posadskie liudi i ikh klassovaia borba do

serediny XVII veka, 2 vols. (Moscow and Leningrad: Akademii nauk SSSR, 1947^8), 2:

1-250. Smirnov’s account rests heavily on the reports of the Swedish resident in Moscow,

Karl Pommerening, as published in K.I. lakubov, ed., Rossiia i Shvetsiia v pervoi polovine

XVII V., part 6 of Chteniia Obshchestva istorii i drevnostei rossiskikh, 1898, no. 1: 407-74;

original at Svenska riksarkivet (hereafter SRA), Muscovitica, file 39. See also O.E.

Kosheleva, “Leto 1645 goda: Smena lits na rossiiskom prestole,” Kazus, 1999: 148-70. For

Nikon see S.V. Lobachev, Patriarkh Nikon (St. Petersburg: Iskusstvo, 2003).

2. Lvov was from 1626 to 1652 head of the Great Palace, that is, he ran the tsar’s
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the Ukrainian delegation were simply the best experts on foreign,

especially Polish, affairs. The Ukrainians, however, were not entirely

naive. Muzhylovsky made a point of telling the secretaries that Adam
Kysil was a Uniate, which was a lie. Either on his own or on instructions,

he was trying to discredit the Commonwealth’s last ambassador to

Moscow, and Kysil’ s continuing efforts in Ukraine on the Polish king’s

behalf made him an appropriate target.^

The first example of informal relations with the Russian court that is

traceable in the sources involved the palatine of Kyiv, Adam Kysil. In the

summer of 1650 Kysil, busily trying to restore order, sent a letter to the

boyar Prince Boris Aleksandrovich Repnin-Obolensky, the voevoda of

Belgorod. For much of the seventeenth century, that position went to high

Russian aristocrats and signified command over the armies of Russia’s

southern border. Kysil’ s letter was a reply to Repnin’s complaint about

depredations by Ukrainian peasants along the border, and the reply was

that the prince should not let them cross into Russian territory. This was

a friendly, not an angry exchange: Kysil concluded with a request to

convey his greetings (cholom biu) to “our brother Prince Aleksei Mikitin

Trubetskoi.” The bearer of Kysil’ s letter was the Russian musketeer

officer Vasilii Strukov whom Repnin had sent bearing messages to and

seeking information from not only Kysil but also Metropolitan Sylvestr

Kosov of Kyiv and Khmelnytsky. The metropolitan wrote to Repnin,

thanking him for his gifts, while the hetman’s letter was simply a

businesslike reply to a fellow statesman."^

The contrast between Kysil’ s Moscow connections and Muzhylov-

sky’ s official reception in Moscow could not be greater. Kysil’ s “brother”

Trubetskoi had been close to Tsar Aleksei’s favourite, Boris Ivanovich

. household and first entered the Duma in 1627. He was a survivor of the time of Tsar

!' Miehael but in his son Aleksei’s reign seems to have been allied with B.I. Morozov, the

}l leader of the dominant faction at the Russian court (except for a short time during the

I 1648 Moscow revolt). In addition, he and Volosheninov had gone with the boyar G.G.

;j

Pushkin to the Commonwealth as ambassadors in 1644. See S.K. Bogoiavlensky,

jl
Prikaznye sudi XVII veka (Moscow: Izdatelstvo Akademii nauk SSSR, 1946), 18-19;

Robert O. Crummey, Aristocrats and Servitors: the Boyar Elite in Russia 1613-1689

j

(Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1983), 85, 193, 186, 190; and S.B.
' Veselovsky, Diaki i podiachi XV-XVII vv. (Moscow: Nauka, 1975), 106-7, 203.

' 3. P.P. Gudzenko et al., eds., Vossoedinenie Ukrainy s Rossiei: Dokumenty i materialy,

\
3 vols. (Moscow: Izdatelstvo Akademii nauk SSSR, 1953), 2: 91-102.

' 4. Ibid., 379-81.
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Morozov, from the beginning. In 1645 at Aleksei’s accession he was sent

to administer the oath to the army, which was assembled against the

Crimeans at Tula. A partisan of Morozov in 1648, he ran both the Kazan

Palace and the Siberian Chancellery from 1646 to his death in 1662/3 and

was a major military commander in the war against the Commonwealth.

Kysil met him in 1647 when Kysil came to Moscow for negotiations. His

Russian opposites were Trubetskoi and Pushkin. The latter was head of

several palace offices (the Armory, Silver, and Gold Houses), oversaw the

financial and judiciary Kostroma Quarter, and had other functions by

1650, yet Kysil does not mention him to Repnin. Evidently Kysil’

s

informal contacts were mainly with Trubetskoi.^

By spring 1651 the Ukrainian Cossack leadership had a much clearer

idea of the Russian court. The hetman wrote to Morozov in March, and

in August the Russian messenger, subsecretary Grigorii Bogdanov,

reported that Khmelnytsky sent messages to Ilia Danilovich Miloslavsky

(Tsar Aleksei’s father-in-law) and Morozov. By contrast, the Cossack

general chancellor Ivan Vyhovsky wrote what must have been more

formal letters to Volosheninov. The church understood the situation as

well: Metropolitan Gabriel of Nazareth, who was also acting as an

intermediary for the Cossacks, wrote to Stefan Vonifatev, archpriest of

the Annunciation Cathedral in the Kremlin palace and the tsar’s spiritual

father, as well as to the okolnichii Fedor Mikhailovich Rtishchev. As

Vonifatev belonged to the same church circles as the already powerful

Nikon (so far only the metropolitan of Novgorod), Gabriel was looking

in the right place.^ From that moment Rtishchev, whose formal position

was only head of the tsar’s palace workshop, was the main contact man

for churchmen in Ukraine.^ None of the appeals worked, as the tsar and

5. Kosheleva, “Leto 1645,” 159-60; Crummey, Aristocrats, 85, 186; Bogoiavlensky,

Prikaznye, 53, 62-3, 82, 96-7 139^0, 157; Frank Sysyn, Between Poland and the

Ukraine: The Dilemma ofAdam Kysil, 1600-1653 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Ukrainian

Research Institute, 1985), 128-40.

6. Gudzenko et al., eds., Vossoedinenie, 3:21; also in Akty otnosiashchiesia k istorii

luzhnoi i Zapadnoi Rossii, 15 vols. (St. Petersburg, 1863-92), 3: 446-7. In early 1651 the

Swedish diplomat Johan Rosenlind reported that Morozov and the metropolitan of

Novgorod (Nikon since early 1649) were all-powerful with the tsar (Rosenlind to Queen

Christina, 25 March 1651, SRA, Muscovitica, file 42).

7. Gudzenko et al., eds., Vossoedinenie, 3: 1 19; also in Akty otnosiashchiesia k istorii

luzhnoi i Zapadnoi Rossii, 3: 461-5. Rtishchev’s father, the postelnichii Mikhail

Alekseevich, was head of the workshop from November 1645 to December 1648. His son
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his advisers, particularly Patriarch Iosif and Nikon, had decided that they

could support the Cossacks only after they settled internal Russian

disputes (the town revolts of 1648-50) and found an opportunity to move

against the Commonwealth.^

In spring 1653 the Ukrainian leadership appealed to all the important

figures at the Russian court in the crucial negotiations leading to Russia’s

I

entry into the war. Khmelnytsky ’ s envoys, Kindrat Burliai and Muzhylov-

,

sky, brought with them to Moscow letters for Morozov, Miloslavsky, and

I Pushkin. The Ukrainian envoys also made a special petition for support

to the new Patriarch Nikon, asking him to forward the hetman’s aims to

the tsar including the request to be taken under the tsar’s “high hand.”^

Again in March 1654 the hetman wrote to Morozov and Miloslavsky to

ask them for their help in ensuring a proper welcome for Cossack

I

envoys.^® It is difficult to believe that these appeals to the most powerful

men around the tsar did not have an impact on the outcome, even if the

I

rumour that the Cossacks would accept Ottoman overlordship gave the

i final push to Russian acceptance of the Cossack proposals.

The Pereiaslav Treaty created not only a new relationship between

tsar and hetman, but also between the Russian and Ukrainian Cossack

' elites. Not only did the diplomatic traffic dramatically increase, but also

I

there was now a Russian voevoda in Kyiv, at this time primarily a

I

military commander. The first, in March-April 1654 was Prince Fedor

I

Semenovich Kurakin of boyar rank, who was soon replaced by the stolnik

,j

A.V. Buturlin.^^ The distant cousin of Vasilii Vasilevich Buturlin, who
I

i! Fedor succeeded him as postelnichii, and took over the workshop until January 1656,

I when he went to head the Great Palace (Bogoiavlensky, Prikaznye, 20-1, 214-15). F.M.

Rtishchev“was also tutor to Tsarevich Aleksei Alekseevich from about 1665 to the latter’s

I death in 1670. As all these positions suggest, Rtishchev was a favourite of the tsar.

I

8. Rosenlind to Queen Christina, 17 April 1651, SRA, Muscovitica, 42.

I

9. Gudzenko et al., eds., Vossoedinenie, 3: 258-60, 267. Pushkin was in 1647-56 head

I

of the Armory Palace (Bogoiavlensky, Prikzanye, 96-7).

I

10. Gudzenko et al., eds., Vossoedinenie, 3: 565-6, 571; also in Akty otnosiashchiesia

j

k istorii luzhnoi i Zapadnoi Rossii, 10: 513-14; Lobachev, Patriarkh, 130-46.

11. Prince Kurakin was apparently an opponent of Morozov. He disappeared from view

after Buturlin replaced him and died in 1655 (Crummey, Aristocrats, 186; Smirnov,

Posadskie, 2: 24; A. Barsukov, Spiski gorodovykh voevod i drugikh lits voevodskago

upravleniia Moskovskago Gosudarstva XVII stoletiia, po napechatannym pravitelstvennym

aktam [St. Petersburg: Stasiulevich, 1902], 101). A.V. Buturlin acquired the rank of

okolnichii early in 1655 (Crummey, Aristocrats, 191).
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negotiated the Pereiaslav Treaty for the tsar, A.V. Buturlin was the

commander of the Russian expeditionary force that joined the Cossack

army in 1654-57, and as such was the first of the Russian aristocrats with

whom the hetman worked closely. He remained in Ukraine as a Russian

general and administrator until 1660, one of the main official contacts for

the Cossacks. While A.V. Buturlin was primarily a military commander,

V.V. Buturlin was a palace official sent out as a diplomat: he was head

of the Great Palace from 1652 until his death in 1655.^^ In autunm 1654

Vyhovsky backed up Khmelnytsky’s letter to the tsar with one from

himself to the former envoy. In the following spring the hetman wrote to

both Buturlin and Patriarch Nikon asking them to convince the tsar to

send more troops. Buturlin then returned to Ukraine and participated in

the Cossack march toward Lublin. He wrote an account of the campaign

for the tsar and sent victory trophies to Moscow, but came under a cloud

in Moscow for profiting from the spoils of war and died in Kyiv at the

end of December 1655.^^ His prominence in Ukrainian affairs did not

eclipse other boyars at the Russian court. In spring 1655 Khmelnytsky

and Vyhovsky wrote to Miloslavsky asking him to speak on the hetman’s

behalf with the tsar.^^ The Russian-Polish truce in 1656 put a damper on

relations with the Hetmanate, which pursued an alliance and joint

campaign with Gyorgy II Rakoczi of Transylvania that led to disaster in

June 1657. Enraged and isolated by this outcome, Khmelnytsky once

again turned to Moscow for support. He sent Colonel Pavlo Teteria to

Moscow with letters not only to Aleksei but also to Morozov, Miloslav-

sky, and the head of the Ambassadorial Office, Almaz Ivanov. Vyhovsky

wrote to Ivanov’s colleague Larion Lopukhin as well as two of the

frequent Russian envoys to the Cossacks, the musketeer officer Artamon

12. V.V. Buturlin headed the Banditry Office in 1651-52 (Bogoiavlensky, Prikaznye,

19-20, 140-1). His replacement at the Great Palace was F.M. Rtishchev. The Buturlin

clan was very large, with only some men making Duma rank (P.V. Dolgorukov,

Rossiiskaia rodoslovnaia kniga, 4 vols. [St. Petersburg: Karl Vingeber, 1854-57], 2:

157-8).

13. M. Hrushevsky, Istoriia Ukrainy-Rusy, 10 vols. (New York: Knyhospilka,

1954-58), vol. 9, bk. 2: 952, 1069, 1162-3. The source for Buturlin’s possible disgrace

is Paul of Aleppo. Hrushevsky noted that Buturlin did not try to put the blame on

Khmelnytsky and his colonels and interpreted Buturlin’s charity as fear of denunciation.

Whatever the cause, the Russian envoy and the Cossack colonels now had a need to

protect each other.

14. Hrushevsky, Istoriia, vol. 9, bk. 2: 1074, 1080.
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Matveev and okolnichii Fedor Vasilevich Buturlin, elder brother of A.V.

Buturlin^^ These were Khmelnytsky’s last such messages, for the great

hetman died on 27 July 1657.

The immediately ensuing struggle over Khmelnytsky’s succession and

the direction of the Hetmanate’ s policies continued to involve the Russian

court and reveals more networks of informal relations of the Cossack and

Russian elites. Rtishchev continued to be the addressee for news on

political affairs from churchmen, this time from the archpriest Maksym
Fylymonovych and in August 1658 from Viktor Zahorovsky, the

hegumen of Mhar Monastery, who sent news of Vyhovsky’s complaints

against the Russians. The hegumen also sent a copy to the okolnichii

Bogdan Khitrovo, head of the Armory Palace, as well as to Patriarch

Nikon, a more appropriate correspondent for a churchman. Vyhovsky

himself wrote to Morozov in October 1657 “as a friend,” interceding for

the voevoda of Putyvl, N.A. Ziuzin. After the Hadiach Treaty he

complained again “as a friend” to Ziuzin’s successor, the stolnik Prince

G.D. Dolgoruky, of the tsar’s disfavour.

The tangled swirl of events in Ukraine from 1657 into the 1660s, the

struggle for power and the resurgence of Poland on the Right Bank took

place at the same time as the realignment of rival groups at the Russian

court. Moreover, the establishment of the Little Russian Office at the end

of 1662 added a new element. Headed by the boyar P.M. Saltykov, it also

brought a new figure into play with whom the Ukrainians had to deal in

the midst of a changing scene. Patriarch Nikon’s refusal to carry out his

duties and withdrawal to the New Jerusalem Monastery in July 1658

removed a major actor from the court. Morozov died on 1 November

1661, leaving only Miloslavsky of the original group in favour from the

early years of the reign. Rtishchev continued to enjoy the tsar’s favour,

but with Morozov’s death the most important official after Miloslavsky

(whom the tsar feared rather than liked), was Bogdan Khitrovo, head of

the palace offices. Some new men were coming to the fore, and the tsar,

now in his thirties, began to rely on them.'^ The most important among

15. Akty otnosiashchiesia k istorii luzhnoi i Zapadnoi Rossii, 11: 751-8; Dolgorukov,

I Rossiiskaia, 2: 157-8.

I 16. Akty otnosiashchiesia k istorii luzhnoi i Zapadnoi Rossii, 4: 30-2, 41-2, 51, 74-5,

i, 92, 185-6.

! 17. It may be an index of Hetman lurii Khmelnytsky’s lack of contacts at the Moscow

I

court that the only person to whom he wrote to ask help for the Zaporizhzhia mission to
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them was A.N. Ordin-Nashchokin, who had been given important

commands and offices in the war with Sweden and from 1662 acted as

the tsar’s personal deputy in the peace negotiations with the Common-
wealth. In 1664 the boyars Princes Nikita Ivanovich Odoevsky, lurii

Alekseevich Dolgoruky, and Dmitrii Alekseevich Dolgoruky headed the

negotiating delegation, and thwarted Ordin-Nashchokin’ s attempts to turn

the truce into an alliance. When negotiations restarted early in 1666,

Ordin-Nashchokin was the chief negotiator. Reporting only to the tsar, he

eventually concluded the Treaty of Andrusovo in 1667. His reward was

an immediate command to take over the Ambassadorial Office and later

in the year the Little Russian Office. This made him the only official

contact for the Hetmanate, but now he was also unofficially the most

powerful man at court. Miloslavsky’s death in 1668 left only Ordin-

Nashchokin and Khitrovo as major players.

The changing constellation at the Russian court was the background

of the one attempt by the court to combine official and unofficial

business—the marriage and promotion to boyar rank of Hetman Ivan

Briukhovetsky. The new hetman was elected by the Black Council

(Choma rada) of 1663 and spent the next two years in a power struggle

with lakiv Somko and then in the Polish war. He already had his contacts

in Moscow, for in March 1665 he wrote to Khitrovo and Saltykov, both

of whom he addressed as his blagodeteli, justifying his various actions.

The hetman’s connection with Saltykov is obvious, and he must have met

Khitrovo on the latter’s mission to Ukraine in autumn 1657. In September

1665 he came to Moscow, the first hetman to visit the Russian capital.

Tsar Aleksei gave him the rank of boyar, and Briukhovetsky married the

daughter of Prince Dmitrii Alekseevich Dolgoruky, with Saltykov

assuming the role of the bridegroom’s father in the ceremony.^® The

bride’s father, who was one of the Russian negotiators at the peace talks

Moscow in 1659 was Prince A.N. Trubetskoi, who was allied to Morozov and in favour

with the tsar, but primarily a general. The last person to write to him had been Kysil

(Akty otnosiashchiesia k istorii luzhnoi i Zapadnoi Rossii, 5: 1).

18. S.M. Solovev, Istoriia Rossii s drevneishikh vremen, 15 bks. (Moscow: Sotsekgz,

1960-66), bk. 6: 162-91. Miloslavsky and Khitrovo were both enemies of Ordin-

Nashchokin (Crummey, Aristocrats, 101).

19. Akty otnosiashchiesia k istorii luzhnoi i Zapadnoi Rossii, 5: 254-8, 260-1.

20. N.I. Kostomarov, Ruina, vol. 15 of Sobranie sochinenii (St. Petersburg: Literatumyi

fond, 1905), 54-60.
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with the Commonwealth, and uncle had been critical of Ordin-Nashcho-

kin’s desire for a quick and lasting peace. Thus the Treaty of Andrusovo

was a double blow to the hetman: it signified not only the permananent

division of Ukraine and the possible loss of Kyiv but also the defeat of

his new in-laws at the Russian court. Their policy had lost the tsar’s

support.

Briukhovetsky’s revolt against Moscow and its collapse put an

inglorious end to the attempt at integrating the hetmans into the Russian

elite. The attempt was never repeated. After the equally inglorious

hetmancy of Demian Mnohohrishny, the election of Ivan Samoilovych in

1672 finally brought stability and order back to the Left Bank. The

election took place at the request of the Cossack officers (starshyna) and

according to their wishes. The very accommodating Russian policy was

the work of Artamon Matveev, long experienced in Ukrainian affairs. His

relative success in the preceding difficult years led to his replacing Ordin-

Nashchokin in the Ambassadorial and Little Russian Offices. From 1671

to 1676 Matveev was the all-powerful favourite of Tsar Aleksei.

Samoilovych remained in office during those years as well as the short

reign of Tsar Fedor, and seems to have been an opponent of the rising

Prince V.V. Golitsyn. In a 1677 dispute over precedence and the conduct

of the Turkish war, the hetman supported Prince G.G. Romodanovsky

against Golitsyn. Hence it was no surprise that in 1687, during the first

disastrous Crimean campaign, the Cossack council (rada) deposed him

under heavy pressure from Golitsyn. When the news of his deposition and

Ivan Mazepa’s election reached Moscow, the Swedish envoy Christopher

von Kochen saw the event as a defeat for the Naryshkin faction,

Samoilovych’ s allies at the Russian court. This was a result of their ally

Matveev’s fall from favour and exile after Tsar Aleksei’s death. The

Naryshkin faction was a major force at the court of the regent Sofia, but

its time had not yet come.^^ Samoilovych had connections not just with

the Naryshkins, however, for he married his daughter into the most

I

influential boyar family to have command and offices in Ukraine, the

I Sheremetevs.

I

Political contacts between the Cossack elite and the great boyars and

favourites at the Moscow court were not the only form of relationship

21. Paul Bushkovitch, Peter the Great: the Strugglefor Power, 1671-1725 (Cambridge

and New York; Cambridge University Press, 2001), 49-124, esp. 108-9.
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between members of the two elites. The Russian overlordship meant that

Russian military commanders and administrators were appointed to Kyiv

and other Ukrainian towns as well as to the headquarters of the Cossack

army.^^ In Kyiv the Russian voevodas, starting with Prince Kurakin,

were usually boyars. A.V. Buturlin seems to have been a man of military

talent from lower ranks. His successor in 1656 was the boyar Prince

Fedor Fedorovich Volkonsky, Morozov’s ally and the holder of several

offices, most recently of the head of the Great Income.^^ Two years later

he handed over the Kyiv office to the boyar Vasilii Borisovich Shereme-

tev. This transfer of power brought to Ukraine one of the greatest Russian

boyar families. It would preserve connections of various kinds with the

Hetmanate well into the reign of Peter the Great.

As in the case of Buturlin, Sheremetev was in Kyiv mainly to

command the Russian army on joint campaigns with the Cossacks, and

he did so until the debacle at Chudniv (1660), for which he paid with

twenty-one years of Crimean captivity. Under Briukhovetsky another

boyar Sheremetev, Vasilii Borisovich’s cousin Petr Vasilevich, gained

prominence. He had been voevoda in Sevsk (1662-66), so he also

commanded Russian forces in Ukraine in 1663-65. His rank and military

command made him a more important figure than the Kyiv voevoda at

the time, the okolnichii Prince Nikita Iakovlevich Lvov, who was old and

sick. Bishop Metodii Fylymonovych, a member of the Cossack starshyna

and the curator of the Kyiv Metropolitanate, preferred to work with

Sheremetev. During his two years (1666-69) in Kyiv Sheremetev dealt

with more than military and routine administrative affairs. In May 1666

he interceded with the tsar to allow the the opening of “Latin schools” in

Kyiv, as the hetman. Bishop Metodii, and the Kyiv colonel, Vasyl

Dvoretsky, had requested. Permission came with the proviso that no

students from “hostile” towns should be admitted. The boyar himself did

not know Latin, for he requested a Latin translator to handle correspond-

ence with the hetman and the Commonwealth. Sheremetev developed ties

with the Ukrainian church as well. Most of Sheremetev’ s time, however.

22. At first there was a Russian voevoda only in Kyiv, but in 1658 the tsar appointed

governors in Chemihiv, Pereiaslav, Nizhen, and Poltava. These men were not usually

aristocrats; for example, Andrei Vasilevich Tolstoi was the voevoda of Chemihiv in 1665-68

with the rank of stolnik. Later he rose to okolnichii in 1682 (died c. 1690). The family owed

its fortunes to his son Petr (Cmmmey, Aristocrats, 196; Barsukov, Spiski, 212).

23. Bogoiavlensky, Prikaznye, 34.
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was taken up with the intrigues between Bishop Metodii, Briukhovetsky,

and Dvoretsky and plots direeted against him, as well as more fundamen-

tal issues such as the relationship of the Ukrainian and Russian churches

and the details of Russian administration in the Hetmanate. The revolt in

1668 and the complex relations with Hetman Petro Doroshenko

undoubtedly made Sheremetev glad to hand over the election of a new

hetman to Romodanovsky and Matveev and the Kyiv governorship to the

okolnichii Prince G.A. Kozlovsky in February 1669.^"^ He returned to

Kyiv in the summer of 1681, bringing with him his son, Fedor Petrovich,

whom he married to the hetman’s daughter, Praskoviia. According to

Kostomarov, after the marriage Samoilovych asked Golitsyn to appoint

his son-in-law as voevoda in Kyiv. F.P. Sheremetev held the position in

1684. When Praskoviia died from some sort of seizure in the following

year, Samoilovych suspected witchcraft and ended relations with his son-

in-law.^^

Fedor Petrovich’s brother, Boris Petrovich, a boyar from 1682 and

later Tsar Peter’s field marshal, however, maintained good relations with

the starshyna. As a young man he was a major commander in the

Russian army in 1679 during the Turkish war, presumably serving in

Ukraine until the war’s end in 1681. Then he returned to Moscow, where

he participated in the negotiations with the Commonwealth envoys in

1686-87. He headed the Russian delegation to the Commonwealth to

receive the king’s ratification of the treaty. In the following year he had

a command in Ukraine again, although he does not seem to have

participated in either Crimean campaign. Shortly after Peter’s seizure of

power in 1689, Sheremetev was appointed voevoda of Belgorod, which

included the conunand of the whole Russian army on the southern border.

The command also implied close coordination with Hetman Mazepa and

the Cossacks: during the years of Peter’s better-known Azov campaigns

(1695-96), they led their joint army down the Dnieper River to attack and

24. Akty otnosiashchiesia k istorii luzhnoi i Zapadnoi Rossii, 6: 93-6, 208; 7: 57, 63,

75; Kostomarov, Ruina, 15, 60-6, 98-9, 123-8; and A. Barsukov, Rod Sheremetevykh,

8 vols. (St. Petersburg, 1881-1904), 6: 261-2, 333-8, 413-15; 7: 133-4, 203-4.

25. Samoilovych suspected foul play in his daughter’s death, and demanded the return

of the dowry. Mazepa collected it and returned it to him and Peter the Great and Ivan V
ratified this proceeding {Tagebuch des generalen Patrick Gordon, wahrend seiner

Kriegsdienste, 3 vols. [Moscow, 1849-52], 2: 34-7, 42, 69-77, 83; Kostomarov, Ruina,

338-9; Barsukov, Rod Sheremetevykh, 8: 383^; idem, Rodoslovie Sheremetevykh [St.

Petersburg, 1904], 9-10; idem, Spiski, 101-3).
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eventually capture some of the Turkish forts at the river’s mouth. During

these years in Belgorod Sheremetev formed ties with the Kyivan Cave

Monastery and maybe with loasaf Krokovsky, then archimandrite of the

monastery and later (1708-18) metropolitan of Kyiv, as well as with the

Kyiv burmistr and townspeople. The Kyiv Academy dedicated one of its

printed disputes to him.^^

After the capture of Azov Peter sent Sheremetev on a mission to the

Maltese Order and the Papacy. This mission further complicated his life

because it brought to the fore his sympathy for Roman Catholicism.

While he was in Rome there was a rumour that he would convert, but

much to the disappointment of the curia he did not. He did, however,

meet the pope, a step that caused concern in Moscow, and his servant

Aleksei Kurbatov became a Catholic. Thus Sheremetev returned in

Moscow in 1699 under a cloud, at least in the eyes of Patriarch Adrian

and the conservatives among the Russian elite. Peter, however, did not

seem to care, and when he declared war on Sweden in August 1700, he

appointed Sheremetev commander of the traditional gentry cavalry in the

fateful campaign against Narva.^^

Sheremetev was one of the few Russian commanders to escape

capture in the disaster at Narva in 1700, and in the ensuing years his

command expanded to include the whole Russian army in the Baltic

provinces. Since the Ukrainian Cossacks participated in the Baltic

campaign, Sheremetev, as we shall see, had a chance to renew his

Ukrainian contacts. Sometime around June 1701 he was promoted to the

rank of general field marshal, which he held until the end of his life. He

also had a serious rival in Aleksandr Menshikov, whose informal power

was enormous and who eventually received supreme command of the

Russian cavalry. The rivalry between them peaked in 1705-6, when

Sheremetev briefly became the hope of discontented Russian aristocrats,

who spread wild rumours that the field marshal was planning to

overthrow Menshikov. Peter’s relationship with Sheremetev was curious:

he repeatedly criticized the latter in correspondence and, presumably, to

his face for tardiness and inaction, yet left him in command of the army

26. A.I. Zaozersky, Feldmarshal B.P. Sheremetev (Moscow: Nauka, 1989), 13-14,

51-3.

27. Paul Bushkovitch, “Aristocratic Faction and the Opposition to Peter the Great: The

1690s,” Forschungen zur osteuropdischen Geschichte 50 (1995): 101-3; Zaozersky,

Sheremetev, 22-5.
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to the end of his life. It is hard to believe that Peter knew nothing of

Sheremetev’s political sympathies. In the years 1714-16, when Menshi-

kov was briefly out of power, Sheremetev allied himself with the new

favourites, the princes Dolgoruky, whose leader. Prince Vasilii Vladimiro-

vich, became implicated in the case of Aleksei Petrovich in 1718. During

the uneasy and frightening months of the investigation of the tsarevich

i

(who reportedly counted on the field marshal for support), the diplomats

,

in St. Petersburg reported that Sheremetev wanted to return to the

j

“religion and laws of his ancestors.” As Metropolitan loasaf (Krokovsky)

of Kyiv was journeying to St. Petersburg the same year to answer

' suspicions about his relations with Aleksei Petrovich, Sheremetev asked

him to witness his testament. From 1707 to early 1715 Sheremetev had

spent much time in the Hetmanate and neighbouring Ukrainian territories.

Then he was called to St. Petersburg to prepare for the Pomeranian

,

campaign.^®

i

Judging by the Kyiv colonel Konstiantyn Mokiievsky’s denunciation

i in 1701, the field marshal clearly knew the Cossack elite personally and

well. The rambling document reported mostly drunken arguments and

,
conversations, including a discussion at the funeral banquet for Mazepa’s

I

nephew, the Nizhen colonel Ivan Obydovsky, who died at Pskov in

I

February 1701, while serving in the Ukrainian contingent with the

I
Russian army. Sheremetev allegedly told Ivan Iskra, the colonel of

1
Poltava, that he wanted that position and that Iskra would soon replace

Obydovsky at Nizhen. Iskra told Sheremetev that the decision was up to

I the hetman, and after some exchange of words Sheremetev told him that

more than anything else he wanted to return to Ukraine, for which Iskra

I thanked God. Whatever the truth of Mokiievsky’s story, it shows that

Sheremetev was believed to talk frankly with the Cossack colonels.

During his time as governor and commander in Belgorod, Sheremetev

I

also became a landowner in Ukraine, building an estate near the village

i of Borysivka (with 1,000 households), as he told Menshikov in a letter

I of 1705. The acquisition of land in Ukraine must have come with the

j|
acquiescence if not the active encouragement of Mazepa, although there

j|

is no direct evidence for the hetman’s attitudes to the establishment of

!|

!

28. Zaozersky, Sheremetev, 58, 289; Bushkovitch, Peter, 335, 351, 409, 424.

1 29. D.N. Bantysh-Kamensky, “Istochniki Malorossiiskoi istorii,” Chteniia Obshchestva
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istorii i drevnostei rossiskikh, 1859, no. 1, pt. 2: 29-30; N.I. Kostomarov, Mazepa, vol.

^ 16 of his Sobranie sochinenii (St. Petersburg: Literatumyi fond, 1905), 520.
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Russian estates in the Hetmanate. Unfortunately, Mazepa’s connections

in Moscow are not very clear after the 1680s. He came to power with the

support of Prince Golitsyn, and soon sent him the nearly six thousand

rubles he had promised. When Mazepa came to Moscow with his patron

in 1689, Golitsyn’s fall did not prevent him from getting on well with

Peter’s new government. Among the gifts and grants his nephew, Ivan

Obydovsky, received was the rank of stolnik. As we know, henceforth it

was Peter’s and his ministers’ firm policy to support Mazepa against any

and all Ukrainian opponents. We do not know to what extent Mazepa

cemented this policy by cultivating ties (and bribing) Russian dignitaries.^®

Sheremetev certainly cultivated the new hetman, Ivan Skoropadsky,

whom he addressed as his “ancient benefactor.” The greatest Russian

grandees—Menshikov, Golovkin, and Prince G.F. Dolgoruky—received

land from Skoropadsky right after the Battle of Poltava, and Sheremetev

thought he was treated unfairly. The field marshal wrote to the hetman

in September 1710, complaining that he had done as much as Menshikov

and others and deserved some reward, not necessarily as large as the

others had received. He also sent Skoropadsky a snuff-box and swore that

henceforth he would serve him in particular. The hetman responded

positively and received in return six German horses from Riga, a new

clock, cloth, and a small toilet set for his wife. Sheremetev’ s Ukrainian

holdings eventually included two villages in the Pryluky Regiment, and

he seems to have regarded them as important parts of his holdings.^^

Hetman Skoropadsky was one of Sheremetev’ s principal Ukrainian

30. Zaozersky, Sheremetev, 35; Kostomarov, Mazepa, 406, n. 2; 408, n. 4. Ohloblyn

repeatedly states that Mazepa spent money to curry favour in Moscow but gives no new

examples (O. Ohloblyn, Hetman Ivan Mazepa ta ioho doba: Pratsi Istorychno-

filosofichnoi sektsii [New York; Orhanizatsiia oborony chotyrokh svobid Ukrainy, 1960],

281). The grant of stolnik rank for Obidovsky apparently continued an earlier policy

toward the hetman’s family. Mykhailo Samoilovych and Prince lurii Sviatopolk-

Chetvertynsky, nephew of Metropolitan Gedeon of Kyiv and son-in-law of Hetman

Samoilovych received the same rank (ibid., 165). Judging by Ivanov’s index, they were

not entered in the boiarskie knigi (unlike Hetman Briukhovetsky), perhaps because they

were not held to be serving the tsar directly (P.I. Ivanov, comp., Alfavitnyi ukazatelfamilii

i lits, upominaemykh v boiarskikh knigakh, khraniashchikhsia v I-m otdeleniiu Moskov-

skago arkhiva Ministerstva iustitsii [Moscow: S. Selivansky, 1853], 46).
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contacts and even his friend in these years. He asked the hetman to be

godfather to his children in 1713 and 1714. The hetman did not always

give in: Sheremetev had to apologize for angering him in 1712 when he

proposed an exchange of villages that his “brother” rejected. The hetman

had purely official relations with prince D.M. Golitsyn, the governor of

Kyiv in those years.^^

! That Sheremetev was at home in the cultural world of the Ukrainian

elite, with its orientation toward Polish and generally Latin (but not

I

necessarily Catholic) culture is beyond question, but did his cultural

sympathies go any farther? In particular, did his opposition to Menshikov

and his participation in aristocratic circles opposed to Peter bring him into

sympathy with Ukrainian autonomism? In spite of fears that Russian

aristocrats might sympathize with Mazepa in 1708-9 or use the Swedish

;
invasion against the tsar, nothing of the sort happened and Sheremetev

,
commanded the Russian army at Poltava with no demur or dissension

I

even from his archrival Menshikov. The only evidence of Sheremetev’

s

I

pro-autonomist sympathies was found after his death in 1719. In 1721

Mazepa’s successor in exile. Hetman Pylyp Orlyk wrote a letter to

I

Metropolitan Stefan lavorsky asking for his help in obtaining permission

I

to return home, claiming that Sheremetev had been critical of Menshikov

I

in 1707-8 and suggesting sympathy for the hetman in his plight.

Sheremetev was dead when Orlyk made these claims, and they may well

i have been either exaggerated or manufactured to curry favour.^^ Olek-

sander Ohloblyn thought the idea was credible, but his only evidence was

^ in Istoriia Rusov (A History of the Rus'), a source far too late to be

reliable. The story simply reflects the folklore of the gentry of the former

I

Hetmanate in the early nineteenth century. Given Sheremetev’ s evident

i
ties to the church and secular elite of the Hetmanate, it is not surprising

that his reputation in later years was positive, and in the mind of the

!
author of Istoriia that meant sympathy for Ukrainian causes. The

i:

'!

32. Sudienko, Materialy, 2: 363-4; Oleksandr Hurzhii, Hetman Ivan Skoropadsky

I

(Kyiv: Instytut istorii NAN Ukrainy, 1998), 40, 42.

I
33. “Pismo Orlyka k Stefanu lavorskomu,” Osnova, September, 1862: 1-29; original

at RGADA, fond 6, file 153, fols. 1-43. Orlyk claimed to have seen a letter from Princess

^

Hanna Dolska to Mazepa reporting a conversation in which the Russian general Rdnne
asserted that Menshikov wanted to replace Mazepa as hetman. When the princess

1 remonstrated, asking if Mazepa’s friends could not help him, Sheremetev said, “It is

' impossible, we ourselves suffer much, but are forced to be silent” (“Pismo,” 5-6).

34. Istoriia depicts Sheremetev as defending the inhabitants of Novhorod-Siverskyi

I'

I
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contemporary sources are not sufficient to prove that Sheremetev was

interested in Ukrainian autonomist ideals but they do show that he had

continuous contact and frequent friendships with Cossack officers.

The period of the Ukrainian Hetmanate from the Pereiaslav Treaty to

the first abolition of the office of hetman in 1722 was one in which real

if somewhat distant ties were formed between the Russian and Ukrainian

Cossack elites. At first the Cossack effort seems to have been directed at

identifying the powerful men at the Russian court and trying to use them

to advance the cause of the Hetmanate with the tsar. On the Ukrainian

side, these contacts were initiated by the hetmans themselves rather than

the Cossack elite as a whole. The Russian court tried to use such

contacts, as well as more formal relations, to integrate Briukhovetsky into

the Russian elite, but this attempt was a total failure, and no similar

attempt followed until well into the eighteenth century. The hetmans

Samoilovych and Mazepa seem to have continued the policy of cultivat-

ing Russian aristocrats and dignitaries at the Moscow court, although we

know few details. The establishment of a permanent Russian administra-

tion, particularly the Kyiv voevodas, as well as the endless military

campaigns in the area, required great Russian aristocrats to spend long

years in the Hetmanate and other parts of Ukraine. This led to a widening

of informal ties. A prime example of this is Field Marshal Boris

Sheremetev, most of whose years as military commander were spent

there. He developed ties with Mazepa and the Cossack officers in general,

ties that continued and developed further under Skoropadsky’s rule. In

these relations it seems to have been Sheremetev who was the suppliant,

asking Mazepa (perhaps) and Skoropadsky for landed estates and getting

them. The hetmans were simply trying to cultivate a friend in high places,

for Sheremetev was the supreme commander (after Peter himself) of the

Russian army from 1701 until his death in 1719 and one of the great

Russian aristocrats. If the hetmans and the Cossack officers hoped to use

Sheremetev to influence the tsar, they bet on the wrong horse. It was

against Peter’s wrath in the wake of Mazepa’s defection to Sweden. Ohloblyn also cited

the remark of the Prussian ambassador Keyserling that Peter was afraid of treason on the

part of the Russian princes and boyars in the wake of Mazepa’s action. Keyserling was

probably right, but his notice was too general to point to Sheremetev, and in any case

there is no evidence that discontent with Peter translated into sympathy for the Hetmanate.

See O. Bodiansky, ed., Istoriia Rusov Hi Maloi Rossii (Moscow: Moskovskii universitet,

1846), 207-8; Ohloblyn, Mazepa, 281-2, 302, n. 11; and Bushkovitch, Peter, 288-9.
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Menshikov, or for a while Prince V.V. Dolgoruky, who really had the

tsar’s ear, and Sheremetev could do little more than occasionally lighten

the load of quartering Russian troops. The marriage of Skoropadsky’s

daughter to the son of Petr Tolstoi certainly brought a dignitary of some

influence into the hetman’s family, but by then it was too late.

These informal ties among elites were not, of course, the decisive

factor in the relations of the Hetmanate with the Russian court and

government. It is hard to imagine Menshikov, with his firm support for

Peter’s full power, petitioning on behalf of the Hetmanate’ s traditional

rights. The fate of the Hetmanate was the result of Mazepa’s failed

gamble and Peter’s attempt to build a European state in Russia, which in

that period meant a centralized state. The informal ties, however, were

just as much a part of Russian-Ukrainian relations as the tsars’ formal

decrees and the official correspondence between the voevodas in Kyiv or

the Little Russian Office and the hetmans. These ties also laid part of the

groundwork for the later integration of the Hetmanate ’s elite into the

larger social and political structure of the Russian Empire.
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Nuncio Mario Filonardi and the

Orthodox Church in His Relatio Finale

Teresa Chynczewska-Hennel

Mario Filonardi,^ an envoy of the Holy See, stayed in the Polish-

Lithuanian Commonwealth from February 1636 to September 1643. He

was the thirtieth successive nuncio sent from Rome to Poland since 1519,

when the office had been set up and Rome had appointed the first nuncio,

Zachario Ferreri.^ Moreover, for more than a century Poland hosted four

cardinals-legates with special missions: Giovanni Francesco Commendone

(1571-73), Hippolito Aldobrandini (1588-89), Jerzy Radziwill (1592),

and Henrico Caetani (1596-97).^ All of them submitted a final report

after completing their mission.

Nuncios, who were envoys of the Holy See, were obliged to submit

a relatio finalis (final relation). The reports concerned the accomplish-

ment of the tasks commissioned by the principals. Originally, they may

have been submitted orally at a cardinals’ consistory. Starting from 1557,

that is, from the date of appearance of the “Descrittione del Regno di

Polonia” by Aloisio Lippomano, final reports were made in writing."^ The

role of the final reports can hardly be overestimated; they served as sui

generis handbooks for the Curia on Polish affairs. They were also used

to prepare the instructions for the subsequent nuncio. There were cases

1. For a biographical sketch, see my “Mario Filonardi—nuncjusz Stolicy Apostolskiej

w Rzeczypospolitej w latach 1636-1643: Rys biograficzny,” Odrodzenie i Reformacja w
Polsce 43 (1999): 151-62; and R. Becker, “Filonardi Mario,” Dizionario Biografico degli

Italiani (Rome: Istituto della Enciclopedia italiana, 1997), 47: 826-9.

2. H.D. Wojtyska CP, De fontibus eorumque investigatione et editionibus: Instructio

ad editionem. Nuntiorum series chronologica, vol. 1 of Acta Nuntiaturae Polonae (Rome:

Institutum Historicum Polonicum, Fundatio Lanckoronski, 1990), 197-258.

3. Ibid., 219, 232, 234, 238.

4. Ibid., 39.
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in which, because of lack of time, a final report replaced instructions for

a new nuncio. In 1630 the nuncio Antonio Santa Croce instructed

Honoratus Visconti in this way.^

In addition to reporting results of the missions, final reports described

the country, its inhabitants, and the church and government institutions.

They were not secret documents; hence, like avvisa, they were copied by

readers who were interested in the Commonwealth.

One of the most famous reports, which is often quoted in Polish

historical literature, is the final report of Claudio Rangoni. It was

discussed more than seventy years ago by Stanislaw Bodniak,^ who

pointed out some remarkable features of its description of the Common-

wealth in the early seventeenth century. The nuncio titled his account

“Relatione del Regno di Polonia cominciata I’anno passato e per varie

legitime occupationi non finita se non questo di 20 Luglio del 1604 in

Cracovia fatta dall [all] Emmo Signore Cardinale” (Relation of the Polish

Commonwealth Begun in the Previous Year and. Because of Various

Justified Occupations, not Finished until 20 July 1604 in Cracow. Done

for the Most Reverend Cardinal).

The main source on which Rangoni based his report was Marcin

Kromer’s Polonia sive de origine et rebus gestis Polonorum libri XXX
(Poland or on the Origin and Famous Exploits of the Poles in Thirty Books)

(Cologne, 1589). Rangoni made use of this work in the first part of his

report, while the second part consisted mostly of his own observations. In

the latter he characterized the Commonwealth’s pohtical elite, and this

account was used by Alojzy Sajkowski in his book on the Italian adventures

of the Poles from the sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries.^ Rangoni

described fairly briefly the Polish senators who held office during his

nunciature: their state functions, age, appearance, character, education, and

religion. In his presentations of clergymen he provided information that was

5. Wojtyska, De fontibus, 21; Honoratus Visconti (1630-1636), vol. 24, pt. 1 of Acta

Nuntiaturae Polonae (20.IV. 1630-26.VII. 1631), ed. A. Bilinski (Rome, 1992), docs. 14,

17, 18 (pp. 12-13; 15-32).

6. S. Bodniak, “Polska w relacji wloskiej z roku 1604,” in Komik Library, Pami§tnik

(Komik: Fundacja Zakladu Komickie, 1930), fasc. 2: 26-49.

7. A. Sajkowski, Wtoskie przygody Polakow. Wiek XVI-XVIII (Warsaw: Panstwowy

Instytut Wydawniczy, 1973), 9-13. See my Rzeczpospolita XVII wieku w oczach

cudzoziemcow (Wroclaw, Warsaw, Cracow: Zaklad Narodowy im. Ossolinskich, 1993),

22-3, passim.
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of greatest interest to the Holy See; namely, their attitude to church reform

after the Council of Trent.

Nuncio Galeazzo Marescotti^ served in the Commonwealth from 1668

to 1670 and left a guide to the Commonwealth that is unparalleled in useful

information and advice. It included information on Poland's geography,

political situation, inhabitants, system of government, religion, and the role

of the church in the state. The report could have been used as a travel guide:

it provided much practical advice on traveling in Poland, where to get

provisions and equipment, what prices to pay (in various currencies), and

how to transfer money It even included calculations of the length of the

usual routes followed by nuncios from Rome to the Commonwealth.

Marescotti crossed the frontier near Oswi^cim and went on to Warsaw via

Cracow. Marescotti also devoted much attention to the ruling ehte.

I could quote some other final reports and cite opinions about aspects

of the political life of the Commonwealth that were of the greatest

importance to the Holy See. I should mention a very interesting final

relation of the nuncio Mario Filonardi’ s predecessor, Honoratus Visconti.

He served in the Commonwealth from 1630 to 1636. Although his term

of office coincided with a period of strained relations between the

Commonwealth and the Holy See, caused, among other things, by

Wladyslaw IV ’s recognition of the Orthodox hierarchy headed by Petro

Mohyla, this state of affairs did not significantly affect his relationships

with the king and many representatives of Poland’s political elite.

Visconti’s final relation is entitled “Relatione della Nuntiatura di

Polonia fattasi all’ Eminentissimo e Reverendissimo Signor’ Cardinale

Barberini Padrone,^^ da Monsignore Visconti Arcivescovo di Larissa, nel

8. On Marescotti, see A. Kakowski, Vademecum pro nuntiis apostolicis in Polonia a

Galeazzo Marescotti exaratum (Petropoli, 1912); E. Rykaczewski, ed., Relacje

nuncyuszow i innych osob o Polsce od roku 1548 do 1690 (Berlin and Poznan, 1864), 2:

361-410; and my Rzeczpospolita XVll wieku, 73-6.

9. For more details on the nuncios’ route to Poland, see above all H.D. Wojtyska CP,

“Da Roma a Cracovia. I viaggi degli inviati pontifici in Polonia nei sec. XVI-XVIII,” in

Viaggio in Italia, viaggio in Polonia, a cura di D. Quirini-Poplawska, Studia Italo-

Polonica, vol. 5 of Zeszyty naukowe Uniwersytetu Jagiellonskiego. Prace historyczne

(Cracow: Pahstwowe Wydawnictwo Naukowe, 1994), fasc. 110: 85-107.

10. See also J.A. Drob, Obieg informacji w Europie w polowie XVII wieku: W swietle

drukowanych i r§kopismiennych gazet w zbiorach watykanskich (Lublin: Wydawnictwo

Katolickiego Uniwersytetu Lubelskiego, 1993), 133ff.

11. On Francesco Barberini (1597-1679), secretary of state from 6 August 1623, see
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mese di Luglio 1636 in Roma” (Relation of the Nunciature in Poland

Done for the Most Reverend Cardinal Barberini by Monsignore Visconti

Archbishop of Larissa in July 1636 in Rome).^^ The relation consists of

several parts. In the first part the author describes his first impression of

the Commonwealth upon his arrival on 4 October 1630. In the next

passage he gives a sketch of King Wladyslaw IV. Then comes an account

of Polish relations with Sweden, England, Muscovy, and the Ottoman

Empire. He also tackles the problem of the king’s marriage and discusses

its possible effects if the lady is a non-Catholic. Next, Visconti explains

why he decided to describe the most prominent senators of the Common-
wealth who played the most important role in ruling the state.

In comparison with the above-mentioned final reports, Mario

Filonardi’s final relation is specific, as it was written during, not at the

end of, the nuncio’s term in the Commonwealth. It is dated 21 April

1640.^^ This extended document is a report of the accomplishments of

the nuncio's five-year mission. He did not have time to write a report at

the end of his term because he left the Commonwealth in late September

1643 in disgrace as a persona non grata.

Mario Filonardi descended from the noble Filonardi family, which

provided the Holy See with several outstanding dignitaries in the

sixteenth century. Thanks to his family ties, Filonardi established contacts

with the Roman Curia during the pontificate of Paul V in the year 1610.

At the time he became an assessor of the Tribunal of the Holy Inquisi-

tion, and six years later he was made canon of St. Peter’s. In 1620 he

was appointed “Referendarius utriusque signature” and promoted to

archbishop of Avignon. In 1629 he became the Avignon vice legate and

performed his mission in Avignon until 1634. In 1635 he was appointed

nuncio to Poland, where he arrived only in February 1636 because of a

special mission in Vienna. He fulfilled his missions in Avignon and

A. Merola, “Barberini Francesco,” Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani (Rome: Instituto

della Enciclopedia italiana, 1964), 6: 172-6.

12. Archivio Secreto Vaticano (henceforth AV), Misc. Arm., II, 115, fols. 237r-355v;

Wojtyska, Defontibus, 1: 254; Relatio fmalis, manuscript, AV, Misc. Arm., Ill, 73, fols.

5r-55v; Polish version in Relacje nuncyuszow i innych osob o Polsce, ed. Rykaczewski,

2; 187-267.

13. Mario Filonardi, Relatio pro a[nni] 1636-1640, AV, Segreteria di Stato, Polonia 49,

fols. 45r-53r; a fragment of this manuscript is published in Litterae nuntiorum

apostolicorum historiam Ucrainae illustrantes (1550-1850), ed. P. Athanasius G. Velykyj

OSBM (Rome; Pp. Basiliani, 1962), 6: 33-7, doc. 2525.
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Vienna to the satisfaction of his superiors in Rome, but failed in his task

in the Commonwealth. This is not the place to analyze his performance,

but it is worth pointing out that from the very beginning of his term in

the Commonwealth he alienated a considerable number of people and that

the problems he faced surpassed his abilities.

Among the problems that were undoubtedly difficult for the Holy See

and its envoys was the issue of the Eastern Church in the Common-

wealth. Wladyslaw IV recognized the Orthodox hierarchy and adopted the

Constitution of 1635, known as the “Greek Religion,” which guaranteed

the Commonwealth’s Orthodox citizens the rights they enjoyed before the

Union of Brest.

In the opening sentences of his relation Mario Filonardi wrote that in

reporting on his nunciature in Poland he will omit the “description of the

state, forces, government, and magnitude of the kingdom with its

provinces,”^^ which had already done by other authors. He would deal

with the issues he thought to be most important. This, we should note,

was in line with the instructions he had received upon his departure for

Poland on 30 May 1635.

First, among the thirty instructions from the Holy See, the report

addressed the religious issue—the problem of the Union and the

Orthodox Church. The nuncio referred to Wladyslaw IV ’s arguments and

pre-election promises to the Orthodox citizens of the Commonwealth. He

also mentioned the protests against the king’s promises by his predecessor

Honoratus Visconti, the archbishop of Gniezno, Jan W^zyk, the Cracow

palatine, Jan T^czyhski, and the Kyiv metropolitan, losyf Veliamin

Rutsky. He also described Father Valerian Magni’s attempt to reconcile

the different standpoints.^^ But he did not mention the decisions of the

1635 Sejm and the Constitution “Greek Religion,” according to which a

commission appointed by the Sejm was to divide the property and

churches between the Uniates and the Orthodox. He stated that the

Ruthenian Catholics had been deprived of many churches and estates that

had been held by the Uniate Church from the time of the late Clement

VIII.

14. See my “Problemy Uniinoi Tserkvy u korespondentsii apostolskoho nuntsiia v

Rechi Pospolytii Mario Filonardi (1636-1643 roky),” Kovcheh 3 (2001): 229-342.

15. “[PJretermesso lo scrivere dello stato, forze, govemo e grandezza del Regno e sue

provincie” (Relatio, fol. 45r).

16. Ibid., fol. 45r-v.
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Filonardi related his first audience with the king in Vilnius in June

1636 and Wtadyslaw IV’ s opinion that the issues of the Eastern Church

would be settled by the nearest Sejm. The nuncio advised the Secretariat

of State of this in his letter of 16 August 1636.^^

Filonardi reported the results of the Sejm session from 20 January to

3 March 1637.^^ During the session, the nuncio related, the Orthodox

members demanded and threatened in defending their interests, whereas

the king, pressed by the nuncio, assured him in a letter of 6 March 1637

that he would not allow the Catholic religion to be wronged. Despite the

king’s intervention, the Sejm closed its debate without solving the

problem of the Eastern Church in the Commonwealth.^^ The next

session, from 3 to 19 June, did not come up with a solution to the

religious controversies either.^® Here Mario Filonardi recalled the rivalry

between the Orthodox and the Uniates over the Lutsk Bishopric.

Immediately after the death of the Uniate bishop leremii Pochapovsky,

Atanasii Oleksander Puzyna claimed the Lutsk Bishopric and, supported

by the “schismatics,” as Filonardi writes, took possession of it. This issue

was to be decided by the Sejm that assembled in 1638. The king,

Filonardi wrote, while defending the interests of the Catholics and

restraining the Orthodox, was anxious not to spoil relations with the

Cossacks.^^ Let us recall that during the preparations for the Sejm the

Cossacks had started another uprising.^^

The Sejm that sat in Warsaw from 10 March to 27 April 1638,^^ as

we know, dealt with the religious issues,^"^ including the issue of the

17. Litterae nuntiorum apostolicorum historiam Ucrainae illustrantes (1550-1850), ed.

P. Athanasius G. Velykyj OSBM (Rome: Pp. Basiliani, 1961), 5: 215-16, doc. 2340.

18. T. Wierzbowski, ed., Vademecum (Lviv and Warsaw, 1926; rept., Warsaw, 1982),

204.

19. J. Dzi^gielewski, O tolerancj^ dla zdominowanych: Polityka wyznaniowa

Rzeczypospolitej w latachpanowania Wladyslawa IV (Warsaw: Pahstwowe Wydawnictwo

Naukowe, 1986), 104-7.

20. Wierzbowski, ed., Vademecum, 204.

21. “[P]er non esasperare maggiormente i Cosacchi” (Relatio, fol. 46r).

22. S. Plokhy, The Cossacks and Religion in Early Modem Ukraine (Oxford and New
York: Oxford University Press, 2001), 141^.

23. Wierzbowski, ed., Vademecum, 204.

24. Dzi^gielewski, O tolerancj§, 182-5; F.E. Sysyn, Between Poland and Ukraine: The

Dilemma of Adam Kysil, 1600-1653 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Ukrainian Research

Institute, 1985), 109.
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Peremyshl (Przemysl) Bishopric, which, Filonardi explained, in the

opinion of the Latin bishop of Przemysl and the Grand Crown Chancellor

Piotr Gembicki, should have been handed over to the Catholics. The

bishopric was at the heart of long-standing conflicts between the Uniate

bishop, Atanasii Krupetsky, and the Orthodox bishop, Sylvestr Hule-

vych.^^ Taking advantage of the fact that a court had stripped Hulevych

of a bishop’s powers, Krupetsky decided to persuade the Catholic clergy

and nobility to induce their subjects to convert to the Union. Gembicki

took advantage of this situation, the nuncio stated, and replaced the

Orthodox bishop with a Catholic one.

The Orthodox refused to accept this as a fait accompli and wrote a

complaint to Prince Jerzy Ossolihski, crown vice chancellor, who,

according to Filonardi, would hardly be more sympathetic to their cause

than Chancellor Piotr Gembicki.^^

The demands of the Orthodox Church were not met during the Sejm

sessions and the conflicts, the nuncio admitted, did much harm to the

kingdom. What he had in mind were the acts of royal investiture to the

Lutsk and Peremyshl Bishoprics, which the nuncio could not accept. He
mentioned three reasons that led to unrest in the Commonwealth. The

first was the granting of privileges to the Orthodox during the election

and coronation Sejms. The second reason was the fact that the king had

not kept his word. The third reason, which was brought forward by the

Orthodox side, was that what “his Majesty Zygmunt III” had taken away

from the “schismatics” was restored to them without taking any churches

and property away from the Catholics.

In his report the nuncio referred to the opinion of Cardinal Francesco

Berberini whom he had questioned regarding the ruler’s right to dispose

25. M. Bendza, Prawostawna diecezja przemyska w latach 1596-1681. Studium

historyczno-kanoniczne (Warsaw, 1982), 150-2; Dzi^gielewski, O tolerancj§, 181-2;

Halina Kowalska, “Krupecki Aleksander Oleksowicz, Atanazy,” Polski Slownik

Biograficzny (Wroclaw, Warsaw, and Cracow: Zaklad Narodowy im. Ossolinskich, 1970),

15: 406-7.

26. “Esclusi percio i scismatici dal Gran Cancelliero si voltomo al Sig. Duca
Ossolinschi. Vice Cancelliero, dal quale io dissi di non aspettare minor efetto di pieta

della trovata nel Gran Cancelliero, se bene tra loro non segue uno I’esempio dell’ altro”

(Relatio, fol. 46r).

27. “Che questo privilegio era gia concesso nell’ elettione e coronatione. Che Sua Maesta

non poteve, ne doveva manacare la parola. Che questo non era togUer a noi ma restituir a

scismatici quel che gl’era stato tolto dal Serenissuno Sigismondo III” {Relatio, fol. 46v).
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of bishoprics. The answer was that Poland was not exceptional in this

regard: other kings had similar prerogatives in respect to church property.

The Curia referred to the cases that occurred in territories ruled by the

Habsburgs after the Peace Treaty of Prague, which was followed by the

restitution of church estates that had been confiscated by the Protestants.

Filonardi wrote about the important role of all the nuncios who defended

Catholicism. Threats from the Orthodox contributed, in his opinion, to the

difficulty of maintaining peace in the Commonwealth. The successive

Sejms did not solve any religious disputes but merely postponed decisions

as they had done in the reign of Zygmunt III.^^

Among the thirty points in his relation, Filonardi raised the question

of church union with the Armenians. Then he answered the question

the Holy See posed regarding appointments to vacancies in the govern-

ment of the Commonwealth after the death of their Protestant holders.

During his nunciature, he declared, no “heretics” were appointed to such

offices. Subsequently, Filonardi discussed the progress in implementing

the principles of the Council of Trent regarding religious and church

issues. Under point fourteen, he raised the question of King Wladyslaw

IV’ s marriage, which was resolved by the king’s choice of a Catholic

bride. The other points had to do with the Commonwealth’s relations with

Sweden and the Ottoman Empire. Point twenty-three concerned the

privileges of the city of Gdansk. The last, thirtieth, point described the

Poles’ attitude towards the representatives of the Holy See, who were

always treated with due respect.^® As I have mentioned above, the

nuncio did not leave a final report in the strict sense of the word, but his

account for the years 1636^0 clearly shows that at that time the issues

of the Orthodox Church and the Union were of utmost importance to the

Holy See.

28. “[RJimettendo di Dieta in Dieta il discutere e risolvere sopradette istanze” (Relatio,

fol. Air).

29. Ibid., fol. 50r.

30. Ibid., fol. 52r.



The Fate of the Kyiv Archive of Early

Acts in the Second World War: A
Triple Tragedy of Destruction,

Plunder, and Propaganda

Patricia Kennedy Grimsted^

One of the greatest tragedies of the Second World War for the Ukrainian

archival heritage was the loss of almost two-thirds of the early court

record books from Right-Bank Ukraine that had been brought together in

the former Kyiv Central Archive of Early Acts (Kyivskyi tsentralnyi

arkhiv davnikh aktiv, or KTsADA).^ Established in 1852 as the Central

* This essay is a re-edited version of a longer article in honour of the 150th anniversary

of the archive, which appeared in Ukrainian in Arkhivy Ukrainy, 2002, nos. 4-6: 46-76.

For more background, see my monograph. Trophies of War and Empire: The Archival

Heritage of Ukraine, World War II, and the International Politics ofRestitution, foreword

by Charles Kecskemet! (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press for the Ukrainian

Research Institute, 2001) and “Displaced Cultural Treasures as a Result of World War II

and Restitution Issues: A Bibliography of Publications by Patricia Kennedy Grimsted,”

an electronic version at the website of the International Institute of Social History:

<http://www.iisg.nl/archives_in_russia/bibliography.html>. Some of the background

analysis was first presented in my article “The Fate of Ukrainian Cultural Treasures

during World War II: The Plunder of Archives, Libraries, and Museums under the Third

Reich,” JahrbUcherfur Geschichte Osteuropas 39, no. 1 (1991): 53-80 and in a Ukrainian

monograph version with related documents in facsimile in collaboration with Hennadii

Boriak, Doha skarbiv ukrainskoi kultury pid chas Druhoi svitovoi viiny: Vynyshchennia

arkhiviv, bibliotek, muzeiv (Kyiv: Arkheohrafichna komisiia AN URSR, 1991; 2d ed.

Lviv, 1992).

1. Before the 1941 archival reform, the archive had several different official names,

but no official acronym. First known as the Kyiv Archive of Early Acts (Kyivskyi arkhiv

davnikh aktiv, or KADA) and sometimes as the Central Archive of Old Acts in Kyiv

(Tsentralnyi arkhiv starodavnikh aktiv u m. Kyievi), it was later called the Central

Archive of Early Acts in Kyiv (Tsentralnyi arkhiv davnikh aktiv u m. Kyievi, or
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Archive of Early Record Books (Tsentralnyi arkhiv drevnikh aktovykh

knig), it collected court records of local land (zemski), castle (grodski),

and other courts and municipal magistracies in the palatinates of Kyiv,

Volhynia, Bratslav, and Podilia from the sixteenth to the late eighteenth

centuries, when these territories belonged to the Polish-Lithuanian

Commonwealth. Similar archives were founded in Vilnius and Vitsebsk,

all of them for the purpose of preserving record books from falsification

as the gentry of recently annexed lands were integrated into the Russian

Empire. Many of the record books had been gathered and registered by

the imperial archeographic commissions established nine years earlier.^

Widely recognized as a unique repository of early Ukrainian culture,

KTsADA was the first and most important historical archive for eastern

Ukrainian lands under the Russian Empire and the Soviet Union up to the

German invasion.^ From its formation until October 1943 it was housed

in the building of the Kyiv University library.

The fate of KTsADA during the Second World War presents a

curious but tragic irony in the syndrome of wartime cultural destruction

and survival. Ironically, almost all the archival materials extant today

TsADAK) to distinguish it from the Kharkhiv counterpart. Subsequently, the archive was

absorbed by the Central State Historical Archive of the Ukrainian SSR in Kyiv

(Tsentralnyi derzhavnyi istorychnyi arkhiv URSR u m. Kyievi, or TsDIAK), where it

formed a separate division. In connection with its 150th anniversary Ukrainian archivists

prefer to use the name the Kyiv Central Archive of Early Acts (KTsADA). For

consistency and to avoid confusion, I have adopted the acronym KTsADA here. For more

details and bibliography, see my Archives and Manuscript Repositories in the USSR:

Ukraine and Moldavia, Book 1: General Bibliography and Institutional Directory

(Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1988; reprint microfiche edition: IDC

Publishers, Leiden [R-18,866]), 163-232, esp. 163-5, 181-95; and the Ukrainian-language

website for TsDIAK <http://www.archives.gov.Ua/Archives/index.php7ca03#NDLib>.

2. See my “Archeography in the Service of Imperial Policy: The Foundation of the

Kiev Archeographic Commission and the Kiev Central Archive of Early Record Books,”

Harvard Ukrainian Studies 17, nos. 3—4 (June 1993): 27^4. The Ukrainian version

appeared as “Arkheohrafiia na sluzhbi imperskoi polityky: Zasnuvannia Kyivskoi

arkheohrafichnoi komisii ta Kyivskoho tsentralnoho arkhivu davnikh aktiv,” in Materialy

iuvileinoi konferentsii, prysviachenoi 150-richchiu Kyivskoi arkheohrafichnoi komisii

(Kyiv, Sedniv, 18-21 zhovtnia 1993 r.), ed. Hennadii Boriak, vol. 30 of Problemy

edytsiinoi ta kameralnoi arkheohrafii: Istoriia, teoriia, metodyka (Kyiv: Instytut ukrainskoi

arkheohrafii, Akademiia nauk Ukrainy, 1997), 11-33.

3. See the anniversary collection, O.V. Muzychuk, ed., Kyivskyi tsentralnyi arkhiv

davnikh aktiv, 1852-1943: Zbimyk dokumentiv u dvokh tomakh, vol. 1, 1852-1921 (Kyiv:

Tsentralnyi derzhavnyi istorychnyi arkhiv Ukrainy, 2002).
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were the record books that the Nazis plundered. Most of the approximate-

ly one-third of KTsADA holdings that German archivists evacuated

during their retreat from Kyiv in September and October 1943 survived

the war and were retrieved afterwards, while the holdings that the Soviets

failed to evacuate from Kyiv in 1941 and the Nazis left behind in Kyiv

in 1943 are lost. Apparently, they were destroyed when the Red Army

took the city.

This conclusion contradicts the Soviet postwar party line that blamed

the Nazi occupiers for all wartime cultural loses and used KTsADA as a

symbol of Nazi cultural destructiveness in occupied territories. Unfortu-

nately, the Party’s propaganda excesses led to another level of tragedy:

the postwar misrepresentation of the real tragedy, the neglect of the

surviving records, and the failure to disclose exactly which record books

had been saved and which had been destroyed—how, where, and by

whom.

The only complete, albeit rudimentary, list of the initial 5,838 record

books accessioned by the archive was compiled by archivist Eduard

Vikentevich Stankevich and published serially in the journal of Kyiv

University in 1861-63.^ The archivist of the parallel archive for early

pre-nineteenth-century record books in Vilnius prepared a full catalogue

of the holdings, which was published before the revolution. But despite

the potential importance of such a catalogue, and the fact that KTsADA
assigned numbers remained the official archival signatures until the

1930s, a proper catalogue based on the Stankevich lists was never

prepared. A bound copy of the collected Stankevich offprints with

handwritten notes and supplements prepared by KADA director Ivan

Mykhailovych Kamanin (1850-1921) is the only authoritative list of the

original holdings. Additional record books received by the archive (to no.

5885) were added to the list by hand, and a typewritten supplement

continues the list to no. 5938, although many of the entries are not actual

record books. The Kamanin volume even contains a topographical chart

indicating the location of books in the archival cabinets used until the

4. E.V. Stankevich, “Spisok aktovykh knig, khraniashchikhsia v Kievskom tsentralnom

arkhive,” Universitetskie izvestiia, 1862, no. 6: 1-38; no. 9: 3-8 [39^4], 45-68; 1863,

no. 1: 69-92; no. 2: 93-108; no. 5: 109-24; no. 6; 124-^8; 1864, no. 6: 149-72; no. 8:

173-88; no. 12: 189-216. See the annotated listing (PKG-NK-33) and related bibliogra-

phy in the coverage of TsDIAK in my Archives and Manuscript Repositories in the

USSR: Ukraine and Moldavia, 163-95.
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Second World War. Fortunately, the unique archival copy survived the

war and makes it possible for archivists to reconstruct the original order

and prepare a complete list of wartime losses and survivals.^

The archive continued to function as a separate institution after 1917,

first under the All-Ukrainian Academy of Sciences (Vseukrainska

akademiia nauk, or YUAN) (1921-23), then under the Central Archival

Administration of the All-Ukrainian Executive Committee (Tsentralne

arkhivne upravlinnia pry Vseukrainskomu vykonavchomu komiteti)

(1923-38), and starting in 1938 under the Archival Administration of the

People’s Commissariat for Internal Affairs of the Ukrainian SSR
(Arkhivne upravlinnia NKVS URSR) (1938^1 [43]). During the cultural

flowering in the period of Ukrainization in the 1920s, the archive, with

a well-qualified staff, became a major centre of Ukrainian historical

scholarship. It acquired many early historical materials, including several

collections of charters, other important documentary collections, and

many family and estate archives, mostly from wealthy Polish families in

Right-Bank Ukraine. Some of its most important collections were

described in a scholarly volume of collected articles edited by the noted

historian-archivist Viktor Romanovsky (1890-1971), who was director of

the archive during the 1920s.^ On the occasion of the archive’s 150th

anniversary, Liubov Histsova, its former director, prepared a well-

researched account of the accessions and the development of the archive

in the 1920s and 1930s, while Natalia Cherkaska presented more details

on the major magnate family and estate archives acquired before the

war.^

5. The only annotated archival copy of the Stankevich list, I. Kamanin’s “Spisok

aktovykh knig ... iz Universitetskikh izvestii za 1862-1864 gg.,” remains in the Ivan

Kamanin fond of personal papers at TsDIAK, 237/1/73. The handwritten additions (fols.

112-15) and typed additions (fols. 116-23) appear under the part title “Pribavlenie k

spisku aktovykh knig, khraniashchikhsia v Kievskom tsentralnom arkhive.” The

topographical chart of the archive follows (fols. 136-9). The date of the final additions

is not indicated. An additional typed copy is found in the same fond, no. 67.

6. V.O. Romanovsky, ed., Tsentralnyi arkhiv starodavnikh aktiv u Kyievi: Zbirnyk

statei (Kyiv: TsAU URSR, 1929). During the late 1920s the archive was briefly known

by the Ukrainian name in Romanovsky ’s title, and the name Kyivskyi arkhiv starodavnikh

aktiv often appeared in historical publications of the time.

7. Liubov Z. Histsova, “Kyivskyi tsentralnyi arkhiv davnikh aktiv (1917-1941),”

Arkhivy Ukrainy, 2002, nos. 4-6: 5-45. Natalia O. Cherkaska, “Do istorii zbirky

‘mahnatskykh’ fondiv Tsentralnoho arkhivu davnikh aktiv u Kyievi (1921-1945),”

Arkhivy Ukrainy, 2002, nos. 4-6: 77-119. Cherkaska includes a description of eight of
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The tragic fate of the archive can best be analyzed in several intercon-

nected stages. Some of them raise questions that are still unresolved.

Repression in the 1930s

The tragic developments actually started a decade before the war with

the brutal suppression of KTsADA archivists in the 1930s, reflecting

similar repressions in other areas of Ukrainian culture. Romanovsky’s

arrest in January 1931 was followed by a total purge of the other

historians-archivists in subsequent years. By the end of 1934 work in the

archive came to a standstill: virtually all its qualified staff were purged

as “enemies of the people,” “Trotskytes,” or “bourgeois nationalists.”^ Its

last director, Oleksander Ohloblyn, despite his high qualifications as an

historian, was branded “the ring leader of the Ukrainian nationalist,

counter-revolutionary club.”^ One archivist was charged with “preparing

card files with document-by-document descriptions without regard for

revolutionary struggles”; another, with “permitting the use of documents

in the archive by individuals who were against collectivization in

agriculture.”^® An inspector’s report mentioned that by 1938 further

the largest fonds (pp. 96-100), a wartime list, and a chart of the magnate family fonds

(pp. 109-19).

8. The quotations are cited, for example, from Tsentralnyi derzhavnyi arkhiv

vyshchykh orhaniv vlady i upravlinnia Ukrainy (TsDAVO), 14/1/1733, fol. 28. Details of

the repressions in the Kyiv repository are noted in its successive reports during the 1930s,

which are preserved among the records of the Central Archival Administration of the

Ukrainian SSR. See especially the detailed investigative report on the archive dated 3

February 1934, “Vysnovky pro Vseukrainskyi TsADA u Kyievi (za materialamy

obstezhennia 31.I.-3.II.1934),” TsDAVO, 14/1/1729, fols. 76-83. See also the report of

29 April 1932, file 1618, fol. 26, and the 1934 report, file 1733, esp. fols. 6-8.

9. The 1934 report (TsDAVO, 14/1/1733, fol. 7), among others, explains the reason

for Ohloblyn’ s dismissal, which was later quoted in an emigre publication by Vasyl

Omelchenko: “introducing bourgeois nationalism into the scientific work of the archive.”

See Omelchenko’s “Oleksander Ohloblyn (zhyttia i diialnist),” in Zbirnyk na poshanu

prof, d-ra Oleksandra Ohloblyna / Collected Essays in Honor of Professor Alexander

Ohloblyn (New York: Ukrainian Academy of Arts and Sciences in the United States,

1977), 59. See also the study by Ihor Verba, Oleksandr Ohloblyn: Zhyttia i pratsia v

Ukraini (Kyiv: Instytut ukrainskoi arkheohrafii ta dzhereloznavstva im. M.S. Hrushevsko-

ho, NAN Ukrainy, 1999), and Verba’ s dissertation, the abstract of which was issued the

following year. Verba discusses Ohloblyn’ s work in the archive (pp. 354-6) in the context

of his other archival and archeographic activities.

10.

Cited from reports in TsDAVO, 14/1/1724, esp. fols. 76-80. Subsequent

reports—all in Russian—repeat many of the same points.
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descriptive work on the early records in the archive was impossible,

because no one in the archive knew Latin or Polish.*^ A 1941 KTsADA
report (in Russian) listed only five researchers at the archive, all with

good Party credentials but none with adequate historical and linguistic

training or experience to carry out the archive’s planned program7^

Soviet Non-Evacuation

When the German invasion was launched in June 1941, Soviet

archival authorities implemented a hastily drawn up evacuation program

for archival materials of the highest priority. Priority was given to police

records, revolutionary files, and other secret documentation from the

Soviet period. The later director of the Ukrainian Archival Administra-

tion, Oleksander Mitiukov, covered up this fact in his commentary on the

evacuation efforts (perhaps because many reports were still classified

then): he inaccurately claimed that “the most important documents and

the reference collections from state archives in Kyiv, the Central Archive

of Early Acts,” were evacuated. Now declassified official reports show

that in fact Soviet authorities made no effort whatsoever to save the

holdings of KTsADA. Neither available Soviet evacuation inventories nor

a 1942 wartime listing of records “evacuated by the Bolsheviks” include

any holdings—not even the earliest charters—from KTsADA.

11. TsDAVO, 14/1/1842, fol. 20. See also an additional report from the late 1930s,

TsDAVO, 14/1/1930, fols. 75-83.

12. TsDAVO, 14/1/1930, fol. 82. One had started work in the archive in 1935, another

in 1938, and the remaining three in 1940.

13. O.H. Mitiukov, Radianske arkhivne budivnytstvo na Ukraini, 1917-1973 (Kyiv:

Naukova dumka, 1975), 136. See also Mitiukov’ s article, “Diialnist arkhivnykh ustanov

Ukrainskoi RSR v period Velykoi Vitchyznianoi Viiny (1941-1945 rr.)," Arkhivy Ukrainy,

1975, no. 2: 9; and the article by P.P. Hudzenko, “Istorychni arkhivy Ukrainy u dni

Velykoi Vitchyznianoi Viiny,” Naukovo-informatsiinyi biuleten Arkhivnoho upravlinnia

URSR, 1958, no. 2: 31.

14. For example, a report of 25 November 1941 notes that twenty-five freight wagons

of archival materials from the Kyiv and Kharkiv historical archives, together with the

Kyiv archivist A.I. Grinberg and his family, were sent to Zlatoust, Cheliabinsk oblast,

RSFSR, but it does not mention KTsADA (TsDAVO, 14/1/2131, fols. 26, 33, 126). A
relatively complete Soviet evacuation list for Ukraine is appended to the report (Zlatoust,

4 December 1941) of the wartime director of the Administration of State Archives NKVD
of the Ukrainian SSR, GA RF, 5325/10/856, fols. 41-51. See also the list prepared in

Kyiv covering 154 fonds from the Antonovych Historical Archive, which included

KTsADA at the time, “Spysok no. 18 fondiv i chastyn fondiv, vyvezenykh bilshovykamy

iz Holovnoho istorychnoho arkhivu im. Antonovycha,” TsDAVO, 3847/1/225, fols. 10-13.
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According to German reports, Soviet archival authorities abandoned

the archive in a chaotic state. This would have been consistent with

NKVD’s instructions to leave archives that could not be evacuated or

destroyed as disordered as possible to prevent their use by the invader.

Many of the record books in KTsADA were reportedly removed from

their shelves and scattered. Some were even thrown into the basement,

which had been “prepared as a bomb shelter” during the summer.

Given Stalin’s “scorched earth” orders, several archives in Kyiv were

blown up by mines laid by Soviet partisans. Fortunately, the red

university building housing KTsADA was not blown up in 1941, and no

evidence has have been found that it was mined.

Nazi Interest in Archives

From the beginning German archivists placed a high priority on

protecting KTsADA. To justify its “drive to the east” the Third Reich

searched for evidence of long-standing German presence and historically

based German rights to Ukrainian lands. Surviving German instructions

on archival work in occupied lands clearly outline this purpose. Surviving

German plans for work in the historical archives of Kyiv focused on

KTsADA and emphasized historical and archeographic research on (1)

German-Ukrainian cultural relations, particularly German influence in

Ukraine, (2) German colonization in Ukraine, especially German communi-

ties and parishes, (3) German economic relations with Ukraine, including

German contributions to industry and commerce, and (4) the history of Kyiv,

presumably as the future capital of a German province. Various projects

were immediately implemented to carry out these plans.

/

For the broader context of archival evacuation from Ukraine, see my Trophies of War and

Empire, 188-97.

15. See the early German reports on the Antonovych Historical Archive, including its

First Division, as KTsADA was called initially under the German occupation. Such details

are mentioned in the extant reports: “Holovnyi istorychnyi arkhiv im. V.B. Antonovycha:

Vidchyt za zhovten 1941 r.,” TsDAVO, 3847/1/5, fols. 3-4; and “Richnyi zvit I viddilu

Holovoho istorychnoho arkhivu (kol. KTsADA), l.X. 1941-1.X. 1942,” prepared under the

direction of Nataliia Polonska-Vasylenko, TsDAVO, 3847/1/45, esp. fols. 30-1.

16. These points are made, for example, in one such plan found among German
documents at TsDAVO, 3206/1/44, fols. 11-12. It is cited with examples in the

introduction to Korpus mahdeburzkykh hramot ukrainskym mistam: Dva proekty vydan

20-kh-40-kh rokiv XX stolittia, comp. Volodymyr Andreitsev, Vasyl Ulianovsky, and

Viktor Korotky (Kyiv: Praim, 2000), 24-5.
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Many such plans had been drafted in Berlin, particularly under the

direction of Georg Liebbrandt, a top aide of Reichsleiter Alfred Rosen-

berg, who headed both the newly established Reich Ministry for Occupied

Eastern Territories (Reichsministerium fiir die besetzten Ostgebiete, or

RMbO) and the Special Commando of Reichsleiter Alfred Rosenberg

(Einsatzstab Reichsleiter Rosenberg, or ERR). An immigrant from the

Odesa region and at one time an associate of the German Foreign

Institute (Deutsche Ausland Institut) in Stuttgart, Liebbrandt was a

specialist on the genealogy of German communities in LFkraine. During

the war, he seized many archival materials relating to German commun-

ities in Ukraine for his special collection. Numerous German wartime

reports document the location and removal of such records, including

those found in Kyiv historical archives. However, the search for German

community records involved KTsADA only tangentially, because its

holdings from the period of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth had no

connection with German colonization in Ukraine, which assumed

significant proportions only in the late eighteenth century.

The most blatant German politico-academic wartime effort to magnify

the extent of German influence in Ukraine that directly affected KTsADA
was research on the “German” medieval system of municipal self-rule

known as Magdeburg Law. In the late sixteenth and early seventeenth

centuries royal charters of Magdeburg Law had been granted to many

cities and towns in Ukrainian lands in the Polish-Lithuanian Common-
wealth, and copies of such charters were found in many of the surviving

municipal registers and other local court record books at KTsADA.
According to the Nazi view, scholarly demonstration of the widespread

use of Magdeburg Law would provide evidence of long-time German

presence in Ukrainian lands, and would even (dubiously) constitute legal

justification for reviving the alleged German rule of long ago.

17. See the chapter on Leibbrandt’s collection in Gabriele Camphausen, Die

wissenschaftliche historische Russlandforschung im Dritten Reich 1933-1945, vol. 418

of Europaische Hochschulschriften, Series III, Geschichte und ihre Hilfswissenschaften

(Frankfurt am Main; Peter Lang, 1990), 213-14. This study does not deal with the general

question of the plunder of German community records from Ukraine. On that subject, see

my Trophies of War and Empire, 198-205. Georg Leibbrandt (1899-1982) was bom in

the village of Torosovo (Hoffnungsfeld) near Odesa, studied in Paris and the United

States before joining the Nazi Party in 1933, and headed the Eastern Division of the

NSDAP Foreign Office and later the Political Department of the RMbO.
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The Institute for the Study of Magdeburg Law (Institut zur Erforschung

des Magdeburger Stadtrechts), directed by the German legal medievalist

Theodor Goerlitz, was estabhshed in Magdeburg during the 1930s. The

institute researched Magdeburg Law and pubhshed documents from the

lands of the former Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. Its specialists in

Ukraine had an additional pohtical—anti-Bolshevik—justification for

emphasizing research on Magdeburg Law, which had been suppressed by the

Soviet regime after the 1920s. In that connection, the Germans could draw

on the knowledge, goals, and anti-Soviet sympathies of several leading

Ukrainian historical and legal scholars who had been involved in the earlier

Soviet Magdeburg-Law project. Recently the edited text of the twenty-four

charters granting Magdeburg Law to municipahties in Ukrainian lands,

which had initially been prepared for pubhcation in the 1920s and then again

during the Second World War, has come out in Kyiv.*^

Among the key figures that had been bitterly repressed during the 1930s

were Viktor Romanovsky and Nataliia Polonska-Vasylenko (1884-1973),

who preserved the academic legacy of her husband, Mykola Vasylenko

(1866-1935). They were all closely associated with Andrii lakovliv

(1872-1955), who had emigrated to Prague in 1923, and whose study of

Magdeburg Law was published in German in 1942.^° Vasylenko had

:j
18. Its activities and associates deserve more extensive study in the context of Nazi

wartime occupation policies and archival priorities, but surviving records of its operations

i
have not been located.

19. Andreitsev, Ulianovsky, and Korotky, comps., Korpus mahdeburzkykh hramot

ukrainskym mistam: Dva proekty vydan 20-kh-40-kh rokiv XX stolittia. Twelve years ago,

I

during my own initial study of TsDAVO records of the German archival administration

in Kyiv during the war, I examined and noted most of the documents included in this

1

publication. Struck by the importance and priority the Germans gave to this project during

j| I

the war, I had intended to write more about it myself and had discussed the project with

j

i Ukrainian colleagues. In the meantime the compilers located more documentation on the

j

Kyiv publication projects, including documents among the papers of Viktor Romanovsky,

! which have been preserved in Stavropol. Despite several inquiries in Germany, I was
' unable to find more documentation about the Magdeburg Institute, although I have since

found several additional documents. See also Vasyl Ulianovsky’s initial report, ‘“Korpus

‘

]

mahdeburzkykh hramot ukrainskym mistam’ zabutyi proekt,” in Samovriaduvannia v

j

Kyievi: Istoriia ta suchasnist. Materialy mizhnarodnoi konferentsii, prysviachenoi 500-

\
richchiu nadannia Kyievu mahdeburzkoho prava, Kyiv, 26-27 lystopada 1999 r. /

Deutsch-ukrainische Konferenz ahldsslich des 500-jdhrigen Jubildums der Verleihung des

Magdeburger Rechts an die Stadt Kiew, ed. Nataliia Bilous (Kyiv: Kyivska miskrada and

j

Friedrich Ebert Stiftung Ukraine, 2000), 1 10-22.

20. Detailed biographical data, along with photographs and bibliography, on these four
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edited many of the Magdeburg charters for a two-volume publication by

YUAN, which was already in proof when it was suppressed in 1931.

Polonska-Vasylenko furnished the Germans with a copy of the forty-two

pages of proofs that she had saved from confiscation by Soviet security

agents. Many such details are explained in the recently published reports

of Dr. Franz Klein, a specialist from the Magdeburg Institute who did

research in Poland and Ukraine from April to August 1942.^^

Indeed, Soviet repression of “bourgeois Ukrainian nationalist”

scholars who had been involved in the Ukrainian Archeographic

Commission in the 1920s played into the hands of the German invaders

and nourished their ideologically biased academic pursuits. Ironically, the

collaboration Ukrainian and German historians-archivists led to the

revival of research on Magdeburg Law in Ukraine and provided the

Germans with a strong incentive to protect KTsADA during the war.

Active scholarly correspondence regarding publication continued even

during the German retreat with their loot of record books and charters

from the archive, first to Kamianets-Podilskyi and then to Troppau (now

Czech Opava).^^

The study of German cultural and, particularly, economic activity in

Ukraine involved another recruit for wartime academic as well as political

service, namely, Oleksander Ohloblyn, an economic historian who had

been active in YUAN during the 1920s and 1930s, and had briefly served

as director of KTsADA (1932-34) after Romanovsky’s arrest. Initially the

head of the Kyiv municipal administration, as the Ukrainian mayor under

most important Ukrainian scholars involved in the project are presented in the appendix

of Korpus mahdeburzkykh hramot, 199-214; biographical data on other participants (but

not the Germans) are provided in the footnotes. Photocopies of the earlier pages prepared

for print by YUAN (Korpus mahdeburzkykh hramot, 511-602) are in TsDAVO,
3206/5/15.

21. See Klein’s initial report of 12 June 1942, “Bericht iiber die Archiv- und

Forschungsverhaltnisse im Reichskommissariat Ukraine hinsichtlich der deutschen

Rechtsforschung,” TsDAVO, 3206/5/19, fols. 84-7; and his lengthy report after returning

to Magdeburg, “Bericht iiber meine Reise nach der Ukraine,” TsDAVO, 3206/5/19, fols.

40-57; published in Korpus mahdeburzkykh hramot, 115-38 (in German) and 142-65 (in

Russian translation).

22. The latest letter found among Winter’s LV ABM records is from Goerlitz to

Wilhelm Krause, who was the director of the Reichsarchiv in Troppau. It is dated

Magdeburg, 30 November 1944 and is located in TsDAVO, 3605/5/15, fol. 809. A series

of letters on the subject is published in Korpus mahdeburzkykh hramot, 76-96 (in

German) and 96-114 (in Russian translation).
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the German occupation, Ohloblyn was active in academic and archival

affairs. According to Klein’s report, he was of considerable assistance in

the Magdeburg Law project. He also directed the short-lived Museum-

Archive of the Transitional Period (Muzei-Arkhiv perekhodovoi doby),

which was organized in 1942 to display Soviet cultural atrocities in

Kyiv.^"^ Given his earlier research in the economic history of Ukraine,

his knowledge of KTsADA as its director, and his persecution by Soviet

authorities, Ohloblyn was a valuable find for the Germans.

The German Occupation

During the German occupation the archival administration in Kyiv

was headed by Dr. Georg Winter, who represented the Reichsarkhiv in

Potsdam and Berlin-Dahlem. Although he arrived in Kyiv under the

auspices of the ERR, in December 1942 he was appointed head of the

newly reorganized Provincial Authority for Archives, Libraries, and

Museums (Landesverwaltung der Archive, Bibliotheken und Museen, or

LV ABM) under the Reichskommissariat Ukraine (RKU). In 1945

Ukrainian archivists found records of this agency, which had been

evacuated as far as Troppau. This makes it possible to follow many of

Winter’s wartime activities.^^

23. Details of Ohlobiyn’s activities in Kyiv during the occupation are covered in Verba,

Oleksandr Ohloblyn, esp. 243-67 and 358-60. Verba does not include a systematic

bibliography of Ohloblyn’s writings, but discusses many of them in different chapters; the

preface and footnotes also list many works by and about Oholblyn. Some of Ohloblyn’s

works in connection with the German wartime programs are also listed in the introduction

to Korpus mahdeburzkykh hramot, 24—5.

24. See the recent guide to the records of the museum-archive, preserved in the State

Archive of Kyiv Oblast (Derzhavnyi arkhiv Kyivskoi oblasti), fond R-2412, Muzei-Arkhiv

perekhodovoi doby: Pofondovyi putivnyk, comp. Olha Bielaia (Kyiv; TsLMRD TsDA
Ukrainy, 2002). See also Ihor Hyrych, “Muzei-Arkhiv perekhodovoi doby pro ruinatsiiu

kyivskykh pamiatok u 1918-1942 rokakh,” Starozhytnosti, 1992, no. 1: 5. There is a

German report of the unsatisfactory exhibit Ohloblyn established for the museum, 30

September 1942, TsDAVO, 3206/5/1, fols. 82-3.

25. Regarding the archival administration during the German occupation, see the

dissertation by Maryna Dubyk, Arkhivna sprava v okupovanii Ukraini: Avtoreferat

dysertatsii na zdobuttia naukovoho stupenia kandydata istorychnykh nauk (Kyiv: Instytut

ukrainskoi arkheohrafii NAN Ukrainy, 1997), and the resulting articles, “Skhema sprav

kraiovoho upravlinnia arkhivamy, bibliotekamy ta muzeiamy pry Reikhskomisariati

Ukrainy (1944 r.),” Arkhivy Ukrainy, 1995, nos. 1-3: 35-7; and “Arkhivy Kyieva chasiv

nimetskoi okupatsii (veresen 1941-lystopad 1943),” Naukovi zapysky: Zbimyk prats

molodykh vchenykh ta aspirantiv (Kyiv, 1997), 519-42. The LV ABM records retrieved
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Under the Nazi occupation KTsADA remained intact in the university

building that had housed it since 1852 (vul. Korolenka, 58), although

some of its holdings had been transferred elsewhere. At first it was

reorganized as the First Division of the Antonovych Main Historical

Archive (Holovnyi istorychnyi arkhiv im. Antonovycha), reviving a

Ukrainian name from the early 1920s. In September 1941 Winter

appointed Nataliia Polonska-Vasylenko director of the First Division of

the archive (comprising the holdings from KTsADA). An accomplished

specialist in early Ukrainian history, she had worked in KTsADA in the

1920s and was also a key figure in the Magdeburg Law project.^^ In

July 1943 the First Division was reorganized as part of the consolidated

Kyiv Provincial Archive (Landesarchiv Kiew).

Winter and his well-trained, Nazi-indoctrinated German archivists

treasured the early register books in the Kyiv archive, which provided

evidence of the widespread use of Magdeburg Law and could be used for

other German-oriented historical projects. By September 1941 Winter had

singled out 2,283 court record books from the Polish palatinate of

Volhynia, dating from the sixteenth to the end of the eighteenth century,

and several smaller collections, as prime targets for eventual transfer to

the Reich.^^ Extant wartime reports demonstrate Winter’s extensive

interest and professional concern for the archive.

Polonska-Vasylenko’ s detailed survey of the archival holdings, which

was prepared as part of her report on the archive for the period from

1 October 1941 to 1 October 1942 (later incorporated into Winter’s

report), is important for tracing the archive’s wartime losses today. In the

by Ukrainian archivists in Troppau in 1945 are now in TsDAVO, fond 3206 (RKU), list

5.

26. A personnel file for Polonska-Vasylenko remains among the wartime records of the

archive, TsDAVO, 3847/1/73. At the same time she was a professor at Kyiv University

and then in 1942 became Oholobyn’s deputy at the short-lived Museum-Archive of the

Transitional Period. See Ihor V. Verba, Zhytiia i tvorchist N.D. Polonskoi-Vasylenko

(1884-1973) (Kyiv: Instytut ukainskoi arkheohrafii ta dzhereloznavstva im. M.S.

Hrushevskoho NAN Ukrainy, 2000), especially the chapter on the wartime occupation

period, pp. 160-85.

27. See the appendix to Winter’s report to the Nazi Archival Directorate in

Berlin/Potsdam, “Ubersicht der in ukrainischen Archiven befindlichen Archivalien

ehemals polnischer Herkunft, an denen das Deutsche Reich und die Regierung des

Generalgouvemements Interesse haben,” enclosure no. 4 to the report of 23 September

1941, a copy of which is found in Bundesarchiv (Berlin-Lichterfelde) among the records

of the Reichsarchivverwaltung, R 146/54, fols. 129-30 (1^).
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Division of Court Record Books, she found that only thirty-six volumes

were missing."^ Some of them were later found; only eight of the items

she listed are missing today. She was not aware, for example, that three

books on her list had been intentionally destroyed as waste paper in 1938

and one had been transferred to the university library."^ Polonska-

Vasylenko cites the original 1862-63 numbers, although it is apparent

from her report that many of the court record books had already been

renumbered into fonds before the war. In addition to registering the

archival holdings and transfers by the Germans to other sections of the

Antonovych Historical Archive, the report reflects German concerns and

procedures for work in the archive. For example, they planned to publish

a two-volume collection celebrating the centenary of KTsADA in

1952 .^®

The charters in KTsADA are an example of the archive’s sad wartime

fate, and the lack of data about the several collections makes it difficult

to reconstruct their wartime story today. At first the Germans were

uncertain and not well informed as to whether the KTsADA charters had

been evacuated by the Soviets. One German report says that three crates

were evacuated to the Urals. Other reports state that either two or four

crates were sent to Cheliabinsk, and one notes that some crates perished

en route. Another report affirms that some materials were prepared for

evacuation, but were found by the Germans in Kyiv. Obviously, details

regarding the evacuation still need to be verified.^'

28. Polonska-Vasylenko, “Spysok arkhivnykh materialiv, iakykh zaraz ne maie: Viddil

aktovykh knyh,” TsDAVO, 3847/1/45, fols. 34-8, appended to “Richnyi zvit Ill-ho

viddilu Holovoho istorychnoho arkhivu (kol. K[yivskyi] Ts[entralnyi] arkh[iv] davn[ikh]

ak[tiv]) (I.X.1941-1.X.1942).” Her original typed list of the missing volumes is on fol.

35.

29. Two of the books destroyed in 1938 were blank (nos. 375 and 5671) and a third

(no. 388) was water-damaged with pages irreparably stuck together. No. 5885 (a printed

edition) was transferred to the university library. Halyna Kuleba kindly verified these

details for me, as listed in the Kamanin inventory volume cited above (note 5).

30. See the documents in TsDAVO, 3847/1/95.

3 1 . Granzin reported to Winter (Berlin) on 20 July 1 942 that three crates containing 327

original charters (the earliest dating back to 1369) from the collection of the Archeogra-

phic Commission were evacuated (TsDAVO, 3206/5/1, fol. 249). Klein reported that two

crates with parchment charters from the fourteenth to the sixteenth centuries were

evacuated and that he had found a register of 334 charters (“Bericht iiber die Archiv- und

Forschungsverhaltnisse im Reichskommissariat Ukraine hinsichtlich der deutschen

Rechtsforschung,” 12 June 1942, TsDAVO, 3206/5/19, fols. 84—87; and “Bericht iiber
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An inspection inventory of the Division of Early Acts prepared in

1942 under the direction of Polonska-Vasylenko indicates that the first

326 numbers (from the fifteenth to the seventeenth centuries) from the

collection of the Archeographic Commission were missing, as were many

charters from the collections of Nestor the Chronicler and Series B, and

numbered documents that had been catalogued individually.^^ As it turns

out, however, Soviet archival authorities had not evacuated any of the

KTsADA charters. Eventually, the Germans found them, and for security

reasons Winter had most of them moved to the German occupation

headquarters (at Rovno Strasse, 8). The Germans also removed the

collection of charters from the Kyivan Cave Monastery to Winter’s

headquarters, and an ERR specialist prepared a scholarly inventory

describing 207 originals and copies (1546-1920), including their seals.

These charters were later delivered to Winter in Troppau.^^ Thanks to

their evacuation by the Germans in October 1943 many of the charters

survived. Some, however, were pillaged en route.

The first catalogue of charters in the Kyiv archive (covering 731

documents, 1369-1899) was finally published in 1971. A supplement (46

documents, from the fifteenth to the eighteenth centuries) came out in

1974. The introduction correctly indicates that there had been no Soviet

evacuation and that the Germans had transferred the collection, together

with the charters from the Cave Monastery, to the German administrative

building (bul. Shevchenka, 8).^^ There is no mention of the German

meine Reise nach der Ukraine,” n.d., TsDAVO, 3206/5/19, fols. 40-57; cited in Korpus

mahdeburzkykh hramot, 115-16, and 124). I reported the Soviet evacuation incorrectly

in my initial article, “The Fate of Ukrainian Cultural Treasures during World War II,” 69:

in fact none of the subsequently available Soviet evacuation lists or other sources confirm

a Soviet evacuation of any charters. In her recent article Cherkaska relies on still another

report affirming an evacuation (“Do istorii zbirky ‘mahnatskykh’ fondiv,” 92), but does

not mention the alternative sources I cite here.

32. Polonska-Vasylenko, “Spysok arkhivnykh materialiv, iakykh zaraz ne male.” The

missing charters from the Archeographic Commission collection are listed on fol. 37,

those from the collections of Nestor the Chronicler and Series B, and other documents

appear on fol. 38.

33. The first two pages of the inventory compiled in 1942 by Dr. Martin Granzin

“Verzeichnis der aus der Lawra zu Kiew sibder gestellten Urkunden,” (TsDAVO, 3206/5/10,

fols. 221-33), are pubhshed in facsimile in Doha skarbiv ukrainskoi kultury, 78-9. A list

signed by Winter on 7 February 1944 confirms that a crate of monastery charters (from the

ERR) was shipped to Troppau on 4 January 1944 (TsDAVO, 3206/5/8, fol. 114).

34. See “Peredmova,” in Kataloh kolektsii dokumentiv Kyivskoi arkheohrafichnoi
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evacuation. The compilers apparently did not have access to the German

wartime documents then held secretly in Kyiv. Many of the KTsADA
charters from other collections were in a freight wagon that was

ransacked in Vinnytsia en route to Kamianets-Podilskyi. Some of the

pilfered charters were later recovered. Regrettably, the published

catalogue does not indicate the collection of provenance for individual

charters, and this makes it difficult to correlate them with earlier

descriptions and to determine wartime losses. Hence many details

regarding the fate of the charters during the war and details of those still

missing remain to be established.

German Evacuation in 1943^44

By spring 1943 Winter and his staff were already making plans for

the retreat and evacuation of cultural treasures that were most important

to the Reich. Most of the art and archeological exhibits from Kyiv went

first to Cracow with prehistory specialist Professor Rudolf Stampfuss and

eventually to Bavaria, together with several Ukrainian archeologists and

museum curators. Some of the most important icons evacuated with one

of Winter’s shipments were forwarded to the Konigsberg area with a

Ukrainian curator. A million or more library books that the Germans

plundered mostly from Kyiv and Kharkiv were directed primarily to the

research centre of the ERR in Ratibor (now Polish Raciborz). Here I

focus on the archives deemed most vital to Nazi politico-ideological

interests, and specifically the holdings from KTsADA and other archives

that “attest to the historical position and achievement of German colonies

in the occupied lands.”^^ A surviving copy of Winter’s revised priority

list of archival materials that were to be evacuated (29 April 1943)

appears to have been based on his first list of September 1941.^^ As this

komisii, 1369-1899, comp. la.R. Dashkevych, L.A. Popova, and Z.S. Khomutetska; ed.

I.O. Hurzhii (Kyiv: Naukova dumka, 1971), 3^. The supplement, “Dopovnennia do

Kataloha kolektsii dokumentiv Kyivskoi arkheohrafichnoi komisii,'" ed. L.Z. Histsova and

N.M. Iakovenko, Arkhivy Ukrainy, 1974, no. 1: 50-63, is included in the complete IDC
microfiche edition (R- 14,509). See also the review by Omeljan Pritsak in Recenzija 3, no.

1 (Fall 1972): 34-52.

35. RMbO to RKU, 29 October 1943, TsDAVO, 3206/5/2, fol. 39.

36. This list and the aecompanying report of 29 April 1943, addressed to Zipfel and

signed by Winter (303/43), supplements his earlier report of 13 February 1943 (66/43).

A eopy forwarded for eoordination purposes to the German archival administration in

Galicia remains among the files of that administration (Tsentalnyi derzhavnyi istorychnyi
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list shows, priority was given to court and municipal record books from

the former palatinate of Volhynia.^^ Winter also listed for evacuation

forty-two groups of Polish magnate family and estate archives then held

by the Kyiv archive, giving precise references to current fond numbers,

location or estate of origin, dates (from the sixteenth to the early

twentieth centuries), and volume (from 5,000 to 5,500 packets).

Archivists at TsDIAK are now trying to determine to what extent these

Winter lists were used as the basis for evacuation.

As the tide of the war on the Eastern Front turned against the German

invaders after their defeat at Stalingrad, the German occupation author-

ities began serious evacuation preparations. Given their lack of rolling

stock in Kyiv, KTsADA, which by then was officially part of the

consolidated Provincial Archive in Kyiv, was their prime target. Orders

for the German evacuation from Kyiv came on 7 September 1943.

Estimates vary as to how much the Germans actually evacuated from

KTsADA. Here I present details based on actual German reports and

shipping documents, as well as evaluations from the reports by the

Ukrainian specialists that the Germans took with them from Kyiv.

Different reports often present slightly different figures or emphasize

different groups of records; yet a relatively complete record can be pieced

together from different sources.

The Germans evacuated the Kyiv archival materials in three

stages—to Kamianets-Podilskyi, Troppau, and finally Tripst—and at each

stage some materials were pillaged or left behind. Losses of the record

books and other archival materials that were evacuated resulted from

many complicated problems en route, but were much less severe than of

arkhiv u Lvovi [TsDIAL], 755/1/219, fols. 3-6). A note in the document links it to

Winter’s earlier survey of 23 September 1941 (see note 26).

37. Checking the numbers 1862-1864, one can see that he was extremely thorough in

listing all the Volhynian records.

38. Only about half of the names and numbers of fonds listed correspond to the only

available Soviet list of fonds in KTsADA from the prewar period, but many of the finding

aids and the archive of the archive itself from before 1943 were destroyed. The latest

extant inventory had been prepared in the late 1930s (with additions to 1939)—see

TsDIAK, fond 237, file 70. The remaining family papers listed must have been rearranged

and the fond numbers changed between 1939 and the time Winter listed them in 1943

(some of the numbers assigned to them on Winter’s list were used for other fonds in the

1939 Kyiv list). At least some of those fonds may have been held previously in the Kyiv

Oblast Historical Archive. We need a more detailed analysis and correlation of these

fonds.
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those left behind in Kyiv. As we piece together data from available

sources, the odyssey and fate of the KTsADA holdings in German hands

becomes clearer, although imprecise, conflicting, and inadequate surviving

data leave many questions unresolved.

Kamianets-Podilskyi

The first two freight wagons of archival materials went to Kamianets-

Podilskyi soon after the 7 September evacuation order. According to an

October report of Walther Latzke, who was in Kyiv at the time, the

shipment included:

(a) record books from Western Ukrainian municipalities with Magde-

burg Law (16th-18th c.)— 602 volumes and 58 archival boxes,

(b) record books from land and castle courts (early 16th C.-1700)—847

volumes,

(c) Rumiantsev census of Little Russia (late 18th c.)— 429 volumes,

and

(d) Western Ukrainian magnate family archives (16th-18th c.)—197

archival boxes.^^

The Germans sent two Soviet citizens from Kyiv and their families as

escorts with that first shipment. The volksdeutch Slavic scholar Nikolai

Geppener {German: Hoeppener),"^® was in one of the wagons and the

I

39. Latzke to RKU, 23 October 1943, TsDAVO, 3206/5/27, fols. 9-10 (copy 3206/5/2,

fols. 36-38), published in Korpus mahdeburzkykh hramot, 170-1. The Prussian archivist

I

Walther Latzke directed the German Archival Administration and the Reichsarchiv in

jj

Troppau, then part of the Sudetenland (annexed to the Reich); hence he was Winter’s

\ superior at the Reichsarchiv. See also Winter’s handwritten list and notes (3206/5/9, fols.

I

219 and 220v) and the shipping waybills that indicate the freight-train wagon numbers

I

(fols. 215-18).

j

40. Nikolai Vladimirovich Geppener (German: Hoeppener) (1901-1971) was a Slavic

I

philological scholar of Baltic German background. The Germans took him and his family

i
with them when they left Kyiv. During the year and a half that he travelled with the

' captured Kyiv archives, he kept detailed notes. At the end of the war he reported details

j

about the fate of the KTsADA materials to Soviet authorities but, because he had worked
I with the Germans, the Soviets considered him a collaborator and did not trust him. Soviet

I

archivists did not recognize him as a trained NKVD archivist. For more details see n. 99.

I The draft reports, autobiographical notes, and other documents among his long-

' suppressed personal papers in the Manuscript Division of the Cental Scientific Library of

the Academy of Seiences of the Ukrainian SSR (TsNB), fond 169, nos. 161-7, are of

great interest. Despite some of the conflicting figures, they give a fascinating account of

I the German archival evacuation and the tortuous road to restitution. Some of them have

j

been published in facsimile in Doha skabiv ukrainskoi kultury, 87-108, and in Korpus

mahdeburzkykh hramot, 182-8. See Liubov Dubrovina’s “M. B. Heppener— ukrainskyi
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historian-archivist Mykola (Nikolai) Tyshchenko in the second.^^ During

occupation Geppener served as the deputy director of the Kyiv Provincial

Library (Landesbibhothek Kiew). Although he had not dealt with the

archival materials in Kyiv, upon their evacuation he assumed a predomi-

nant role in caring for them. Winter himself traveled to Kamianets-

Podilskyi several days after the first shipment (17 September). The last

ERR report from Kyiv (27 September 1943) confirms the shipment was

sent to Kamianets-Podilskyi but laments that “Dr. Winter succeeded in

loading only two freight wagons” and suggests that Winter left with the

library director Dr. Benzing on 25 September."^^ Yet in a report to the

Reichsarehiv, Winter suggests that he transferred three wagons, the third

presumably contained eleven crates from the Kyiv Provincial Library and

paintings of the first category from the Provincial Museum."^

Latzke justified the plunder as a way of safeguarding the archives, as

well as fulfilling Nazi political aims: “The Magdeburg record books

evacuated are of special significance as sources for the historical role and

success of the German nation in the occupied eastern lands, as they

present important testimony on the spread of German law in Western

arkhivist i paleohraf ta ioho arkhivni materialy u fondakh TsNB im. V.I. Vemadskoho

Ukrainy,” Ukrainskyi arkheohrafichnyi shchorichnyk (Kyiv: Naukova dumka, 1993), 2:

32-7.

41. Tyshchenko (1893-1969), trained in the Historico-Philological Faculty of St.

Volodymyr University in Kyiv, had worked in the Academy of Sciences in the 1920s and

briefly served as acting director of KTsADA in the early 1930s before being repressed.

Sent to the front in 1941, he was taken prisoner by the Germans. After a year and a half

in prison camp, he was released to work in the archives and in 1943 was evacuated with

his family to Kamianets-Podilskyi. See the biogram by I. Matiash, “Tyshchenko Mykola

Fedorovych,” in Ukrainski arkhivisty: Biobibliohrafichnyi dodidnyk, ed. V.S. Shandra

(Kyiv: Instytut ukrainskoi arkheohrafii ta dzhereloznavstva im. M.S. Hrushevskoho NAN
Ukrainy, 1999), 1: 318-22.

42. The order for Winter’s evacuation from Kyiv to Kamianets-Podilskyi, 16 September

1943, is preserved in TsDAVO, 3206/5/8, fol. 212.

43. Georg Anton’s, chief of the ERR Chief Work Group for Ukraine (Haupt Arbeite

Gruppe Ukraine, or HAG-Ukraine), report to ERR Stabsfuhrung, Abt. lib. (Berlin), Kyiv,

27 September 1943, Bundesarchiv (BAB), NS 30/51. By 5 October Anton and the HAG-
Ukraine was already in Truskavets in western Ukraine, as is evident from the subsequent

report in the same folder. In the meantime the prehistory specialist Dr. Stampfus had

evacuated museum exhibits and other materials to Cracow and another shipment,

including books and archives, had continued to Ratibor.

44. Winter to Zipfel at the Reichsarehiv (Potsdam) from Kamianets-Podilskyi, 1

October 1943, TsDAVO, 3206/5/9, fols. 155-6.
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Ukrainian regions. And further they provide original confirmation of the

spread of German national character (Volkstums) in these lands.” That

comment was in line with an order, dated 29 September, assigning

priority for shipment to the Reich of the Magdeburg materials and the

records of German colonies, such as those prepared for shipment from

Dnipropetrovsk.^^

By 26 September Winter could report that he had re-established the

Provincial Authority for Archives, Libraries, and Museums (LV ABM)
in the Oblast Archive in the old town of Kamianets-Podilskyi."^^ He had

with him “the oldest record books (to 1650) most important for German

interests from the Provincial Archive in Kyiv.” He explained that those

records “are partly in the Oblast Archive and partly in the Turkish

Castle.” He also reported that they had “the earliest manuscripts from the

Provincial Library (eleven crates),” and the “paintings of the first

category from the Museum of Western and Oriental Art, including the

entire icon collection.

Winter was so determined to evacuate more archival materials from

KTsADA that he returned to Kyiv on 8 October and remained there until

21 October. He was able to obtain another four and a half freight wagons,

two and a half of them to evacuate “record books and documents from

the Archive of Early Acts—the most important earliest materials for the

history of Ukraine.” That shipment also comprised “one and a half

wagons of art works from the Museum of Western and Oriental Art

(paintings of the second category and graphics),” and half a wagon of

i

I

I

45. Latzke to RKU, 23 October 1943, TsDAVO, 3206/5/27, fols. 9-10, published in

j

Korpus mahdeburzkykh hramot, 170-1.

46. A folder of LV ABM administrative files (under RKU), headed by Winter, after he

I moved to Kamianets-Podilskyi, provides considerable details about operations there,

i

TsDAVO, 3206/5/8. A few additional documents from operations in Kamianets-Podilskyi
' and also Troppau remain in 3206/5/27, and some of Winter’s correspondence is also

I

found in 3206/5/9 and 15.

’ 47. Winter to RKU, Kamianets-Podilskyi, 26 and 28 September 1943, TsDAVO,

j

3206/5/8, fols. 14-15. The referenced MSS were from the Central Scientific Library of

j

the Academy of Sciences of the Ukrainian SSR (Tsentralna naukova biblioteka Akademii

nauk URSR, or TsNB), which during occupation became part of the Provincial Library.

He also named the Soviet citizens from Kyiv—Tyshchenko and his wife, Geppener with

wife, child, and nursemaid, volksdeutsch librarian Fraulein [Luise] Falkewitz and assistant

Frau Darjan, and the section chief curator from the Provincial Museum [Pauline]

Kulchenko and her housekeeper [Marie Lyssowska]—who were taking care of the

evacuated archives.
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books from a Dutch firm (Holland-Werkdienstes) in Kyiv.^^ One of the

freight wagons (sent on 17 October ) contained the records of the Kyiv

Gubernia Chancellery, the Kyiv Magistraey, and the Little Russian

Collegium from the eighteenth century, a total of 689 arehival boxes."^^

Elsewhere Winter mentioned charters from other eollections, including

those of the Archeographic Commission.^^

By the time Winter returned to Kamianets-Podilskyi, one of the

freight wagons dispatched from Kyiv (loaded 11-20 October) had not

arrived. It was determined that the wagon with KTsADA materials had

been hijacked and ransacked in Vinnytsia. It finally arrived in Kamianets-

Podilskyi on 25 November. According to a report signed by Winter, the

wagon contained “a cabinet full of early record books, folders, or

packages from the records of the Little Russian Collegium and the Kyiv

Gubernia Administration, older ehurch records, and two crates of

manuseripts from the Soeiety of Nestor the Chronicler. In addition to the

Kyiv materials, there were “twenty small boxes of documents from

Poltava” and “six crates of Poltava museum exhibits.”^^ Some of the

court record books were in good condition, but others were tom apart.

Records the Little Russian Collegium were all out of order, although

apparently most had been saved, as had manuseripts and charters from the

Society of Nestor the Chronicler. Fragments of some of these saved

materials were rearranged, and the staff planned to take them to Troppau

to continue sorting. However, much of the looted material had not been

retrieved when the Germans left Kamianets-Podilskyi.

48. Winter to RKU, 26 October 1943, TsDAVO, 3206/5/8, fols. 196-98 (cc: file 9,

fols. 166-8). The half-wagon of books from the former Dutch working group was

destined for Ziechenau in East Prussia.

49. The 17 October dispatch was also reported by Latzke to RKU on 23 October 1943,

TsDAVO, 3206/5/2, fols. 37-38 (cc. file 27, fols. 9-10); published in Korpus mahdeburz-

kykh hramot, 170-1.

50. In a letter to Goerlitz in Magdeburg Winter noted that he was able to bring out the

collection of charters from the Archeographic Commission (Kamianets-Podilskyi, 26

October 1943, TsDAVO, 3206/5/15, fols. 496-7).

51. Winter to RKU, Kamianets-Podilskyi, 26 October 1943, TsDAVO, 3206/5/8, fols.

196-8. Cf. Winter’s signed report, “Aktenvermerk,” Kamianets-Podilskyi, 29 November

1943, TsDAVO, 3206/5/27, fols. 34-7 (cc. file 8, fols. 165-6; published in Korpus

mahdeburzkykh hramot, 171-2 (Russian translation, 173^), and in facsimile in Dolia

skarbiv ukrainskoi kultury, 72-3. See other documentation about the ransacked freight

wagon in TsDAVO, 3206/5/8, fols. 193-5 and 197; and Winter to Reichsarchiv

(Potsdam), 1 December 1943, TsDAVO, 3206/5/9, fol. 207.
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Apparently, Winter had intended to take more record books from

KTsADA than available rolling stock allowed. A number of German

reports and Winter’s private letters to his Prussian archival colleagues

reveal the extent of the German archivists’ genuine concern for preserving

the archival treasures of KTsADA and their dismay as they realized that

the materials they were unable to evacuate would probably not survive

the Soviet reconquest of Kyiv.^^ Just before Winter left Kyiv on 21

October, he and his colleague Mansfeld drew up instructions to the

German Military Command of the Seventy-fifth Division. They specifi-

cally listed the university library building (vul. Korolenka, 58) as one of

twenty-five to be safeguarded at all cost because of its archival treasures.

Winter even drew up a plan of the building, indicating the location of

additional materials and the keys.^^ Given the date of Winter’s instruc-

tions and departure—only a week before the Red Army took Kyiv—it is

highly unlikely that the Germans managed to evacuate any more record

books from KTsADA, as alleged in later Soviet reports. After returning

to Kamianets-Podilskyi, Winter wrote Zipfel, the director of the Reich-

sarchiv, that he had not expected Kyiv would become the centre of the

front and that the security of cultural treasures was no longer assured.

“Until now I thought there is no reason to evacuate so many archives,

libraries, and museums, because they would be safer left in the region....

Only very special archives and politically important materials would be

an exception. . . . But now, because of the way the war is being conducted,

there is a danger that these cultural goods might be destroyed by mines,

fire, and plunder. ... I, personally, have deep scruples about taking them

out of Ukraine.”'^

Already by the end of November Winter and his colleagues had to

retreat further and planned to evacuate most of the archival materials they

had brought with them to Kamianets-Podilskyi. The art treasures.

52. See, for example, Winter to Zipfel, 26 October 1943, TsDAVO, 3206/5/9, fols.

[j

163-5; and Latzke to Goerlitz, 17 July 1944, TsDAVO, 3206/5/15, fols. 500-1.

I

53. Winter and Mansfeld’s instructions to the Seventy-fifth Division, 21 October 1943,

I TsDAVO, 3206/5/8, fols. 200-1; published in facsimile in Doha skarbiv ukrainskoi

kultury, 69-70. Winter’s plan of the university library building with the location of the

remaining parts of KTsADA and four keys is preserved in TsDAVO, 3206/5/8, fols.

199-199v. See also Winter’s report to RKU, Kamianets-Podilskyi, 26 October 1943,

' TsDAVO, 3206/5/15, fols. 496-7.

1
54. Winter to Zipfel, Kamianets-Podilskyi, 26 October 1943, TsDAVO, 3206/5/9, fols.

' 163-5.
I

I
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accompanied by art historian Pauline Kulchenko, were already being

shipped to east Prussia, and some of the arehival materials were

dispatched with that shipment.^^ But most of the archives were shipped

direetly to the Reichsarchiv centre in Troppau. The Germans had intended

to take Tyshchenko along with Geppener to Troppau, but Tyshchenko

pleaded to remain in Ukraine. Having spent a year and a half of the war

in German prison camps, his health was weak, and his wife was dying

from tuberculosis. Tyshchenko remained in Kamianets-Podilskyi in charge

of the Kyiv archival materials the Germans left behind.

In April 1944, in Soviet custody, Mykola Tyshchenko submitted a

report and a list of the archival materials that the Germans had evacuated

from Kyiv.^^ He stated that the Germans “took all of the record books

from the Archive of Early Acts, the Rumiantsev census of Little Russia,

the collections of the Potockis, Zamoyskis, and Gizyckis, and part of the

collection of Nestor the Chronicler.” He claimed that he had “kept the

inventories of all the materials from the Archive of Early Acts brought

to Kamianets-Podilskyi.”^^ Tyshchenko described the shipment of two

freight wagons from Kyiv to Kamianets-Podilskyi (17-21 September),

and explained that “five freight wagons from Kyiv were sent later with

materials from the Arehive of Early Acts, the Poltava Oblast Arehive, and

55. Regarding the shipment of two freight wagons of art to Kdnigsberg (with Dr.

Benzing as escort), see Benzing to Winter, 23 December 1943, TsDAVO, 3206/5/8, fols.

150, following his arrival in Konigsberg. The crate list is in a memorandum from

Kamianets-Podilskyi to Konigsberg, 10 December 1943, TsDAVO, 3206/5/1, fols. 2-3;

one of the wagons also contained 22 boxes (T-l-T-22) from KTsADA, marked “for the

Reichsarchiv Troppau.” See also Winter to Konigsberg, 9 January 1944, TsDAVO,
3206/5/8, fols. 143^, and 154; and Winter to Rodhe (in charge of art in Konigsberg), 29

January 1944, and the replies from Konigsberg, 31 January 1944, ibid., fols. 116-21. By

that time art historian Pauline Kulchenko, who had headed one of the Kyiv museum

divisions during the German occupation, had arrived in Konigsberg; she and the materials

were being sent to Staatsdomane Richau bei Wehlau in east Prussia, where she was to

continue inventoring the icons. See also Kulchenko to Winter, Staatsdomane Richau bei

Wehlau, 18 January 1944, ibid., fols. 130-1; and Kulchenko to Falkewitz, 20 January

1944, ibid., fols. 122-3, and related correspondence, ibid., fols. 138-9.

56. See Matiash’s biogram “Tyshchenko Mykola Fedorovych.”

57. “Dokladnaia zapiska arkhivnogo rabotnika N.F. Tishchenko,” TsDAVO, 14/7/56,

fols. 72-3; and Tishchenko, “Opis del Arkhhiva drevnykh aktov v Kieve, uvezennykh v

Germaniiu nemetsko-fashistkimi voiskami,” TsDAVO, 14/7/56, fols. 77-8v; both

documents are published in Korpus mahdeburzkykh hramot, 175-7, with charts on pp.

178-80 and an additional explanatory report (TsDAVO, 14/7/56, fols. 74-74v) published

on p. 181.
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museums in Kyiv and Poltava, and the quite large luggage of the escorts

and Germans.” He pointed out that “one of the wagons sent from Kyiv

without escort was over a month en route and arrived in Kamianets-

Podilskyi in a truly battered and looted state.”^^ Many of the items on

his list are confirmed by German reports and also by Geppener’s notes

(as we shall see below).

Tyshchenko’s figure of “5,838 record books” from the Kyiv archive

“taken to Germany [that is, Troppau]”, however, is not confirmed by any

other sources. Apparently, it was not based on his own count or derived

from German evacuation documents. In fact, in a note on his list he

explained that “the quantity of record books taken [is] from the directory

Tsentralnyi arkhiv starodavnikh aktiv u Kyievi” namely, the 1929

collection published by Romanovsky.^^ There is ample evidence,

including the German reports I have quoted and Geppener’s reports that

the Germans had not been able to evacuate all the record books. The

compilers of the recent publication of documents on Magdeburg Law
estimate that “1,449 volumes and one cabinet (up to 100 volumes) were

removed.”^® Tyshchenko’s figure of 5,838 record books, was obviously

one that Soviet authorities wanted to hear. That was the figure reported

to Moscow, and subsequently it was often quoted to blame the Germans

for the loss of two-thirds of KTsADA.
German reports do not specify what materials were left behind in

Kamianets-Podilskyi when the Germans moved on to Troppau in

December 1943-January 1944. There is no indication that they left a

significant number of record books. Tyshchenko’s longer list of materials

left in Kamianets-Podilskyi includes twenty-two “fragments of record

58. TsDAVO, 14/7/56. fol. 74. This statement has not published.

59. Tyshchenko, “Opis del Arkhhiva drevnykh aktov v Kieve,” TsDAVO, 14/7/56, fol.

76; published in Korpus mahdeburzkykh hramot, 178. Although the rest of Tyshchenko’s

list is in Russian, that title of the Romanovsky-edited collection is given in the original

Ukrainian. In his report, Tyshchenko explained, justifying his staying in Kamianets-

Podilskyi, that he had not himself worked with the record books, as that was Geppener’s

assignment. Besides, the figure he cited, we should recall, is the initial mid-nineteenth

century figure before subsequent additions were recorded in the later Kamanin list cited

above, so it no longer corresponded to the figure for KTsADA at the beginning of the

war.

60. Andreutsev, Ulianovsky, and Korotkin, comps., Korpus mahdeburzkykh hramot, 38.

They quote that figure as corresponding to Latzke’s. They also note that Geppener used

the figure 1,175, as will be explained below.
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books,” namely, those designated as “rescued from the papers in the

looted freight wagon [from Vinnytsia] after the Germans had left.”^^

According to another inventory of Kyiv materials found in Kamianets-

Podilskyi at the end of the war (probably based on Tyshchenko’s) and

sent to Moscow, only some twenty-seven record books (with precise

numbers provided) were left in Kamianets-Podilskyi.^^ In any case, there

is no indication or even suggestion that the Germans took all the record

books from Kyiv, and at the most only twenty-seven were left behind in

Kamianets-Podilskyi. Answering a letter from Winter, Franz Klein

recognized “the good fortune that you were able to take from Kyiv part

of the early archival records. We can only hope that the remaining part

will not be destroyed.”^^ Unfortunately, by the time those words were

written the records had already been looted or destroyed.

Troppau

Between mid-November 1943 and early January 1944, the Germans

transferred what they considered to be the most valuable early archival

materials from Kyiv to the Reichsarchiv centre in Troppau in at least

three shipments. The Reichsarchiv in Troppau, a traditional quiet city

in the Sudentenland, which had been seized from Czechoslovakia in

1938, became the easternmost archival centre within the Reich. It was

directed by the experienced German archivist Dr. Walther Latzke. Under

orders from the Reichsarchiv (Potsdam), Latzke served as coordinator for

archival operations on the Eastern Front. Under the Third Reich, Latzke

planned to make Troppau, with satellite depositories in a series of

surrounding castles, a consolidation point for archival materials evacuated

from Soviet and in some cases Polish territories. In addition to the

Reichsarchiv headquarters building (Herrengasse 39^1), several other

buildings in the city itself, including the Franciscan Monastery (Minori-

61. Tyshchenko, “Spisok fondov Arkhhiva drevnykh aktov v Kieve, evakuirovannykh

iz Kieva v g. Kamenets-Podolsk i sokhraniaiuyshchikhsia v Kamenets-Pod[olskom]

obl[astnom] istoricheskom arkhive,” TsDAVO, 14/7/56, fols. 77-8; published in Korpus

mahdeburzkykh hramot, 178-81.

62. “Opis arkhivnykh materialov Arkhivu drevnikh aktov v Kieve, khraniashchikhsia v

Kamenets-Podolskom oblastnom istoricheskom arkhive,” n.d., GA RF, 5325/10/1883, fol. 45.

63. Klein to Winter, Magdeburg, 3 December 1943, TsDAVO, 3206/5/19, fol. 107;

published in Korpus mahdeburzkykh hramot, 141-2 (Russian translation 168-9).

64. Opava had been the site of an important medieval German duchy and in 1822 had

been the site of one of the important conferences of the Mettemich era.
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tenkloster) and one building that is now a paper factory near the Eastern

Station (Bahnring 23, bei den Ostbahnhofe), were transformed into

archival depots, and a special high-security archival bunker (Aktenbunker)

was constructed for the most valuable documents. By late 1943 and early

1944 extensive plundered records from Estonia, Latvia, Belarus, and

Ukraine had already been stashed away in the city and the surrounding

area. According to an agreement of 14 January 1944, the Provincial

Authority (LV ABM) headed by Winter was headquartered in the main

building of the Reichsarchiv (Herrengasse 39), with additional room in

an outlying building (Bahnring 23).^^

A network of rural depositories for the Reichsarchiv in the region

surrounding Troppau included the more remote castles of Radun (east of

Opava), Hrabin (Czech: Hrabyn, southeast of Opava), Maidelberg (Czech:

Divci Hrad, in the Bruntal district, on the Opava River, northwest of

Opava), and Gross-Herrlitz (Czech: Velke Heraltice, west of Opava).^^

At its height in late 1944, the Opava centre housed over fifty freight-

wagon loads of materials evacuated from principal archives in the occupied

eastern territories in addition to the treasures of the archive itself.

Starting in the summer of 1944, Walther Vogel, a deputy to the

director of the Reichsarchiv in Potsdam, prepared a chart of the major

groups of archives plundered from Soviet territories and the Baltic

republics with their location. The master plan, with handwritten additions

through January 1945, provides an impressive overall picture and shows

the magnitude and nature of the German archival evacuations from

Poland, Belarus, Ukraine, Latvia, and Estonia that were concentrated in

the Opava area. In the section for Ukraine, he indicated, that three

freight-wagon loads of “municipal and court record books from the

65. Kraus to Winter, Troppau, 14 January 1944, TsDAVO, 3206/5/8, fol. 6. See also

Winter to Randt, 12 January 1944, ibid., fol. 424.

66. I conducted research on these various sites in the early 1990s in preparation for an

archeographic expedition to Czechoslovakia with Ukrainian colleagues in summer 1991,

thanks to a travel grant from the International Research & Exchanges Board. The four

castles in the Opava region we visited, including the Radun castle and the other buildings

in Opava in which the Kyiv materials were stored are depicted in the report on our

expedition, which followed the route of the Kyiv archives in Czechoslovakia. See H.V.

Boriak, N.M. Iakovenko, and Patricia Grimsted, “Memorialna arkheohrafichna

ekspedytsiia po Chekho-Slovachchyni: Slidamy kultumykh tsinnostei, vyvezenykh z

Ukrainy pid chas Druhoi svitovoi viiny,” Ukrainskyi arkheohrafichnyi shchorichnyk

(Kyiv: Naukova dumka, 1993), 2: 437^5.
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Archive of Early Acts” in Kyiv (via Kamianets-Podilskyi) were stored in

the nearby eastle of Radun. An additional freight wagon of court record

books from Kamianets-Podilskyi (then in the Reiehsarehiv in Troppau)

was added to the chart by hand: apparently, it had arrived later. In

addition to the Kyiv materials from Ukraine, referenee is made to twenty-

eight crates from the Lviv City Archive, ineluding the rich collection of

parchment charters, also stored in the Reiehsarehiv bunker.^^

Winter’s report of 7 February 1944 gives further details about the

shipments from Kamianets-Podilskyi and the precise location of the Kyiv

materials in Troppau and its environs. The first shipment (16 November

1943) contained twenty crates of record books (Magdeburg Law), one

package of other record books, fifty-eight cartons of record books from

Kremenets (all from KTsADA), and ten crates from the Central Scientific

Library of the Academy of Seienees of the Ukrainian SSR (TsNB),

including manuscripts, early printed books, music, and graphics. All these

materials were deposited in the Reiehsarehiv bunker. The seeond

shipment (11 December 1943) included another twenty-two crates of

reeord books from KTsADA, which were dispatched with the art

treasures for Konigsberg under Dr. Benzing’s eseort. Arriving in Troppau

in early January, they were also placed in the bunker. The third shipment

(4 January 1944), most of it housed in the Reiehsarehiv depot (Bahnring

23), eontained twenty-six crates of Polish family (Potocki, Zamoyski,

Sapieha, and Gizyeki) archives, two erates of additional eourt reeord

books, the Rumiantsev eensus, and one crate of charters from the Kyivan

Cave Monastery.^^ The latter colleetion had not been mentioned earlier

67. Walther Vogel, “Archivalienbergung Osten,” Bundesarchiv (Koblenz), R 146/28.

A facsimile copy is published in Doha skarbiv ukrainskoi kultury, 76-86. The chart has

since been published by Wilhelm Lenz and Klaus-D. Postupa, “Im Zweiten Weltkrieg

verlagerte Archivbestande aus dem Osten—Eine Ubersicht des Kommissars fiir den

Archivsehutz,” Mitteilungen aus dem Bundesarchiv 4, no. 1 (1996): 19-26. Dr. Walther

Vogel (b. 1909), who had served in the Archivsehutz during the war and later worked for

the Bundesarchiv, confirmed the authenticity of the document to me in an interview in

Koblenz in May 1993, but he recalled little about the context of the report.

68. “Zusammenstellung iiber die aus der Ukraine nach Troppau iiberfuhrten Bestande,”

signed by Winter, Troppau, 7 February 1944, TsDAVO, 3206/5/8, fols. 114-15; a

facsimile is published in Doha skarbiv ukrainskoi kultury, 76-7. Winter’s manuscript

copy, fols. 112-13, and an additional list, 3206/5/8, fol. 180, are also preserved. A more

detailed packing-container list (with markings indicated for each) for the first shipment

is available in TsDAVO 3206/5/3, fols. 96-7; and for the 4 January shipment, which also

included the LV ABM office records and chancellery registers, in 3206/5/8, fol. 152.
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as having been taken to Kamianets-Podilskyi. While the archives were

still in Kyiv, Dr. Martin Granzin, chief of the ERR HAG-Ukraine

archival unit, prepared an inventory of the 207 original charters and some

copies (1546-1920) in the collection, which had been moved for

safekeeping to the main ERR office (Rovnostrasse 8).^^ Winter noted

that a separate shipment in early December contained forty-four crates of

Polish archival materials of Warsaw provenance, shipped to Troppau from

the Lutsk Oblast Archive (arrived 8 December 1943).^®

Once settled in Troppau, the Germans put Geppener to work on

inventories of some of the early court and municipal record books,

especially those in Ruthenian. He was also involved in the continuing

project on charters of Magdeburg Law, which they hoped would be a

joint publication of the Institute for Magdeburg Law in Magdeburg and

the Reichsarchiv in Troppau. Correspondence on the subject, even during

the stress of evacuation, shows that they were also working with

Professor Andrii lakovliv in Prague and Professor Przemyslaw D^bowski

in Lviv, in addition to Polonska-Vasylenko and Goerhtz in Magdeburg.^^

They were already regretting that some of the records were left in Kyiv,

including fascicles from the Starodub magistracy, and they feared the loss

of some of the Poltava materials in the pillage en route from Kyiv.^^

After Opava was first bombed in December 1944, many of the most

prized collections held there were shipped further west to the next round

of safe castles and monasteries in western Bohemia, then considered

69. Granzin’ s list of 1942, “Verzeichnis der aus der Lawra zu Kiew sichergesteUten

Urkunden und Akten,” was sent to Winter, 17 February 1943, TsDAVO, 3206/5/8, fols.

221-33. A facsimile of the initial page is published in Doha skarbiv ukrainskoi kultury, 76-7.

70. Winter, “Zusammenstellung iiberfiihrten Bestande,” Troppau, 7 February 1944,

TsDAVO, 3206/5/8, fol. 115; a facsimile appears in Doha skarbiv ukrainskoi kultury, 77.

German inventories have been preserved for some of the Polish government records, most

of which were transferred to Lviv after the war, where they remained in secret for the

next half century. See, for example, the list of different groups of Polish records (ca 30

cubic metres), including the Ministry of the Interior, and the Chancery of the Prime

Minister, 12 November 1943, TsDAVO, 3206/5/2, fols. 439^0; and the inventory for

sixteen crates of records of the Polish Finance Ministry (1924-1939), TsDAVO, 3206/5/6,

fols. 193-5. The arrival in Troppau of two freight wagons with forty-three crates of

Warsaw records is noted in Kraus’ letter to Winter, 10 December 1943, TsDAVO,
3206/5/3, fols. 98-9.

71. Some of the correspondence is preserved (June-November 1944), TsDAVO,
3206/5/15, esp. fols. 500-9.

72. Kraus to Goerlitz, Troppau, 1 November 1944, TsDAVO, 3206/5/15, fol. 506.
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within Reich territories. Some shipments were abandoned en route, while

others were abandoned by the retreating Germans in castles and

monasteries in and around Opava that had been taken over for storage

purposes. According to Geppener, twenty crates of record books (mostly

from the eighteenth century) and twenty-nine crates of Polish family

archives from the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries from KTsADA were

left behind in Troppau when the Germans retreated further west. He even

provided precise street addresses.

Trpist Castle

When the bombing started in Troppau in January 1945, the most valued

early holdings were moved to the remote castle of Trpist (Czech: Trpisty)

in western Bohemia, high above the Mze River, near the railroad junction

of Stribro, west northwest of Pilsen (Czech: Plzen). Geppener accom-

panied the shipment and resettled his family in the castle of Trpist, where

the archival materials and manuscript books from Kyiv were stored. A large

shipment of museum exhibits and archival materials from Riga, which was

accompanied by the German archival director from Riga, Kurt Diilfer, was

brought there. After his transfer to Troppau, Diilfer was put in charge of

operations in Tripst and the neighbouring castle/Abbey of Kladruby, where

other cultural treasures from the Baltic countries were stored.^^

According to Geppener’ s report in June 1945, the Kyiv materials

brought to Trpist from Troppau in January and February 1945 consisted

of approximately a freight wagon and a half. The shipment contained

“record books from castle, land, and magistracy judicial institutions from

the cities of Lutsk, Volodomyr-Volynskyi, Ovruch, Zhytomyr, Kremenets,

and Kyiv, dating from the sixteenth, seventeenth, and part of the

eighteenth centuries, a total of approximately 550 volumes” from the

Kyiv Archive of Early Acts. “These materials,” he wrote, “constitute the

most valuable parts of the central fond of record books.” He also noted

that “two freight wagons loaded with materials from Troppau (dispatched

73. Geppener’s notes, Trpist, 10 June 1945, TsNB, fond 169, file 162, fol. 2-2v; and

notes. Chop, 10 Januaryl946, file 164, fol. 1-lv; facsimiles are published in Dolia

skarbiv ukrainskoi kultury, 87-9 and 94-6, and in Korpus mahdeburzkykh hramot, 182.

74. A photograph of the castle is in “Memorialna arkheohrafichna ekspedytsiia po

Chekho-Slovachchyni,” 438.

75. After the war Diilfer became the director of the German State Archive (Staatsar-

chiv) and Archive School in Marburg. A postcard found in the Prussian Privy State

Archive in Berlin confirms his presence in Trpist.
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on 20 January 1945) did not reach their destination.” They contained two

crates of sixteenth-century court record books from Kyiv, but he did not

' say how many volumes. He explained that the materials “have suffered

i

significantly from having been moved many times in improper packag-

ing.”^^ In a later report to the Soviet Embassy in Prague, Geppener

noted that there were 1,175 volumes of record books from the sixteenth

I

and seventeenth centuries and 434 volumes of the Rumiantsev census,^^

;
but that same month he signed his name to the formal act of transfer for

I

717 record books (see below). The crates of record books in the missing

[

I
wagons may explain the discrepancy in the figures, although he may have

j

counted the Kremenets fragments separately or may have included other

I

groups. No other reports of the materials in Trpist have surfaced. The

i

discrepancy may arouse suspicion that some of the “missing” record books

:

;

were retained by the Americans, but there is no evidence for this; certainly

Geppener would have been the first to report this to Soviet authorities,

i

Geppener and his family were in Trpist when the American Third

j

Army swept through to Pilsen on 5 May 1945, and en route placed the

castle of Trpist under guard three days before armistice in Europe,

j

Initially the cultural treasures found there merited little more than a short

j

paragraph in a consolidated U.S. Army Monuments, Fine Arts and

j
Archives (MFA&A) report, indicating their location on a military map:

'

i “Depots of Russian, Latvian, and German materials were uncovered in

1 Czechoslovakia at Trpisti [sic] [Trpisty] (P-8349), Kladruby (P-7737),

j

Stift Tipi [sic] [Tepla Monastery] (P-6864), and Travhau [sic] [Tachau
' (Czech: Tachov)] (P-5244).”''

76. Geppener’s notes, Trpist, 10 June 1945, TsNB, fond 169/162, fols. 1-2; a facsimile

is published in Doha skarbiv ukrainskoi kultury, 87-9, and in Korpus mahdeburzkykh

hramot, 182.

77. Draft copy of Geppener’s report to the Soviet Embassy, Prague, 12 October 1945,

TsNB, fond 169/163; a facsimile is published in Doha skarbiv ukrainskoi kultury, 90-2,

and in Korpus mahdeburzkykh hramot, 183-5.

78. Tripst was mentioned briefly in an Army operational report in May, and then

picked up in the “Operational Report of G-5 Section, 1 July to 31 July 1945,” with a copy

in a later compendium dated 20 September 1945, U.S. National Archives, College Park,

MD (NACP), RG 331 (USFET), Adjuntant General Records File, G-5, MFA&A. (I found

those documents when they were still in the Suitland Record Center, but have not verified

the new box designations since they were moved to NACP.) Cf. the draft copy of

Geppener’s report to the Soviet Embassy.
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Immediately after armistice, Geppener contacted the Soviet represen-

tatives in Czechoslovakia and, apparently, started the restitution process.

He claims to have prepared a complete inventory of the Kyiv materials

in Trpist, a copy of which he forwarded to Soviet authorities, although

the copy has not been found. In a petition to a Soviet Army representa-

tive, Geppener speaks of American attempts—he names a Corporal

Lewis—to entice him to leave with the materials for the United States.^^

Given American policy, such an offer would have been highly unlikely,

and it has not been confirmed by any American sources. By mid-July,

probably as a result of Geppener’ s appeal to Soviet authorities, a formal

Soviet request for inspection and restitution was filed through military

channels.^® Confirmation that the U.S. Third Army MFA&A officers had

inspected the Tripst Castle came in a report to Headquarters of the United

States Forces, European Theater (USFET), 30 July 1945;

1. Inspection of depot at TRPIST, P-8249 by Monuments Specialist

Officer [MFA&A] this Headquarters, shows a castle to contain one

thousand cases of archives and small museum pieces from RIGA, Latvia

and approximately two truck loads of archives from the Russian cities

of KIEV, MINSK and PSKOV.
2. It is recommended that authority be delegated for the turning over of

the Russian Archives to the Russian Army.^*

79. Geppener, Petition to Assistant Director of the Army Political Division, Colonel

Fomichev, 4 December 1945, TsNB, fond 169, file 163, fol. 2; published in Korpus

mahdeburzkykh hramot, 184—5. It is possible that he reported the American offer of

asylum to promote his case vis-a-vis Soviet repatriation authorities and Ukrainian

authorities after his return to Kyiv. His “complete inventory” has not been located, unless

he meant the list he submitted in his report. The fact that Geppener did succeed in making

contact with Soviet authorities in Prague is apparent in the copy of his handwritten report,

which is filed, along with other documentation from the Ukrainian archival retrieval

mission to Czechoslovakia in summer 1945, in the secret section of the administrative

records of TsDIAK in TsDAVO, 4703/2/2.

80. Several copies of the Soviet appeals (the first dated 13 July 1945 from Lt. General

Zhandov) and related U.S. documents have been preserved in different record groups in

NACP. One file, “Recovery of Art Treasures by Russians,” starts with an inspection

order, dated 18 July 1945, NACP, RG 331 (USFET) Adjutant General, MFA&A G-5. A
facsimile of this and selected subsequent documents appear in Dolia skarbiv ukrainskoi

kultury, 109-16.

81. “Recovery of Art Treasures by Russians,” HQ Third Army to USFET, 30 July

1945, NACP, RG 331 (USFET) Adjutant General Documents File. A facsimile of this

document from the NACP RG 260 (OMGUS) records is published in Dolia skarbiv

ukrainskoi kultury, 110.
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A more detailed U.S. MFA&A inspection report has not been found, nor

is there any suggestion that the Americans sent the materials to the

Munich Collecting Point for restitution processing as they did with the

major art, archeological, and ethnographic exhibits from Ukraine and

other parts of the USSR found in Bavaria and Austria. In one of his

reports to the Soviet Embassy Geppener claims that in late July or early

August he had been sent by train with the archives to Munich, but when

those in charge discovered that this was a mistake, the train returned to

Czechoslovakia. He soon found himself and his family in a displaced

persons (DP) camp near Stnbro.^^ By 25 September a U.S. Army

restitution order had been issued for the “Russian archives.”^^

Destruction of the KTsADA Building

While Winter and Geppener were still in Kamianets-Podilskyi sorting

the KTsADA materials that had been evacuated, the record books left

behind in Kyiv were destroyed. We know that the university building that

housed the archive was still standing when Winter left Kyiv at the end of

October 1943. Subsequently it was blown up, not by the retreating

Germans, but most likely by Soviet artillery during the Red Army’s

recapture of Kyiv in early November 1943. Approximately two-thirds of the

archive, which the Nazis had not managed to evacuate, was totally

destroyed. At the end of the war only the facade of the red university

building where the archive had been housed was left standing. If any

archival materials in the building survived its destruction, they were

immediately pillaged by scavengers or used as heating fuel. So far none of

the volumes or fragments that the Germans left behind have been recovered.

The question of responsibility for this loss is still unresolved. Soviet

postwar depositions claim that the Nazis blew up the building with

dynamite and completely destroyed the archive. The official version,

proclaimed by the Special State Conunission for Establishing and

Investigating the Crimes of the German-Fascist Invaders (ChGK) was

published in Pravda: “On 5 September 1943 the Germans mined and

demolished one of the earliest centres of Ukrainian culture at the

82. Geppener to Soviet Embassy, Prague, 12 December 1945, IR NBUV, fond 169/163,

fols. 1-2; published in Korpus mahdeburzkykh hramot, 183-4.

83. “Recovery of Art & Archives Treasures by Russians,” HQ USFET, 25 September

1945. A facsimile of this document from the NACP is published in Doha skarbiv

ukrainskoi kultury, 115-16.
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Shevchenko Kyiv State University,... [with it] perished the materials of

the historical Archive of Early Acts of incalculable value.”^^ The false

date immediately casts doubt on the report. We know from German

sources that the university building housing the archive was intact when

Winter left Kyiv on 21 October and that he ordered the Military

Command to keep the building under special protection, because of the

importance of its contents to the German Reich.

In a secret reply to the Pravda accusation, German cultural specialists

who were still in Ratibor took issue with the Soviet accusation that all the

destruction in Kyiv was caused by the Germans. While admitting German

responsibility for some destruction, they claimed that “the building of

Kyiv University was annihilated only as a result of shelling by Soviet

artillery.”^^ A possible variant has been suggested: that the building had

already been at least partly mined by Soviet partisans at the time of the

German invasion in the summer of 1941, but that the mines were set off

only when the area was bombed or shelled by the advancing Red Army.

This scenario is unlikely because the building served as a bomb shelter

and because German ordinance specialists had carefully tested archival

buildings for mines after they had removed mines from the building that

held part of the Historical Archive in the Kyivan Cave Monastery.^^ A
slightly different version was presented in the official attestation of

damage by the Kyiv archive: ”in September 1943, seven trucks were

dispatched to Germany with documents from the Archive of Early Acts

84. “Soobshchenie Chrezvychainoi gosudarstvennoi komissii po ustanovleniiu i

rasledovaniiu zlodeianii nemetsko-fashistskikh zakhvatchikov i ikh soobshchnikov i

prichenennogo imi ushcherba grazhdanam, kolkhozam, obshchestvennym organizatsiiam,

gosudarstvennym predpriiatiiam i uchrezhdeniiam SSSR. O razrushenniiakh i zverstvakh,

osvershennykh nemetsko-fashistskimi zakhvatchikami v gorode Kieve,” Pravda, 1 March

1944. Original copies of selected attestations remain in the files of the Special State

Commission, “Soobshchenie,” GA RF, 7021/65/8, fols. 1-4, and “Akt, 2.XII.1943,” fol.

6 .

85. See n. 54.

86. “Bolschewistische Greuelpropaganda iiber Zerstorungen und Grausamkeiten der

deutsch-faschistischen Eroberrer in der Stadt Kiew,” signed by Reichardt, appended to a

top secret memorandum, Berlin, 13 June 1944. A German translation of the Special State

Commission’s Pravda article is filed with an ERR report, Stabsfiihrung IV/3, Ratibor, 15

April 1944, BAB, R 6/170, fols. 47ff; a photocopy is held in the U.S. National Archives,

EAP 99/1085.

87. For more details about the German demining efforts and alternate accounts of

destruction in Kyiv, see my Trophies of War and Empire, 184-8.
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I

and the archive director, Dr. Winter.... Then as they left Kyiv, the

j
Hitlerite scoundrels exploded and burned down the building of Kyiv State

University in which all the remaining documents, books, valuable

equipment, and inventories of the Kyiv Central Archive of Early Acts

were totally destroyed.”^^

Kyiv witnesses interviewed after the war differed as to whether the

! i building had been dynamited, and this gives some support to the German

i

i rejection of Pravda ’s account. Although destroying the KTsADA building

i

would have been in keeping with Himmler’s and Goring’ s “scorched-

I

earth order” for Ukraine of September 1943,®^ we know that it was

under special military protection. While the timing of the final destruction

is clear, the details are still unresolved. It is more likely that the

I

destruction was caused by the indiscriminant fire of the Soviet “liber-

ators” than by the retreating Germans.

I

The fate of the Central Archive of Early Acts was further sealed a

i month later, when, with the implementation of 1941 archival reorganiz-

I
;

ation decree, KTsADA was formally abolished as a separate institution

!
and its holdings were incorporated into consolidated Central State

I

Historical Archive of the Ukrainian SSR in Kyiv.^°

j

Soviet Postwar Propaganda
The heavy-handed propaganda churned out by the Soviet regime at

I

the end of the war lends more credence to the German version of the

destruction of KTsADA. In the ChGK report published in Pravda Soviet

i

I

authorities blamed the “Nazi barbarians” for destroying the entire city.

I

I Moreover, by the end of 1945 the Soviets had recovered a significant part

1
of the Kyiv archive that the Americans had captured from the Germans

I

and should have been well aware that the report in Pravda was false. Yet

'i|

' 88. Report, 13 November 1944, TsDAVO, 14/1/2702, fols. 15-16.

I

89. For the “scorched-earth order,” see, for example, Gerald Reitlinger, The House

\ Built on Sand: The Conflicts of German Policy in Russia, 1939-1945 (London:

I

Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1960), 218-23. Goring’ s order is printed in full in German in

I
the English edition (Blue Series) Trial of the Major War Criminals before the Interna-

tional Military Tribunal, Nuremberg, 14 November 1945-October 1946 (Nuremberg:

International Military Tribunal, 1947-1949), 36: 307-10. Himmler’s order appears in vol.

38, p. 210.

' 90. The official Postanovlenie, no. 205 (24 June 1941), as quoted by Mitiukov,

j

Radianske arkhivne budivnytstvo na Ukraini, 132, was put into effect only in December
' 1943.

I

(
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they submitted the ChGK report to the Nuremberg War Crimes Trials in

1946 and it became one of the official Soviet trial exhibits.^^

Soon after the “hberation” of Kyiv KTsADA’s former director, Viktor

Romanovsky, was called back from exile to prepare a report on the wartime

atrocities.^^ Undoubtedly uninformed of the fate and whereabouts of the

evacuated materials, he lamented that “all this wealth was destroyed by the

German barbarians.”^^ Unbeknownst to him, by the time his article

appeared a major segment of the “totally destroyed archive” was already

under Soviet control in Kamianets-Podilskyi. Tyshchenko was already under

arrest and had prepared what was to become the “official” Soviet list of the

materials the Germans had evacuated from Kyiv.^^ The ideological fervour

together with the uninformed nature of Romanovsky’ s article are sympto-

matic of the secrecy and misinformation that have frustrated attempts to

locate the missing Kyiv materials.

American Restitution

On 25 October 1945 the United States officially restituted to the Soviet

Union the cultural treasures from Kyiv and Riga, along with a few crates

from Pskov, which were found by the American Third Army in the

Bohemian castle of Trpisty. A copy of the official act of transfer with a ten-

page inventory signed by American and Soviet authorities is preserved in the

U.S. National Archives and has been published recently in a CD-ROM
edition. The corresponding Soviet copy has not yet been located.^^

91. See GA RF, 7445/2/94, fols. 194-7.

92. Romanovsky was arrested in January 1931, released, rearrested, interned in a

concentration camp in 1934, and then exiled. From 1940-47 he lectured at the Karaganda

Pedogogical Institute, and then until his death in 1971 he served as a professor and head

of the History Department at the Stavropol Pedogogical Institute. See the extensive

biogram, bibliography, and excerpt from his autobiography in Korpus mahdeburzkykh

hramot, 200-8.

93. V.A. Romanovsky, “Kievskii arkhiv drevnikh aktov,” Istoricheskii zhumal, 1944,

nos. 5-6: 92-3.

94. See Tyshchenko’ s report cited above. His report and charts are published in in

Korpus mahdeburzkykh hramot, 175-81. The originals are found in TsDAVO, 14/7/56.

95. National Archives, College Park, MD, RG 260 (OMGUS), Restitution and Custody

Receipts, Box 40; published in facsimile as “Restitution Transfer 2,” in U.S. Restitution

of Nazi-Looted Cultural Treasures to the USSR, 1945-1959: Facsimile Documents from

the National Archives of the United States, compiled with an introduction by Patricia

Kennedy Grimsted, foreword by Michael J. Kurtz (CD-ROM ed., Washington, D.C.:

GPO, 2001; prepared in collaboration with the U.S. National Archives).
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The inventory of the Kyiv archival materials constitutes the final page

and is signed by Geppener. It attests to the return of 717 volumes of

court record books from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 437

volumes of the Rumiantsev census of Little Russia, and three crates of

books from the Central Scientific Library7^ In January 1946 Geppener

accompanied the shipment back to Kyiv where it arrived on 2 February

1946.^^ He was not involved in subsequent efforts of Soviet archivists

to locate other Kyiv materials in Czechoslovakia, but he hardly deserved

the fate of an outcast that awaited him when he returned to Kyiv.^^

Postwar Soviet Retrieval

Kamianets-Podilskyi

In early 1946 TsDIAK received “two freight wagons with 41,181 items,

232 packages, and 2.4 tons of materials” from Kamianets-Podilskyi.

According to the TsDIAK report, “20,000 storage units are in total disorder,”

and “the remaining materials (except for the loose documents [rossypy])

appear to be in an intermediate state of disorder.” Further work was needed

“to systematize the 1,200 kilograms of loose documents belonging to

different fonds from the Division of Early Acts.”^^ Other materials from

Kamianets-Podilskyi were recovered later, some of them as late as the

1990s.'°°

96. “Restitution Transfer 2.” That October 1945 restitution shipment to the USSR,

totaling 22 freight wagons, also included extensive archives and museum exhibits that the

Nazis had plundered from Riga, more of which had been found in the nearby monastery

of Kladruby, accompanied by five Latvian archival and museum workers, including

Marina Grinberg, who also signed the transfer papers.

97. See Geppener’s notes. Chop, 10 January 1946, TsNB, 169/164; published in

facsimile in Doha skarbiv ukrainskoi kultury, 93-6.

98. As is apparent from his careful notes during his travels (see n. 40), Geppener felt

personally responsible for the materials and accompanied them back to Kyiv. Upon his

return he was interrogated a number of times and not given any work at all. Then he was

given a job in a glass factory some distance from Kyiv. For a long time he was prohibited

from returning to library work, teaching, or research, despite his high qualifications and

the general lack of qualified specialists. His fate is symptomatic of the cruel ironies of

wartime and postwar cultural developments in Soviet Ukraine.

99. See the TsDIAK plan of work for 1946, 6 February 1946, TsDAVO, 4703/1/19,

fols. 5 and 10. Other references to the materials from Kamianets-Podilskyi are found in

other plans and official reports at TsDIAK, for example, the official report for July 1944,

TsDAVO, 4703/1/6, fol. 7; the 1944 report, 31 January 1945, ibid., file 7, fol. 14; the

TsDIAK plan for 1945, ibid., file 14, fols. 1-2; and the 1945 report, ibid., file 15, fol. 1 1.

100.

The recoveries in Kamianets-Podilskyi are noted by A.P. Pshenichny, “Arkhivy na
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We still do not know, however, what became of the fragmentary

materials that were ransacked in Vinnytsia and comprised the missing half

of a wagonload. In 1979-81 a collector and antiquarian dealer in

Vinnytsia offered some of the missing documents for sale to TsDIAK,

and the archive bought back between 200 and 300 charters at different

times. Archivists were convinced that the dealer and others in the area

still had some documents, but the Archival Administration, eventually

working with the MVD, was unable to recover any more of them.^°^

Several manuscript librarians in Kyiv and Moscow have reported to me
that they had been approached by unknown individuals or antiquarian

book dealers offering to sell them manuscript volumes and historical

documents that undoubtedly came from the Kyiv archive.

Troppau

On 4 May 1945 a top-secret telegram from the head of the Peoples

Commissariat for Internal Affairs (NKVD) in Kyiv informed Beria in

Moscow that “valuable documentary materials in the history of Ukraine that

were taken away during the period of occupation are now located in part in

Opava and Berhn.” It specifically mentioned “the records of the Rumiantsev

census of Little Russia and other materials of the fifteenth through the

nineteenth centuries taken from the Kyiv Central Archive.” As requested,

Beria authorized Kyiv “to send to Germany and Czechoslovakia four

workers from the archival organs of NKVD of the Ukrainian SSR.”*°^

Next day a communication referred to the “150,000 files of archival

materials evacuated from Riga under the command of the German

archivist Dr. Diilfer, which were then known to be in Troppau, and more

okkupirovannoi territorii v gody Velikoi Otechestvennoi voiny,” Otechestvennye arkhivy,

1992, no. 4: 91.

101. The retired director of TsDIAK, Liubov Histsova, kindly recounted to me the story

of her attempt to recover the documents and showed me one of the folders from the

administrative records of TsDIAK containing inventories of many of the documents and

correspondence about the negotiations, list 1, file 714 (1979-1981). That file also contains

copies of many Geppener’s notes and reports. This shows that archivists were aware of

them and were trying to locate more of the lost record books and documents.

102. GA RF, 5325/10/2029, fol. 1. The representatives sent from Ukraine were Pavlo

Ivanovych Pavliuk, deputy director of the Archival Administration NKVD of the

Ukrainian SSR; Ivan Pavlovych Oliinyk, director of the Archival Department of Kyiv

Oblast; Hordii S. Pshenychny, director of the Central State Archive of Films and

Photographs; and Hryhorii Prokopovych Neklesa, deputy director of the Archival

Department of Lviv Oblast.
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than 100,000 file units taken to Czechoslovakia from the Kyiv Central

Archive of Early Acts.”^®^ A Glavarkhiv report dated 4 September 1945

noted that Colonel Chemelevsky was holding a shipment of six freight

wagons in the Troppau station, where there were an additional eight

freight wagons under the care of Pavliuk, and that these train wagons

were being prepared to be routed to Kyiv and then Riga.'®"^ This

obviously represented the return of the materials found in Troppau and

surrounding castles, because the shipment of ten freight wagons from

Trpist that Geppener was accompanying was not handed over to Soviet

authorities until 25 October. The Troppau shipment also would have

included some of the Kyiv materials that were lost en route between

Troppau and Trpist and retrieved by the Ukrainian archival delegation in

Czechoslovakia led by Pavliuk, as is apparent in Pavliuk’ s reports.

According to the TsDIAK annual report for 1945, by the end of the year

“the archive had received two and a half railroad freight wagons of

archival materials and printed materials from Czechoslovakia.”^®^

Later in July 1953 an additional approximately 400 kilograms of

documentary materials were found in Opava, and returned to Ukraine.

Two of the twelve crates contained additional record books from

KTsADA with the nineteenth-century numbers indicated for 56 items,

although an additional nine items were damaged, lacked bindings, or

came from a different source. Presumably, all of them came home to

Kyiv.^®^

103. Deputy People’s Commissar VD SSSR Chernyshov to la. Chadaev, 5 May 1945,

GA RF, 5325/10/2029, fols. 5-5v.

104. “Sprava,” 4 September 1945, GA RF, 5325/10/2029, fol. 23. Porfirii Vasilevich

Chemelevsky was sent to Czechoslovakia as part of a second group dispatched in July.

105. TsDAVO, 4703/1/15, fol. 11. The remainder of the freight wagons were routed to

Riga. That would have been two months before the shipment with Geppener arrived in

Kyiv. In 1989 I was able to interview Pavliuk and Pshenychny in Kyiv about their

retrieval mission in Czechoslovakia, but they either did not remember or were not

prepared to reveal more details. Later I found more of Pavliuk’ s reports, including

Pavliuk’ s report to Nikitinsky, Prague, 9 August 1945, GA RF, 5325/2/1353, fol. 81, and

TsDAVO, 14/7/56, fols. 37-9.

106. The secret dispatch to Kyiv addressed to Archival Administration Chief S.D.

Pilkevich came from the Colonel Musatov, Chief of the Central Archival Administration

MVD SSSR (Moscow, July 1953), TsDAVO, 14/7/499, fol. 1, with the inventory of

KTsADA record books attached, fols. 20-4.
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Postwar Suppression

Once the total loss of the Kyiv Central Archive of Early Acts had

been used on the international front for anti-Nazi propaganda, it was later

difficult to turn around and investigate what part of the archive survived,

and admit that more was discovered later. Throughout the Soviet period

the regime exploited the loss of the archive for propaganda purposes. The

Soviets never publicly reported the American restitution of the archives

from the castle of Trpist. They underplayed the materials returned from

Kamianets-Podilskyi and the additional record books returned from

Troppau. They also ostracized the devoted scholar who accompanied the

KTsADA archives home to Kyiv. In later postwar decades the facts and

circumstances of the wartime loss were never adequately investigated or

accurately reported, undoubtedly because it would have been difficult to

retract the Pravda story that the Nazis had destroyed the entire archive.

Nevertheless, behind the scenes, some progress in recovering missing

materials was made. Nineteen early record books turned up in Minsk, and

one surfaced in Riga. Both cases are explained by the course and circum-

stances of the German evacuation and retrieval efforts. Some Kyiv

magistracy record books had been transferred to the Kyiv municipal archive;

others, from the late eighteenth century, were identified in oblast archives.

The Soviet regime, which suppressed research on early Ukrainian

history during most of the postwar period, showed scant interest in the

lost parts of the KTsADA collections. Finally in 1971 a catalogue of the

missing charters from the Archeographic Collection appeared (n. 31). In

the late 1950s and early 1960s three volumes of inventories of extant

records from the Kremenets Land Court were published, and reviewers

commented on the wartime fate of the archive.^®^ To complicate

matters, starting in late 1954 the court record books that were returned to

Kyiv were reorganized into separate fonds according to the court of

107. Some details about the recovered books were presented by Mykola P. Kovalsky in

Istochnikovedenie istorii Ukrainy: XVI-pervaia polovina XVII veka, part 4, Obzor

osnovnykh otechestvennykh sobranii arkhivnykh Istochnikov: Uchebnoe posobie po

spetskursu (Dnipropetrovsk: DGU, 1979), 40-3. Recently archivists in TsDIAK have been

collecting data about the retrievals. Hopefully, it will be included in the database about

the KTsADA record books in preparation.

108. See Kremenetskyi zemskyi sud: Opysy aktovykh knyh XVI-XVII st., comp. L.A.

Popova, Z.S. Khomutetska, and V.D. Chuntulova; ed. I.L. Butych, 3 vols. (Kyiv: TsDIA

URSR, 1959-65; IDC microfiche edition R-14,355). See the review by L.M. Rodomotkina

in Ukrainskyi istorychnyi zhumal, 1960, no. 6: 154-5.
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origin, thus completely obscuring the century-old arrangement and

numeration of the collection. (The fond numbers differed from the

earlier reorganization undertaken before the Second World War, further

complicating matters.) There still is no catalogue reflecting the new

arrangement with references to the original numbers. In 1956 a simple

correlation table was prepared for internal archival use, but it consists

merely of the original 1862-64 numbers (with no descriptive designa-

tions) and the current new fond and item numbers.

My 1988 archival directory includes a brief account of the Kyiv

archive and charts of the record books, along with published statistics

about the wartime losses.

A

comprehensive edition of all the fifty-

nine pre-1917 internal document-by-document inventories of the original

collection of court record books was published on microfiche in the

Netherlands in 1988.^^^ Some copies of inventories could not be found

in Kyiv and were furnished by libraries in other cities. An annotated

bibliography of the inventories is included in my 1988 directory.

Given the complete rearrangement of the collection, a more elaborate

published correlation table is badly needed as part of a full guide to the

109. The director of the Division of Early Acts and many speciahsts were strongly opposed

to this reorganization, but they were overruled by archival authorities (“Protokol metodiches-

kogo soveshchaniia ... po voprosu sostavleniia opisi na aktovye knigi khraniashchiesia v

otdele drevnikh aktov arkhiva,” 1 October 1954, TsDAVO, 4703/1/153, fols. 13-16.

110. “Perevodnaia tablitsa k ‘Spisku aktovykh knig, khraniashchikhsia v Kievskom

tsentralnom arkhive,’” [Kyiv, 1956], MS in TsDIAK. Lacking any identification of the

courts involved, it was inadequate for use by researchers who were not already familiar

with the 1862-64 lists and the new fond numbers.

111. Grimsted, Archives and Manuscript Repositories, esp. 163-209.

112. Opis aktovoi knigi Kievskogo tsentralnogo arkhiva (Kyiv, 1869-1909), 59 issues:

nos. 1-14, 16-30, 32-4, 37-8, 923, 934, 943, 2035-40, 2042-51, 2057-60, 2093,

3501-11, 5882. Special IDC microfiche edition with an introduction by Patricia Kennedy

Grimsted (Leiden, 1988; 62 microfiche, IDC-R- 14,354). My introduction includes a table

correlating the printed inventories with current fonds for the surviving record books held

in TsDIAK. At the time it was not possible to include listings of the available

unpublished inventories; they are written in by hand on the TsDIAK printed copy of my
introduction, at TsDIAK, fond KMF 37, list 1, KMF 55. The microfiche publication is

part of a collection that is described in the catalogue. Archives and Manuscript

Collections in the USSR: Finding Aids on Microfiche, Series 3, Ukraine and Moldavia,

ed. Patricia Kennedy Grimsted (Leiden; IDC, 1989), covering most of the bibliographic

entries in and coordinated with my Archives and Manuscript Repositories. Regarding

acquisition, see the IDC website: <http://www/idc.nl>.

113. Grimsted, Archives and Manuscript Repositories, 186-91 (no. NK-34).
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Kyiv collection of early court record books. Towards the end of the

Soviet period, several proposals for a new reference aid for the colleetion

were publicly aired. The introduction to my 1988 microfiche publica-

tion of the internal inventories included a plea for a more detailed

correlation table. Because of TsDIAK’s limited staff and resources

in the post- 1991 period, work on an electronic catalogue of the eomplete

collection began only in 2000. As a first stage, a detailed table is being

prepared correlating all the record books that have been missing since the

Second World War with the 1862-64 numbers for the original 5,838

record books plus those added subsequently (among numbers through

5,938, not all of which were record books). The second stage will

expand the correlation table to an electronie database indicating the

location of all the surviving early court record books from KTsADA in

the current archival arrangement and those that are now missing.

In celebration of the 150th anniversary of KTsADA the first printed

volume in a newly launehed series of document-by-document inventories

appeared, covering the first five record books of the Volodymyr Castle

Court (1566-70), with facsimiles of the pre-revolutionary published

editions and Ukrainian-language edited verification. Ironically, we are

1 14. My article on the subject, “A Badly Needed Reference Aid for the Collection of

Pre-1800 Court Record Books from the Kyiv Central Archive of Early Acts,” was never

published. But discussions based on it encouraged proposals presented at one of the first

conferences of the revived Archeographic Commission in the late 1980s. See for example,

Kyril Vislobokov, “Do pytannia pro stvorennia naukoho-dovidkovoho aparatu do aktovykh

knyh XVI-XVIII st.,” in Ukrainska arkheohrafiia: Suchasnyi stan ta perspektyvy

rozvytku: Tezy dopovidei respublikanskoi narady, hruden 1988 r. (Kyiv, 1989), 233-8.

See also the earlier comments regarding the need for better finding aids by Oleh

Kupchynsky, “Z istorii stvorennia naukovo-dovidkovoho aparatu do fondiv sudovo-

administratyvnykh ustanov Ukrainy XV-XVIII st.” Arkhivy Ukrainy, 1976, no. 1: 27-35

(see PKG-NK-17). Kupchynsky surveys inventories prepared since the eighteenth century

covering court record books from the Polish period in Western Ukraine (now in TsDIAL,

ibid., 30-2) as well as Right-Bank Ukraine (now in TsDIAK, ibid., 32-5). There are some

discrepancies in his figures for surviving inventories.

115. Grimsted, “Introduction,” Opis aktovoi knigi Kievskogo tsentralnogo arkhiva (IDC

microfiche edition), 23-5.

116. This project is being carried out by TsDIAK’s chief archival custodian Halyna

Kuleba, to whom I am grateful for showing me her provisional charts and consulting with

me about the research and problems involved. For explanation of the earlier Kamanin

lists, see n. 5.

117. Volodymyrskyi hrodsky sud: Podokumentni opysy aktovykh knyh, vol. 1 : Spravy 1-5

(1566-1570), comp. Halyna Serhiichuk; ed. Hennadii Boriak and Liudmyla Demchenko
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faced with a situation similar to that in the nineteenth century when the

series of document-by-document inventories was pubhshed before a

comprehensive catalogue of the whole collection was prepared. I must urge

that priority be given to a full catalogue of the entire original collection with

precise correlation to the original Stankevich and Kamanin hsts and

indication of available internal document-by-document inventories (printed

or in manuseript), as well as the surviving and lost pre-nineteenth-eentury

reeord books from the Kyiv Arehive of Early Record Books.

KTsADA in the Post-Soviet Mindset

The fiction of the total destruetion of the Kyiv Central Archive of

Early Acts is still widely accepted as faet in the post-Soviet arehival

world and has important political repercussions, especially in regard to

restitution issues with Germany and other countries. In May 1993, for

example, the former director of the former Special Archive (TsGOA
SSSR) for captured records in Moscow argued that, beeause the Nazis

looted KTsADA, the Russian Federation should not return Soviet-seized

German archives now in Moscow. Even the seholarly archivist

Vsevolod V. Tsaplin, whose very careful chapters on Soviet archive-

retrieval operations were published in 1997, was still ill informed on the

matter. He elaimed that Soviet authorities were unable to arrange the

transfer of all the record books found in Trpisty and Kladruby, and that

part of the materials “may well have been taken to Bavaria and are now
found in West Germany, or Sweden, or even in the U.S.A.”^^^ The

confusion appears to be based partly on erroneous, conflicting, or

incomplete reports submitted to Moscow by Ukrainian archival officials.

(Kyiv: Derzhkomarkhiv, TsDIAK, 2002).

118. V.N. Bondarev served as director and then deputy director of the Centre for the

Preservation of Historical-Documentary Collections (TsKhIDK, as TsGOA SSSR was

renamed in 1992; now part of RGVA). See Maria Dementeva’s interview with Bondarev,

“Osobaia sudba osobogo arkhiva, ’’Obshchaia gazeta, 4 May 1993. Pshenichny’s account

of the archives during the war in Otechesvennye arkhivy, 1992, no. 4: 91 also cites an

erroneous Glavarkhiv report listing parts of the archive that were taken to Germany (in

fact they never got beyond Czechoslovakia) and fails to mention their return.

119. Tsaplin cites various reports that include returned materials from the Kyiv archive,

“O rozyske dokumentov, pokhishchennykh v gody voiny iz arkhivokhranilishch SSSR,”

Otechestvennye arkhivy, 1997, no. 6: 18-20. The American inventory cites only 717

volumes from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Geppener may not have listed all

the Kamenets fragments separately, and obviously he did not count the two crates that had

not arrived in Trpist.
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Romanovsky’s article and the ChGK report claimed total destruction,

whereas Tyshchenko reported that “5,838 record books were taken to

Germany.” Such erroneous or incomplete accounts also stem from the

fact that no catalogue of the KTsADA record books was even available

since 1917, and that the files on wartime and postwar developments were

closed even to professional Soviet archivists in Kyiv, Tsaplin (in the

1960s), and others in Moscow. And if they were not closed, then

archivists were not permitted to cite the German wartime reports or the

Geppener papers (both held secretly in Kyiv). Today those documents

provide much more detail about what the German archivists took with

them and what they left behind at various points en route.

We also know now that the portion (approximately two-thirds) of the

Kyiv Archive that the Germans were unable to evacuate was blown up

when the Red Army took Kyiv in November 1943. Ironically, most of the

German-evacuated parts of that archive survived: half of it close to home

in Kamianets-Podilskyi, another part in Troppau, and the most valuable

part in Western Bohemia. The fate of KTsADA represents a tragic irony

in the syndrome of cultural destruction and survival during the Second

World War. But it also represents the unfortunate effects of propaganda

and conflicting data about wartime destruction and survival and of the

long-lasting suppression of available sources in the Soviet postwar

decades. As a result, even after TsDIAK celebrated its 150th anniversary

in 2004, many details of its wartime history remain unresolved.

120. For example, a letter from the chief of TsDIA URSR Sheludchenko to Pilkevich

of the Ukrainian Archival Adminstration in 1957 in response to an official inquiry

provides what appear to be incomplete statistics about recovered materials and losses from

the Kyiv Archive of Early Acts as a result of the war (TsDAVO, 4703/2/35, fol. 7).

Tsaplin had not seen the official transfer inventory, nor available German evacuation and

shipping reports, nor the Geppener reports (published in 1991, see my Dolia skarbiv,

75-96). A more detailed study of this matter is still needed.



“I Love Russia, and/but I Want
Ukraine,” or How a Russian General

Became Hetman of the Ukrainian

State, 1917-1918

Mark von Hagen

Introduction

Pavlo/Pavel Skoropadsky’s memoirs, published in 1995' shed new

light and offer historians a new perspective on the revolutionary years of

1917-18 in Ukraine and the Russian Empire. They supplement and partly

challenge some of the accounts of this period and Skoropadsky’s rule that

were based largely on Austrian or German sources or the memoirs of

Ukrainian politicians who fought with Skoropadsky for influence over the

Ukrainian cause.^ Those memoirs chronicle the transformation of

1. Pavlo Skoropadsky, Spohady: Kinets 1917-hruden 1918, ed. laroslav Pelensky

(Kyiv: Instytut ukrainskoi arkheohrafii ta dzhereloznavstva im. M.S. Hrushevskoho NAN
Ukrainy; Philadelphia: Skhidnoievropeiskyi doslidnyi instytut im. V.K. Lypynskoho,

1995). During the Soviet period, any objective discussion of Skoropadsky or his

government was forbidden among historians as evidence of “bourgeois nationalism” and

“counter-revolution” largely due to the Hetman’s resolutely anti-Bolshevik politics. For

the first English-language treatment of these materials, as they were being prepared for

publication, see Jaroslaw Pelenski, “Hetman Pavlo Skoropadsky and Germany (1917-18)

as Reflected in His Memoirs,” in German-Ukrainian Relations in Historical Perspective,

ed. Hans-Joachim Torke and John-Paul Himka (Edmonton and Toronto: Canadian Institute

of Ukrainian Studies Press, 1994), 69-83.

2. See the very helpful studies based on these materials by Taras Hunczak, “The

Ukraine under Hetman Pavlo Skoropadsky!,” in The Ukraine, 1917-1921: A Study in

Revolution, ed. Taras Hunczak (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute,

1977), 61-81; Oleh Fedyshyn, Germany’s Drive to the East and the Ukrainian Revolution,

1917-1918 (New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1971); Peter Borowsky,
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Skoropadsky from a loyal servitor of the Russian tsar and a decorated

military commander to a firm believer in the equality of Ukraine in a

Russian federation and in the dignity of Ukraine’s past struggles for

autonomy. In “re-inventing” the ancient Cossack state of the hetmans,

Skoropadsky attempted to unite the “healthy forces” of Ukraine to combat

the Bolshevik menace to the north and preserve an oasis for the

subsequent resurrection of a free Russia as well. His followers in

emigration, most notably the Hetmanate’s ambassador to Vienna and

historian Viacheslav Lypynsky (1882-1931), developed a political theory

of Ukrainian monarchy based on Skoropadsky’ s failed attempts at

Ukrainian statehood in 1918.^ The legacies of both Skoropadsky and

Lypynsky have gained a new lease on life in post-Soviet Ukraine."^

Skoropadsky’ s memoirs can be compared with Mykhailo Hrushev-

sky’s, which have also been published since the end of the Soviet Union.

Hrushevsky, Ukraine’s premier historian, headed the Ukrainian state

before Skoropadsky, but he started and ended at very different ideological

positions from the latter.^ Well before 1917 Hrushevsky was already

“Germany’s Ukrainian Policy during World War I and the Revolution of 1918-19,” in

German-Ukrainian Relations, ed. Torke and Himka, 84-94; and Peter Borowsky,

Deutsche Ukrainepolitik 1918: Unter besonderer Beriicksichtigung der Wirtschaftsfragen,

Historische Studien, vol. 416 (Liibeck and Hamburg: Matthiesen, 1970).

3. The Lypynsky Institute, which was founded in 1963 in Philadelphia and sponsored

the publication of the memoirs under review here, sought to counter the predominantly

populist, socialist, and integral nationalist trends in the Ukrainian emigration (among other

places, in the historiography inspired by Mykhailo Hrushevsky) during the long years of

Soviet rule over Ukraine by insisting on the importance of state building. For summaries

of the scholarship and politics surrounding Lypynsky ’s legacy, see The Political and

Social Ideas of Vjaceslav Lypyns'kyi, ed. Jaroslaw Pelenski, vol. 9, nos. 3-4 (December

1985) of Harvard Ukrainian Studies', laroslav Pelensky, ed., Viacheslav Lypynsky:

Istoryko-politolohichna spadshchyna i suchasna Ukraina. Studii, vol. 1 (Kyiv: Instytut

ukrainskoi arkheohrafii ta dzhereloznavstva im. M.S. Hrushevskoho NAN Ukrainy;

Philadelphia: Skhidnoievropeiskyi doslidnyi instytut im. V.K. Lypynskoho, 1994).

4. See, for example, the proceedings of the second international scholarly conference.

Hetman Pavlo Skoropadsky ta Ukrainska derzhava 1918 roku, vol. 5, Studii z arkhivnoi

spravy ta dokumentoznavstva (Kyiv: Holovne arkhivne upravlinnia Ukrainy, 1999). The

conference commemorated the 125th birthday of Skoropadsky and the eightieth

anniversary of the founding of the Ukrainian Hetman State.

5. M. Hrushevsky, “Spomyny,” Kyiv, 1989, no. 8: 102-54; no. 9: 108^9; no. 10:

122-58; no. 11: 113-55. Hrushevsky’s memoirs were written during the 1920s, after he

returned to Soviet Ukraine, and were subject to Soviet censorship of the history of the

Ukrainian political movement.
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committed to the cause of Ukrainian national revival and some form of

autonomy and independence for Ukraine.^

In a broader context, all these newly available views add to our

understanding of the turbulent years of revolution and civil war that we

have had from the influential memoirs of White generals and politicians,

especially those of General Anton Denikin, who led his Volunteer Army

in an invasion of Ukraine after Hetman Skoropadsky was overthrown and

replaced by first the Ukrainian socialist Directory and then the second

Soviet republic in 19197 Skoropadsky’ s recollection of his own efforts

to sort out the rapidly evolving revolutionary situation in Ukraine can

also be checked against other documentary records long available to

scholars of this period.^ Most of the memoirs from prominent Ukrainian

activists fall into the left spectrum of contemporary Ukrainian politics.^

His biography can also be contrasted with another prominent figure of

6. See the biography by Thomas M. Prymak, Mykhailo Hrushevsky: The Politics of

National Culture (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1987).

7. Although Denikin’s Ocherki russkoi smuty, 4 vols. (Paris and Berlin: Povolozky,

1921-26), translated and abridged in one volume as The Russian Turmoil; Memoirs:

Military, Social, and Political (London and New York: Hutchinson & Co., 1922), are the

most comprehensive accounts for this period among the military leaders, several other

memoirs have appeared. See also The Memoirs of General Wrangel, trans. S. Goulston

(London: Williams & Norgate, 1929); and General A.S. Lukomskii, Memoirs of the

Russian Revolution (London: Unwin, 1922). For studies of the Whites, see Peter Kenez,

The Civil War in South Russia, 1919-1920: The Defeat of the Whites (Berkeley:

University of California Press, 1977); Richard Luckett, The White Generals: An Account

of the White Movement and the Russian Civil War (London: Longman, 1971); Norman

Pereira, White Siberia: The Politics of Civil War (Montreal and Buffalo: McGill-Queen’s

University Press, 1996); and Anna Procyk, Russian Nationalism and Ukraine: The

Nationality Policy of the Volunteer Army During the Civil War (Toronto: Canadian

Institute of Ukrainian Studies Press, 1995).

8. See Dmytro Doroshenko’s two-volume study, Istoriia Ukrainy 1917-1923 rr.

(Uzhhorod: O. Tsiupka, 1930-32; New York: Bulava, 1954); and Theophil Homykiewicz,

ed., Ereignisse in der Ukraine, 1914-1922, 4 vols. (Philadelphia: W.K. Lypynsky East

European Research Institute, 1966-69 ), esp. vols. 3 and 4. Doroshenko served briefly as

foreign minister in Skoropadsky’ s government. The documents that Homykiewicz edited

came from Austrian military and diplomatic archives. Another memoir sympathetic to

Skoropadsky is Oleksander Lototsky’s Storinky mynuloho, 4 vols. (Warsaw: Ukrainskyi

naukovyi instytut, 1932-39), esp. vol. 4 on his ambassadorship in Constantinople.

9. See Volodymyr Vynnychenko, Vidrodzennia natsii, 3 vols. (Kyiv: Dzvin, 1920);

Isaak Mazepa, Ukraina v ohni i buri revoliutsii, 1917-1921, 2 vols. (Prague: Proboiem,

1942); Pavlo Khrystiuk, Zamitky i materiialy do istorii ukrainskoi revolutsii, 1917-1920

rr., 3 vols. (Vienna: J.N. Vemay, 1921-22); and others.
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wartime and interwar Ukraine, Metropolitan Andrei Sheptytsky, another

“convert” to the Ukrainian cause, albeit at a much earlier stage in his life

and in the context of a very different multinational empire, Austria-

Hungary.^®

Finally, Skoropadsky’s memoirs bear scrutiny against the backdrop

of those of several other military men who played important roles in the

First World War and the postwar world. On the “Russian” side, Marshall

Carl Mannerheim claimed very similar aristocratic origins and elite

military training and became a founding father of the modem Finnish

state. Curiously, Mannerheim viewed himself as a White general,

despite the Russian Whites’ refusal to accept the independence of Finland

after 1917. On the side of the Central Powers, we have the memoirs of

Admiral Miklos Horthy, who dominated interwar Hungarian politics after

a career in the armed forces of Austria-Hungary.^^ The Polish socialist

Jozef Pilsudski, who had a very different career trajectory, also became

recognized as the father of his country, the Second Republic of Poland,

after leading the Polish Legion during the First World War on the side of

the Central Powers. In the German high command Paul von Hinden-

burg recorded his memoirs shortly after the German revolution of

19 18.^"^ More directly relevant to Skoropadsky’s memory of 1918 are the

10. As a teenager, Sheptytsky transferred from the Roman Catholic faith of his

Polonized Ukrainian gentry family to the Ukrainian Catholic Church of his more distant

ancestors, initially against the determined resistance of his parents. He did not record his

own retrospective view of these events in the form of memoirs, but did leave a

voluminous historical trail in his writings. See Andrii Krawchuk, Christian Social Ethics

in Ukraine: The Legacy ofAndrei Sheptytsky (Edmonton and Toronto: Canadian Institute

of Ukrainian Studies Press, 1997), and Paul R. Magocsi, ed.. Morality and Reality: The

Life and Times of Metropolitan Andrei Sheptyts'kyi (Edmonton: Canadian Institute of

Ukrainian Studies, 1989).

11. C.G.E. Mannerheim, Memoirs, trans. Count Eric Lewenhaupt (New York: Dutton,

1954). On Mannerheim’s biography and career, see Tancred Borenius, Field-Marshal

Mannerheim (London: Hutchinson & Co., 1940); J.E.O. Screen, Mannerheim: The Years

of Preparation (London: C. Hurst & Co., 1970).

12. M. Horthy, Memoirs (New York: R. Speller, 1957).

13. Joseph Pilsudski, The Memories ofa Polish Revolutionary and Soldier, trans. D.R.

Gillie (London: Faber & Faber, 1971). Surprisingly, no good biography of Pilsudski is

available in English, Polish, or any other language, nearly seventy years after his death

and shelves full of studies. The best account of Pilsudski’ s career, but partial in its

coverage, is Joseph Rothschild, Pilsudski’s Coup d’Etat (New York: Columbia University

Press, 1966).

14. Aus meinem Leben (Leipzig: Hirzel, 1920).
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memoirs of General Wilhelm Groener, who served as chief of staff to

General Hermannn Eichhom’s Army Group in Ukraine during 1918 and

with whom Skoropadsky was in frequent contact and had generally good

relations. Skoropadsky’s memoirs have the virtue of being recorded

very shortly after he fled from Ukraine. Prior to the 1995 edition they

were published only in fragments, which were translated from the original

Russian into Ukrainian. The latter subset of comparisons suggests the

important role that military commanders played in state affairs after the

cataclysm of world war and revolution in much of central, eastern, and

southeastern Europe.

Skoropadsky’s Life and Career (1873^5)^^

Skoropadsky’s life is framed by his birth and death in Germany, a

country he would fight in 1914-17 but to which he owed his brief period

of rule over Ukraine. Pavlo was bom while his mother was taking a cure

at the famous German mineral-waters resort of Wiesbaden. He spent the

first five years of his life there. His childhood governess was English, so

that when he arrived at the family estate in Poltava Gubernia at age five,

he spoke very broken Russian (and no Ukrainian). But he was forbidden

to speak German after that and turned over to the village priest for

instmction in the Russian language and religion. Even after residing in

Germany for another twenty-seven years as an adult, Skoropadsky

claimed he never learned the language of his host country.

The Skoropadsky family was one of the oldest Ukrainian Cossack

clans, whose founder Fedir Skoropadsky came from west Ukrainian lands

to settle near Uman in the seventeenth century. Several members of this

distinguished family had played important roles in the political and

cultural history of the country; moreover, the Skoropadsky family had

intermarried over the centuries with other prominent Cossack gentry

15. W. Baumgart, ed., Von Brest-Litovsk zur deutschen November-Revolution

(Goettingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1971).

16. P. Skoropadsky, “Uryvok zi ‘Spomyniv’ Hetmana P. Skoropadskoho,” Khliborobska

Ukraina 5 (1924-25).

17. The following biographical sketch is compiled from the main body of Skoropad-

sky’s memoirs, supplemented by an additional set of reminiscences of his childhood

written between 1935 and 1939 in Germany, “Moe detstvo na Ukraine,” and by essays

in the same volume by the editor Jaroslaw Pelenski and the Hetman’s daughter Olena Ott-

Skoropadsky (with the help of Pavlo Gai-Nyzhnyk), “Pavlo Skoropadsky: Korotka

khronika zhyttia (1873-1945).”
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families. The Skoropadskys served in the Ukrainian Cossack forces until

Catherine II disbanded these units. One ancestor, Ivan Illych Skoropad-

sky, ruled as hetman of Ukraine (1708-22) under Peter I after the defeat

of Ivan Mazepa. Follovi^ing Catherine’s abolition of the Hetmanate and

the dashing of any hopes of Ukrainian autonomy in the Russian Empire,

his later ancestors served with distinction and at high ranks in the Russian

military. The first of them, Pavlo’s great-grandfather Mykhailo lakovych

(1764-1810), entered the Imperial Noble Cadet Corps. Pavlo’s grandfa-

ther, Ivan Mykhailovych, served as marshal of the nobility for Poltava

Gubernia and played an active role in the 1861 rural reforms. One of

Ivan’s daughters, lelysaveta Myloradovych, contributed a substantial sum

to found the most important Ukrainian scholarly initiative of the

nineteenth century, the Shevchenko Scientific Society in Lviv.

Following family tradition, Pavlo’s father, Petro Ivanovych, studied

in the guards’ school and became a military officer. He took part in the

Caucasian campaigns and was decorated with numerous orders. In 1865

he retired from military service at the rank of colonel and took an active

role in local gentry politics in Starodub. Pavlo’s mother, Mariia Andriivna

Myklashevska, also descended from an ancient Ukrainian family that

traced its origins to Prince Mstyslav of Kyiv and the Lithuanian prince

Gediminas. The family estate Trostianets in Poltava Gubernia was

frequently visited by prominent Russian and Ukrainian cultural and

intellectual figures, such as the historian Petro Doroshenko, also a

descendant of a Cossack gentry family and later appointed deputy

minister for art and national culture by the Hetman.

At the age of thirteen Pavlo entered the Petersburg Corps of Pages

and began his military career. Graduating in 1893, he was assigned to a

regiment of the Cavalier Guards, where by 1897 he rose to the rank of

ensign. The following year he married Aleksandra Dumovo, the daughter

of Lieutenant-General P.P. Dumovo, who was a relative of Nicholas IPs

interior minister. Pavlo and Aleksandra had three daughters and three

sons; their last daughter bom in Berlin in 1919. With the outbreak of the

Russo-Japanese War, Pavlo asked for transfer to the front and departed

in April 1904 for Mukden, where he served with the Third Verkhne-

udinsk Cossack Regiment and later with the Manchurian Army. In fall

1904 he was appointed commander of the Fifth Company of the Second

Chita Cossack Regiment and then adjutant to the commander-in-chief of

the Russian forces in the Far East, General N.P. Linevich.
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Immediately after the war, Nicholas II promoted Skoropadsky to

fligel-adjutant with the rank of colonel. With imperial patronage, he

advanced rapidly: after serving in the Finnish Dragoon Regiment and the

Life-Guard Cavalry Regiment, in March 1912 he became a major-general

in the emperor’s regiment. After the outbreak of the First World War,

Skoropadsky was transferred to the front, where he won several orders for

bravery and leadership. In 1915-16 he served on the Baltic Front, was

promoted to lieutenant general, and in January 1917 was given the

command of the Thirty-fourth Army Corps, stationed in historic

Ukrainian lands on the Southwestern Front. Here for the first time he

came face to face with the Ukrainian national movement. Eventually,

Skoropadsky was given the task of Ukrainianizing this corps, one of the

most important steps of the Russian High Command in its efforts to use

the principle of national loyalty to combat the rapidly spreading

Bolshevization of the soldiers. Later in 1917 he was elected otaman of

the Free Cossack movement at its congress in Chyhyryn.

The Bolshevik coup in Petrograd changed the political landscape

dramatically and soon confronted the Ukrainian Rada in Kyiv with the

threat of invasion from the north. Skoropadsky, despite his hostility

toward the Ukrainian socialists in the Rada, chose to remain in Kyiv with

his troops to defend the capital against the Bolsheviks instead of

transferring to the German front to fight the original enemy. The Rada

leadership, particularly its General Secretariat, nonetheless remained

hostile to Skoropadsky and created obstacles to his efforts to build a

Ukrainian armed force. When Bolshevik forces launched a second

campaign against Ukraine, they briefly captured Kyiv but were soon

displaced by the invading German and Austro-Hungarian forces, which

had concluded a separate peace with the Rada delegates at Brest-Litovsk.

The Rada was restored as an occupation regime of the Central Powers.

Once the Rada began pursuing its socialist policies, especially in the area

of land reform and appropriation of private property, Skoropadsky

decided to cast his lot with the opposition and helped found the Ukrainian

Hromada (later the Ukrainian National Hromada), which worked with

other organizations that united landowners and business interests in

Ukraine. When the Germans lost patience with the Rada, the Hromada
and its allies began to plan a coup against the left-wing government. On
29 April 1918 a congress of Ukrainian agrarians {khliboroby) proclaimed

Skoropadsky hetman of Ukraine. The following night officers loyal to

Skoropadsky seized the main buildings of the Rada government and
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proclaimed the Ukrainian State. The new regime reversed the Rada’s

socialist legislation, beginning with the re-introduction of private property

in land.

Despite making considerable progress in several fields, notably

education, culture, and foreign affairs, Skoropadsky did not solve more

urgent matters, particularly the land question and the building of an

armed force to protect Ukraine. The socialist parties he had overthrown

were more hostile than ever to his policies, agitated for his removal, and

organized a peasant insurgency under the aegis of a newly formed

Directory. On 14 December 1918, after German and Austro-Hungarian

forces had begun their retreat, the Directory’s partisan troops entered

Kyiv. Skoropadsky went into hiding for a short while as he tried to assess

his chances of returning to power and reluctantly decided to emigrate

with his family to Berlin, where he began work on his memoirs based on

the diary he kept in 1917 and extensive notes he was able to bring out of

Ukraine with him. After a two-year stay in Switzerland he returned to

Berlin in 1921 and took up residence in Wahnsee.

By 1920 Skoropadsky returned to political activity as leader of the

Ukrainian Union of Agrarians-Statists (Ukrainskyi soiuz khliborobiv-

derzhavnikiv, or USKhD), a new Hetmanite movement founded by

Lypynsky and Serhii Shemet (1875-1957). In the difficult conditions of

emigre politics, Skoropadsky and Lypynsky fell out over key principles

of the Hetmanite movement and the movement split. Still, branches of the

movement were founded not only in Austria and Germany, but also in

other countries that had substantial Ukrainian communities:

Czechoslovakia, the United States, Canada, France, Poland, Manchuria,

and China. Skoropadsky was also successful in using his influence in

German cultural and political circles to found the Ukrainian Scientific

Institute at the University of Berlin in 1925. With the coming to power

of the National Socialists under Hitler, Skoropadsky’ s initiatives came

under threat. In 1939 Skoropadsky sent his son Danylo to England to

guarantee the survival of the Hetman’s line and the Hetmanite movement

in the event of his death during the war, which he expected to break out

shortly in Europe and to end in Hitler’s defeat. Once again Skoropadsky

was forced to walk a thin line between loyalty to his German masters and

defending Ukraine’s longer-term interests as he understood them. His

efforts to lead the Hetmanite movement from Germany foundered on the

diaspora’s split with him over his hopes for German support of a new

Ukrainian state. He died at the very end of the war, in April 1945, as the
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result of wounds sustained during an American bombing raid on a small

town near Munich.

The Ukrainianization of the Thirty-fourth Army Corps

and the Launching of Skoropadsky’s Ukrainian Career

In his comprehensive study of the revolution and civil war in the

Russian Empire’s borderlands, Richard Pipes identified soldiers as among

the most important forces in the development of the Ukrainian national

movement. Indeed, by spring 1917 Ukrainian national activists, most of

them military men themselves, had forcefully raised the Ukrainian cause

in soldiers’ politics across the empire. In May delegates from as far afield

as Vladivostok and Helsingfors (Helsinki) attended the First All-Ukrainian

Military Congress in Kyiv and demanded for the first time the right of

Ukrainian soldiers to form their own “national” units and to use the

Ukrainian language as part of the reform the Russian Empire and its

army.^^ These demands, by the way, had not been part of the main-

stream Ukrainian national movement before 1917, although the Revol-

utionary Ukrainian Party and its successor, the Ukrainian National Party,

did call for a Ukrainian national army as the guarantor of the security of

a future independent Ukrainian state. If anything, the socialist parties

favoured some form of popular militia. The demands for national armies

were, however, an important part of a broader politics of national

liberation in east central and southeastern Europe.

Not surprisingly, the Ukrainian soldiers’ demands split the army high

command into those who saw Ukrainianization and similar “nationaliz-

ations” as the best way to combat the demoralization that was leading to

Bolshevik success among the soldiers and those who saw it as the end of

the imperial army itself and as something verging on treason in an

atmosphere already thick with suspicions of treason from top to bottom.

Among the influential officers who were persuaded early of the possible

benefits of Ukrainianization was General Aleksei Brusilov, appointed

commander-in-chief in May 1917. But not only the officers and high

command were split over this issue; the soldiers too fought over the

competing aims of socialist and national revolutions. The Ukrainian

soldiers’ congresses insisted that a Ukrainian national army was needed

18. For more on this, see my “The Russian Imperial Army and the Ukrainian National

Movement in 1917,” The Ukrainian Quarterly 54, nos. 3^ (Fall-Winter 1998): 220-56.
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“to prevent the disorganization of the army and to raise its fighting

ability.” Still, the soviets of soldiers’, Cossacks’, and workers’ deputies,

dominated by Menshevik and Social Revolutionary junior officers,

regularly condenmed the Ukrainian military congresses and their demands

as reckless acts of opportunism that threatened to split the ranks of the

revolutionary forces and weaken them in their fight against the anticipated

counter-revolution from the right. The Petrograd Soviet also resisted any

moves to introduce federalism and local autonomy in civilian politics and

administration. In the face of often fierce opposition, the Central Rada in

Kyiv nonetheless gave in to the demands of the military congress and

created a General Military Secretariat to oversee the anticipated transfer

of Ukrainian soldiers to the Southwestern and the Romanian Fronts.

Symon Petliura, who would soon become one of Skoropadsky’s most

determined rivals, headed the Secretariat. Konstantin Oberuchev,

commissar of the Kyiv Military District appointed by the Provisional

Government, fought for a unified revolutionary army and refused to

cooperate with the local Ukrainian authorities.^^

All soldiers and officers found themselves in the middle of this

confusing and unfamiliar world of revolutionary political conflict and

intrigue. Even by the standards of traditional military politics among the

imperial officers, who claimed they stood above politics, these new

developments were disturbing and even alarming. To all those units with

large numbers of Ukrainian soldiers and officers, the All-Ukrainian

Congress sent its own commissars, who had to work out some accommo-

dation with the commissars sent by the Petrograd Soviet and its local

affiliates. Moreover, former Duma politicians and party representatives

regularly visited the front lines ostensibly to raise morale and see for

themselves how the war was going, but as often as not they spread

propaganda among the soldiers for one or another revolutionary or

19. Oberuchev was a Social Revolutionary activist who had been arrested and stripped

of his officer’s rank for fomenting unrest in the Kyiv garrison during the 1905 revolution.

He returned from exile after the February Revolution. His biography is a good illustration

of the stark choices of increasingly exclusivist identities and loyalties forced by the

emerging politics of 1917. In earlier times Oberuchev had considered himself something

of a Ukrainophile and had contributed to the historico-cultural journal Kievskaia starina.

In his memoir account of the revolution and civil war in Ukraine, Volodymyr Vynnychen-

ko remembers Oberuchev in 1917 as a “hysterically violent enemy of the Ukrainian

movement.” Oberuchev opposed the formation not only of Ukrainian but also of

Czechoslovak units in his military district.
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counter-revolutionary program. The constant deputizing of soldiers to a

plethora of eongresses also contributed to political polarization in the

army, as did the return from exile and Siberia of thousands of revolution-

aries and oppositionists emboldened by the new possibilities. It was also

during these months that soldiers and officers eame to dominate the

Ukrainian organizations in many cities outside Ukraine, for example, in

Moseow.

Whenever Ukrainians separated out from their existing units to form

new “national” ones, the “Russian” party accused them and the Central

Rada of being traitors and agents of Germany and Austria-Hungary.

Ukrainian soldiers responded with demands that “conscious enemies of

the Ukrainian liberation movement,” such as Oberuchev, be dismissed and

that Russian nationalist newspapers like Kievlianin be closed for “setting

one nationality against another and serving as an openly eounter-

revolutionary force.” Their resolutions eharaeteristically ended with calls

for a Ukrainian army and for the “territorial-national autonomy of

Ukraine in a federated democratic Russia.” As the units’ names illustrate,

the Ukrainianization movement styled itself as a revival of Cossaek

Hetmanate culture; one sueh name that was bound to provoke Russian

national feelings was Ivan Mazepa. A soeiety that formed in the Rostov

Regiment of the Second Grenadiers demanded the restoration of

Ukraine’s autonomy under the Pereiaslav Treaty (1654), which had been

violated by Catherine II, and for the return of hetman rule to Ukraine.

For months the Provisional Government postponed any decision on

the nationalization of the army. The military aeted largely on its own
initiative in a desperate attempt to take eontrol of the “spontaneous”

movement that threatened to cripple fatally the armed forces and

aceelerate desertion, espeeially after the failed July offensive demanded

by Kerensky. That threat was brought home to the high command when

a “spontaneously” Ukrainianized regiment, whieh adopted the name of a

Cossaek hetman, Pavlo Polubutok, seized the Kyiv arsenal in July in what

was probably part of a coup to overthrow the Rada for a more radical

defense of the Ukrainian people’s interests. The mutineers were arrested

and the uprising was put down by another group of Ukrainian soldiers,

including a Bohdan Khmelnytsky Regiment.^® Kerensky quiekly changed

20. Ibid., 62. Skoropadsky claimed he did not know the details of this coup but

presumed that it was Bolshevik-backed and against the Rada.
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his mind and permitted the Ukrainianization of units with a sufficiently

large Ukrainian membership.

Skoropadsky’s first impressions of Ukrainian soldiers were hostile. He
encountered a group of them on their way to the First All-Ukrainian

Military Congress and recalled his opposition to their idea of separate

Ukrainian military units. He resisted as long as he could any moves to

Ukrainianize his own Thirty-fourth Army Corps. This encounter with

soldiers launched his career as a leader of the Ukrainian national

movement. Skoropadsky might have had marginally more sympathy for

the leftist Central Rada than he did for the Provisional Government, but

that was not much in any event. He believed that the socialist “dema-

gogues” of the Ukrainian government were better than the Bolsheviks

who were threatening Kyiv, so he assumed the role of liaison between the

Rada and the headquarters of the Southwestern Front. Clearly, he shared

the widespread belief among imperial elites that the Bolsheviks were

German agents and national traitors.

By the end of June Skoropadsky began to come around to the idea

of Ukrainianization, which had the support of his immediate superior.

General Aleksei Gutor, commander of the Southwestern Front,^^ but he

was very cautious and wanted to reassure himself that he had the firm

backing of his superiors and that they would treat this experiment

seriously. In a letter to the quartermaster-general of the Southwestern

Front, Nikolai Rattel,^"^ Skoropadsky approached the problem of

Ukrainianization from several points of view. At first, he made clear that

the idea to Ukrainianize his army corps was not his, but Gutor’ s. Then he

declared that he had nothing against Ukrainianization in principle but

wanted reassurance that it would be “real” Ukrainianization, with “good

soldiers and genuine Ukrainian ideas, not deserters seeking to avoid the

line of enemy fire.” He even complained that General Gutor did not

21. Skoropadsky, Spohady, 57.

22. He recalls being first approached on this matter by Petro Skrypchynsky, the

“moderate” Ukrainian commissar to the Southwestern Front headquarters and member of

the Rada’s Military Secretariat. Skoropadsky resisted both the principle and the idea that

his Thirty-fourth Regiment should be the guinea pig for this experiment (ibid., 57-8).

23. Gutor, incidentally, eventually went over the Bolshevik side and served in the Red

Army, as did Brusilov, Rattel, and several other Skoropadsky’s army colleagues.

24. This letter, dated 26 June 1917, from Rossiiskoi gosudarstvennyi voiskovoi

istoricheskii arkhiv, fond 2067, list 1, file 2986, fols. 1-2, is reproduced in Spohady,

329-31.
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really understand Ukrainianization, reducing it to the replacement of

undermanned units at the front by Ukrainian units. Skoropadsky worried

that such an understanding of Ukrainianization would only worsen the

poor morale in the army. Furthermore, he pointed to Commander V.V.

Notbek’s unpleasant experience with Ukrainianization in a nearby army

corps.

If, Skoropadsky continued, the Russian government was serious about

Ukrainianization, he was ready to go to Kyiv and approach the Rada for

good soldiers and officer candidates. He would then gradually replace

non-Ukrainians with Ukrainians in his Thirty-fourth Army Corps, but

keep this experiment limited until it proved successful. He also insisted

that this corps be assigned a location not too far in the army’s rear, where

everything was disintegrating, but not too close to the front either.

Skoropadsky appeared to talk himself into supporting this policy and

even tried to persuade Rattel that “if we do it right, we are likely to get

not only a good fighting unit but also something politically very

important for Ukraine.” Moreover, he made a case for his own candidacy

for the job, given his “family name and reputation.” He concluded with

a reminder that not only Gutor sympathized with the general project but

even War Minister Aleksandr Guchkov reportedly saw it “as a good

thing.” Skoropadsky’ s primary argument for the experiment he was about

to undertake was that national feeling was a healthy foundation for

military affairs. As hetman he would develop this argument further, but

it would have little effect on actual army building. And this argument

brought him much closer to the soldiers to whom he had been so hostile

only a couple months earlier. Skoropadsky now argued that the only way

to preserve the fighting ability of the Russian army and with it the

Russian state was to recognize the national principle and national idea in

the army. The continuing disintegration of the Russian army reinforced

Skoropadsky ’s faith in the solution of Ukrainianization. He recalled the

months of July and August as “one of the worst, most repulsive periods

of my military service.” Soldiers had become wild, looting, raping

women, and torturing men in their mobs and mutinies. Skoropadsky held

the soldiers’ committees responsible for this “revolutionary discipline,”

as he sarcastically called it.^^

25. Ibid, 58-68. Skoropadsky furthermore recalls the retreat of the Russian army at

Temopil from 8 to 18 July as the most discouraging military event of his career.
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On his way to Kyiv Skoropadsky visited another superior officer,

Vladimir Selivachev, commander of the Seventh Army of the South-

western Front, who, while not sympathetic to Ukrainianization, tolerated

the idea on account of his good relations with Skoropadsky. Selivachev’

s

chief of staff. Count Kamensky, by contrast, cursed General Gutor for

starting this whole mess.

After his first unpleasant meeting with Petliura at the Central Rada,

Skoropadsky appears to have changed his mind again and asked that his

corps not be Ukrainianized. Finally, at the end of July 1917 General Lavr

Kornilov replaced Gutor as commander of the Southwestern Front and

ordered Skoropadsky to Ukrainianize his unit. He dismissed Skoropad-

sky’ s objections and reminded him that the main thing was the war. Any

misunderstandings with the Rada, he reassured him, could be cleared up

later. Skoropadsky perceived this as a very cavalier attitude toward the

Ukrainian movement. Reluctantly, he began to carry out the order,

Ukrainianizing first some of his weaker units so as not to risk the combat

readiness of the healthier ones. In short order the Thirty-fourth Corps,

which counted 60,000 well disciplined soldiers, was renamed the First

Ukrainian Corps. Shortly after ordering Ukrainianization, Kornilov was

dismissed as the army’s commander-in-chief and arrested in connection

with his failed putsch in Petrograd. Skoropadsky too was arrested, but the

Ukrainian Secretariat for Military Affairs secured his release and return

to his unit.^^ The new commander of the Southwestern Front, Lieutenant

General M.G. Volodchenko, was much more favourably disposed toward

the Rada, supported Skoropadsky in his negotiations with Petliura, and

was generally “a new type of commander,” very comfortable with

commissars and long speeches.^^

Another important episode in Skoropadsky’ s 1917 political trans-

formation was the emergence of the Free Cossack movement.^^ In early

October 1917 Petro Skrypchynsky, the same Ukrainian commissar who

26. Ibid., 60-70.

27. Ibid., 63-4, 74-9. Skoropadsky appears to have sympathized with Kornilov’s

putsch, but deemed it premature and was troubled by what he perceived as Kornilov’s

weak social and political base, which consisted mostly of Kadets. Furthermore, he

defended Kornilov against the protests of the Rada’s Secretariat as sympathetic to the

Ukrainian movement or, at least, to the Ukrainian army.

28. Ibid., 80.

29. Ibid., 50-1, 81-4, 94-100.
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had first approached Skoropadsky about Ukrainianizing his army corps,

informed Skoropadsky that he had been elected otaman of the Free

Cossacks at their all-Ukrainian congress in Chyhyryn. The Free Cossack

movement arose as an attempt of local communities to maintain order,

which could not be guaranteed either by the Provisional Government and

its local agents or by the Central Rada and its emerging administrative

apparatus. This largely peasant initiative, based in the Gubernias of Kyiv,

Chemihiv, Poltava, Katerynoslav, Kherson, and Kuban, was soon

captured by a group of ambitious politicians and occasional adventurers,

who appealed to the romantic traditions of the early Cossacks and

rehabilitated old Cossack terminology for units and ranks. These leaders

opposed the Rada’s efforts to transform the Cossack institutions and win

the Cossacks over to the Ukrainian cause. Skoropadsky, apparently

flattered by the election but somewhat unclear about its meaning, decided

to attend the congress and learn more about the Free Cossacks. The major

ideologue of the movement, Ivan Poltavets, shared with Skoropadsky his

ideas about the Free Cossacks as the foundation for healthy tendencies

that would save Ukraine from collapse. Poltavets’ strong anti-socialist

politics also appealed to Skoropadsky. Visiting the Berdychiv county

congress of the Free Cossacks, Skoropadsky was impressed with how
much interest the local population showed in this organization. Still, he

recalled that even at the first congress he attended, he saw a large gap

between his ideal of the Cossacks and the reality before him. In

particular, he was troubled by what he perceived as the fanaticism—often

an extreme anti-Russian attitude—of some of the leading figures in the

movement.

Out of these meetings, nonetheless, a utopian vision of a Ukrainian

state based on the ideal of Cossack agrarians began to take shape in

Skoropadsky’ s mind. His faith in the patriotism of property holders was

also shaped by his positive understanding of the Stolypin land reforms of

the prewar years. An overnight stay with some homesteaders on his way
to Kyiv deeply impressed on Skoropadsky the unrealized potential of the

Stolypin plan to create a strong farming class. But this emerging vision

of a Cossack agrarian society helped shape many of Skoropadsky’

s

political alliances in 1917 and during his rule in Kyiv and also ensured

that land reform and attitudes toward land reform would be an important

30. Ibid, 61.
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focus of his efforts. The Free Cossacks would also serve as a base for the

Ukrainian National Hromada, which was the main organizing force for

Skoropadsky’s coup against the Rada. The funds of the Cossack Rada

were an important financial resource for Skoropadsky, especially after his

resignation from the army in the aftermath of the Bolshevik coup in

Petrograd. Another important base of support for Skoropadsky were the

officers of the Thirty-fourth Army Corps.

Skoropadsky and the Politics of Russian-Ukrainian

Relations

Skoropadsky’s experience during the fall of 1917 with the Ukrainiani-

zation of his Thirty-fourth Army Corps, no doubt, shaped his emerging

political views more than any other single episode in his career. He was

forced to abandon the officially apolitical stance of the imperial officer

corps and to take sides with the factions that emerged both in the army

and the political worlds of Petrograd and Kyiv. He found himself divided

between his commanders in Kyiv and Petrograd and the Provisional

Government’s commissar in Kyiv, who opposed Ukrainianization. He was

also eaught in a fierce competition between civilian and military activists

in Ukraine; some of them opposed the Ukrainianization projects, while

others competed with Skoropadsky in forming their own Ukrainian

national military units with a far more radical national agenda than he

would accept. Skoropadsky was quickly disappointed by the turn that

Ukrainianization took. He observed with alarm how each set of reinforce-

ments he received was more and more politicized and “with a socialist

inclination.” He was disappointed with the military skills of the few

Ukrainian ensigns he was able to obtain for his army corps. He was very

troubled by the violent conflicts that broke out between the remaining

Great Russian officers and the nationally conscious Ukrainian officers

who were being transferred from other parts of the army. The Ukrainians,

in a new twist on revolutionary defensism, were insisting that the

Ukrainianized corps only be deployed in the defense of Ukraine and that

it be transferred from Bila Tserkva, Skoropadsky’s headquarters, to Kyiv

to defend the city from Great Russian troops returning from the front.

And he cursed the quartermaster-general’s office for failing to deliver the

supplies he had been promised to outfit his new units.^^

31. Ibid., 71-2.
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Before long both conservative and socialist politicians in Kyiv began

to resist the Ukrainianization drive in the name of either combating the

revolution or, ironically, furthering its aims. The Executive Committee of

Social Organizations took the former position, while the Kyiv Soviet of

Workers’, Peasants’, and Soldiers’ Deputies took the latter. In response

to the emerging strength of the Ukrainian national movement, a fiercely

defensive Russian national movement began to mobilize its own forces

to thwart the nationalization of the imperial army. In the general climate

of treason that was so prevalent during 1917, Skoropadsky was frequently

threatened by Russians with the direst of punishments for his act of

treachery in accepting German terms. Forced to choose what parts of his

Ukrainian identity he felt ready to defend against these charges, he began

to “invent” his own vision of Ukraine and what Russia meant to him.

In this setting he tried to work out a compromise between the

extremists of the Ukrainian left (and right) and the Russian right (and

left). The Ukrainian nationalists viewed any concession to the Russian

language or culture as a mask for Russian imperialist oppression, while

the Russian nationalists saw any concession to the Ukrainian language or

talk of autonomy or federalism as Mazepism and a threat to the unity of

the Russian state. Skoropadsky moved toward a federalist reform of the

Russian Empire that recognized the equality of Russia and Ukraine and

granted equal rights to the Ukrainian language and culture. He found the

attitude of the Russian Whites incomprehensible: many of them declared

that they would rather ally themselves with the Bolsheviks than with an

independent (or even autonomous) Ukraine. Skoropadsky firmly believed

that he was preserving in Ukraine the best of the Russian Empire as a

base for the future reconstruction of a strong, federated Russia, a Russia

with a great future. Many White generals and politicians, including not

a few in his own government, also viewed Ukraine as a bastion for

restoring a great but indivisible Russia. Their hopes were in direct

conflict with Skoropadsky’ s vision. He concluded sadly that Great

Russians of all parties did not want Ukraine to exist, even if it was

closely linked in a federation with Russia. He made another discovery

that was painful to a devout Orthodox Christian like him: that the rural

clergy was against him and his vision of Ukraine and rejected any

measure of church autonomy from Moscow. He found the attitude of

32. Ibid., 49.
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the thousands of political and intellectual figures who descended upon

Ukraine after the Bolshevik coup in Petrograd most difficult to under-

stand. They did all they could to undermine him and his regime, which

was their only hope for continued refuge. They foolishly hoped that the

Entente would come to their rescue and that their victory would “put an

end to this operettalike country Ukraine.” He concluded that the

intolerance of the Great Russians, and especially their leading cultural

figures, toward Ukrainian culture was much worse than that of the

Poles.^^

Skoropadsky attributed the extremist Ukrainian national position to

the pernicious influence of the Galician politicians and intellectuals, but

continuously denied that the Ukrainian national movement was a German,

Austrian, or Polish plot, as many of his Russian detractors claimed. He

believed that the Galician Ukrainians spoke a substandard dialect of the

Ukrainian language. Furthermore, he insisted that Galician and “Russian”

Ukraine were two separate countries, although there were some natural

ties between them, and accused the Galicians of trying to persuade the

Entente powers that a future “reunited” Ukraine ought to be dominated

by them.^^ But it was Galician POWs who hid Skoropadsky in their

barracks and helped him to escape from the Bolsheviks in Kyiv in

January 1918.^^ Moreover, he acknowledged that on social questions, the

Galician politicians were much more moderate, that is, closer to his own

positions, than the “Russian” Ukrainians but, unfortunately, not on

religious and cultural matters.^^

And he felt that the Russophobia of the extremists was indeed fed by

Polish elite antagonisms, a position he ironically shared with many of his

detractors on the Russian right wing. Furthermore, he continued to view

Orthodox Christianity as the genuine faith of the Ukrainian people and

was hostile to the role of the Ukrainian Catholic Church in shaping

Ukrainian culture and nation. Not surprisingly, he shared the Russian

political and military elites’ suspicion of Metropolitan Andrei Sheptytsky

33. Ibid., 210, 226-7, 255. Skoropadsky described a frequent pattern of transformation:

the new arrivals from Bolshevik Russia would at first express their love for the Ukrainian

language and for Kyiv and then gradually become discontented and dismissive of

everything Ukrainian as “nonsense” and “German inventions.”

34. Ibid., 49, 184.

35. Ibid., 109.

36. Ibid., 53.
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and Uniate priests. Finally, Skoropadsky “explained” the extremism of the

Ukrainian nationalists as a correlate of their left-wing politics, which, in

his opinion, inclined them toward populist demagoguery and conspiracy

theories and rendered them as intolerant of genuine pluralism as their

Bolshevik counterparts in Russia. He held these sorts of Ukrainians to be

no better than the Great Russians and just as responsible for committing

atrocities. He was not surprised at how many of these Ukrainian patriots

went over to the Bolshevik side and later claimed that Ukraine was all

along their sacred cause.^^

Skoropadsky reserved some of his most bitter characterizations for

two Ukrainian socialists—Volodymyr Vynnychenko and Symon Petliura.

Early on in his memoirs, he recalls reports that Vynnychenko had argued

that Ukraine needed a good dose of Bolshevism to consolidate its national

and social liberation and revolution. He also suspected that Vynnychenko

was the main conspirator against his regime in the second half of 1918.

He feared that Vynnychenko’ s influence with the Germans was on the

rise as they adapted to the idea of their own socialist government in

Berlin. Furthermore, Skoropadsky had intelligence reports that Vynny-

chenko had negotiated with the Bolsheviks to secure their support in the

event of a coup.^^ Finally, he recalled the telegram that he had received

from Vynnychenko demanding “in the tone of a Napoleon” that he

liquidate the Hetmanate.^^

Skoropadsky’ s opinion of Petliura was only shghtly more favourable,

because they agreed on the importance of a good fighting army. He appears

to have sympathized with Pethura in the latter’s conflict—over Ukrainianiz-

ation among other things—with one of Skoropadsky’ s superiors, Oberuchev.

Moreover, Pethura impressed Skoropadsky with his “feeling of love for

everything Ukrainian.” In November Skoropadsky came into conflict with

Pethura over his ordering Skoropadsky’ s Ukrainianized Thirty-fourth Army
Corps to the front and to Kyiv. Skoropadsky threatened to resign his

command because of Petliura’ s constant harassment. He recalled this period

as a “sheer nightmare” (sploshnoi koshmar). In the end Skoropadsky was

impressed above all with Petliura’ s theatricality, which Skoropadsky traced

37. Ibid., 121.

38. Ibid., 53, 293^, 297.

39. Ibid., 323.
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to the long period when the theatre was the only legitimate arena for the

Ukrainian movement.

Skoropadsky viewed most of the Rada’s pronouncements as

theatrical.^^ His judgment of the Rada government was harsh: that in ten

months of rule the socialists, for all their sincerity, were intellectually

powerless to set the country “onto a creative path.” The main obstacle

was their chauvinistic Galician Ukrainian orientation. Socialism in

Ukraine, he concluded, leads to Bolshevism. He firmly believed that the

Ukrainian people did not support socialism and that this was a minority

faith propagated by a few members of the intelligentsia who were isolated

from the people. Like many military men, he despised the socialists

generally for their politicization of the imperial army.^^

The Central Rada and its successor, the Directory of the Ukrainian

National Republic (UNR), reciprocated these feelings. They distrusted

Skoropadsky for his political ambitions and suspected that he was not in

the democratic camp. Skoropadsky himself acknowledged that his election

as otaman of the Free Cossacks and candidacy from the Union of

Landowners in the elections to the Constituent Assembly were political

mistakes.^^ Still, the Rada’s suspicions of his democratic credentials

provoked him to define his political beliefs more clearly. He asserted that

Ukraine needed a truly democratic party, because “in their soul Ukraini-

ans were democrats,” and that Ukrainian democracy and Ukrainian

culture ought not to exhibit hatred for everything Russian. Such

sentiments brought him into conflict with the leaders of the landowners’

league, which helped put him into power in spring 1918. He concluded

that the landowners were only interested in restoring the old regime in

Ukraine, something he realized was now impossible and undesirable."^^

The party to which Skoropadsky finally devoted his efforts was the

Ukrainian National Hromada. Its core consisted of many officers of the

40. Ibid., 61-2, 87-9,134, 203-6. In the end, Skoropadsky resigned his commission in

late December 1917 after another conflict with Mykola Porsh, who succeeded Petliura as

minister of defense. However, when the Bolsheviks began their assault on Kyiv, Petliura

approached Skoropadsky to take the command of the Right-Bank forces defending

Ukraine, and Skoropadsky readily agreed to do so (ibid., 99-101).

41. Ibid., 122, 124ff, 134, 146.

42. Ibid., 84.

43. Ibid., 123-6.
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First Ukrainian Corps and the Free Cossack movement.^ One would not

expect to find many democrats among them.

His belief in federalism, on the other hand, allied him with many

Ukrainian socialists. Like the socialists (including the Ukrainian Party of

Socialist Federalists), Skoropadsky conceived of Ukraine only in the

context of a future Russian federation, but he parted ways with them

when, after the Bolshevik coup in Petrograd, the socialists proclaimed the

slogan “forward to socialism through federalism.” His version of

federalism recognized that Russian and Ukrainian cultures were distinct

and mutually enriching. Moreover, in keeping with his conservative

orientation, he hoped that the idea of a decentralized Russia would

appeal, among others, to the business class, which would have direct

access to decision-makers in Kyiv rather than having to go through St.

Petersburg."^^ Despite the popularity of federalism among Ukrainians,

Skoropadsky’ s desperate bid to win the support of the Entente by

proclaiming federation with Russia cost him virtually all of the remaining

support he enjoyed among Ukrainian patriots. In his memoirs he admits

that this was one of his most serious political mistakes.^^

Of course, the complicated relationships that shaped the way

Skoropadsky understood Russia and Ukraine evolved against a set of

other important actors. Historically, the Russian-Ukrainian relationship

was often a consequence or afterthought of the more fundamental

opposition of Russians and Poles (and Ukrainians and Poles). Skoropad-

sky shared what appears to be a widespread view among the Russian

officer corps (and perhaps conservative imperial elites more broadly) that

the Poles were indeed latent enemies of the Russian state. In part, this

appears to be part of the civilizational rivalry in Ukraine between Roman
Catholicism and Orthodox Christianity. Skoropadsky hardly distinguished

the Ukrainian Catholic threat posed by Sheptytsky and his ambitions for

church union from the Roman Catholic Poles and likely saw them as

allies. But he also distanced himself from Polish landowners in Ukraine

44. Ibid., 138.

45. Ibid., 48, 54, 139. Interestingly, Skoropadsky concedes that Vynnychenko was right

in maintaining that only through independence could Ukraine enter a genuine federation

(ibid., 308).

46. Russian nationalists, particularly officers, interpreted Skoropadsky’ s proclamation

of federation and the start of the German retreat as signals to destroy the Ukrainian

movement (ibid., 309).
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whom he expected to oppose any moves toward establishing a stable,

independent Ukrainian state. This antagonism toward Poles even

provoked him to a rare defense of Mykhailo Hrushevsky, when in

summer 1917 he overheard some “Polish party speaking very critically

about the president of the Rada in a Zhytomyr restaurant.^^

After the signing of the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk between the Rada

and the Central Powers, Skoropadsky was also forced to reassess his

attitudes toward Germany and Austria-Hungary, the occupying powers in

Ukraine after January 1918. A clearly defensive tone in his memoirs

betrays his sensitivity to charges that he was a German puppet and that

he had betrayed the allied cause by collaborating with the occupying

authorities. Particularly, Great Russian parties tried to discredit Skoropad-

sky as a Germanophile."^^ Skoropadsky even felt compelled to distin-

guish his program of federalism from the Germans’ designs to dismantle

the Russian Empire by peeling off its western nations. Furthermore,

together with most of conservative (and a good part of liberal) Russian

imperial society, he believed that the Bolsheviks were German agents and

owed their victory largely to Germany. A measure of his distaste for the

Rada was his suspicion that it secretly negotiated (particularly Mykola

Porsh, who became the general secretary for military affairs in December

1917) with the Germans already in late 1917.^'^ Not surprisingly,

Skoropadsky described his attitudes toward and relations with the

Germans (and Austrians) with a great deal of ambivalence. He recorded

his disgust with the turn of events that made the Germans appear as the

saviours of Ukraine (and Russia, by extension) from “the Bolshevik

yoke.”^^ He was impressed with German orderliness and compared the

Germans favourably with their partners, the Austrians. His most positive

characterizations are, not surprisingly, of military men in contrast to

diplomats, civilian “advisors,” and economic planners from German

business circles. Still, he found it difficult to understand why the German

47. Ibid., 57, 61, 105, 138.

48. Ibid., 56, 114.

49. After all, he reminded his readers, the Germans were not in favour of Ukraine’s

adhering to a federation with Russia (ibid., 51). On German plans regarding the western

nations of the Russian Empire, see Fritz Fischer, Germany’s Aims in the First World War

(New York: W.W. Norton, 1967), esp. 120-54.

50. Ibid., 100, 113.

51. Ibid., 121-2.
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military men took the socialist Rada government so seriously (at least at

first) and continued to view the Ukrainian Social Democrats and Social

Revolutionaries as the only influential Ukrainian parties (even after the

Germans backed his coup against the Rada). He tied this German support

for Ukrainian socialists to their continued support for the Bolsheviks in

Petrograd, but came to realize that this pro-Bolshevik policy was the

subject of some serious policy disagreements within the German

govemment.^^

Skoropadsky’s first contact with representatives of the governments

he had just been fighting was in March 1918 when the Austrians

announced their plans to take over the hotel in Kyiv where Skoropadsky

was staying. At the time he met with the Austrian ambassador and the

Austrian military plenipotentiary, Major Moritz Fleischmann, a man

Skoropadsky took to exemplify Austrian duplicity. He quickly learned

from these first contacts that the Germans and Austrians had many

serious and frequent conflicts and disagreements over the occupation

policy and the war.^^ His first meeting with the German authorities

resulted from his request for their help to secure the release of his wife

and family, who were still behind Bolshevik lines. The Germans were

able to help in this matter through their contacts in Petrograd and

Moscow.^^ One of Skoropadsky’s most constant contacts during 1918

was Lieutenant General Groener, who from March 1918 was chief of

staff of Army Group Kyiv. During April 1918 Skoropadsky’s contacts

with the Germans became more frequent and soon began to revolve

around the possibility of a coup against the Rada. Interestingly, Skoropad-

sky kept the details of this plot secret from the Austrian Major Fleisch-

mann. In the end, he was able to secure the Germans’ neutrality during

the coup, asking them only to make sure that the Sich Riflemen remained

confined to their barracks, lest they feel an obligation to defend the Rada

govemment.^^

All the while Skoropadsky insisted that he was not a Germanophile

by any means, but a Ukrainophile above all. He found his alliance with

the Germans troubling and tried to keep doors open to the Entente

52. Ibid., 122-5.

53. Ibid., 130-1, 239-11.

54. Ibid., 135-6; 242-3. Somewhere in late December 1917 or early January 1918 the

Skoropadsky family estate in Trostianets was burned to the ground.

55. Ibid., 139^2.
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powers, hoping that they would respond to his efforts in creating an anti-

Bolshevik place d'armes for recovering Russia. But the French and

British governments came to support the White cause and were thereby

constrained in the support they could show for Skoropadsky or any

autonomous or independent Ukrainian state. Skoropadsky claimed to

prefer the Entente not only out of respect for the wartime alliance, but

because he expected it to win in the end over Germany. He concluded

that the Entente also bore a large measure of responsibility for the failure

of his state. During 1917 Skoropadsky had good relations with French

and British officers.^^ In December 1917 France briefly established

diplomatic relations with Ukraine; her mission, headed by General

Georges Tabouis, had authority over the Polish and Czechoslovak troops

in Ukraine, which Skoropadsky hoped might help to defend the Rada

from the expected Bolshevik attack. Skoropadsky was negotiating with

the French at the time the Rada sent its first peace mission to the

Germans.^^ After the Rada signed the Peace Treaty of Brest-Litovsk,

however, the French mission left Ukraine. Once the Entente cast its lot

with the White proto-governments around the peripheries of the former

Russian Empire, it was generally hostile to Ukraine’s independence.

The focus of Skoropadsky’ s greatest animus, however, was the enemy

he decided was most dangerous to Ukraine’s survival, the Bolsheviks. Not

only the Germans’ continued dealings with Soviet Moscow infuriated

him, but he clearly viewed many, if not most, of the Ukrainian socialists

through the prism of their fellow leftists. Bolshevization for Skoropadsky

explained the dissolution of the army and society. He even blamed the

pogroms of Jewish stores on Bolshevik influences among Ukrainians.

Similarly, he saw the decline in morality among officers and soldiers and

the horrible atrocities committed by the guard regiments as signs of the

coming Bolshevik world. And the Bolsheviks’ demoralizing impact was

not limited to Russian and Ukrainian soldiers; Skoropadsky overheard

Austrian and Hungarian prisoners of war discussing plans to execute

Emperor Karl.^^ For Skoropadsky the final proof of Bolshevik vileness

56. Ibid., 47, 146. His imperial military training left him somewhat proficient in

French. When Skoropadsky visited Kaiser Wilhelm in late 1918, he spoke with his

German military and political counterparts in French, since he did not know German. A
translator had to be provided for the German officers who did not know French.

57. Ibid., 47, 64, 67, 102-3, 105.

58. Ibid.. 91-3. 115.
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was their murder of 3,000 officers in Kyiv during their attack and

occupation of the city in January 1918. Skoropadsky also reported

countless cases of betrayal to the Bolsheviks of employers by their

servants and the Bolsheviks’ search for him at the Hotel Universal in

Kyiv.^^ Later in his memoirs Skoropadsky conceded that one of the few

major statesmen that his troubled times had brought to the fore was

Lenin, “to our horror.”^®

Skoropadsky as a Frustrated Ukrainian State Builder

In a career rich in paradoxes and ironies, Skoropadsky came to power

with few concrete plans about the new state of which he was proclaimed

hetman. But the closer he came to assuming power, the more he felt his

Ukrainianness come to the fore. On the evening of the coup in late April

1918 he went dressed in civilian clothes to the monument to St.

Volodymyr in Kyiv to meditate on the momentous step he was about to

take. A flood of memories of his Chemihiv ancestral home overwhelmed

him. He expected much nastiness from his enemies, but he also sensed

the grandiose tasks before him. He received an official blessing from

Archbishop Nikodim and had drafted a proclamation to “the inhabitants

and Cossacks of Ukraine.” He also recalled this occasion as the first time

he signed his name as the Ukrainian “Pavlo Skoropads'kyi,” rather than

the Russian “Pavel Skoropadskii.” His “coronation” as hetman was

celebrated by a putatively spontaneous prayer service in St. Sophia

Cathedral.^^

His greatest talents were in the military sphere of statecraft, but the

German and Austrian occupation regime forbade him from exercising

those talents until virtually the end of his rule.^^ At first Skoropadsky

59. Ibid., 119-20.

60. Ibid., 150.

61. Ibid., 145, 153-6.

62. Skoropadsky recalled that the Germans demanded several conditions before

promising their covert support and public neutrality in the event of a coup: (1) that

Skoropadsky’ s new government recognize the Peace Treaty of Brest-Litovsk; (2) that he

take measures to regulate the Ukrainian currency; (3) that he improve control over the

export of foodstuffs to the Central Powers; (4) that he pass a law permitting German

troops stationed in Ukraine to purchase necessary food supplies at local prices; (5) that

he delay the convening of the diet until the German authorities felt the situation was

stable and favourable; (6) that he restore the judicial system to a measure of functioning

“and remove all demagogic elements”; (7) that he restore free trade; and (8) that Germany
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tried to win permission from the Germans to organize his own armed

forces by offering to have those troops collect from the Ukrainian

population the grain demanded by the Peace Treaty of Brest-Litovsk. The

Germans refused and carried out the mission themselves with relative

order and efficiency. By contrast, Skoropadsky recalled, the Austrian

troops simply pillaged the countryside because they too were affected by

nationalist and Bolshevik “degeneration.” The Austrians, moreover, were

thoroughly corrupt: in their occupation zone bribery flourished on a

“colossal scale.”^^ Skoropadsky was also acutely aware of Austrian plans

to install their own hetman in Ukraine after their victory.^"^

Although Skoropadsky was allowed to have an army, a naval

minister, and even a chief of his general staff, he was not permitted to

begin organizing an army. The Germans seized all the navy in the Black

Sea except two armed carriers and only agreed in the fall to return this

fleet to the Ukrainian state; they also insisted that the Ukrainians pay for

some share of the former Russian fleet! His armed forces were limited to

those that had been formed under the UNR and the various Ukrainianized

units of the former Russian army. General Groener insisted that 2,000

troops were sufficient for keeping order in Kyiv and guarding Skoropad-

sky. The German and the Austrian armies, estimated at 400,000, occupied

all the suitable barracks and made several attempts at organizing military

units from Ukrainian prisoners of war in their camps.^^ Though the

Hetman was upset by these attitudes, the occupying powers resisted his

entreaties until the bitter end of his regime; and if German opposition

were not enough, his plans for building an army were opposed also by

members of his own Council of Ministers. Nonetheless, his military

advisors drew up plans and military codes for the day when they might

have the right to acquire any surpluses beyond those already assigned for export (ibid.,

148).

63. Ibid., 184.

64. Habsburg circles had been preparing one of their own—Archduke Wilhelm von

Habsburg-Lothringen, a.k.a. Vasyl Vyshyvany (1896-1948)—for the throne of an

autonomous Ukraine in the victorious Habsburg Empire. Wilhelm was the son of

Archduke Karl. From the age of twelve he had lived with his parents on their estate in

Galicia where he had studied the Ukrainian language and been exposed to Ukrainophile

ideas (ibid., 208, 239^1).

65. Ibid., 189-90. The UNR had signed an agreement with Germany in March allowing

Ukrainian prisoners of war in camps in Rastatt, Wezlar, and Salzwedel to be recruited to

the First Ukrainian Division, the Bluecoats (Synozhupannyky).
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be allowed to create the modem army that many imperial officers had

dreamed of before the First World War.^^ After the rout of Bolshevik

forces in January, intelligence reports about Bolshevik units forming in

Chemihiv and Kursk suggested that a new offensive would be launched

in spring 1919, so time was running short for organizing conscription and

some minimal training of the new Ukrainian army.

Despairing over this situation, Skoropadsky pressed the German

occupation authorities in Kyiv to arrange an invitation for him from

Emperor Wilhelm to visit Germany. Among other matters, Skoropadsky

wanted to counter what he saw as the pro-Bolshevik orientation of the

German Ministry of Foreign Affairs. He believed that German military

leadership had already seen the dangers of this policy and concurred with

him in opposing it.^^ Finally, the emperor was persuaded to receive

Skoropadsky and a Ukrainian delegation on an official visit at the

beginning of September. The visit began with a reception by the Foreign

Ministry in Berlin, those Germans most supportive of the Bolshevik

orientation of their government, and with the Chancellor. Then Skoropad-

sky’ s party visited the emperor at his headquarters in Kassel, where

Emperor Wilhelm bestowed the Order of the Red Eagle on the Hetman

and in an official speech recognized Ukraine’s independence. As

Skoropadsky recalled, the emperor inquired about the fate of his Russian

in-laws, the Romanovs, who by then had been murdered by the Bolshe-

viks. From Kassel Skoropadsky proceeded to the headquarters of Field

Marshal Paul von Hindenburg and General Erich Ludendorff in Spa,

Belgium. He was relieved to learn, for what it was worth, that both high

commanders were against the Bolshevik orientation and favoured his

efforts to build a Ukrainian army. Skoropadsky’ s experience with the rise

of socialism in Russia in 1917 made him wary of the increasing influence

of leftist forces in Germany. He realized that before long he might have

to deal with a new German government and asked his deputy foreign

minister to ascertain which of the German socialists were “worth getting

to know.” Then he visited the naval residence of Prince Henry of Prussia,

the emperor’s brother, in Kiel. He was troubled by the restive mood of

the German sailors, which evoked unpleasant memories of 1917.^^

66. Ibid., 178-9.

67. Ibid., 241-2, 269-71. Skoropadsky reported that General Groener kept trying to get

his government to break off relations with the Bolsheviks.

68. Ibid., 273-82.
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Surprisingly, the Ukrainian parties saw Skoropadsky’s trip to Germany

as a sign of international recognition for Ukraine and greeted it as a

victory. Predictably, the Russian parties viewed it as further evidence of

Skoropadsky’s crimes against Russia. In any event, whatever concessions

he might have won for Ukraine’s autonomy and self-government proved

to be short-lived in the wake of the November revolution in Germany and

the signing of the armistice.

Skoropadsky’s frustration in military matters was compounded by the

ever larger presence in Ukraine of Russian officers who had fled

Bolshevik sovdepiia and were being recruited to the Volunteer Army. In

the meantime, these idle officers and their families joined the ranks of

tens of thousands of displaced persons in all the major cities of Ukraine

(15,000 in Kyiv alone). Many of these officers were openly hostile to

Ukraine and attracted to right-wing parties. As a fellow soldier, Skoropad-

sky urged the Council of Ministers to take up their plight, but the only

thing to come of it was a financial scandal: corrupt officers embezzled the

funds they had raised.^^ Skoropadsky felt betrayed by thousands of

Russian officers whose lives he had saved.^°

Skoropadsky turned his political and organizational skills to state

building. As a military leader he realized the importance of institutions,

procedures, and personnel, and he was determined to undo the damage

inflicted on institutions by his socialist predecessors in the Rada

government. Despite his professed preference for a future democratic (but

monarchical!) Ukraine, Skoropadsky believed that in the short term the

country needed a firm dictatorship, and he tried to move the Hetmanate

in that direction. But he firmly rejected the proposal to accept the title of

president of the Ukrainian State and never summoned any parliamentary

body during his eight-month rule.^^

Because Skoropadsky’s rise to power was not carefully planned and

happened quite suddenly, he did not have people around him with whom
he felt he could really work or whom he could trust. In his memoirs he

regrets one or another appointment after observing an appointee on the

job. He frequently had to appoint people who were hostile to the

69. Ibid., 172-3; 177-8, 180-1, 188, 200.

70. Ibid., 299-300.

71. Ibid., 160, 172-3, 185, 204-5. Plans for elections to a Ukrainian state diet were

worked out by the fall of 1918, but Skoropadsky and his government fled Kyiv nearly two

months before the planned elections were to be held on 15 February 1919.
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Ukrainian cause but had the necessary technical skills.^^ He had to

change his cabinet three times during his brief term in power. He

appointed a remarkable number of political notables from the Old Regime

to his cabinet so that it looked like a Ukrainian version of the first

Provisional Government coalition. He drew on Kadet professors and

moderate socialists, business leaders and landowners, and people who had

served in various public organizations like the Union of Towns and

Zemstvos and the Tatiana Committee for Refugees during the war. These

appointments showed his determination to reach compromise and to

balance the Ukrainian national and Russian state elements in his

govemment.^^

Almost from the start Skoropadsky assigned great importance to

diplomatic relations and international recognition for his new government.

Here he had modest success. Germany recognized the new regime in

August, following the ratification of the Peace Treaty of Brest-Litovsk in

Vienna. Germany’s allies—Austria-Hungary, Turkey, and Bulga-

ria—followed her example. Newly independent states or proto-states that

were once part of the Russian Empire—the Don and Kuban regions,

Georgia, Finland, and Poland—also recognized his government.^^

Despite his misgivings about the Germans and the Central Rada, the two

sides that negotiated the Brest-Litovsk Treaty, he never thought of

renouncing it. He realized that he needed the good will of the Germans

and Austrians. The German and Austrian ambassadors to the Rada

government in Ukraine remained after the coup. During the first days of

his hetmancy Skoropadsky had frequent contact with the German supreme

commander. Field Marshal Hermann Eichhom, the German ambassador

Baron Philip Alfons Mumm von Schwartzenstein, and his Austrian

counterpart, Ritter von Herwilt Princig.^^ The historian Dmytro Doro-

shenko became foreign minister over German objections,^^ Skoropad-

sky’ s future court historian and political theorist Viacheslav Lypynsky

72. Ibid., 158-9.

73. Ibid., 161.

74. Ibid., 265-6.

75. Ibid., 171-2.

76. Ibid., 162. German objections forced Skoropadsky to appoint Mykola Vasylenko,

his minister of national enlightenment and a prominent Kyiv Kadet professor, as acting

minister of foreign affairs for the first few weeks of the Hetmanate.
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became ambassador to Austria-Hungary, and Baron Teodor Steingel

became ambassador to Germany.

On the basis of first-hand observations Skoropadsky divided the

Germans in Ukraine into three large categories. The first was the

“military class,” whom he recalled as honest, in many cases democrats by

conviction. They did not want Ukraine’s ruin and tried to understand

Ukraine, “but relied on books published in Lviv” and were at the mercy

of Ukrainian chauvinists. He also observed the lamentable decline in the

German officer corps very soon after the November revolution in

Germany and drew obvious parallels to what he had observed more

closely in the Russian army. The second group consisted of diplomats,

who, “like all diplomats, adapted to their ministry, the emperor and his

circle, the Reichstag, and eventually even the socialists.” The diplomats

arrived with all sorts of experts in finance, industry, and trade to explore

Ukrainian resources. Finally, the third group included representatives of

German culture and scholarship—various specialists, scholars, and

journalists. Having held German science in high esteem, Skoropadsky was

disappointed by the “firm prejudices” and “little regard for reality” he

found among them.^^

By the terms of the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk and his assurances to his

German protectors, Skoropadsky had to appoint a delegation to negotiate

with the hated Bolshevik regime in Moscow. General consulates were

established in Moscow and Petrograd and four consulates in Samara,

Saratov, Kazan, and Omsk; an important border treaty was signed with

Russia; and Moscow released a “state train” of scholars and scientists to

Kyiv. But Skoropadsky admitted that he pushed forward on the border

negotiations largely under German pressure and for their promise to allow

him to outfit eight army corps. And he was exasperated by the German

refusal to move their troops up to the new demarcation lines, thereby

leaving thousands of civilians “stranded in sovdepiia.''^^ These negoti-

ations also involved representatives from the Don and Kuban Cossacks;

Skoropadsky supplied arms to both proto-governments in the name of

their joint anti-Bolshevik struggle, although ardent members of the

77. Ibid., 245-8.

78. The head of the delegation to the RSFSR was Serhii Shelukhyn, a lawyer, poet,

moderate Ukrainian socialist-federalist from Odesa, and justice official in the UNR. His

deputy was Ihor Kistiakovsky, lawyer and member of a prominent liberal Ukrainian

family (ibid., 234-5, 241-2).
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Ukrainian movement in his government, not to mention his German

proteetors, who, at least offieially, had to maintain good relations with the

Bolsheviks, did not want to hear anything of Ukraine’s alliance with the

autonomous Cossack governments. Skoropadsky, however, saw the

Cossacks as allies in his quest for a federal, decentralized Russia.^^

Finally, Skoropadsky tried to keep all his options open by maintaining

unofficial and partly clandestine contacts with the Entente powers, hoping

that they might rescue him. He appeared to understand that Ukraine’s

treaties and cooperation with Germany and Austria-Hungary, who were

still at war with Britain and France, complicated any improvement in

relations with the Entente powers. Even here he achieved a certain

measure of success, although only on the eve of his ouster from power.

He appointed ambassadors to the United States, Romania, and France.^®

Skoropadsky was proud of setting up two universities and several

Ukrainian gymnasiums, launching the Academy of Sciences, a state

theatre, a state orchestra, a kobzar school, a national film studio, and a

national museum. His minister of public enlightenment, the Kadet

professor Mykola Vasylenko, devoted particular attention to higher

education and scientific institutions, although he clashed with more ardent

Ukrainian nationalists because of his insistence on the importance of

Russian culture. An old family friend and supporter of Ukrainian culture,

Petro Doroshenko, launched the state theatre. In the tradition of his

ancestors, the Hetman saw himself as a supporter of Ukrainian culture:

he opened a meeting of the Ukrainian Club in Kyiv, attended concerts,

and appeared publically with prominent Ukrainian writers.^^ Still, he

lamented in retrospect that his government had failed to get its message

79. Ibid., 236-8. Skoropadsky claimed that he even sent aid to the Whites, but the

Germans kept him under close surveillance and made this very difficult. He frequently

corresponded with Alekseev, who sought his intervention to help free offieers arrested by

Germans on suspicion of being Allied agents in Ukraine. Skoropadsky compiled a list of

all officers of the Volunteer Army on Ukrainian territory and did not harm them, naively

believing that he and they were fighting a common cause. When Alekseev died,

Skoropadsky ordered a special memorial mass served in Kyiv. But relations with

Alekseev’s successor, Anton Denikin, soured quickly. Skoropadsky accused Denikin of

agitating the officers of the Volunteer Army against him.

80. Ibid., 264-5, 291, 301.

81. Ibid., 134, 165-6, 213, 228-31. During the hetman period there was a surprising

cultural revival in large measure thanks to the thousands of actors and artists who had fled

Bolshevik Russia to Kyiv.
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out in an effective manner. No serious newspaper in the Ukrainian

language appeared until nearly the end of his rule.^^ After eight months

of determined culture building, Skoropadsky concluded that his efforts

were stymied by Kyiv’s provincial character. The shortage of Ukrainian

scholars in several fields forced him to turn to Russia, ironically, to

develop Ukrainian science: he negotiated with the Bolshevik government

the release of a special train of hundreds of Russian scholars and

scientists to Ukraine in the hope that they would help build a Ukrainian

Academy of Sciences.^^ Skoropadsky ’s defense of these policies against

criticisms from Ukrainian political and intellectual circles contains some

of his harshest attacks on Galician Ukrainians: “there is really no culture

[in Galicia]. Galicians live off the leftovers dropped from the German and

Polish table. Even their language reflects this clearly, when four out of

every five words is Polish or German!” Galicians, he charged, would

force on Ukrainians their narrow-minded and shallow culture, supplanting

the great music, literature, art, and scholarship created jointly by Russians

and Ukrainians over the centuries. “Would Shevchenko,” he challenged

his critics, “agree to turn his back on Pushkin, Gogol, and others” for this

pathetic Galician culture

In religious matters, Skoropadsky, who claimed to be a profoundly

religious Orthodox Christian, ran into considerable opposition when he

tried to reschedule the church council that had been interrupted by the

Bolshevik occupation of Kyiv in January 1918. The opposition came from

the recently appointed metropolitan of Kyiv, Nikodim, who warned

Skoropadsky that summoning such a council then would provide a screen

for the Uniates to further schism in Ukraine. Skoropadsky ’s federalist

sympathies extended to ecclesiastical matters: he favoured decentralization

and some measure of autonomy, if not autocephaly and moves toward

Ukrainianization. Still, he was prepared to accept two churches, one loyal

to Moscow and one to Kyiv. He was very disappointed in the conserva-

82. Ibid., 219-21. The newspaper that Skoropadsky deemed “decent and serious” was

Mir.

83. Ibid., 233-4. Volodymyr Vernadsky headed the committee that organized the

academy. Vernadsky had lived in Ukraine since June 1917 and, eventually, became the

first president of the Ukrainian Academy of Science.

84. Ibid., 233. And yet he follows this outburst in his memoirs with a contrasting and

balancing declaration of his great respect for Galicians and their devotion to their native

land and for their genuine democracy.
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live Orthodox priesthood and hierarchy and suggested they learn from the

example of their archrival. Metropolitan Sheptytsky.^^

The Hetman’s finance minister, Anton Rzhepetsky, devised a new tax

system, set up a State Bank and a Land Bank to support the land reform,

and introduced a new currency in mid-June 1918.^^ Land reform was

urgent to begin building the healthy farmer nation that Skoropadsky

envisioned in his Ukrainian utopia. As a onetime landowner himself,

Skoropadsky fancied himself a specialist in agrarian matters. His ultimate

ideal was to see Ukraine covered with small highly productive farms

selling beets to sugar factories, which would offer shares to wealthier

peasants. His government repealed the Third Universal and thereby

restored the principle of private land ownership. He insisted, however,

that any parceling of the large estates be carried out by legal means and

not threaten the interests of landowners, especially Right-Bank Roman

Catholic ones. He thought that he had found common cause with the

Ukrainian Democratic Agrarian Party because of its “healthy” national

and social agendas. The Union of Landowners resisted the Hetman’s land

reform and insisted on an outright buyout of large estates.^^

Conclusion

In the end, the German and Austrian occupation regime created the

conditions of relative order and stability in which Skoropadsky could

attain some important successes, but at the same time guaranteed his

ultimate defeat by denying him an army with which to defend his state

after the withdrawal of the German and Austrian forces. Grain requisi-

tioning by the Germans proved just as erosive to the Hetman’s authority

as it had to the Central Rada’s. But Skoropadsky was also aware that his

own government, with its constant quarrels and intrigues, had undermined

his (and its) authority. The Directory that succeeded Skoropadsky’

s

85. Ibid., 196-200. Skoropadsky appointed Vasilii Zenkovsky, a Kadet and a professor

of philosophy, as minister of religious affairs.

86. Ibid., 193-4. Rzhepetsky had been head of a Kyiv credit society and advisor to the

Kyiv City Duma. A Kadet, he chaired the electoral commission for the State Duma.

87. Ibid., 136-8, 221, 282-7.

88. Pressed by the increasingly vocal Russian officers, during his final days in power

Skoropadsky reluctantly appointed new people to key government posts. The new
commander-in-chief. General F.A. Keller, abolished all the new codes that had been

devised by the ministry of defense and restored the imperial regulations in what the

Hetman decried as a military counter-reform. At the end Skoropadsky’ s entourage was
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rule overturned many of his achievements, just as he had done with the

Rada’s innovations. He interpreted the Directory’s acts as destroying

Ukraine’s “stateness (gosudarstvennost) in every sense.” Hence, in his

eyes his successors were little better than the Bolsheviks.

When Skoropadsky turned to the causes of his failure, he blamed the

lack of political culture in Russia and the mutual mistrust and demoraliz-

ation of all classes. This situation was exacerbated by the war and

Ukraine’s complete isolation from the outside world under the military

occupation.^^ He placed almost equal responsibility on the Great

Russians, who viewed his rule all along as a transition from the Rada to

the Old Regime, which had been overthrown in Petrograd, and on the

Galicians and Ukrainian socialists, who incited class hostility and engaged

in demagoguery at the expense of genuine social reform and democracy.

Certainly, the Ukrainian people were not to blame for the horrors that

were visited upon them. This was a people far more capable of demon-

strating “profound Christian love and renunciation than any west

European [people].” The intelligentsia lacked any genuine knowledge of

this people and strove blindly to imitate the West. Skoropadsky’

s

“Ukrainian” or “Little Russian” Slavophile ideas shaped his view of the

Bolsheviks not only as crazy idealists from the alienated intelligentsia, but

also as infiltrated by a large number of foreigners and criminals. He

believed, it appears to the end, that Ukraine was the most likely launching

platform for defeating the Bolsheviks and restoring Great Russia and

could not understand why the anti-Bolshevik forces could not unite

against their obvious enemy. In Skoropadsky’ s opinion, the anti-Bolshe-

vik forces failed to understand that national feeling was the only force

capable of resisting Bolshevism.^^

split between supporters of Petliura and supporters of General (and Prince) Aleksandr

Dolgorukov, the leader of the Russian right-wing forces (ibid., 313, 317).

89. Ibid., 54-5.

90. Ibid., 211-12.

91. Ibid., 291, 298. For the Hetman’s relations with the White governments, see Anna

Procyk, Russian Nationalism and Ukraine.



Episodes in the Historiography of the

Ukrainian Icon

John-Paul Himka

This article surveys the major milestones in the conceptualization of the

Ukrainian icon. First, however, it looks at the emergence of a rival

conceptualization, that of the Carpathian icon, which was first formulated

in 1971 in the work of a Polish scholar Janina Klosihska.* It was not

until the 1990s that Ukrainian students of icons reacted to this work: they

rejected its conceptual framework entirely, asserting that the icons

Klosihska had written about were properly termed Ukrainian icons. At the

end of the 1990s the two conceptions confronted each other in the form

of two contesting albums: one entitled Ikona karpacka (The Carpathian

Icon) published in Poland^ and another, Ukrainska ikona (The Ukrainian

Icon) published in Ukraine.^ Then I examine the two major positive

elaborations of the conception of the Ukrainian icon, neither of which

took up the issue of the Carpathian icon. The first of these was a history

of the Ukrainian icon published in 1973 by Sviatoslav Hordynsky, an

artist and art historian working in North America."^ The second, much

more ambitious in scope, was written by the Kyiv art historian Dmytro

Stepovyk.^ In the course of the discussion of these works, it should

1. Janina Klosinska, Ikony, Muzeum Narodowe w Krakowie, Katalogi zbiorow, 1

(Krakow: Muzeum Narodowe w Krakowie, 1973).

2. Jerzy Czajkowski, Romualda Grz?idziela, and Andrzej Szczepkowski, Ikona

karpacka (Sanok: Muzeum Budownictwa Ludowego w Sanoku, 1998).

3. Vasyl Otkovych and Vasyl Pylypiuk, Ukrainska ikona XIV-XVIII st.: Iz zbirky

Natsionalnoho muzeiu u Lvovi. Ukrainian Icon XIV-XVIII Centuries: From the Collection

of the National Museum in Lviv (Lviv: Svitlo i tin, 1999).

4. Sviatoslav Hordynsky, Ukrainska ikona 12-18 storichchia (Philadelphia:

Provydinnia, 1973).

5. Dmytro Stepovyk, Istoriia ukrainskoi ikony, X-XX st. (Kyiv: Lybid, 1996).
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become clear that the icons produced on Ukrainian ethnographic territory

require more scholarship of a higher standard.

The Carpathian Icon: Klosihska’s Formulation

Janina Klosihska’s catalogue of the icons in the collection of the

National Museum in Cracow, Ikony, which introduced the concept of

Carpathian icon into the literature, is one of the most important publica-

tions on the icons of the Ukrainian/Rusyn region of the Carpathians. The

catalogue is rich in illustrations, although they are mostly in black and

white. The greatest virtue of the book, however, is the text. Klosihska

opens it with a detailed introduction, which might be considered the most

serious treatment of these icons since Ilarion Svientsitsky’s works of the

1920s.^ Each type of icon included in the catalog receives a concise

iconographic analysis. And the forty-five icons with full-page illustrations

are accompanied by commentaries about a page in length.

In the introduction Klosihska argues for the term Carpathian icon.

She uses the term to designate a stylistically specific group of icons that

originated on a particular territory, namely, “a part of the Western

Carpathians (from the upper Dunajec River to the upper Oslawica River,

the so-called western and central Lemko region) as well as the Eastern

Carpathians and adjacent regions (the basin of the upper San River or the

eastern Lemko region, and the Boiko region, the basin of the upper

Prypiat and Dniester Rivers),” including “not only the Polish and

Ukrainian Carpathians, but also the Slovak Carpathians and Romanian

lands, that is, Maramure§ and Bukovyna” (p. 11). She feels that this term

is more useful than other terms that had been used in the literature, such

as Ruthenian icon {ikona ruska), Lemko icon, or Ukrainian icon. She

particularly objects to the term Galician icon {ikona halicka), because

there is no evidence that an icon school or even workshop existed in

Galicia and because the medieval Principality of Galicia did not

encompass all the territory on which Carpathian icons were produced, nor

did the principality exist when the icons were produced. She also rejects

the terms Polish icon and Slovak icon. She argues that territorial

designations are common and appropriate in art history. Her terminology,

she believes, has the virtue of abstracting from the question of the

6. I. Svientsitsky, Ikonopys halytskoi Ukrainy XV-XVI vikiv, Zbirky Natsionalnoho

muzeiu u Lvovi (Lviv, 1928). Ilarion Svientsitsky-Sviatytsky [sic], Ikony halytskoi

Ukrainy XV-XVI vikiv, Zbirky Natsionalnoho muzeiu u Lvovi (Lviv, 1929).
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nationality to which this sacral art belonged. This is important because in

the Middle Ages nationality was often impossible to determine, but also

of no significance; “not nationality, but the climate of the culture of a

partieular region determined the artist’s creativity” (p. 12).

Klosihska raises the possibility that some of the painters of the icons

were Serbs, Greeks (p. 47), or even Poles (p. 13). More importantly, she

casts doubt on the hypothesis, generally accepted in Ukrainian scholar-

ship, that the icons of the Carpathian region continued the traditions of

the Kyiv school (pp. 34-5). Rather, she seems to link the emergence of

the ieons in the Carpathian region to the Vlach immigration of the

fourteenth to sixteenth centuries. She characterizes the Vlach colonization

as consisting of “Balkan, Transylvanian, Ruthenian, Romanian, and

Hungarian populations” (p. 24).

The Response of Ukraiman Art Historians

Ukrainian art historians responded to Klosihska’ s views only two

decades later. Perhaps it was not possible to discuss these issues before

then.

The first to treat of Klosihska’ s work was Lidiia Kots-Hryhorchuk.^

She affirmed the essential Ukrainian character of the icons in Klosihska’

s

collection. They were painted “on the national ethnic territory in the spirit

of the traditions of ieon painting historically nurtured here” (p. 61).

Ukrainian ieons form a recognizable unit: the stylistic differences among

icons from southwest Ukraine and Volhynia, Polissia and the Dnieper

region are “insignificant” (p. 61). “Thus one cannot speak about the icons

under investigation as Slovak, Romanian, Polish, or Moldavian” (p. 62),

which is something Klosihska herself said explicitly.

In Kots-Hryhorchuk’ s reading, Klosihska considered the Vlach

colonization “of decisive significance” (p. 63), but Kots-Hryhorchuk was

unable to eite an unequivocal statement in that regard by Klosihska,

because there is none. In Kots-Hryhorehuk’s view, which is generally the

dominant view in Ukrainian historiography, the “Vlachs” in the

Carpathians were not so much Vlachs in the sense of Romanians as

shepherds and others, mainly Ukrainians, who settled on the basis of the

convenient Vlach law (pp. 63-4). She rightly maintained that we have no

evidence whatsoever that there was a Vlach school of iconography. On

7. Lidiia Kots-Hryhorchuk, “Nove pro naidavnishi zrazky ukrainskoho ikonopysu,”

Narodna tvorchist ta etnohrafiia, 1991, no. 4; 59-68.
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the other hand, we do know that the Polish king Wladyslaw Jagiello in

the late fourteenth and early fifteenth century contracted Rus' artists to

paint for him (p. 65).

There is a very odd moment in the Kots-Hryhorchuk review. Kots-

Hryhorchuk, who has done specialized linguistic and paleographic work

on the inscriptions on early modem icons, ^ takes issue with Klosihska’s

statement that, judging by the kinds of errors he made in inscriptions, the

iconographer who painted the Last Judgment from the Przemysl

(Peremyshl) region in the National Museum in Cracow “was able to write

in Polish rather than in Church Slavonic” (p. 13). Clearly Kots-Hryhor-

chuk is in the right on this question: the inscriptions on that icon, which

I have examined personally, have no Polonisms or errors and even show

Ukrainian dialectal features. But in pressing her point, Kots-Hryhorchuk

goes much too far. To deny the Polishness of the painter, she states that

he had written in one inscription somert hrishnoho liakha (p. 67), that is,

the death of a sinful Pole. In fact, the inscription clearly reads somert

hrishnyku liuta, that is, the death of the sinner is evil (see Psalm 33: 21

in the Septuagint or Slavonic translation),^ and is a common inscription

for the scene depicted—the death of a sinner.

The second Ukrainian review of Klosihska’s book was written by

Volodymyr Ovsiichuk.^® He also takes her to task for something she did

not do, namely, for employing the term Polish icon. He notes Klosihska’s

declaration that she does not approve of the term, but adds that she “did

not think it necessary to remember this when she prepared for publication

in several European languages a book [actually catalogs of exhibitions]

entitled The Polish Icon'" (p. 472). The title he actually cites is leones de

Pologne. The German title of the same was Ikonen aus Polen. Of course,

icons from Poland is not the same thing as Polish icons.

8. Lidiia Kots-Hryhorchuk, “Napysy na tvorakh ukrainskoho serednovichnoho

maliarstva (Linhvistychne ta paleohrafichne doslidzhennia),” Zapysky Naukovoho

tovarystva im. Shevchenka. Pratsi filolohichnoi sektsii 221 (1990): 210-36.

9. In later translations that returned to the original Hebrew, the same passage was

rendered differently; the King James version, for example, has: “Evil shall slay the

wicked” (Psalm 34: 21).

10.

Volodymyr Ovsiichuk, “Janina Klosihska. Ikony. Krakow, 1973. 312 s.,” Zapysky

Naukovoho tovarystva im. Shevchenka. Pratsi sektsii mystetstvoznavstva 121 (1994):

471-8.
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Ovsiichuk’s review is permeated with a nationalist spirit. In his view,

Klosihska’s main problem was that she could not overcome the “psycho-

logical barrier” to understand the specificity of the Ukrainian icon in

which “the power of a people that was able to preserve its language,

customs, character over centuries is manifested.” “The icon in Ukraine

and, especially, in the Carpathian region was something more than an

artistic religious creation in European art of, say, the sixteenth to

eighteenth centuries. The icon for the Ukrainian people was an object of

holiness and unity, it incorporated in itself not so much Byzantinism, as

the great idea of the national fate. Did this same idea permeate the

Serbian and Bulgarian icons or the Russian icon, which was subordinated

to the imperial aspirations of great-state builders {velykoderzhavnykiv)T

(p. 472). His intellectual position is well captured by the concluding line

of the review: “no ‘scholarly’ intentions can justify not recognizing the

great cultural heritage, which united the nation through the ages, as

belonging to the Ukrainian nation” (p. 478).“

Album 1: The Carpathian Icon

In 1998 the Museum of Folk Architecture in Sanok published an

album of icons entitled Ikona karpacka (The Carpathian Icon). It was co-

authored by Jerzy Czajkowski (then director of the museum), Romualda

Grz^dziela, and Andrzej Szczepkowski. The album reproduced almost the

entire icon collection of the museum. Two features make it particularly

valuable for scholarship: its chronological range and its inclusiveness. The

reproductions begin with the fifteenth century, the classic period for the

Carpathian icon, but they continue straight through to the early twentieth

century. Earlier albums of icons generally excluded the nineteenth and

twentieth centuries, but in the last decade there has been more openness

11. A similar spirit infuses other works by Ovsiichuk. His latest, co-authored book

claims that Ukrainian icons of the Mother of God from the fifteenth century expressed

“the tragic fate of the native land” and engendered “hope for liberation, and above all

spiritual elevation, the strengthening of patriotic efforts indispensable for a conscious

offensive against the violence of Poland and Lithuania, the covetousness of Moscow, and

the plundering attacks of the Crimean horde.” The icon of the Pantocrator painted by

Master Dmytrii in 1565 was inspired by Ukraine’s suffering inflicted by the Ottoman
Empire, Moscow, and Poland-Lithuania. The icon “emerged as a powerful organized

force, as a heroic integral monument . . . expressing the state of society and the hopes of

the masses and also the general idea of national unity (sobornist)” (Volodymyr Ovsiichuk

and Dmytro Krvavych, Opovid pro ikonu [Lviv: Instytut narodoznavstva NAN Ukrainy,

2000], 384-5, 389).
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in icon scholarship to the later icons, even though in many ways they

break with the earlier tradition. Also, this album includes a number of

icons that could easily have been excluded on esthetic grounds (for

example, illustrations 31, 144, 162, 163); the inclusion of these less

successful creations gives us a fuller overall picture of icon painting in

the region. Every reproduced icon is accompanied by a commentary.

What the Ukrainian reviewers of Klosihska read into her work is

clearly manifest in this volume: a strong argument that the icons of the

Carpathians owe their origin to the Vlach colonization. The album opens

with a chapter by Czajkowski on the importance of the Vlachs in the

settlement of the Carpathians. This is followed by an essay by Grz^idziela,

“Ikona prawoslawna” (The Orthodox Icon), which ascribes the emergence

of the icons in this region to the Vlachs (especially p. 14). Both chapters

summarize work that the authors had published previously in much

longer, documented versions in a two-volume collection on the Lem-

kos.^^ It is difficult to read these two chapters and not gain the impres-

sion that the authors are concerned to separate these icons from any

Ukrainian tradition. Indeed, the U-word does not appear once in this

album.

As to the substance of the argument: Grz^dziela makes a convincing

case that these icons emerged in connection with the Vlach colonization

of the Carpathians and in villages founded on the basis of Vlach law.

What is not as convincing, however, is her conclusion that these icons

were therefore formed under Moldavian-Balkan-Greek influence. To make

that argument, she would have had to establish a clearer chronology for

the development of Moldavian icon painting. No evidence is adduced to

show that Moldavia had a well developed school of icon painting before

the appearance of the Carpathian icons. For example, in her longer article

she mentions several times the possibility of connections with the frescos

of Voronet, but Voronet was painted in the mid-sixteenth century, about

a century after the emergence of the Carpathian icons. The Last Judgment

12. Jerzy Czajkowski, “Dzieje osadnictwa historycznego na Podkarpaciu i jego

odzwiercedlenie w grupach etnograficznych,” in Lemkowie w historii i kulturze Karpat,

ed. Jerzy Czajkowski, pt. 1, 2d rev. ed. (Sanok; Muzeum Budownictwa Ludowego w
Sanoku, 1995), 27-166. Romualda Grz^idziela, “Proweniencja i dzieje malarstwa

ikonowego po polnocnej stronie Karpat w XV i na pocz. XVI w.,” in Lemkowie w historii

i kulturze Karpat, ed. Jerzy Czajkowski, pt. 2 (Sanok: Muzeum Budownictwa Ludowego

w Sanoku, 1994), 207-67.
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there does have several eharacteristic features in eommon with the

Carpathian Last Judgments, but the latter are older; also these same

features of the Voronet Last Judgment differentiate it markedly from

anything produced in the Slavic Balkans or by the Greeks. In fact,

comparisons suggest that there was indeed a connection between the

Carpathian icons and the Moldavian frescos, but the direction of influence

was the opposite of that suggested by Grz^dziela. Also, the Moldavian,

Carpathian, and northern Rus' depictions of the Last Judgment have many

features in common that are absent in Balkan and Greek depictions.

Grz^dziela has not been able to demonstrate convincingly that there are

features of these icons that are clearly identifiable with more southern

examples and that are not shared by the icons produced in successor

states of Rus'. In fact, what is sorely needed is a careful comparative

study of these Carpathian icons with contemporary icons produced in the

Romanian lands (and points south) and in northern Rus'.

The third article, by Szczepkowski, is called “Ikona pounijna” (The

Icon after the Union), that is, the church union. He takes 1596 as the

starting date of the ikona pounijna, that is, the year of the Union of Brest,

even though the union did not extend to the Carpathian region until the

end of the seventeenth century. He justifies his earlier dating by asserting

that some artists of the region embraced the union right after Brest, while

others did not (p. 17). It would be interesting to see evidence for this

view. Although it stands to reason that the church union would have

influenced iconography, Szczepkowski does not make a satsifying case

that it did.^^ He points to various borrowings from the West entering

Carpathian iconography in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, such

as more realistic depictions, the use of oils, and evident influence of the

Renaissance, the baroque, and classicism (pp. 19, 22). If, however, he had

been aware of the larger Ukrainian context he would have realized that

the same features also entered the sacral art of the eastern and central,

that is. Orthodox Ukrainian lands. Szczepkowski also makes the claim

that the iconostasis underwent a change after the church union, becoming

more catechetical, a result of a new understanding of art that came from

13. For a better study, see Michal Janocha, “Wplyw brzeskiej unii koscielnej na

refleksjg o sztuce oraz ikonografig malarstwa cerkiewnego w XVII i XVIII wieku,” in

Polska-Ukraina 1000 lat sgsiedztwa, vol. 5, Miejsce i rola Kosciola greckokatolickiego

w kosciele powszechnym, ed. Stanislaw Stgpien (Przemysl: Poludniowo-Wschodni Instytut

Naukowy w Przemy^u, 2000): 165-90.
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Greek Catholicism (p. 21). Unfortunately for this thesis, most of the

elements of the iconostasis he discusses are shared by both Orthodox and

Greek Catholics, He also identifies as peculiarly Catholic the iconography

showing St. Peter holding the keys to heaven (p. 24). Yet from the

fifteenth century on unambiguously Orthodox Carpathian icons of the

Last Judgment show Peter leading the saints into paradise, with a large

key extended to open the gate.^"^

Szczepkowski also writes that the Basilian order was dissolved in

1833 and that this freed icon painters from its spiritual supervision; hence

the icon lost even more of its specific character and came to differ little

from Western religious imagery (p. 28). The main problem with this

otherwise interesting thesis is that the Basilian order was not dissolved in

the Carpathian region until after the Communists abolished the church

union in the late 1940s.

The other authors too are not free from error. Czajkowski confuses

Povist vremennykh lit and Ruska pravda (p. 5). Grz^dziela offers some

bad etymologies: she derives iconoclasm from the Greek meaning ‘to

bum icons,’ when it really means ‘to break icons’ (from KAdcS), and she

derives Veronica from the Greek Wera eikon meaning ‘possessing an

image,’ when in fact it come from the Latin vera icona, ‘tme icon’ (pp.

11, 159).

Album 2: The Ukrainian Icon

Nothing but the title and the timing of publication indicate that an

album of icons published by the National Museum in Lviv in 1999 was

intended to be a response to the Sanok album of the previous year.

Ukrainska ikona was co-authored by Vasyl Otkovych (then director of the

museum) and the photographer Vasyl Pylypiuk. Such text as there is

appears in two languages, Ukrainian and English.

The album opens with a page on “The World of Ukrainian Icon” by

the poet Roman Lubkivsky. The opening paragraph captures the whole

tenor of the piece: “Ukrainian icon is a phenomenal creative work of the

national genius. Like an exotic flower, cherished by early Christian

culture it filled with its blossom the whole geographical space turning it

14. See for example, the fifteenth-century Last Judgment of Mshanets, frequently

reproduced, but particularly well in Hryhorii Lohvyn, Lada Miliaieva, and Vira

Svientsitska, Ukrainskyi serednovichnyi zhyvopys (Kyiv: Mystetstvo, 1976), plate XLVIII.
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into spiritual-artistic integral space, imbued with a great humanistic idea,

inimitable in colour, in artistic realization and individual style” (p. 6).

This is followed by two pages of introduction by Vasyl Otkovych,

briefly surveying the history of the museum and of icon painting in

Ukraine. In conclusion he notes: “This album does not give a thorough

description of the collection of the icons in the National Museum in Lviv.

It includes the most characteristic examples of icon-painting which

represent the phenomenon of the national art culture of Ukrainian people,

their strength and their wisdom of traditions” (p. 14). There is no mention

of Vlachs or Carpathian icons.

The album does not include commentary on the individual icons.

The photographer, Vasyl Pylypiuk, is perhaps best known for portraits

of celebrities and dreamy, impressionistic landscapes of Lviv and

environs. He is not as skilled at the kind of documentary photography

that icons require. Many of the illustrations are blurry.

That Ukrainska ikona lacks the appropriate textual apparatus and has

illustrations of poor quality is not surprising, given that the National

Museum in Lviv seems to be a rather troubled institution.^^ For decades

students of icons have been complaining about the inaccessibility of its

collection. The National Museum houses the largest and most important

collection of Carpathian/Ukrainian icons of the fifteenth to eighteenth

centuries, and it undoubtedly contains the keys to unlock many mysteries

about these images, but most of the collection is not open to scholars. To

cite only works discussed in this article, in 1973 Klosihska already

identified this as a major barrier to significant work on the history of the

icons. The precondition for serious research, she wrote, is “publication or

easier access to the largest collection of Carpathian icons, which is in the

Museum of Ukrainian Art in Lviv” (p. 23). In his polemic against her,

Ovsiichuk agreed with her on one matter: “The Polish scholar is correct

when she writes about the impossibility of studying the greatest collection

of icons in the National Museum in Lviv, a collection which is inaccess-

ible, incidentally, also to Ukrainian scholars. This artificial restraint on

scholarly work, deriving from unknown (perhaps merely subjective-

egoistical) reasons, has led to the unacceptable backwardness of our

15. Compare, for example, the reproduction of the Mshanets Last Judgment in ibid,

with Pylypiuk’ s out-of-focus picture on p. 33 of Ukrainska ikona.

16. Some current problems are discussed in Marta Harten, “Mur baiduzhosti,” Postup,

27 August 2002.
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scholarship in the study of old art in comparison to the achievements of

scholars of neighbouring countries.”^^ Sviatoslav Hordynsky wrote in

1973 that the Lviv museum has about 10,000 icons, but only about fifty

are on permanent exhibition. Most are in storage in the Armenian Church

in Lviv “where until today, as these lines are being written, they remain

inaccessible for viewing or scholarly study.” The museum took a step

forward in 2000 by reviving the annual periodical Litopys Natsionalnoho

muzeiu u Lvovi, which contains important studies on icons and informa-

tion about the collection, contributed particularly by Oleh Sydor. One

wishes that the museum took yet one more step forward and made the

periodical available for purchase. As things stand at this writing, copies

are available only to those to whom the director presents them personally.

Hordynsky’ s Ukrainian Icon

So far I have looked only at presentations of the concept of the

Ukrainian icon that have been engaged in a polemic with the concept of

the Carpathian icon. There are, however, two major positive elaborations

of the Ukrainian icon that do not take up that polemical issue. The first

of these is Sviatoslav Hordynsky ’s Ukrainska ikona (The Ukrainian Icon),

which appeared in the same year as Klosihska’s book. As important as it

was in the formulation of the concept of the Ukrainian icon, it is

mentioned in neither of the reviews of Klosihska discussed above.

Perhaps this is because works published by the Ukrainian diaspora were

not readily available yet in Lviv in the early 1990s.

Hordynsky ’s book has an introductory text, with a short bibliography

but no footnotes. He states his intention as follows: “To explain the

development of iconographic art on the territory of Ukraine, to describe

and illustrate its leading monuments, the particular characteristics that

give the Ukrainian icon a separate place in the great family of Byzantine

iconography” (p. 7). Hordynsky begins with a survey of the origin of

icons in Byzantium and the technique of making them, then moves to the

surviving icons from “the Princely era” to “the Galician icon: fourteenth

to mid-seventeenth century.” The latter type of icon is important because

many examples have been preserved and “by the individuality of its

characteristics it stands out as a separate and brilliant school against the

general background of Byzantine painting” (p. 1 1). He acknowledges that

17. Ovsiichuk, “Janina Klosiriska. Ikony," 475.

18. Hordynsky, Ukrainska ikona, 13.
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no Galician icons from before the fourteenth century have survived and

therefore their origins are not entirely clear. His own view is that “the

Galician icon was created in the general spirit and style of the Kyiv

school, with a tendency towards monumentalism” (p. 11). The Galician

school became more provincial at the beginning of the seventeenth

century, when “the centre of gravity of Ukrainian art began again to

return to Eastern Ukraine” (p. 19). The intellectual ferment caused by the

church union of 1596, the emergence of the Cossacks as patrons, the

stylistic impact of Western art and the use of new techniques, such as oil

painting, resulted in major changes, about which there are two schools of

thought: some assess them positively, as the victory of life over dead

tradition, while others see in them the death of a great iconographic

tradition (p. 20).

Most of the introductory text consists of a review of the most

prominent works that have survived or that we know about. The text is

in the tradition of nineteenth-century nationalism: creating a narrative,

codifying an aspect of nationality, compiling an album/encyclopedia.

The work is distinguished by its sobriety and balance. There are no

mystical passages about the national idea in the icon. In assessing

whether the icon of Our Lady of Czestochowa belongs to the Ukrainian

iconographic tradition or not, he takes a prudent stance, calling it “a

Renaissance copy of an old icon that once was in the possession of

Ukrainian princes” (p. 14). By comparison, Dmytro Stepovyk, whose

work I examine next, considers it a Ukrainian icon sans phrase (pp. 11,

33).

As is not unusual in diaspora scholarship, Hordynsky’s book gives

somewhat disproportionate attention to Western Ukrainian territories. In

fact most of the introduction deals with Galician icons, and at the end of

it he provides a good account of the museum collections of icons in

Western Ukraine, Poland, and Slovakia—but not in Kyiv.

It is interesting that conceptually Hordynsky carves out almost exactly

the same space for his Galician icon (halytska ikona) as Klosihska did for

her Carpathian icon. “The very concept of Galician painting is very wide,

because it spreads into the entire region of the Carpathians inhabited by

Ukrainians and includes to a certain extent the art of Volhynia, few

examples of whose iconography have been preserved. . . . Stylistically the

icons of Galicia itself, the Lemko region, Transcarpathia together with the

Presov region (Eastern Slovakia) are one and the same” (p. 12). In terms

of the body of works covered, Hordynsky’s Galician icons and Klosih-
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ska’s Carpathian icons are identical. The difference is that Hordynsky

sees them as part of a totality called Ukrainian icons.

Stepovyk’s Ukramian Icon

Dmytro Stepovyk, an art historian working in Kyiv and an activist in

the Ukrainian Orthodox Church of the Kyiv Patriarchate, undertook the

most ambitious construction project for the eoncept of the Ukrainian ieon.

This was a large album with colour reproductions. The reproductions are

of varying quality, and the real power of the volume lies in the history

of the Ukrainian icon with which Stepovyk introduces his gallery of

icons. At over 50,000 words, this was, when it was published, the longest

text devoted to any aspect of Ukrainian iconography.^^ Stepovyk

gathered information abroad and makes use of literature in many

languages. He is aware of Klosihska’s work but does not engage her on

the matter of terminology. He also knows Hordynsky’ s work and has

some issues with it.

Stepovyk writes in an accessible style that one might call “popular-

scientific.” It is an interesting, readable style, dotted with literary

flourishes. For example, here is how he describes the Khmelnytsky

Uprising of 1648-54: it affected “not only those who were fighting for

Ukrainian independence on the fields of battle, but also monks in their

cells and painters in their guilds, who, one would think, would not be

eoneemed about whose victory was being heralded by the clang of sabres

and in whose direction the hooves of the cavalry rumbled. God’s great

gift, freedom, was everyone’s concern; and neither the Cossack, nor the

monk, nor the beekeeper on his khutir was in a hurry to lose it” (p. 65).

More than any other author, Stepovyk is concerned to emphasize the

unity of the Ukrainian icon. Regional peculiarities were merely that,

regional peeuliarities: the proeess of stylistic evolution throughout

Ukraine was unitary. Leadership for both Eastern Europe as a whole (an

entire ehapter is devoted to “Kyiv the Centre of Icon Painting in Eastern

Europe” in the Middle Ages) and Ukraine stemmed from Kyiv. “By its

authority as the spiritual capital of divided, tom apart, but indomitable

Ukraine, Kyiv supported Volhynia, Galicia, Transcarpathia, and Buko-

19. Since then, a longer text has appeared; Miroslaw Piotr Kruk, Zachodnioruskie ikony

Matki Boskiej z Dziecig,tkiem w wieku XV i XVI (Krakow: Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu

Jagiellohskiego, 2000). Incidentally, this is an excellent work that should serve as a model

for future studies of Ukrainian/CarpathianAVest Ruthenian iconography.
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vyna in their retention of the Orthodox rite, independent of their

confessional choice; and the western lands of Ukraine helped the Kyiv

metropolis preserve for a long time yet its Ukrainian traditions after the

uncanonical and illegal subordination of this metropolis under the heavy

omophorion of the Moscow Patriarchate” (p. 81).

Stepovyk constructs an engaging, totalizing, and essentializing

narrative of the Ukrainian icon. Unlike Hordynsky, who limited himself

to establishing the inventory of the Ukrainian icon and to chronicling the

ups and downs of its development, Stepovyk articulates a grand vision of

that icon’s consistent trajectory over time from Olimpii the Iconographer

in Kyivan Rus' in the 1080s to Jacques Hnizdovsky in Kerhonkson, New
York in the 1980s (p. 115). He explicitly differentiates his position from

Hordynsky’ s, whom he reads as pro-Byzantine and opposed to Western,

particularly baroque, influences in Ukrainian iconography (p. 105).

For Stepovyk the essence of the Ukrainian iconographic tradition was

that it refused obedience to Byzantine totalitarianism (yes, that is his

terminology) and remained open to all-European stylistic developments.

The evolution of stylistic directions in the Ukrainian icon “provides

convincing testimony of the unrepeatable originality of Ukrainian icon

painting. We do not find another national school of the icon in the lands

of the diffusion of the eastern rite of Christianity, where icon painting

(conservative by its very nature) became so sensitive to various stylistic

changes in art and at the same time remained faithful to the iconography,

thematics, composition, colouring, rhythmics, and symbolism of the so-

called prototypes of the holy images.” By contrast, representatives of the

Greek, Georgian, Armenian, Bulgarian, Russian, and Romanian schools

throughout the Middle Ages and through much of the early Modem
Period held fast to “the Byzantine principle of immutability.” Only

Serbia, Ukraine, and Belams in different measure rejected that principle

when the Byzantine Empire collapsed in the fifteenth century. “This was

in essence the elemental revolt of the artists of several Slavic nations

against totalitarianism in Christian church art” (p. 51). Ukrainian centres

of icon painting “did not borrow and did not want to borrow directly

from the painting style of Byzantine icons, book miniatures, and

decorative products for their churches. Ukrainians and Russians differed

in their attitude to the Greek originals in the field of art: the former relied

only on what they needed for their own creativity, the latter took

everything as a whole and elevated it into an immutable canon” (p. 12).
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While Muscovy merely established a strong branch of the Byzantine

tradition, Ukrainians created their own original school (p. 13).

The Ukrainian icon not only developed and preserved its identity vis-

a-vis Byzantium, but it kept a critical distance from Western influences

as well. “Neither the Latin pressure from the west nor the pro-Byzantine

interventions from the east disturbed the national uniqueness of the

Ukrainian icon” (p. 81).

Take the Ukrainian Renaissance icon, for example. It marked the full

liberation of Ukrainian sacral art “from Byzantium,... from foreign

control.” But “the sixteenth century is a turning point not because our

artists rid themselves of some influences in order to submit to other ones.

No, this was a return to the primary foundations of the people’s visual art

with a consideration of the Ukrainians’ six-centuries-long experience in

the womb of the Christian faith and with a consciousness that the people

by its mentality, traditions, and way of life belonged to Central and West

European civilization. Therefore the concept of renaissance as applied to

Ukrainian cultural-artistic phenomena of the sixteenth century is not an

imported term (although the word itself is of French origin), and on the

conceptual level corresponds exactly to the character and intensity of the

changes in Ukraine itself.” There were indeed importations from the

West, but nothing was taken a hundred percent, everything was carefully

considered and sifted before being adopted. This is evident if one

compares the art of Catholic Poland, Protestant Germany, and the

Netherlands with “the Renaissance Orthodox art of Ukraine” (p. 49). The

situation was similar with respect to the baroque. “Polish Roman
Catholics built many baroque churches in Ukraine, but is even a single

Ukrainian baroque church in some way similar to a Polish church? In just

the same way, there is little similarity between the baroque painting of

the Latin church and the baroque Orthodox icon: these are different

conceptions of Christian art, which are united only by a certain set of

formal stylistic means—movement, contrast, massiveness, tension,

decorative magnificence” (p. 84). He points out that the baroque style

first appeared in central and eastern Ukrainian lands, not in Galicia, even

though the latter is closer to the West. This, in his view, shows that the

Renaissance and baroque styles were not simply Western borrowings:

“both styles appeared spontaneously in Ukraine, even if not without links

with the art of West European countries.” In central and eastern Ukraine,

the artistic and socio-political conditions for the emergence of the baroque

had simply ripened faster (p. 64).
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Ukrainian icon painters employed techniques and motifs that they

learned from Western artists critically. Elements of realism entered into

Ukrainian icon painting in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Even

earlier Ukrainian icon painters had not used reverse perspective, and now

they certainly would not do so. The Ukrainian icon was never completely

flat, but now the three dimensions were developed more fully (p. 44).

Western images/motifs were not a fashion, but an intellectual necessity

of the age. “It was a matter of education, good training, not the mindless

and uncritical importation of Western material into the Ukrainian icon”

(p. 80).

Some styles were particularly suited to the Ukrainian temperament,

such as the baroque and romanticism. Others were not, notably classi-

cism, particularly as it was developed in the Russian Empire. “This was

a contrived, artificial ‘style,’ an eclectic collection of antiquity. Renais-

sance, and fragments of various European styles. Imposed from above,

well-worked-out as far as technique and construction are concerned, this

unification of style did much damage to the very principle of the national

in art, not to mention the concrete damage it did to Ukrainian art, to its

national traditions of church building” (p. 87).

Stepovyk’s powerful vision of the specificity of the Ukrainian icon

is placed within an equally powerful vision of very dangerous others. The

conservative nature of Byzantine sacral art did not so much derive, in his

opinion, from the trauma of the iconoclast era as it represented the

attitude of “an imperial church,” the application in the spiritual sphere of

“the imperial chauvinist principles of the secular power,” which was

nothing less than a “totalitarian monarchical system” (p. 20).

The Byzantine mantle was inherited by Russia, which was even more

hostile to the Ukrainians’ original iconography. Many seventeenth-century

Ukrainian icons were destroyed as deviant by “the tsardom of Muscovy

together with the patriarch of Moscow—the eternal enemies of the

independence of Ukraine and the Ukrainian church” (p. 52). Since this is

a statement one hears often from art historians in Ukraine, but rarely

finds treated in the literature, it would have been helpful had Stepovyk

referred interested readers to some sources, such as decrees demanding

the removal of Ukrainian icons not approved by the Russian church or

state, or to accounts of the destruction of icons by church or state agents.

It also would have been helpful had he explained how this could have

happen at a time when almost the whole hierarchy of the Russian church

was comprised of Ukrainians. More Ukrainian icons were destroyed in
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the nineteenth century “by those who hated the Ukrainian style of

icons—the representatives, bishops, and priests of the Russian Orthodox

church.” In the twentieth century their work was completed by the

“Communo-Bolsheviks and atheists” (p. 73).

The Russians did more than destroy icons. They manufactured a

colonial brain drain from Ukraine in the eighteenth century (Stepovyk

cites Dmytro Bortniansky, Volodymyr Borovykovsky, and others) that

was “similar to the expeditions of the British colonialists to Africa, of the

Spanish to Latin America, and of the Dutch to Indonesia” (p. 87). A
particular target of Stepovyk’ s pen is Peter the Great, whose construction

of St. Petersburg “bespoke the extravagant madness of a despot, not the

pious, considered, rational approach of a Christian ruler” (p. 87).

Elsewhere he calls him “a despot and crazy maniac” (p. 66).

And it was not simply the Russians. In the late seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries, while the Russians were destroying Ukrainian icons

on the Left Bank, “fanatical Polish Roman Catholics” were doing the

same on the Right Bank (p. 53). The persecutors included, besides the

Russians, “the Polish, Hungarian, and Austrian occupiers of the Right-

Bank Ukrainian lands” (p. 14).

Although they had no influence on icon painting, Jews too figure

briefly in Stepovyk’ s account in a menacing role. In discussing the work

of the seventeenth-century painter Mykola Petrakhnovych, he notes that

the painter “dresses the Pharisees, who demand the execution of Jesus

Christ, in the clothes of the traders and tavern-keepers of his own period

or paints oriental turbans on their heads. This costuming of representa-

tives of ethnic groups hostile to Ukraine is supplemented by their

unpleasant faces and the expressions of affectation on them” (p. 60).

Of course, Stepovyk works within a highly national paradigm of

history. Ukraine had a writing system before the introduction of the

Cyrillic alphabet (p. 31). Kyivan Rus' was Ukraine and only Ukraine, not

the common heritage of Belarusians, Russians, and Ukrainians (pp.

11-12). The territory of Ukraine was actually called Ukraine, at least

from the twelfth century on, and the name Ukraine does not mean frontier

or periphery, but, in fact, centre (p. 35).

To my mind, the most astonishing national claim in Stepovyk’ s text

is his statement, based on an article that appeared in a Volhynian

newspaper in 1996, that Andrei Rublev was a Ukrainian from Volhynia

and that he was the master who painted the royal chapel and church of

the Bemardine Sisters in Lublin as well as the collegium church in
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Wislica (p. 39). All I can say is that that neatly solves some difficult

riddles of East European art history. (Earlier in the same text Stepovyk

had written: “Not Kyiv, but Constantinople in the era of the imperial

dynasty of the Comneni became the model to follow for Andrei Rublev,

Dionisii, Feofan Grek and other icon painters of Russia” [p. 12].)

The nationalism that runs through Stepovyk’ s text is not something

that Ukrainians introduced to icon studies. It in fact permeates mueh of

the Russian literature on icons. P.P. Muratov writing in 1914 claimed that

the Russian national artistic idea produced the Russian Christ. Russian art

can take pride in its absolutely beautiful artistic depiction of the Saviour,

and it was able to aehieve what Italian and Northern European art could

not. V.N. Shchepkin in 1920 wrote of icons as a manifestation of the

Russian “national soul” and of Rublev as “a national genius” whose brush

produced “the eharms of the national religion.” N.M. Shchekotov in

1920-21 eontrasted Byzantine and Russian iconography in a way

presaging Stepovyk’ s own contrast of Byzantine and Ukrainian

ieonography; Shehekotov wrote that in his famous Trinity, “Rublev

renounces Byzantine art.”^® Further examples in the writings of sueh

prominent interpreters of the icon as Evgenii Trubetskoi, Pavel Evdoki-

mov, and Vladimir Lossky are legion. This is not to suggest that

Stepovyk has borrowed from the Russians. The Russian icon nationalists

have a sharp anti-Western edge that is totally absent in Stepovyk. The

latter’s viewpoint is rather a version of Ukrainian nationalism adapted to

the particular subject of icons.

Moreover, Stepovyk is absolutely right on one point, even if he

formulates it within his peeuliar framework. He argues that the Byzan-

tine-Russian hostility to the Ukrainian sehool of iconography has

unfortunately exereised a dominant influence on the general scholarship

on icons (p. 38). It is indeed the case that most seholarship on icons has

a debilitating blind spot as far as Ukrainian icons are coneemed. An
egregious case in point is the single most comprehensive publication on

icons, the album The Icon eo-authored by an international team of experts

in 1987, whieh does not reproduce a single Ukrainian icon from after the

fall of Kyivan Rus'.^^ There is mueh, however, in these Ukrainian icons

20. G.I. Vzdornov, ed., Troitsa Andreia Rubleva. Antologiia (Moscow: Iskusstvo,

1981), 46, 60^, 67-8. Vzdornov himself does not abstain from Russian nationalism in

his study of icons and illuminated manuscripts.

21. Kurt Weitzmann, Gaiane Alibegasvili, Aneli Volskaja, Manolis Chatzidakis,
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that would repay study on the part of students of post-Byzantine

iconography in general.

* * *

What can we conclude? Is there a Carpathian icon? A Ukrainian icon?

Obviously, there are discourses delineating these sets of icons. The main

difference in these conceptions seems to stem from the perspective of the

researcher. For those scholars who are trying to inventory the collection

of objects that make up a Ukrainian art history, the term Ukrainian icon

is the most useful and appropriate term. In tracing the lineage of the

modem Ukrainian nation, these icons must be included among its cultural

predecessors and therefore they are, properly, Ukrainian icons. But this

procedure cannot satisfy all parties. From a poststmcturalist approach the

validity of such an identification would be rejected outright on the

grounds that it essentializes the nation and its culture, attributing to them

an illusory continuity and temporal transcendence. There are also those

who would contest the specific attribution of these icons to the Ukrainian

nation. Much of the territory where these icons proliferated is contested

today by the nationally separatist Rusyn/Lemko movement(s). Also, it is

clear that some Polish and Slovak intellectuals, motivated by their own

national perspectives, wish to downplay or altogether deny any Ukrainian

agency in the creation of these icons, preferring to see them as the

product of Vlachs and other immigrants from the south; for them the

territorial designation, which facilitates linking these icons with their own

national cultures, is the most comfortable one. Yet another objection to

the term Ukrainian icon is that it implies a unity to the iconography of

Ukraine that exists more in the imagination of national cultural historians

than in the historical evidence. In my own attempts to discern the

“natural” or reasonable geographies of iconography, I found it most

useful to imagine a series of concentric circles: (1) post-Byzantine as a

whole, (2) Rus' in the wide sense (including Moldavia and what we now

think of as Russia), (3) Rus' in a narrower sense (that is, the territories we

now think of as Ukraine and Belams as well as areas historically settled

by Ukrainians in neighboring countries to the west), and (4)

Carpathian/Galician. I do not see a particularly Ukrainian circle, but then

I am concentrating my thinking on the period from the fifteenth through

Gordana Babic, Mihail Alpatov and Teodora Voinescu, The Icon (New York: Dorset

Press, 1987).
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the seventeenth centuries. The perspective from the eighteenth century

would be altogether different, and from the twentieth, different again.

This brings us to the term Carpathian icon, which is well suited to

researchers who are trying to understand the closely related icons of this

particular region within a comparative post-Byzantine context. For them

the referent is not Ukrainian cultural history, but Orthodox/Eastem

Christian iconography. The striking unity and originality of the body of

works from this region is emphasized by the regional term. Even scholars

working firmly in the Ukrainian national paradigm, from Iliarion

Svientsitsky through Dmytro Stepovyk, clearly delineate the works of this

region, but call the regional unity something else—Galician. One problem

with the latter term is that it implies that these icons originated in the

icon-painting tradition of the medieval Galician Principality. Although

this is a reasonable enough hypothesis, it is one that is vigorously

contested by some well-informed and judicious experts on the subject and

has not been and, perhaps, cannot be proven. Another problem with the

Galician designation is that it refers also to icons from a historically

different region, namely Transcarpathia (or Subcarpathian Rus'). For these

reasons the neutrality of the term Carpathian icon would seem to be

preferable. Its neutrality, however, has been sullied by its association with

anti-Ukrainian standpoints. In my own usage, I refer to these icons as

Ukrainian in certain contexts, particularly when discussing issues in pre-

nineteenth-century Ukrainian cultural history, and in other contexts, when

the set of icons with similar traits is foremost in my mind, I use the term

Carpathian. I am aware of all the problems with my terminological

practices, but I do not see there is anything to be gained by suggesting

some new terminology. The same underlying issues would simply

resurface.

The icons themselves are far more intellectually interesting than the

debate over the proper terminology for them. They deserve more study

and more serious study. National agendas seem to move the scholarship

forward, but not along the best paths. There is much room here for

creative and rewarding work.





Franko’s Boryslav Cycle: An
Intellectual History

Yaroslav Hrytsak

No other cycle from Ivan Franko’s (1856-1916) rich literary legacy

played as great a role in his assertion as a professional writer as his

novels and short stories about Boryslav, the large Galician industrial

centre. It was they, not his early sentimental verses or his first novel

Petrii i Dovbushchuky, that revealed his literary talents to the Galician

reading public and brought him unanimous recognition.^

Franko’s works on Boryslav were more than just a literary enterprise.

They were part of his broader program to provide people “with an

elaborate, rich literature, as well as a solution of the social issue” (35:

371).^ By the time Franko started writing his Boryslav stories (at the end

of the 1870s and the beginning of the 1880s), he was actively engaged

in the Galician socialist movement. Two decades later he spoke ironically

about his earlier plans: they were as naive as those of the Russian

populists, who in the 1870s “went to the people” “preaching the socialist

Gospel” (ibid.). As a young socialist, Franko did not simply describe

Boryslav in his writings, but tried to transform it into a centre of a strong

socialist movement in Galicia.

1. See the enthusiastic praises of different, sometimes even mutually antagonistic,

authors such as Mykhailo Drahomanov (in Perepyska Mykhaila Drahomanova z

Mykhailom Pavlykom, 1876-1895 [Chemivtsi: Lev Kohut, 1910], 2: 275); Volodymyr

Barvinsky (in Pravda 2 [Lviv, 1879]: 127); Komylo Ustyianovych (in M.F. Raievsky i

rosiiskyi panslavizm: Spomynky z perezhytoho i peredumanoho (Lviv: K. Bednarsky,

1884), 74); and an anonymous author in the clerical newspaper Ruskyi Sion (A.S.,

“Novynky. Sotsialsizm. Protses u Lvovi,” Ruskyi Sion 2 [1878]: 62).

2. Hereafter references to Franko’s Zibrannia tvoriv u piatdesiaty tomatkh (Kyiv:

Naukova dumka, 1976-86) will be given in parentheses: the first numeral indicates the

volume number, the second, the page number.
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To reveal the differences between “Boryslav as it really was” and

“Boryslav as it was depicted by Franko” can be a fascinating agenda for the

deconstruction of his hterature discourse. This opportunity remains, however,

largely neglected. In numerous studies of Franko’ s legacy, his Boryslav

cycle is one of the most frequently mentioned, but least researched topics.

Ukrainian pre-Soviet and emigre scholars largely ignored the Boryslav cycle

because it did not fit the dominant national paradigm: they celebrated Franko

as a “national poet,” a “Ukrainian Moses,” and downplayed his early works

as “sociahst aberrations” of his youth.^

In contrast to this Soviet Franko studies intensively exploited the

Boryslav cycle to prove that Franko was a forerunner of communism in

Ukrainian intellectual history. Soviet scholars considered his Boryslav stories

and novels to be “a prologue to October [Soviet] hterature” and “real

proletarian prose from the era of the beginnings of the proletariat. They

claimed Franko ’s priority as “a proletarian writer” not only in Ukrainian or

East European, but also in world hterature.^ The general tendency of Soviet

Franko studies was reinforced by Soviet historical research on the Boryslav

industrial region, which showed that in Franko ’s time there was a strong

local workers’ movement that was “on the way to the Great October,”^ that

3. Myroslav Moroz, Zarubizhne frankoznavstvo: Bibliohrafichnyi pokazhchyk (Lviv:

Lvivske viddilennia Instytutu literatury im. T.H. Shevchenka NAN Ukrainy, 1997), the

fullest bibliography of Franko studies in the West, lists no work on this cycle. The only

significant exception is John-Paul Himka, Socialism in Galicia: The Emergence ofPolish

Social Democracy and Ukrainian Radicalism (1860-1890) (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard

Ukrainian Research Institute, 1983), but it does not directly address the history of the

Borylslav cycle, and its chronological framework does not include Franko’ s later works

in the Boryslav cycle.

4. V. Kodak, Narys istorii ukrainskoi literatury: Burzhuazne pysmenstvo (Kyiv:

Derzhavne vydavnytstvo Ukrainy, 1929), 436.

5. For the most elaborate statement of the Soviet paradigm, see S.V.Shchurat,

Boryslavskyi tsykl khudozhnoi prozy Ivana Franka: Dzherela, problematyka, maistemist

i metod. Dyssertatsia na zdobuttia vchenoho stupenia doktora filolohichnykh nauk (Lviv:

Instytut suspilnykh nauk AN URSR, 1970). This work has the fullest bibliography of

Soviet works in 1920- 1960s. For a bibliography of the later Soviet period, see M.O.

Moroz, Ivan Franko: Bibliohrafichnyi pokazhchyk 1956-1984 (Kyiv: Naukova dumka,

1987), 201-3.

6. Here I am quoting the title of a book that focused on the workers’ movement in

Austrian Galicia: K.H. Kakovsky, Na shliakhu do Velykoho Zhovtnia: Straikovyi rukh v

Halychyni kintsia XlX-pochatku XX st. (Lviv: Vydavnytstvo Lvivskoho universytetu,

1970).
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is, to a socialist revolution in Galicia. To show this Soviet scholars did not

desist from overt falsifications.^

The situation has changed gradually since the end of the 1980s, with

new studies of both Franko^ and Boryslav.^ There were few attempts,

however, to confront “the text” with “the context.”^® In this article I

stage such a confrontation to reveal Franko’s complicated inner evolution

during his work on the Boryslav cycle. 1 focus on the developments of

the early 1880s, more specifically the so-called Boryslav war (1884),

which made Franko revise his initial literary plan.

Boryslav as It Was
Franko and industrial Boryslav were co-eval. He was bom in 1856 in

a neighbouring village, Nahuievychi, which long before developments in

Boryslav was a centre of a small-scale oil industry, serving the needs of

the traditional peasant economy.^' The invention of the oil lamp in 1854

changed the situation dramatically: it gave rise to “oil fever,” as oil lamps

spread all over the Austrian Empire and become common even in peasant

huts. In 1856 the first deep wells that produced up to 500 kg of oil per

week were drilled in Boryslav. Besides oil, earth wax (ozocerite), which

was used in the manufacture of cheap candles, began to be extracted on

an industrial scale.

7. The most notorious is the case of the Lviv-based historian lakiv Khonihsman; none

of the “facts” of organized workers’ strikes in Boryslav from 1860 to the 1880s that he

mentioned in his book {Pronyknennia inozemnoho kapitalu v naftovu promyslovist Zakhidnoi

Ukrainy [Lviv; Knyzhno-zhumalne vydavnytstvo, 1958]) were borne out by the relevant

historical sources. Nevertheless, these fabrications were repeated by Soviet historians of the

workers’ movement in Austrian Gahcia. See, for example, V. Makaiev, Robitnychyi klas

Halychyny v ostannii tretyni XIX st. (Lviv; Vydavnytstvo Lvivskoho universytetu, 1964).

8. Tamara Hundorova, Franko — ne Kameniar (Melbourne; Monash University,

Slavic Section, 1996).

9. la. Gritsak, “Rabochie Borislavskogo-Drogobicheskogo neftianogo basseina vo vtoroi

polovine XlX-nachale XX vv.; Formirovanie. Polozhenie. Klassovaia borba” (Candidate of

historical sciences diss., Lviv University, 1986); A. Frank, Austrian El Dorado: A History

of the Oil Industry in Galicia, 1853-1923 (Ph.D. diss.. Harvard University, 2001).

10. See my “Istorychna osnova povisti I. Franka Boryslav smiietsia," Ukrainske

literaturoznavstvo: Ivan Franko. Statti ta materialy 44 (1985); 3-9.

1 1 . Rackets neueste physikalisch-politische Reisen in den Jahren 1 791-1 792 and 1 793

durch die Dacischen und Sarmatischen oder Ndrdlichen Karpathen (Niimberg, 1794), 3;

157; J. Zeh, “Pocz?itki przemyslu naftowego w Galicyi,” Czasopismo towarszystwa

aptekarskiego 12 (1889); 203-5.

12. Bericht der Lemberger Handels- und Gewerbekammer iiber den Handel und die
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The industrial boom transformed Boryslav by 1900 from a small village

of 759 inhabitants in 1850 into a town of 12,439. Drohobych, the county

centre, also grew at an impressive rate, especially after it became hnked with

markets by railway in 1872. There were sixteen villages in Drohobych

County in which oil and ozocerite were extracted. The core of the

Drohobych oil fields consisted of Boryslav and neighbouring Mraznytsia,

Tustanovychi, Skhidnytsia, and Vohanka.^^ From 1850 to 1900 the

population of this industrial region tripled from 14,188 to 42,117.^"^

The old patriarchal life of Boryslav and neighbouring villages was

gone forever. Most of the local peasants had lost their land to oil and

ozocerite businessmen, often through deceit and violence, and either had

left their villages or swelled the ranks of the industrial proletariat.

Boryslav was inhabited mostly by newcomers: an official document of

the 1860s described them as “people of all sorts, who are driven by

profit, who consider profit and rapid enrichment as their only goal, and

who do not care about the means of achieving it.”^^

For a long period, Boryslsav’s industry consisted of small-scale

enterprises. New entrepreneurs often did not have enough capital to run

a single oil well for a year; many could do so only by pooling their

capital. In 1865-75 there were 10,000 to 15,000 wells in Boryslav alone;

some of them were owned by twenty to thirty businessmen. Many owners

went bankrupt; others, who happened to come upon a rich oil or wax

deposit, became millionaires overnight. The risk was worth taking: in

1865, investments yielded an average profit of sixty-two percent.^^

Given the richness of the oil and ozocerite deposits, until the 1890s there

was no need for sophisticated technology: workers used primitive

equipment that, in the words of a local engineer, did not have “even an

Industrie, so wie deren Befdrderunsmittel in ihres Kammerbezirks fur den J. 1861-1865

(Lviv, 1867), 207; H. Gintl, Galizische Petroleum und Ozokerit (Vienna, 1873), 4—5;. and

Kovaliv, “Produktsiia nafty (skelnoho oliiu) v Boryslavi,” Literaturno-naukovyi vistnyk

22 (1903): 101-2;

13. Tsentralnyi derzhavnyi istorychnyi arkhiv Ukrainy u Lvovi (TsIAUL), collection

of microfilms, fond 4, list 1, file 78, fols. 40-58; “O produckcyi nafty w Galicyi,”

Dodatek tygodniowy do Gazety Lwowskiej, 17 October 1868.

14. On social developments in Boryslav, see the dissertations in n. 9.

15. TsIAUL, fond 146, list 55, file 35, fol. 2.

16. TsIAUL, fond 146, list 4, file 3411, fols. 96-7; and J. Szajnocha, Plody kopalne

w Galicyi, ich wyst^powanie i zuzytkowanie (Lviv, 1894), 2: 121-2.
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atom of iron.”*^ Safety measures were practically unknown, and the

casualty rate was very high3^

Boryslav became a large labour market in Galicia (5,000-15,000

workers in the 1850s to 1890s), second only to Lviv, the capital, with

20,000-22,000 workers. But the proportion of workers was much higher

in the Boryslav oil field: about thirty-five percent compared to ten

percent. Furthermore, Boryslav could claim to be a real industrial centre:

most of its workers were employed in the oil industry, while most of

Lviv’s “workers” were domestic servants. But it would be a gross

exaggeration to consider the Boryslav labour force an industrial prole-

tariat. Most of the local workers were peasants, either local Ruthenians

(Ukrainians) from Drohobych and neighbouring counties (Sambir, Stryi,

and Turka), or Polish migrant peasants from Western Galicia (the so-

called Mazurs). Peasants were hired for only a period of time, usually

during breaks in agricultural work, and they returned home after earning

some money. Only some fifteen to twenty percent of the workers worked

on a permanent basis. Most of the permanent workers were local Jews

from Drohobych, which was one of the largest shtetls, and other towns.

Only a tiny part was made up of professional people, most of whom
came from the central provinces of the Habsburg Empire (Bohemia and

Moravia) and Prussia.

The Boryslav “proletariat” was ethnically very diverse. According to

some estimates, by the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the

twentieth century, Ruthenians (Ukrainians) accounted for forty-five to

fifty percent, Poles for twenty to thirty percent, and Jews for twenty to

thirty percent of the workers in Galicia.^® There was a correlation

17. J. Muck, Der Erdwachsbergbau in Boryslaw (Berlin, 1903), 5.

18. According to the testimonies of a Drohobych magistrate, there were ten thousand

casualties in the Boryslav oil fields during the first twenty to twenty-five years (44/1:

63-4). These estimates could be exaggerated; still, the rate was very high. Another source

recorded 109 casualties, forty-five of them mortal, in Boryslav from January 1884 to

March 1886. See Gazeta Naddniestrzanska, 15 March, 1 April, 15 April, 15 May, 1 June,

15 August, 15 September, 1 November, 15 November 1884; 1 January, 1 February, 15

February, 1 March, 1 April 1885; 1 May 1886.

19. TsIAUL, fond 146, list 4, file 3420, fol. 87; Wiadomosci statystyczne o stosunkach

krajowych 15, no. 3 (1896): 44; and “Boryslaw: Opis ngdzy 10000 robotnikow,” Praca,

14 June 1891.

20. F. Bujak, Galicya (Lviv and Warsaw: H. Altenberg, 1909), 2: 174; Muck, Der
Erdwachsbergbau in Boryslaw, 123.
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between ethnicity and occupation. Ruthenian and Polish peasants were

hired for the hardest and the most dangerous work in the ozocerite mines.

Ruthenian peasants also brought the extracted raw material to the surface.

Jewish workers were occupied mainly in transporting and distilling the oil

and ozocerite.^

^

Religious differences played a very important role in the internal

division of Boryslav society. Most businessmen were Jewish, and most

workers were Christians. This did not help to develop a general solidarity

“embracing all workers and making them act unanimously”^^ On the

contrary, if there was solidarity, it was built along ethnic or religious

lines: Jewish workers received higher wages on Christian holidays when

most Ukrainian and Polish workers did not work. Jewish businessmen and

Jewish workers constituted two poles in a continuum that was filled by

Jews: supervisors, cashiers, tavern and barrack keepers, a numerous

Lumpenproletariat, which was often hired by local businessmen to

terrorize the competition and the rebellious workers. Given luck’s

fickleness, individuals easily slid up and down the social ladder.

It is not surprising that until the very end of the nineteenth century, there

was no organized workers’ movement. There were numerous outbursts of

violence, riots, and acts of personal vengeance against businessmen or

supervisors, but no large strikes. A local businessman who had spent some

years in Cahfomia during the gold rush, in which a gun and a fist were the

only law, believed that Boryslav was worse than Cahfomia.^^

The situation began to change in 1870s with the influx of large

capital, both local and foreign. It gradually displaced the small businesses:

21 . Berichte der k.k. Bergbehorden iiber ihre Thdtigkeit im Jahre 1896 bei Handhabung

der Bergpolizei und Beaufsichtung der Bergarbeiterverhdltnisse (Vienna, 1899) 462;

Berichte der k.k. Bergbehorden iiber ihre Thdtigkeit im Jahre 1897 bei Handhabung der

Bergpolizei und Beaufsichtung der Bergarbeiterverhdltnisse (Vienna, 1900), 193; I.

Leichner, Erddl und Erdwachs: Ein Bild galizischen Industrie (Vienna: 1898), 25; and

Muck, Der Erdwachsbergbau in Boryslaw, 123. This correlation had, however, a very

approximate character: in 1898-99 Jews accounted for seventeen to eighteen percent of

the workers in the ozocerite mines {Berichte der k.k. Bergbehorden iiber ihre Thdtigkeit

im Jahre 1898 bei Handhabung der Bergpolizei und Beaufsichtung der Bergarbeiterver-

hdltnisse [Vienna, 1901], 709; and Berichte der k.k. Bergbehorden iiber ihre Thdtigkeit

im Jahre 1899 bei Handhabung der Bergpolizei und Beaufsichtung der Bergarbeiterver-

hdltnisse [Vienna, 1902], 507).

22. As stated in the Galician socialist newspaper Praca, 20 June 1883.

23. S. Wisnowski, “Listy Amerykanina z Galicyi,” Gazeta Polska, 28 December 1877.
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in 1882 there were forty-eight large and 340 small enterprises; by 1890

the respective figures were fifty-nine and thirty.^^ The small firms

suffered the heaviest blow in 1897 when state regulations required a

minimal distance of sixty metres between two mines, the use of modem
equipment, and new safety standards.^^ This led to a mass migration of

small Jewish businessmen and their clienteles. By the beginning the

twentieth century, the oil fields were dominated by big foreign com-

panies. The use of new and expensive technology (the so-called Canadian

system of drilling) opened deep oil deposits to exploitation. By the

beginning of the twentieth century Boryslav became the fourth largest oil-

production centre in the world. As a result, skilled workers replaced

unqualified peasants and a working-class core, which worked on a

permanent basis, emerged.^^ Under these conditions an organized

workers’ movement arose, and in 1904 a general strike of petroleum

workers paralyzed Boryslav.^^

This was both the peak and the beginning of the end of Boryslav as

a major industrial centre. The intensive exploitation led to exhaustion of

the oil fields. Boryslav still attracted large capital because of inertia and

false expectations. It stood at the centre of geopolitical considerations in

discussions of Galicia’s fate during and in the wake of the First and the

Second World Wars. The industrial extraction of oil continued well into

the Soviet period. But Boryslav never recovered its former status. By

Franko’s death (1916), its days of glory were over.

Boryslav as It Was Supposed to Be
Franko worked on his Boryslav cycle throughout his active life, from

1876 to 1907 (after his mental breakdown in 1908 his productivity

considerably declined). He had first-hand knowledge of developments in

Boryslav and Drohobych. He began writing as a gymnasium student in

Drohobych (1864-75), and his pieces first appeared in the student journal

24. R. Zuber, ’’Boryslaw i jego przyszlost,” Nafta 5 (1894): 69.

25. Berichte der k.k. Bergbehorden iiber ihre Thdtigkeit im Jahre 1902 bei Handhabung

der Bergpolizei und Beaufsichtung der Bergarbeiterverhdltnisse (Vienna, 1905), 446, 450;

and Berichte der k.k. Bergbehorden iiber ihre Thdtigkeit im Jahre 1904 bei Handhabung

der Bergpolizei und Beaufsichtung der Bergarbeiterverhdltnisse (Vienna, 1907), 427.

26. In 1900, statistics listed 3,442 workers who worked on a permanent basis

{Osterreichische Statistick 61, no. 11 (Vienna, 1904): 6, 12.

27. Gritsak, “Rabochie Borislavskogo-Drogobycheskogo neftianogo basseina,” chap.

3.
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Druh when he entered Lviv University. But his earliest works did not

have any references to Boryslav. He “discovered” Boryslav as a subject

for his stories only after his conversion to socialism and a Ukrainophile

orientation under the tutelage of Mykhailo Drahomanov. It soon led to

trouble: in 1877 Franko was arrested on the charge of “socialist conspir-

acy,” and in 1878 he served a term in prison. His trial and imprisonment

brought him close to Polish and Jewish socialists in Lviv, and he became

a member of the committee that editing the socialist newspaper Praca in

Lviv. He became a leading expert on socialist theory, particularly

Marxism, and wrote several programmatic works of the Galician socialist

movement, including the first program of Galician socialists (1881).^^

It was exactly during the period of the Franko ’s active engagement in

the Galician sociahst movement (1876-82) that he worked most actively on

the Boryslav cycle. The main characters of his first Boryslav tales were plain

and humble peasants who “went to Boryslav” and perished there as the

result of exploitation, fraud and violence. In 1878 he wrote the novel Boa

constrictor, which had quite a new main character, Herman Goldkremer, an

orphaned Jewish boy from the Drohobych shtetl who became the richest

Boryslav businessman. His hfe is an example of the dehumanizing effect of

capitahsm that is symbolized by the boa constrictor: it squeezes human

feehngs out of Herman, alienates him from his miheu and his family, and

almost kills him when he is attacked by his own demorahzed son. The novel

ends with Herman’s spiritual transformation: he repents and renounces his

wealth to become an honest and free man.

Franko’ s works on Boryslav had a clear ideological agenda. He used

the case of Boryslav as a main counter-argument against ideological rivals

among Galician socialists who claimed that socialist theories were not

applicable to Austrian Galicia, a poor and agrarian land that had nothing

in common with the industrial west European countries. Franko argued

that Boryslav proved the similarity of Galician and west European social

developments. His early works on Boryslav were strongly influenced by

Marxism, especially by the conception of the “initial accumulation of

capital” as it is represented in chapter 24 of the Marx’s Capital, which he

was translating at the time.^^

28. For details, see Himka, Socialism in Galicia, passim; and Shchurat, Boryslavskyi

tsykl, passim.

29. M. Vozniak, “Rozdil Marksovoho Kapitalu u perekladi Franka,” Kultura, 1926, nos.

4-9: 54-90.
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At some point in his work on the Boryslav cycle, Franko elaborated

an ambitious plan: to present Boryslav not only as “it really is,” but also

“as it is supposed to be,” according to the premises of socialist the-

ories.^° He was concerned with the lack of any organized movement in

the oilfields; his series of articles in Praca (1880-81) on Drohobych

workers ended with a direct appeal to them to start the class struggle

(44/1: 65). In his new novel, Boryslav smiietsia (Boryslav Is Laughing)

(1881-82), he took a further and more radical step: he described what at

that time could exist only in a socialist’s imagination—an organized

strike of Boryslav workers. The main character of this novel was a

worker, Benedio Synytsia. He lost his health in a construction accident

in Drohobych. After the accident he could not find a job in the town, so

he went to Boryslav, where he met other workers who had suffered the

same misfortune. He set up a clandestine workers’ organization (brother-

hood) that collected money to support striking workers. Thanks to their

solidarity, the workers won a strike against Boryslav’ s Jewish businessmen,

but their victory proved to be short-hved: the businessmen discovered the

location of the workers’ treasury and stole it. To avenge this crime one of

Synytsia’ s brethren, Andrii Basarab, set fire to the oil wells. The huge

conflagration— Boryslav’ s “laughter”—^ruined the capitalists.

Franko’ s critics noted that Galician workers had very little in

common with the characters in Boryslav smiietsia: the latter were “too

intelligent, too endowed with the organizing spirit of west European

workers.”^^ Franko insisted a number of times that the novel depicts a

real workers’ strike in Boryslav that ended with a large conflagration and

that he had personally witnessed it as a student in Drohobych (41: 460;

48: 197-8). Most likely, he was bluffing: on different occasions he

provided different dates of the “great Boryslav fire”: 1868, 1871-72, and

1873. Historical documents mention three Boryslav conflagrations: in

1866, 1874, and 1876. All three were caused by carelessness, not arson

for the sake of revenge.^^

30. In Franko’ s words: “to present, alongside the life of Boryslav workers, the ‘new

men’ [socialists—Ya.H.] at work, and this means to present as a movement the things that

exist only in embryo.... The main thing is to present what really is unreal alongside that

which is real and that which looks real” (48: 205-6).

31. V. Barvinsky, “Ohliad slovesnoi pratsi avstriiskykh rusyniv v rotsi 1882,” Dilo 2

(1883).

32. Hrytsak, “Istorychna osnova,” 3-9.
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Franko’s socialist convictions made him see things that did not exist,

but sooner or later were bound to exist. In his memoirs he described the

general mood that prevailed among Ukrainian radicals:

Socialist ideals inflamed the people [that is, socialists—Ya.H.] to the

point of fanaticism; these ideals were a far cry from the criticism that

they assumed later. Marx, and especially the first volume [of Capital]

was a kind of Gospel; what was lacking there, was filled in with fantasy

and feelings. A great socialist upheaval arose before everybody as real;

Engels and other west European socialist had foretold that it was bound

to happen within ten years; and when these years had passed, they

postponed its deadline for another ten years, etc.^^

The assassination of Aleksander II in 1881 kindled hopes among east

European socialists. They saw the event as the beginning of revolution.

Franko’s and Drahomanov’s close colleagues, Serhii Podolynsky and

Mykhailo Pavlyk, who resided in Geneva at the time, made plans to

move to Romania. For Pavlyk, the geographical proximity of Romania to

Russian-ruled Ukraine and to Austrian-ruled Galicia was of a paramount

importance: he hoped that the revolutionary wave would reach beyond the

Austrian-Russian border.^"^

While his socialist colleagues were brimming with enthusiasm,

Franko was in a difficult personal situation. His attempts to bring about

an organized workers’ movement in Lviv proved to be futile, partly

because of state repression, and partly because of a lack of financial and

human resources. By early spring 1881, devoid of any stable sources of

income in Lviv, Franko returned to his father’s household in Nahuievy-

chi. He rationalized his return in political terms. In a letter to Pavlyk he

described it as a shift in their base of operations: Drohobych’s “proximity

to Boryslav, a large number of Jews, including ‘progressive’ Jews and

socialist elements among [Jewish] youth, all that would put our activity

in Drohobych on a interethnic-federative basis” (48: 325-6).

Pavlyk did not agree, and Franko moved to Nahuievychi alone. At

first it seemed that his expectations were not unfounded. He recorded

some songs among Jewish workers in Drohobych that revealed their class

33. I. Franko, “Perednie slovo,” in Mykhailo Drahomanov, Shevchenko, ukrainofily i

sotsiializsm (Lviv: Ukrainsko-ruska vydavnycha spilka, 1906), vi.

34. M. Hrushevsky, Z pochyniv ukrainskoho sotsiialistychnoho rukhu: Mykhailo

Drahomanov i zhenevskyi sotsiialistychnyi hurtok (Vienna: Institut Sociologique

Ukrainien, 1922), 86-7.
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consciousness and their opposition to rich Jews.^^ Despite police

supervision, he founded a small socialist circle, composed of Jewish and

Polish workers from Drohobych and Boryslav and young Ukrainian

peasants from the vicinity.^^ In Drohobych Franko met young Ignacy

Daszihski, whom he converted to socialism. Later Daszihski became a

leader of the Galician Social Democratic Party. In his memoirs Daszihski

mentions several Jewish workers who were literate and educated; one of

them even contributed to socialist newspapers in Vienna.^^

Another interesting figure with whom Franko came into contact was

the Polish architect and engineer Edmund Leon Solecki. A leftist liberal

by conviction, he was a fierce critic of Drohobych political and economic

conditions and a fighter against the local administration and rich oil and

wax businessmen (the Drohobych mafia, as he called them).^^ In 1884

Solecki founded a liberal newspaper in Drohobych, Gazeta Naddnie-

strzanska (1884-89), which exposed the real state of affairs in Drohobych

and Boryslav. The composition of its editorial board was close to that of

Franko’ s circle: it comprised workers, artisans, and peasants of different

nationalities.^^

Developments that came on the heels of Franko ’s move to Nahuievy-

chi seemed to justify his decision. On 15 May 1881 a group of about 300

workers attacked the Boryslav headquarters of the French Corporation of

Mineral Wax and Oil. The conflict was provoked by the fact that the

corporation paid lower wages than it had promised workers. When the

company’s administration summoned the gendarmes, the workers attacked

them crying “Hurray” and tried to disarm them. The gendarmes opened

fire, and one attacker was mortally wounded. This put an end to the

riot."^® This event was a watershed in the history of the Galician socialist

movement: the baptism by fire marked the beginning of the heroic

35. Instytut literatury im. T.H. Shevchenka NAN Ukrainy, Viddil rukopysiv, fond 3,

file 294, fol. 128; M. Vozniak, “Do publitsystychnoi diialnosti Ivana Franka,” Za sto lit

4 (1928): 258-9.

36. In Franko’ s circle there was at least one worker from Boryslav whom he mentioned

without revealing his name (I. Franko, “Pershyi zizd halytskykh sotsial-demokrativ,”

Narod 5-6 [1892]: 73).

37. I. Daszyriski, Pami§tniki (Cracow: Z.R.S.S. Proletaijat, 1925), 1: 25.

38. TsDIAUL, fond 146, list 7, file 4166, fols. 84-90; file 4312, fols. 1-15.

39. Gazeta Naddniestrzanska, 14 July 1887.

40. Dilo, 20 May 1881; Praca, 30 May 1881.
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period.'^^ For Franko the riot was proof that setting up a police station

in Boryslav without improving working conditions was no solution to the

social problem, and a new wave of workers’ protests should be expected

(26: 190). At the beginning of 1880s it seemed that Boryslav was

evolving exactly as Franko had expected: from “as it really is” to “as it

is supposed to be”: into a centre of an organized workers’ movement in

Galicia.

Boryslav as Nobody Expected It To Be
By the time the Boryslav riot of 1881 occurred, Franko was working

on new installments of his Boryslav smiietsia. He sent them to Lviv,

where they appeared in the Ukrainian leftist journal Svit. The novel was

unfinished when the journal collapsed. Its ending, as Franko stated, was

to be based on actual events. At the same time, he was toying with the

idea of writing a new novel titled Andrus Basarab as a continuation of

Boryslav smiietsia. It would tell the story of the brethrens’ ideological

maturation after imprisonment. Boa constrictor, Boryslav smiietsia, and

Andrus Basarab were to constitute a trilogy with the same characters and

one overall plot."^^

Franko never finished Boryslav smiietsia^^ and did not write Andrus

Basarab. After the last installment of Boryslav smiietsia came out, his life

and literary career took another turn. In early 1883 Franko left Nahuievy-

chi for Lviv, where he joined the editorial boards of the Ukrainian

populist (non-socialist) newspaper Dilo and the journal Zoria. His

Drohobych circle continued to exist until the late 1890s, and he main-

tained occasional contacts with it. Never again did he plan to make

Drohobych and Boryslav the centre of his activity.

In the meantime events in Boryslav also took a new and unexpected

turn. After the May 1881 riot the French corporation decided to improve

its relations with workers. It set up a mutual aid association and started

41. Emil Haecker, Historya socjalizmu w Galicji i na Sl^sku Cieszynskim (Krakow:

Towarzystwo Uniwersytetu Robotniczego, 1933), 1: 273.

42. E. Przeworski, “Dziela Apolona XXV. Iwan Franko,” Przeglgd Tygodniowy, 49

(1884), 567-8; Shchurat, Boryslavskyi tsykl, 399-400.

43. Long after Franko’ s death, his son Petro wrote a play based on Boryslav smiietsia

and gave it an ending that his father had intended but never written. The critics, however,

never accepted it, claiming that is was too artificial. See P. Franko, Boryslav smiietsia.

Drama v 4-okh diiakh: Pislia povisty Boryslav smiietsia Ivana Franka (Temopil and Lviv:

Vydavnytstvo “Podilska teatralna biblioteka,” 1930).
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constructing dormitories for workers in neighbouring Volianka. These

initiatives put pressure on many small businessmen, who lacked both the

desire and capital to make similar improvements for their workers.

Under these circumstances, a trivial incident could ignite violence. On
18 July 1884 a fight between two Jewish cashiers and a worker from the

French company broke out in Volianka. The worker had been employed

in a mine owned by a small Jewish businessman and had left it for the

French company. The cashiers demanded that he return to his previous

job or discharge the debt that he owed them. When he refused, they tried

to bring him back by force. Some workers came to his rescue and after

a skirmish liberated him.

Next day in the morning, an anti-Jewish pogrom broke out in

Volianka. A mob attacked several Jewish homes, destroying doors,

windows, and furniture, and then broke into a synagogue, tearing up

prayer books, but leaving the Torah untouched. The perpetrators of the

pogrom were unknown. According to the testimonies of Jews in

Volianka, they were workers of the French corporation who were

avenging yesterday’s incident. Edmund Solecki and Gazeta Naddnie-

strzanska conducted their own investigation. Drawing attention to the fact

that the Torah had not been damaged, they concluded that the pogrom

had been instigated by Jewish businessmen or their people.

In the afternoon that same day a much larger mob armed with axes,

stones, iron chains, and sticks attacked the barracks of the French

corporation. Its main target was the 150 to 200 corporation workers who

lived in the barracks. Thirty-four of them were seriously injured, five of

them mortally. The workers’ property, including domestic animals, was

destroyed, and the barracks were demolished. The disturbance was put

down by local gendarmes, who had to use firearms. Two assailants were

injured; the rest ran away.

Peace was established next day, after the intervention of the

Drohobych judicial chief Emil Komamycki, who threatened Srul

Libermann, a Jewish businessman from Boryslav, with arrest if the riots

were not halted. As Gazeta Naddniestrzanska stated, Komamycki had a

good grasp of local conditions and realized that it was Libermann who
stood behind the “Boryslav war.” The attack was no surprise to the

administration of the French company: it had applied for protection to the

Drohobych county head, Karol Koliarzowski, three weeks before the

violence. Koliarzowski had dismissed the application with the claim that

“all the Jews will mn away as soon as I show them my gun.” In March
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1884, fearing riots, the community of Volianka had also asked the

Drohobych County Council to establish a police station in the village, but

to no avail.

Gazeta Naddniestrzanska denied that the events of July 1884 could

be regarded as an expression of anti-Semitism for the simple reason that

Jewish capital stood behind both sides. The owners of the French

company were rich Jews from Paris and Vienna, and the leading

“managers of the Boryslav war” were local Jews, Srul Libermann and

David Brings. Nor were the riots spontaneous outbursts of violence.

According to Gazeta Naddniestrzanska, they had been planned long

ahead. Workers from Boryslav confessed that they had been let off from

work, plied with beer and moonshine, and ordered to beat up the workers

in Volianka. They were led by cashiers without whom there would have

been hardly any violence. According to some testimonies, local hooligans,

including the notorious Gypsy Hryn Lacko, had been hired to attack the

workers’ dormitory.

Gazeta Naddniestrzanska concluded its investigation with the verdict

that the main cause of the Boryslav war was the rivalry between large

and small capital. By the beginning of the 1880s the local small

businessmen were loosing out in the competition. This was evident from

the fact that workers preferred to work for the French company. “This was

an attack of exploitive Jewish bourgeoisie on the poor and exploited

Christian working proletariat; it was an attack that was carried out with the

participation of an obscurantist and fanatically-minded Jewish crowd.”"*^

Another version of the July events was provided by the newspaper of

local “progressive” (assimilated German) Jews, Drohobycze Zeitung.

According to this paper, they were nothing but an outburst of anti-

Semitism. The spirit of anti-Semitism was rooted in the French company,

the paper claimed and refused to speculate how this came about for fear

of provoking further confrontation. Right after it got this news, it sent

telegrams to Israelitischer Allianz zu Wien, to the Volianka mines’

owners, and to Wiener Allianz Zeitung, which displayed interest in the

Jewish issue in Galicia. The responses from Vienna demanding that the

French company administration take all the necessary means to prevent

riots came too late. The Drohobycze Zeitung was silent about the

afternoon riot and, in general, seemed to be very reluctant to provide

44. “Morderstwa w Boryslawiu,” Gazeta Naddniestrzanska, 1 and 15 August 1884.
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details. The only interesting detail it divulged was that the morning

pogromshchiki were Czech workers.

Unfortunately, no other documents, including minutes of the official

investigation of the Boryslav war, have been found so far. Drohobycze

Zeitung was right on at least one point, that “every newspaper depicts

these events according to its [political] colour.”"^^ The Lviv socialist

newspaper Praca initially characterized the disturbances as a “workers’

strike.” But in the next issue, it rejected this interpretation and assumed

a position that was very close to that of Gazeta Naddniestrzanska: “This

was a struggle that was waged between two exploited groups, a struggle

inspired and staged by the bourgeoisie, and the two sides involved fought

for an alien and hostile cause.”"^^

At Whom Was Boryslav Laughing?
In his evaluation of the Boryslav events, Franko took the position of

Gazeta Naddniestrzanska", he even praised it for its objective description

of the Boryslav “disorders”(44, pt. 1: 401). A few days after the riots

Franko visited Boryslav and Volianka with a group of Ukrainian students

who were traveling through Galicia. After the visit he penned his own
short description of the events, which confirmed the account in Gazeta

Naddniestrzanska.'^^

At the time Franko was collaborating with the Ukrainian narodovtsi

(populists), his former ideological rivals in the Ruthenian/Ukrainian camp.

Drahomanov criticized him harshly for this act of ideological treason. In

self-defense Franko argued that this was the only way he could afford to

return to Lviv and support himself there. He had to pay a price, of

course: he had to submit his pieces to regular ideological censorship by

narodovtsi editors. He was willing to pay this price because he could still

express his social views."^^

45. “Die Judenkrwalle in Wolanka bei Drohobycz,” Drohobycze Zeitung, 25 July 1884.

I would like to thank Professor Claudia Erdheim Thome for making this article available

to me.

46. Ibid.

47. “Zaburzenia w Boryslawiu,” Praca, 23 July 1884; “Pierwsza przestroga dla

burzuazji,” ibid., 25 September 1884.

48. I. Franko, “Vandrivka ruskoi molodezhi,” Dilo, 5 August 1884; idem., “Z

Czerwonej Rusi,” Prawda, 2 August 1884.

49. See M. Drahomanov, Lysty do Iv. Franka i ynshykh, 1881-1886 (Lviv; Ukrainsko-

ruska vydavnycha spilka, 1906), passim.
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There is reason to believe that at that time Franko started to question

some basic tenets of his worldview. This was most evident in his view on

the Jewish question. One principle of his ideological outlook was to

subordinate the national issue to the common socialist cause. By the time

he moved to Nahuievychi he advocated creating a conunon union

(hromada) of the Jewish and Polish urban proletariat with Ukrainian

peasants.^® The socialist circle he formed in Drohobych seemed to

confirm the feasibility of this idea.

But the anti-Jewish pogroms in the Russian Empire and the 1884

disturbances in Boryslav undercut these hopes. They showed that, when it

came to mass movements, ethnic and rehgious differences proved to be

much stronger than social solidarity. In a sense, the Boryslav events

mirrored, although on a smaller scale and in a reversed image, the develop-

ments in the Russian Empire, where the tsar’s assassination led to anti-

Jewish pogroms instead of the much expected social revolution. Franko was

struck by the pogroms in the Russian Empire and was very concerned that

something like them might happen in Gahcia. In 1882-83, under the impact

of the Russian pogroms, he produced a series of hterary and pubhcistic

works on the Jewish question.^ ^ In his opinion the pogroms were a kind of

contagious social disease that swept over all of Europe and had to be resisted

with all one’s might. Their main causes were race and rehgious hatred. He

reahzed that industrial workers contributed to the spread of pogroms.^^ This

was one more proof that anti-Jewish violence arose from economic causes

and above all from the “demoralizing advantage of Jewish capital and

exploitation.” In any case, the only effective means of doing away with

pogroms was to eliminate such exploitation.^^

In Franko’ s articles on the Jewish question one can find new motifs

that brought him very close to the rival camps of Ruthenian/Ukrainian

50. For details, see my “A Ukrainian Answer to the Galician Ethnic Triangle: The Case

of Ivan Franko,” Polin, 1999, no. 12: 139^0.

51. Among them were Franko’ s poetic renditions of the rumors and ominous prophecy

that were spread among Galician Jews in the Carpathian region after the 1881 pogroms.

Most likely he heard them from Drohobych Jews during his stay in Nahuievychi. See Ivan

Franko, Mozaika: h tvoriv, shcho ne vviishly do Zibrannia tvoriv u 50 tomakh, comp.

Z.T. Franko and M.H. Vasylenko (Lviv: Kameniar, 2001), 27-33.

52. Franko mentioned that in the Katerynoslav case local workers were arrested and

imprisoned for their attacks on Jews. See his “Pytanie zhydovske,” Dilo, 20 August (1

September) 1883.

53. Ibid.
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liberals and conservatives. Thus, in his “Pytanie zhydovske” (The Jewish

Question) he suggested, among other things, that “[the Greek Catholic]

clergy had to look after Christians to avoid their employment by Jews

and therefore their alienation from their faith and nation.” That appeal to

the clergy and the defense of the Christian populace against Jews is hard

to reconcile with the ideology of the Ukrainian radical movement in

Galicia, according to which “Ruthenian (Ukrainian) officials and priests

are exploiters just like the Polish lords and Jewish moneylenders.”^^ In

any case, these ideas were a drastic break with what Franko wrote on the

Jewish question before and after this period.^^ Moreover, Franko wrote

that in many cases it was the Jews who were to blame for the violence:

they provoked pogroms for profit. As evidence he pointed out that the

simple Christian workers and peasants who carried out the pogroms

suffered much more than their targets: the former were pursued, shot at,

and punished, while the latter remained safe and were compensated by

Jewish organizations like the Alliance Israelite and the state.^^

The question arises whether Franko’s anti-Semitic overtones were

only meant to please the narodovtsi or expressed his own attitude? The

question is important for evaluating the second revised edition of Boa

constrictor, which appeared at the beginning of 1884, several months

before the Boryslav war.^^ A comparison with the first edition reveals

that the changes Franko made were minimal and mostly linguistic. The

only significant change of an ideological character was in the ending of

54. Hrushevsky, Z pochyniv, 81-2, 88-289.

55. Prof. P. Kudriavtsev, a leading expert on Franko, Jews, and the Jewish question in

1920s, noted that the Franko’s article “Pytanie zhydovske” stands apart from his other

writings on the Jewish question. The article was published anonymously, and Kudriavtsev

doubted Franko’s authorship. His doubt, however, seems to be unjustified: all bibliogra-

phies of Franko’s works include this article. See P. Kudriavtsev, “levreistvo, ievrei ta

ievreiski spravy v tvorakh Ivana Franka,” Zbirnyk prats levreiskoi istorychno-arkheohra-

fichnoi komisii (Kyiv, 1929), 2: 72. I should add that the mentioned article was not the

only work that displays anti-Seinitic overtones: they can also be discerned in Franko’s poem
on Shvindeles Parkhenbht, a Jewish tavern keeper, an archetype of a Jewish exploiter. See

his “Pisnia Shvindelesa Parkhenblita,” Nove zerkalo, 1884, no. 2; idem., “Shvindeles

Parkhenblit,” ibid., 1884, no. 3; and idem., “Shvindelesa Parkhenbhta vandrivka z sela

Derykhlopy do Ameryky i nazad,” ibid., 1884, nos. 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 14, 15.

56. Franko, “Pytanie zhydovske.”

57. It was published in installments in the populist literary journal Zoria, which Franko

edited. See Zoria, 1884, no. 4: 32 and then as a separate book. Boa constrictor: Povist,

vol. 16 of Biblioteka Zori (Lviv, 1884).
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the novel. In the second edition Herman Goldkremer’s repentance proves

to be short-lived: he reverts to the cold, heartless speculator he was

before. There are no documentary sources on the second edition, so it is

hard to say why Franko rewrote the final part. Most likely he did so to

make the Boryslav cycle more coherent. The new Herman Goldkremer in

the second edition of Boa constrictor corresponds to the character that

reappears in Boryslav smiietsia (and, probably, in the projected Andrus

Basarab) as the main protagonist of the Boryslav workers.^^

The last time Franko mentioned his plan to write Andrus Basarab

was sometime between the end of April and the beginning of May 1884

(48: 426). For the next three years he added nothing to the Boryslav

cycle. He returned to it only after switching to the Polish left-wing press,

in which he published two short stories: “Jac Zelepuha” (1887) and

“Uroczystosc” (A Holiday) (1891). The last two short stories of the

Boryslav cycle, “Poluika” (The First Barrel) and “Vivchar” (The

Shepherd), were published in 1899. In them Franko did not use any

material on Boryslav that was more recent than 1882. Their thematic

scope and ideas are very close to those in early stories and novel.^^ He

never returned to his plan of writing a novel {Andrus Basarab) about the

workers’ movement. One wonders whether this was Franko ’s reaction to

the Boryslav war: to write anything on an organized workers’ strike in

Boryslav after 1884 seemed too far-fetched.

In 1907 the final, third edition of Boa constrictor came out. It was so

extensively rewritten that one could treat it as a new novel in the Boryslav

cycle. The major change was in Herman Goldkremer’s character: he became

an efficient businessmen and an organizer of big industry, who cares about

the well-being of his family and his workers, and the workers respond with

gratitude and sympathy (they even call him “our father and protector”). His

main opponent, a petty thief named Izyk Zahnschmerz, tries to steal the

ozocerite from Herman’s mine and blows it up with explosives. Both

antagonists die in the explosion, and the story ends.^°

58. See Shchurat, Boryslavskyi tsykl, 268-85.

59. Mykhailo Rudnytsky, historian of literature and Franko’ s young friend, claimed that

in 1912 Franko thought of a new subject for the Boryslav cycle: a love affair between the

daughter of a rich oil entrepreneur and a well-educated worker who comes to Boryslav

from Paris, where he propagandized socialism. The novel, however, was never written.

According to Rudnytsky, it was supposed to be a love story, rather than another social

novel (M. Rudnytsky, Nenapysani novely [Lviv: Kameniar, 1966], 10-12).

60. I. Franko, Boa constrictor: Move, pereroblene vydannia (Lviv: Ukrainsko-ruska
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Franko worked on the third edition of Boa constrictor when Boryslav

seemed to confirm his youthful expectations: it turned into a centre of a

mass workers’ movement. The new edition of the novel, however, bore

no hint of class conflict. On the contrary, it presented a picture of class

harmony between Goldkramer and his workers. This development can be

explained by a new turn in Franko’s ideological evolution at the end of

the 1890s: he renounced his youthful socialism and embraced nationalism,

although of a very liberal form. In a letter to Mykhailo Pavlyk, he

explained the change in the following terms:

I do not know, perhaps the idea that with us not only a worker, or a

peasant, or a tradesman, but also a priest, a civil servant, a teacher, a

merchant, and even a gendarme can be wronged seems heretical and

non-radical to you. And that national interest may demand struggle

against any wrong. And that national development may consist in

generating from the midst of our nation all the estates and classes that

correspond to certain functions of national life, without our having to

suffer additional wrongs because of the fact that these functions in our

national body will be fulfilled to our detriment by people of ahen nations.

You may think that such ideas are a departure from radical orthodoxy.

Well, in that case I am not an orthodox Radical. I feel that I am first of

all a Ruthenian [Ukrainian], and only then a Radical (50: 148).

If in Franko’s new vision not only peasants and workers but also priests,

teachers, merchants, and gendarmes are legitimate members of a nation,

then Goldkremer in the new Boa constrictor turns out to be a positive

hero “that corresponds to a certain function of national life.”

In comparison to the two previous editions, the third one has no

criticism of capitalism: it does not expose the stifling and murderous

impact of capitalism on human beings. Hence, the original title loses its

meaning. The image of the boa constrictor is now connected with Izyk

Zahnschmerz, rather than Herman. Some critics suggested that Franko

rewrote Boa constrictor and reworked Herman Goldkremer’ s character

under the influence of Boleslaw Prus’ works.^^ There is, however, a

simpler and more natural explanation: in Franko’s new ideology the

central agent is the nation, not the working class.

vydavnycha spilka, 1907).

61 . M. Stepniak, “Ivan Franko ta B. Prus (Shche do istorii Boa constrictor)," Chervonyi

shliakh, 1929, no. 1; 174—86.
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Epilogue

Franko was a very ideologically engaged author. He rarely wrote for

“art’s sake,” and he criticized Ukrainian authors who dared to do so.

Literature, according to him, had to be “a worker in the field of human

progress”; its purpose was “to awaken a desire and a will to remove all

[social] vices” (26: 13). Therefore he subordinated his hterary work to the

ideological convictions he professed at a given time. His ideology provided

him with pictures of what was non-existent (a workers’ movement in

Boryslav in Boryslav smiietsia) and bhnded him to what was obvious (the

workers’ movement in Boryslav some thirty years when he was working on

the third edition of the Boa constrictor).

Still, Franko was hardly an unbending dogmatist. When his imagination

drove him too far, or new facts undermined his theoretical schema, he give

it up. The changes in his hterary plans and the revisions of his pubhshed

works are consistent with his motto “[i]f our chosen way turns out not to be

confirmed by the natural laws of general development, by the eternal human

stmggle for the good and universal happiness, we must immediately abandon

it” (48: 249).

As for Franko’ s success in turning literature into “a worker in the

field of human progress,” one has to examine the contemporaneous

readings of his Boryslav cycle. It was intensively read during his lifetime.

Boa constrictor was his most frequently translated work. A list of the

translators (Felix Daszyhski, for example) or the newspapers that

published it (such as Arbeiter Zeitungf^ clearly shows that the novel

was valued for its socialist propaganda. There is no clear evidence that

Franko’ s works reached the workers of Boryslav. There have been a few

reports that workers read the Boryslav cycle and even organized a strike

according to the pattern in Boryslav smiietsia, but they were written

in Soviet times and are hardly trustworthy.^^

62. Shchurat, Boryslavskyi tsykl, 231-2.

63. I. Petrash, “Zviazky Ivana Franka z boryslavskymy robitnykamy,” Zhovten, 1959,

no. 2: 112-17; and O.I. Dei and N.P. Komiienko, comp., Ivan Franko u spohadakh

suchasnykiv (Lviv: Knyzhkovo-zhumalne vydavnytstvo, 1956), 1: 148.

64. Another researcher who studied Boryslav and interviewed the same workers that

I. Petrash referred to (see n. 63) did not record any of these stories. See V.Iu. Pastu-

shchyn, “Byt rabochykh Borislavskogo neftianogo raiona (1815-1953)” (Candidate of

historical sciences diss., Kyiv University, 1954).
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The Borylslav cycle was widely read in Galicia by Ukrainian

intellectuals, most frequently of a leftist orientation. Several memoirs

mention the deep impact Franko’s Boryslav stories made on their readers.

This impact is attributable both to Franko’s hidden socialist agenda and

to the intrinsic artistic merits of his stories. The critics agree that Franko’s

Boryslav cycle was completely different from everything written in

Ukrainian until then, and it was precisely this cycle that made Ukrainian

literature sound like European literature.^^ The Boryslav cycle played a

key role in the ideological conversion of the first Ukrainian feminist,

Nataliia Kobrynska: before reading Franko she embraced a universal,

theoretical feminism; after reading him she decided to work exclusively

on national, Ukrainian ground.^^

Recently, there has been a tendency, both in and outside Ukraine, to

read Franko’s Boryslav cycle in social, rather than national, terms.^^ To

be sure, there is no limit to the number of readings to which a text may

be subjected, and every reading has a right to exist. But from the

perspective of Franko’s intellectual biography only the readings that fit

his original intentions count, and his intentions can be reconstructed by

confronting his texts with the contexts in which they were written. Such

a confrontation convinces me that, with the exception of the last, third

edition of Boa constrictor, Franko wrote overwhelmingly in the social

paradigm. In the 1880s new developements in Boryslav forced Franko to

reconsider this paradigm and to abandon his plans to complete both

Boryslav smiietsia and the Boryslav trilogy.

65. See le. Olensnytsky, “Kartky z istorii ukrainskoi universytetskoi molodi,” in Ivan

Franko u spohadakh suchasnykiv, 1: 116; Ustyianovych, M.F. Raievsky i rossiiskyi

panslavizm, 74.

66. Nataliia Kobrynska, Vybrani tvory (Kyiv; Derzhavne vydavnytstvo khudozhnoi

literatury, 1958), 377.

67. See Olesia Riazanova, “Nove prochytannia romanu Boryslav smiyetsiaC in Ivan

Franko — pysmennyk, myslytel, hromadianyn: Materialy Mizhnarodnoi naukovoi

konferentsii, Lviv, 25-27 veresnia 1996 r. (Lviv: Svit, 1998), 456-60; and Alois Woldan,

“Ivan Frankos ‘Boryslawer Zykins’ im Kontext der polnischen Literatur” (forthcoming).
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Koro TOirajrrB Koni SBHTaacHoro

KopH65rra: JI,o saraAKH khgbo-

MorHJMHCbKoro naneripHKa 1648 p.

“Maiores Wiszniewiecciorum”

Harajia JIkobchko

rioBHa Ha3Ba naneripHKa, npo akhh ni^e MOBa: “Maiores illustrissimo-

rum principum Korybut Wiszniewiecciorum in suo nepote illustrissimo

principe d[omino] d[omino] leremia Korybut Wiszniewiecki palatino

Rossiae Caneviensi etc. capitaneo redivivi. Ab auditoribus eloquentiae in

Collegio Mohilaeano Kioviensi comice cum eomm gestis memorabilibus

celebrati. Anno D[omi]ni 1648, Maii die 1” (IIpeAKH nanacHiniHX

KHKsiB KopndyxiB BHmneBeitBKHX, BittpoA^aceni y CBoeMy nanta^KOBi,

naiiBCHiniOMy Knasi, nanoBi GpeMii KopndyTy BHniHeBeu;BKOMy,

pycBKOMy BOGBOfli, KaniBCBKOMy xa in. cxapocxi. Cn;eHiHHO BmanoBa-

ni cjiyxanaMH pHxopHKn KneBO-MornjiKHCbKoro KOJieriiOMy pasoM

3 ixniMH naM’axHHMH Ai^HHAMH. PoKy Bo^coro 1648, 1-ro xpaBHK).

Ha cboroAHi n;eH xexcx BBaacaexBca yniKaxoM, gahhhh bIaomhh noro

npHMipHHK adepiraexbCB y PociHCbKOMy ^ep^aBHOMy apxiBi ^aBnix

aKxiB^ y 1998 p. c|)paXMeHXH 3 ntoro bkaioheb ao cbogi anxojiorii

nojibCBKOMOBHoi yKpaincBKoi noe3ii PocxncjiaB PaAHnieBCbKHH^; 3-

1. PFAJ],A, 4). 381, on. 1, efl. xp. 1767. Tyx BHKopncTaHHn sa 4)OTOKonieio, m,o

6yjia Meni naflana PocxHCJiaBOM PaAHuieBCbKHM, aa m,o cepAenno AAKyio.

2. R.P. Radyszewskyj, Roksolanski Parnas: Polskoj§zyczna poezja ukrainska od koiica

XVI do poczQtku XVIII wieku, cz. 2, Antologia (Krakow: Wydawnictwo Oddzialu Polskiej

Akademii Nauk, 1998), 215-30. Odpaany cncxeMy naneripHKa KopoxKO oxapaKxepn-

soBano B OAHOHMenniH Monorpadiii PaAnnieBCbKoro: Polskojgzyczna poezja ukrainska

od konca XVI do poczQtku XVIII wieku, cz. 1, Monografia (Krakow: Wydawnictwo
Oddzialu Polskiej Akademii Nauk, 1996), 139^0.



192 Haraji^ Mkobchko

noMi^c icTopHKiB npo naneripHK KopoTKO sraj^ye ^pocjiaB IcaeBHH^

xapaKxepHsyiOHH BH^aHHa JIaBpcBKOi fl,pyKapni; cxHCJiy m4)opMai],iK)

xaKo:*; HaBeji;eHO cbofo nacy mhok) y 3B’B3Ky 3 nonaxKOM noBcxanna

ni^i; npoBO^OM Borj^ana XMejitHHi^tKoro^.

J],pyKapHM Ha XHxyjiBHOMy apKymi naneripHKa He aaananena,

npoxe HCMae nij],cxaB cyMHiBaxHca, hi;o H;eH HCBejiHHKHH xeKcx na

XpHflIi;5IXB HOXHpH CXOpiHKH BHHHIOB i3 ;0;pyKapHi KHeBO-IleHepCbKOl

jiaBpH — xona 6 xoMy, m;o Ihhihx ^^pyKapent y KneBi na xoh nac ne

6yjio^. 05in;HHe caMHM aarojioBKOM comice (ci^eniMHe) npeflcxaBJien-

HB «i5IHb, 5LK i K0MH03Hn;m XCKCXy, HOWJieHOrO Ha HOXHPH actus

(aKXH), KOXK;eH 3 HKHX, CBOGK) HepXOK), CKJiaflaeXbCH i3 HOXHpbOX

scaena (ci^en), BKa3yioxb, mo naneripHE yKJiaj];aBCH he BHcxaBa-

fleEjiaMaii;i5i na micxHaj];u;HXB napxin. IIlEijiBHHH cncExaEJib BOHeBHji;B

FOxyBajiH flJiH ypoHHCxoFO npHBixaHHH ^peMH BHiHHeBei];bEOFO y

KHGBi 1-FO XpaBHH 1648 p.: npOXHFOM 6epC3HH-EBiXHH EHH3B

6e3Bm3AHO MCiHEaB y ce6e b JIy6Hax^, a na nonaxEy xpaBHH, cy^sHH

3 npoji;axoBaHOFO nanepej], nanexipHEa, MaB ixaxH na 3axm nepea

Khib (he BiflOMO, Eoaai^BEa Binna cnjiyxajia i^i njiaHH: HanpHEiHH,!

EBixHH aanenoEOGHKH xphbohchhmh nyxEaMH ehh3b yxce BHCJiaB

fIhi^h flo cxaBEH EopoHHOFo FcxBMaHa Ha npaBHH 6epeF flninpa, aSn

flianaxHCH, mo xaM AiexbCH^ i poanonaB npHFOxyBaHHH ^o BiiiHH).

Mohcjihbofo aBxopa (peflaExopa?) xcECxy, a xhm 6ijibine aBxopa

FpaBiopH Ha 3BOpoxi XHxyjiBHOFO apEyma, npo HEy ^exajiBHiiHe nme
MOBa flajii, BH3HaHHXH BaxcEo. AflHce “cH;eHiHHHH” xapaExep xBopy

nepe^danaB, mo FinoxexHHHHM aBxopoM Mix BHCxynaxH ne Jinme

npo(|)ecop HoexHEH hh pnxopHEH, a h caMi ynni, BHEOHaBu;! xhx hh

XHX “cn;eH”. IIpHHaHMHi, na xaEC “aMimaHe aBxopcxBo” naxpanjiHGMO

3. IcaGBHH, yKpaiHCbKe KHHrOBHffaHH^: BhTOKH, P03BHT0K, npodJieMH (JlhBlB:

iHCTHxyT yKpaiHOSHaBCTBa iM. I. Kpnn’HKeBHHa HAH yKpaiHH, 2002), 196.

4 . H. Hkobchko, napajiejibHHH cbIt: JJocjiijiJKeHHM 3 icTopi'i y^BJieHb ra iffeH b

YKpaiHi XVI-XVII ct. (Khib: KpHTHKa, 2002), 209.

5. 3 JIaBpcbKOK) flpyKapHCK) n,eH tckct weHXH4)iKOBaHO b Kaxajioai: H.H.

SanacKO i H. IcaeBHH, IlaM’^TKH KHnxKOBoro MHcrepTBa: Karajior CTapoffpyxiB,

BHffaHHX Ha yKpami, kh. 1, 1574-1700 (JIbbIb: BnAaBHHHXBO npn JlbBiBCbKOMy

yniBepcHxexi, 1981), 70, h. 373. HepeniK apyKapcHb, ;i,hb. xaM ace, 121.

6. JI,HB. CBiflHeHHfl KHHHCoro cjiyxH Boryuia MacKesHHa: Pami^tniki Samuela i

Boguslawa Kazimierza Maskiewiczdw, wiekXVIl, opracowat Alojzy Sajkowski (Wroclaw:

Zaklad Narodowy im. Ossoliriskich, 1961), 237-9.

7. TaM xe, 239.
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B 6araxbox inKijibHHX naneripHKax xoro nacy, mk MOXHJiaHCbKHX, xax

i ^^eKJIaMOBaHHx )^HaMH eayixcLKHx KOJieriii. Tax, cepe^i, inuioro, y

oj^HOMy 3 HaHBij^OMiniHX MOXHJiiiHCBKHX naHcripHKiB Mnemosyne

slawy, prac i trudow ... Piotra Mohily (IlaM’^Ka CJiaBH, npai],b i

xpy^B ... Ilexpa Moxhjih) (1633 p.) ^eKjiaMOBam “nacxHHH”

niflnHcajiH xpHHaflu;HXb cxy^eHxiB^; y BixantHOMy naneripHKy

.HpocjiaBCBKo’i KOJierii 1615 p. na noBepHeHHa 3 ocbIxhboi no^opoad

KHS13SI A;i,aMa KocxaHXHHa Ocxpo3bKoro BipmoBaHi napxii niji;nHcaHO

^ecaxBMa cxy^^eHxaMH; xaM 2ce na noxoBajiLHOMy naHeripHxy na

CMepxb KH33a .^Hyma IlaBJia Ocxpo3BKoro (1619 p.) BMimeno

;^BaA^^xI> cIm cxy^enxcbKHx ni^nHclB^ i x.fl.

JIoriHHO npHnycKaxH, iu,o b naHeripHKax xaKoro po^i,y ^epe^^-

MOBa-nocB^xa i “aarajitna peji,aKi^m” BipmiB najie^cajia npoc|)ecopy,

xofli HK caMi Bipmi, npHHaiiMHi MepnexKOBO, mofjih KOMnonyBaxH

cxy^eHXH, acHO — na BHaHaneny npo4)ecopOM xeMy. V BHnaj];Ky

o6roBOpK)BaHoro xyx xexcxy na HMOBipHe cxy^^enxcBKe aBxopcxBO

nacxHHH “cixeH” Bxaaye, aoKpCMa, ix fleaxa niKOJiapcBKa neanpaB-

HicxB. Tax, cjia6mHMH 3 norjiii^y ars poetica (inBCHi^m, Ha^BHicxt

xponiB, 3aco6H aMnjii4)ixai^ii xomo*°) a^aioxbca repoixo-reneanorm-

m “ci],eHH”, HaxoMicxB hoxhph eMSjieMaxHMHi “ci^chh”, ^xhmh
aaBepmyexbca naHeripHx, BHXjiaj^aioxb ij;ijixoM iMnoaanxHO. Biflxax,

HaiiiMOBipHime, ix MO^cna axpH6yxyBaxH, ax i nepe^MOBy-nocBaxy,

BHXJiaflaneBi.

Ha acajib, mh ne anaeMO 3 neBHicxio Hi Imch cxy^i;eHxiB xjiacH

PHXOPHXH, Hi iMCH XHlBCbXHX Hpo4)eCOpiB HOeXHXH H pHXOpHXH B

1648 pou;i. 3a ypHBHaxHMH ara^xaMH, ^i;o nepejiixy nepniHx Moa[;Ha

rinoxexHHHO, na nij];cxaBi nacy HaBHanna (cepe^HHa-^pyra noaoBHHa

1640-x) xa niaHimoi aixepaxypHoi axxHBHOCxi, bI^hccxh xaxHX

Maii6yxHix aipox yxpamcbxoi xyabxypn, ax laan ApMamenxo,

8. Die dlteste ostslawische Kunstdichtung, 1575-1647, herausgegeben von Hans

Rothe, 2 vols. (Giessen: W. Schmitz, 1976-77), 2: 323-43.

9. Charisterion ob felicem ... Constantini Ostrogii Duds ab exteris nationibus ... in

patriam reditum (Leopoli, 1615); Pietas ... Janussium Paulum Ducem in Ostrog ...

exhibita (Zamosci, 1619). KoMCHTap flo ii,hx naneripHKiB, aKOBCHKO, Uapajiejib-

HHH cbIt, 261-2.

10. IIpo Teopiio noexHHHHX cthjiIb y KHeBO-MorHJiHHCLKiH HaBHajiBHin xpaflHitii

jtOKJia^;HO flHB.: H. IlHJiHmoK, “KmBCBKi noexHKH i peHecancHi xeopii MHCxeiixBa”,

B eBponeiicbKe BiMPOffxeHHJi ra yKpaiHCbKa jiiTeparypa XIV-XVIII CT., pefl. Onexca
MmnaHHH (Khib, 1993), 75-109.
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HoaHHKiH raji^TOBCbKHH, MejieTiH ^3hk xa AhtohIh Pa^HBHJiOB-

CBKHH^*. moAO npo(J)ecopiB, TO HaHBiporij^HiniHM KaH^H^taxoM

6aHHXLC^ Teoji;o3iH BaeBCLKHH: ynpoj^oB^c 1645-46 pp. bIh

magister poeseos KHeBO-MoxHJi^HCfcKoi KOJierii bh^bb ^pyKOM xpn

naneripHKH (1645 p. na hccxb Ilexpa Moxhjih xa na hccxl BecijiJia

^Hyina Pafl3HBHjia 3 Mapieio JlynyjiiBHOio, hkhx BinnaB Mornjia, i

1646 p. — Ha HccxB Aji;aMa Kncejia); Bi^i;oMocxeH 3a 1648 p. HCMae,

ajie B 1649 p. — B^ce sk )^Hxejib phxophkh — BaeBCbKHH cynpoBO-

fl^cyBBB GnH(J)aHiH CjiaBHHei];bKoro xa Apcenm CaxanoBCLKoro y

noi3j],Li,i Mockbh^^. PaaoM 3 xhm He BHKjiiOHeHe h aBxopcxBO

3^o;^OM 3HaMeHHXoro noexa h n;epKOBHoro JIaaapa BapanoBH-

Ha: BiflOMO, hi;o 3 1642 p. bIh nonaB BHKJiaflaxH y rpaMaxHHHHX

KJi^cax MorHJi^HCBKoi KOJierii, ^ajii nepeMicxHBCii na cepe^Hi KJiacH

HOeXHKH H pHXOpHKH, ^^BJll nlj^H^Bca ^10 4)ijioco(J)ii, a 3 1650 p.

cxaB peKxopoM CBoei Alma Mater^^. BiflxaK, pHxopHKa, m,o nac

H;iKaBHXb, Moxjia axpaa npHnacxH na 1647-48 naBHajitHHii pix, xo6xo

Ha nac, kojih HCMae xohhofo niAXBcpA^KeHHji cxocobho BaeBCbKoro.

KopoxKy JiaxHHOMOBHy nepe^MOBy 3 anejiaH;ieio bIji; iMeni

“mjiaxexHOi MOJio^^i” cjiaBH npej^xiB, n^o “rediviva” (Bi^po^HJiaca)

y “Tua illustrissima Celsitudo” (Tboih HaH^CHimm BhcokocxI),

aaBepmye ni;i;nHc: “Illustrissimae Tuae Celsitudini D[omini] et Patrono

suo devotissimum Collegium Mohilaeano Kioviense” (Tbogi HaHSCHimoi

BhcokocxI IlaHa h cboxo IlaxpOHa m;oHaHyKJiiHHimHH Khgbo-

MoXHJiaHCBKHH KOJICfilOM).

Tckcx caMOl ^],eKJiaMai;ii, ne paxyiOHH 3arojiOBKiB, hojibcbkhh.

TeMaxHHHe HnenyBaHH^ “aKxiB” ^OBOJii nixKe, xona ne odinnuioca h

6c3 HOBxopiB, fle odirpyioxLCH oflni h xi moxhbh. IU,o ;i;o

npoBiflHoro aa^yMy BHcxaBH, xo Horo mo^chb npeji;cxaBHXH aa

HO;;aHOK) HH2CHC CXCMOK).

Oxxe, “actus primus” (nepuiHH bkx)— i^e CBoepi^HHH npojior. Y
nepHiiii “cLteni” cjiyxaneBi npononyioxL KopoxeHbKy nepedi^cKy no

11 . Hop. flaxH HaBHaHHa y ixnix 6iorpaMax: KneBO-MornjiBHCbKa aKajfCMm b

menax, XVII-XVIII ct.: EnaHKJioneffHHHe BHMaHHM{KmB\ KM AxafleMia, 2001), 43,

165-7, 180-1, 451.

12. HhcjichhI 6iorpacJ)iHHi sraflKH npo BaesctKoro cthcjio niflcyMOBani: P.A.

Rolland, ‘“Dulce est fumus videre Patriae’: Four Letters by Simiaon Polacki”, Harvard

Ukrainian Studies 9, nos. 1-2 (1985): 173, n. 11.

13. KneBO-MorHJiBHCbKa axaMeMiB b menax, 59.
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icTopii po;i,y— Bij], “przodkow pierwszych” (nepmonpe^i,KiB) HapHMyn-

xa, Bixenaca ii TeAHMiHa ^i,o Ojitfepxa, Keiicxyxa, BixoBxa h

KopnSyxa, bkhm “KyBajiH sdpoio” Mapc 3 MmepBOio. OcxaHHH naHi

3 Hajie^cHOK) npoMOBOK) caMa Bp)^ae mnx nama^KaM ^MHxpa-

Kopndyxa OjiBrep^OBHMa, ce6xo BninneBei^BKHM, nepconajiBHO

noiMenyBaBniH jie^B He Bcix— noHHHaiOHH bI^ SnxMyHxa Kopndyxo-

BHHa (t 1435), BKHH “zostal Czechom Panem” (cxaB BOJioj];apeM hcxIb),

flo Hcmo^aBHO noMepjioro pyctKoro BoeBo;i;H KocxHHXHHa (t 1641).

IJ,eH “Kaxajior MmepBH” HacxopoiKye aKu;eHXOM na SnrMyHxi,

Horo MH AaJii noBepneMOCB, a 3apa3 ^ocjiyxaHMO “npoMOBy Minep-

bh” ji;o KiHD;a. 3a hck), hhhI cjiaBHHX npe^xiB “ozywia wspanialy nasz

Jeremiasz” (o^khbjibg nam ny^];oBHH CpeMm), 6o “dziela mu przodkow

przed oczyma stoj^, / odwagi wojny w glowie mu si^ roj?i” (fliHHHH

HpeflKiB cxoaxB nepe« hofo OHHMa, / boghhI bbhxhxh po5ixbch b hoxo

rojiOBi); iioro 6oixbch xaxapnn, a BixHH3Ha B3ce BmanyBajia iioro

XHxyjioM pycBKoro bogboj^h h “gotuje wi^ksze honory” (roxyG 6ijn>mi

noHecxi) na Maii6yxHG (cojiiflapnaai^m 3 MapeHHHM .HpcMH npo

rexBMaHCBKy dyjiaBy?). KoMCHxyiOHH u;eH naxHK, Bapxo Haraji;axH, Hto

cynacHHKH, 30KpcMa 3eMJiHKH-pycHHH, He6e3niflcxaBH0 BBa:acajiH

.HpcMy BHmHeBeH,bKoro CKpHB^i;:aceHHM y Bi«3HaKax (“roHopax”).

CbIh nepniHH XHxyji, pycBKoro bogbo^h, khh3b oxphmbb 4 kbIxhh

1646 p. — a:ac y 34-piHHOMy bId;!, xo6xo hk na xoronacm xap’Gpn

flyxe nl3HO, a gahhc cxapocxBO, KaniBctKe, 3Ao6yB (J)aKXHHHO

caMoaaxBaxoM y xoMy-xaxH 1646 p.^"^ He yBlHuajiHCB ycnixoM i

cxapaHHJi npo BaKanxny dyjiaay hojibhoxo rextMana: Bcynepen

oniKyBaHHHM caMoro khh3b xa hoxo CHMnaxHKiB, Bjiaji,HCJiaB IV

Ha^aB BOceHH 1646 p. nojibne rexBMancxBO HepHiriBCbKOMy BOGBOfli

Mapxiny KajiHHOBCbKOMy, CBaxy Kani^Jiepa OccojiincbRoro —
3ax5ixoro Bopora .^peMH^^

TpH Hacxynm “cD;eHH” nepmoro anxy nadaraxo Kopoxmi, ajie

xe:ac ne 6e3 neBHHX HaxBKiB. Cnepmy o^OBi^^aGXbCB, hk Kencxyx i

Ojitrep^ nijiBxexHO nocxynajmcn oji;hh oflHOMy “KopoHOio”, a^c ^^okh

OjiBXep^ “po dlugich prochaniach” (nicjin sobxhx npoxaHb) xaKH

14. W. Tomkiewicz, Jeremi Wisniowiecki, 1612-1651 (Warszawa; Nakladem

Towarzystwa Naukowego Warszawskiego, 1933), 167-8.

15. XaM ace, 145-6, 155-63; J. Dziggielewski, Izba poselska w systemie wladzy

Rzeczyposplitej w czasach panowania Wtadyslawa IV (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo
Sejmowe, 1992), 101.
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3rO«HBCa CTaXH BeJIHKHM KHB3CM. SbI^ch MopajiB: Hexaii “Kopojii i

KHa^caxa” anaioxL, mo BnniHeBeixBKi, sk i ikhIh npe^OK, He rana-

lOXbCH 3a BmanaKaMH, HaBnaKH, KopoHH caMi npocHXbcn Ha I'xHi

rojiOBH (me oflHH 3aKH^ y 61k Kopojia, ^khh He^i;oou;iHK)e ^peMH).

fljiH cynacHHKiB i^en naxHK 3BynaB u,ijiKOM npo3opo, a^^ce, OKpiM

HyxoK npo HexixL flBopy flo khh3h, bohh HaneBHO anajiH npo

ayxBajiHH B^peMHH yniBepcaji, poaicjiaHHH no ceHMHKax, y xoMy

HHCJii j];o JIyH;LKa xa, cjim ^yMaxH, flo KnoBa, na nonaxxy ciHHH 1645

p., fle, HapixaiOHH na KopojiiBCLKy ancBary, BHuiHCBeixbKHH nncaB:

“Trudy moje na piasku kreslilem ... zostalem od prezencjej J[ego]

K[r61ewskiej] Mosci oddalony. [...] ten, ktory piastowac w jednej opiece

ma piskl^ta gniazda swego, nie pokazal mi uprzejmej twarzy” (Cboi

xpy^tH a KpecjiHB na nicKy ... Mene BiwajieHO Bm oco6h H[oro]

K[opojiiBCBKo‘i] Mhjiocxh. [...] xoH, xxo Mae nnenaxH b o^HaKOBm

oniu;i nxameHHX CBoro rnia^a, He noxaaaB Meni npHH3Horo o6jihh-

Hacxynna “cLtena” npHCB^nena noxojtOBi OjibXepfla na MocKBy:

Ojitrepfl, y3HBHiH “u,apcLKy” cxojiHitio b odjiory, nidnxo He aaxoxiB

Bm “itapa” Hinoro, oxpiM hk y^apHXH chhcom o6 6paMy nanaity,

nicjiH Horo “mile” poanpomaBcn 3 hpoxhbhhkom. riiflcyMKOBa (})pa3a

3HOBy 3ByHHXb ^emo npoBOKaxHBHo: HaBixb Mypn nocxynaioxbca

nepej], OjibrepjtOBHnaMH, kojih xi xonyxb ybiHHHXH CBoe Im’h, xo^c

“czytajcie i wy, cni Korybutowie, / co napisali warn wasi przodkowie”

(HHxaiixe h bh, mjiaxexHi KopndyxH, / mo bbm nanncajiH Bami

HpejtKH). Bpemxi, ocxaHHH “citena” nmKpecjiioe 3b’h30k .^peMH

BHumeBeitbKoro 3 HamaflKaMH ABanaw^iTbox chhIb hoxo “^tma”

OjibXepfla, HoiMeHHO Ha3HBaiOHH — ox^ce, neMoadn npOBOjtHHH

nepejt ouHMa cjiyxaniB— u,ijiHH napajt pycbKoi KHa:*;oi apncxoRpaxii:

36apa3bKHX, KopeitbKHX, CanXymKiB, CjiyitbKHx, HopxopHHCbKHX.

“CLteHH” flpyroro axxy ijiiocxpyioxb 3aHBJieHe y npoji03i repoH-

cxBO ocHOBonojiojKHHKa po^y BnniHeBeitbKHx “Kopndyxa”, xo6xo

JI,MHxpa-KopH6yxa, xpexboro cnna Ojibrep^a i KHHXHHi lOniaHH

TBepcbKOi. CaMe bIh (hcho, ne 6e3 mKojtn Icxhhh) OHHHnexbca

y itenxpi Ko:acHoi “citenn”: y nepmiH bIh “trzech carykow zabil” (ydnB

xpbox u;apKiB) (dnxBa na ChhIx Bojtax?); y Jtpyrm BixoBX i Kopndyx

16. IJ,HT. 3a: Tomkiewicz, Jeremi Wisniowiecki, 140-1. HeTaJitny onoBijib npo

nanpyxeni CTOC)niKH Knasii 3 ^BopoM, ahb. xyx xe, 129^7.
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nepcMorjiH ^bI TaxapctKi opji,H h oca^i;HJiH b’^shIb “w Litwie nad

rzek^i Wak?i” (y JIhtbI Has piHKOio BapKOio); y xpeTin BIxobx pasoM

3 KopHdyxoM ^^OJIaIOXI> ToxxaMHina; y 'lexBepxiii “ci^eni” dapBHCxo

onoBi^aexfcca npo BCJiHKy 6nxBy 3 “TaMepjianoM” (TcMip-KyxjiyeM

Ha p. BopcKjia 1399 p.), fle aajiHniHBniHCB na nojii 6010 yxptox npoxH

Bcie'i OpflH, FHHyxB B^Baxcni ^MHxpo-KopHdyx i Horo chhh CKinflep

xa Anji,piH. Cxocobho D;iGi xo na hccxb MorHJiancBKoro

noexa Bapxo flo^axH, ll^o 3 KyjiBxoBo’i pycnniB XVII cx. xpohIkh

CxpHHKOBCBKoro bIh ^gcjiIbho nepcHHcaB ycboro ^i;eB5ixb BipmoBaHHx

P^^kIb — pij];KicHe ax na xi nacH nomanyBaHHa “aBxopcbxoro

npaBa”^^. YxIm, pemxa BipmoBaHOi BCxaBXH CxpHHXOBCBXoro

npocxo He BiflnoBi^i,ajia xBopnoMy aa^yMy: xaM JI,MHxpo-KopH6yx, xoh

i “siekl si? dlugo” (ji;oBro pydaBca), ajie cnei^iajitHHx ay^;ec repoisMy

He HpoaBHB, a b ni;i,cyMKy hofo paaoM ia cnnaMH npocxo axa^ano

cepe;; aaxndjiHx^^ (nacnpaB^i xnaab (J)iKcyexbca y ^xcepejiax ^o 1404

p., MaB xpBOx chhIb — iBana, SnxMyHxa i <I>eJ^opa, xcoj^en 3 hhx y

dnxBi Ha Bopcxjii ne aaxHHyB*^).

Tpexiii axx hobhIcxio npHCBaMeHHH SnxMyHxy KopndyxoBHny,

CHHOBi flMHxpa-KopHdyxa, naMicHHXOBi, 3 pyxH BixoBxa i ^xanjia,

HecLKOFO KopojiiBCXBa ynpoj^OBac 1422-27 pp. Y “ci^enax” i^bofo

axxy OHOBij];aexBca, ax aexn myxaan co6i xopoaa noMiac cyciji,HiMH

Boao^apaMH; ax Baa^HcaaB ^xaiiao nopa^HB im cbofo naeMiHHHxa

SHFMyHxa; ax hofo xopOHOBano, a Bin npHBixaB CBoix hobhx

niji;flaHHx aacxaBOio npoMOBOio (acHO, i"i xexcx naBOj^Hxtca), j],e

npoxaB, adn “swojej ojczyzny mu rany odkryli, b?dzie prawi recept

dany” (Biji;xpHaH fioMy pann CBoe'i BixanaHH, 6y«e Ha^];aHO jxodpi

aixH), i Fopflo odii^aB, mo bxohhxb BpyaeHHH HOMy Men y BopoacHX,

xodxo HiMeu;bXHX, cepi;ax; ax iMnepaxop, flOBiflaBHiHct npo bohob-

HHaicxb MoaoAOFO xopoaa, xax naaaxaBca, m,o caM cnaanB cBoe

BiHCBXOBe HaaHHHa; ax SnFMynx yaaB b odaoFy Bipny iMnepaxopoBi

IlpaFy, aae Bpaaceni hofo aacxaBicxio Fopo^],aHH BnycxHan hobofo

17. J^Ba paffKH BipmoBanoi BCxaBKH Biji; “Tr§iby chrapliwe” i «ajii nepea nponycK
ceMH pafl;KiB niflpHfl Bifl “Krzyk i szum” flo “Szable, miecze brzmi^”: M. Stryjkowski,

Kronika polska, litewska, zmodzka i wszystkiej Rusi, red. Mikolaja Malinowskiego

(Warszawa: Nakladem L.G. Gluskiego, 1846), 115.

18. XaM 3ce, 116.

19. J. Wolff, Kniaziowie litewsko-ruscy od konca cztemastego wieku (Warszawa: Ski.

gl. w ksigg. Gebethnera i Wolffa, 1895), 178-9.
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BOJiOflapii y MicTO 6c3 onopy, a bIh y HeproBin npoMOBi noodii^^B im

6yxH He KopojieM, a 6aTBKOM, BiflxaK “Praga swe progi szcz^sciem

napelnila, / gdy Korybuta krolem ulubila” (Ilpara nanoBHHJia cboi

nopoxH nj;acx^M, / kojih 3 jik)6ob’k) BH3Hajia Kopnbyxa KopojicM).

Ilepma “cH,eHa” ocxaHHtoro, nexBepxoro aKxy cMbjieMaxHHHa,

npoxe Heo6i3HaHHH HHxan Haapa^ hh 3Mir 6h 3 i^toro xeKcxy

3floraflaxHC5i, iiK BHXjiiiAaB rep6 BHUiHeBeixtKHX. IIphhhhok) H;i>oro

e He xeMHa baponna CHMBOJiiKa, a npocxima pin: aaxop “cn,eHH”

^poMa^^HXB ajieropii ne flOBKOJia rep6y cbofo repOH (“Kopnbyx”:

HOxpiHHHH xpecx Ha^], nepeaepHyxHM niBMicaLi;eM i aipKoio), a

flOBKOJia repboBoro anaxy “IIoroH^”, koxphh, ak bI^omo, cjiy:acHB

flep^caBHOK) eMbjieMOK) BejiHKoro xHaaiBCXBa JIhxobcbkofo, a xaxoxc

yxcHBaBca 3a Fepb xnaaiiMH feji;HMiHOBHHaMH-CjiyLi;BKHMH, Hopxo-

Phhcbkhmh, KopeH,BKHMH, CaHFyniKaMH xa in. monpaa^a, aa

cxpHxceHB HaxpoMaj^xceHHH ajiexopin cjiyxcHXb ne BiayajibHHH

obpaa “IloFOHi” (BepmHHK ia aanecenKM na CKaxy MeneM), a

rpaaiopa, BMimena na aaopoxi xHxyjibHOFO apKyma naHexipHKa. if

aaxojiOBOK: “Tryumph Xi^z^cey Pogoni jasnie oswieconych ich msciow

Xi^iz^t Wiszniewieckich Korybutow” (TpiyMcJ) Kh5I2coi IloFOHi

acHOCBixjiHX IX MHJiocxen KnaaiB KopnbyxiB BHuiHeBei^bKHx) ni^i;

aobpaxceHH^M Hannc: “Hoc trahitur Korybut victoris gloria curru / Nec

toti solus sufficit iste locus” (H,ieio KOJiicHHu;eK) mhhxb Kopnbyx y

cjiaBi nepeM03CLi;ji / Xona o^hofo jihih 3o6pa:aceHOFO xyx mujio). Ha
nepe^HbOMy njiani rpaaiopn — kojiIchhi^h, ^kok) npaBHXb boih y

HiojTOMi 3 BepxHKajibHo HocxaBJieHHM CHHCOM, CH^MHH Ha aHaMCHax,

mo B0Ji0HaxbC5i 3a KOJiicHHLteK); y nebi na^ boihom noMi:ac XMap xpn

KopoHH — KHaxca, KopojilBCbKa 1 jiaBpoBa; Ha npaaoMy biuHOMy

HJiani — xpn cxpiMxi naxopbn 3 JiaapoBHMH BiHKaMH na naBepm^ix,

nifl KOHHxaMH a^HbjieHOFO koh^ — xpoe noBep:aceHHx boihIb («o

xpbox naxopbia i xpbox boihIb mh iH;e noBepneMOCii HanpHRinm

cxaxxi).

y nepiHHX paj^Kax aipinia, npo axi Hji;e Moaa, “Hofoh^” 5ix

FepboBHH 3Hax acon;iioexbC5i ia 3obpa:aceHOK) na rpaaiopi noFoneio-

xojiicHHi^eio: “Woz triumphalny osiadla Pogonia, / zartkiego k niemu

wprz^gszy swego konia. /[...] Taki jej pojazd xi^z^ta sprawili /

Korybutowie, jako zwyci^zyli / swych nieprzyjacibl, te wozy i konie /

moj (pry) iest poiazd Litewskiej Pogonie” (Hofoh5i npaBHXb xpiiOM-

4)ajibHOK) xojiicHHD;eK), / b axy aanpiiFJia cbofo bacxoFO xona. / [...]

TaxHH BHi3^; iH aabeaneHHJiH xnaai / KopnbyxH nicjia nepeMOFH na^i;
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CBOiMH HenpHMxejiaMH, / oxi KOJiicHHi^i H KOHi / — ixe (Kaace) mIh

JlHXOBCBKo'i IloroHi). flajii, noSi^KHO Bra^aBuiH xpecxH “w

helmie” (na mojiOMi) KopH6yxiB, aBxop posjioro HaHHsye rep6oBi

SHaKH CnopiflCHHX is BHniHCBei^BKHMH pOflHH: SaMOHCBKHX,

IloxopbKHX, Moxhh, TpHSH xa in.; yci bohh “swe najasniejsze klejnoty

oddali, / by si^ herbami Wiszniewieckich zwali” (Biflji;ajiH cboi Haiiac-

Himi KJieiiHOflH, / a6n SBaxnc^ repdaMH BHUiHeBei^tKHx). Ilicjiii

n,boro cjiOBO nepej];aexbca ajieropHHHHM nocxax^iM — Hedy, SeMJii,

U,HOxi, HenxynoBi, CaxHpy ii ByjiKaHOBi. B npoMOBi “Heda” ne

odxo^];HXbca des cojiapnoi CHMBOJiiKH (“w Dom Wiszniewieckich Niebo

Slohce daje, / ale dose wzaiem od nich Swiatla stale”) (Hedo ^tapye

CoHite B J],iM BHniHeBeitbKHx, / ajie h naBsaeM b^ hhx npoMenie

CBixjio) — xonoc doroodpanoexi Bona naexo npHcyxHii y

naneripHKax, a^pecoBaHHX khhshm“°. Cepe^t npoMOB inninx

ajieropHHHHX nepcoHamB, KO^cen s ^khx tteKJiapye “swe ch?ci”

(CBOK) npH^SHb) BHLQHeBeitbKHM, npHBepxae yBary BonoBHHna

npoMOBa “ByjiKaHa” — is saneBnennaM, mo bIh, ByjiKan, saB:ac^tH

roxoBHH BHKyBaxH BHniHeBeitbKHx HOBy sdpoK), KOJiH exapa

saxynHXbca “nieprzyjacielom o kosc” (od Koexi nenpiixejiiB), do sec

“
wszystko Bog poddal xi^z^tom pod nogi, / co po powietrzu lata, co ma
nogi” (Bor noKJiaB KH^siiM nijt Horn yce, / mo Jiixae b noBixpi, mo
Mae Horn) (flo aKitenxy na ’’hobIh sdpoi”, hkIh xyx npHCB^neno aac

fleciixb pHflKiB, MH xeac ime noBepneMOca HanpHKiHi;i cxaxxi).

flpyra “citena” oexanHboro axxy Mae “nojiixHHHHH” npHCMax: y

hIh onoBmaexbCH npo cnip sa KHasiB-fe^HMiHOBHniB “^box bIxhhsh”

— KopoHH HojibCbKoi i BejiHKoro KHasiBCXBa JlnxoBCbKoro. Tpoxn
nocnepenaBniHCb, “bIx^hshh” ^oxo^t^xb KOMnpoMicy des nocepe^-

HHitxBa sanponiyBanoro aBxopoM “krdla Salomona” (itapa CojiOMOHa),

a ixHe “pimeHHa” noBxopioe xpHBiiiJibHy pnxopHKy naxpioxHHHoi

cojiiflapHOcxH odox cKJia^oBHX Peni HocnojiHxoi: “Takowy srzodek

zgodnie wynajduj^, / ze sobie synow spolnie ust^puj^, / Polska i Litwa

niech (pry) jedna bgdzie, / niechaj za jedng Matk^ glosz^ wsz^dzie [...]

/ Na CO i rgee dwie Ojczyzny dali, / ze jedn^ odt^d swym synom zostali”

(CnijibHO SHaxo^taxb xaKHH BHxm, / mo BsaeMHO nocxynaioxbCH

CHHaMH, / [Ka^cyxb], nexan Hojibma h JlnxBa dy^e g^hhok), nexan

20. fleTantHiine npo n;e, ^hb. na npnKJiafli naneripnKiB Octposbkhm: H.

.Skobchko, IlapajiejibHHH cbit, 174-6.
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n CKpisb BCJiHHaioTB e^^HHOK) Maxip’io [...]. / Ha mo oOhabI

BixHHSHH nopyHHJiHC^, / a6n Biji;HHHi 6yxn e^HHOio cboix chhIb).

Moxhb “cnopy j;box bIx^hsh” HamxoBxye na acoi^iai];ii si sra^aHHM

BHme naneripHKOM Teo^i,03ia BacBctKoro 1646 p. na necxt Aji;aMa

Khccjih^^: xaM, monpaBj^a, sa khibcbkoxo KamxejiaHa Beji;yxB cnip Pyct

xa Hojitma, npexeimyiOHH ne na “MaxepHHCXBo”, a, HaBnaxH, na xe,

ii],o6 HasHBaxH hoxo “OaxtKOM” (“Rossia Te patrem canit atque Polonia

patrem”) (Pyct Te6e cjiaBHXt 6axBKa i Hojitma ax OaxtKa)^^.

^Bi ocxaHHi “cu;eHH” nexBepxoro axxy BHKOHyioxB (J)yHKi^iK)

enijiory: “cBaxi ^ynii” npe^xiB, Hara^aBniH nama^xaM npo CBoi

repoHCbxi Bi^xo^^xb “na swe miejsca” (na CBo’i a

^exjiaMaxop bI^ iMcni “d,hoxh, (|)opxyHH, Hafl,ii i cjiaBH” cxBep^^cye,

mo B ^pcMHHiH oco6i “wszystkic odwagi Wiszniewieckich znamy, / bo

przed oczyma swieze codzien mamy” (mh nisnaeMO Bci sbhxhxh

BHmHeBeu,bXHx, / 6o bohh b nac moffCHHO nepej; OMHMa).

* * *

3raji,aHi BHme CHXHajibHi hiobhch naneripHxa (naxaxH na Henou;iHO-

BaHicxb ^peMH, noe^HaHHa iioro rep6y 3 repdoM Bejinxoro xna3iB-

cxBa JiHXOBCbxoro, ceManxHxa xpbox naropdiB i xpbox noBep:aceHHX

BomiB xa niflxexcx “npoMOBH Bynxana”) mh cnpodyeMO 3BecxH

j];oxynH HanpHxinn;! cxaxxi. Ajie nepefl d;hm Bapxo npoxoMenxyBaxH

npeflcxaBJieny b naneripHxy reneajioriHHy cxeMy poJ^y, 30xpeMa

4)yHXD,iK) B hIh “necbxoro xopojia” SnxMyHxa KopndyxoBHHa, axoMy

npHCBaMCHO oxpeMHH axx BHCxaBH-jxexjiMMai^i'i. Taxe nonecHe

yMOHxyBaHHa D,boro nepcona^ca flo xexcxy, xa me h Biflpaay nicjia

^MHxpa-KopH6yxa, e bcjibmh 3HaxoBHM 3 norjiiiAy reneajioriHHOi

nporpaMH^^ 36apa3bXHx i BHUiHeBeri;bXHX, na HOMy xpeda aynHHH-

21. Fr. T.W. Baiewski, Tentoria venienti Kioviam cum novi honoris ... Adamo de

Brusitow Sventoldicio Kisiel (Kioviae, 1646).

22. U,eH MOTHB KOMCHTyexLca y F.E. Sysyn, Between Poland and the Ukraine: The

Dilemma of Adam Kysil, 1600-1653 (Cambrige, Mass.: Harvard Ukrainian Research

Institute, 1985), 127-8, 213, 306.

23. Ilpo cycnijibHy MOTHBaitiio xa 4>yHKU,ii xaxHX nporpaM na npHKJiajti

rcHeajiorinHHX JieteHfl pycbKHX khbxhx pojtiB, jtHB. M. Cetwihski, “Mityczne wzorce

i spoleczne funkcje legend herbowych Czartoryskich i Czetwertyhskich”, Genealogia,

1981, no. 1: 43-58; JI.Jl. CodojiCB, “FeHeajiorHHecKaa Jieremta pofla KHnaeii

OcxpoxxcKHx”, CjiaB^HOBeffeHHe, 2001, n. 2: 32-8; npo nerenfly KHiisiB OcxposLKHX,

flHB. xaKOxc .Hkobchko, UapajiejibHHH cbIt, 233-57.
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THC^ ^CTajibHime. Onocepeji,KOBaHHM nomxoBXOM sanonaTKyBaH-

“reHeajioriMHoi Kap’epH” SnrMyHTa KopnOyTOBHHa, HaHiMOBipni-

me, cxajiH repOiBHHKH Bapxoma rianpoii,BKoro (1578 i 1584 pp.^"^),

fle Bnepme npHflijieHO yBary pyctKHM po^aivi. SoKpeMa, ^MHxpoBi-

Kopndyxy npHnncano ne xptox, mk y xponii^i Cxphhkobcbkoxo, a

o^i,Horo CHHa — Oe^opa, “ktory Winnice zakladal i Zbaraz” (koxphh

aaKJia^aB BIhhhi^k) i 36apa3c); cxocobho tk SnxMyHxa KopndyxoBHHa

repajiB^^HCx bomcbej^b He MaB hcbrocxh, nepeKJiaBniH Bi^noBi^ajib-

Hicxb Ha MaxBm MexoBCbKoro: “Najduje u Miechowity Zygmunta

Korybutowicza, ktory byl poslan na krolestwo czeskie od Witulda ... to bylo

w roku 1422” (Y MexoBixH srajiyexbCH SnrMyHx KopHbyxoBHH, m,o

Horo HOCJiaB na necbKe KopojiiOBaHHa BIxobx . . . ite 6yjio b 1422 poiti)

KhhsIb 36apa3bKHX i BHniHeBeu,bKHx IlanpOLtbKHH BHBOjtnxb Bi^t

Oettopa KopHbyxoBHHa, a xonnime, b1^ hofo onyxa BacHJia: “a od tego

si^ potem rozrodzili ci kniaziowie, jako Zbarascy i Wisniewieccy, Poryccy

i Woronieccy” (a Bi^t Hboro hoxIm hIhijih poarajiyxcenna xaKHX khhsIb,

3IK 36apa3bKi i BHUiHeBeitbKi, IIopHitbKi i BopoHeitbKi)^^.

Taxy caMy Bepciio, aicjiaBHiHCb na rianpou;bKoro xa na nenaaBany

npaitK) “^OKxopa xeojiorii”, (J)paHu;HCKaHit5i MHKOJiaH JlaBpHHOBH-

Ha^^, HOBxopioe 1641 p. y cBoeMy xepbiBHHKy LQhmoh OKOJibCbKHH,

npettcxaBJiiiioHH reHeajioriio KHaaiB BHHiHeBeitbKHx “eminere,

praeesse et regere nati” (napoA^eHHX bhcohIxh, OHOJiiOBaxH h

npaBHXH)^^ yK cxeMa BittxBopioexbca h y nacxHHi naHeripHKiB,

a^tpecoBaHHX 36apa3bKHM xa BHuiHeBeitbKHM, hk-ox: y xBopax

HaHCJiaBexHimoro naneripHCxa 36apa3bKHX xa BHuiHeBeitbKHx, noexa

CaMyejiji iBapflOBCbKoro (tl661), baraxojiixHboro cjiyrn floMy:

HOMHHaiOHH b1^ Bl^t 1621 p. bIh cjiy:5KHB cnepmy KpHmxo(J)y

24. B. Paprocki, Gniazdo cnoty skgd herby rycerstwa ... ksigzgt i panow poczQtek swoj

majg (Krakow, 1578); idem, Herby rycerstwa polskiego (Krakow, 1584). flajii

nocHJiaHHH noflaio na nepe^pyK pboro repdisHHKa K. XypoBCbKHM (Krakow:

Wydawnictwo Biblioteki Polskiej, 1858).

25. Paprocki, Herby, 832.

26. TaM 3ce.

27. OHeBHflHO, HflCTBca npo nponoBiflb JlaBpHHOBana na pokobhhh CMepxH
ToMama SaMOHCbKoro, fle^HKOBany B[peMi BnuiHeBeaBKOMy, Stella quasi cadens abo

kazanie na anniversarz ... Tomasza Zamozskiego (Zamosc, 1639). IJ,eH tckct Meni

nporjiHHyxH He B^anoca.

28. S. Okolski, Orbis Polonus ... in quo antiqua Sarmatarum gentilia ... specificantur

et relucent (Cracoviae, 1641), 1: 527.
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36apa3BKOMy, noxiM ^HymoBi xa ^peMi BHniHeBeii,bKHM^^. Y xpLox

naneripHHHHX noeMax, repOiiMH 5ikhx BHCxynaioxt hofo naxpoHH^®,

noex npe^icxaBJiHG ix po^OBiji; Bi^^ J],MHxpa-KopH6yxa, a b nocMi

Przewazna legacyja D;e onpe^MexHioexbca 3a cxcmok) “Oe^ip

KopnOyxoBHH — hofo chh ^aHHJIO — KHaai 36apa3bKi”^\ Te caMe

^HxaeMO y 2cajio6mH noeMi MnKOJiaa OaxoBHHa na cMepxb ^nyuia

BnniHeBeixbKOFO (xyx 3HFMyHxa, 5ik i b TBap^oBCbKOFO, HaaBano

cxapLQHM, a Oe^^opa MOJioflinHM chhom J],MHXpa-KopH6yxa: “od tego

przesci^gami liczemy dlugimi dom Wisniowieckich”) (Bifl hbofo no

30BFHX nacax ya^B Bi^^Jiix ^iM BHmHeBen;bKHx)^^; y BixajibHm

nponoBifli o. BoHn;exa HapHon;bKOFO na Becijuia ^peMH BnumeBei^b-

KOFO (3 nocHJiaHHMM na IlanpoixbKOFo)^^; y BipmoBanoMy naneFipn-

Ky CaMyejia 06ofl3HHCbKOFO na xpecxHnn ^pcmkhofo cnna (xe:ac aa

IlanpoixbKHM)^^ i x.fl.

Ocxaxonno KOflHcJ)iKOBaHOK) uyo Bepciio Moxna, oneBHj^HO,

BBaxcaxH nicjiii li 4>iKcai^ii na FeneajiOFinHOMy ^epeBi ^pcmkhofo

cnna, Kopojia Mixajia BnmHeBeii;bKOFO, axe 6yjio yKJiaji;eHe Cxani-

cjiaBOM TeMdepcbKHM i Bn^^ane ^pyxoM y KpaxoBi 1669 p., nanepe-

flOflni xopoHai^i’i^^. Taxy yK cxeMy, xi6a mo poanoFO opHaMenxoBany

29. Biorpa4)iHHi flani npo CaMyejiii TBapflOBCbKoro paaoM 3 BejiHKoio jiiTepaxy-

poK), ipo npHCBanena noexoBi, niflC5nviOBaHO b: R. Ryba, “Ksig,i§ WiMowiecki Janusz”

Samuela Twardowskiego na tie bohaterskiej epiki biograficznej siedemnastego wieku

(Katowice: Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Sl^skiego, 2000).

30. L(e, 30KpeMa: Przewazna legacyja ... Krzysztofa Zbaraskiego ... do ... cesarza

tureckiego Mustafy w roku 1621 (Krakow, 1633); Pobudka cnoty w ... Jerzym Dymitrze,

... Janusza na Zbarazu Wisniowieckiego ... wielkiej nadzieje dziecinie (Kxakow, 1635)

(obHflBa naneripHKH nepeBn^ani K. TypoBctKHM: Poezye Samuela ze Skrypny

Twardowskiego [Krakow: Wydawnictwo Biblioteki Polskiej, 1861]); iXigze Wisniowiecki

Janusz (Leszno, 1646).

31. Poezye Samuela z Skrypny Twardowskiego, 13.

32. M. Fatowicz, Glos lami^tujqcej ojczyzny z smierci ... Jana na Zbarazu Korybutha

na Wisniowcu Wisniowieckiego (Krakow, 1637), fol. B2v.

33. W. Czamocki, Kazanie w dzien slubu ... Jeremiego Michala ... Korybutowicza na

Wisniowcu Wisniowieckiego z ... Gryzeldg, Konstancyg Zamozskg (6c3 Micita [1639]), fol.

C3.

34. S. Obodzinski, Lutnia niebieska ... przy krzscinach pierworodnego syna ...

Jeremiego Michala Korybuta xigzgcia na Wisniowcu (Lwow [1640]), fol. B.

35. M. Chmielewska, “Pochodzenie i koligacje Michala Korybuta Wisniowieckiego.

Idee drzeworytu Stanislawa Temberskiego i Jana Aleksandra Gorczyna z 1669 roku,”

Genealogia, 1995, no. 6: 63-74.
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j^exaji^MH, noBTopHTb y XVIII ct. Kacnep HeceiXBKHH^^, a 3 Horo

rep6iBHHKa Bona nepenj^e ^i,o HOBiTHtoi nayKOBOi xpa^Hi^ii. (IlpHHa-

riflHO flo^aM, mo cyMJiiHHHH snaBei^t ;i;:acepeji lOsecI) Bojib(J) caMe

noB’aaaHHa 36apa3BKHX xa BHniHeBeii;BKHx i3 poflOM te^i,HMiHOBHMiB

yBaxcaB c)TMHiBHHM, mo noxarjio 3a co6ok) y nepmm xpexHHi XX cx.

ii,ijiy “rcHeajioriHHy Binny” noMi:ac icxopHKaMH, ^^e npH6mHHKH
feflHMiHiBCBKOi Bcpcii oxpHMajiH nepeMory^^ ajie 5ik noKaaajiH

HaHHOBimi ^na TemoBCBKoro — Hecjiyuiny, na nin,cxaBi

KijiBKOx HOBOBBeflCHHX y o6ix ji;oKyMeHxiB XV cx. TemoBCBKHH ne-

peKOHJIHBO flOBOmiTB, mO npe^KaMH BOJIHHCBKKX KHH3iB 6yJIH XaKH H6

femiMiHOBUHi, a MicixeBi BOJiHHCBKO-noj];ijiBCBKi KHH3i HecBim>Ki, inaKine

Bo:accBKi, HaiimBmmie 3 rijiKH xypoBO-nincBKHX PiopuKOBuniB^l)

IlapajiejiBHO flo reneajioriHHOi Bepcii Bapxoma nanpOD;BKoro,

uKa KJiajia b ocHOBy poj^y BHmneBei^BKHx Oeji,opa KopH5yxoBHMa xa

Horo OHyKa BacHJia, B^ce 3 Kiniiii XVI cx. cnocxepiraexBca no6yxy-

BaHHa inmoro, CKa3axH 6 npecxHXHimoro, rcHeajioriHHoro Bapianxy.

3rmHO 3 HHM, KHa3iB 36apa3BKHX xa BHniHCBeiXBKHX BHB0^1,HJIH He

Bm Oe^opa, a bIa hoxo 6paxa, “necBRoro Kopojia” 3HXMyHxa

KopH^yxoBHHa (j^apMa, mo xoh nacnpaBm aarnnyB y 1435 p.

6e3mxHHM i, cxo:ace, hbbIxb HeoflpyxeHHM).

3a BmoMHMH MCHi xcKcxaMH 3HrMyHX0Ba JiefeHfla Bnepme

4)iKcyexBca y acajioSHiii nocMi Epicedion, nxy nanncaB i BH^aB y

KpaKOBi, B ciHHi 1585 p., cjiyra khibcbroxo KamxejiHHa Mnxanjia

BHHiHeBeuBKoro, BmaHOByiOHH CMepxB cboxo naxpona (iMeni aBxopa

He BKaaaHo; na mok) j^yMxy, hhm 6yB cna^KOBHii “cjiyra JI,OMy”

^>Kj^aH BijiHu,BKHH, BJiacHHK c. Hh3chh BijiKa Ha KpeMeHeHHHHi)^^.

36. K. Niesiecki, Herbarz polski, wyd. przez Jana Nep. Bobrowicza (Lipsk, 1842), 9:

345-50.

37. reflHMiHiBctKy Bepciio, sinepTy na apryMeHxax u;iei bellum genealogicum,

noflano i b reHeajioriMHiH cxeMi SOapasBKHx xa BHmHeBeii;bKHx y flo.n,axKy flo Moei

npaai yKpaiHCbKa uiJi^xTa s kihijb XIV ffo cepeffHHH XVII ct.: Bojihhb i HaygHi-

npaHipHHa (Khib: HayKOBa syMKa, 1993), 299-301.

38. J. Tggowski, “Pochodzenie kniaziow Iwana i Fiodora Nieswickich”, Genealogia,

1996, no. 7: 125-35; idem, “Jeszcze o pochodzeniu kniazia Fiodora Nieswickiego”,

Genealogia, 1996, no. 8: 87-90.

39. XoflHoro sdepexcenoro npHMipHHKa noeMH na Cboro^Hi ne 3a4)iKCOBaHO.

BiflOMa 3 nepespyxy b flOflaxxax flo npaii,i A.B. CxopoaceHxa, CrcipaH EaTopHH h
flHenpoBCKHe xasaKH: HscjieyiBaHHa, namarKH, yoKyMCHTbi, saMCTKH (KneB: Tnn.

OpoHii;KeBiMa, 1904), 163-220. OOrpynxyBaHHH aBxopcxBa xa KOMenxap flo hocmh.
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y repajiLflHHHO-reneajioriMHiH npeaMOyjii ^i;o noeMH
noMaxaBHiH KyjiaKOM y 61k “njiioraBoro MOCKBHXHHa”, TaxapHna h

xypKa, anejiiOG ji;o poj;oBOj];y BHniHeBeixBKHx. Horo Bepcia jianij^apna

H KaxeropHHHa: oni poszli z domu tak zacnego, / s Korybuta

slawnego, ktory opanowal, / slawne Czechy, i onym statecznie krolowal.

/ Dobyl panstwa Morawy, innych ziem niemalo . . . / S tego oni zacnego

przodka narodzeni” (bohh noxo^axt is xaxoro mjiaxexHoro ^i;oMy, / Bi^

cjiaBHoro Kopnbyxa, skhh onanyBaB / cjiaBHy Hexiio i cxaxenno b

nm KopojiiOBaB, / 3ji,o6yB MopaBCBKy ^epxcaBy xa HHMajio inniHx

seMCJiB ... / Bohh Hapoj^^ceni Bi^ n;i>oro nuiaxexHoro npe^^Ka)"^®.

Ba^cKO CKasaxH, hh caMe “Bepcin BijiHi^tKoro” 6yjia sanosHMena

nisHimHMH naneripHcxaMH XVII cx., ao6h cnpaBXCHtoro Bnbyxy

naneripHHHoro nncBMeHCXBa b Peni IIocnojiHxiH^^ hh nobyxyBajio

ui,e HKecb aBxopHxexHe ^^cepejio, hbm HCBi^oMe, ajie jiereH^a

SnxMyHxa KopndyxoBHHa ocejiHjiaca y cjiaBOCJiiB’nx na necxb

SbapasBKHx xa BnuiHeBei^BKHx aochxb yneBHeno. Ha ili nepecinne

HobyxyBaHHa BKasye, cepe^ inmoro, BixajiBHa npOMOBa ^Ky6a

CobecBKoro, BHXojiomeHa 22 nepBHa 1631 p. na Becijuii Fcjichh,

^i;oHKH KocxaHXHHa iBaHOBHHa BHmHeBen;LKoro. HarojiomyiOHH na

cjiaBexHOMy noxoji;xceHHi HapeneHoi, Bi^oMHH cchmobhh xpacHOMO-

BeD;B roBopHXL: “Nie mog^ tu zapomniec slawnego onego Korybuta, od

ktorego ksi^izgta ich msci originem swoje prowadz^. Temu szabla i slawa

koron^ na glow^ wlozyla, i ktorego ksi^z^ta ich msci mi^dzy przodkami,

tegoz Czechowie mi^dzy krolami swemi licz^” (He MO^cy xyx OMHHyxH

xoro cjiaBHoro Kopnbyxa, Bi^t axoro Be^yxL CBiii nonaxoK i’x MHJiocxi

KHHsi. niabjiH H cjiaBa noKjiajiH iiOMy na rojiOBy Kopony, i caMe

Horo, HOJiineHoro nexaMH noMixc CBoix KopojiiB, i'x MHJiocxi KHJisi

jiinaxL noMixc npe^tKiB)"^^.

HnsKa iHHiHX npoMOB, BHXojiomeHHx CobecBKHM na necxt

SbapasBKHX i BHHiHeBeii,LKHX, sajinninjiaca Meni, na acajib, nejto-

cxy^HOK)'^^ npoxe jioriHHO npHnycKaxH, mo reneajioriHHa cxeMa

J^HB. ^KOBCHKO, IlapajiejibHHH cbi't, 148-53.

40. Epicedion, 167.

41. Hop. niflpaxyHKH KOJiHBaHHJi HHCJia naneripuKiB Bifl cepeflHHH XVI flo Kinira

XVIII CT.: W. Bruchalski, “Z dziejow panegiryku w Polsce”, Kwartalnik historyczny 31

(1917): 47-54.

42. Biblioteka Jagiellonska, oddzial rgkopisow, ms. 110, fol. 213v.

43. SoKpeMa: na noxoponi KpHuiTo4)a SOapasbKoro, na noxoponi €xch
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xaM Majia 6 BHrjiji^];aTH i^eHTHHHO. Bapxo ni^KpecjiHXH, mo aBxopn

naneripHKiB, ji,e osByneHO JicreH^y SnxMyHxa KopnOyxoBHHa, i;e

flOBOJii pisHi 3a cxaxycoM xa xapaKxepOM 3B’^3KiB i3 khm:*;ok)

pojXHHOK). TaK, moHHO 3ra^aHHH Co6ecBKHH Hajie^caB ^^o “npnaxejiiB

J],OMy”. Bipormno, i^cpkobhhmh KJiienxaMH BHinneBeixbKHX 6yjiH

6epHapAHHH BoHaBCHxypa HapjiHHCBKHH i CxecJ^an fi3CHii,i>KHH,

aBxopH 2cajio6HHX npOMOB Ha noxopoHHHX ypoMHCxocxax ^nyma
BHniHeBei^BKoro, BHxojionieHHX, BmnoBmHO, y CoKajii b 1637 xa

36apa:ad b 1638 pp."^ 111,0^0 HapjiHHCtKoro, xo na 3b’h30k i3

KHH:acHM flOMOM OHOcepc^KOBaHO BKaaye BOJiHHCbKe KopinnH HeHn,H:

HKHHCb MapxiH HapjiHHCbKHH (J)iKcyexbCH y nonnci BOJiHHCbKoro

nocnojiHxoro pymeHHH 1621 p., BHCxaBJiaiOHH “z maj^tnosci swej

wolyfiskiej” (3i CBoro BOJiHHCbKoro Maexxy) oji;Horo koh^ “po-

kozacku” (no-K03aii;bKH)'^^, a mo^o H^cni^bKoro, Ka3H0^^i^ 36apa3b-

Koro Kocxbojiy, xo caMa hobhi^Ih po6HJia hofo “cjiyroio” c|)yHflaxopiB

6epHapAHHCbKoro Kjiamxopy b 36apa:ad. Y nponoBmi o. HapjiHH-

cbKoro nicjiH pnxyajibHoro nepejiixy nepmonpe^KiB po^y —
HapHMynxa, TpOH^eHa, Bixenaca, Te^HMiHa, Ojibrep^a, npoMHHyBmn
J],MHxpa-KopH6yxa (nepHei^b cnjiyxaB Horo i3 BnxMyHxoM KopH6yxo-

BHHCM, 6o HaBHBae CBoro “KopnOyxa” rodzonym, xo6xo dpaxoM

Bjia^HCJiaBa ^rejuia), cxBepfl^cyexbca: “Korybut, rodzony krola

Jagiella, korony czeskiej odwaznie dostal, bo lego, od ktorego si^ xi^z^ta

ich msc Wisniowieccy zowi^ i przodkiem swoim go bydz przyznawaj^,

kroniki czeskie mi^dzy krole swoje licz^” (Kopnbyx, 6pax KopojiH

^rejijia, BiflBa^cHO 3^o6yB necbKy Kopony, 6o Horo, bI^ kofo

oxpHManH 1m’

H

H KOFO BHBHaioxb 3B CBOFO Hpe^i;Ka iiXHi MHJIOCXi

KH33i BHmHeBeD;bKi, Jiinaxb noMi:ac cboix KopojiiB HecbKi xpoHiKH)"^^.

AnajiOFiHHO 3’e^i;HaBmH ^MHxpa-KopH6yxa 3 hofo chhom 3HFMyH-

XOM, BHOnyKJIIOe “KOpOJiiBCbKHH” aKI^CHX KHH2COFO po^OBO^y

riHCHi^bKHH: “Pocz^wszy od jej wlasnego przodka [xo6xo KopHdyxa],

36apa3bKoro, na eecijuii ilnyuia BninHeBei^bKoro, na aapyHHHax xa Bccijuii ^peMH
BHniHeBeLi,i>Koro, na necTb HapoflxceHHa ilpeMHHoro cnna Mixana.

44. B. Czarlinski, Wizerunek ksi^cia katolickiego, to jest kazanie na pogrzebie ...

Janusza Korybuta na Zbaraiu Wisniowieckiego (Lublin, 1637); S. Gizycki, Mitra. Honor
prawdziwego ksi^cia ... na anniwersarzu ... Janusza Korybuta na Zbaraiu Wisniowiec-

kiego (Lublin [1638]).

45. Archiwum Gtowne Akt Dawnych, Zbiory Biblioteki Narodowej, ms. 5, fol. 12.

46. Czarlinski, Wizerunek ksigcia katolickiego, no pagination.
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rodzonego krola Jagelta, od ktorego sig x[i^z?ta] j [asniewielmozni]

Wisniowieccy zowi^ i za przodka swego przyznawaj^, ten abowiem na

wzwyz pomienionym koniu jako korony czeskiej odwaznie dostal,

czytajcie kroniki” (IloHHHaioHH Bifl [KopnOyra], 6paxa KopojiH

^rejiJia, u BJiacHoro npe^Ka, mo Bi^ HBoro oxpHMajiH 1m’a i BHSHa-

K)TB Horo sa CBoro npejtKa jicHOBejiBMo:*;Hi KHBsi BHinneBcittKi, a

caMe Bin na ara^tanoMy BHme Koni BijtBaacHO s^odyB necbKy Kopony
— HHTaHxe xpoHiKH)'^^ A ocL npHKJiafl osByneHHa itiei caMoi Bepcii

CBixcBKHM “cjiyroio” ^peMH, niJinxxHHeM GpcMieio BijieiioBCBKHM:

“od naiasniejszego Korybuta, ksi^zgcia litewskiego i krola czeskiego,

brata krola lagila . . . interrupta serie prosapiae tuae originem trahis’' (Th

BC^tem CBoe noxo«:aceHHB besnepepBHOK) Jiimeio Bm HaiiacHimoro

Kopnbyxa, jiHxoBCbKoro khh3m i necbKoro Kopojia, 6paxa Kopoji^

^rejijia)^l

SicxaBJiaioHH napajiejiBHe nobyxyBaHHa o6ox reHeajiorinnHx

jiereHji; (b^ Oe^opa KopnbyxoBH^a xa bI^ hofo 6paxa, “necBKoro

Kopojia” SHFMynxa), Mo:acHa o6epe:acHO npnnycxHXH, mo cynacHHKH

pospisHnjiH ix — nepmy sk “KHH:acHy” (cKpinjieHy aBxopnxexoM

rianpoitBKOFo), a flpyFy sacBrnneny ycHoio xpa^nmeio. Ha
niflxpHMKy MOFO npnnymeHHn SFa^taio BecijiBHHH naneFipHK 1639 p.

Ha nuno6 ^pCMH BHinneBeittKOFO 3 rpH3ejiBAOK) SaMOHCLKOio,

HanHcaHHH yneHOio jiioahhok), BmoMHM epy^tnxoM, npo(J)ecopoM

SaMOHCBKoi aKaAeMii Anfl^ceeM AbpeKOM. ObiFpyioHH cjiaBexHicxB

noxo^t^ccHH^ HapeneHOFO, AbpeK HaMaFaextcit yHHKHyxH jiofIhhofo

npoxHpiHHii Miac o6oMa BepcmMH, a xoMy npocxo BCxaBJiiie SHFMyn-

xa — 6e3 KOMCHxapa — Miac Oe^opOM (Federicus) xa Oe^topoBHMH

HamaflKaMH^^, xo6xo nojinmae caMHM HHxaHaM-cjiyxanaM flo«5nviy-

BaxHca, xxo Bifl KOFO noxo^HXb. J],emo panime, y nponoBim “Xpecx

XpHcxa CnacHxeji^” 1632 p., i^hm :*;e yxHJiLHHM ihji^xom nimoB

Hexpo MoFHJia. 3a hofo cjiOBaMH, BHniHeBeii,bKi xpHMajinca

npaBOCJiaBHOi BipH “npc3 Bci npo^KH cboi”, Koxpnx noBHaneno

flOBOJii poBHJiHBHaxo: “ox ^HMixpia Kopibyxa h CBina exo flHMixpie-

47. Gizycki, Mitra. Honor, B3.

48. HeflHKania khh3K) .HpeMi y noneMinniH 6pomypi: H. Bieleiowski, Obrona

tytulow xiQz^cych od Rzeczypospoiltej uchwalg sejmowg pozwolonych (s.l. 1641), A3.

49. A. Abrek Leop[olita], Fax nuptialis ... novum conjugum hymenaeo ... Hieremiae

Michaelis Korybuth Duds in Wisniowiec et ... Griseldis Constantiae... Thomae Zamoyski

fdia (Zamosci, 1639), F2.
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BHHa Kopi6yTa Kpojia ^ecKoro, a 6paxa ^rejijia Kpojia nojicKoro h

BHxyjixa KcioH^cenixa jihxobckoxo”^®.

* * *

IIoBepxaioHHCL ^^o naneripHKa KneBO-MorHJiiiHCfcKoi KOJierii

sajiHinaexBC^ KOHCxaxyBaxH, mo Horo aBxopn hc xIubkh eHxyamcxHH-

HO nmxpHMajiH, ajie h “xBopno poBBHHyjin” SHXMyHXOBy JieXeH^y, 6o

xaKoro BHpasHoro aKuenxy na “KopojiiBCbKOMy” po^^OBO^i BHinne-

Beii;bKHx, xyx, mh ^ein^e He SHanfleMO. A xenep noMipRyiiMO, npo

Hj,o nepe^];yciM inuioca: mh npo xe, a6n MKHaHBJi)^Hime noxiuiHXH

poflOBy HHxy BHcoKoro rocxM, mh npo xe, a6n “nara^axH” iiOMy npo

pyCBKi BHXOKH “KOpOJliBCBKOXO” pO^I,OBOrO KOpiHHM?

II],o6 BmnoBicxH Ha n;e nnxaHHM, xpe6a 5yjio 6 nepe^yciM anaxn,

MHiMH Hama^^KaMH BBaxcajiH ce6e caMi BnuineBei^bKi. Ha ncajib,

flxcepejia MOBMaxb npo u;e anc ji;o 1570-x pp. Xapaxxepno, mo xanoio

caMOK) “MOBMaHKOio”, i xe3c ^^o caKpaMeHxajiBHHX 1570-x, oxomoho

H pifl KHMsiB Ocxpo3BKHX. Ha MOK) ^^yMKy, u;e syMOBjnoBajiocn xhm,

mo B saKpHxoMy pycBKOMy coH,iyMi XV-cepe^;HHH XVI cx., ^i;e

cneKxaKJiB npecxnncy n BJiaj];H poairpyBaBcn 3 ama-npamfla na OMax

y Bcix, npocxo ne BHHHxajio noxpe6n noMCHiOBaxH xxo e xxo^\

HaxoMicxb JlK)6jiiHCbKa ynia 1569 p., 3BiBnin floxynn b paMxax

o^^HO^o HOJiixHMHoro yxBopy abI necxond xyjibxypHi cncxeMH, pycLKy

xa HOJiLCBKy, Bnepme nocxaBHJia hochb khmhcoi xpoBi BiM-na-BiM 3

npaxxHKaMH “30jioxhx BOJibHocxen” pnflOBOi uijimxxh. U,e nocjiyncn-

jio HomxoBxoM flo npo^i;yKyBaHHM reneajioriMHnx jiereHA; na ‘ix

niflcxaBi BceBjia;i,Hi xnand pofln 3^;o6yBajin cbog Mici^e y cou;mjTbHiH

iepapxii Koponn HojibctKOi 6ea hikoj^h khm2coi Bnmocxn na^i,

HiJiMxexcBKHM 3arajioM. rojiOBHa 45yHKii;iM, Mxy xaxi jieXeHji;H

BHKOHyBajin, nojiMxajia y BmmyKaHHi “KOHKpexnnx”— b Icxophmhhx

nocxaxMx xa enl30j];ax — ^OKaaiB 3B’M3xy 13 “bojioxok) kpob’k)”

^^aBHix BOJioflapiB. ^jim Ocxpo3bkhx, mk nepexonjinBO noKaaaB

JleoHm C060JIGB, BHxmHOK) xoMKOK) xeHeajioriMHoro caMoycBmoM-
jieHHM cxajin aanponoHOBani ^hom KpaciHctKHM (1574) i BapxomeM

50. I^HT . 3a Xb. TixoB, Marepi^Jin ffJiE icropii khhjkhoi cnpaBH na BKpaim b

XVI-XVIII BB.: BcesdipKa nepcMMOBffo yKpaiHCbKHX CTapoMpyxiB (Khib: yKpamcBKa
aKaflCMiH HayK, 1924), 267.

51. ninpuie npo u,e, p;hb. .Skobchko, UapajiejibHHH cbIt, 235^6.
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rianpOLi,BKHM (1578) bhbo^^h po^OBoro KopiHHii Bi^ “cTapnx khib-

CBKHX KHa^cax” — PiopHKa xa iioro nama^KiB^^.

111,0^1,0 36apa3BKHX i BHniHeBeiiLKHx, xo npo Ha^inHy xonxy

B^Jiixy roBOpHXH 3 neBHicxK) Ba^cne. He BHKjiiOHeHO, neio Morjia

cxaxH HHHi BxpaneHa Cronica sive historia Lithuaniae, HanHcana fleet

nicjia 1551 p. BijieHCBKHM bIhxom, epyflHXOM-npaBHHKOM xa iexopH-

KOM, ABxycxHHOM PoxyHflycoM^^ Ha KOpHCXB i^toro npnnymeHH^
cjiyxHXb xe, m,o Bnepme “KopH6yxoM”, ce6xo Hairi,aflKOM BejiHKHx

KH^3iB JIHXOBCBKHX, HOHaB Ha3HBaxH ce6e Cxe4)aH 36apa3BKHH,

xpoii,bKHH KamxejiaH (1564-66), flajii xpoD;bKHH BoeBOfla (1566-85),

jiioflHHa, mijiBHO inxerpoBana y naHBHmy npHflBopHy ejiixy BejiHKO-

ro KHiiaiBCXBa JiHxoBCbKoro, 3 ^hgi iHcnipaflii BJiacne h nHcajiaca

3xaflaHa Cronica. 3a cnocxepe:aceHH^M BaHflH Jl,o6poBOJibCbKOi,

nepma araflxa npo 36apa3bKoro “Kopn6yxa” flaxyexbca 1573 p.

(“Stephanus Korybutovius seu Zbarascensis dux”), a cnopiflHeni 3i

36apa3bKHMH KH^iai BopoHeii;bKi araflyBajin npo CBoe noxoflacenna

Bifl Kopndyxa B^ce na JIiodjiincbKOMy yninnoMy cenMi 1569 p.^"^

J],o6poBOJibCbKa xaKoac 3Bepxae yaary na BejibMH xapaxxepny flexajib:

B aKxax 1570-80-x pp. nopyn 3i Cxe(J)anoM “KopndyxoBnneM”

(J)irypye noro njieMinHHK B^nyni 36apa3bKHH, ajie 6e3 flOflaxxy

“KopndyxoBHn”^^.

Moi cnocxepeacennH nafl xnxyji^xypoio niflnnciB 36apa3bKHX i

BnmneBei^bKHX flOBBOJiaioxb npocxeiacnxn neany, xoh i xnxxy,

3aKonoMipnicxb, a caivie: OKpiM “BijibnoflyivmiB” Gxn xa Kpnnixo(J)a

36apa3bKHX, nna noaeflinKa b npHHn;Hni cynepennjia nopMaxHBHHM

3acaflaM i axi “KopnbyxoBnnaMn” cede hIkojih ne niflnncyBajin,

flOflaxKOM “Kopndyx” y BJiacnnx niflnncax KopncxyaaBCH,

npaBHJio, cxapniHH floMy, ado “aejinKHn xnaab”^^ (hhm, BJiacne, i

noiicnioexbca Bayaa^cena )],odpOBOJibCbKOK) poadimiicxb niflnnciB

Cxe(})ana xa noro njieMinnnKa ^nyma). HaxoMicxb b o4)in;iHHiH

52. CobojieB, ‘TeneajiorHHecKaH JiereHfla”, 32-3.

53. Nowy Korbut. Pismiennictwo staropolskie (Warszawa; Panstwowy Instytut

Wydawniezy, 1965), 3: 179-81.

54. W. Dobrowolska, Mlodosc Jerzego i Krzysztofa Zbaraskich (Z wst^pem o rodzie

Zbaraskich i zyciorysem Janusza Zbaraskiego, wojewody bractawskiego) (Przemysl:

Towarystwo Przyjaciol Nauk, 1926), 21.

55. TaM 3ce, npuMiTKa 2.

56. npo n,e noHHTTK nrapme: .Skobchko, IlapajieJibHHH csir, 233^.
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HOKyMeHTai];ii “KopH6yxoM” Mir 6yxH HasBaHHH 6y^iB-5iKHH hjich ne

xijiBKH ji;box sraflaHHX poji;iB, ajie i ixnix MOJioflinHx Bi^rajiyaccHB—
nopHLi;bKHX xa BopOHei^bKHx. Tax, KopojieBa Anna ^rejiJioHKa

noxBep;i;3cye y 1583 p. cxapnii no^iji 36apa:aca na npoxanna Cxe4)aHa

i ^Hyma KopH6yxoBHHiB 36apa3bKHX^^; b onnci He36epe:aceHHX

KHiBCBKHX 3eMCBKHX KHHF nifl 1589 p. 3ra^^yexbca Ilexpo Kopn6yxo-

BHH 35apa3BKHH, CHH Mojio^moro CxecJ)aHOBoro 6paxa Bjia^ncjia-

Ba^^ y KynnoMy JiHcxi ^nyma 36apa3bKoro Biji, 1601 p. “KopH6yxo-

BHHeM” Ha3BaHHH HC jiHiue Bin, ajie i iioro lOpin, me o^i,hh

6pax CxecJjaHa^^; nm 1612 p. ^ixcyextca xynna A^i,aMa BnuiHeBeixb-

Koro 3 XHxyjiOM “KopH6yx KHH^ca BHinHeBei^Koe”^*^; y nonnci

nocnojiHxoro pymeHHM bojihhcbkoi niJiaxxH 1621 p. naxpanjiaeMO na

“Cxe(J)aHa KopndyxoBHHa nopni^tKoro 3i 36apa:*;a”^* i x^-, i T.n.

ripoxe H ii,a xpaAHiim aac ^i,o flpyroi HBcpxi XVII cx. ne 6yjia

ycxancHOK): nanpHKjia^i,, y npe^cxaBHHi^BKOMy naxexi aannciB

Bojihhcbkoi mcxphkh 3a 1578-1647 pp., mo cxocyioxBCH 3a^i;HinpOB-

CBKHX BOJiOfliHB BHniHCBei^BKHx, ^^o^axoK “KopH6yx” npHKJia^aexBCH

^^o KHH2CHX iMCH JiHuic 3 1613 p., CHcpiny HeperyjiHpHO, ajie Bifl 1629

p. BHce o6ob’h3kobo (cKanciMO, b yxBajii ccHMOBoro cy^y 1629 p.

HonepeflHH neyBara ;^o XHxyjiy KOMnencyexBCH naBixB 3 Ha^JinniKOM:

“KHXXeM EpeMHHIHOM KopBl6yXOM BHUIHCBei^KHM, nOXOMl>KOM ...

no 30HIJI0M BCJIMOaCHOM KHiacaXCM EpHM KopnSyXC BHUIHeBei],KHM

... H BCJiMOHCHBiM KHiacaxeM KoHcxBHXHM KopBi6yxoM BHUIHeBeil,-

KHM”)^l

y pycBKHX naM’axKax ii,epKOBHoro KOJia nepmoi hojiobhhh XVII

cx. BHniHeBeD,BKHX BCJiHHaioxB “KopH6yxaMH” nocjimoBHO. “Cni

Korybutowie” e reponMH Bipma Mejiexin Cmoxphi^bkofo na rep6

BHHIHeBei^BKHX, 3KHM BmKpHBaGXBC^ HOFO ThrenOS 1610 p., flej^HKO-

BaHHH “Michaelowi Korybutowi ksi^z^ciu Wisniowieckiemu”^^ Tax

57. Biblioteka Jagiellonska, oddzial rgkopisow, ms. 3755, fol. 3.

58. TaM ace, ms. 4503, fol. 19.

59. Archiwum Glowne Akt Dawnych, Archiwum Zamoyskich, ms. 2896, fols. 33 1-40.

60. TaM ace, fols. 19, 25.

61. TaM ace, Zbiory Biblioteki Narodowej, ms. 5, fol. 4.

62. OnySji.: O. HHKOJianHHK, “MaxepHaati no HCTopnn seMaeBJiajieHHa Knasen
BnmneBepKHx b JleBodepeacHon yKpanne”, Htchhe b HcTopmecKOM odmecTBe
HecTopa-JiCTonHcua, kh. 14, bbih. 2 (KneB, 1900); 86-192 (pax. 146).

63. Collected Works of Meletij Smotryc'kyj, vol. 1 of Harvard Library of Early
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caMO SBy^HTB iM’a PaiHH MorHjiHHKH y rep6oBOMy Bipmi KnpHJia

TpaHKBijiioHa CxaBpoBeixtKoro na V^HTejiLHOMy GBaHrejiii 1619 p.

(“CH MHJIOCTH HpHHLI MorHJiaHKH BHinHCBei^KOH MHXaH-
jiOBOH KopH6yTOBOH”)^'^. Y nocB^Ti Saxapii KonHCxenctKoro khhsk)

Cxe(J)aHy HexBepxencBKOMy, BMimenm BHj^aHHx JlaBpcBKoio

j];pyKapHeio 1623 p. cb. Hoana SjiaroycTa, ara^yextca “npe-

cjiaBHbiH OHbiH 6oraxBip KHXca Mixanji Kopi6yx BHinHeBei^Kin”^^.

flpyKOBana Bepcm 3xaj];aHOi BHme nponoBW Hexpa Moxhjih “Xpecx

XpHcxa CnacHxejia” (1632 p.) poanoHHHaextca nocBOToio “:acHe

0CBei];0H0My Kcionxceni^io ... GpeMiamy Kopi6yxoBi BHinneBeii;-

KOMy”, a saBepmyexBca BipmeM Ha rep6 “xH^xcax KopH6yxoB

BHHiHeBei^KHx”^^. y nocBHxi A4)aHacm Kajii>HO(J)OHCLKoro KHasio

IjiJii HexBepxencBKOMy ji,o khhxh Teratourgema lubo cuda (1638 p.)

cepefl po^^hhIb HexBepxencBKHx sHaxo^HXBca MicLi;e ^jih noxBajiH

6pan;jiaBCBKOMy bogboj^I “xi^z^ciu Januszowi Korybutowi Zbaraskie-

a B yKJia^i;eHHX KajibHO^JOHCbKHM Nagrobkach fundatorom

XHxyjioM “KopnbyxoBHH” BmaHOBano OjieKcanflpa i MaxaiiJia

BHniHeBeLi;BKHx, n^o 6yjiH noxoBani y KneBo-IIeHepcLKOMy MOHacxH-

pi, Bi^];^OBi^^HO, 1577 xa 1584 pp.^^

Koro MajiH na yaasi ni^ cjiobom “KopH6yx(oBHH)” ara^am xyx

aBxopH — aajiHHiaexLCH xIjibkh ra^axH. BnxoflaHH 3 nobyxyBaHHH

flBOx reneajioriHHHx Bepcin, npo hkI nnuia MOBa bhu^c, xeopexHHHO

MOFjio anejiiOBaxHCH i “Kopojia nectKoro” SnxMyHxa KopnbyxoBH-

na, i flo Horo “npocximoro” 6paxa Oe^opa. IleBHi HioancH, oj];HaK,

npOMOBJIHIOXb Ha KOpnCXb SHXMyHXOBOl JiereHflH. K OBByHCHHil, i xo

B 6e3anejiHu;iHHm (|)OpMi, cjiyroio-pycHHOM MnxaHJia BHuiHeaei^b-

Koro Bxce b 1585 p., li H;HpKyjTK)BaHHH nepcBaxcHO y pycbKHX KOJiax

(6o “pycHHaMH” aa xepHxopmjibHoio npHHajiexcHicxio Mo^cna

HaaaaxH i .Bnyba CobecbKoro, i bhchoxo JibBiB’HHHHa Ah^xcch

Ukrainian Literature. Texts (Cambridge Mass.: Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute,

1987), 1-2.

64. Die dlteste ostslawische Kunstdichtung, 190.

65. TixoB, Marepi^JiH ffJiM icTopii' KHHXHo'i cnpaBH, 76.

66. TaM ace, 267, 270.

67. Seventeenth-Century Writings on the Kievan Caves Monastery, vol. 4 of Harvard

Library of Early Ukrainian Literature: Texts (Cambdridge, Mass.: Harvard Ukrainian

Research Institute, 1987), 125.

68. TaM ace. 157-8.
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A6pCKa, i BOJIHHCBKHX KCBOH;],3iB HapJIHHCBKOrO Ta ti^CHI^BKOro),

Harojioc IleTpa MorHJiH y nponoBi^i “Xpecx Xpncxa CnacHxejiB:” Ha

BiHixenocHOCxi npe^KlB BHniHeBeutKHx, cepe« mkhx sra^aHO, OKpiM

JI,MHxpa-KopH6yxa, jiHuie Kopojia necLKoro SnxMyHxa, Kopojia

nojiBCBKoro ^rejuia xa BejiHKoro kh5I3h jihxobcbkofo BixoBxa^^

j^03B0JiaK)XB npHnycKaxH, m,o caMe “KopojiiBCbKa” (SnrMyHXOBa)

jiereHfla jie^cajia b ochobI “pycbKoro Bapianxy” cnpHHHBxxji poflOBO-

fly 36apa3BKHX i BHniHeBeii;bKHx. HCMae cyMHiBy, n];o nexan

i XHMHacoBHH, ajic KOpojiiBCBKHH cxaxyc KHHxcoro npe^i;Ka He xIjibkh

cyxxGBO niflHOCHB npecxHxc caMoro po^y bojihhcbkhx khbbIb, ajie h

BHKOHyBaB HiHpmy cycnijibHy 4)yHKH;iK), ockIjibkh xiniHB “icxopHHHy

ropflicxb” xa caMonoBary pycnniB.

HecnpocxoBHi ji;0Ka3H xoro, nacKijiLKH rocxpo peatyaaB pycbKHH

HijiaxexcLKHH 3araji na aaaixaHHH na “necxL” kh^^ckx po^hh, h^o

cnpHHMajiHca CHMBOJi “pycBKOcxH”, flaioxB ceHMOBi 6axajiii

1638-41 pp. ^i;oBKOJia Bi^Minn kh5i:x;hx XHxyjiiB^®. IIo36aBJieHH^

“CXap03CHXHHX KHM^CaX pyCLKHX” IXHLO’i XHXyjiapHOl Bifl3HaKH

cHpHHMajiocH 3BMBX Ha caMy ifleio JlK)6jiiHCLKoi ynii, ll^o

3’e^^Hajia y cnijiBHin BixHH3Hi “pIbhhx 3 pIbhhmh” — pycnniB xa

hojimkIb. Bjiacne xax HanHHie CaMyiJi TBapAOBCbKHH y cBoeMy

naM(|)Jiexi 1639 p. Na sejm rozerwany (Ha poaipBaHHH cchm): “bez

ksi^z^t, CO na to tak bij^, / niechaj swi^4 razem rw^ unij^” (6e3 KHsaiB,

Horo xaK flobHBaioxbCii, / nexan aapaaoM payxt i CBB:xy yniio)^^; y

xoH HOMy HpopOKye GpcMia BijienoBCBKHH, aBxop nojiCMinnoi

bpomypH Obrona tytulow, 1641 p.: ''Quid scit, jezeliby i unia mi^dzy

Krolewstwem naszym a W.X. Litewskim dla zniesienia tych tytulow nie

rozerwala si?” (Xxo 3Hae, hh ne p03ipBextc5i h caMa ynm Miac HamHM
KopojiiBcxBOM xa BejiHKHM KH^aiBCXBOM JIhxobcbkhm Hepe3 Bi^tMiny

69. TixoB, MarepNjiH icTopii' KHHJKHoi' cnpaBH, 267.

70. UncKyciK) npo THTy.iiH oOroBopeno b Oaraxbox npauax, soKpeMa: L. Kubala,

Jerzy Ossolinski. 2 wyd. (Warszawa: Ksiggamia Zakladu nar. imienia Ossolinskich, 1924);

Tomkiewicz, Jeremi Wisniowiecki, Z. Trawicka, “Sejm z roku 1639”, Studia

historyczne 15, no. 4 (Krakow, 1972): 551-98; A. Tomaszek, “Sejm 1638 r. w obronie

szlacheckiej rownosci”, Czasopismo prawno-historyczne 39, no. 2 (Warszawa, 1987):

17-31; Sysyn, Between Poland and the Ukraine, 104-14; idem, “Regionalism and

Political Thought in Seventeen-Century Ukraine: The Nobility’s Grievances at the Diet

of 1641”, Harvard Ukrainian Studies 6, no. 2 (1982): 171-90.

71. Poezye Samuela ze Skrypny Twardowskiego, 98.
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OTHX THTyjiiB)^^; npo i^e sacTepirae y najiKiii npoMOBi na ceiiMi

1641 p. A^aM KhcIjib, HasHBaiOHH KHaaiB “decora et emolumenta”

(o3^o6ok) i noacHTKOM) Pyci^^. Bpeinxi, npo cojiifl;apHy nosni^iio

BOJiHHCLKOi niJiaxTH y j];pa3CJiHBOMy nHTaHHi CBij^nnTB incTpyKi^ia

JlyiXBKoro ceHMHKy 1639 p., Mxa 3o6oB’5i3yBajia bojihhcbkhx nocjiiB

He noroflxyBaxHCii na ^co^ni yxBajin ceHMy, a^c ^okh ne 6yji;yxB

niflXBepAxceni xnxyjin “cxapo^cnxnnx KH^xcax” (cenM cnpaBji;! dyjio

poaipBano, ax aanoxye y CBOGMy m;offeHHHKy jihxobcbkhh KaHn;jiep

AjiBdpHxx Pa«3HBHJi, npH “krzykach i klotniach poslow” (nifl kphkh

H KOJioxHeny nocjiiB)^^.

He Menm XBepji,y cojiij^apnicxB ai “cboimh” KH^a^Mn pycBxa

niJiaxxa j^eMOHCxpye i b cxan^ajii, mo 6yB cnpHnnHennH naiiaflOM

^peMH BHmHeBen;BKoro naBecni 1644 p. na Pomhh. SSponne

aaxonjienna PoMenmnnH noxamo aa co6ok> aaoHHHH BnpoK

6aHin;ii, axy xopojiB 6yB aMyrnennH cxacyBaxn niji; xhcxom ceHMy

1645 p., ^^e XHH3H cynpoBo^i;HcyBajia, hx nannuie Ajib6phxx

Pa^taHBHJi, “milosc wszystkich” (jik)6ob ycix)^^, a nepe^i;yciM

BOJiHHn;iB: b incxpyxmi Jlyi^Bxoro ceiiMHxy, hx i b 1639 p.,

BOJiHHCLxa niJiHxxa aodoB’^aana cBoix nocjiiB aipBaxH ceiiM, xojih

npexenaii ilpeMH na Horo “deacyMniBny oxHHny” Pomhh He

dy^yxL aaflOBOJieni, 6o, hx sexuapyextcH b iHcxpyxmi, xpHB^i;a

XHH3H e xpHBj],OK) flJTH BCBOXO HiJiHxexcBxoxo aaxajiy (“czyni to

wylom nie tylko w prawach ksi^cia jego mosci, ale tez w prawach i

wolnosciach naszych”) (ite piaxo npHMeHHiye He jinme npaaa Horo

MHjiocxH XHH3H, ajie H Hami npaaa xa bojilhocxh)^^.

3 orjiH^y Ha cxaaane jiorinHO npnnycxHXH, mo ^peMi BHHiHe-

BeitBXOMy, Hx i pemxi pycnniB, Mana dijitme iMHonyBaxH Bepcia

HoxoflHceHHH Hoxo pojty Bifl “xopojiH HecBxoro” SnxMyHxa. Hphmhx
CBrnneHt npo n,e neMae, ajie neBHHH Haxnx na ycBmoMJieHHH BJiacHOi

72. Bielejowski, Obrona tytulow, no pagination.

73. U,HT. sa ny6jiiKau,iGK) npoMOBH Chchhom: Sysyn, “Regionalism and Political

Thought”, 188.

74. A.S. Radzywill, Pami^tnik o dziejach w Polsce, tom 2, 1637-1646, przelozyli i

opracowali A. Przybos i R. Zelewski (Warszawa; Pahstwowy Instytut Wydawniczy,

1980), 176-7.

75. TaM ace, 434.

76. Tomkiewicz, Jeremi Wisniowiecki, 142-3. Sraflana iHCTpyxitm onyOn.: ApxHB

K)ro-3anaMHOH PoccHH, m. 2, t. 1, ho. 25 (Khib, 1861).
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Ha^3BHHaHH0CTH BMyBaGTBC^ B yHiBCpcaJli ^PCMH, pOSiCJiaHOMy

Ha^epeflO^^Hi ceiiMy 1639 p, flo “6paTii” na noBixoBi ceHMHKH:

“Wszak dobrze rozumiem, ze nie jest zaden z w[aszmosci] panow i

braciej w tern zgromadzeniu tak peregrinus, by nie mial o tern z

dawnosci slyszec i tego przyznac, jakowe tytufy domowi naszemu

sluzyly” (R 6o ^todpe poayMiio, mo nixTO 3 BaniHX MHJiocxeH naniB

i dpaxii y ittoMy aidpaHHi ne g nacxijiBKH nyyKHHixeM, adn 3«aBHa ne

HyB i He ycBiflOMJHOBaB xoro, HKi THTyjiH cjiyxcHJiH namoMy aomo-

Bi)^^ (BHmjieHO MHOK) — Hpo rinepxpocJ)OBaHy “reneajioriHHy

iflenxHHHicxb” CBijtHHXB xaKoac nmKpecjiena yBara KHH3a

BJiacHoro XHxyjiyBaHHB: Bxce 3 IS-pinnoro Bixy Bin y CBOCMy ni^nnci

HiKOJiH He OMHHaG “KopHdyxa” (caMe xax, “Jeremias Michael Korybut

Dux de Wisniewiec”, iohhh MpeMa aanncaBCH y 1630 p. jto MexpHKH

Bojiohcbkoxo yniBepcHxexy^^). He odxo^HXbca 6e3 “Kopndyxa”

HaBixb y BJiacHOpyHHHx jiHCxax HapeneHoi, niffHHcaHHX “Jeremi

Michal Korybuth Xi^z^ na Wisniowcu”^^ (ni3Hime h^hhc po3UiHpHXb-

ca: “Jeremi Michal Korybuth Xi^z^ na Wisniowcu i Lubniach, wojewoda

ruski”, ajie aaBxgtH npocxaBjiaxHMexbCH y hobhIh ^opMi). ^exajib

oco6jihbo BHa^ae b oni, kojih nopiBHaxH ^peMHH h^hhc 3 nmnHCOM
Horo flamKa, pycbKoro bogbo^h KocxanxHHa BHHiHCBeitbKoro (t

1641), HKHH y npHBaxHHx jiHCxax odMexcyBaBC^ jianiflapHHM:

“Constanty Xi^z^ Wisniowieckie”^*^.

* * *

TaxHM HHHOM, 3i6paBmH floxynn ara^ani na nonaxxy u;iGi cxaxxi

HaxHXH aBxopiB MorHjiancbxoro naneripHxa na HenoitiHOBaHicxb

ilpeMH BHHiHeBeitbxoro, a xaxo^c flOJiyHHBHiH ck)«h MipxyBanna npo

“pycbXHH BapiBHx” poflOBOi JiereH^tH BHUiHCBeitbXHx xa npo

HMOBipny “reneajioriHHy menxHHHicxb” caMoro xnaaa, Mo:jxeMO

jtOBOJii BneBHCHO cxBep^tHXH, mo XHiBCbxe cjiaBocjiiB’n ydHBajio

77. IJht. 3a: Tomkiewicz, Jeremi Wisniowiecki, 135.

78. XaM 3ce, 5.

79. CaMe rax niji;nHcaHO Horo jihcth ji,o rpHsejib^H 3aM0HctK0i Hanepeji,OflHi

BeciJiJia, 5iKe Bifl6yjioca 27 Jiioxoro 1639: Bijrafi KaMinb, 7 rpyana 1638; BinHH

KaMiHb, 23 ciHHa 1639; Bijrafi KaMinb, 31 cmna 1639; JIbBiB, 3 niOToro 1639),

Archiwum Glowne Akt Dawnych, Archiwum Zamoyskich, h. 422, apx. 8, 10, 11, 13.

80. Hop. BJiacHopyHHi ni^nHCH na nHCTax: 3aji03u,i, 20 6epe3Ha 1630; HeMnpiB,

7 2COBTH5I 1640, TaM 2ce, HH. 921, 433, apx. 1, xa in.
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Tptox 3aHii;iB o;^pa3y. Ilo-nepme, bhcokomy rocxio floroflxcajiH,

COJlij],apH3yK)HHCb i3 HHM y npOTHCTO^HHi ^BipCBKHM iRTpHtaM; no-

flpyre, TiniHJiH KHaxce caMOJiio6cTBo axi^eHTOM na “KopojiiBCbKOMy”

noxoff3ceHHi po^i;y, a BOflHORac, no-Tpexe, “Haraji;yBajiH” npo

“pyCBKicXB” BHCOKOrO pOAOBOrO KOpiHHa OCo6h, Ha MHK) npOXeKH,iK)

KHeBo-MoxHjiBHCBKa KOJietm po3paxoByBajia.

SarajiOM xaxa naneripHHHa nporpaMa i^Ijikom yKJia^i;aexbca y

aanoHaxKOBany IlexpoM Moxhjiok) nepeopieHxaii;iK) D,epKOBHoro xa

iHxejieKxyajiBHoro KneBa na nomyK onopn b pycbKiH kh^xcIh

xpaflHu;ii xa mji^xexcBKiH ejiixi, na Bi^Miny bIji ajitancy 3 “K03an,b-

KOK) maSjieio” «o6h MHxponojinxcxBa Moxhjihhhx nonepeflHHKiB

HoBa BopeD;BKoro xa Icani KonHHCbKoro^^ Ilpoxe hcbhhh ckboxhh-

HHH HioaHC y HamoMy naneripHKy Bce-xaKH e: aBxopn anejiioioxb

“pycbKOcxi” ^peMH BHUineBei^bKoro, hhg iM’a b xaKOMy KOHxeKcxi

3ByHajio, Bnepme h BOcxaHHG, n^e 1632 p., kojih IcaM Kohhhcbkhh,

MHxponojiHx, xa Ilexpo Mornjia, xo^i KHeBO-nenepcbKHH apxiMan-

flpHX, 6e3ycnimHO naMarajiHca BiflBepnyxH lOHoro bIa

KOHBepcii Ha KaxojiHH;xBo. II],o xc npHMycHjio khsh 3HOBy “ara^axH”

npo ^peMy?

ripo6yK)HH BiflHOBicxH Ha u,e HHxaHH^, MycHMo HOBepHyxHc^ ji;o

rpaBiopH Ha BBOpoxi XHxyjibHoro apKyma. y:ace Bra^yBajioca, xyx

3o6paxceHo xpiioM(J)ajTbHy KOJiicHHH;K) “KopnSyxa”, m;o mhhxb ho

poBxpomeniH Bopoxdn 36poi, a np^MO nifl KonnxaMH 3^^H6jieHoro

KOHa Jiexcaxb xpoe noBepxceHHx BoporiB. TpaBiopa 36epexjiaca

HoraHo, ajie Bce ac xaxH na o;^HOMy 3 i^hx nepconaadB Moaoia

Braji;axH najiMy, ffpyroro B6paHO y xapaxxepHHH pocincbKHH Ka4)xaH,

a xpexiH, HaiidjiHXCHHH rjia^ana, y acynani. ^o^axKOBHM chmbo-

jiOM HOxpiHHoi nepeMOXH cjiyxcaxb xpn cxpiMKi narop6H, yBiHaani

JiaBpOBHMH BiHKaMH. AjieXOpHHHHH 3M1cX K0Mn03HH,il aCHHH, MOB

^^eHb: ij^exbca npo xax 3Bani “nepmy”, “^i;pyry” i “xpexio” bIhhh

^peMH BHHiHeBeu,bKoro (caMc xax niaHime, y 1669 p., 'ix po3KBajii(J)i-

Kye ^pcMHH Ha^iiBipHHH cjiyra Mixaji KajiycoBCbKHH*^). ITij]; “nep-

81. lllnpine npo n,e ^hb.: S. Plokhy, The Cossacks and Religion in Early Modern

Ukraine (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001), 237-46.

82. Hhb. Horo nocMepTHHH naneripnK Sprawy i dziela wojenne ... Jeremiego

Wisniowieckiego, JlfcBiBctKa OiOjiioxeKa HapioHajiBHoi aKafleMii nayK yKpamn, Bifljtiji

pyKonnciB, 5 (OcconinctKi), on. 1, ofl. s6. 2286, apK. 188-188 3b. (Konin XIX ct.).
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Tpasiopa Ha SBopoxi THryjibHoro apKyma

moK) BiHHOK)” cynacHHKH MajiH na yBasi nepcMO^CHHH noxifl

KHBXCHX saroHiB Ha IlyTHBjit, Phjibcbk i CeBCbK 1632-33 p., s^^iiicHe-

HHH y paMKax Cmojichclkoi bIhhh (nepconaxc y pociiiCbKOMy

Ka4)TaHi); “Apyra BiiiHa” — D;e ynacTb y 6oax KBapuiiHoro BiiicbKa

npoTH A6a3H-6ami ni^ KaM’^Hi^eM-IloAiJibCLKHM BJiixKy 1633 p.

(nepcona:*; y najiMi); “xpexa BiiiHa”— D,e BHnpaBa aoxHpH-xHcaHHOi

^peMHHOi apMi'i na noBcxajie K03aH,bKe bIhcbko ^kobb OcxpaHHHa

1638 p. (nepcoHaxc y xcynaHi)^^. CaMe xaxy lj^eHXH4)iKaLi;iK) ocxan-

83. fleTajifcHO yci xpn KaMnanii KHiiacoro HaflBipnoro BincbKa poarjianyxo:
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Hboro 3 nepcoHa:adB nij^TBep^:acye xoronacHa xpaj^ni^m, ari^HO 3

3IKOK) KoaaK 3o6pa2caBca y acynani (na Bi;i;MiHy Bis niJiaxxHMa,

KoxpoMy noBepx :*;ynaHa, hk npaBHJio, Ha^i;^rHyxo m,e h Kynxym):

xaK, aoKpcMa, BHrjia^];ae KoaaK na nenaxii;! BinctKa 3anop03BKoro, na

Manax Bonjiana*^ i naBixt na Bi^^OMOMy penpe3eHxaii,iHHOMy

nopxpexi rexBMaHa Ilexpa CaraH^aHHoro, ji,OAaHOMy 2cajio6Horo

naneripHKa 1622 p. “Bipmi na xcajiocHHH norpe6 aai^Horo pni^epa

Ilexpa KoHameBHMa Caranj;aHHoro” (nonpn xe, mo rpaaep ne

OMHHyB 3o6pa3HXH uiJi^xexcbKHH xep6 rexBMana, caM Bin naMajiBO-

BaHHH 6c3 KyHxyma, jinme b xcynani).

IlpHHarmHO pH3HKHy BHCJIOBHXH npHnymCHH^ npo M03CJIHB0X0

aBXopa XpaBiopH “TpiioM^) KopnSyxa”. J],o ixboro npoBOxyioxB

BejiBMH xapaKxepni XMapxn, mo njiHByxb na^i, KOJiicHHn,eio 3BHxa^K-

IX HaKpecjieHo ropHaoHxajiBHoio np^MOio mxpHxoBKoio i

poaxamoBaHO b nixKm cHMexpi'i. Ha rpaBiopax xax aBanoro Mancxpa

Ijijii, OflHoro a HaHxajiaHOBHximnx XpaaepiB JlaapcLKOi ^^pyKapni

1630-x-noHaxKy 1660-x^^ 6a^HMO xMapxH caMe a xaKOio

mxpHxoBKOK) i poaMimeHH^M^^. Bapxo flo^axH, mo Ijijii BHKonaB

^epCBopHXH naneripHKa Teofloain BaeBCLKoro Choreae bini solis

et lunae (1645 p.), BH^anoro y KhcbI na necxb nijno6y ^nynia

Pafl3HBHJia a Mapieio JlynyjiiBHOK)^^ (n;H ;;exajn> M02ce onocepe^i;KO-

Bano CBmnnxH na KOpHcxt aBxopcxBa BaeBCbKoro i b xoMy naneripn-

Ky, mo naMH odroBopioextcn).

3o6paxeHHB KoaaKa cepefl noBepxcennx BoporiB ne ji,HBye a

orjia^y na “anxHKoaai^BKHH xypc” KneBa, aanonaxKOBanHH Morn-

Tomkiewicz, Jeremi Wisniowiecki, 9-35.

84. Flop. u;e 3o6pa2ceHH;i na 4)aKCHMijitHOMy Biji;6HTKy oflHie'i 3 Man Bonjiana

{Carte d’Ukranie), flO^^anoMy flo Enflanna: F.JI. Bonjian, OnHC yKpaiHE, nepcKJiafl 3

4)paHD;y3bK0i .3.1. KpaBn,a i 3. II. BopnciOK (Khib: HayKOBa flyMKa, 1990).

85. FIpo “MancTpa Ijutio” umpuie ^hb.; FI. IlonoB, MarepiojiH ffo cjioBHHKa

yKpaiHCbKHX rpasepiB (Khib: yKpamcbKHH incTHTyx KHHro3naBCTBa, 1926), 53-5;

^.B. CxenoBHK, yKpamcbKa rpacpixa XVI-XVIII cTOJiiTb: EBOJuopiE odpasHoi'

CHCTGMH (Khib: HayKOBa flyMKa, 1982), 58-63; W. Deluga, Grafika z kr§gu Lawry

Pieczarskiej i Akademii Mohylanskiej XVII i XVIII wieku (Krakow: Collegium

Columbinum, 2003), 33-4, 62; IcaeBHH, yKpamcbKe KHnroBHffaHHE, 193-7.

86. Flop. ijiK)cxpau,ii: Cxchobhr, yKpamcbKa rpatpiKa, 58, 61, 62; Deluga, Grafika

Z krggu Lawry Pieczarskiej, il. 17.

87. Deluga, Grafika z kr^gu Lawry Pieczarskiej, 34, 62.
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jiOK)*^^ i sacBiflHeHHH y kIjibkox xeKCTax nepio^y Horo MHxponojiHX-

cxBa, oco6jihbo y BH^i,aHiH JlaBpcbKoio j^pyKapneio 2cajio6HiH

nponoBifli pexxopa KHeBO-MoxHJiaHCLKOi KOJierii Irnaxm CxapyuiH^a

Ha CMepxb KHasa IjiJii HexBepxeHCbKoro (1641 p.), fle, cepe^ inmoro,

posjioro npocjiaBJiiiexbca My:acHicxb xa BnpaBHicxb noKiHHoro y

6opoxb6 i 3 “3anopo3ccbKHMH 6yHxiBHHKaMH”^^. 111,0 :ac flo Hamoro

naneripHKa, xo, na mok) flyMKy, caMe b xaKOMy, aHXHKoaaixbKOMy

KJiioMi Hajie:acHXb cnpHHMaxH hc jihuic 3o6pa3ceHHH noBep^cenoro

K03aKa-Bopora, ajie h araj^any BHme “npoMOBy BynKana” 3 ocxan-

Hboro “aKxy” BHCxaBH. y^ce aaaHanajiocji, ii;e — HaH^i,OBma 3-

noMi:ac “npoMOB” ajieropHHHHX nepcoHa^dB, fle ByjiKan hhuihomob-

HO o6in;aG narocxpHXH KHaxy ma6jiK), kojih xa BHmep6HXbCH

“niepzyjacielom o kosc”, i BHKyBaxH HOBy 36poK), kojih cxapa

3JiaMaexbca “nieprzyjacielom o kark”. SaBcpniye i^k) BOHOBHHHy

XHpaji;y BimyBaHHH npo HenepeMOxnicxb khhhcoxo floMy, ocnameno-

ro “hobok) adpoeio”: “Ja i potomkom, i tym, ktorzy zyj^, / ktorzy na

placu nieprzyjaciol bij^, / nakujg takich broni, ze nie schodzic / im

b^dzie, z domu ich nie chce wychodzic” i nama^KaM, i HHHi

2CHB5^HM, / xxo 6 ’g Ha nojii 6hxbh HenpH5ixejiiB, / naxyio xaKo'i

adpoi, Koxpoi im hc aadpaxHC / i Koxpa ne nepeBej];exbca y ixHbOMy

flOMi).

Cboxo Hacy a xjiyMaHHJia noaBy ^i;aHoro naneripHKa, npo^axoBa-

Horo 1 xpaBHa 1648 p., aK KypH03HHH npHKaa^ HenoiH4)opMOBaHOC-

XH KHlBCbKHX HpO^ICCOpiB HpO HOHaXOK HOBCXaHHa nifl npOBO^OM

XMeabHHi^bKoro^®, xoaa Horo chmhxomh Bace BHpaano OKpecanaHca

y aioxoMy-depeani 1648 p. yBaacmme nepeanxaHHa xeKcxy 3MymyG
Mene Bi^MOBHXHca Biji; i^iGi flyMKH, 6a naanaKH — BBaacaxH naneri-

pHK aKpaa oanaKoio ji;o6poi nomcJiopMOBaHOcxH. Baacne Bace anaiOHH

npo noaaxoK neproBoi K03au;bK0i 6ypi, Mornaani],! BHKopncxoByioxb

Haro,n,y, a6n aacBiflanxH cbok) aoaabnicxb nepe,n, naHnoxyacnimHM

MarnaxoM HaOTninpanmnnH ^peMOio BnuineBei^bKHM, npo nmo
“pycbKicxb” y KhgbI ^aano ne 3^a^^yBaaH, i caMe xoMy npopoKyioxb

^peMi nepeMory, aodpaanBinn na nepmoMy naani cepe^ noBepace-

88. Plokhy, The Cossacks and Religion, 246.

89. IlponoBiflB peny6jiiK0BaH0 B.I. KpeKOXHCM y 36ipni YKpaiHCbKe JiiTeparypHc

dapoKKO: sdipHHK nayKOBHX npapb, peji;. O. MnniaHKH (Khib: HayKOBa ffyMxa,

1987), 250-71.

90. aKOBCHKO, UapajiejibHHH cbIt, 209.
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HHX BoporiB KoaaKa. B xaKHH cnoci6 )^eHHH Khib yxoTpe npofl;e-

MOHCTpyBaB CBOK) “pycBKy” no3HD;iK), ajie xaKo^c npo bc^k BHna^OK

sadesneHHB BJiacne “ajii6i” b onax Knasa. HeB^iOBsi, ax Bi^i;oMO,

KO^CHa 3 oci6, HMOBipHO npH'iexHHX flo noHBH naneripHKa, niji;

XHCKOM o6cxaBHH noMiH^G i OKpac CBOGi “pycBKOCxi”, i nojiixHHHy

opiGHxaixiK), ajie flo K03aii;xBa 3aB:acj];H cxaBHXHMexLca 3 o6epe3CHOK)

npoxojio;30K).



On the Titulature of

Rulers in Eastern Europe

laroslav Isaievych^

There is a prevailing tendency according to which the titles of monarchs

are often, if not invariably, borrowed from abroad, from a language other

than the one predominant in a given land. A foreign word, whose

etymology is not transparent, has the advantage of dissociating the ruler’s

status from all that is commonplace, thereby distinguishing him from his

milieu. The enigmatic nature of a title is an aspect of the sacralization of

the monarch’s image. The desire to emphasize particular functions by

means of an unusual name influences the choice of appellation not only

for monarchs but also for officials of various ranks (especially the

highest) in most states, including those with a republican political order.

There is another prevailing tendency, with the passage of time, to

exchange titles in current use for others that are considered more

prestigious. Conversely, at some point a title often assumes a final form,

becoming an inalienable attribute of a given state, a component of an

esteemed tradition. Revived or even newly established states often

introduce the former nomenclature of institutions and their leaders in

order to attest continuity of historical development.

As is well known, the word kniaz' (prince), which has broad currency

in the Slavic languages, is of Germanic origin, probably deriving from the

Gothic kunings. At the same time, a number of sources attest that at first

(in the ninth and early tenth centuries) the Kyivan princes also used the

Turkic title hakan or kagan {rex chacanus vocabulo in the Annales

Bertiniani; khaqan-Rus' in Ibn Rusta; the use of kagan with reference to

Volodymyr Sviatoslavych and laroslav the Wise in Metropolitan Ilarion’s

Sermon on Law and Grace, and so on). It has been argued that the

* I would like to thank Tetiana Vilkul and laroslav Knysh for their comments and advice.
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adoption of this term from the Khazars was meant to emphasize the

attainment of independence from the Khazar kagan} Although rulers of

large nomadic associations used that name even earlier than the Khazars,

its adoption from “pure” nomads is considered unlikely.^ As some

scholars assume, the preservation of the title kagan after the fall of the

Khazar kaganate and the adoption of Christianity in Rus' may have

signified a refusal to acknowledge dependence on Byzantium.

Whatever the case, the life of the term kagan {hakan) in Rus' was

comparatively brief. The word kniaz' long remained the name of the ruler

in the Kyivan state and the principalities into which it was divided. This

title was self-sufficient and required no augmentation: it is telling that the

Greek basileus was rendered as tsar (tsesar) in the title of a particular

monarch and as kniaz' to refer to the abstract concept of ruler.^ Contrary

to views once widely disseminated by historians,"^ the designation of

grand prince (velykyi kniaz") was not initially a permanent title. The word

“grand,” which was used to eulogize the prince (especially after his

death), could also mean “elder” or “ancient.” It became customary to

refer to the prince as “grand” after his death, as was the practice in

Byzantium with regard to recently deceased emperors. Andrzej Poppe has

expressed the view that the formula “grand prince” as an obligatory and

principal element of official titulature was introduced by Vsevolod

lurievich of Vladimir-Suzdal (“Vsevolod of the Large Nest”) in the late

twelfth century.^ Oleksiy Tolochko notes, however, that the predicate

grand as applied to Vsevolod was borrowed by the Laurentian Codex

1. M.I. Artamonov, Istoriia khazar (Leningrad: Izdatelstvo Gosudarstvennogo

Ermitazha, 1962), 366.

2. A.P. Novoseltsev, “K voprosu o drevneishem titule msskogo kniazia,” Istoriia

SSSR, 1982, no. 1.

3. O.B. Holovko, “Tytulatura nosiiv derzhavnoi vlady na Rusi v konteksti seredno-

vichnykh imperskykh doktryn,” in Feodalizm na Ukraini: Zbimyk naukovykh prats, ed.

V.A. Smolii et al. (Kyiv: Naukova dumka, 1990), 42-52; idem, Kniaz Roman Mstyslavo-

vych i ioho doba (Kyiv: Stylos, 2001), 212.

4. G. Stockl, “Die Begriffe Reich, Herrschaft und Staat bei den orthodoxen Slaven,”

Saeculum. Jahrbuch fiir Universalgeschichte 5 (1954): 108.

5. Andrzej Poppe, “O tytule wielkoksiez?icym na Rusi,” Przeglg.d Historyczny 75, no. 3

(1984): 430-1; and idem, “On the Title of Grand Prince in the Tale oflhor’s Campaign,”

in Eucharisterion: Essays Presented to Omeljan Pritsak on His Sixtieth Birthday by His

Colleagues and Students, ed. Dior Sevcenko and Frank E. Sysyn, with the assistance of

Uliana M. Pasicznyk, vols. 3-4 (1979-80) of Harvard Ukrainian Studies, 685.
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from the so-called Pereiaslav Compilation, which was composed after the

death of the prince. The only ruler dubbed “grand prince” by his court

chronicler during his lifetime was Riuryk Rostyslavych of Kyiv.^ As the

same scholar has established, such designations reflected the actual

seniority of princes, manifested in their rule over the capital city and the

appanage associated with it. At first these designations applied only to the

grand princes of Kyiv; later they were extended to the major princes of

the lands comprising the principalities subordinate to the grand prince.

Tolochko has also substantiated the thesis that there are no grounds to assert

the early institutionalization of the grand-princely title, both because of the

lack of evidence in the sources and because of the indefinite and irregular

nature of legal terminology and names of institutions during the early

medieval period.^ For example, it is hard to explain why an early twelfth-

century prince of Smolensk figures as “grand archon” (megas archon) on his

seal when such rulers as Vsevolod laroslavych and his son Volodymyr

Monomakh are titled merely “archons” on theirs.^

In the Gahcian-Volhynian Chronicle, Roman Mstyslavovych is often

called grand prince, while his consort is “Roman’s grand princess.”

Naturally, this is associated with Roman’s rule over Kyiv and the Kyiv

region.^ As these titles were apphed to them only after Roman’s death and

only in the Galician-VoUiynian Chronicle, Ivan Krypiakevych questioned

whether Roman himself had used the title. But Roman also figures as

grand prince in the description of a voyage to Constantinople in 1200

attributed to Archbishop Antonii of Novgorod.*^ His consort was known

as “Roman’s grand princess” even during her hfetime.^^ Andrzej Poppe

6. A.P. Tolochko, Kniaz v Drevnei Rusi: Vlast, sobstvennost, ideologiia (Kyiv:

Naukova dumka, 1992), 131.

7. Ibid., 129, 136.

8. See I.V. Vediushkin, ‘“Rus” i ‘Russkaia zemlia’ v Povesti vremennykh let i

letopisnykh statiakh vtoroi treti XIII v.,” in Drevneishie gosudarstva Vostochnoi Evropy,

1992-1993 (Moscow: Nauka, 1995), 108 (with a reference to V.L. lanin, Aktovye pechati

Drevnei Rusi Xl-XV v., vol. 1 [Moscow: Otdel istorii Akademii nauk SSSR, 1970]).

9. Tolochko, Kniaz v Drevnei Rusi, 134.

10. I.P. Krypiakevych, Halytsko-Volynske kniazivstvo, 2d ed. (Lviv: Instytut

ukrainoznavstva im. I. Krypiakevycha, 1999), 149.

1 1 . “Kniga Palomnik. Skazaniia mest sviatykh vo Tsargrade Antoniia, arkhiepiskopa

Novgorodskogo v 1200 godu,” in Pravoslavnyi palestinskii sbornik (St. Petersburg, 1899),

vyp. 3: 149.

12. Halytsko-Volynskyi litopys: Doslidzhennia, tekst, komentar (henceforth HVL), ed.
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saw the very appearance of references to the grand princess in the chronicle

as evidence that the grand-princely title had become firmly established as

part of Vsevolod lurievich’s titulature. With regard to Roman’s widow,

however, Poppe writes that it is “insufficiently clear” whether her title is a

reflection of her husband’s or an indication of her authority as regent/^

Recalling Roman Mstyslavovych’ s power four decades after his death,

the chronicler stressed that he “was tsar in the Rus' land.”*"^ In this

instance as in others, both earlier and later, the designation tsar also was

not an element of official titulature/^ The designation “autocrat”

{samoderzhets'
,
samovlastets') was also applied to Roman and a number

of other princes. As the same Oleksiy Tolochko has convincingly shown,

this meant that the prince referred to had no co-ruler. But this word,

too, was at first used only in descriptive texts. The use of this caique

from the Greek (autokrator) as a title at the beginning of documents is

a late practice. Clearly, the word found its way from Rus' sources into the

Ukrainian-language charters of King Casimir III of Poland in 1361 (“we.

King Casimir of the land of Cracow . . . lord and permanent heir; autocrat

of those lands”) and Wladyslaw of Opole in 1377 (“we, prince ... and

autocrat of those lands”). In a Ukrainian-language charter of 1392-93, the

hospodar of Moldavia is styled “grand autocrat ... Lord Roman the

voevoda.”^^ But the titles quoted here were not well established, and the

same ruler could style himself in a variety of ways.

In Western Latin-language narrative and documentary sources, the

princes of all Kyivan Rus' and later separate principalities often figure as

reges (kings). Initially the word had no specific legal content and

M.F. Kotliar (Kyiv; Naukova dumka, 2002), 83, 84.

13. Poppe, “O tytule,” 433, n. 48.

14. HVL, 109.

15. W. Vodoff, “Remarques sur la valeur du terme ‘tsar’ applique aux prinees russes

avant le milieu du XV siecle,” Oxford Slavonic Papers 10 (1978); 1^1. For Vodoff s

Russian translation, see “Zamechaniia o znachenii titula ‘tsar’ primenitelno k russkim

kniaziam v epokhu do serediny XV v.,” in Iz istorii russkoi kultury (Moscow; 2002), vol.

2, bk. 1; 506-42.

16. Tolochko, Kniaz v Drevnei Rusi, 71-6.

17. Akta grodzkie i ziemskie (Lviv; Glowny sklad w ksiegami Seyfartha i Czajkow-

skiego, 1868), 1; 6; V. Rozov, Ukrainski hramoty (Kyiv; VUAN, 1928), 1; 23^. See also

Slovnyk staroukrainskoi movy XIV-XV st. (henceforth SSUM) (Kyiv; Naukova dumka,

1982), 2; 317.

18. See V.P. Shusharin’s chapter in A.P. Novoseltsev et al., Drevnerusskoe gosudarstvo
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could refer to any independent monarch. There are known cases in which

the same ruler was called either rex or dux}^ The word “prince” (dux,

princeps, Polish ksiQze, Czech knize, and so on) came to be accepted in

Central Europe as a title inferior to that of king owing to the extension

to that region of the West European system of titles and the principle of

granting royal status by imperial or papal authority. In the languages of

the peoples of Central Europe, words considered to be derived from the

name of Emperor Charlemagne (Latin Carolus) according to the best-

known etymology (there are others as well)—Polish krol, Czech krdl,

Croatian kralj, Serbian krai, Hungarian kirdly, and so on—became widely

disseminated as equivalents of the Latin rex. In dialects that preceded the

East Slavic languages, the word was adopted in the pleophonic form koroV.

This may well have happened long before the first written occurrence of the

word in that form. In the chronicles, the word korol was at first reserved

exclusively for Western rulers. In the Galician-Volhynian Chronicle, for

example, prior to the coronation of Danylo Romanovych, koroV is used in

reference to the Hungarian monarch with no explanation of the Hungarian

context: there were no other kings in the vicinity.

As is apparent from a Latin charter of 2 May 1189, the title of king

of Halych or Galicia (rex Galiciae) is first used in currently known

sources with reference to King Bela III of Hungary, who took Halych and

held it briefly (1189-90), although he had originally come to support the

last of the Rostyslavychi—Volodymyr laroslavych, son of laroslav

Osmomysl—after the boyars drove the latter from his possessions. Still,

in Mykhailo Hrushevsky’s opinion, “the singularity of the document

renders the matter less than certain, especially as it is a document not of

the king himself but of a bishop.”^® Nevertheless, it is entirely certain

that Bela’s son, Andras II, consistently used the title of king of Galicia

and the Volodymyr region (rex Galiciae et Lodomeriae) along with the

Hungarian royal title, beginning in January 1206, when he became

guardian of the sons of Roman Mstyslavovych, Danylo and Vasylko.^^

i ego mezhdunarodnoe znachenie (Moscow: Nauka, 1965), 420-51.

19. A.V. Soloviev, “‘Reges’ et ‘Regnum Russiae’ au Moyen Age,” Byzantion 36

(1966), fasc. 1: 157, 158.

20. Mykhailo Hrushevsky, Istoriia Ukrainy-Rusy (Lviv: the author, 1905; repr. Kyiv:

Naukova dumka, 1992), 2: 449.

21. Ibid., 3: 18; Codex diplomaticus Hungariae ecclesiasticus et civilis (henceforth

CDH), ed. G. Fejer (Buda, 1898), 3: 31, 42.
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As we see, in titles adopted by the Hungarian kings, the word

Galicia, used earlier (and later) to designate the city of Halych, was

applied to the whole region of Galicia. The chronicle, too, in one instance

calls the region, not the city Halych?^ The variants Lodomeria and

Ludomiria were also used to refer to the city and the region (Volhynia).

The toponym Halychyna, which appears late in written form, clearly

developed earlier in speech according to the same model of word

formation as toponyms of the Kyivshchyna type.^^ In our time Halychy-

na (Galicia) is accepted as the non-temporal (unconnected with a

particular historical period) name of a region of Ukraine. Foreign

designations of this territory derived from the same root {Galicia,

Galizien) are best rendered as Halychyna in Ukrainian translations of

Western sources.^"^ The Latinized form Galicia may have developed

under the influence of the name Galicia on the Iberian peninsula. This is

probably an instance of the use of previously established geographic

names in a new sense, just as the Latin name of the Celtic Ruthenians

(Rutheni) was applied to the people of Rus' {Rutheni, Ruteni).

Having assumed the title of kings of Gahcia and the Volodymyr region

in 1206, the Hungarian kings did not immediately consolidate their mle in

those principalities. In real terms, however, their rule was extended to

Gahcia (but not to the Volodymyr region) in 1214, when Andras appointed

his son, Kalman, a minor, king of Gahcia {rex Galiciae). Kalman’s

coronation took place in Hungary, probably in early 1216, following his

return from Halych.^^ His Gahcian reign lasted two years (1215-16) and

22. HVL, 77.

23. In the phrase Halychyna mohyla or Halytsyna mohyla, which we find in the

chronicle in the description of the events of 1208, Halychyna is probably a possessive

adjective derived from the anthroponym Halytsia. The variant Halychyna mohyla is

established in the Khlebnikov Codex {HVL, 79) and Halytsyna mohyla in the Hypatian

Codex (Polnoe sobranie russkikh letopisei [St. Petersburg: Imperatorskaia arkheografi-

cheskaia kommissiia, 1908, repr. 1962 and 1988], 2: 722).

24. In Polish, Halyczyna with reference to the period from the fourteenth to the

eighteenth century is an anachronism (A. Janeczek, “Migdzy sob^ — Polacy i Rusini na

wspolnym pograniczu w XIV-XV w.,” in Mi^dzy sobg: Szkice historyczne polsko-

ukraihskie, ed. T. Chynczenska-Hennel and N. Jakowenko [Lublin: Instytut Europy

Srodkowo-Wschodniej, 2000], 38). Still, Polish linguistic practice also provides for the

possibility of retrospective use of later toponyms and ethnonyms. Thus, the word Polska

is now also used to refer to the early medieval period for which the only form recorded

in writing is the Latin Polonia.

25. M. Font, “Ungam, Polen und Galizien-Wolhynien im ersten Drittel des 13. Jh.,”
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was subsequently renewed for about two more (1219-21), but the pope

allowed Kalman to use the royal title until the end of his hfe.^^ The history

of Hungary’s subsequent efforts to estabhsh itself in Galicia (or even in

Galicia and the Volodymyr region together) is beyond the scope of our

study. We are concerned not with these events per se but with the titulature

associated with claims to the Gahcian throne.

While Hungarian kings were only more or less successful pretenders to

power in Galicia and their rule in that land was episodic, Danylo Romano-

vych became the legitimate king of the Gahcian-Volhynian state from the

time of his coronation in Dorohychyn in 1253. We shall not dwell here on

questions treated by other authors, notably such problems as the pohtical

context of Danylo’ s initial refusal and subsequent agreement to accept the

crown.^^ As no documents issued in Danylo’ s name have been preserved,

it is not known how he styled himself. Accordingly, the question of whether

his royal title was based on the titulature of the Hungarian pretenders to the

Kingdom of Galicia and the Volodymyr region is not entirely resolved. It is

important to note, however, that in the bulls of 1246-48 (that is, prior to

Danylo’ s coronation) the pope titles him king of Rus', not Galicia, and poses

the question of taking the Kingdom of Rus' under the protection of St.

Peter. Yet the pope calls Vasylko king of Volodymyr or the Volodymyr

region.^^ It is only in this instance, then, that the influence of Hungarian

practice may be discerned (Atanasii Velyky). In his letter of 22 January 1248

to the grand master of the Teutonic Order, Pope Innocent IV titles Danylo

king of Rus' and refers to the grand prince of Suzdal, Aleksandr (Nevsky),

as “prince.”^® A number of authors maintain that in referring to Danylo as

Studia Slavica Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae 38, nos. 1-2 (1993): 30-5.

26. N. Prochazkova, “Postavenie halicskeho krala a slavonskeho kniezatia Kolomana
z rodu Arapadovcov v uherskej vnutomej a zahranicnej politike v prvej polovici 13

strocia,” Medea. Studia mediaevalia et antiqua 2 (1998), available at <www.geocities.

-

com/medeaII/halic>.

27. See especially the most recent work on this subject, published on the 750th

anniversary of Danylo’ s coronation: I. Paslavsky, Koronatsiia Danyla Halytskoho v

konteksti politychnykh i tserkovnykh vidnosyn XIII stolittia (Lviv: Misioner, 2003).

28. A.G. Welykyj, comp, and ed., Documenta Pontificum Romanorum historiam

Ucrainae illustrantia, 1075-1953 (Rome: PP. Basiliani, 1953-54), 1: 33, 42.

29. Hmshevsky, Istoriia Ukrainy-Rusy, 3: 70-1; A.H. Velyky, “Problema koronatsii

Danyla,” in Korona Danyla Romanovycha, vol. 164 of Zapysky NTSh 164, offprint from

Zapysky Chyna 5V. Vasyliia Velykoho 2, fasc. 1-2 (1955): 14—16.

30. Documenta Pontificum, 1: 40.
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king, the pope was invoking the old tradition of the papal chancellery

whereby Rus' was considered a kingdom and its rulers kings. In the opinion

of Atanasii Velyky, the Gahcian royal title of Andras II and Kahnan is also

to be explained by the fact that Rus' was already a kingdom: having annexed

Slavonia, the Hungarian kings did not call themselves kings but princes of

Slavonia, for that land did not have the status of a kingdom. Furthermore,

“Danylo acquired royal status not by being newly elevated to that dignity but

by right of inheritance. Danylo, who was descended from the Riuryk hne,

which had ruled Kyiv since the ninth century, required no new legal

acts.”^^ A convincing explanation at first glance, but it is contradicted by

the bull of 24 November to Danylo, “the first king of the Rus'” (excellenti

viro Danieli primo regi Ruthenorum)?^ It must be acknowledged that the

word rex was used in two senses at the time—more broadly as a general

designation for powerful rulers (and in addressing them) and more narrowly

as a legally established title of legitimate monarchs, who had been duly

crowned. A certain significance must be attributed to the fact that while the

Hungarian monarchs added the toponyms “Gahcia” and “the Volodymyr

region” to their titles, they did not venture to style themselves kings of Rus'

at that point. They must have been aware that the legal right to the Kingdom

of Rus' {regnum Russiae) belonged only to the Riurykide dynasty.

As we know, Danylo appointed a certain Kyrylo, his keeper of the

seal, metropolitan of Kyiv. According to the observations of Vladimir

Vodoff and Oleksiy Tolochko, princes who arrogated to themselves the

right to invest metropolitans, which belonged to the Byzantine emperors,

were referred to in the chronicles as tsars.^^ In Tolochko’ s opinion, one

of the motives for the chronicler’s designation of Danylo’ s father,

Roman, as tsar was to demonstrate Danylo’ s right to hereditary royal

power.^"^

Although Danylo himself, in Hrushevsky’s view, “did not ascribe any

particular significance to the title of king, his entourage evidently prized that

31. Velyky, “Problema koronatsii Danyla,” 11-12.

32. Hrushevsky, htoriia Ukrainy-Rusy, 3: 73. The recently expressed opinion that the

words following primo should be understood as a dative construction and the quoted

phrase rendered as “To Danylo I, king of the Rus',” is unconvincing. The practice of

numbering rulers was introduced by later historians and is not encountered in thirteenth-

century sources.

33. Tolochko, Kniaz v Drevnei Rusi, 135.

34. Ibid., 138.
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distinction quite highly. The chronicle’s consistent reference to Danylo

as king following his coronation indicates the presence at his court of people

who were positively disposed to innovations associated with the West. The

royal title became so identified with Danylo’ s person that in his son’s

titulature
—

“It is I, Prince Mstyslav, son of the king, grandson of

Roman”^^—the office of king is indicated at the point where the father’s

name appeared in the traditional formula of intitulation. Danylo’ s royal title

doubtless had even greater significance for later historians than for his

contemporaries. The author of the Lviv Chronicle, Bartlomiej Zimorowicz,

borrowed his description of Danylo’ s coronations^^ (of which there were

two, according to this author)^^ from Maciej Stryjkowski. Feodosii

Sofonovych has a brief chapter “On the Reception of Envoys from the Pope

of Rome and on Their Bringing of the Royal Crown and Sceptre to Prince

Danylo and on His Coronation as [Ruler of] the Kingdom of Rus'.”^^ It is

important to note that this Ukrainian historian, who made the broadest use

of Stryjkowski’ s chronicle, did not follow the Polish authors with regard to

Danylo’ s coronation; instead, he made a fairly adequate translation into

Middle Ukrainian of the corresponding chronicle text (which lurii Mytsyk

considers to be a particular redaction derived from a common protograph of

the Khlebnikov and Hypatian Codices or from an original Southern Rus'

compilation of the late thirteenth century The only significant additions.

35. Hmshevsky, Istoriia Ukrainy-Rusy, 3: 73.

36. HVL, 150 (charter of 1289).

37. M.Ia. Khomyshyn, “V. Zymorovych pro pytannia istorii Kyivskoi Rusi i Halytsko-

Volynskoho kniazivstva,” in Kyivska Rus': Kultura, tradytsii. Zbirnyk naukovykh prats,

ed. la.D. Isaievych (Lviv; Naukova dumka, 1982), 112. See also B. Zymorovych,

Khronika mista Lvova (Lviv: Tsentr levropy, 2003).

38. The source of the version about two coronations was Maciej Miechowski’s

incorrect understanding of information from the manuscript of Jan Dlugosz’s chronicle.

In the course of compiling his work, Dlugosz began with a narrative that he later crossed

out and replaced with a negative assessment of Danylo as a “traitor.” Miechowski

included both variants under different dates, failing to note that the first one had been

crossed out. This misunderstanding was borrowed from Miechowski by Maciej

Stryjkowski, who added on his own initiative that the coronation had taken place in Kyiv.

For a more detailed account, see D. D^browski, “Koronacja Daniela Romanowicza w
relacjach Jana Dtugosza i jego szesnastowiecznych polskich kontynuatorow,” Kniazha

doba (Lviv) 1 (in press).

39. F. Sofonovych, Khronika z litopystsiv starodavnikh, ed. with introduction and

commentary by lu.A. Mytsyk and V.M. Kravchenko (Kyiv: Naukova dumka, 1992), 151.

40. Introduction to Sofonovych, Khronika, 23.
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aside from the heading, are the statement that Danylo was an ancestor of the

Ostrozky princes and the emphatic assertion that, “crowned by his Orthodox

bishops, he became king of all Rus' lying to the south.”"^^ Thus, a point that

had been insignificant to Danylo’ s chronicler was self-evident to

Sofonovych: if Danylo was a king, then he was the ruler of a particular

kingdom (the “Kingdom of Rus'” in the chapter heading; a mention of the

king “of all Rus' lying to the south” in the chapter summary). Nothing of the

sort concerning Danylo is to be found in the Gahcian-Volhynian Chronicle.

Thus there are no sources attesting that Danylo’ s royal office was

understood by him or by his entourage as one that turned his possessions

into a kingdom whose status would not depend on the titulature of its

ruler. Nor could the idea of a kingdom as a permanent territorially

defined structure be realized in the decades following the death of Danylo

and Vasylko, when the Galician-Volhynian lands were divided among

their heirs. In our view, preconditions for the emergence of the concept

of the Kingdom of Rus' began to take shape when the unity of the

Principality of Galicia-Volhynia was restored under lurii I (1301-8). As

we know, efforts to overcome political fragmentation were also character-

istic of neighbouring countries at the time. Poland was first unified under

the rule of Vaclav II of Bohemia, a descendant of the Pfemyslid dynasty,

who was crowned king in 1301; it was united again, this time more

permanently, under the rule of Wladyslaw Lokietek, who became king in

1320. In his struggle with Vaclav for the throne of Cracow, Lokietek was

assisted also by the Galician-Volhynian rulers. As later events showed,

the unification processes in Poland were much more lasting than in the

Galician-Volhynian lands. Nevertheless, the conclusion of Polish

historians'^^ concerning the influence of economic improvement (foreign

trade and the development of large towns) and social transformations

(movement toward the formation of an estate-based monarchy) on

overcoming political fragmentation and the restoration of unified states

may also be applied to these lands, especially their northern and

northwestern sections. The appointment of a metropolitan for them was

to promote the consolidation of extensive territories under the rule of lurii

41. Ibid., 152.

42. J. D^browski, Korona Krdlestwa Polskiego w XIV wieku (Wroclaw and Cracow,

1956), 66, 83; J. Sieradzki, “Regnum Russiae. Polityka ruska Kazimierza Wielkiego:

Krytyka dotychczasowych pogl^dow i zarys nowej konstrukcji,” Kwartalnik Historyczny,

1958, no. 2: 498.
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I. It is no coincidence that the bold plan of establishing a new metro-

politanate was realized by the only ruler after Danylo who called himself

a king.

It cannot be ruled out that lurii I may have assumed the title of king

at his own initiative: we know that Grand Prince Gediminas of Lithuania,

of whose coronation we have no record, was called “king of the

Lithuanians and Ruthenians” {rex Letwinorum et Ruthenorum) or “of the

Lithuanians and many Ruthenians” {Letwinorum et multorum Ruthe-

norum). However, the fact of the coronation of lurii I, not merely of

his holding the royal office, is attested by a seal with the inscription

S[igillum].Domini.Georgi.Regis.Rusie (Seal of Lord lurii. King of Rus').

The ruler is depicted on a throne, wearing a mantle, with a crown on his

head and a sceptre in his right hand. The other side of the seal bears the

inscription S[igillum].Domini.Georgi.Ducis.Ladimerie (Seal of Lord lurii.

Prince of the Volodymyr Region) and the depiction of a rider in knightly

armour astride a horse, holding a shield in his left hand: the shield bears

the depiction of a lion."^ As will be shown below, in Ukrainian-language

charters of the mid- and late fourteenth century, the word hospodar (lord)

corresponded to the Latin dominus. In all likelihood, this was already the

case during the rule of lurii I. The juxtaposition of “King of Rus'” and

“Prince of the Volodymyr region” is most naturally explained by

assuming that “Rus'” meant Galicia and that this portion of lurii Ts

united state had the status of a kingdom. Although the seal is attached to

a document of lurii II, it is hardly likely that it appeared only in his

reign."^^ After all, lurii II did not style himself king, but only “prince”

or “prince, heir to the kingdom.” Yet one can cite many instances of

monarchs using the seals of their predecessors. There is no documentary

evidence of the coronation of lurii I, nor have any documents from his

43. It should be noted in this connection that Gediminas, like lurii before him, managed

to establish an Orthodox metropolitanate (of Vilnius, which lasted until 1330) for the

lands under his rule.

44. Boleslav-Iurii II, kniaz vsei Maloi Rusi: Sbomik materialov i issledovanii (St.

Petersburg: Imperatorskaia akademiia nauk, 1907), 241-52; F. Piekosihski, Piecz§cie

polskie wiekow srednich, part 1, Doha piastowska (Cracow: Akademia Umiejgtnosci,

1899), 222, no. 386, fig. 260.

45. As A. Bielowski, F. Piekosihski, O. Lappo-Danilevsky, and J. Sieradzki believed

(A. Lappo-Danilevsky, “Pechati poslednikh galichsko-volynskikh kniazei i ikh

sovetnikov,” in Boleslav-Iurii II, 241-52). On this, cf. also V.O. Havrylenko, Ukrainska

sfrahistyka: Pytannia predmeta ta istoriohrafii (Kyiv: Naukova dumka, 1977), 89.
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royal chancellery eome down to us.^^ Only Jan Dlugosz mentions a bull

of Pope Clement V reminding a “king of the Ruthenians” {rex Ruthenorum),

whose name is not indicated, of his unfulfilled promise to accept the church

union."^^ Although, as Hrushevsky writes, one eannot be certain that lurii

was indeed meant here or that the negotiations with the pope were assoeiated

with his royal title,'^^ sueh an assumption is warranted.

In their eharters, the sons of lurii I style themselves prinees. In a joint

eharter from Andrii and Lev luriiovych of 9 August 1316, they figure as

Dei gratia duces totius terre Russie, Galicie et Lademirie. In two charters

issued by Andrii, he is ealled dux Ladimirie et dominus Russie in one and

Dei gratia dux ladomiriensis et dominus terre Russie in the other. As in

the case of lurii I, Rus' here may derive from Danylo’s titulature and

Galicia and the Volodymyr region from the Hungarian tradition. While

this is a mere hypothesis, it is quite certain that the antithesis between

“prinee of the Volodymyr region” and “lord of the Land of Rus'” alludes

to the different status of Volhynia and Galieia. The reason for this is not

entirely clear, but in some sense the status of Galieia was superior to that

of Volhynia: Roman and Danylo were called “Galieian” princes even

after their unifieation of Galicia and Volhynia. Somewhat later, the

metropolitan was given the title “Galician.”

In the variant “prinee of all the Rus' land, Galicia and the Volodymyr

region” it is not entirely clear whether “all the Rus' land” includes Galicia

and the Volodymyr region or whether it is identified with Galicia alone.

Similar questions arise with respect to the interpretation of the titles of

the last ruler of the Romanovych dynasty, lurii II (Boleslaw

Trojdenowicz). Five of his documents have been preserved, each with a

different titulature. The first four begin as follows: Nos Georgius Dei

gracia dux Russiae; Georgius Dei gracia dux Terrae Russiae, Galiciae

et Ladimeriae; Georgius, ex dono dei natus dux et dominus Russiae', Nos

Georgius dei gracia natus dux totius Russiae Minoris.'^^ It would appear

46. O. Kupchynsky, “Iz sposterezhen nad rozvytkom dokumenta ta diialnistiu

kniazivskoi kantseliarii halytsko-volynskykh zemel Xlll-pershoi polovyny XIV st.,”

Zapysky NTSh 231 (1996): 94-5.

47. The bull was dated 1309. laroslav Knysh considers that it may have been addressed

to Lev luriiovych, who in Knysh’ s opinion lived until 1309.

48. Hrushevsky, Istoriia Ukrainy-Rusy, 3: 113-14.

49. The term Russia Minor (Little Rus') first appears in the form Mikra Rosia in Greek-

language documents of the patriarchate of Constantinople. In present-day Ukraine, the
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that the changes attested to the ruler’s growing authority: first, the prince

of Rus', then the “prince of the Rus' land, Galicia and the Volodymyr

region,” “well-born prince and lord of Rus',” and “well-born prince of all

Little Rus'.” This suggests that in these instances “all Little Rus'” and

“Rus'” are synonyms designating not Galicia alone but the whole territory

of the Principality of Galicia-Volhynia.

A significant evolution of the concept of rule is attested only in the

fifth known document of lurii II, issued in Volodymyr on 20 January

1339, granting the mayoralty of Sanok (Sianik) to the prince’s servant

(fideli nostro servitori) Bartko of Sandomierz. Here the ruler of Galicia

and Volhynia styles himself “prince and heir of the Kingdom of Rus' by

the grace of God” {nos Georgius dei gracia dux et heres Regni

Russie).^^ In this instance, then, the fact that the prince did not venture

to assume the title of king had no influence on his decision to define the

status of Rus' as that of a kingdom. This was a very important change in

the manner of conceptualizing the relationship between the status of the

ruler and that of the state. Hitherto the ruler had personified the state,

while princedom {kniazheniie) was understood as the rule of a particular

prince and, in a derivative sense, also as the lands under his rule, his

volost. Let us recall that the word volost had two meanings
—

‘rule’ and

‘the territory under such rule.’ The fact that Danylo of Halych and

Mindaugas personally obtained the right to use the royal title did not turn

their possessions into kingdoms, although it must be emphasized that this

was one of the preconditions for such an evolution of thinking about the

state. Conditions for this, to repeat, became more propitious under lurii

I, and especially toward the end of the reign of lurii II. The point here is

not so much the assessment of the kingdom’s status by foreign observers

as the influence of the name on the local elite’s understanding of its

rights and duties. If the status of the state was becoming clearly defined

independently of the policy and potential of its particular ruler, this also

idea has gained currency that the term Little Rus' arose by analogy with the antithesis

between Mikra Hellas (Greece per se) and Megale Hellas (Greater Greece, that is, the

Greek colonies on the Apennine peninsula). Without rejecting such a possibility, it should

be taken into account that the relevant analogy may have been the one between Little Rus'

and Little Poland {Polonia Minor), which then constituted the nucleus of the Polish

kingdom. For a different view of the matter, see A. Solovev, “Velikaia, Malaia i Belaia

Rus',” Voprosy istorii, 1947, no. 7: 24-38.

50. Boleslav-Iurii II, 2: 76.
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implied a demand for loyalty not only to the person of the king but also

to the kingdom or state. Similar changes were taking place—more

consistently and with the benefit of more precise legal definition, to be

sure—in various countries of Western and Central Europe, a process

associated particularly with the stage of estate-based monarchy.^^ In our

view, the princedom of lurii II was also evolving in the direction of an

estate-based monarchy, as attested particularly by his legal enactments,

issued with the participation, not merely in the presence, of his supreme

officials, both state administrators and courtiers. Moreover, the charter of

1334 was confirmed not only by the seal of the ruler but also by those of

the bishop, the court magistrate, and five boyars, while that of 1335 was

validated by the seals of two boyars without indication of their offices,

the court magistrate, and the voevodas (palatines, Latin palatinorum) of

Belz, Peremyshl (Przemysl), Lviv, and Lutsk. The voevoda of Lutsk

represented Volhynia; hence the concept of the Kingdom of Rus' in this

charter also included this “semi-principality.” As Oleh Kupchynsky has

justly noted, the word natus in the sense of “natural, hereditary, innate”

was meant to emphasize the prince’s hereditary legal status, which was

not affected by the increasing role of the boyars in state administra-

tion.^^

The title employed by lurii II in the document of 1339, issued

somewhat more than a year before his death, was not a coincidence. The

Polish chronicler Janko of Czamkow, a former vice-chancellor of Cracow

who was highly competent in legal terminology, gave him exactly the

same appellation when writing of the attack of King Casimir of Poland

with a large army on the Kingdom of Rus' in 1340 {Kazimirus ... regnum

Russiae potenter ingressus) “following the death of the most illustrious

... lurii, prince of the whole Kingdom of Rus'” (mortuo magnifico

principe Kazimiro^^ dicto Georgia totius regni Russiae duce By

contrast, the Swiss chronicler John of Winterthur (who, by the way, also

51. J. D^browski, Korona, 20; P. Plisiecki, “Korona krolestwa,” Encyklopedia Katolicka

(Lublin: Towarszystwo Naukowe Katolickiego Uniwersytetu Lubelskiego, 2002), 9: 871.

52. Kupchynsky, “Iz sposterezhen,” 103^.

53. There is an error here in the original. Having written previously about King

Casimir, Janko may have entered his name mechanically instead of Boleslaw’s. Toward

the end of the reign of lurii II, his original name was probably not remembered by

everybody.

54. Monumenta Poloniae Historica (Lviv: A. Bielowski, 1872), 2: 620-1.
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called Andrii luriiovych and Lev II luriiovych kings) mentioned the king

of the Ruthenians {rex Ruthenorum), having lurii II in mind. It should be

noted that this chronicler, whose writings are based on the narration of

one of Casimir’s warriors, eited the title as it was used by people who

lacked Janko of Czamkow’s legal erudition.

The assumption of some Polish historians that in 1338 at a congress

in Vysehrad lurii II assured Casimir of his right to lurii’ s throne in the

event of lurii’ s death without a male heir^^ has no basis in the sources.

The eampaign of 1340 was a brief raid in the eourse of whieh Casimir

seized the treasury of the Galician-Volhynian princes, and then, in the

words of the same Janko of Czamkow, “he returned home” {ad propria).

As is apparent from the titulature of the Polish king at the time, Galicia

was not subordinate to his rule in the following years. Nevertheless, the

Polish Historical Society planned to hold a regular convention of Polish

historians in Lviv in 1940 in order to mark the 600th anniversary of the

annexation of the “Czerwieh land” (meaning Galieia^^) to the Polish

state.

Dmytro Detko, who ruled in the Galician land from 1340, used

neither the prineely nor the royal title. He called himself provisor seu

capitaneus terrae Russie. In a letter to Detko, King Louis of Hungary

addressed him as fideli suo viro magnifico comiti Dechk capitaneo

Ruthenorum. We are not concerned here to establish whether Detko

was dependent on Louis or, more probably, on Dmytro-Liubartas of

Volhynia. The modesty of Detko ’s title is probably associated with his

need to maneuver among several stronger neighbours in order to maintain

55. J. Wyrozumski, “Polska — Wggry i sprawa Rusi Halicko-Wlodzimierskiej za

Kazimierza Wielkiego,” in Europa Srodkowa i Wschodnia w polityce Piastow (Torun:

Uniwersytet Mikotaja Kopemika, 1997), 118.

56. The use of the name “Czerwieh land” for Galicia was a pretext to apply to the

whole region the report in the sources that Cherven and the Cherven towns had belonged

to the “Liakhs” before Volodymyr’s campaign of 981. In reality, the Cherven towns

included a portion of the territory later known as the Kliolm land. With the same purpose

in mind, the construction “Red Rus',” coined in later times, began to be used with

reference to the medieval period; the invented term “Czerwieh Rus” was also substituted

for it. See my “O proiskhozhdenii nazvanii Cherven, Chervenskie goroda, Chervonnaia

Rus',” in my Ukraina davnia i nova: Narod, relihiia, kultura (Lviv: Instytut ukrainoznav-

stva im. I. Krypiakevycha, 1996), 78.

57. Hrushevsky, Istoriia Ukrainy-Rusy (Lviv: the author, 1907; repr. Kyiv: Naukova

dumka, 1993), 4: 29; Boleslav-lurii //, 79.
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some degree of independence. After Detko’s death (not before May
1344), Dmytro-Liubartas, who had grounds to consider himself the

legitimate heir of the Galician-Volhynian princes, probably established his

rule in Galicia. It was only in 1349 that Casimir, according to Janko of

Czamkdw, set out for Galicia “with a large army and took the whole land

with its towns and castles, leaving Liubartas only Lutsk and its

environs.”^^ In subsequent years Liubartas led a number of more or less

successful campaigns in Galicia. Unsure of his capacity to retain it with

his own forces, Casimir turned to his cousin. King Louis of Hungary,

paid him 100,000 florins, and promised that after his death the Kingdom

of Rus' would pass to Hungary; for the time being, Louis gave that

kingdom to Casimir “to rule in perpetuity.”

Quite understandably, Hungary did not want the Galician-Volhynian

land to become an integral part of the Kingdom of Poland. Hence,

Hungarian documents consistently used terms that emphasized the

distinctness and sovereignty of the region; “Kingdom of Rus'” {regnum

Russiae) or “Kingdom of the Ruthenians” {regnum Ruthenorum).^^ Thus,

according to the treaty of 1350, Hungary promised to help Poland against

the Crusaders and other enemies in matters pertaining to the Kingdom of

Rus' {super factis duntaxat regni Ruscie).^^ A document of 1351 noted

that the Kingdom of Rus' was located near the borders of Volhynia

{prope metas Volchyniae), but a document of 1352 pointed out that Belz

was part of the Kingdom of Rus'.^* In 1355 the Polish king’s debt was

mentioned in connection with matters in the Kingdom of the Ruthenians

{occasione regni Ruthenorum). “Foreign merchants from the kingdoms of

Poland and Rus' and other provinces who come to our Kingdom of

Hungary” figure in a document of 1361 for the merchants of Kosice.^^

58. Hrushevsky, Istoriia Ukrainy-Rusy, 4: 29; W. Abraham, Poczgtki arcybiskupstwa

lacinskiego we Lwowie (Lviv, 1908), 8; H. Paszkiewicz, Polityka ruska Kazimierza

Wielkiego (Warsaw: Kasa im. Mianowskiego Instytutu Popierania Nauki, 1925), 122-33.

59. J. Wyrozumski, Kazimierz Wielki (Wroclaw and Warsaw: Zaklad Narodowy im.

Ossolinskich, 1982), 85.

60. Sieradzki, “Regnum,” 504.

61. Ibid.; Mykhailo Hrushevsky, “Z oblohy Belza,” Zapysky NTSh 73 (1906): 158.

62. M. Dogiel, eomp.. Codex diplomaticus regni Poloniae et magni ducatus Lituaniae

(Vilnius, 1758), 1: 37; O. Balzer, Krolestwo Polskie, 1295-1370 (Lviv: Towarszystwo dla

Popierania Nauki Polskiej, 1919-20), 2: 488.
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The documents of 1351 and 1352 are important in that they attest to

the further identification of the concept of the Kingdom of Rus' with

Galicia. Let us recall that it is natural to interpret the inscription on lurii

Fs seal as stating that Rus' is a kingdom, while Volhynia is a principality.

The same contrast appears in the missives of Andrii luriiovych: he is

prince of the Volodymyr region and lord (dominus)^^ of the Rus' land.

However, in an earlier joint charter from Andrii and his brother Lev, the

title “princes of all the Rus' land, Galicia and the Volodymyr region” may

be interpreted as including the Volodymyr region in Rus'. The concepts

of Rus', the Rus' land. Little Rus', and the Kingdom of Rus' in the

charters of lurii II have the same meaning. Volhynia, where Liubartas-

Dmytro Gediminovich’s stable rule was established in 1340, and Galicia,

which passed from hand to hand, parted historical ways after 1340. After

1349 Liubartas of Volhynia, Casimir of Poland, and Louis of Hungary all

fought for the Galician-Volhynian lands as a whole. According to

Hrushevsky’s assessment, however, the forces were unevenly matched,

and by 1349 Liubartas had already lost Galicia.^"^ Since Liubartas was

and remained prince of Volhynia, the “Kingdom of Rus'” for which

Hungary and Poland contended was reduced to Galicia, along with the

lands of Belz and Kholm. As is apparent from the above-mentioned

charter of 1350, Volhynia lay outside the boundaries of the kingdom. Yet

there were subsequent instances in which the Volodymyr region was

considered part of Rus'. Thus, Jan Dlugosz wrote of lurii II as “prince of

Rus', that is, of Lviv and Volodymyr” (duce Russiae, videlicet Leopolis

et Wladimirensi). Moreover, the Kingdom of Lviv {Regno de Leon) is

mentioned in the Spanish-language Libro del conoscimento (Book of

Knowledge). Conversely, the establishment of the Galician Orthodox

metropolitanate and, later, of the Galician Catholic archepiscopate

reflected traditional notions of Halych as the centre of Galicia-Rus'.

The term “Kingdom of Rus'” in the narrower sense appeared in Polish

documents of 1350-58. A number of Polish historians (Oswald Balzer,

Henryk Paszkiewicz, Jan D^browski) have maintained that the use of the

63. As explained below, the Latin dominus was used as a counterpart of the Ukrainian

hospodar (lord).

64. Hrushevsky, Istoriia Ukrainy-Rusy, 4: 62.

65. On this, see la. Knysh, “Lvivske korolivstvo,” Ratusha, no. 129 (2003): 10. The
problem is more fully treated in idem, “Derzhava Romanovychiv za korolia luriia i

vynyknennia Halytskoi mytropolii,” Kniazha doba: Istoriia i kultura (forthcoming).
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terms rex Russiae and regnum Russiae in Poland was accidental: it can

be attributed to Hungarian influence and offers no basis for any substan-

tive conclusions about the political and legal status of Galicia under

Polish rule.^^ A different view was substantiated by Jozef Sieradzki in

his special study of the concept of Regnum Russiae (already cited) and

in his monograph on the Polish state of the fourteenth century.^^ Those

instances in which King Casimir, having added Galicia to his possessions,

continued to refer to it as the “Kingdom of Rus'” while styling himself

not only king of Poland but also king of Rus' are explained, according to

Sieradzki, by the unresolved status of the newly conquered region.

Casimir probably thought that a personal union of two kingdoms of equal

status, Poland and Rus', would be more expedient for him. This would

broaden the monarch’s options: he could rule Rus' more autocratically,

while in Poland his powers were already limited by the need to reckon

with the magnates. Quite soon, however, the tendency toward incorpor-

ation won out, and the Rus' land {terra Russiae) was unconditionally

annexed to the Kingdom of Poland, which already included other lands

(terrae). In our view, an additional reason for Casimir’ s acceptance of the

viewpoint of a group of influential magnates from Little Poland may have

been his lack of an heir and his interest in ensuring that the magnates

would defend the unity of the kingdom after his death, when the throne

was to pass to the king of Hungary, Louis of Anjou, on the basis of the

above-mentioned treaty of 1350.

Polemicizing with Sieradzki, Jan Baszkiewicz expressed the idea that

although there were tendencies toward a personal union of the kingdoms

of Poland and Rus', they were very feeble as compared with tendencies

toward incorporation.^^ Still, in the context of the present article, what

is important is not the correlation of forces among the supporters of

various solutions but the very existence of a tradition that regarded Rus'

as a separate kingdom. In this regard, it is important to point out that

besides numerous documents of Casimir III in which the “Rus' land”

66. Balzer, Krolestwo Polskie, 2: 489, 490; Paszkiewicz, Polityka ruska, 15, 148,

151-2; D?ibrowski, Korona, 95.

67. Sieradzki, “Regnum,” 497-510; idem, Polska wieku XIV: Studium z czasow

Kazimierza Wielkiego (Warsaw: Panstwowe Wydawnistwo Naukowe, 1959), 29-30,

126-7.

68. J. Baszkiewiez, “Polska czasow Kazimierza Wielkiego,” Kwartalnik Historyczny,

1960, no. 1: 171.
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figures in lists of principalities and lands that make up the Kingdom of

Poland, there are also documents in which Rus' is not a component of

Poland but a separate land or kingdom. First, these are Ukrainian-

language charters in which Casimir figures as “king ... of Cracow and

Kujawy, lord of the Rus' land” (after 1349)^^ or in which he is men-

tioned as “great king of Cracow ... and lord of the Rus' land” (1351).

These are followed by the document of 22 August 1352, according to

which “no court of the above-mentioned Kingdom of Rus' is to judge

peasants and residents of the village of Mali Vynnyky”^*^ (in the

original, Maly Wynyk, referring to present-day Vynnychky near the

suburban Lviv village of Vynnyky). In five documents of the years

1350-58, Casimir has the title rex Poloniae et(ac) Russiae\ a document

of 1354 includes the phrase ''pro communi bono regni nostri Poloniae et

terre RussiaeP^^ Especially noteworthy is a letter from Casimir III to

Patriarch Philotheos Kokkinos of Constantinople dating from about 1370.

Addressing the Orthodox patriarch, Casimir respectfully calls himself his

son: “from your son, king of the Land of the Liakhs and Little Rus'

{Mikra Rosia)P^^ As noted earlier, lurii II also referred to his state as

Little Rus' (Russia Minor).

Casimir Ill’s desire to be king not of one but of two kingdoms

comparable in status is also attested by the heraldic bookplate on the

binding of the manuscript of St. Augustine’s commentaries on the Gospel

of John, which Jan Dlugosz bequeathed to the Skalka Pauline Monastery

in Cracow. Later this manuscript found its way into the Russian Imperial

Public Library (now the Russian National Library) in St. Petersburg.

During the interwar period it was returned to Poland and perished in

Warsaw during the war.^^ Three elements, surrounded with omamenta-

69. Hramoty XIV st., comp. M.M. Peshchak (Kyiv: Naukova dumka, 1974), 27.

70. I.I. Sreznevsky, Materialy dlia slovaria drevnerusskogo iazyka po pismennym

pamiatnikam (St. Petersburg: Imperatorskaia akademiia nauk, 1893), 1: 563\ Akta grodzkie

i ziemskie, vol. 2, no. 1: 3.

7 1 . For a list of sources in which these documents have been published, see Sieradzki,

“Regnum,” 501; Balzer, Krolestwo Polskie, 2: 489, 493, 495.

72. In the text, the word Rus' (Rosia) is used as a synonym of Little Rus' {Mikra

Rosia), and its rulers, with whom Casimir emphasizes his blood ties, are called kings. See

Monumenta Poloniae Historica, 2: 616-27; Acta Patriarchatus Constantinopoliensis, ed.

F. Miklosich and I. Muller (Vienna: Carolus Gerold, 1860), 1: 577.

73. I would like to thank Dr. Mikalai Nikolaev (Russian National Library) for this

information on the fate of the manuscript.
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tion, are repeated on the cover of the manuscript: the eagle (the emblem

of Poland), the lion (the emblem of Galician Rus'), and the letter K
(Kazimirus)/^ The letter K and the depiction of a lion also figure on the

coins that Casimir minted especially for the Kingdom of Rus'. The

obverse of the coin bears the inscription Moneta d[omi]ni Russiae\ the

reverse reads Moneta Regis PolonieP As is well known, the minting of

a particular coin is very often undertaken for reasons of prestige and a

desire to proclaim the status of a monarch as ruler of a given political

entity.^^ Had Casimir managed to bring about a personal union between

Poland and Rus', then, strictly speaking, in Rus' he would have been

Casimir I, not Casimir III.

After Casimir’ s death in 1370, Galicia, according to the treaty of

1350, came under the rule of the Hungarian king, Louis of Anjou. True,

Louis simultaneously became king of Poland, but he considered the

“Kingdom of Rus'” a distinct state formation united with other pos-

sessions of the Hungarian dynasty by a personal union.^^ In 1372 Louis

transferred Galicia to one of his relatives, the palatine Wladyslaw, a

Germanized duke of the Duchy of Opole in Silesia who had earlier been

in the service of Emperor Charles IV. Wladyslaw of Opole was con-

sidered a vassal of the Hungarian king but styled himself “lord of the

land of Rus', permanent heir and autocrat.” The pope also addressed his

letters to Wladyslaw as “prince of Opole and ruler of Rus'” {duci

Opuliensi et principi Rusciae)J^ Evidence of Wladyslaw’ s tendency to

manifest the distinctiveness of Rus' is his minting of a coin with the lion

emblem of Lviv and Galicia.^^ In 1377, as a result of Louis’s campaign

against Prince lurii Narymuntovych of Kholm and Belz, who had

submitted to Lithuania ca. 1370, Wladyslaw’ s rule was extended to the

Kholm region. Soon afterwards, however, having appointed Wladyslaw

74. F. Kopera, “Opis oprawy na ksi&zce XIV w. z biblioteki Dlugosza,” Sprawozdania

Komisji do badari nad historic sztuki w Polsce, 1902, no. 7: xxxvi-xxxvii. In St.

Petersburg, the manuscript had the call number Lat.F.v.l, N58.

75. M.F. Kotliar, Halytska Rus' u druhii polovyni XlV-pershii chverti XV st.: Istoryko-

numizmatychne doslidzhennia (Kyiv: Naukova dumka, 1968), 59-64.

76. Ibid.

77. E. Puttkamer, “Die polnisch-hungarische Grenze im Mittelalter,” JahrbUcher fur

Geschichte Osteuropas, 1956: 384.

78. Documenta Pontificum, 1: 93-4.

79. Kotliar, Halytska Rus', 59-63.
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of Opole his vicegerent in Poland, Louis found it necessary to grant him

the Dobrzyn land in Poland in exchange for Galicia so as to avoid the

unification of the kingdoms of Poland and Rus' under the same ruler.

Accordingly, from 1379 to 1385 the Galician land and the Kholm region

were administered directly by Hungarian officials, and the name

“Kingdom of Rus'” was retained. Not until 1385, after Louis’s death, did

this land again pass to the “eternal rule” of Wladyslaw of Opole, and in

1387 Poland seized it by force of arms. Weakened Hungary restricted

itself to diplomatic protests. According to the Polish-Hungarian treaties

of 1412, 1415, and 1423, the definitive solution of the Galician question

was put off to the future.^® In one of his letters. King Wladyslaw

Jagiello of Poland said that he considered it obligatory to return the

disputed lands to Hungary by the deadline specified in the treaties,^^ but

in time those promises were forgotten, and Galicia remained under Polish

rule, although the Hungarian kings continued to style themselves “kings

of Galicia and the Volodymyr region.”

After the first partition of Poland, the Austrian monarchy artificially

joined the Ukrainian lands it had occupied with the southern portion of the

Pohsh palatinates into a separate crown land, the so-called Kingdom of

Galicia {Galizien) and the Volodymyr region (Lodomerien), with its capital

in Lviv. In Ukrainian, this province was called Gahcia (Halychyna) until

1918, and its Ukrainian part was known as Eastern Gahcia {Skhidna

Halychyna). In our time, Gahcia is understood to be a historical region of

Ukraine, but in historical works on the period of the Habsburg Empire a

distinction is made between the province of Gahcia {Galizien, Galicja),

which was unofficially divided into Eastern and Western Gahcia, and Galicia

as a geographic entity (that is. Eastern Gahcia, according to the terminology

of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries). Having no substantive

arguments to justify its territorial acquisitions, the Austrian government

claimed “historical rights” to these lands precisely on the basis that the

Hungarian kings, whose successor the Habsburg Monarchy considered itself

80. J. Matijow, “Der polnisch-ungarische Streit um Galizien und Lodomerien,”

Jahresbericht des k.k. II. Obergimnasiums in Lemberg fur das Jahr 1886 (Lviv, 1886),

28-30.

81. E. Raezynski, Kodeks dyplomatyczny Litwy (Wroelaw: Zygmunt Schletter, 1845),

373^.
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to be, had styled themselves kings of Galicia and Lodomeria since the

thirteenth century.^^

In assessing the direction of change in political terminology in the

Gahcian-VoLhynian principahty, we may assert the presence in its makeup

throughout the thirteenth century of tendencies to combine institutions of

local origin with borrowings from the West. The former appear to have

predominated.^^ In the first half of the fourteenth century, there was a

certain change in the political order analogous to the changes in the Central

European states: kingdoms began to be recognized as subjects of interna-

tional law, not as mere projections of kings’ patrimonial rights. But the

further evolution of the principality was interrupted. The years 1349-87 were

a transitional period in which foreign rulers exploited in their own interests

the concept of the Kingdom of Rus', which had begun to take shape as early

as the times of the last Romanovyeh rulers. After 1387 the traditions of the

Kingdom of Rus' helped preserve the distinctive elements of the region that

had previously belonged to the kingdom. Finally, the “Kingdom of Galicia

and Lodomeria” in the official titulature of monarchs of the Habsburg

dynasty is an example of the use of ancient titles to justify expansion carried

out under different circumstances. In our time references to Danylo’s royal

office have been used to substantiate the thesis that the Western component

of Ukrainian historical traditions is significant.

* * *

An interesting example of the migration of the titulature of rulers in Eastern

Europe is the diffusion of the title hospodar (lord) from Galicia to the Grand

Duchy of Lithuania (GDL) and Moldova and finally to Russia, where

hospodar and hospodarstvo (state) were transformed into gosudar' and

gosudarstvo. How this happened is explained in detail in the work of the

Hungarian Slavist Andras Zoltan on the influence of the official “Western

Rus'” (Ukrainian-Belarusian) language of the GDL on the official Russian

language of the Grand Principality of Moscow. Zoltan’ s painstaking

82. Desewffy de Csemek and Andreas Tarkeo, De Jure sacrae regni Hungariae

coronae in terras Russiae rubrae (Pestini: Trattner-Karoly, 1831); C. Engel, Geschichte

von Halitsch und Wladimir bis 1772. Verbunden mit Auseinandersetzung und Vertheidi-

gung der Oesterreichisch-Ungarischen Besitzrechte aufdiese Konigreiche, vol. 1 (Vienna:

Franz Jakob Raiserer, 1792).

83. la. Isaievich, “Kultura Galitsko-Volynskoi Rusi,” Voprosy istorii, 1973, no. 1:

92-107.
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philological analysis, attention to the historical context of linguistic phenom-

ena, and exhaustive study of the written sources make his conclusions

convincing.^"^

As noted above, the title dominus Russiae appears in the Latin

charters of the last Galician-Volhynian princes: Andreas Dei gratia dux

Ladomiriae et dominus Russiae (1320), Georgius ...ex dono Dei natus

dux et dominus Russiae (1334).^^ King Casimir III claimed an analogous

title on annexing the Principality of Galicia-Volhynia to his possessions:

nos Casimirus dei gratia rex Poloniae dominusque terre Russie (1349).^^

It is important that in a LFkrainian-language charter issued almost

simultaneously with this one, the title hospodar corresponds to the title

dominus: A se ia Korol Kazimir krakovieskii i kuiavskii i hospodar

ruskoie zemlie (And it is I, King Casimir of Cracow and Kujawy and lord

of the Rus' land) (after 1349).^^ The contribution of secretaries from

lurii’s former chancellery to the drafting of the Polish king’s Ukrainian-

language charters is attested by their formulas, which diverge from the

Latin standard. In particular, the initial formula “A se ia'' (And it is I),

used with regard to Casimir, corresponds to the formula ''Se az" (It is I),

already known since 1130. The latter is apparent in unquestionably

authentic charters in the corpus of the Galician-Volhynian Chronicle.^®

According to Andras Zoltan’s careful formulation, the title hospodar used

with reference to the monarch may well have arisen not in the chancellery

of Casimir III but earlier, in the chancellery of the Galician-Volhynian

princes, from which it made its way into chancellery practice at the court

of Casimir III.^^ All three of Casimir’ s known Ukrainian-language

84. A. Zoltan, Zapadnorussko-velikorusskie iazykovye kontakty v oblasti leksiki v XV
V. (K voprosu o zapadnoi traditsii v delovoi pismennosti Moskovskoi Rusi) (Abstract of

dissertation for the degree of candidate of philological sciences, Moscow State University,

1984); idem, “K predystorii russkogo gosudarf Stadia Slavica Academiae Scientiarum

Hungaricae 29 (1983): 71-110, repr. in Iz istorii russkoi kultury (Moscow: lazyki russkoi

kultury, 2002), vol. 2, bk. 1: 554-90. My exposition is based on these works, with

minimal page references; I refer only to selected source publications employed by Zoltan.

85. Boleslav-Iurii II, 150-3.

86. Ibid., 80.

87. Hramoty XIV st., 27.

88. This formula arose under the influence of opening formulae of private Byzantine

doeuments. See A. Zoltan, ‘“Se az’ ... K voprosu o proiskhozhdenii nachalnoi formuly

drevnerusskikh gramot,” Russian Linguistics 11 (1987): 179-86.

89. Zoltan, “K predystorii,” 78.
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charters came from the pen of the same individual at the royal chancel-

lery in Cracow, who continued to practice habits acquired at the

chancellery of the last Galician-Volhynian princes. The title “lord of

the Rus' land” was used by Wladyslaw of Opole, who ruled Galicia as a

vassal of the Hungarian king: “by the grace of God. We, Prince

Wladyslaw of the Opole land and the Rus' land, lord and permanent heir;

autocrat of those lands. On simultaneously becoming grand prince of

Lithuania and king of Poland, Wladyslaw Jagiello styled himself “king

of Poland, Lithuania, and Rus', and lord of many other lands” {rex

Poloniae Lithuaniae, Russiae at aliarum plurimarum terrarum dominus).

Thus, as Zoltan indicates, “the use of the word hospodar as the equivalent

of the Latin dominus in the titulature of the Lithuanian princes is one of

the elements originating in Galicia that entered the official language of

the GDL as a result of the unification of the Lithuanian chancellery with

the Polish one under Jagiello. Such diffusion of the title hospodar corre-

sponds exactly to the general direction of development of the West

Ruthenian official language, at whose sources we see precisely the South

Ukrainian dialect, and not ... one of the Belarusian dialects; character-

istics of the Belarusian language become dominant in the grand-princely

charters only toward the end of the fifteenth century. In the titulature

of the hospodars of Moldova, the word hospodar is also a Ukrainism

borrowed from Galicia. Zoltan goes on to cite examples of the use of this

word in appanage principalities on the territory of Ukraine and Belarus.

In the late fourteenth century, hospodar was used in the GDL as the title

of the ruler of that polity, as well as in the general sense of “monarch;

supreme ruler” of a state or an autonomous entity.

In official Muscovite parlance, the word gospodar in the political

sense appeared in the 1430s and began to make its way into the official

titulature of the grand princes of Moscow in the late 1440s (see the

inscription ''ospodar' zemli ruskor on the coins of Dmitrii Shemiaka

before 1447).^^ The grand prince of Tver used such titulature in the

second half of the fifteenth century, and Lord Novgorod the Great used

it as a collective title. The grand princes of Moscow followed the

90. Ibid., 76. Cf. W. Kuraszkiewicz, Gramoty halicko-wotynskie: Studium j^zykowe

(Cracow: Drukamia Uniwersytetu Jagiellonskiego, 1934), 5.

91. Hramoty XIV St., 59.

92. Zoltan, “K predystorii,” 87.

93. Ibid., 94.
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example of the grand princes of Lithuania in adopting the word hospodar

to refer to themselves; since the initiative in this matter belonged to the

Orthodox hierarchy, hospodar in the sense of “supreme ruler” could have

been regarded by contemporaries as a Church Slavonicism.^"^ Here, then,

we can assume the motivation already noted: prestige attaches to

phenomena of foreign provenance. The title of rulers of another state was

borrowed, and the word was at first regarded not as an element of

ordinary speech but of “high style.” Moreover, the spelling ospodar',

which appears on the coins of Ivan the Terrible, and the transcription

hospodar noted by foreign visitors to Muscovy may attest that in

Muscovy the word was pronounced as in the GDL, with an initial h

rather than a g. Here one may discern an analogy with the “educated”

pronunciation of the word boh with a terminal h in order to differentiate

it from the orthoepic system of ordinary everyday speech.

The expression “heir and inheritor” {otchich i dMich) also entered the

titulature of the grand princes of Moscow, beginning with Ivan III. The

word dMich appears in the Kyiv Chronicle under the year 1190 in a

description of Galician developments, while otchich appears in the

Galician-Volhynian Chronicle under 1208. Zoltan makes the rather

plausible assumption that the tautological expression otchich i dMich

arose as a result of the use of the Old Ukrainian word otchich as a gloss

for dMich, which was taken over from Polish.^^ In our view, the form

otchich i dMich as an equivalent of the Latin haeres may have been

genetically associated with the custom of indicating not only the name of

the father but also that of the grandfather on solemn occasions: “I, Prince

Volodymyr, son of Vasylko, grandson of Roman.”^^ If this is so, then

the word didych functioned not in the sense of the Polish dziedzic (heir

in general) but in the probable original meaning of ‘grandson; grand-

father’s heir.’ Whatever the case, in Muscovite titulature otchich i dMich,

like gosudar’, was a borrowing from another linguistic system. In the

Russian context, hospodar was transformed into gosudar', first in speech

and then in writing. This evidently took place in the late sixteenth and

early seventeenth centuries: it is hard to establish the chronology of the

94. Ibid., 96.

95. Ibid., 97; Zoltan, Iz istorii russkoi leksiki (Budapest; Tankdnyvkiado, 1987), 48. For

examples of the use of otchich i dMich or dMich i otchich in the sense of ‘heir in

general,’ see SSUM 1: 336; 2: 112.

96. HVL, 142.
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change owing to the widespread use of the abbreviation gsdr' (in many

Russian publications it is rendered without foundation as gosudar"). In

Russian the word gosudar' (<hospodar) came to be used in fairly short

order not only as the title of the ruler but also as a widespread form of

polite address.

Andras Zoltan ends his work on the fate of the title

hospodar>gosudar' with the conclusion that the Russian gosudarstvo

(<hospodarstvo) is derived from the West Ruthenian hospodarstvo, the

equivalent of the Polish panstwo and the Latin dominium and

dominatio^^ In the final analysis, then, the Russian gosudarstvo is a

semantic Latinism (adopted via the GDL and Poland), while the

Ukrainian derzhava and the Belarusian dziarzhava are semantic

Hellenisms formed on the same model as the Greek kratos.^^ Let us add,

following Gunther Stockl, that the term for “state” is formed from the

root derzh in all the languages of the Orthodox Slavic peoples except

Russian.^^

To conclude: the title koroV (king) came to the Principality of

Galicia-Volhynia from the West in the broad sense. The diffusion of the

title hospodar (lord) from Galicia to the GDL and thence to Moldova and

Muscovy was also a movement from west to east. The extent to which

the acceptance of a new monarchical titulature was associated with

changes in the function of state structures is a question that requires

separate examination in every particular instance.

Translated by Myroslav Yurkevich

97. It is worth noting that hospodarstvo in the meaning of ‘state’ appears in the

documents of Bohdan Khmelnytsky. See I. Krypiakevych, “Narys metodyky istorychnykh

doslidzhen,” Ukrainskyi istorychnyi zhumal, 1967, no. 7: 122. See also Oleg Kharkhordin,

“What is the State? The Russian Concept of Gosudarstvo in the European Context,”

History and Theory 40, no. 2 (May 2001): 206-40.

98. Zoltan, “K predystorii,” 107-8; idem, Iz istorii, 43.

99. Stockl, “Die Begriffe Reich,” 118. For examples of the use of the word derzhava

in various senses in Ukrainian-language sources of the fourteenth to seventeenth centuries,

see SSUM, 1: 295; Slovnyk ukrainskoi movy XVI-pershoi polovyny XVII st. (Lviv: Instytut

ukrainoznavstva im. I. Krypiakevycha, 2000), vyp. 7: 236.



Ukraine in German-Language

Historiography

Andreas Kappele/

What a general prospect of these regions from the northwest when the

spirit of culture descends upon them! Ukraine will become a new

Greece: the fine climate of this people, its cheerful disposition, its

musical nature, its fruitful land, and so on will awake one day: from so

many small wild tribes, as the Greeks also used to be, a civilized nation

will arise: its borders will extend as far as the Black Sea and from there

throughout the world.*

This statement of Herder’s about Ukraine in the Journal meiner Reise im

Jahr 1769 (Journal of My Journey in the Year 1769) was by no means

so fantastic in the second half of the eighteenth century as it would have

been a century or two later. Since the seventeenth century, the Dnieper

Cossacks, their unique military-democratic order in the Zaporozhian Sich,

and their Hetmanate had aroused interest in Ukraine in Central and Western

Europe. The result was a whole series of descriptive and historical works,

culminating with Johann Christian von Engel’s Geschichte der Ukraine und

der ukrainischen Cossaken, wie auch der Konigreiche Halitsch und

Wladimir (History of Ukraine and the Ukrainian Cossacks, as well as the

Kingdom of Halych and Volodymyr) in 1796. Engel, who had studied with

August Schlozer, came from Szepes (Spis).^

* This is an updated version ofmy “Die Ukraine in der deutschsprachigen Historiographie,”

in a special issue on Ukraine, Osterreichische Osthefte 42, nos. 3^ (2000); 161-77.

1. Johann Gottfried Herder, Journal meiner Reise im Jahr 1769. Historisch-kritische

Ausgabe (Stuttgart; Philipp Reclam jun., 1976), 78.

2. Geschichte der Ukraine und der ukrainischen Cossaken, wie auch der Konigreiche

Halitsch und Wladimir (Halle: Johann-Jacob Gebauer, 1796). See Rudolf A. Mark,

“Johann Christian von Engel (1770-1914) als Historiograph der Ukraine,” ZeitschriftfUr

Ostforschung 36 (1987); 191-201.
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Engel’s work, important in its time, was to remain the only German-

language history of Ukraine written by a non-Ukrainian for almost two

hundred years. In the nineteenth century, historians confined themselves

to the nation-state: under the influence of German and Russian national

historiography they concentrated on the Russian Empire and the Russians,

ignoring almost entirely the Ukrainians and other non-Russian subjects of

the tsarist empire.

Nevertheless, Herder and his chapter on the Slavs influenced German-

language Slavic philology, which began to take an interest in the stateless

Slavic peoples, their languages and literatures. Relevant in this context is

Friedrich Bodenstedt, who published “a collection of Little Russian folk

songs” in 1845 under the title Die poetische Ukraine (Poetic Ukraine),

thereby introducing Ukrainian folk culture to Germany.^ The question of

whether Ukrainian was an independent language, which would long

remain contentious, received a positive answer soon afterwards in the first

volume of Vergleichende Grammatik der slavischen Sprachen (Compara-

tive Grammar of the Slavic Languages) (1852) by the renowned Vienna

Slavist Franz von Miklosich: “as research shows, Little Russian is to be

regarded in the realm of scholarship as an independent language and not

as a dialect of Great Russian.”^ The study of the cultural history of

Ukrainians and other Slavic peoples, carried on mainly by Slavists and

not by historians, has remained a byroad of German-language historical

research on Eastern Europe to the present day.

Professional East European Historiography Becomes

Politicized

Historical writing on Eastern Europe, which soon distinguished itself

from Slavic studies, did not continue that tradition. Once Germany was

established as a nation-state, historiography became ever more strongly

politicized and, as Gunther Stokl has put it, turned into “an academic

3. On Bodenstedt, see Dmytro Doroschenko (Doroshenko), Die Ukraine und das

Reich: Neun Jahrhunderte deutsch-ukrainischer Beziehungen im Spiegel der deutschen

Wissenschaft und Literatur (Leipzig: S. Hirzel, 1941, repr. Munich: Ukrainische Freie

Universitat, 1994), 239-43.

4. Cited in Katja Sturm-Schnabl, “Franz Miklosich im Lichte seiner Lebensdokumente

aus dem Bestand der Handschriftensammlung der bsterreichischen Nationalbibliothek” in

Franz Miklosich (Miklosic): Neue Studien und Materialien anldfilich seines 100.

Todestages, ed. Walter Lukan, vol. 33 (1991) of Osterreichische Osthefte (henceforth

dOH), 9-94, here 12.
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auxiliary of foreign policy.”^ Moreover, it concentrated heavily on the

Russian Empire.

With only slight qualifications, this also applies to Austria, where

Southeastern Europe and the East Central European regions of the

Habsburg Monarchy were a constant subject of research. Galicia,

Bukovyna, and Carpatho-Ukraine, inhabited by Ukrainians (Ruthenians),

belonged to Austria-Hungary until the end of the First World War. The

numerous German-language regional, statistical, historical, and ethno-

graphic works devoted to Ruthenian Galicia and Bukovyna can only be

given general consideration here.^ Moreover, between 1897 and 1943 no

less than forty dissertations on Ukrainian history were completed at the

University of Vienna, most of them in the 1920s. Their subjects were

divided between Galician history of the medieval and Austrian periods

and Ukraine during the Cossack era (that is, the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries). The authors, many of whom were Jews, were

almost all of Galician origin.^

In contrast to Vienna, a Russocentric historiography of Eastern

Europe became established in Berlin during the imperial period. To a

considerable extent it ignored not only Ukrainians but also Poles, Czechs,

Hungarians, and other peoples of East Central Europe.^ This imperial or

Prussian current, oriented to the Russian state and the Russians as the

5. Gunther St5kl, Osteuropa—Geschichte und Politik, Rheinisch-Westfalische

Akademie der Wissenschaften, Vortrage G238 (Opladen: Westdeutscher Verlag, 1979),

16.

6. See Paul Robert Magocsi, Galicia: A Historical Survey and Bibliographic Guide

(Toronto, Buffalo, and London: University of Toronto Press, 1983); Emanuel Turczynski,

Geschichte der Bukowina in der Neuzeit: Zur Sozial- and Kulturgeschichte einer

mitteleuropdisch geprdgten Landschaft (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1993).

7. Walter Leitsch and Manfred Stoy, Das Seminarfur osteuropdische Geschichte der

Universitdt Wien 1907-1948 (Vienna: H. Bohlau, 1983), 268-78; Wolfdieter Bihl, “Zur

Ukraine-Forschung in Wien,” OOH 36, no. 1 (1994): 133^5; and my “Dysertanty z

Ukrainy na seminari zi skhidnoievropeiskoi istorii u Videnskomu universyteti (1907-1945

rr.),” forthcoming.

8. On the history of the profession, see Erwin Oberlander, ed., Geschichte Osteuropas:

Zur Entwicklung einer historischen DiszipUn in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland,

Osterreich und der Schweiz 1945-1990 (Stuttgart: Franz Steiner, 1992); Gerd Voigt,

Rufiland in der deutschen Geschichtsschreibung 1843-1945 (Berlin: Akademie Verlag,

1994); Andreas Kappeler, “Osteuropaische Geschichte” in Aufrifi der historischen

Wissenschaften in sieben Banden, vol. 2, Das Interesse an der Geschichte: Rdume, ed.

Michael Maurer (Stuttgart: Reclam, 2001).
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dominant political nation, was redirected to Russia’s successor, the Soviet

Union, under the banner of Germany’s Rapallo policy. Its imprint is still

apparent in the study of East European history in Germany.

Another aspect of German research on Eastern Europe, the study of

the German presence in the region, subsequently referred to as “Eastern

researeh” (Ostforschung), was also politicized from the outset. It treated

East Central Europe above all as an area of German settlement and

German “native soil” on which Germans acted as “upholders of civiliza-

tion,” “master instruetors,” and a “master race.” The history of Germans

in Ukraine was also intensively studied in this connection by German

scholars from Ukraine such as Adolf Ehrt, Georg Leibbrandt, and Karl

Stumpp, all of whom were later involved in the eastern policy of the

Third Reich in fairly prominent capacities. Under Nazism the

politicization of scholarship became steadily more acute, and “Eastern

research,” meaning national history oriented to German “native soil,” was

exploited in the interest of Hitler’s Lebensraum policy. A substantial

number of German and Austrian historians of Eastern Europe entered the

service of the Nazis.^

Immediately after the Second World War, German research on

Eastern Europe continued both of the traditional politicized eurrents. It

became dissociated from “Eastern research,” renamed “Eastern studies”

{Ostkunde), and professionalized only gradually. By the 1960s it was an

independent scholarly discipline no longer directly dependent on politics.

So much for a very brief background on the development of East

European history, including Ukrainian history, as a scholarly discipline

in Germany.

9. Christoph KleBmann, “Osteuropaforschung und Lebensraumspohtik in Dritten Reich,”

in Wissenschaft im Dritten Reich, ed. Peter Lundgreen (Frankfurt am Main; Suhrkamp,

1985), 350-83; Michael Burleigh, Germany Turns Eastwards: A Study o/ Ostforschung in

the Third Reich (Cambridge and New York : Cambridge University Press, 1988); Gabriele

Camphausen, Die wissenschaftliche historische Rufilandforschung im Dritten Reich,

1933-1945 (Frankfurt am Main and New York: Peter Lang, 1990); WiUi Oberkrome,

Volksgeschichte: Methodische Innovation und volkische Ideologisierung in der deutschen

Geschichtswissenschaft 1918-1945 (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1993); Michael

Fahlbusch, Wissenschaft im Dienst der nationalsozialistischen Politik? Die Volksdeutschen

Forschungsgemeinschaften von 1931-1945 (Baden-Baden: Nomos-Verlag, 1999); and Ingo

Haar, Historiker im Nationalsozialismus: Deutsche Geschichtswissenschaft und der

“Volkstumskampf” im Osten (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2000).
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The Study of Ukrainian History to 1945

The fact that the professional discipline of East European history was

very politicized had a substantial influence on the development of

historical writing about Ukraine. I submit that whenever it appeared that

Ukraine could be exploited as a source of raw materials for industry or

for current political purposes, Germany and Austria invariably became

interested in Ukraine and its history. Consequently, they tried to play

Ukraine off against Russia (or the Soviet Union) or against Poland

between 1918 and 1939.

Thus, toward the end of the nineteenth century, Ukraine appeared in

German political publicistic literature in connection with proposals to

dismantle the Russian Empire. The philosopher Eduard von Hartmann, for

example, urged that a separate “Kingdom of Kyiv” be established in

Ukraine. Such ideas gained impetus before and during the First World

War.'*^ Because of this issue a large number of publications about

Ukraine appeared in Germany and Austria, although very few of them

were scholarly in nature. Among the latter was a translation of the first

volume of Mykhailo Hrushevsky’s Istoriia Ukrainy-Rusy, which was not

followed by translations of subsequent volumes. In the course of the

First World War, the Union for the Liberation of Ukraine (Soiuz

vyzvolennia Ukrainy) undertook an active publishing program in Vienna.

One of its publications was Stepan Rudnytsky’s geographical study of

Ukraine, which remains the most comprehensive German-language work

on the subject. During this period the conservative nationalist and

Russophobe Baltic Germans Paul Rohrbach and Axel Schmidt developed

a program that called for the recognition of a Ukrainian state in the spirit

10. Doroschenko, Die Ukraine und das Reich, Claus Remer, Die Ukraine im Blickfeld

deutscher Interessen, Ende des 19. Jahrhunderts bis 1917/18 (Frankfurt am Main et al.:

Peter Lang, 1997).

11. Michael Hrusevskyj, Geschichte des ukrainischen (ruthenischen) Volkes, vol. 1,

Urgeschichte des Landes und des Volkes. Anfdnge des Kijever Staates (Leipzig: B.G.

Teubner, 1906).

12. Stephan Rudnyc'kyj, Ukraina, Land und Volk: Line gemeinfassliche Landeskunde

(Vienna: Bund zur Befreiung der Ukraina, 1916). See Wolfdieter Bihl, “Osterreich-Ungam

und der ‘Bund zur Befreiung der Ukraina,’” in Osterreich und Europa: Lestgabefur Hugo
Hantsch zum 70. Geburtstag (Graz: Styria, 1965), 505-26; and Elizaveta Olentchouk,

‘‘Die Ukrainer in der Wiener Politik und Publizistik 1914—1918. Ein Beitrag zur

Geschichte der osterreichischen Ukrainer (Ruthenen) aus den letzten Jahren der

osterreichisch-ungarischen Monarchic” (Ph.D. diss.. University of Vienna, 1998).
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of German imperial interests: “Whoever holds Kyiv can control Russia,”

according to Rohrbach (1916). After the collapse of Pavlo Skoropadsky’s

Hetmanate, which was under a German protectorate, Rohrbach and Schmidt

continued to promote their ideas but failed to make any definite impression

on German public opinion during the period of the Rapallo policy.'^

It was the Nazi Alfred Rosenberg who took up such ideas. His plans

for a new order in Eastern Europe provided for an independent Ukrainian

state allied with Germany as a counterweight to Great Russia and Poland.

German Ukrainophiles and Ukrainian emigres gravitated to Rosenberg

and his colleague Georg Leibbrandt, who came from Ukraine and directed

the Eastern Section of Rosenberg’s Foreign Policy Department of the

Nazi Party. Later they helped the Reich Ministry for Occupied Eastern

Territories, established in July 1941, carry out Nazi policy toward

Ukraine. Rosenberg’s plans were not implemented, however; in the course

of the Second World War they foundered on Hitler’s opposition and his

brutal occupation policy.

In the interwar period the Austrian Hans Koch, bom in Lviv in 1894,

played a significant academic and political role. A Ukrainophile since his

youth, he fought as a lieutenant in the Ukrainian Galician Army in the

stmggle for independence. In Vienna he obtained his first graduate degree

in evangelical theology and history and his doctorate in church history

(1929). After joining the Austrian Nazi Party in 1933, he became

professor at Konigsberg University (1935) and professor of East European

history and director of the East European Institute at the University of

Breslau (Wroclaw, 1937). From 1940 to 1945, he was the nominal

director of the Vienna Seminar in East European History, but his other

tasks prevented him from performing that duty. Koch served the Nazi

regime as an adviser and promoted Rosenberg’s idea of supporting the

Ukrainians at the expense of the Poles and Russians. He became known

for his role as an intelligence officer, especially for the contacts he

maintained with the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists during the

occupation of Lviv in 1941.^"^

13. Besides the works cited in n. 9, see Peter Borowsky, “Paul Rohrbach und die

Ukraine: Bin Beitrag zum Kontinuitatsproblem,” in Deutschland in der Weltpolitik des 19.

and 20. Jahrhunderts. Fritz Fischer zum 65. Geburtstag, ed. I. Geiss and B. J. Wendt

(Dusseldorf: Bertelsmann Universitatsverlag, 1973), 437-62.

14. Gunther Stokl, “Hans Koch, 1894-1959,” Jahrbucher fur Geschichte Osteuropas

(henceforth JGO) 1 (1959): 117-29; Karl Schwarz, “Hans Koch (1894-1959)—ein
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After 1918 Ukrainian emigres accounted for most of the German-

language historical publications about Ukraine. They included, most

importantly, Skoropadsky’s monarchist followers, led by the noted

historian Dmytro Doroshenko, who had served as foreign minister in the

Hetman government in 1918. Although the Ukrainian question did not

have the highest priority in Germany, the authorities helped Skoro-

padsky’s followers establish the Ukrainian Scientific Institute in Berlin in

1926. General Wilhelm Groener, who had carried out German policy in

Ukraine in 1918 and served as the minister of the armed forces and

internal affairs in the Weimar Republic, headed the private association

that supported the institute. The institute published important German-

language studies by emigre Ukrainian historians. Later, directed by Ivan

Mirchuk, the institute became more closely associated with the political

goals of the Nazi regime and lost something of its scholarly reputation.

In the interwar period scholarly journals devoted considerably more

attention to Ukrainian history than before the war. They published articles

by Doroshenko, Mirchuk, Myron Korduba, Dmytro Chyzhevsky, and

others. There were quite a few Ukrainians studying East European history

in Germany and in Vienna. Domet Olianchyn’s and Vasyl Kuchabsky’s

doctoral theses, both supervised by Otto Hoetzsch, a specialist in Russian

history, had considerable scholarly value. German-language works of

Ukrainian emigres such as Borys Krupnytsky’s history of Ukraine,

Dmytro Doroshenko’ s book on Ukraine and the Reich, Mirchuk’

s

handbook on Ukraine, and Andrii lakovliv’s account of German law in

Ukraine appeared under the Third Reich. They had a Ukrainian

Landsknecht Gottes aus Osteuropa,” Wartburg-Argumente 3 (1995); Roman Ilnytzkyj,

Deutschland und die Ukraine, 1934-1945: Tatsachen europdischer Ostpolitik, ein

Vorbericht, 2 vols. (Munich; Osteuropa-Institut, 1955-58), 1: 53-7; 2: 178-257;

Alexander Dallin, German Rule in Russia, 1941-1945: A Study of Occupation Policies

(London: Macmillan; New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1957), 107-21, 502-3; Camphausen,

Rufilandforschung, 86-93, 123-6; and Voigt, Rutland, 242.

15. Carsten Kumke, “Das Ukrainische Wissenschaftliche Institut in Berlin. Ein Institut

zwischen Politik und Wissenschaft,” JGO 43 (1995): 218-53.

16. Domet Oljancyn, Hryhorij Skoworoda (1722-1794): Der ukrainische Philosoph des

18. Jahrhunderts und seine geistig-kulturelle Umwelt (Berlin and Konigsberg: Osteuropa-

Verlag, 1928); W. Kutschabsky (Kuchabsky), Die Westukraine im Kampfe mit Polen und

dem Bolschewismus in den Jahren 1918 bis 1923 (Berlin: Junker und Diinnhaupt, 1934).

17. Borys Krupnyckyj, Geschichte der Ukraine von den Anfdngen bis zum Jahre 1920

(Leipzig, 1939; Wiesbaden, 1963); Doroschenko, Die Ukraine und das Reich\ J.

Mirtschuk, ed., Handbuch der Ukraine (Leipzig: O. Harrassowitz, 1941); Andrij
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national orientation and gave little recognition to Nazi ideology. The

Ukrainian emigres stressed the Western impact on Ukrainian history (in

contrast to Russian history, which they considered to have been influ-

enced by Asia) and presented Ukraine as a possible partner for Germany.

Ukrainian subjects were also addressed by a number of German authors.

Noteworthy among them are the lengthy articles of Hedwig Fleischhacker

and Hans Schumann on the Cossack Hetmanate of the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries and the works of the church historian Eduard Winter.

Leopold Karl Goetz, who died in 1931, was not a historian of Ukraine in the

strict sense but a specialist in the legal, ecclesiastical, and economic history

of Rus'. By 1913 he had already received an honorary doctorate from the

law faculty of Kyiv University, and in 1924 he was named a member of the

Ukrainian Academy of Sciences.

Postwar Continuities

Thus, for the first time since the 1920s, a foundation was laid in

Germany for scholarly studies of Ukrainian history, a foundation on

which it was possible to build after the Second World War. There was

also continuity of personnel. Hans Koch, who translated and analyzed

Ukrainian poetry, served as a pastor after the war. He was appointed to

responsible positions in Germany only in the 1950s: in 1952 he became

the director of the East European Institute in Munich and in 1953 the first

editor of the leading professional journal in the field, JahrbUcher fiir

Geschichte Osteuropas (new series) {JGO). In his last years Koch turned

to Sovietology. Historians who had already been active under the Nazi

regime, such as Hedwig Fleischhacker, Borys Krupnytsky, Ivan Mirchuk,

and Hans Beyer, published works on Ukrainian history. The latter, who

published a study of the Central Powers and Ukraine in 1918 as a

supplement to JGO, had made a career in the SA and SS from 1933

under the name Hans-Joachim Beyer. At the time, he had been a

consultant on Ukrainian affairs in the Supreme Reich Security Office and

Jakowliw, Das deutsche Recht in der Ukraine und seine Einflusse auf das ukrainische

Recht im 16.-18. Jahrhundert (Leipzig: S. Hirzel, 1942).

18. Hedwig Fleischhacker, “Aleksej Michajlovic und Bogdan Chmel'nickij,” JahrbUcher

fur Kultur und Geschichte der Slawen, n.s. 11 (1935): 11-52; Hans Schumann, “Der

Hetmanstaat (1654-1764),” JGO, o.s. 4 (1936): 499-548; Eduard Winter, Byzanz und Rom
im Kampfum die Ukraine, 955-1939 (Leipzig: O. Harrassowitz, 1942).

19. On Goetz, see Voigt, Rufiland, 27^5.
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an adviser to SS Einsatzgruppen in Ukraine. He figured as one of the

advocates of nationalist policy who established a scientific basis for Nazi

mass murder.^®

A politically unencumbered generation of younger German-speaking

historians began to study Ukrainian history after the war. Noteworthy

among them were Gunther Stokl, a student of Koch’s, who wrote his

inaugural dissertation in Vienna in 1949 on the origins of Cossackdom—

a

work that remains authoritative to this day—and went on to study the

medieval Principality of Galicia-Volhynia; Gotthold Rhode, with his

inaugural dissertation on the eastern borders of Poland; the Swiss Rudolf

Bachtold, whose inaugural dissertation dealt with late medieval Ukraine;

Friedrich Heyer, who wrote on church history; and Dietrich Geyer, who

devoted one of his first articles (1957) to Ukraine in 1917 and later

became one of the leading specialists in Russian history.^^

After the war many Ukrainians immigrated to Germany and Austria,

where they established a number of scholarly institutions, most important-

ly the Ukrainian Free University, which was moved from Prague to

Munich. From 1947 its rector was Ivan Mirchuk, who had earlier headed

the Ukrainian Scientific Institute in Berlin. Two German-Ukrainian

associations were established, one by Koch and Mirchuk, the other under

the honorary chairmanship of Paul Rohrbach; as noted above, he had

headed a similar association after the First World War. In 1958 Hans

Koch, optimistic about having attained his goal, announced that “The

history of the Ukrainian nation, its culture and language has become a

matter course in all German institutions of higher learning as a subject of

academic research and teaching.”^^ Ukrainian historical studies seemed

20. Voigt, Rutland, 251-2.

21 . Gunther Stokl, Die Entstehung des Kosakentums (Munich: Isar Verlag, 1953); idem,

“Das FUrstentum Galizien-Wolhynien” in Handbuch der Geschichte Rufilands, ed. M.
Hellmann, K. Zemack, and G. Schramm (Stuttgart: A. Hiersemann, 1976), 1: 484-533;

Gotthold Rhode, Die Ostgrenze Rolens: Politische Entwicklung, kulturelle Bedeutung und

geistige Auswirkung, vol. 1, Die Mittelalter bis zum Jahr 1401 (Kdln: Bdhlau-Verlag,

1955); Rudolf Bachtold, SUdwestrufiland im Spdtmittelalter: Territoriale, wirtschaftliche

und soziale Verhdltnisse (Basel: Helbing & Lichtenhahn, 1951); Friedrich Heyer, Die

Orthodoxe Kirche in der Ukraine von 1917 bis 1945 (Koln: R. Muller, 1953, new edition

Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2003); Dietrich Geyer, “Die Ukraine im Jahre 1917.

Russische Revolution und nationale Bewegung,” Geschichte in Wissenschaft und

Unterricht 8 (1957): 670-87.

22. Hans Koch, “Rede vor der ukrainischen Auslands-Diaspora Miinchens anlaOlich des
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destined to continue as an established (and politicized) branch of East

European history, with Germany poised to play a leading role in Western

research on Ukraine.

A Quarter Century of Neglect

Things turned out otherwise. By the 1960s interest in Ukrainian

history had decreased considerably, and in the 1970s only a few

monographs and scholarly articles on Ukrainian history appeared in

Germany and Austria. How is this breach of continuity to be explained?

A basic reason was the resettlement of most of the Ukrainian emigres.

They had left Germany and Austria mainly for North America as early

as the late 1940s and early 1950s. At least the Ukrainian Free University

remained, although it was reduced in resources and efficiency. Moreover,

the older generation of historians specializing in Ukraine gradually died

out: Krupnytsky and Rohrbach died in 1956, Koch in 1959, and Mirchuk

in 1961.

Political reasons, however, were even more important for the rapid

decline of interest in Ukrainian history. In the 1960s historians in

Germany and Austria turned to the study of historical scholarship in the

Third Reich and the collaboration of many of its representatives with the

Nazi regime. Most German specialists on Eastern Europe regarded

previous historical writing on Ukraine as serving German imperialist

policy toward Russia and Poland and particularly Hitler’s war of

annihilation against Poland, the Soviet Union, and East European Jewry.

Ukrainian history and Ukrainian historians were thought to be compro-

mised and were broadly tarred with such stereotypes as nationalist, anti-

Semite, and collaborator. The younger generation of historians wanted

nothing more to do with all that.

Most younger historians thus came to think of the national question

in the West and the Soviet Union as resolved and oriented themselves to

a united Europe and detente with the Eastern bloc. While interest in the

history of Poland and Czechoslovakia began to rise and historical writing

on East Central Europe became dissociated from the tradition of “Eastern

research,” attaining a high scholarly standard, Ukrainian history seemed

to be obsolete. Ukrainians were regarded as Russians and their history as

vierzigsten Jahrestages der Unabhangigkeitserklarung der Ukraine 1918-1958” (21

February 1958), in Dem Andenken Paul Rohrbachs. Bin Beitrag zur osteuropdischen

Problematik (Munich; Verlag Ukraine, 1959), 15-21, here 17.
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part of Russian history. At the same time German scholars became less

willing to cooperate with the Ukrainian emigration, while the Ukrainian

emigres, weakened and split into a multitude of factions, increasingly

isolated themselves from German historical scholarship.

Thus, after the 1960s, German-language scholarship made only a

modest contribution to Ukrainian history. In terms of quantity publica-

tions by emigres led the way, especially those of the Ukrainian Free

University in Munich. Particularly useful were reprints and translations

such as Nataliia Polonska-Vasylenko’s Geschichte der Ukraine (History

of Ukraine),^^ more than nine hundred pages in length, and a German-

language periodical series published from 1982 under the title Jahrbuch

der Ukrainekunde (Ukrainian Studies Yearbook), which made it possible

for the German-speaking public to gain its bearings concerning specific

aspects of Ukrainian national historiography. Nevertheless, the Ukrainian

community in Germany, unlike the much larger one in North America,

produced hardly any innovative works at the level of current historical

research. It is no coincidence that in the 1960s a valuable collection of

German-language sources, drawn mainly from Austrian archives, appeared

in the United States.^"* Studies in contemporary history by the Ukrainian

emigres Borys Lewytzkyj and Bohdan Osadchuk played an important role

in explaining developments in the Ukrainian SSR to the German

public.2^

In contrast to historical scholarship. German-language Slavic studies

maintained their traditional openness to Ukraine. In this regard, the

influence of the Ukrainian literary scholar Dmytro Chyzhevsky took on

great significance. Nevertheless, I think it indicative of the Ukrainophobic

climate in Germany that Chyzhevsky was obliged to publish both his

German-language books on the history of Kyivan Rus' under the titles

Holy Russia (1961) and An Outline of Old Russian Literature (1968),

23. Natalija Polonska-Vasylenko, Geschichte der Ukraine: Von den Anfdngen bis 1923

(Munich; Ukrainische Freie Universitat, 1988).

24. Theophil Homykiewicz, ed., Ereignisse in der Ukraine 1914-1922, deren

Bedeutung und historische Hintergriinde, 4 vols. (Philadelphia: W.K. Lypynsky East

European Research Institute, 1966-69).

25. Borys Lewytzkyj, Die Sowjetukraine 1944-1963 (Koln: Kiepenheuer & Witsch,

1964); idem. Politics and Society in Soviet Ukraine, 1953-1980 (Edmonton: Canadian

Institute of Ukrainian Studies, 1984); and for many years Bogdan Osadczuk published

articles on Ukraine in Neue Zuricher Zeitung.
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even though the text refers consistently to Rus' and the Eastern Slavs, not

to Russia and Russians.^^ Subsequently, the Bonn Slavist Hans Rothe

made valuable contributions to Ukrainian cultural and intellectual history

of the early modem period, as did his Vienna colleague Gunther

Wytrzens to modem Ukrainian literary and intellectual history

From the 1960s German and Austrian historians, most notably Peter

Borowsky of Hamburg and Wolfdieter Bihl of Vienna, studied German

and Austrian policy toward Ukraine during the First World War.^^

Historians in the German Democratic Republic, such as Claus Remer,

also devoted themselves to these questions, and under the influence of

Eduard Winter, who was working in East Berlin at the time, German-

Ukrainian relations in general were more intensively studied. Noteworthy

in this regard is the work of Peter Kirchner and the useful edition of Ivan

Franko’s German-language writings.^^

In their writings Oskar Wagner and Johannes Madey continued the

tradition of church history dating back to Hans Koch. One can speak of

a certain continuity of the traditions of historical writing about Ukraine

only in Munich: at the East European Institute founded by Koch, the

University of Munich, and the Ukrainian Free University. Noteworthy are

works on particular regions of Ukraine, the settlement of southern

Ukraine, the national movement of the Carpathian Ukrainians (both

1965), Galicia, and the Ukrainian Cossack revolt of 1648.^° In Austria,

26. Dmitrij Tschizewskij, Das heilige Rufiland, 10.-17. Jahrhundert, vol. 1 of

Russische Geistesgeschichte (Hamburg; Rowohlt, 1959), 13ff., 19, and passim; idem,

Abrifi der altrussischen Literaturgeschichte (Munich: W. Fink, 1968), 7, 9, 19, 23ff., and

passim.

27. See, for example, Sinopsis, Kiev 1681: Facsimile mit einer Einleitung, ed. Hans

Rothe (Koln: Bohlau, 1983); references to Wytrzens in Bihl, “Zur Ukraine-Forschung,”

142-3.

28. Peter Borowsky, Deutsche Ukrainepolitik 1918: Unter besonderer Beriicksichtigung

der Wirtschaftsfragen (Liibeck and Hamburg; Matthiesen, 1970); Wolfdieter Bihl,

Osterreich-Ungam und die FriedensschlUsse von Brest-Litowsk (Vienna, Koln, Graz:

Bbhlau, 1970). See also Bihl’s many articles, cited in his “Zur Ukraine-Forschung.”

29. Ivan Franko, Beitrdge zur Geschichte und Kultur der Ukraine: Ausgewdhlte

deutsche Schriften des revolutiondren Demokraten 1882-1915, ed. E. Winter and P.

Kirchner (Berlin; Akademie-Verlag, 1963).

30. Johannes Madey, Kirche zwischen Ost und West. Beitrdge zur Geschichte der

ukrainischen und weifiruthenischen Kirche (Munich: Ukrainische Freie Universitat, 1969);

Hans Auerbach, Die Besiedlung der Siidukraine in den Jahren 1774-1787 (Wiesbaden:

O. Harrassowitz, 1965); Ivan Zeguc, Die nationalpolitischen Bestrebungen der Karpato-
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research on the Habsburg monarchy was focused on the crown lands of

Galicia and Bukovyna and their Ruthenian, Polish, and Jewish inhabit-

ants. One should note the relevant articles in the large-scale Die

Habsburgermonarchie 1848-1918 (The Habsburg Monarchy 1848-1918),

which began publication in 1973.^*

New Beginnings since the 1980s

Not until the crisis of the Soviet Union and the revival of the national

movement in Ukraine in the 1980s did new beginnings in Ukrainian

studies become apparent. If from 1971 to 1982, out of some 160

dissertations on Eastern Europe, only one German-language dissertation

was devoted to Ukraine, in the years 1983-98 there were thirteen (out of

some 250), and in 1999-2003 there were eight (out of 125). The picture

is similar with regard to journal articles. While between 1971 and 1982

only one article on a Ukrainian subject appeared in JGO, edited by

Gunther Stokl, between 1983 and 1999 there were fifteen, including

contributions from North America and Ukraine; five of them, in nineteenth-

and twentieth-century history, appeared in the first issue for 1997. In the

five years between 2000 and 2004 the journal published thirteen articles

on Ukrainian subjects, seven of them in a special issue (2001) devoted to

the Ukrainian national movement before 1914. Not one article devoted to

Ukrainian history appeared in OOH between 1971 and 1983, but in the

next sixteen years nine were published. In 1994 the journal Der

Donauraum pubhshed a special issue that offered an introductory survey, as

well as individual contributions on historical subjects.

German-language works on Ukrainian history published since the

mid-1980s have concentrated on the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

The few exceptions include studies on Kyivan Rus' that are not con-

sidered here, as well as pioneering articles on Ukrainian-Russian relations

Ruthenen 1848-1914 (Wiesbaden: O. Harrassowitz, 1965); Horst Glassl, Das osterreichi-

sche Einrichtungswerk in Galizien (1772-1790) (Wiesbaden: O. Harrassowitz, 1975);

Dymitri Zlepko, Der grofie Kosakenaufstand 1648 gegen die polnische Herrschaft: Die

Rzeczpospolita und das Kosakentum in der ersten Phase des Aufstandes (Wiesbaden: O.

Harrassowitz, 1980).

31. See, inter alia, Wolfdieter Bihl, “Die Ruthenen,” in Die Habsburgermonarchie

1848-1918, vol. 3, Die Volker des Reiches (Vienna: Verlag der Osterreichischen

Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1980), 555-84.

32. See the annual list of completed dissertations in JGO\ Der Donauraum. Zeitschrift

des Institutes fur den Donauraum und Mitteleuropa 34, nos. 1-2 (1994).
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in the seventeenth century from the pen of the late Berlin historian Hans-

Joachim Torke and the important dissertation of his student Carsten

Kumke on the social history of the Ukrainian Cossacks in the early

modem period.^^

In nineteenth- and early twentieth-century Ukrainian history, Galicia

and Bukovyna are at the centre of attention. As a number of important

new dissertations indicate, Galicia has become a favourite subject of

research in Germany. Isabel Rdskau-Rydel has investigated education and

culture in Lviv before 1848, while Kerstin Jobst has studied Ukrainian

and Polish social democracy, and Veronika Wendland has produced the

first fundamental analysis of the Russophiles as a hitherto neglected major

factor in the Ukrainian/Ruthenian national movement in the second half

of the nineteenth century.^"^ Harald Binder published an important book

on parties, elections, and Galician parliamentary deputies, while Elizaveta

Olentchouk wrote an (unpublished) dissertation on Ukrainian organiza-

tions in Vienna and Ukrainians in the internment and refugee camps

during the First World War.^^ Also noteworthy are a German translation

33. Hans-Joachim Torke, “The Unloved Alliance; Political Relations between Muscovy

and Ukraine in the Seventeenth Century” in Ukraine and Russia in Their Historical

Encounter, ed. Peter J. Potichnyj et al. (Edmonton: Canadian Institute of Ukrainian

Studies Press, 1992), 39-66; idem, “Moskau und sein Westen. Zur ‘Ruthenisierung’ der

russischen Kultur,” Berliner Jahrbuch fiir osteuropdische Geschichte 1 (1996): 101-20,

translated in Culture, Nation, and Identity: The Ukrainian-Russian Encounter, 1600-1945,

ed. Andreas Kappeler et al. (Edmonton and Toronto: Canadian Institute of Ukrainian

Studies Press, 2003), 87-107; Carsten Kumke, FUhrer und Gefuhrte bei den Zaporoger

Kosaken. Struktur und Geschichte kosakischer Verbande im polnisch-litauischen

Grenzland (1550-1648), Forschungen zur osteuropaischen Geschichte, 49 (Wiesbaden:

Harrassowitz, 1993). See also an article by the young Swiss historian Christophe von

Werdt, “Halyc-Wolhynien— RotreuBen— Galizien: Im Uberlappungsgebiet der Kulturen

und Volker,” JGO 46 (1998): 69-99.

34. Isabel Roskau-Rydel, Kultur an der Peripherie des Habsburger Reiches. Die

Geschichte des Bildungswesens und der kulturellen Einrichtungen in Lemberg von 1772

bis 1848 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1993); idem, ed., Galizien, Deutsche Geschichte im

Osten Europas (Berlin: Siedler, 1999); Kerstin Jobst, Zwischen Nationalismus und

Intemationalismus: Die polnische und ukrainische Sozialdemokratie in Galizien von 1848

bis 1914: Ein Beitrag zur Nationalitdtenfrage im Habsburgerreich (Hamburg: Dolling und

Galitz, 1996); Veronika Wendland, Die Russophilen in Galizien: Ukrainische Konserva-

tive zwischen Osterreich und Rufiland, 1848-1915 (Vienna: Verlag der Osterreichischen

Akademie der Wissenschaften, 2001).

35. Harald Binder, Galizien in Wien. Parteien, Wahlen, Fraktionen und Abgeordnete

im Ubergang zur Massenpolitik (Vienna: Verlag der Osterreichischen Akademie der
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of Roman Rosdolsky’s monograph on the reforms of Maria Theresa and

Joseph II, a useful survey of ecclesiastical relations and demographic

developments in Galicia by Rudolf Mark, and a collection of historical

essays on the city of Lviv that began as a lecture series at the University

of Freiburg.^^ In their empathetic, almost nostalgic essays Verena Dohm
and Martin Pollack have presented Galicia as a model of multiethnic

coexistence and ethnic conflict in the nineteenth century.^^ An inventory

of articles on Galicia and Bukovyna that appeared in Vienna newspapers

before 1848 and a painstakingly produced exhibition catalog of the Boiko

and Hutsul ethnic groups in the Carpathians have enriched our knowledge

of Galicia and Bukovyna.^^

The smaller Bukovyna has aroused interest not only among

Germanists generally, but also increasingly among historians, as attested

by the first recent German-language historical survey of the region by

Emanuel Turczynski and works produced by the circle of the Bukovyna

Institute in Augsburg and the Austrian Institute of Eastern and South-

eastern Europe,

Wissenschaften, 2005); idem, “Die Wahlreform von 1907 und der polnisch-ruthenische

Konflikt in Ostgalizien,” OOH 38, no. 3 (1996): 293-320; and Elizaveta Olentchouk,

“Ukrainer in der Wiener Politik” (Ph.D. diss.. University of Vienna, 1998).

36. Roman Rosdolsky, Untertan und Staat in Galizien: Die Reformen unter Maria

Theresia und Joseph II, ed. Ralph Melville (Mainz am Rhein: P. von Zabem, 1992);

Rudolf A. Mark, Galizien unter osterreichischer Herrschaft: Verwaltung — Kirche —
Bevolkerung, Historische und landeskundliche Ostmitteleuropa-Studien 13 (Marburg:

Herder-Institut, 1994); and Peter Fassler, Thomas Held, and Dirk Sawitzki, eds., Lemberg
— Lwow — Lviv. Line Stadt im Schnittpunkt europdischer Kulturen (Cologne, Weimar,

and Vienna: Bdhlau, 1993).

37. Verena Dohm, Reise nach Galizien: Grenzlandschaften des alten Europa (Frankfurt

am Main: S. Fischer, 1991) and Martin Pollack, Galizien: Eine Reise durch die

verschwundene Welt Ostgaliziens und der Bukowina (Frankfurt am Main: Insel, 2001).

38. Gertraud Marinelli-Kdnig, Polen und Ruthenen in den Wiener Zeitschriften und

Almanachen des Vormdrz, 1805-1848: Versuch einer kritischen Bestandesaufnahme der

Beitrdge Uber Galizien, die Bukowina und das polnische Geistesleben insgesamt (Vienna:

Verlag der Osterreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1992); and Veronika

Plockinger, Ulrich Gdttke-Krogmann, and Matthias Beitl, comps., Galizien: Ethnographi-

sche Erkundung bei den Bojken und Huzulen in den Karpaten: Begleitbuch zur

Jahresausstellung ’98 im Etnographischen Museum Schlofi Kittsee vom 6. Juni bis 2.

November 1998, Kittseer Schriften zur Volkskunde 9 (Kittsee, Burgenland: Ethnographi-

sches Museum SchloB Kittsee, 1998).

39. Turczynski, Geschichte der Bukowina-, Ilona Slawinski and Joseph P. Strelka, eds..

Die Bukowina: Vergangenheit und Gegenwart (Bern and New York: Peter Lang, 1995);
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Fewer recent German-language works on Ukrainian history deal with

the Russian Empire, although some eighty-five percent of all Ukrainians

lived there. To date, a number of articles have been devoted to the

Ukrainian national movement in the tsarist empire."^® Among the more

important contributions on selected problems are Guido Hausmann’s

methodologically innovative dissertation, written in Cologne, on the

interrelation between the university and urban society in Odesa, two

fundamental works on the history of Germans in Ukraine in the nine-

teenth and early twentieth centuries by Dietmar Neutatz (dissertation at

the University of Salzburg) and Detlef Brandes, and a monograph by

Claus Remer, which offers copious data on German economic and

political interests in Ukraine from the end of the nineteenth century to

19 17-1 8."^’ The English-language collection German-Ukrainian Rela-

tions in Historical Perspective, ed. Hans-Joachim Torke and John-Paul

Himka (1994), includes contributions by a number of historians from

Germany and Austria. Several books based on dissertations dealt with the

revolution and the civil war; Tanja Penter’s on Odesa in 1917, Rudolf

Mark’s on Symon Petliura and the Ukrainian People’s Republic, and

Dittmar Dahlmann’s on the Makhno movement."^^

Ilona Slawinski and Joseph P. Strelka, eds., Glanz und Blend der Peripherie: 120 Jahre

Universitdt Czemowitz (Bern and New York: Peter Lang, 1998).

40. Andreas Kappeler, “The Ukrainians of the Russian Empire 1860-1914,” in The

Formation of National Elites, ed. Andreas Kappeler, Comparative Studies on Govern-

ments and Non-Dominant Ethnic Groups in Europe, 1850-1940, vol. 6 (Aldershot, Hants,

U.K.: Dartmouth; New York: New York University Press, 1992), 105-32; idem, “Die

ukrainische Nationalbewegung im Russischen Reich und in Galizien: Ein Vergleich,” in

Entwicklung der Nationalbewegungen in Europa 1850-1914, ed. Heiner Timmermann

(Berlin: Duncker & Humblot, 1998), 175-96; Claus Remer, “Die Entfaltung der

ukrainischen Nationalbewegung in RuBland von der Mitte des 19. bis zum Beginn des 20.

Jahrhunderts,” ibid., 155-74.

41. Guido Hausmann, Universitdt und stddtische Gesellschaft in Odessa, 1865-1917:

Soziale und nationale Selbstorganisation an der Peripherie des Zarenreiches (Stuttgart:

F. Steiner, 1998); Dietmar Neutatz, Die “deutsche Frage" im Schwarzmeergebiet und in

Wolhynien: Politik, Wirtschaft, Mentalitdten und Alltag im Spannungsfeld von Nationalis-

mus und Modernisierung (1856-1914) (Stuttgart: F. Steiner, 1993); Detlef Brandes, Von

den Zaren adoptiert: Die deutschen Kolonisten und die Balkansiedler in Neurufiland und

Bessarabien 1751-1914 (Munich: Oldenbourg, 1993); Claus Remer, Die Ukraine im

Blickfeld deutscher Interessen: Ende des 19. Jahrhunderts bis 1917-18 (Frankfurt am
Main and New York: Peter Lang, 1997).

42. Tanja Penter, Odessa 1917: Revolution an der Peripherie (Koln: Bohlau Verlag,

2000); see idem, “Der Sowjet der Arbeitslosen in Odessa. Soziale Polarisierung in der
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Only a few recent German-language works have been devoted to

Ukraine during the interwar period, including Frank Golczewski’s articles

on the interrelation between the Ukrainian emigration and German policy

toward Ukraine and on Ukrainian nationalism.'^^ Christoph Mick’s

inaugural dissertation on Lviv from the First to the Second World War

is in print.'^ A recent special issue of the journal Osteuropa was devoted

to the Holodomor of 1932-33.'^^ Gerhard Simon’s standard work on

nationalism and nationality policy in the Soviet Union, which gives

considerable space to Ukraine, should also be mentioned here.^^

Two dissertations on Ukraine in the Second World War present

fundamentally new research results. In their works on the mass murder

of the Jews of Galicia, Dieter Pohl and Thomas Sandkiihler establish that

this region played a key role in the Holocaust. They present documentary

evidence of the participation of Ukrainians, particularly auxiliary

policemen, in large-scale Nazi crimes."^^ Ukrainian collaboration with the

German occupation authorities is investigated also by Wolfdieter Bihl and

Frank Golczewski.^^ The latter has also done a lengthy study of the

Revolution von 1917,” JGO 46 (1998): 351-75; Rudolf A. Mark, “Symon Petljura und

die UNR. Vom Sturz des Hetmans Skoropads'kyj bis zum Exil in Polen,” Forschungen

zur Osteuropdischen Geschichte 40 (1988): 7-228; Dittmar Dahlmann, Land und Freiheit:

Machnovscina und Zapatismo ah Beispiele agrarevolutiondrer Bewegungen (Stuttgart: F.

Steiner Verlag, 1986).

43 . Frank Golczewski, “Politische Konzepte des ukrainischen nicht-sozialistischen Exils

(Petljura-Fypynskyj-Donzow),” in Ukraine: Gegenwart und Geschichte eines neuen

Staates, ed. Guido Hausmann and Andreas Kappeler (Baden-Baden: Nomos, 1993),

100-17; idem, “Das ukrainische Reichsbank-Guthaben von 1918,” JGO 39 (1991):

364-99; idem, “Deutschlands Ukraine-Politik 1918-1926,” Nationalities Papers 24

(1996): 287-301.

44. Christoph Mick, “Kriegserfahrungen in einer multiethnischen Stadt: Femberg
1914-1950” (Habilitationsschrift, Universitat Tubingen, 2003).

45. Rudolf A. Mark and Gerhard Simon, eds., Vernichtung durch Hunger: Der
Holodomor in der Ukraine und der UdSSR, vol. 54 (2004) of Osteuropa.

46. Gerhard Simon, Nationalismus und Nationalitdtenpolitik in der Sowjetunion: Von

der totalitdren Diktatur zur nachstalinschen Gesellschaft (Baden-Baden: Nomos, 1986).

47. Dieter Pohl, Nationalsozialistische Judenverfolgung in Ostgalizien 1941-1944:

Organisation und Durchfuhrung eines staatlichen Massenverbrechens (Munich:

Oldenbourg, 1996); and Thomas Sandkiihler, “Endldsung” in Galizien: Der Judenmord

in Ostpolen und die Rettungsinitiativen von Berthold Beitz, 1941-1944 (Bonn: Dietz,

1996).

48. Wolfdieter Bihl, “Ukrainer als Teil der Streitkrafte des Deutschen Reiches im

Zweiten Weltkrieg,” OOH 29, no. 1 (1987): 28-55; Frank Golczewski, “Ukrainische
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rescue of Jews by Ukrainians. Ekkehard Volkl and Kathrin Boeckh have

studied the Romanian occupation of Transnistria (including Odesa);

Boeckh is preparing an inaugural dissertation about Ukraine at the end of

the Second World War."^^ These and most of the other recent German-

language works mentioned above also make extensive use of hitherto

unavailable source materials, including sources from Ukrainian archives.

Among recent German-language contributions to the postwar history

of Ukraine, Ernst Ludemann’s dissertation on Soviet Ukrainian

historiography since the Second World War (1986) is the only noteworthy

one to date.^° A larger number of younger scholars in Germany are

studying current developments in independent Ukraine. Aside from many

articles and two collections, there is a useful survey of political develop-

ments by Alexander Ott and a conceptually innovative dissertation by

Andreas Wittkowsky.^^ In the last few years three voluminous books

devoted to different aspects of contemporary Ukraine, have been

published in Austria and Germany.^^

Reaktionen auf die deutsche Besetzung 1939^1,” in Anpassung — Kollaboration —
Widerstand: Kollektive Reaktionen auf die Okkupation, ed. Wolfgang Benz et al. (Berlin:

Metropol, 1996), 199-211; idem, “Organe der deutschen Besatzungsmacht: Die

ukrainischen Schutzmannschaften,” in Die Btirokratie der Okkupation: Strukturen der

Herrschaft und Verwaltung im besetzten Europa, ed. Wolfgang Benz et al. (Berlin:

Metropol, 1998), 173-96; idem, “Die Revision eines Klischees. Die Rettung von

verfolgten Juden im Zweiten Weltkrieg durch Ukrainer,” in Solidaritdt und Hilfe fiir

Juden wdhrend der NS-Zeit, ed. Wolfgang Benz and Juliane Wetzel (Berlin: Metropol,

1998), 2: 9-82.

49. Ekkehard Volkl, Transnistrien und Odessa (1941-1944) (Kallmiinz: Lassleben,

1996); Kathrin Boeckh, “Rumanisierung und Repression. Zur Kirchenpolitik im Raum
Odessa/Transnistrien 1941-1944,” JGO 45 (1997): 64—84.

50. Ernst Ludemann, “Zur ‘Losung der Nationalen Frage’ in der sowjetukrainischen

Geschichtsschreibung,” Forschungen zur osteuropdischen Geschichte 40 (1986): 229-395.

51. Alexander Ott, Parteien und Machtstrukturen in der Ukraine von 1991 bis 1998

(Koln: Wissenschaft und Politik, 1999); Andreas Wittkowsky, FUnf Jahre ohne Plan:

Nationalstaatbildung, Wirtschaft und Eliten in der Ukraine 1991-1996 (Hamburg: Lit

Verlag, 1998). The two collections are Ukraine: Gegenwart und Geschichte and

Wolfdieter Bihl et al., eds., Rufiland und die Ukraine nach dem Zerfall der Sowjetunion

(Berlin: Duncker & Humblot, 1996).

52. Peter Jordan et al., eds., Ukraine: Geographie, ethnische Struktur, Geschichte,

Sprache und Literatur, Kultur, Politik, Bildung, Wissenschaft, Recht, vol. 42 (2000) of

OOH\ Gerhard Simon, ed.. Die neue Ukraine: Gesellschaft, Wirtschaft, Politik

(1991-2001) (Koln et al.: Bohlau, 2002); Juliane Besters-Dilger, ed.. Die Ukraine in

Europa: Aktuelle Lage, Hintergriinde und Perspektiven (Vienna: Bohlau, 2003).
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With the fall of the Soviet Union and the rise of an independent

Ukrainian state, interest in Ukrainian history has markedly increased. It

is especially gratifying that younger historians are setting the tone.

Dissertations have been instrumental in advancing knowledge of the

subject. Although recent works concentrate on political history, topics in

social and contemporary cultural history have been increasingly tackled.

This is all the more important because these aspects of Ukrainian

historiography have been and continue to be neglected both in Ukraine

and in the emigration.^^ Young German-speaking historians may perform

the important task of applying new methodological principles to

Ukrainian history and transmitting them to Ukrainian scholars.

Attempts at synthesis were finally undertaken in the 1990s: for the

first time in almost two hundred years, general surveys of Ukrainian

history by German-speaking authors were published almost simultaneous-

ly—one by Frank Golczewski and the other by me. Both works have a

similar purpose: to acquaint the German reader with the long-neglected

history of Ukraine without being confined to the one-dimensional

Ukrainian national perspective found in German-language surveys written

previously by Ukrainian exiles.

Generally speaking. German-language historical writing on Ukraine

has improved significantly in both quantitative and qualitative terms in

the 1990s. At the same time, contacts with Ukrainian historians have

intensified. Ukrainian historians routinely take part in conferences in the

German lands, and vice versa. Joint research projects are under way;

articles by German-speaking historians have been published in Ukraine,

and works by Ukrainian colleagues have appeared in German-language

publications. Still, one must beware of euphoric expectations. Hans

Koch’s above-cited statement of 1958 that “The history of the Ukrainian

nation, its culture, and language has become a matter of course in all

German institutions of higher learning as a subject of academic research

and teaching” is as little applicable to the present situation as it was to

the earlier one. The professional discipline of East European history in

Germany remains largely concentrated on Russia, while in Austria the

53. See Orest Subtelny, “Die gegenwaitige Situation der ukrainischen Historiographie.

Ein Uberblick,” in Ukraine: Gegenwart und Geschichte, 350-69.

54. Frank Golczewski, ed., Geschichte der Ukraine (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck &
Ruprecht, 1993); and my Kleine Geschichte der Ukraine (Munich: C.H. Beck, 1994), 2d

rev. ed. (Munich: C.H. Beck, 2000).
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lands of the Habsburg Monarchy and the Balkans remain at the centre of

attention. Aside from the Ukrainian Free University in Munich, there is

neither a professorial chair nor a scholarly institute in the German lands

dedicated specifically to Ukrainian history.

We cannot rule out that the heightened interest in Ukraine could abate

once again. As in the First and Second World Wars, it is politics in the

first instance that has attracted attention to Ukraine since 1985. Does this

mean that, as in previous decades, interest in Ukraine will be exploited

against Russia or Poland for the sake of German or Austrian economic

and political interests? It is to be hoped that historical scholarship can

escape any new attempt to politicize it directly, and that politicians,

scholars, and investors will realize that Ukraine is of importance not

primarily as a chess piece in a game of high policy against Russia or

Poland but as an independent political factor—the second-largest country

in Europe.

Translated by Myroslav Yurkevich



The Origins of Ukrainian Statist

Historiography in the Context of

Political, Ideological, Cultural, and

Generational Change

Bohdan Klid

It has been almost axiomatic to view most Ukrainian historiography of

the second half of the nineteenth and much of the twentieth centuries as

falling within two trends or schools: the populist and statist.^ In this

scheme the nineteenth- and early twentieth-century historians Mykola

Kostomarov, Volodymyr Antonovych, and Mykhailo Hrushevsky are

lumped together as the leading representatives of the populist school. The

statist school is said to have emerged in the 1920s as a reaction to the

populist trend and as its antithesis. Viacheslav Lypynsky is regarded as

its founder or co-founder.^ In 1924 Ivan Krevetsky was among the first

1. Soviet Ukrainian historiography is excluded from consideration in this essay. Its

early representatives continued the populist and statist trends and competed with the

Marxist school in the second half of the 1920s before the Communist Party established

control over the historical profession and institutions in the 1930s. This put an end to

independent historical inquiry in Soviet Ukraine. For a brief survey of historical writings

in the first half of the twentieth century, see Oleksander Ohloblyn’s “Ukrainian

Historiography 1917-1956,” in a special issue of The Annals of the Ukrainian Academy

of Arts and Sciences in the United States 5, no. 4, and 6, nos., 1-2, 1957, esp. 360-6.

2. Jaroslaw Pelenski identified Lypynsky as “the principal founder” of the statist

school. See his introduction in The Political and Social Ideas ofVjaceslav Lypyns'kyj, vol.

9, nos. 3-A (1985) of Harvard Ukrainian Studies, 241. Lev Bilas wrote that the

appearance of Lypynsky’ s Z dziejow Ukrainy in 1912 caused a “paradigm shift” and

“revolution in Ukrainian historiography” out of which the statist school emerged. See his

“Viacheslav Lypynsky — istoryk,” in Viacheslav Lypynsky: Istoryko-politolohichna

spadshchyna i suchasna Ukraina, ed. laroslav Pelensky (Philadelphia: Skhidnoievropeiskyi

doslidnyi instytut im. V. Lypynskoho; Kyiv: Instytut ukrainskoi arkheohrafii NAN
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historians to herald the appearance of the new school in the title of his

review essay “Ukrainian Historiography at a Turning Point.”^ The

appearance of the new trend signaled significant changes in Ukrainian

historiography, such as a more favourable treatment of elites and a focus

on their role in state formation, and in its ideological underpinnings,

which became more conservative. However, historians who have

attempted to counterpose sharply Lypynsky’s views on the role of

Ukraine’s elites in state building with Mykhailo Hrushevsky’s have been

shown to have exaggerated their differences and to have been motivated

at least in part by ideological and political preferences, as well as bitter

disappointment at the failure to achieve Ukrainian independence in

1917-20.4

This calls into question the statist-populist dichotomy as a construct

that is too rigid and even simplistic, as it does not take into account the

evolution of the views of populist historians, especially Hrushevsky, and

the differences among them. While the foremost representative of the first

phase of populist historiography, Mykola Kostomarov, was a Romantic

Ukrainy, Instytut skhidnoievropeiskykh doslidzhen NAN Ukrainy, Ukrainska pravnycha

fundatsiia, 1994), 39.

3. “Ukrainska istoriohrafiia na perelomi,” in Zapysky Naukovoho tovarystva im.

Shevchenka 134—5 (1924): 161-84. In the essay he compared favourably Lypynsky's

ideological underpinnings and conclusions, found in Ukraina na perelomi, with S.

Tomashivsky’s in Ukrainska istoriia, and contrasted these two with Mykhailo Hrushev-

sky’s defence of Ukrainian populism in his essay “Ukrainska partiia sotsialistiv-

revoliutsioneriv ta ii zavdannia,” which had appeared in the official organ of the

Ukrainian Party of Socialist Revolutionaries, Boritesia-Poborete, no. 1 (Vienna, 1920):

1-22. See also Dmytro Doroshenko’s treatment of Lypynsky in “A Survey of Ukrainian

Historiography,” in a special issue of The Annals of the Ukrainian Academy ofArts and

Sciences in the United States 5, no. 4, and 6, nos., 1-2 (1957): 302. This is a translation

of his Ohliad ukrainskoi istoriohrafii (Prague, 1923).

4. See Ihor Hyrych, “Derzhavnytskyi napriam i narodnytska shkola v ukrainskii

istoriohrafii (na tli stosunkiv Mykhaila Hrushevskoho i Viacheslava Lypynskoho),” in

Mykhailo Hrushevsky i ukrainska istorychna nauka, ed. laroslav Hrytsak and laroslav

Dashkevych (Lviv: Instytut istorychnykh doslidzhen Lvivskoho derzhavnoho universytetu

im. Ivana Franka and Instytut ukrainskoi arkheohrafii ta dzhereloznavstva im. M.S.

Hrushevskoho NAN Ukrainy, Lvivske viddilennia, 1999), 47-64; and laroslav

Dashkevych, “Mykhailo Hrushevsky — istoryk narodnytskoho chy derzhavnytskoho

napriamku?” ibid., 65-85. See also Liubomyr Vynar, Mykhailo Hrushevsky istoryk i

budivnychyi natsii: Statti i materiialy (New York and Toronto: Ukrainske istorychne

tovarystvo; Kyiv: Instytut ukrainskoi arkheohrafii ta dzhereloznavstva im. M.S.

Hrushevskoho NAN Ukrainy, 1995), esp. 83-98.
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populist, Volodymyr Antonovych, the leading populist historian in the

1870s and 1880s, had a more rational approach to historiography,

informed with positivist ideas and methodology.^ As a historian,

Hrushevsky, who took over the mantle as the foremost populist historian

from Antonovych in the 1890s, evolved beyond the positivist populism

of his predecessor to a historiography that incorporated sociological

methods and ideas. It is also clear that he had begun to pay more

attention to Ukrainian elites and their roles in state formation and

politics.^ In his seminal essay of 1904 “Zvychaina skhema ‘russkoi’

istorii i sprava ratsionalnoho ukladu istorii skhidnoho Slovianstva” (The

Traditional Scheme of “Russian” History and the Problem of a Rational

Organization of the History of Eastern Slavs), Hrushevsky refers to the

histories of the Great Russian and Ukrainian nationalities or peoples, but

also points to the different political histories of Ukraine and Russia,

thereby buttressing his argument that Kyivan Rus' should be viewed as

a Ukrainian, not a Russian state. It is also clear that Hrushevsky’

s

students in Lviv were already critical of what can be termed old-

fashioned populist historiography, and viewed with favour the state-

building efforts of Ukrainian elites in the Cossack period well before the

appearance of Lypynsky’s Z dziejow Ukrainy in 1912.^

5. See Osyp Hermaize, “V.B. Antonovych v ukrainskii istoriohrafii,” Ukraina 5

(1928): 27, 30-1.

6. See, for instance, Natalia Iakovenko’s analysis of Hrushevsky’ s treatment of

Ukrainian medieval princes and Bohdan Khmelnytsky in “Osoba iak diiach istorychnoho

protsesu v istoriohrafii Mykhaila Hrushevskoho,” in Mykhailo Hrushevsky i ukrainska

istorychna nauka, 86-97. See also Vynar, op. cit., 95.

7. See, for instance, Ivan Dzhydzhora’s review essay of Aleksandra Efimenko’s

collection luzhnaia Rus'. In it he referred to Efimenko as a scholar who was prone to

idealize the life of the people in the manner of a populist. He criticized her for holding

a priori views on the role of the Ukrainian Cossack officer group and, especially, for not

taking into account Moscow’s policies toward this Cossack elite and Ukrainian state. He
concluded that in her understanding of Ukrainian history she belongs to “the older

generation of historians” (“Z noviishoi ukrainskoi istoriohrafii. Aleksandra Efimenko,

luzhnaia Rus': Ocherki, issledovaniia i zametki, I-II, Spb, 1905,” in Zapysky Naukovoho

tovarystva im. Shevchenka 71, book 3 [1906]: 134-57). In his assessment of Volodymyr

Antonovych's historiographical legacy, Stepan Tomashivsky criticized Antonovych for not

appreciating or ignoring the positive role of the state and, especially, for asserting that

Ukrainians throughout history had been willing to accept foreign rule as long as their

social ideals were respected. Tomashivsky concluded with some irony that there was little

doubt that this seeming willingness to countenance foreign rule had been “Ukraine’s

greatest historical tragedy” (Volodymyr Antonovych: loho diialnist na poli istorychnoi
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In his reflections on the populist and statist trends in Ukrainian

historiography, Borys Krupnytsky, a historian who identified himself with

the statist school, commented that, while the two streams mirrored to a

certain degree developments in European historiography, more important-

ly they provided Ukrainians with answers to urgent questions.^ If he is

right, at least in part, then the origins of statist historiography should be

sought in the cultural and political development of Ukrainian society

under both Russian and Austrian rule before the First World War.

The 1 890s have been recognized as an important transition period in

Ukrainian intellectual history. In part this is attributable to a generational

change of activists and leaders.^ In Galicia Ukrainian scholarship was put

on a solid institutional foundation and significant advances with far-

reaching consequences were made in Ukrainian scholarship.^® By the

turn of the century the beginnings of modernism were evident in

literature, and populism, the dominant discourse in the literature and

literary criticism of the day, was in crisis. Striving to break free from the

strictures of populism in literature, the Ukrainian modernists stressed

elitism, individualism, and subjectivism.
“

nauky [Z nahody iuvyleiu] [Lviv: Vydavnytstvo NTSh, 1906], 57-8). Hmshevsky made

some critical remarks directed toward Tomashivsky’s later study, “Pershyi pokhid

Bohdana Khmelnytskoho v Halychynu (Dva misiatsi ukrainskoi polityky, 1648),” Zherela

do istorii Ukrainy-Rusy 6(1913), published one year after Lypynsky’s Z dziejow Ukrainy,

in which the author assessed the role of Khmelnytsky positively. See Mykhailo

Hrushevsky’s History of Ukraine-Rus' (Edmonton and Toronto: Canadian Institute of

Ukrainian Studies Press, 2002), 8: 703.

8. See his Istorioznavchi problemy istorii Ukrainy: Zbirnyk stattei (Munich:

Ukrainskyi vilnyi universytet, 1959), 2.

9. Ivan Franko pointed out some key changes that were brought about by a new

generation that had “stirred up a storm in our national hfe and at the same time cleared

the air, creating new paths, which led in different directions.. . . I call this generation, these

people, who with their labour brought about this notable leap forward, which characterizes

the period between 1880 and 1900, Young Ukraine” (“Z ostannikh desatylit XIX v.,” in

his Moloda Ukraina, part 1, Providni idei i epizody [Lviv: Ukrainsko-ruska vydavnycha

spilka, 1910], 8-9).

10. To mention the more important: in 1892 the Shevchenko Society was reorganized

into the Shevchenko Scientific Society, which became an unofficial academy of sciences;

a chair of Eastern European (in reality Ukrainian) History was established at Lviv

University and in 1894 Hmshevsky was appointed to it; the first volume of Istoriia

Ukrainy-Rusy was published; and the professional journals Zapysky NTSh and Literatumo-

naukovyi vistnyk were established.

1 1 . See Solomiia Pavlychko’s Dyskurs modernizmu v ukrainskii literaturi, 2d ed. (Kyiv:
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The crisis of populism or Ukrainophilism, as populism was often

called in Russian-ruled Ukraine, also occurred in political life, and

manifested itself in splits and in the foundation of political parties

reflecting opposing or differing ideologies. In Galicia, the Ukrainian

Radical Party, a left-wing populist party, emerged in 1890. The Ukrainian

Social Democratic (left-wing) and Ukrainian National Democratic

(centrist) parties were founded in 1899. Socialist and nationalist trends

emerged in both parts of Ukraine, especially among the younger

generation of Ukrainian activists.

A split in the Radical Party between the Young Radicals, such as

Viacheslav Budzynovsky, and the older leadership of Ivan Franko and

Mykhailo Pavlyk, who had been mentored by Mykhailo Drahomanov,

over the issue of Ukrainian statehood, was particularly important.*^ In

his Ukraina irredenta (1895) the young Marxist luliian Bachynsky argued

for an independent Ukraine. That same year the Radical Party included

independence in its program, and in 1899 the newly formed Ukrainian

National Democratic Party did so as well.^"^

While in Galicia the cause of independence was raised by the young

Ukrainian left, in Russian-ruled Ukraine it was first championed by the

emerging young Ukrainian right, especially in the person of Mykola

Mikhnovsky. In his pamphlet Samostiina Ukraina (Independent Ukraine),

written for the Revolutionary Ukrainian Party in 1900, Mikhnovsky

argued for state independence on historical and legal grounds. An

Lybid, 1999), esp. 27-39. See also Oleh Ilnytzkyj’s association of the appearance of

Ukrainian Modernism with the final step in Ukraine’s breaking away from Russian

imperial culture (“Modeling Culture in the Empire: Ukrainian Modernism and the Death

of the All-Russia Idea,” in Culture, Nation, and Identity: The Ukrainian-Russian

Encounter [1600-1945], ed. Andreas Kappeler et al. [Edmonton and Toronto: Canadian

Institute of Ukrainian Studies Press, 2003], 315).

12. See Heorhii Kasianov, Ukrainska intelihentsiia na rubezhi XIX-XX stolit: Sotsialno-

politychnyi portret (Kyiv: Lybid, 1993), 46, 98.

13. See John-Paul Himka, “Young Radicals and Independent Statehood: The Idea of

a Ukrainian Nation-State, 1890-95,” Slavic Review 41, no. 2 (Summer 1982): 219-35. See

also la.I. Hrytsak, “Do henezy idei politychnoi samostiinosty Ukrainy,” in Ukraina:

Kultuma spadshchyna, natsionalna svidomist, derzhavnist {¥cy'\\\ Naukova dumka, 1992),

vyp. 1: 119^3.

14. See Ukrainski politychni partii kintsia XlX-pochatku XX stolittia: Prohramovi i

dovidkovi materialy (Kyiv: Konsaltynh, Eeniks, 1993), 12, 23-7.

15. Reprinted in Ukrainska suspilno-politychna dumka v 20 stolitti: Dokumenty i

materiialy, ed. Taras Hunchak and Roman Solchanyk (n.p.: Suchasnist, 1983), 1: 61-72.
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independentist position had already been implied in 1893 in the pro-

fession defoi of the Brotherhood of Taras/^ which numbered Mikhnov-

sky and the young writers Borys Hrinchenko, Mykhailo Kotsiubynsky,

Volodymyr Samiilenko, and Mykola Vorony among its members.

Independentist sentiments had also been expressed by the young writer

Trokhym Zinkivsky in 1890 in a speech before the St. Petersburg

Hromada.^^

While the Young Radicals polemicized with the Radical patriarchs

Franko, Pavlyk, and Drahomanov, the young members of the Brotherhood

of Taras criticized the older Ukrainophile leadership of Russian-ruled

Ukraine and claimed that Ukrainophilism had outlived its usefulness and

was now harmful. In Samostiina Ukraina Mikhnovsky attacked

Ukrainophile populists as “pseudo-patriots,” who had “demoralized the

entire Ukrainian public over the course of half a century,” and accused

them of servility to the regime and of promoting ethnographism.

Disdainfully rejecting any link with the Ukrainophiles, he suggested that

young Ukrainians considered themselves followers of Taras Shevchenko

and looked to Ivan Mazepa, Bohdan Khmelnytsky, and King Danylo for

inspiration.*^ This new nationalism presaged a more willful, or self-

assertive approach in politics, and unwillingness to compromise.

The attack on Ukrainophile populism appeared in print even earlier

in Hrinchenko’ s Lysty z Naddniprianskoi Ukrainy (Letters from Dnieper

Ukraine, 1892-93).^** Although their author—a populist but of a younger

16. See “Prohramovi zasady Bratstva Tarasivtsiv,” Ukrainska suspilno-politychna

dumka v 20 stolitti, 1: 19-25.

17. Although he mentioned in his speech that he preferred independent statehood for

Ukraine, Zinkivsky recognized that this was unrealistic, “a child’s dream,” and called

instead for the formation of a federation within which each nation would retain the rights

of an independent entity. See his “Moloda Ukraina: li stanovyshche i shliakh,” in

Pysannia Trokhyma Zinkivskoho, ed. Vasyl Chaichenko [Borys Hrinchenko] (Lviv:

Drukamia NTSh, 1896), 2: 109.

18. The members of the Brotherhood of Taras declared : “If we see a young Ukrainian

who knowingly and in good conscience follows the old path of Ukrainophilism then one

can without hesitation say that this is not a son of Ukraine, but her enemy, traitor,

renegade” (“Prohramovi zasady Bratstva Tarasivtsiv,” 22).

19. Ukrainska suspilno-politychna dumka v 20 stolitti, 1: 70.

20. Reprinted in B. Hrinchenko and M. Drahomanov, Dialohy pro ukrainsku

natsionalnu spravu, ed. A. Sokhan (Kyiv: Instytut ukrainskoi arkheohrafii NAN Ukrainy,

1994), 37-145. For Hrinchenko’ s attack on the Ukrainophile populists, see pp. 102-3. He

distinguishes “formal Ukrainophiles,” “real Ukrainian nationalists” (Hrinchenko uses the
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part of Russian history. At the same time German scholars became less

willing to cooperate with the Ukrainian emigration, while the Ukrainian

emigres, weakened and split into a multitude of factions, increasingly

isolated themselves from German historical scholarship.

Thus, after the 1960s, German-language scholarship made only a

modest contribution to Ukrainian history. In terms of quantity publica-

tions by emigres led the way, especially those of the Ukrainian Free

University in Munich. Particularly useful were reprints and translations

such as Nataliia Polonska-Vasylenko’s Geschichte der Ukraine (History

of Ukraine), more than nine hundred pages in length, and a German-

language periodical series published from 1982 under the title Jahrbuch

der Ukrainekunde (Ukrainian Studies Yearbook), which made it possible

for the German-speaking public to gain its bearings concerning specific

aspects of Ukrainian national historiography. Nevertheless, the Ukrainian

community in Germany, unlike the much larger one in North America,

produced hardly any innovative works at the level of current historical

research. It is no coincidence that in the 1960s a valuable collection of

German-language sources, drawn mainly from Austrian archives, appeared

in the United States.^^ Studies in contemporary history by the Ukrainian

emigres Borys Lewytzkyj and Bohdan Osadchuk played an important role

in explaining developments in the Ukrainian SSR to the German

public.^^

In contrast to historical scholarship. German-language Slavic studies

maintained their traditional openness to Ukraine. In this regard, the

influence of the Ukrainian literary scholar Dmytro Chyzhevsky took on

great significance. Nevertheless, I think it indicative of the Ukrainophobic

climate in Germany that Chyzhevsky was obliged to publish both his

German-language books on the history of Kyivan Rus' under the titles

Holy Russia (1961) and An Outline of Old Russian Literature (1968),

^ \
23. Natalija Polonska-Vasylenko, Geschichte der Ukraine: Von den Anfdngen bis 1923

(Munich: Ukrainische Freie Universitat, 1988).

24. Theophil Homykiewicz, ed., Ereignisse in der Ukraine 1914-1922, deren

Bedeutung und historische Hintergriinde, 4 vols. (Philadelphia: W.K. Lypynsky East

European Research Institute, 1966-69).

25. Borys Lewytzkyj, Die Sowjetukraine 1944-1963 (Koln: Kiepenheuer & Witsch,

1964); idem. Politics and Society in Soviet Ukraine, 1953-1980 (Edmonton: Canadian

Institute of Ukrainian Studies, 1984); and for many years Bogdan Osadczuk published

articles on Ukraine in Neue Zuricher Zeitung.
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even though the text refers consistently to Rus' and the Eastern Slavs, not

to Russia and Russians.“^ Subsequently, the Bonn Slavist Hans Rothe

made valuable contributions to Ukrainian cultural and intellectual history

of the early modem period, as did his Vienna colleague Gunther

Wytrzens to modem Ukrainian literary and intellectual history.^^

From the 1960s German and Austrian historians, most notably Peter

Borowsky of Hamburg and Wolfdieter Bihl of Vienna, studied German

and Austrian policy toward Ukraine during the First World War.^^

Historians in the German Democratic Republic, such as Claus Remer,

also devoted themselves to these questions, and under the influence of

Eduard Winter, who was working in East Berlin at the time, German-

Ukrainian relations in general were more intensively studied. Noteworthy

in this regard is the work of Peter Kirchner and the useful edition of Ivan

Franko’s German-language writings.^^

In their writings Oskar Wagner and Johannes Madey continued the

tradition of church history dating back to Hans Koch. One can speak of

a certain continuity of the traditions of historical writing about Ukraine

only in Munich: at the East European Institute founded by Koch, the

University of Munich, and the Ukrainian Free University. Noteworthy are

works on particular regions of Ukraine, the settlement of southern

Ukraine, the national movement of the Carpathian Ukrainians (both

1965), Galicia, and the Ukrainian Cossack revolt of 1648.^° In Austria,

26. Dmitrij Tschizewskij, Das heilige Rufiland, 10.-17. Jahrhundert, vol. 1 of

Russische Geistesgeschichte (Hamburg: Rowohlt, 1959), 13ff., 19, and passim; idem,

Abrijl der altrussischen Literaturgeschichte (Munich: W. Fink, 1968), 7, 9, 19, 23ff., and

passim.

27. See, for example, Sinopsis, Kiev 1681: Facsimile mit einer Einleitung, ed. Hans

Rothe (Koln: Bohlau, 1983); references to Wytrzens in Bihl, “Zur Ukraine-Forschung,”

142-3.

28. Peter Borowsky, Deutsche Ukrainepolitik 1918: Unter besonderer Beriicksichtigung

der Wirtschaftsfragen (Liibeck and Hamburg: Matthiesen, 1970); Wolfdieter Bihl,

Osterreich-Ungam und die FriedensschlUsse von Brest-Litowsk (Vienna, Koln, Graz:

Bohlau, 1970). See also Bihl’s many articles, cited in his “Zur Ukraine-Forschung.”

29. Ivan Franko, Beitrdge zur Geschichte und Kultur der Ukraine: Ausgewdhlte

deutsche Schriften des revolutiondren Demokraten 1882-1915, ed. E. Winter and P.

Kirchner (Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1963).

30. Johannes Madey, Kirche zwischen Ost und West. Beitrdge zur Geschichte der

ukrainischen und weifiruthenischen Kirche (Munich: Ukrainische Freie Universitat, 1969);

Hans Auerbach, Die Besiedlung der Sudukraine in den Jahren 1774-1787 (Wiesbaden:

O. Harrassowitz, 1965); Ivan Zeguc, Die nationalpolitischen Bestrebungen der Karpato-
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research on the Habsburg monarchy was focused on the crown lands of

Galicia and Bukovyna and their Ruthenian, Polish, and Jewish inhabit-

ants. One should note the relevant articles in the large-scale Die

Habsburgermonarchie 1848-1918 (The Habsburg Monarchy 1848-1918),

which began publication in 1973.^^

New Beginnings since the 1980s

Not until the crisis of the Soviet Union and the revival of the national

movement in Ukraine in the 1980s did new beginnings in Ukrainian

studies become apparent. If from 1971 to 1982, out of some 160

dissertations on Eastern Europe, only one German-language dissertation

was devoted to Ukraine, in the years 1983-98 there were thirteen (out of

some 250), and in 1999-2003 there were eight (out of 125). The picture

is similar with regard to journal articles. While between 1971 and 1982

only one article on a Ukrainian subject appeared in JGO, edited by

Gunther Stokl, between 1983 and 1999 there were fifteen, including

contributions from North America and Ukraine; five of them, in nineteenth-

and twentieth-century history, appeared in the first issue for 1997. In the

five years between 2000 and 2004 the journal published thirteen articles

on Ukrainian subjects, seven of them in a special issue (2001) devoted to

the Ukrainian national movement before 1914. Not one article devoted to

Ukrainian history appeared in OOH between 1971 and 1983, but in the

next sixteen years nine were published. In 1994 the journal Der

Donauraum pubhshed a special issue that offered an introductory survey, as

well as individual contributions on historical subjects.^^

German-language works on Ukrainian history published since the

mid-1980s have concentrated on the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

The few exceptions include studies on Kyivan Rus' that are not con-

sidered here, as well as pioneering articles on Ukrainian-Russian relations

Ruthenen 1848-1914 (Wiesbaden: O. Harrassowitz, 1965); Horst Glassl, Das osterreichi-

sche Einrichtungswerk in Galizien (1772-1790) (Wiesbaden: O. Harrassowitz, 1975);

Dymitri Zlepko, Der grofie Kosakenaufstand 1648 gegen die polnische Herrschaft: Die

Rzeczpospolita und das Kosakentum in der ersten Phase des Aufstandes (Wiesbaden: O.

Harrassowitz, 1980).

31. See, inter alia, Wolfdieter Bihl, “Die Ruthenen,” in Die Habsburgermonarchie

1848-1918, vol. 3, Die Vblker des Reiches (Vienna: Verlag der Osterreichischen

Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1980), 555-84.

32. See the annual list of completed dissertations in JGO\ Der Donauraum. Zeitschrift

des Institutes fur den Donauraum und Mitteleuropa 34, nos. 1-2 (1994).
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in the seventeenth century from the pen of the late Berlin historian Hans-

Joachim Torke and the important dissertation of his student Carsten

Kumke on the social history of the Ukrainian Cossacks in the early

modem period.^^

In nineteenth- and early twentieth-century Ukrainian history, Galicia

and Bukovyna are at the centre of attention. As a number of important

new dissertations indicate, Galicia has become a favourite subject of

research in Germany. Isabel Roskau-Rydel has investigated education and

culture in Lviv before 1848, while Kerstin Jobst has studied Ukrainian

and Polish social democracy, and Veronika Wendland has produced the

first fundamental analysis of the Russophiles as a hitherto neglected major

factor in the Ukrainian/Ruthenian national movement in the second half

of the nineteenth century.^^ Harald Binder published an important book

on parties, elections, and Galician parliamentary deputies, while Elizaveta

Olentchouk wrote an (unpublished) dissertation on Ukrainian organiza-

tions in Vienna and Ukrainians in the internment and refugee camps

during the First World War.^^ Also noteworthy are a German translation

33. Hans-Joachim Torke, “The Unloved Alliance; Political Relations between Muscovy

and Ukraine in the Seventeenth Century” in Ukraine and Russia in Their Historical

Encounter, ed. Peter J. Potichnyj et al. (Edmonton: Canadian Institute of Ukrainian

Studies Press, 1992), 39-66; idem, “Moskau und sein Westen. Zur ‘Ruthenisierung’ der

russischen Kultur,” Berliner Jahrbuch fiir osteuropdische Geschichte 1 (1996): 101-20,

translated in Culture, Nation, and Identity: The Ukrainian-Russian Encounter, 1600-1945,

ed. Andreas Kappeler et al. (Edmonton and Toronto: Canadian Institute of Ukrainian

Studies Press, 2003), 87-107; Carsten Kumke, FUhrer und Gefuhrte bei den Zaporoger

Kosaken. Struktur und Geschichte kosakischer Verbdnde im polnisch-litauischen

Grenzland (1550-1648), Forschungen zur osteuropaischen Geschichte, 49 (Wiesbaden;

Harrassowitz, 1993). See also an article by the young Swiss historian Christophe von

Werdt, “Halyc-Wolhynien— RotreuBen— Galizien: Im Uberlappungsgebiet der Kulturen

und Volker,” JGO 46 (1998): 69-99.

34. Isabel Roskau-Rydel, Kultur an der Peripherie des Habsburger Reiches. Die

Geschichte des Bildungswesens und der kulturellen Einrichtungen in Lemberg von 1 772

bis 1848 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1993); idem, ed., Galizien, Deutsche Geschichte im

Osten Europas (Berlin: Siedler, 1999); Kerstin Jobst, Zwischen Nationalismus und

Intemationalismus: Die polnische und ukrainische Sozialdemokratie in Galizien von 1848

bis 1914: Ein Beitrag zur Nationalitdtenfrage im Habsburgerreich (Hamburg: Dolling und

Galitz, 1996); Veronika Wendland, Die Russophilen in Galizien: Ukrainische Konserva-

tive zwischen Osterreich und Rufiland, 1848-1915 (Vienna: Verlag der Osterreichischen

Akademie der Wissenschaften, 2001).

35. Harald Binder, Galizien in Wien. Parteien, Wahlen, Fraktionen und Abgeordnete

im Ubergang zur Massenpolitik (Vienna: Verlag der Osterreichischen Akademie der
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of Roman Rosdolsky’s monograph on the reforms of Maria Theresa and

Joseph II, a useful survey of ecclesiastical relations and demographic

developments in Galicia by Rudolf Mark, and a collection of historical

essays on the city of Lviv that began as a lecture series at the University

of Freiburg.^^ In their empathetic, almost nostalgic essays Verena Dohm
and Martin Pollack have presented Galicia as a model of multiethnic

coexistence and ethnic conflict in the nineteenth century.^^ An inventory

of articles on Galicia and Bukovyna that appeared in Vienna newspapers

before 1848 and a painstakingly produced exhibition catalog of the Boiko

and Hutsul ethnic groups in the Carpathians have enriched our knowledge

of Galicia and Bukovyna.^^

The smaller Bukovyna has aroused interest not only among

Germanists generally, but also increasingly among historians, as attested

by the first recent German-language historical survey of the region by

Emanuel Turczynski and works produced by the circle of the Bukovyna

Institute in Augsburg and the Austrian Institute of Eastern and South-

eastern Europe.

Wissenschaften, 2005); idem, “Die Wahlreform von 1907 und der polnisch-ruthenische

Konflikt in Ostgalizien,” OOH 38, no. 3 (1996): 293-320; and Elizaveta Olentchouk,

“Ukrainer in der Wiener Politik” (Ph.D. diss.. University of Vienna, 1998).

36. Roman Rosdolsky, Untertan und Staat in Galizien: Die Reformen unter Maria

Theresia und Joseph II, ed. Ralph Melville (Mainz am Rhein: P. von Zabem, 1992);

Rudolf A. Mark, Galizien unter dsterreichischer Herrschaft: Verwaltung — Kirche —
Bevolkerung, Historische und landeskundliche Ostmitteleuropa-Studien 13 (Marburg:

Herder-Institut, 1994); and Peter Fassler, Thomas Held, and Dirk Sawitzki, eds., Lemberg
— Lwow — Lviv. Line Stadt im Schnittpunkt europdischer Kulturen (Cologne, Weimar,

and Vienna: Bohlau, 1993).

37. Verena Dohm, Reise nach Galizien: Grenzlandschaften des alten Europa (Frankfurt

am Main: S. Fischer, 1991) and Martin Pollack, Galizien: Eine Reise durch die

verschwundene Welt Ostgaliziens und der Bukowina (Frankfurt am Main: Insel, 2001).

38. Gertraud Marinelli-Konig, Polen und Ruthenen in den Wiener Zeitschriften und

Almanachen des Vormdrz, 1805-1848: Versuch einer kritischen Bestandesaufnahme der

Beitrdge iiber Galizien, die Bukowina und das polnische Geistesleben insgesamt (Vienna:

Verlag der Osterreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1992); and Veronika

Plbckinger, Ulrich Gottke-Krogmann, and Matthias Beitl, comps., Galizien: Ethnographi-

sche Erkundung bei den Bojken und Huzulen in den Karpaten: Begleitbuch zur

Jahresausstellung ’98 im Etnographischen Museum Schlofi Kittsee vom 6. Juni bis 2.

November 1998, Kittseer Schriften zur Volkskunde 9 (Kittsee, Burgenland: Ethnographi-

sches Museum SchloB Kittsee, 1998).

39. Turczynski, Geschichte der Bukowina', Ilona Slawinski and Joseph P. Strelka, eds..

Die Bukowina: Vergangenheit und Gegenwart (Bern and New York: Peter Lang, 1995);
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Fewer recent German-language works on Ukrainian history deal with

the Russian Empire, although some eighty-five percent of all Ukrainians

lived there. To date, a number of articles have been devoted to the

Ukrainian national movement in the tsarist empire."^® Among the more

important contributions on selected problems are Guido Hausmann’s

methodologically innovative dissertation, written in Cologne, on the

interrelation between the university and urban society in Odesa, two

fundamental works on the history of Germans in Ukraine in the nine-

teenth and early twentieth centuries by Dietmar Neutatz (dissertation at

the University of Salzburg) and Detlef Brandes, and a monograph by

Claus Remer, which offers copious data on German economic and

political interests in Ukraine from the end of the nineteenth century to

1917-18.^' The English-language collection German-Ukrainian Rela-

tions in Historical Perspective, ed. Hans-Joachim Torke and John-Paul

Himka (1994), includes contributions by a number of historians from

Germany and Austria. Several books based on dissertations dealt with the

revolution and the civil war: Tanja Penter’s on Odesa in 1917, Rudolf

Mark’s on Symon Petliura and the Ukrainian People’s Republic, and

Dittmar Dahlmann’s on the Makhno movement."^^

Ilona Slawinski and Joseph P. Strelka, eds., Glanz und Elend der Peripherie: 120 Jahre

Universitdt Czemowitz (Bern and New York: Peter Lang, 1998).

40. Andreas Kappeler, “The Ukrainians of the Russian Empire 1860-1914,” in The

Formation of National Elites, ed. Andreas Kappeler, Comparative Studies on Govern-

ments and Non-Dominant Ethnic Groups in Europe, 1850-1940, vol. 6 (Aldershot, Hants,

U.K.: Dartmouth; New York: New York University Press, 1992), 105-32; idem, “Die

ukrainische Nationalbewegung im Russischen Reich und in Galizien: Ein Vergleich,” in

Entwicklung der Nationalbewegungen in Europa 1850-1914, ed. Heiner Timmermann

(Berlin: Duncker & Humblot, 1998), 175-96; Claus Remer, “Die Entfaltung der

ukrainischen Nationalbewegung in RuBland von der Mitte des 19. bis zum Beginn des 20.

Jahrhunderts,” ibid., 155-74.

41. Guido Hausmann, Universitdt und stadtische Gesellschaft in Odessa, 1865-1917:

Soziale und nationale Selbstorganisation an der Peripherie des Zarenreiches (Stuttgart:

F. Steiner, 1998); Dietmar Neutatz, Die “deutsche Frage” im Schwarzmeergebiet und in

Wolhynien: Politik, Wirtschaft, Mentalitdten und Alltag im Spannungsfeld von Nationalis-

mus und Modernisierung (1856-1914) (Stuttgart: F. Steiner, 1993); Detlef Brandes, Von

den Zaren adoptiert: Die deutschen Kolonisten und die Balkansiedler in Neurufiland und

Bessarabien 1751-1914 (Munich: Oldenbourg, 1993); Claus Remer, Die Ukraine im

Blickfeld deutscher Interessen: Ende des 19. Jahrhunderts bis 1917-18 (Frankfurt am
Main and New York: Peter Lang, 1997).

42. Tanja Penter, Odessa 1917: Revolution an der Peripherie (Kbln: Bohlau Verlag,

2000); see idem, “Der Sowjet der Arbeitslosen in Odessa. Soziale Polarisierung in der
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Only a few recent German-language works have been devoted to

Ukraine during the interwar period, including Frank Golczewski’s articles

on the interrelation between the Ukrainian emigration and German policy

toward Ukraine and on Ukrainian nationalism."^^ Christoph Mick’s

inaugural dissertation on Lviv from the First to the Second World War

is in print."^ A recent special issue of the journal Osteuropa was devoted

to the Holodomor of 1932-33.^^ Gerhard Simon’s standard work on

nationalism and nationality policy in the Soviet Union, which gives

considerable space to Ukraine, should also be mentioned here.^^

Two dissertations on Ukraine in the Second World War present

fundamentally new research results. In their works on the mass murder

of the Jews of Galicia, Dieter Pohl and Thomas Sandkiihler establish that

this region played a key role in the Holocaust. They present documentary

evidence of the participation of Ukrainians, particularly auxiliary

policemen, in large-scale Nazi crimes."^^ Ukrainian collaboration with the

German occupation authorities is investigated also by Wolfdieter Bihl and

Frank Golczewski."^® The latter has also done a lengthy study of the

Revolution von 1917,” JGO 46 (1998): 351-75; Rudolf A. Mark, “Symon Petljura und

die UNR. Vom Sturz des Hetmans Skoropads'kyj bis zum Exil in Polen,” Forschungen

zur Osteuropdischen Geschichte 40 (1988): 7-228; Dittmar Dahlmann, Land und Freiheit:

Machnovscina und Zapatismo als Beispiele agrarevolutiondrer Bewegungen (Stuttgart: F.

Steiner Verlag, 1986).

43 . Frank Golczewski, “Politische Konzepte des ukrainischen nicht-sozialistischen Exils

(Petljura-Fypynskyj-Donzow),” in Ukraine: Gegenwart und Geschichte eines neuen

Staates, ed. Guido Hausmann and Andreas Kappeler (Baden-Baden: Nomos, 1993),

100-17; idem, “Das ukrainische Reichsbank-Guthaben von 1918,” JGO 39 (1991):

364-99; idem, “Deutschlands Ukraine-Politik 1918-1926,” Nationalities Papers 24

(1996): 287-301.

44. Christoph Mick, “Kriegserfahrungen in einer multiethnischen Stadt: Femberg

1914-1950” (Habilitationsschrift, Universitat Tubingen, 2003).

45. Rudolf A. Mark and Gerhard Simon, eds., Vernichtung durch Hunger: Der

Holodomor in der Ukraine und der UdSSR, vol. 54 (2004) of Osteuropa.

46. Gerhard Simon, Nationalismus und Nationalitdtenpolitik in der Sowjetunion: Von

der totalitdren Diktatur zur nachstalinschen Gesellschaft (Baden-Baden: Nomos, 1986).

47. Dieter Pohl, Nationalsozialistische Judenverfolgung in Ostgalizien 1941-1944:

Organisation und Durchfuhrung eines staatlichen Massenverbrechens (Munich:

Oldenbourg, 1996); and Thomas Sandkiihler, “Endldsung” in Galizien: Der Judenmord

in Ostpolen und die Rettungsinitiativen von Berthold Beitz, 1941-1944 (Bonn: Dietz,

1996).

48. Wolfdieter Bihl, “Ukrainer als Teil der Streitkrafte des Deutschen Reiches im

Zweiten Weltkrieg,” OOH 29, no. 1 (1987): 28-55; Frank Golczewski, “Ukrainische
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rescue of Jews by Ukrainians. Ekkehard Volkl and Kathrin Boeckh have

studied the Romanian occupation of Transnistria (including Odesa);

Boeckh is preparing an inaugural dissertation about Ukraine at the end of

the Second World War."^^ These and most of the other recent German-

language works mentioned above also make extensive use of hitherto

unavailable source materials, including sources from Ukrainian archives.

Among recent German-language contributions to the postwar history

of Ukraine, Ernst Liidemann’s dissertation on Soviet Ukrainian

historiography since the Second World War (1986) is the only noteworthy

one to date.^° A larger number of younger scholars in Germany are

studying current developments in independent Ukraine. Aside from many

articles and two collections, there is a useful survey of political develop-

ments by Alexander Ott and a conceptually innovative dissertation by

Andreas Wittkowsky.^^ In the last few years three voluminous books

devoted to different aspects of contemporary Ukraine, have been

published in Austria and Germany.^^

Reaktionen auf die deutsche Besetzung 1939-41,” in Anpassung — Kollaboration —
Widerstand: Kollektive Reaktionen auf die Okkupation, ed. Wolfgang Benz et al. (Berlin:

Metropol, 1996), 199-211; idem, “Organe der deutschen Besatzungsmacht: Die

ukrainischen Schutzmannschaften,” in Die Burokratie der Okkupation: Strukturen der

Herrschaft und Verwaltung im besetzten Europa, ed. Wolfgang Benz et al. (Berlin:

Metropol, 1998), 173-96; idem, “Die Revision eines Klischees. Die Rettung von

verfolgten Juden im Zweiten Weltkrieg durch Ukrainer,” in Solidaritdt und Hilfe fiir

Juden wdhrend der NS-Zeit, ed. Wolfgang Benz and Juliane Wetzel (Berlin: Metropol,

1998), 2: 9-82.

49. Ekkehard Volkl, Transnistrien und Odessa (1941-1944) (Kallrniinz: Lassleben,

1996); Kathrin Boeckh, “Rumanisierung und Repression. Zur Kirchenpolitik im Raum
Odessa/Transnistrien 1941-1944,” JGO 45 (1997): 64-84.

50. Ernst Liidemann, “Zur ‘Losung der Nationalen Frage’ in der sowjetukrainischen

Geschichtsschreibung,” Forschungen zur osteuropdischen Geschichte 40 (1986): 229-395.

51. Alexander Ott, Parteien und Machtstrukturen in der Ukraine von 1991 bis 1998

(Kbln: Wissenschaft und Politik, 1999); Andreas Wittkowsky, Fiinf Jahre ohne Plan:

Nationalstaatbildung, Wirtschaft und Eliten in der Ukraine 1991-1996 (Hamburg: Lit

Verlag, 1998). The two collections are Ukraine: Gegenwart und Geschichte and

Wolfdieter Bihl et al., eds., Rufiland und die Ukraine nach dem Zerfall der Sowjetunion

(Berlin: Duncker & Humblot, 1996).

52. Peter Jordan et al., eds., Ukraine: Geographie, ethnische Struktur, Geschichte,

Sprache und Literatur, Kultur, Politik, Bildung, Wissenschaft, Recht, vol. 42 (2000) of

OOH\ Gerhard Simon, ed.. Die neue Ukraine: Gesellschaft, Wirtschaft, Politik

(1991-2001

)

(Koln et al.: Bohlau, 2002); Juliane Besters-Dilger, ed.. Die Ukraine in

Europa: Aktuelle Lage, Hintergriinde und Perspektiven (Vienna: Bohlau, 2003).
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With the fall of the Soviet Union and the rise of an independent

Ukrainian state, interest in Ukrainian history has markedly increased. It

is especially gratifying that younger historians are setting the tone.

Dissertations have been instrumental in advancing knowledge of the

subject. Although recent works concentrate on political history, topics in

social and contemporary cultural history have been increasingly tackled.

This is all the more important because these aspects of Ukrainian

historiography have been and continue to be neglected both in Ukraine

and in the emigration.^^ Young German-speaking historians may perform

the important task of applying new methodological principles to

Ukrainian history and transmitting them to Ukrainian scholars.

Attempts at synthesis were finally undertaken in the 1990s: for the

first time in almost two hundred years, general surveys of Ukrainian

history by German-speaking authors were published almost simultaneous-

ly—one by Frank Golczewski and the other by me. Both works have a

similar purpose: to acquaint the German reader with the long-neglected

history of Ukraine without being confined to the one-dimensional

Ukrainian national perspective found in German-language surveys written

previously by Ukrainian exiles.^^

Generally speaking, German-language historical writing on Ukraine

has improved significantly in both quantitative and qualitative terms in

the 1990s. At the same time, contacts with Ukrainian historians have

intensified. Ukrainian historians routinely take part in conferences in the

German lands, and vice versa. Joint research projects are under way;

articles by German-speaking historians have been published in Ukraine,

and works by Ukrainian colleagues have appeared in German-language

publications. Still, one must beware of euphoric expectations. Hans

Koch’s above-cited statement of 1958 that “The history of the Ukrainian

nation, its culture, and language has become a matter of course in all

German institutions of higher learning as a subject of academic research

and teaching” is as little applicable to the present situation as it was to

the earlier one. The professional discipline of East European history in

Germany remains largely concentrated on Russia, while in Austria the

53. See Orest Subtelny, “Die gegenwartige Situation der ukrainischen Historiographie.

Ein Uberblick,” in Ukraine: Gegenwart und Geschichte, 350-69.

54. Frank Golczewski, ed., Geschichte der Ukraine (Gottingen; Vandenhoeck &
Ruprecht, 1993); and my Kleine Geschichte der Ukraine (Munich: C.H. Beck, 1994), 2d

rev. ed. (Munich: C.H. Beck, 2000).
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lands of the Habsburg Monarchy and the Balkans remain at the centre of

attention. Aside from the Ukrainian Free University in Munich, there is

neither a professorial chair nor a scholarly institute in the German lands

dedicated specifically to Ukrainian history.

We cannot rule out that the heightened interest in Ukraine could abate

once again. As in the First and Second World Wars, it is politics in the

first instance that has attracted attention to Ukraine since 1985. Does this

mean that, as in previous decades, interest in Ukraine will be exploited

against Russia or Poland for the sake of German or Austrian economic

and political interests? It is to be hoped that historical scholarship can

escape any new attempt to politicize it directly, and that politicians,

scholars, and investors will realize that Ukraine is of importance not

primarily as a chess piece in a game of high policy against Russia or

Poland but as an independent political factor—the second-largest country

in Europe.

Translated by Myroslav Yurkevich



The Origins of Ukrainian Statist

Historiography in the Context of

Political, Ideological, Cultural, and

Generational Change

Bohdan Klid

It has been almost axiomatic to view most Ukrainian historiography of

the second half of the nineteenth and much of the twentieth centuries as

falling within two trends or schools: the populist and statist.^ In this

scheme the nineteenth- and early twentieth-century historians Mykola

Kostomarov, Volodymyr Antonovych, and Mykhailo Hrushevsky are

lumped together as the leading representatives of the populist school. The

statist school is said to have emerged in the 1920s as a reaction to the

populist trend and as its antithesis. Viacheslav Lypynsky is regarded as

its founder or co-founder.^ In 1924 Ivan Krevetsky was among the first

1. Soviet Ukrainian historiography is excluded from consideration in this essay. Its

early representatives continued the populist and statist trends and competed with the

Marxist school in the second half of the 1920s before the Communist Party established

control over the historical profession and institutions in the 1930s. This put an end to

independent historical inquiry in Soviet Ukraine. For a brief survey of historical writings

in the first half of the twentieth century, see Oleksander Ohloblyn’s “Ukrainian

Historiography 1917-1956,” in a special issue of The Annals of the Ukrainian Academy

of Arts and Sciences in the United States 5, no. 4, and 6, nos., 1-2, 1957, esp. 360-6.

2. Jaroslaw Pelenski identified Lypynsky as “the principal founder” of the statist

school. See his introduction in The Political and Social Ideas ofVjaceslav Lypyns'kyj, vol.

9, nos. 3-4 (1985) of Harvard Ukrainian Studies, 241. Lev Bilas wrote that the

appearance of Lypynsky’s Z dziejow Ukrainy in 1912 caused a “paradigm shift” and

“revolution in Ukrainian historiography” out of which the statist school emerged. See his

“Viacheslav Lypynsky — istoryk,” in Viacheslav Lypynsky: Istoryko-politolohichna

spadshchyna i suchasna Ukraina, ed. laroslav Pelensky (Philadelphia: Skhidnoievropeiskyi

doslidnyi instytut im. V. Lypynskoho; Kyiv: Instytut ukrainskoi arkheohrafii NAN
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historians to herald the appearance of the new school in the title of his

review essay “Ukrainian Historiography at a Turning Point.”^ The

appearance of the new trend signaled significant changes in Ukrainian

historiography, such as a more favourable treatment of elites and a focus

on their role in state formation, and in its ideological underpinnings,

which became more conservative. However, historians who have

attempted to counterpose sharply Lypynsky’s views on the role of

Ukraine’s elites in state building with Mykhailo Hrushevsky’s have been

shown to have exaggerated their differences and to have been motivated

at least in part by ideological and political preferences, as well as bitter

disappointment at the failure to achieve Ukrainian independence in

1917-20 .^

This calls into question the statist-populist dichotomy as a construct

that is too rigid and even simplistic, as it does not take into account the

evolution of the views of populist historians, especially Hrushevsky, and

the differences among them. While the foremost representative of the first

phase of populist historiography, Mykola Kostomarov, was a Romantic

Ukrainy, Instytut skhidnoievropeiskykh doslidzhen NAN Ukrainy, Ukrainska pravnycha

fundatsiia, 1994), 39.

3. “Ukrainska istoriohrafiia na perelomi,” in Zapysky Naukovoho tovarystva im.

Shevchenka 134-5 (1924): 161-84. In the essay he compared favourably Lypynsky's

ideological underpinnings and conclusions, found in Ukraina na perelomi, with S.

Tomashivsky’s in Ukrainska istoriia, and contrasted these two with Mykhailo Hrushev-

sky’s defence of Ukrainian populism in his essay “Ukrainska partiia sotsialistiv-

revoliutsioneriv ta ii zavdannia,” which had appeared in the official organ of the

Ukrainian Party of Socialist Revolutionaries, Boritesia-Poborete, no. 1 (Vienna, 1920):

1-22. See also Dmytro Doroshenko’s treatment of Lypynsky in “A Survey of Ukrainian

Historiography,” in a special issue of The Annals of the Ukrainian Academy of Arts and

Sciences in the United States 5, no. 4, and 6, nos., 1-2 (1957): 302. This is a translation

of his Ohliad ukrainskoi istoriohrafii (Prague, 1923).

4. See Ihor Hyrych, “Derzhavnytskyi napriam i narodnytska shkola v ukrainskii

istoriohrafii (na tli stosunkiv Mykhaila Hrushevskoho i Viacheslava Lypynskoho),” in

Mykhailo Hrushevsky i ukrainska istorychna nauka, ed. laroslav Hrytsak and laroslav

Dashkevych (Lviv: Instytut istorychnykh doslidzhen Lvivskoho derzhavnoho universytetu

im. Ivana Franka and Instytut ukrainskoi arkheohrafii ta dzhereloznavstva im. M.S.

Hrushevskoho NAN Ukrainy, Lvivske viddilennia, 1999), 47-64; and laroslav

Dashkevych, “Mykhailo Hrushevsky — istoryk narodnytskoho chy derzhavnytskoho

napriamku?” ibid., 65-85. See also Liubomyr Vynar, Mykhailo Hrushevsky istoryk i

budivnychyi natsii: Statti i materiialy (New York and Toronto: Ukrainske istorychne

tovarystvo; Kyiv: Instytut ukrainskoi arkheohrafii ta dzhereloznavstva im. M.S.

Hrushevskoho NAN Ukrainy, 1995), esp. 83-98.
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populist, Volodymyr Antonovych, the leading populist historian in the

1870s and 1880s, had a more rational approach to historiography,

informed with positivist ideas and methodology.^ As a historian,

Hrushevsky, who took over the mantle as the foremost populist historian

from Antonovych in the 1890s, evolved beyond the positivist populism

of his predecessor to a historiography that incorporated sociological

methods and ideas. It is also clear that he had begun to pay more

attention to Ukrainian elites and their roles in state formation and

politics.^ In his seminal essay of 1904 “Zvychaina skhema ‘russkoi’

istorii i sprava ratsionalnoho ukladu istorii skhidnoho Slovianstva” (The

Traditional Scheme of “Russian” History and the Problem of a Rational

Organization of the History of Eastern Slavs), Hrushevsky refers to the

histories of the Great Russian and Ukrainian nationalities or peoples, but

also points to the different political histories of Ukraine and Russia,

thereby buttressing his argument that Kyivan Rus' should be viewed as

a Ukrainian, not a Russian state. It is also clear that Hrushevsky ’s

students in Lviv were already critical of what can be termed old-

fashioned populist historiography, and viewed with favour the state-

building efforts of Ukrainian elites in the Cossack period well before the

appearance of Lypynsky’s Z dziejow Ukrainy in 1912.^

5. See Osyp Hermaize, “V.B. Antonovych v ukrainskii istoriohrafii,” Ukraina 5

(1928): 27, 30-1.

6. See, for instance, Natalia Iakovenko’s analysis of Hrushevsky’ s treatment of

Ukrainian medieval princes and Bohdan Khmelnytsky in “Osoba iak diiach istorychnoho

protsesu v istoriohrafii Mykhaila Hrushevskoho,” in Mykhailo Hrushevsky i ukrainska

istorychna nauka, 86-97. See also Vynar, op. cit., 95.

7. See, for instance, Ivan Dzhydzhora’s review essay of Aleksandra Efimenko’s

collection luzhnaia Rus'. In it he referred to Efimenko as a scholar who was prone to

idealize the life of the people in the manner of a populist. He criticized her for holding

a priori views on the role of the Ukrainian Cossack officer group and, especially, for not

taking into account Moscow’s policies toward this Cossack elite and Ukrainian state. He
concluded that in her understanding of Ukrainian history she belongs to “the older

generation of historians’’ (“Z noviishoi ukrainskoi istoriohrafii. Aleksandra Efimenko,

luzhnaia Rus': Ocherki, issledovaniia i zametki, I-II, Spb, 1905,” in Zapysky Naukovoho

tovarystva im. Shevchenka 71, book 3 [1906]: 134-57). In his assessment of Volodymyr

Antonovych's historiographical legacy, Stepan Tomashivsky criticized Antonovych for not

appreciating or ignoring the positive role of the state and, especially, for asserting that

Ukrainians throughout history had been willing to accept foreign rule as long as their

social ideals were respected. Tomashivsky concluded with some irony that there was little

doubt that this seeming willingness to countenance foreign rule had been “Ukraine’s

greatest historical tragedy” {Volodymyr Antonovych: loho diialnist na poli istorychnoi
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In his reflections on the populist and statist trends in Ukrainian

historiography, Borys Krupnytsky, a historian who identified himself with

the statist school, commented that, while the two streams mirrored to a

certain degree developments in European historiography, more important-

ly they provided Ukrainians with answers to urgent questions.^ If he is

right, at least in part, then the origins of statist historiography should be

sought in the cultural and political development of Ukrainian society

under both Russian and Austrian rule before the First World War.

The 1 890s have been recognized as an important transition period in

Ukrainian intellectual history. In part this is attributable to a generational

change of activists and leaders.^ In Galicia Ukrainian scholarship was put

on a solid institutional foundation and significant advances with far-

reaching consequences were made in Ukrainian scholarship. By the

turn of the century the beginnings of modernism were evident in

literature, and populism, the dominant discourse in the literature and

literary criticism of the day, was in crisis. Striving to break free from the

strictures of populism in literature, the Ukrainian modernists stressed

elitism, individualism, and subjectivism.^^

nauky [Z nahody iuvyleiu] [Lviv: Vydavnytstvo NTSh, 1906], 57-8). Hrushevsky made

some critical remarks directed toward Tomashivsky’s later study, “Pershyi pokhid

Bohdana Khmelnytskoho v Halychynu (Dva misiatsi ukrainskoi polityky, 1648),” Zherela

do istorii Ukrainy-Rusy 6 (1913), published one year after Lypynsky’s Z dziejow Ukrainy,

in which the author assessed the role of Khmelnytsky positively. See Mykhailo

Hrushevsky’s History of Ukraine-Rus' (Edmonton and Toronto: Canadian Institute of

Ukrainian Studies Press, 2002), 8: 703.

8. See his Istorioznavchi problemy istorii Ukrainy: Zbirnyk stattei (Munich:

Ukrainskyi vilnyi universytet, 1959), 2.

9. Ivan Franko pointed out some key changes that were brought about by a new

generation that had “stirred up a storm in our national life and at the same time cleared

the air, creating new paths, which led in different directions.. . . I call this generation, these

people, who with their labour brought about this notable leap forward, which characterizes

the period between 1880 and 1900, Young Ukraine” (“Z ostannikh desatylit XIX v.,” in

his Moloda Ukraina, part 1, Providni idei i epizody [Lviv: Ukrainsko-ruska vydavnycha

spilka, 1910], 8-9).

10. To mention the more important: in 1892 the Shevchenko Society was reorganized

into the Shevchenko Scientific Society, which became an unofficial academy of sciences;

a chair of Eastern European (in reality Ukrainian) History was established at Lviv

University and in 1894 Hrushevsky was appointed to it; the first volume of Istoriia

Ukrainy-Rusy was published; and the professional journals Zapysky NTSh and Literatumo-

naukovyi vistnyk were established.

1 1 . See Solomiia Pavlychko’ s Dyskurs modernizmu v ukrainskii literaturi, 2d ed. (Kyiv:
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The crisis of populism or Ukrainophilism, as populism was often

called in Russian-ruled Ukraine, also occurred in political life, and

manifested itself in splits and in the foundation of political parties

reflecting opposing or differing ideologies. In Galicia, the Ukrainian

Radical Party, a left-wing populist party, emerged in 1890. The Ukrainian

Social Democratic (left-wing) and Ukrainian National Democratic

(centrist) parties were founded in 1899. Socialist and nationalist trends

emerged in both parts of Ukraine, especially among the younger

generation of Ukrainian activists.

A split in the Radical Party between the Young Radicals, such as

Viacheslav Budzynovsky, and the older leadership of Ivan Franko and

Mykhailo Pavlyk, who had been mentored by Mykhailo Drahomanov,

over the issue of Ukrainian statehood, was particularly important. In

his Ukraina irredenta (1895) the young Marxist luliian Bachynsky argued

for an independent Ukraine. That same year the Radical Party included

independence in its program, and in 1899 the newly formed Ukrainian

National Democratic Party did so as well.^"^

While in Galicia the cause of independence was raised by the young

Ukrainian left, in Russian-ruled Ukraine it was first championed by the

emerging young Ukrainian right, especially in the person of Mykola

Mikhnovsky. In his pamphlet Samostiina Ukraina (Independent Ukraine),

written for the Revolutionary Ukrainian Party in 1900, Mikhnovsky

argued for state independence on historical and legal grounds. An

Lybid, 1999), esp. 27-39. See also Oleh Ilnytzkyj’s association of the appearance of

Ukrainian Modernism with the final step in Ukraine’s breaking away from Russian

imperial culture (“Modeling Culture in the Empire: Ukrainian Modernism and the Death

of the All-Russia Idea,” in Culture, Nation, and Identity: The Ukrainian-Russian

Encounter [1600-1945], ed. Andreas Kappeler et al. [Edmonton and Toronto: Canadian

Institute of Ukrainian Studies Press, 2003], 315).

1 2. See Heorhii Kasianov, Ukrainska intelihentsiia na rubezhi XIX-XX stolit: Sotsialno-

politychnyi portret (Kyiv: Lybid, 1993), 46, 98.

13. See John-Paul Himka, “Young Radicals and Independent Statehood: The Idea of

a Ukrainian Nation-State, 1890-95,” Slavic Review 41, no. 2 (Summer 1982): 219-35. See

also la.I. Hrytsak, “Do henezy idei politychnoi samostiinosty Ukrainy,” in Ukraina:

Kulturna spadshchyna, natsionalna svidomist, derzhavnist (Kyiv: Naukova dumka, 1992),

vyp. 1: 119^3.

14. See Ukrainski politychni partii kintsia XlX-pochatku XX stolittia: Prohramovi i

dovidkovi materialy (Kyiv: Konsaltynh, Feniks, 1993), 12, 23-7.

15. Reprinted in Ukrainska suspilno-politychna dumka v 20 stolitti: Dokumenty i

materiialy, ed. Taras Hunchak and Roman Solchanyk (n.p.: Suchasnist, 1983), 1: 61-72.
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independentist position had already been implied in 1893 in the pro-

fession defoi of the Brotherhood of Taras, which numbered Mikhnov-

sky and the young writers Borys Hrinchenko, Mykhailo Kotsiubynsky,

Volodymyr Samiilenko, and Mykola Vorony among its members.

Independentist sentiments had also been expressed by the young writer

Trokhym Zinkivsky in 1890 in a speech before the St. Petersburg

Hromada.^^

While the Young Radicals polemicized with the Radical patriarchs

Franko, Pavlyk, and Drahomanov, the young members of the Brotherhood

of Taras criticized the older Ukrainophile leadership of Russian-ruled

Ukraine and claimed that Ukrainophilism had outlived its usefulness and

was now harmful. In Samostiina Ukraina Mikhnovsky attacked

Ukrainophile populists as “pseudo-patriots,” who had “demoralized the

entire Ukrainian public over the course of half a century,” and accused

them of servility to the regime and of promoting ethnographism.

Disdainfully rejecting any link with the Ukrainophiles, he suggested that

young Ukrainians considered themselves followers of Taras Shevchenko

and looked to Ivan Mazepa, Bohdan Khmelnytsky, and King Danylo for

inspiration.^^ This new nationalism presaged a more willful, or self-

assertive approach in politics, and unwillingness to compromise.

The attack on Ukrainophile populism appeared in print even earlier

in Hrinchenko’ s Lysty z Naddniprianskoi Ukrainy (Letters from Dnieper

Ukraine, 1892-93).^*^ Although their author—a populist but of a younger

16. See “Prohramovi zasady Bratstva Tarasivtsiv,” Ukrainska suspilno-politychna

dumka v 20 stolitti, 1: 19-25.

17. Although he mentioned in his speech that he preferred independent statehood for

Ukraine, Zinkivsky recognized that this was unrealistic, “a child’s dream,” and called

instead for the formation of a federation within which each nation would retain the rights

of an independent entity. See his “Moloda Ukraina: li stanovyshche i shliakh,” in

Pysannia Trokhyma Zinkivskoho, ed. Vasyl Chaichenko [Borys Hrinchenko] (Lviv:

Drukamia NTSh, 1896), 2: 109.

18. The members of the Brotherhood of Taras declared : “If we see a young Ukrainian

who knowingly and in good conscience follows the old path of Ukrainophilism then one

can without hesitation say that this is not a son of Ukraine, but her enemy, traitor,

renegade” (“Prohramovi zasady Bratstva Tarasivtsiv,” 22).

19. Ukrainska suspilno-politychna dumka v 20 stolitti, 1: 70.

20. Reprinted in B. Hrinchenko and M. Drahomanov, Dialohy pro ukrainsku

natsionalnu spravu, ed. A. Sokhan (Kyiv: Instytut ukrainskoi arkheohrafii NAN Ukrainy,

1994), 37-145. For Hrinchenko’ s attack on the Ukrainophile populists, see pp. 102-3. He

distinguishes “formal Ukrainophiles,” “real Ukrainian nationalists” (Hrinchenko uses the
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generation than the populist leaders—did not explicitly call for indepen-

dence in the letters, he clearly implied it. In the seventh letter he rejected

the theory supposedly promoted by the older Ukrainophile leaders Mykola

Kostomarov and Panteleimon Kuhsh that Ukrainians were incapable of

attaining statehood and declared that the Ukrainian “tribe had lived with its

own state institutions under the princes up to the Mongol invasion. However,

having been brought into the Lithuanian state, it overcame essentially the

Lithuanian element and transformed this Lithuanian state into a Rus' state.

How can one say that the tribe is incapable of statehood when for 600 years

it hves under its own state formations and exhibits enough strength to

transform a foreign state into its own? And afterward, did it really renounce

its own statehood? Did it not for 181 years (from 1471, following the death

of Semen Omelkovych, the last Kyivan prince, up to 1652, that is, up to

Khmehiytsky) struggle with Poland? And afterward, during the existence of

the Hetmanate under Muscovite rule, did it not hve its own autonomous life

for 110 years (to 1762, when the Hetmanate was abohshed), and did it not

fight to prevent its destruction?... No, from Ukrainian history one can

conclude only that the Ukrainian people during its historical life met the

enemies of its statehood, fought with them long and hard, but encountering

a stronger power, either material or cultural, had to give up its autonomy.

What we see in Ukrainian history is an unsuccessful struggle for statehood,

not at all an incapacity for statehoodl’^^

Hrinchenko also denied that Ukrainians had longed to be united with the

Muscovite state. In refuting this thesis he pointed to the actions of hetmans

Ivan Vyhovsky, Petro Doroshenko, and Ivan Mazepa, as weU as to the

Orthodox Church hierarchy, which had opposed subordination to the Moscow

patriarchate. He concluded that Ukraine’s unions with other states were the

result not of historical laws, but rather of unfortunate circumstances. Ukraine

had been forced to turn to Moscow.^^

Hrinchenko’ s interpretations were very similar to those, which found their

way into the writings of historians of the statist trend in Ukrainian

historiography, only later. Similar interpretations or ideas also began to

appear in the writings of Hrushevsky, and more so in those of his students

expression “Spravzhni ukrainski natsionaly”) like Oleksander Konysky (whom he

admired), and Russified “radicals” like Drahomanov and his followers. A distinguishing

feature of the Ukrainophiles, in his view, is their “extreme timidity.”

21. Ibid., 74. Emphasis in the original.

22. Ibid., 74-5.
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as early as the first decade of the twentieth century. While the first major

work clearly representing the new school was Lypynsky’s collection Z
dziejow Ukrainy, the statist trend originated much earlier—in the 1890s.

The rigid populist-statist dichotomy promoted by historians and partisans

of the statist school made no provision for considering the evolution of

views that had taken place within populist historiography. Nor did they

take into account the changes that had taken place in literature and

politics, and how these changes may have influenced developments in

Ukrainian historiography.

The evolution of political ideas, especially on Ukrainian statehood,

was particularly important. While the Young Radicals had criticized

Franko for opposing statehood in the 1890s, by the turn of the century

Franko, along with Hrushevsky and others, had co-founded the Ukrainian

National Democratic Party, which advocated statehood in its program.

Even Drahomanov, as Franko and Bachynsky noted, changed his views

on Ukrainian statehood toward the end of his life. Bachynsky even mused

that had he lived longer, Drahomanov also would have gone over to the

independentist side.^^ Clearly, the discussions over political indepen-

dence and its acceptance by most of Ukraine’s political leaders would

have influenced Ukrainian historiography and its treatment of Ukrainian

statehood.

By the turn of the twentieth century, it was clear that classical or

mainstream populist ideas, which had dominated politics, literature and

historiography, were being abandoned. Hrinchenko condemned the central

tenets of classical or old-fashioned populist historiography as early as the

1890s. In the first decade of the twentieth century Hrushevsky’ s students

began to criticize their older populist colleagues.

Lypynsky and other members of the statist school continued the

criticism of populism in the 1920s after the failed struggle for indepen-

dence, but with more force and bitterness. In 1925 Viacheslav Budzynov-

sky, the former Young Radical, who was also a minor historian,

condemned populist historiography as “demagogic. Strident attacks

23. Ivan Franko, “Ukraina irredenta,” in Vyvid prav Ukrainy: Dokumenty i materiialy

do istorii ukrainskoi politychnoi dumky, ed. Bohdan Kravtsiv (New York: Proloh, 1964),

131-2; and Hrytsak, “Do henezy idei politychnoi samostiinosty Ukrainy,” 133.

24. See his Ishly didy na muky: Vvedennia v istoriiu Ukrainy (Lviv: Ukrainske slovo,

1925), 52-7. “Demagogy,” he wrote, “transformed the dark masses, which committed

terrible deeds, into Cossack knights.” On the other hand, the populists had treated Mazepa
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on the populists and Hrushevsky could still to be found in historical

literature as late as the 1980s.^^

It seems reasonable to conclude today that the bitter legacy of failed

statehood in 1917-20 and the political animosities that emerged in its

wake served to obscure the origins and early development of statist trends

and ideas among populist historians and the populist intelligentsia as a

whole. A less adversarial approach in assessing the relationship between

populist and statist Ukrainian historiography shows that there was an

evolution in populist historiography and the beginnings of the statist trend

in historiography were linked with the politics of the day, ideological

change, cultural crisis, and the rise of a new generation to leadership in

Ukrainian life.

“in a cannibalistic way.” According to Budzynovsky, Khmelnytsky, Mazepa, and King

Danylo should be treated as three leading figures in world history.

25. See Omeljan Pritsak, “V. Lypyns'kyj’s Place in Ukrainian Intellectual History,” in

The Political and Social Ideas ofVjaceslav Lypyns’kyj, vol. 9, nos. 3-4 (December 1985)

of Harvard Ukrainian Studies, 245-62.





IcTOpi^ pycis y c5THacHHX

inrepnpeTaiiiiax

BoJIOMHMHP KpaBHCHKO

KojiHCb, me 3a u,apa OjieKcm MnxaHJiOBHHa, KHa3i> Farm xa

60HPHH XjionoB npo Hamoro rexBMaHa-flpanHHKy, BpioxoBei^bKoro,

jiHCxaMH Horo D;apCbKOMy BejinnecTBy jienopxoBajiH: “HBan

MapTbiHOBHH, — nncajiH, — ecxb necTHbiH nejiOBeK! (Ere!...

HecHHH — ax KanixaHCbKa MaBHHii;^!) h ro^HTca 6bixb rexManoM,

noHexce oh, xoxh ne ynen, ^a yMen h — yacacxb xax BopoBax h
HcnpaBeHl” Hy, fleii Horo necxil... XaH Horo xajiena 3 xaKOio

HecxK)! Hy, xa ce, 6an, boho xax BHXoffHXb no-namoMy, a no-

MOCKOBCbKiH iHHie aIjig: no-HamoMy 6 xo “BopOBaxHH” 3HaHHXbca

“3JiOfliHKOBaxHH”, a no ix — “cKycHHH, cnpnxHHH”. SbIcho,

K03CHHH xpemeHHH Hapofl roBopHXb no-CBoeMy: b XypenHHHi —
no-xypen;bKOMy, b HiMenHHHi — no-HiMeii,bKOMy; xijibKH Bace naui

npeHHCxaHCbKHH flax y XHHami HannxaB, mo xojih Bace 3Jioflin, xo

cxpi3b 3JiOAiH, i y HiMenHHHi BJioflin, i y TypenaHHi 3JiOflm; ny, a

Moace, fleim];e i ne xax ... Bor Horo CBaxHH 3Hae! II],e 6 mocb
cxaaaB, 60 a3Hx flyace CBep6HXb, xa n;yp i’m! Y nac, 6an, yea

cxapniHHa MOCxoBCbxa: hh xo flajiexo ao neni? Bor 3 hhmh!^

CjioBa, 3 axHX noHHHaexbca nama CTaxTa, Hajie^caxb BiflOMOMy

yKpamcBKOMy noexy, OAHOMy 3 XBopAiB hoboi yKpamcBKOi Jiixepaxy-

pH, icxopHKy n.n. FyjiaKy-ApxeMOBCBKOMy. Bohh Micxaxtca b

KopoxeHBKin HaniBXcapxiBJiHBiH 3aMixAi “^eI^o npo FapacbKa”,

ony6jiiKOBaHin b 1819 p. y xapKiBCbKOMy acypnajii YKpaHHCKHH
secTHHi^. HaBeAcna noexoM caxnpHHHa xapaKxepHcxnxa rexBMana

iBana BpioxoBeAbKoro, BKJiaAena b ycxa pocincLKnx AnnjioMaxiB,

1. riexpo Fyjiax-ApTeMOBCbXHH, UoemvHi Tsopn. GBren Fpe6iHxa, IIoemvHi
TBopH, noBicTi ra onoBiMHH^ (KniB: HayxoBa AyMxa, 1984), 51-2.

2. yKpaHHCKHH BeCTHHK, H. 1 1 (1819): 237-9.
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6yjia sanosHMena 3 pyKonHCHOi IcTOpii pyci^ — TajiaHOBHToi

anojiorii yKpaiHii;iB, CTHJiiaoBaHo'i ni« icTopHHHHH Jiixonnc hcb^o-

MHM aBTopoM XVIII i noHaxKy XIX cx. II,bOMy xBopy, nopa^

3 EHe'iffoio iBana KoxjiiipeBCBKoro, cy^i,HJioca cxaxH (|)yHflaMeHX0M
yKpamcBKoro KyjibxypHO-Hai;ioHajiBHoro Bij^pofl^ccHH^ XIX cx.

flocjiij];HHKH IcTopii pyciB HOMycb ne 3BepxajiH yBarn na 3xa^i,aHy

BHme 3aMixKy II. II. FyjiaKa-ApxeMOBCBKoro. Mo^cjimbo, caMe xoMy,

111,0 BOHa, 3a 3aK0HaMH ^exeKXHBHoro 3canpy, jieacHXb na noBepxni.

Mixc XHM, pfi ny6jiiKaij;i5i Mo:ace npojiHXH CBixjio na ji;eHKi o6cxaBHHH

BxojiiXceHHH 3ara,n;KOBoro pyKonncy ^i,o xoronacHoro KyjiBxypnoro

npocxopy xa naj];axH mmoro HanpaMy nomyKaM n aBxopa.

floci, npHMipoM, nepuiHMH J^OKyMeHxaJIbHHMH 3xaflKaMH npo

icHyBaHHa Icropii pyciB BBaacajiHca jihcx ,n;eKa6pHCxa O. 4>oh ^^ep

Bpirrena K. PnjieeBa Bi« 21 acoBxna 1825 p. xa cxaxxa HOBXopOfl-

ciBepCBKoro BHHxeaa I.M. C6ixHGBa, ony6jiiKOBaHa b (J)OpMi JiHcxa

pe^^aKxopa b xapKiBCbKOMy YEpaHHCKOM MypHajie b xoMy ac-xaxH

1825 p.^ HacnpaBfli ac najiLMy nepmocxi b ii,iH cnpaBi Heo6xi«HO

xHMHacoBO nepe^];axH XBopy FyjiaKa-ApxeMOBCBKoro “flemo npo

FapacBKa”, nanncanoMy b Jincxona^i 1819 p. b XapKOB^.

CaMa noaBa n;Boro naniBacapxiBanBoro, naniBnoexHanoro xBopy

Moraa 6yxn BHKaHKana ananoMCXBOM xapKiBctKoro noexa 3

3. nop.: “IlapL peiuHJiCH napaflHTb Kommhchk) HccjicflOBaHM h pemeHHa
2cajio6 H flOHocoB Ha BpioxoBcaKoro. KoMMHCHaHTaMH onpeflejicHBi Khhsb FarHH

H BOHpHH KhPHJIO OcHHOBHH XjIOHOB, CO MHOaceCTBOM JlyMHMX AtaKOB H

nofl'LHHHx. Ho KaK BpioxoBeHKHH 6biJi HapoHHTo 6oraT h Sanopoxeu;, T.e., hs HHCJia

Tex JiiOAen, KOToptie o6biKHOBeHHO TaMO xcnyx, H^exce ne ceiox, h pocxonaiOT xax,

KaK H co6HpaK)x, xo Bce aohocbi h xcajio6ti na Hero b rjiaaax KoMMHcnaHXOB h hx

JlyMHLIX flT>HKOB 6bIJIH HayXHHOK), CKB03B KOXOpyK) Hpo6HBaeXCH, 06bIKH0BeHH0 ,

mepmeHii, a Myxa b hoh Basnex, h xcajio6m;HKH na ceM npaBHJie o6BHHeHbi onent

cKopo H ocyxcfleHbi KoMMHCHeio, a o BpioxoBen;KOM b panopxe k Ilapio floneceno.

Hxo HBan MapxbiHOBHH ecxb HecxHbiH nejiOBeK h roflHxca 6bixb rexManoM, nonexce

OH xoxa He ynen, fla ynen h yxacxb KaK BopoBax h HcnpaBen” {Mctophb PycoB hjih

Majion PoccHH. CovHHGHHe PeoprHM Kohmckofo, apxHenHCKona EejiopycKoro

[MocKBa: yHHBepcHxexcKaH XHnorpa(l)HH, 1846], 158).

4. O.n. Orjio6jiiH, ffo nHTanHM npo aaropa “Mctopee Pycoa” (Khib: iHCXHxyx

icxopii HAH YKpaiHH, 1998), 27-8; R. MnuiaHKH, Icropin Pycia: IcTopiorpacpin,

EpodjieMajEKa, noeTExa (Khib: 06eperH, 1999), 21-2.

5. y HOflajibHiHX BHflaHHHX peH XBip Aeni;o smIhhb cbok) nasBy h cxaB iMenyBa-

XHCH “flemo npo xoro FapacbKa”. JI,hb. FyjiaK-ApxeMOBCbKHH, IIoeTEHEi raopE.

Fpe6iHKa, IIoeTEHHi raopE, noaicTi Ta onoaiffaHEE, 542.
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pyKonncoM Icropii pyciB. IJ,HTaTa 3 hlofo BHKopHcxaHa FyjiaKOM-

ApxeMOBCfcKHM 3a^;jiH xoro, mo6 o6irpaxH pi3HHi],K) b noHiixxiix i

Bi^txiHKax Mixc yKpamcBKOio xa pociHCbKoio MOBaMH h aanenHXH

rocxpi coi^mjiLHi npo6jieMH 3JiOB:xcHBaHHa BJiaj^oio xa Kopyni;ii

BHCOKonocxaBJieHHx oci6, xan naBixL i b ^^ajieKOMy MHHyjiOMy.

^anp coLi;mjibHOi caxnpH 6yB ^OBOJii nonyjiiipHHM y xapxiB-

cbKOMy jiixepaxypHOMy cepeji,OBHmi nepmoi HBepxi XIX cx. SbI^ch

neBHi acoi^ki^ii 3 Fopai^ieivi (“FapacbKOM”), xBopHicxio axoro

3axonjiK)BaBca Fyjiax-ApxeMOBCbKHH, 3BiACH h HenpHxoBani naxHKH

Ha H;eH3ypy, Koxpa nepea iiKHxocb Kijibxa Micau,iB flOKonae-xaKH

YKpaHHCKHH BGCTHHK. 3Bi^],CH, HapCHIxi, ipOHiHHi p03MipK0ByBaHHiI

Ha^^ XHM, npoj];oB3cyBaxH nncaxH rocxpi XBopn hh CKopncxaxHca

^opa^^oK) aHXHHHoro noexa, poaxjiyMaHeHoio Horo yKpamcbKHM

HacjiiflyBaneM y xaKiii (J)opMi: “Kojih b^cc xxo m;o cxyMnoHOBaB xa

H HanHcaB, xo nexan 3ce xy^H aanpoBxopnxb xax, n^o6 xijibxn MHmi
xa nan,K)XH npo xe anajiH”.

Sara^xoBHH anoHiM, aBxop Icropii pyciB, OHeBHflHO, 6yB

CBij^oMHH xapaxxepy CBoro XBopy. Bin HafliHHO aaxam cbog Im’h,

xoxpe H cbo^o^^Hi aajiHmaexbca HaM HCBij^OMHM, ajie ne 3Mir hh hc

cxoxiB “aanpoBxopHXH” cbIh xBip xy^H, Horo 6 “HHxajiH jinme

MHHii xa nai^ioxH”. HaanaxH, 3 nonaxxoM 20-x poxiB XIX cx,

noHHHaexbC5i xpiiOM4)ajibHe Bxo^xceHHH IcropiipyciB ji,o aarajibHopo-

ciiicbxoi xyjibxypH ^i;o6h poMaHXH3My. IlapajiejibHO 3 u,hm Bi^6yBa-

exbCH npoi^ec aHanixHHHoro ^^ocJIifl:aceHHH xa ocmhcjichhh naM’nxxH,

n;o xpHBae Bxce ^OHa^^ niBxopa cxojiixxa^.

Jl,ocjii^^HHXH anxHHHOcxH jiK)6jiiixb 2capxyBaxH, m,o, mobjthb, “hc

xax Ba^CJTHBHH FOMCp, HX XOMCHXap Hboro”. 11,51 (J)pa3a HaCXXOBO

cnpaBC^],jiHBa i mo^o Icropii pyciB, xoxpa nocxinno cynpoBO^];:acyBajia

yxpaiHCbXHH Hai^ioHajibHHH pyx na Bcix exanax Horo po3BHXxy,

HarpoMaA^cyiOHH naBxojio cede HHCJieHHy jiixepaxypy. OcxaHHx aa

CBOiM o6c5iroM j];aBHO fi nadaraxo nepeBHuxHjia odcnr caMoi

naM’5ixxH, yBidpaBuiH b cede niHpoxHH cnexxp ochobhhx xenin xa

HanpiiMiB yxpamcbxoi icxopHHHOi ^yMXH. TaxHM hhhom, i “FoMep”,

i xoMeHxap ji,o Hboro cxajiH o^naxoBO BaacjiHBHMH (J)yHXD;ioHy-

BaHHa yxpaiHCbxoi icxopiorpa(J)ii xa icxopHMHoi cbIj^omocxh.

6. HaHKpamHH oraafl icxopiorpa4)ii Icropiipycis 20-x poKis XIX-noHaxKy 30-x

poKiB XX cx. MicxHXbca b MOHorpa4)ii: M. BosnaK, IIceBjjo-KoHHHCBKHH i nccBjjo-

noJiCTHKa: “HcTopHB PycoB” y Jiireparypi h naypi (JIbbIb i Khib, 6/p).
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Mexa i^iei cxaTxi— spoShth orjia^ cynacHHX ^i;ocjiij];xceHt IcTOpii

pyciB, Koxpi 3’aBHJiHca BnpoflOBxc ocxaHHix flec^TH-flBaHaflii;aTH

poKiB B yKpami, cnpo6yBaxH bhhbhth ixni ocHOBHi nanp^MKH xa

oco6jihbocxh, a xaxoxc s’acyBaxn, iiKoio Mipoio bohh Biflodpa^caioxt

sarajiLHHH cxan icxopHHHo'i nayKH xa caMOCBij^OMOCXH yKpamcBKoro

nocxpafl5iHCbKoro cycnijibcxBa. B xeMaxHHHOMy Bi^HomeHni cxaxxa

npoflOBXcye ^^ocjiiflHHi^bKy po6oxy, poanonaxy mhok) panime^. SaB^i^KH

i^bOMy a MaK) Mo^cjiHBicxb CKopHCxaxHC^ li MaxepiajiaMH KopoxKOi

xapaKxepHcxHKH yMOB, sa mkhx Bi;i,6yBajioca ocmhcjichim IcTopiipyciB

B yKpaiHCbKin icxopHHHm Jiixepaxypi nonepe^nix naciB.

BnjiHB IcTopii pyciB na yKpamcbKe cycninbcxBO MOflepnoi' ^^o6H

BaxcKO nepeoi];iHHXH. SfliHCHena b mii icxopHHHa anojiorm yKpami^iB

mBHji,KO nepepocjia b Mi(|), ^khh cxaB ochobok) ffjia posBHXKy

yKpaiHCbKOi Hai^ioHajibHoi CBi^oMocxH, SBepneHOi “nasafl, y Maii6yx-

hg”. y XIX cx. IcTopiM pyciB cxajia ajibxepnaxHBOK) Han,ioHajibHHM

pociiicbKOMy xa nojibCbKOMy icxopHHHHM napaxHBaM, ko^cch 3 ^khx

aanepenyBaB OKpeMiniHicxb yKpamcbKoro icxopHHHoro npoii;ecy xa

Horo npaBO na icnyBaHHa Baarajii. B D;bOMy BiflHomeHHi aHancHHa

i^boro xBopy 6yjio Ha6araxo Sijibine, inmHx, no^ii6HHx ^i;o hboxo

xajiaHOBHXHx MicxH4)iKai^iH na apaaoK “CjioBa o nojiKy IropeBiM”,

KpajieflBopcbKoro xa SejieHoropcbKoro pyKonnciB^.

7. B.B. KpaBHCHKO, ""HcTopna PycoB xa fl.M. BaHTHin-KaMeHCLKHH”, Mojiomgxl

H aKTyajiLHBie npodjieMbiHCTopmecKOHnayKH. Tesncbi odmecTBeHHO-nojiHTH^ecKHX

HTeHHH, nOCB. 70-JieTHK) KOMCOMOJia yKpaHHBI (KhIB: iHCTHTyX iCTOpil AH yPCP,

1989), 284-5; bIh ace, ‘"HcTopHB PycoB y pocmctKin u;eH3ypi (50-xi pp. XIX cx.)”,

HayxoBi sanncKH Kacpeffpu yKpamo3HaBCTBa XapKWCBKoro yniBepcHTery, 1994, BHn.

1: 4—10; Bin ace, ''IcTopin Pycm nac aOnpaxH KaMiHHa”, Kymrypa ynpainn: 36ipHHK

crare# (XapKiB: XapKiBCbKHH flepacaBHHH iHCXHxyx Kyatxypn, 1996), bhh. 3: 21^3; bIh

ace, ''IcTopis pyciB i Kamra 6yrTH yKpamcBKoro Hapoffp', KHpHJio-MecpoffiiBCBKe

TOBapHCTBo: JiiOffH, iffeii TpaMHuii. ffo 150-pinna cTBopcHHa ra MiajiBHOCTi MaTepiajin

BceyKpaiHCBKoinayKOBo-ocBiTHBoiKOH<pepeHpii (IlepeacjiaB-XMejHHHijBKHH, rpaBCHB

1996 p.) (Khib: IncxHxyx icxopii YKpaiHH HAH YKpaiHH, 1996), 49-51; bIh ace, “IIoeMa

BOJiBHoro Hapoffy”: Icxopia pyciB ra Ti Micpe b ynpaincBidH icTopiorpa<t>ii (XapKiB:

OcHOBa, 1996) (Pei;.: UaHopaMa, 1997, n. 35; 36ipHHK npapB mojiomhx yncHHx Ta

acnipaHTw [HayxoBi sanncKH IncTHryiyyKpai'HCBKoiapxeorpa4)ii na MXcepejiosHaBCTBa

HAH yKpaiHH] [Khib, 1997], 2: 553-7). Hepea;p5TCOBaHO y BHraa® pos^Jiy b KHHsi:

B.B. KpaBHeHKO, Hapncn 3 yKpamcBKoi icTopiorpa(pii enoxn HapionajiBHoro

Bin,pojpKeHHa(ffpyranojiOBHHaXVIII-cepeffHHaXIXcT.)(X.di^K\B\ Ochobb, 1996) (Peii,.:

XapKWCBKHH icTopiorpa(pinHHH 361phhk, 1997, h. 3; Jahrbiicher fiir Geschichte

Osteuropas 46, no. 4 [1998]: 626; ynpamcBicHH icTopnnHHH xcypnaji, 1999, n. 1: 145-8).

8. PpHropin PpaOoBHH, “Binne noBepHenna MicxH(])iKai];iH,” KpuTHKa, 2000, an.
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PaixioHajiisai^ia icTopHHHOi nayKH b XIX i na noHaxKy XX ex.

^03B0JiHJia flocHXb uiBHflKO 3’^cyBaxH Mi(J)OJioriHHO-JiixepaxypHy

npnpofly Icropii pycis. PocinetKi xa nojiLCLKi icxopHKH Biji;irpajiH b

D;bOMy oco6jiHBy pojit, BcxaHOBHBniH He^oexoBipHiext (J)aKxiB, Koxpi

MicxHJiHca B xBopi. flcMOKpaxHBaixk cycnijiBHO-nojiixH^HOi ;o;yMKH

nia, racjiaMH HapoaHHii;xBa 3HMJia opeoji repoiB 3 ae^KHX hofo

nepcoHa^KiB. Ilpoxe u,e He npHBejio ao ocxaxoMHOi BxpaxH Icropieio

pyciB BHJiHBy Ha niHpOKi BepcxBH cycnijiLCXBa.

BxpaxHBHiH “cHJiy 4)aKxy”, Bona adepexjia “cHJiy ayxy”, aajiHHia-

lOMHCL H^HXOM a^I^ HOCXillHO 3arp03CeH01 Hau;i0HaJILH01 iaeHXHHHOC-

XH. no3a Me^caMH iHxejieKxyajiBHOi ejiixH, hk aacBiaHHB M. KoexoMa-

poB, IcTopiM pyciB m;e b apyrin nojiOBHHi XIX cx. a-ir^ naxpioxHHHO

HacxpoeHoi nydjiiKH Bajinmajiaca xBopoM caKpajiBHoro aHanenHa. Ii

“B03BbimaK)H],HH o6MaH” 6yB, 9LK i panime, CHJibHimHM aa “hh3kh6

HCXHHBi” peajiBHoro :acHXX5i.

IIpeacxaBHHKH yKpaiHCBKoro aKaaeMinnoro cepeaoBHma xaKoac

He BiaaaJiH IcTopiw pyciB na noxajiy KpHXHKaM, BHCxaBJiiiiOHH

HanoKaa li Jiixepaxypni aoexomexBa, aeMOKpaxHHHy cnpHMOBamcxb

xoH^o. IcTOpi^pyciB nepexBopHJiacH na BaHHHHH npeaMex nayKOBoro

aocjiia:*:eHHH 5IK naM’axKa ynpamcBROi icxopHHHOi xa cycnijitHO-

HOJliXHHHOl ayMKH kIhI^H XVIII i HOHaXKy XIX cx., X06x0 HOHaXKOBOi

ao6n Hau;ioHajiBHoro Biapoa^cenna. SarajiLHa KijiBKicxt npHCBHHCHHX

m npaub npoaoBxcyBajia apoexaxH. Ilpn u;tOMy ochobhI aycHJuiH

aocjiiaHHKiB cnpHMOByBajiHCH Ha HomyKH aaxopa xBopy, a xaKoac

peKOHCxpyKaiK) hofo noFunaiB y KOHxcKcxi ao6n.

HanpHKiHu;i XIX i na nonaxKy XX cx. b yKpamcBKiH icxopioFpa-

^ii HonajiH a’^BjiHXHca hob! icxopHHHi napaxHBH, Koxpi aanepenyBa-

JiH HaaioHajibHi Mi4)H 3 noaHi^iii nayKOBoexH, BoaHonac 36epixaK)HH

xaFJiicxB HaaioHajiBHO-KyjibxypHoi xpaaHaii. Bohh nonajiH aMiniOBa-

XH icxopHHHy CBiaoMicxB yKpaiHCLKOFO cycnijTbcxBa, MoaepHiayioHH

H BianoBiaHO ao cynacHHx bhmof y paMKax con;iHJiBHO-eKOHOMiHHOi,

a 3FOaOM aep3CaBHHII,bK01 xa, HaCXKOBO, MapKCHCXCBKOl napaaHFM.

II,eH npoaec, oanaK, hIkojih hc 6yB BijibHOK) KOHKypeHH,ieK) iaefi,

HoexiHHO nepe6yBaK)HH nia xhckom cycnijibHO-nojiixHHHOi koh’iohk-

xypH, 3aBaaHb HcaaBepHieHOFO Haii;ioHajibHOFO 6yaiBHHu;xBa xa

HOB’aaaHoi 3 hhmh ii;eH3ypH xa caMoaenaypn. ^o xofo 3c, bIh xaK i

1-2; Bin ace, “CjiiflaMH napioHajiBHHX MicTH^^iKapm,” KpuTHKa, 2001, h. 6.
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He npOHUioB noBHoro i^HKJiy CBoro poBBHXKy. Kojih hpogkth

MOflepHi3ai];ii ni^ yKpamctKHMH racjiaMH 6yjiH aaOjiOKOBaHi,

eBOJHOti;m icxopHHHoi’ CBij],OMOcxH cycnijiBCXBa pisKO sarajiBMyBajiaca,

a caMa Bona 3HOBy, ii;e OyBajio h paniuie, nonajia naOnpaxH

KOHcepBaxHBHo-^;e(|)eH3HBHoro xapaKxepy.

Oco6jihbo noMixHHM ii;eH npoi^ec cxaB na ochobhIh xepHxopii

YKpaiHH, mo OHHHHJiaCH B CRJia^i MO^epHiaOBaHOl pOCiHCbKO-

pafl^HCLKOi iMnepil. YKpaiHCbKa KyjiLxypa BHiiBHJiaca xyx nixynno

iaojiBOBaHOK) Bijx ji;ocB:rHeHB HOBixHbo'i a;o6h xa npHB’aaaHOio j],o

cxapnx, flOMOflepHHX xpa^^nmn KiHn,5i XVIII i nepmoi hojiobhhh XIX
cx., KaHOHiaoBaHHX KOMynicxHHHHM pe^cHMOM. Ilepefl neio 3HOBy

nocxajio nnxaHHa npo caMe n icHyBaHH5i b HanOjiHacHiH nepcncKXHBi.

XapaKxepHO, mo Icropi^ pyciB, hk naM’^xa BmnoBmHoi enoxH,

He 6yjia ocxaxoHHO BHKpecneHa 3 “HHxaHKH” paj^anctKOi icxopiorpa-

(J)ii, nac Bifl ^acy BHpHHaiOHH na noBepxHio nayKOBoro acHXXH hh xo

y BHrjiM^i OKpeMHx cxaxen xa inuinx nyOjiiKaiJ^iH^, hh xo Haaixb

ypHBKiB B aKa^eMiHHOMy BH^aHHi^®. Y 6i6jiioxeKax nacoM Moacna

6yjio 6e3 “cneH;iBJibHoro ^onycKy” ^icxaxH He jiHme n nepme

BHflaHH5i, a H KanixajibHy MOHorpa(J)iK) JiLBiBctKoro jiixepaxypoanaB-

UH M. Bo3HiiKa 1939 p., npHCB^neny oOninpHin nayKOBin Jiixepaxypi

npo IcTopiio pyciB. Ilpoxe BHBneHH5i caMo'i naM’axKH BBa:acajioca

“neaKxyajiBHHM”. Hacxime, icxopHKH, ^o nei 3BepxajiHca

4)iJiojiorH, xa h xo npHnarmno.

3a Me^caMH CPCP, na eMirpai^ii, yMOBH HamoHajibHO-iHxeneKxy-

ajiBHoi “oOjioxh” cnpHajiH Mi(J)OJiori3ai^ii xa KaHOHiaaixii He Jinme

HOBixHix 3flo6yxKiB yKpamcBKOi icxopHHHOi «yMKH, a h 36epe:aceHHK)

meiiHoro BHJiHBy IcTopii pyciB xa n peaKxyajii3aD;ii mk 06’GKxa

HayKOBHX AOCJim:aceHB. OcoOjiHBy pout y i^bOMy npoi^eci Biflirpajm

nicjiH flpyroi cbIxoboi BiiiHH npai^i icxopHKa O.II. OrjioOjiHHa.

Kojih HanpHKiHii;i 80-x poxiB XX cx. «3bohh HophoOhjiu

B03BicxHJiH Kinei^B o(|)ii];iHHoro paj];HHCi>Koro eKcnepHMenxy,

ro^^HHHHK yKpaiHCBKOi HaixioHajiLHOi icxopii nimoB 3HOBy 3 xoro

9. M.I. MapneKKO, yKpamcbKa icTopiorpacpi^ (

3

ffaBHix vacis ffo cepeffHHH XIX
CT.) (Khib: BHflaBHHLi,TBO Km’BCbKoro yniBepcHTexy, 1959), 102-7; 0.11. IIIeBHeHKO,

“HcTOpHB PyCOB HJIH MaJIOH POCCHK. flo 120-piHH5I 3 Hacy BHflaHHJI TBOpy,”

yKpaiHCbKHH icTopHHHHH xcypHaji, 1966, H. 7: 146-9.

10. B.I. KpeKOxeHb, pefl., VKpaiHCbKa Jiireparypa XVIII ct.: IIoeTHHHi TBopn,

MpaMaTHHHi TBopn, nposoBi TBopn (KmB\ HayxoBa flyMKa, 1983), 584-640.
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Hacy, Ha hkomy bIh 6yB kojihcb HixynHO synHHeHHH. BiflxaK,

yKpamcLKe cycnintcTBO onHHHJioca nepes npoSjieMoio posB’BsaHHH

“KBa^^paxypH KOJia” — saBepmeHHH saBj^aHB Moj];epHi3aixri ni«

Hai^ioHajiBHHMH racjiaMH sa yMOB, kojih b nocxiHji;ycxpiiiJiBHOMy,

xjiodajiisoBaHOMy CBixi BHpimyBajiHCB ^i^MexpajiBHO npoxHnencHi

npo6jieMH.

11,51 ^i;HjieMa Bi^o6pa3HJiac5i i b icxopHHHiH nayi^i. Aji,:ace noxpe6a

Hau,ioHajiBHOi KOHcojiiji,aii,ri, hk o^na 3 yMOB xpaHc4)opMai^ii,

BHMarajia bI^ IcxophkIb cxBopeHHH neproBoro, cyMacHoro Mi4)y'\

B xoH nac, HK Kyjibxypa ^ocxMo^^epHy necjia 3 co6oio ji;eMi(J)OJiori3a-

i^iK) cycnijibHo'i cbI^omocxh xa paH,ioHajii3ai^iio icxopHHHOi naM’Bxi

B ycix H BHMipax^^.

nicjiH xoro, 3K, 3 oflHoro 6oKy, bIakphbch “Bcjihkhh jibox”

yKpamcBKOi icxopii 3 3aKOHcepBOBaHHMH b HBOMy peniKxaMH

repoiHHOi enoxH 6opoxb6h 3a Haii,ioHajiBHe BH:acHBaHHH, a 3 ji;pyroro

nonajiH cnaj^axH Sap’epn na nui5ixy o6MiHy iH(J)opMai^ieK) 3 cynac-

HOK) aaxi^HBOK) JiixepaxypoK), o6hab1 xen^^eHi^ii nonajiH Miac co6ok)

HepiBHy 6opoxB6y 3a cycnijiBCXBO, aanoBHioiOHH xax 3Bam “6ijii

hjibmh” b Horo CBij];oMocxi. CBoro,n,Hi, 3 neBHo’i icxopHHHOi ^^Hcxani^ii,

HaM jierme apoayMixH o6cxaBHHH xa nepinexii D;Boro npoH,ecy.

Mi^ojioriaoBaHa n^e 3 pa^5iHCBKHX naciB caMOCBiflOMicxB

yKpaiHCBKoro cycnijiBcxBa b kIhli;! 80-x i nepmm hojiobhhI 90-x

pOKiB BH5IBHJiaCX Ha^];3BHHaHHO CHpHilXJIHBOK) 3aCB0eHH3 CXapHX

xa Hpoj];yKyBaHHx hobhx Mi(|)iB, cnpaMOBaHHX 3 MHHyjioro 6e3noce-

peflHBO B MaH6yxHG. 3,n,aBajiocB, mo o,n,BrHeHOMy b HOBCHBKi

K03aixBKi maxH “BejiHKOMy GBponeiiCBKOMy Hapo^i,OBi”, 3 “30jioxom

Ilojiy6oxKa” 3a chhhok) 6yji,e JiexKO “noBepnyxHCH eBponeHCBKOi

ciM’i” npoxonxaHHM “nui5ixoM apiiB” hIcjih cxIjibkox nepencHXHx y

pi3Hi HacH HenyBaHHx cxpa^maHB^^.

11. Serhii M. Plokhy, “The History of a ‘Non-Historical’ Nation: Notes on the Nature

and Current Problems of Ukrainian Historiography”, Slavic Review 54, no. 3 (1995):

709-16; Taras Kuzio, “History, Memory and Nation Building in the Post-Soviet Colonial

Space”, Nationalities Papers 30, no. 2 (June 2002): 241-64.

12. Teoprin KacMHOB, “Ille ne BMepjia yKpaincBKa icTopiorpacJjiK”, KpHTHKa,

2002, H. 4: 21-3.

13. Hpo ocHOBHi yKpaiHCBKi icxopHHHi Mi^JOJioreMH, jtHB. flOKJiaflHiuie: John A.

Armstrong, “Myth and History in the Evolution of Ukrainian Consciousness”, y kh.

Ukraine and Russia in Their Historical Encounter, ed. Peter J. Potichnyj et al.

(Edmonton: CIUS Press, 1992), 125-39; F.E. Sysyn, “The Reemergence of the Ukrainian
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Pa^aHCbKa HayKa, aaMKHena ^i;oBrHH nac b repMexH'iHOMy

npocTOpi, xaKo:ac, hk bh5ibhjioc5i, He Majia iMynixexy npoxH Mi(J)iB i

MicxH4)iKaLi;iH. CBi^HCHHaM ij;toro MOHcna BBa^caxH CKaH^ajiBHy

niflxpHMKy, Haflany ^HHJiOMOBaHHMH bhchhmh cyMHiBHHM 3 ycix

xoHOK 3opy xcKcxaM BjiecoBOl khhfh
,
UocjiaHHM opian xosapaM xa

Ho^^i6HHM “(J)eHxe3i” na npacjioB’HHCBKi cio:acexH, m,o HajiencajiH

nepy cynacHHX aBxopiB hk b Ynpami, xax i b Pocii

3a xaKHX o6cxaBHH Bw6yjioca noBepHCHHii Icropii pycis

yKpaiHCBKoro HHxana b KiHn,i XX cx. fi naxpioxHHHHH na(J)OC

bhhbhbch b HeproBHH pa3 cyrojiocHHM nonyxxHM i na^mM cycnijib-

cxBa. CnonaxKy raaexa JliTeparypna YKpaiHa Ha^pyxyBajia KijitKa

(J)parMeHxiB 3 Icropii PyciB yKpamcBKOio mobok) 3 Bcxynnoio

3aMixKOK) BiflOMoro yKpaiHCLKoro paflHHCtKoro icxopHxa O.

I^eBHeHKa^^ noxiM no6aHHjio CBix penpHHxne BH^aHHH hbm’jixkh

1846 p. i, Hapemxi, b 1991 p. 6yjio B^mcHCHO hobc BH^aHH^ Icropii

pyciB B yKpamcBKOMy nepeKJiafli noexa I. flpana 3 nepe^MOBOio

HHCBMeHHHKa, icxopHKa-aMaxopa B. IIIcBnyKa^^.

JlixepaxypHi xa ^^iJiojioriHHi KOJia bhhbhjih hh hc HaH6ijibuiy

aKXHBHicxb y nonyjiHpHaai^ii ii;iGi naM’nxKH. BiflxaK, caMC bohh

nonajiH aa^aBaxH xoh b n cynacHHx inxepnpexai^mx, n^e^^po npHxpa-

uieHHx naxpioxHHHOK) 4)pa3eojiorieK) xa cjiobcchhmh BiaepyHKaMH.

J],jT5i BajiepiH HIcBnyKa, npHMipOM, Icropii pyciB e KOH^i,eHcaxoM

“Hati;ioHajiBHOi eHepri'i”, 3aco6oM o6opoHH Hai^ionajiBHOi iflenxHHHOC-

Nation and Cossack Mythology”, Social Research 58, no. 4 (1991): 845-59; Graham

Smith, et al., Nation-Building in the Post-Soviet Borderlands: The Politics of National

Identities (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 23^7; Serhy Yekelchyk,

“Cossack Gold: History, Myth, and the Dream of Prosperity in the Age of Post-Soviet

Transition”, Canadian Slavonic Papers 40, nos. (September-December 1998):

311-27; Frank E. Sysyn, “The Changing Image of the Hetman: On the 350th Anniversary

of the Khmel'nyts'kyi Uprising”, Jahrbiicher fur Geschichte Osteuropas 46 (1998):

531^5; C. Wanner, Burden of Dreams: History and Identity in Post-Soviet Ukraine

(University Park, Pa.: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1998); Jana Buergers, “Bohdan

Chmel'nyc'kyj und der Kosakenmythos in der postsowjetischen Ukraine”, JahrbiicherfUr

Geschichte Osteuropas 50 (2002): 68-86.

14. r. TpadoBim, BKasani npau,i; .H.P. flauiKeBHM, “IIIoTJiaHfliii i YKpaiHa a6o npo

Mead icTopHHHoro KOMnapaxHBisMy”, Cxiff-3axiM 4 (2001): 120-30.

15. JIlTeparypHa yKpama, 14 kbIthh 1990.

16. B. IlIeBHyK, “HeposrajtaHi TaGMHHpi Icropii PyciB", y kh. Icropix PyciB,

nepeKJiaB iBan flpan (Khib: PaflHHCbKHH nncbMeHHHK, 1991), 5-28. Te ac, y kh. B.

IlIeBHyK, KoaaiibKa ffepxcaBa (Khib: A6pnc, 1995).
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TH, TBOpOM “npej];TeHHOi Micii”, “o^Hieio 3 rocxpnx coKHp, mo
npopy6yBajia bIkho y xeMHHm yKpamcbKoro napofly”'^. laana

flpana — i^e 6ijii>ni cynacHC 3Hap^^^^^H, xo^nime “nepBicna nacxHHa

paKCXH, axa 3anycxHJia nac 3 BaMH b KOCMi^HHH 6e3Mip icxopii'

HapomB i flepiKaB”^^.

iHini aBxopH nimjiH me ffajii, naMaraiOHHCL pea6ijiixyBaxH

IcTOpiio pyciB y HKOcxi od’eKXHBHoro h j^ocxoBipnoro ;i;2cepejia

“cnpaB2CHboro” 3HaHH^ npo yKpamcBKe MHHyjie. fljiM ^pocjiaBa

J3,3hph, npHMipoM, IcTopiM pyciB — “naxpioxHHHHH xBip bhcokoxo

xpoMaj];aHCbKoro BBynaHH^ h npaBji,HBO-icxopH^Horo CBixjia”, “nncxa

He3aMyjieHa kphhhli;^ icxopHHHHx 3HaHt npo yKpamcbKHH, K03au,b-

KHH, napo^;”; noro Ofl,HOj^5TMu;3i Mhkojih Illy^pi — i^e npocxo

“nayKOBHH noci6HHK”^^

IlHCBMeHHHK lOpin MyuiKexHK ii;ijiKOM cepnoano aaneanaB cboix

HHxaniB, mo noMy nomacxnjio nmxBep^nxn aBxenxnnnicxL xax

3BaHo'i npoMOBH riojiy6oxKa b Icropii pyciB aa ji;onoMoroK) Knnrn

niepepa 1788 p. (b xeKcxi MymxexHKa noMHJiKOBO aaananeno

1888 p.)^^. Inmnn nncBMenHHK, lOpin XopyH:acHH, nporojiomyBaB

ycxaMH CBoro jiipnnHoro repoa, mo noflii, onncani b IcTopii' pyciB,

Bm6yBajiHca nacnpaB^i,! i Jinme aaMOBnyBajinca b o^Jii^innnx

paflHHCBKHx nmpyHHHKax^^

SpoayMijio, mo xaKnn “npaB^^HBHH” xBip noBHHen 6yB cxaxn, na

FJinSoKe nepeKOHanna R. ^3HpH, “nacxijiLHOK) khhfok) ko:*:hofo

iHxejiiFenxa-(J)axiBLi,5i”. laan 3a6i^Ka aaKjiHKaB: “PokIb na ;i;ec^xb

HeodxiflHO BBecxH b niKijiBni npoFpaMH BHBHeHna Icropii pyciB

icxopHHHOi naM’jixKH, npHMOMy B KijibKa exanlB: nonaxKOBnn,

cepej^nin i BnmHn”^^.

17. IIIesHyK, “Hepoaraflani TaeMHHpi IcTopii' Pycis”, 5-6, 28.

18. IsaH Hpan, “KijibKa cjiIb nepeKJiaflana”, IcTopix PyciB (Khib: Pa3;jiHCbKHH
nncBMeHHHK, 1991), 29.

19. “Hna ac HacnpaB^i Icropii PycisT (ji;iajior R. HanpH xa M. Illyflpi), Cjiobo

npocBiTH, 1996, H. 6(25): 8-9.

20. lOpiH MyniKexHK, ""Icropm pyciB”, JliTcparypHa yxpama, 19 Jiioxoro 1991.

21. lOpiH XopyHacHH, 3jict i saaeMJicHHX PpHropia TIojicthkh (Khib: yKpam-
CBKHH HHCBMeHHHK, 1994), 7.

22. I.M. 3a6iaKa, “Hh noTpiOna HaM flpyra Icropix Pycwl” IcTopn^Ha nayxa Ha
noposi XXI CTOJiiTTx: UiffcyMKH ra nepcncKTHBH. MaTcpiajin BceyKpamcbKoi
HayKOBoi KOHcpepcHpii, XapxiB, 15-17 JincTonaffa 1995 p. (XapKia: IncxHTyx icxopii

HAH YKpaiHH, 1995), 123.
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IH,onpaBj];a, aacTapijiicTL IcTopii pycis y pojii KaHOHinnoro TeKcxy

KiHD;a XX ct. yce-xaKH ;i,aBajiaca BsnaKH. ToMy iBan flpan,

npHMipoM, JieflBe cxpHMyBaB cbog nepo Bi« xoro, mo6 ne “nepenn-

caxH, 3Po6hxh inmoio, moct ycnpaBej^JiHBHXH, iu;ocb Bi^^KHHyxH” b

xiH KapxHHi yKpamcBKOi icxopii, mo SMajitOBana b IcTopii' pyci^^.

iBaH 3a6mKa np^MO KJiHKaB HanHcaniia IcTOpii pyciB-2^^, a

^pocjiaB ^3Hpa nncaB npo ncKyny noxpe6y cxBopeHHii n {IcTOpii

pycis) yKpaiHOMOBHoro “BijibHoro, XBopnoro JiixepaxypHO-xyflo^cHLO-

ro nepeKJia^i;y, mo6 y HBOMy, ax i kojihcb, BHpyBajiH npncxpacxi,

Bm^yBaBCH noj];HX nacy, 6pHHijio i najiajio 3chb6 cjiobo”^^

OaxxHHHO 3a3HaHem BHme aBxopH nocxaBHJiH naxanna npo

oxBOpenna hoboxo Hau,ioHajn>HO-icxopHMHoro Mi(J)y na ocnoBi Icropii

pyciB i Horo noninpennii b cycnijitcxBi. IJ^e n 6yjia “nama BmnoBmB
HeM6epjieHy” b oco6i Mapxa 4)on Farena, Koxpnn caMe xom
BHCxynHB 3 rocxpOK) KpnxHKOK) Han;ioHajiicxHnHoro ^ncxypcy

cynacHOi yKpamcBKOi icxopiorpa(i)i‘P.

Ha rpynxi, poanymenoMy xa y;;o6peHOMy Hai^ionajitHHM

nmnecennaM xinix^ 80-x i nonaxxy 90-x poxiB, neB^OBai nonajin

npopocxaxH nepmi narini^i hobhx, ckpomhhx hokh mo flOCJim^ceHB

IcTopii pyciB. ixna xeMaxnxa 6yjia xpa^];Hu;iHHOK). BijiLuiicxt ynennx,

icxopnxiB i ^JiJiojioriB aa 4>axoM, nepenMajiaca nomyKaMH aBxopa

xBopy. Hop^^i, 3 flo6pe ananoMHMH npexen^^enxaMH na d;k) pojib,

aoKpCMa 6axBKOM i chhom HojiexHKaMn nonajin a’^BJiaxncji n

HOBi iMena, nanpnKJiafl, MapKOBHHa-cxapmo^o^^ A. Xyjiop6ir^.

Hpoxe aa opnriHajiLHicxio xa apryMeHxan;ieK) :aco^Ha 3 hhx ne

BHxpHMyBajia KonKypem^ii 3 “BmxpnxxiiM”, 3po6jieHHM BmoMHM

23. flpan, “KijiBKa cjiia nepeKnaflana”, 29.

24. 3a6iaKa, “Hh noTpiSna HaM flpyra Icropisi PycisT 123.

25. “Hna ac HacnpaB^i IcTopia PycisT 8-9.

26. Mark von Hagen, “Does Ukraine Have a History?” Slavic Review 54, no. 3 (Fall

1995): 658-73.

27. A.K. IIlBHfltKO, “ny6jiHij;HCTHMecKoe coHHHeHHe B.F. HojieTHKH”, UpodjieMH

icTopii HapioHajiBHO-BHSBOJiBHoro pyxy na YapaiHi b nepioff 4)eoffajii3My ra

KaniraJiisMy. MarepiajiHpecnydmKaHCBKoi'nayKOBO- TeopeTHHHoiKOHcpep enpii, 8-1

0

civHa 1991 p., SanopixKJKa (Knis i Sanopiaotca, 1991), 148, 149.

28. O. Ijibih, “OjieKcaHflp MapKOBHM — aBxop Icropii pyciBT CiBepaHCBKHH

jiironnc, 1996, n. 1: 75-9.

29. IIIeBMyK, “Hepoaraflani xaeMKHiti Icropii PyciB, 14-15.
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fl:acepeji03HaBi;eM R. ^3HpoIO xa orojiomeHHM caMHM aBxopoM

“n^cyMKOM ^BOxcoTJiixHix nomyKiB”^^.

BHna^KOBO Ha^;H6aBmH b K03aii;bK0My peecxpi iM’ii riojiixa

GpMOJieHKa, flOCJli^HHK, HeMOB6H “npOHH3aHHH CTpyMOM”, 3a

BjiacHHMH cjiOBaMH, B oj;Hy MHTB ^oe;^HaB nojiixa-Inojiixa (“xoro,

LU,o poanparae KOHen”) 3 PpHropieM IIojieTHKOio-nojiiTHKOK), a

i^boro ocxaHHboro 3 PeoprieM Kohhcbkhm. “PIoiicHHBmH” xaKHM

HHHOM noxoj^^ceHHa npiaBHma KoHHCbKoro Bifl nepejiHi^bOBanoro na

rpei;bKHH JIa^^ koh^, aBXop aasBHB, mo Peoprin Kohhcbkhh — i^e

nceBflOHiM Ppnropia PTojicthkh. Icxopia nomyKiB aBxopa IcTopi'i

pyciB aaBepmyBajiaca noBepnenH^M ^i;o nayKOBOi MCxo^tH, armno 3

^KOK) “BojirapaMH naabiBajiH xex, koh ^chjih npn pexe Bojire;

PleneHeraMH xex, koh nnxajiHCb neneHOio nHmeio...”^^ i xm-

Yce i^e M03CHa 6yjio 6 yBa^caxH hphkphm eniao^OM 3 icxopii

yKpaiHCBKoro nocxpa^];HHCBKoro JiixepaxypoanaBCXBa, hk6h yKpam-

CBKa nocxpaj];HHCBKa icxopiorpa^)!^, b cbok) nepry, He BOCKpecHJia b

pojii aBxopa IcTopii pyciB npeocBamcHHoro Peoprin Kohhcbkoxo. 3

o;i;HaKOBOK) nepCKOHJiHBicxK) n,a AyMKa npo3B5^ajia b xBopax

nonaxKyioHoro ^i;ocjiiflHHKa^^ xa MacxHxoro aKa;],eMiKa, npHHOMy

ocxaHHiH 3BepxaexBca j;o IcTopii pyciB hk ^;o D,ijiKOM ^ocxoBipnoro

flHcepejia^^ Yxiivi, odn^Ba bohh MajiH npaBO cnHpaxHca b ^anoMy

paai Ha hIkhm me “ne 3BOHOBaHHH” aBxopnxex aKaji;eMiHHoro

BH^],aHHH pa;i;HHCi>KHX HaciB, y HKOMy P. Kohhcbkhh xaKoac HaaBaHHH

aBxopoM IcTopii pyci^"^. Kojio “ji,BOxcoxjiixHix nomyKiB”, xbkhm

30. “Hhh 2c HacnpaBfli IcTopix PycwT 8-9; flanpa, “Xto ac xaicH 6yB aBxopoM

IcTopii pycisT KnpHJio-MecpOffnBCbKe TOBapncTBO: jiioj^h, ijje'i i TpaffHpn: JJo

150-pma CTBopeHHB ra ffi^JibHOCTi. MarepiajiH BceyKpamcbKo'iHayKOBO-ocBiTHboi

KOH^epenpii (Khib: IncTHTyx icxopii HAH YKpaiHH, 1996), 75-7; .3.1. J^SHpa,

“HwcyMKH ji,BoxcoxjiixHix flOCJiiflHHii,LKHX nouiyKiB aBxopcxBa IcTopii' pycib",

IcTopiorpacpiHHa cnajjuiHHa HayxH icTopii' yxpaiHH: Uorjixff 3 kIhub XX ct.

MarepiajiH BceyKpaiHCbKoi HayKOBO-ocBiTHbo'i KOHcpepeHpii, PjiyxiB, rpyffenb 1996

p. (Khib: IncxHxyx icxopii HAH YKpaiHH, 1996), 17-19; 3. flanpa, "‘IcTopiB pyciB—
BHflaxHa naM’axKa ynpainctKoi icxopiorpa4)ii: hob! flani npo i'i aBxopa”, y kh.

ABTonoprpeT Hapii (Kam: BiOnioxcKa yKpaiHii;H, 1997), 123-32.

3 1 . HCTOPHB PyCOB HJIH MaJIOH PoCCHH, 2.

32. I.H. Kocxchko, ‘Teoprin Kohhcbkhh”, Ulocra BceyKpamcbKa KOHcpepenuix

3 icTopHHHoro Kpae3HaBCTBa (3yii;BK, 1993), 124.

33. Hexpo Tojiohko, “PycB — Majia PycB — pycBKHH Hapo.n, y flpyriH nojiOBHHi

XIII-XVII cx”. <http://www.ukrhistory.narod.ru/texts/tolochko-5htm>.

34. HcxopHorpa4)HK Hcxopnn YKpaHHCKOH CCP (KhIb: HayKOBa ffyMKa, 1987), 1 14.
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HHHOM, SaMHKaJIOCa Ha THX 2C6 0C06aX, 3 HKHX yCC nOHHHaJIOCH. “H
Tax HCTOPHH CHH, HpOUieffmaH CTOJILKO OTJIHHHfclX yMOB, KaaCCTCH

j],oji:acHa 6bitl flocTOBepnoio’’^^

IIpo cniBBi;i;HomeHHH naxpioTHHHoro xa nayKOBoro flHCKypciB y

AOCJliflXCeHHHX, HpHCBHHeHHX ICTOpil pyCW, 3MymyK)Xb 3aMHCJIHXHCH

HHCJieHHi ny6jiiKaH,ii jiixepaxyp03HaBi;H O.B. MiniyxoBa. Ynpo^oB^c

1997-99 pp. bIh ycxHx BH^axH xpH MOHorpa(})ii xa micxHaOTHXb

cneD;iajiBHHX cxaxeii, npHCBHHCHHx IcTopii pycis— 6ijn>me, yci

Horo cynacHHKH, paaoM yanxP^. ^o i^boro nepejiixy mh hc bkjiiohh-

jiH flBi inmi MOHorpac|)ii D,boro xc aBxopa, npHCBaneni pocmcbKiH

MeMyapHCXHD,! nepmoi hojiobhhh XIX cx., onydjiiKOBani b 1996-97

pp.^^ 3 2002 p. npai^i MiuiyxoBa nonajin 3’hbjihxhch ;i;pyrHM

35. HcTopHM PycoB hjie Majion Pocchh, ii.

36. O. MimyKOB, Icxopia pyciB y KOHreKcri jjo6h — nepinoi' hojiobhhh XIX
CTOJiiTTH (Khib: B/b, 1997); bIh ace, “IcTopin PyciB” y KOHTaKTHO-reneTHHHHX

3B’H3Kax i THHOJiorivHHX cxoffMCHHUx: MoHorpa(pLB. (Khib: B/b, 1998); bIh ace,

"‘IcTopiH pyciB y KOHTeKcxi mobhoi npo6aeMH nepmoi noaoBHHH XIX cx.”,

niBffCHHHH apxiB ( 4)ijiojioriHHi HayxH) (XepcoH, 1998), bhh. 1: 8-13; bIh ace,

‘‘"IcTopix pyciB xa npHHpHn HapoflHOcxi y Jiixepaxypi nepmoi hojiobhhh XIX cx.”,

xaM ace (1999), bhh. 2: 166-81; bIh ace, ‘"IcTopix pyciB hk aixepaxypHHH iMnyjitc

XBopnocxi KoHflpaxia PnaeGBa”, xaM ace (1999), bhh. 4: 120-41; bIh ace, '"IcTopin

pyciB y KOHxeKcxi Hau;ioHaai>Horo pyxy”, CyvacHHH hofjihm Ha jiirepaTypy

HayKOBHH adipHHK HapioHajibHoro ncMaroriworo yHBcpcHTCTym. M. ffparoMaHOBa

(Khib, 1999), bhh. 1: 14-22; bIh ace, "‘Icropix pyciB ra li BHflaBeafc”, Piffni ffxcepcjia,

1999, H. 1: 23-32; bIh ace, ""IcTopisi pyciB xa u BH.n;aBepL Ochh BoflancBKHH”,

ffHBOCJiOBO, 1999, H. 10: 53-5; bIh ace, ‘"Icropix pyciB y pen;enH,ii MHKoan Foroaa”,

Cjiobo i vac, 1999, h. 7: 38-4-4; bIh ace, “IcTopia pyciB y KOHxeKcxi cjiOB’aHCbKoro

(JjojiBKaopy”, Cjiobo i vac, 1999, v. 12: 38^4; bIh ace, “OoabKJiopHO-icxopHHHa

iHxepnpexai];ia IcTopii pyci^\ Mhctcijtbo ra ocBira, 1999, h. 2-3: 1-1
\ bIh ace,

'"IcTopia pyciB y XBopnocxi Tapaca nieBHeHKa”, ynpamcLKa Jiirepaiypa b aarajiLHO-

ocBimiH lUKOJii, 1999, h. 6: 26-30; bIh ace, “BiOTsepKajieHHa icxopmiHoi nocxaxi

rexBMaHa Masenn y eBponenctKiH Jiixepaxypi”, SapydixHa Jiireparypa b naBvajiBHHx

aaxjiaffax, 1999, h. 12: 55-6; bIh ace, “Oiaoco4)ci>Ka KOHu;emi,ia IcTopiipyci^\ Piffna

uiKOJia, 1999, H. 4: 15-20; bIh ace, “IIoaixHKO-KyabxypHHH KOHxeKCx IcTopiipycw”

,

HoBa HOJiiTHKa, 1999, v. 1: 16-27; bIh ace, “IIoaixHKO-KyaBxypHHH KOHxeKCx IcTopii

pyciB”, Bh3B0jibhhh HiJiHX, 1999, v. 8: 1010-14; bIh ace, “Hflen HeHacHana MHpa b

KOHxeKCxe cpe^HeBeKOBOH oxhohcxophh yKpaHHbi (na Maxepnajie MctophhPycoB)”

,

HayKOBHH BicHHK niBj^cHHoyKpaiHCBKoro ffepxaBHoro HCMarorivnoro yHiBcpcHTeiy.

36ipHHK HayxoBHX npapB (Oji,eca, 1999), bhh. 4: 88-92; bIh ace, Cbpohchcbkhh

KOHTCKCT Icvo^n PyciB: MoHorpa4>iH (Kma i Xepcon: BanJianx, 1999).

37. McMyapHCTHKa ffcxadpHCTOB (Khib: B/b, 1996) xa Pyccxan MCMyapncTHKa

HcpBOH HOJiOBHHBi XIX BCKa: HpodJiCMBi HcaHpa H CTHJia (Khib: B/b, 1997).
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BH^aHH^M y 3i6paHHi Horo TBopiB, niflroxoBJieHHM khibcbkhm

napjiaMCHTCBKHM BHj^aBHHD;TBOM^^. KijiBKicTb d;hx npai^B, a xaKoac

fapanxm ixhboi nayKOBOi BapxocxH, sacBi^^^ena ;^OKxopaMH 4)ijiojio-

riHHHx HayK O. Fnij^aH i II. XponKOM, BHMaraioxB, ox^ce, cneixmjit-

Hoi yBaxH.

MimyKOB nocxaBHB nepeji; C06010 Mexy ^ocjii^HXH Beet cnexxp

HayKOBOi npo6jieMaxHKH, noB’^sanoi 3 icxopHKO-JiixepaxypHHM,

cycnijiBHO-nojiixH'iHHM i Hau;ioHajn>HHM kohx6kcxom Icropii pyciB b

yKpaiHCLKOMy, pocmcbKOMy xa aarajibHoeBponeHCbKOMy BHMipax

XVIII-XIX cx., a xaKo:ac bhcbIxjihxh nnxaHHa XHnojiorii, mobh,

4)OJibKJiopy, “Hapo^;HOcxH”, apxeorpa(i)ii, 4)ijioco4)ii, nojiixHKH caMOi

naM’axKH, u BnjiHBy na jiixepaxypHHH xa icxopiorpa4)i^HHH npoD;ec

y PocmcbKm iMnepii XIX cx.

Modena 6yno 6h Jinme npHBixaxH no«i6Hy niHpOHiHb aBxopcbKO-

ro aaMHCJiy, 3k6h BOHa cnapanaca na Bi^^noBi^ny (J)aKxoi[ori^Hy xa

HayKOBy ocHOBy. Ha xajib, i];boro He Mo^cna CKaaaxH npo Bi^i;oMi naM
ny6jiiKaixii MimyxoBa. 3i6paHHH b hhx (})aKXHHHHH Maxepmji He

ni^i;nop5iflKOBaHHH KOHxpexHHM HayxoBHM 3aBji;aHHMM i ne CHCxeMa-

xH30BaHHH Hajie^cHHM HHHOM. PoBJioxi i^HxyBaHHH xa nepexaBH

Hy^CHX XBOpiB, iHKOJIH 3aH03HHeHHX “3 flpyXHX pyx” y BJiaCHOMy,

flajiexo He 6e3^oraHHOMy nepexjia;[i;i, nacxijibXH m;ijibHO 3anoBHioK)Xb

cxopiHXH Horo XBopiB, H^o B HHX j];yHce Banexo 3HanxH opHrinajibni

aBxopcbxi j^yMXH.

Oco6jIHBO BpaHCaiOHHMH BHXJIHflaiOXb HHCJieHHi HpOraJIHHH B

CHHCxy aarajibHOi xa cneH;iBJibHoi JiixepaxypH, hi;o n BHxopHcxoBye

aBxop. Aj];xK:e Bin hco^i;hhm cjiobom ne 3raji;ye npo cnen;iHJibHi npaii;i

3 IcTopii pyciB, HanHcani hofo nonepe^HExaMH: M. rop6aHeM, A.

epmoBHM, G. OHau;bXHM, B. KpynHHi^bXHM, JI. Kohiobok), I.

KpHH’HxeBHHeM, I. BopH^axoM, n. <I>e^eHxoM, O. IIIeBHeHxoM, M.
MapneHXOM, JI. KoBajienxoM, K). IIIeBejibOBHM, ^anpoio, I.

Jl,3HpoK), 3 . KoryxoM, a xaxoHc aBxopoM h;hx pa^xiB. HoMy neBi^OMi

MOHorpa4>iHHi BH^aHHa Bi^l;^OBi^^HO^ xeMaxHXH oexannix poxiB, hi;o

Hajiencaxb O.H. Orjio6jiHHy xa .H.O. MnmaHHHy. Yce H,e no36aBJiHe

MHxana mohcjihbocxh oi^iHHXH HajiencHHM hhhom exyninb hobhbhh
BJiacHHx HpaD;b MimyxoBa.

38. O. MimyKOB, Oijiojiorix. IcTopix. Kyjibrypa: 36ipKa nayKOBHX npapb y ffBox

TOMax, T. 1, IcTopiK PyciB y eBponencbKOMy KOHreKcri, 2-e bhji,., flon. i nepepo6.

(Khib; IlapjiaMeHTCbKe BHflaBHHpTBo, 2002).
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y BHCBixjieHHi BiTHHSHiiHoi icTopil BBTop KopHCxyeTBC^ cxaHflap-

xHsoBaHHMH KJiiuie YKpaiHH o^Hiei 3 “HaHKyjiBxypHiniHX Kpam
cjiOB’jiHCBKoro CBixy” H Boj];HOHac bwhoi acepxBH Hy:aco3eMHHX

3arap6HHKiB i rHo6HxejiiB. PocmctKa cxopona BHCxynae npn i^tOMy

BHKjiioHHO B pojii flCMOHiMHoro Bopoxa. Ilofli6HHH ni^];xi« 3XHpae

rpaHB Mix IcTOpiew pycw^iK o6’gkxom nayKOBoro ^HCKypcy xa hck)

X flxepejiOM y^BJieHB npo yKpai'HCBKe MHHyjie. Abxop, cbIj^omo

MH HecBi^OMO, H^^e cjii^i;oM 3a Icropieio pycis b onHcanm icxopii

YKpaiHH HonaxKy XVII cx.^^, nepeSiry IliBHinHoi BiHHH na li

xepHxopii^® i naBixt no6HBae i^HxaxaMH 3 nei pi3HOMamxHHX

“(J)ajiBCHcJ)iKaxopiB”'^\

Pa30M 3 XHM, rycxa naxpioxHHHa pHxopHxa ne b cxani npHXOBaxH

HHCJiCHHi HayKOBi «e4)eKXH xexcxy, nepecHnanoro HeoxaiiHHMH 3

HayKOBOi XOHKH 30py 4)OpMyJHOBaHHHMH xa 4)aKXHHHHMH HOMHJIKa-

MH. ABXopy HiHoro ne Bapxo oxojiochxh YKpainy nonaxKy XVII cx.

“bcjihkhm BiiicBKOBHM xa6opOM”^^, aaiiBHXH npo yKpai’HCBKe

^oxo^^xeHHa pocmcBKoro fleKa6pH3My^^ npHHHcaxH aaxopoBi

ICTOpil pyClB 3HaHOMCXBO 3 MaxepiHJiaMH, 3i6paHHMH XapKiBCBKHM

icxopHKOM JI,.n. MijijiepoM (1862-1913 pp.)^, a G. rpe6iHi^i — 3

MOHorpac|)ieK) M. KocxoMapoBa npo Borflana XMejiBHHi^BKoro'^^

nepenjiyxaxH ^KOBa MapKOBHna 3 Mhkojiok) MapKeBHHeM"^^, a xBip

M. BaHXHHi-KaMeHCBKoro npHHHcaxH iioro chhobI^^, 3MycHXH

HHxana poanjiyxyaaxH cjiOBecni mapa^],H na apaaoK “yKpa’mcBKoro

jiixoHHcy Bonjiana, BH^anoro Py6aHOM”'^^. KijiBKicxB noji,i6HHx

npHKJiaAiB Moxna 36ijiBuiHXH, npoxe naBpii^i; hh Moxna cno^iBaxHcn,

H],o aBxop Bpaxye ’ix npn HacxynnoMy nepeBH^aHHi CBo'ix npau;B.

Ha (J)OHi nepejiineHHx BHme ny6jiiKan;iH 6ijiBm cojii^ne Bpaxen-

HH aajiHHiaioxB flHcepxai^iiiHi po6oxn MOJiOAnioro noKOJiinna

39. TaMxe, 113.

40. TaM 2ce, 262-3,

41. TaM 2ce, 86-7.

42. TaM 2ce. 113.

43. TaM ace, 230-1.

44. TaM ace, 44.

45. TaM ace, 274.

46. TaM ace, 38.

47. TaM ace, 114.

48. TaM ace, 140.
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jiiTepaTyp03HaBi;iB, aoKpcMa ;;ocjii;i:*;eHHa I.^. JI,3hph, b MKOMy

H^^eTbC3 npo BnjiHB IcTOpii pycw na yKpamcBKy Jiixepaxypy XIX
cx."^^, xa ny6jiiKaii;ii ^.O. MHuiaHHHa, HaH6ijibui 3MicxoBHa nacxHHa

^KHX cxocyexbc^ noexHKH XBopy^°. Bapxo 3ra^i;axH h npau;i icxopn-

KiB, Koxpi 3BepHyjiHC5i flo icxopiorpa4)ii Icropii pycw, j^ocji^hbuih

BHecoK M.n. J],paroMaHOBa^\ B. FopjieHKa^^ xa O.n. Orjio6jiH-

Ha^^ y BHBHeHH5i naM’axKH. Bijibinicxb nepejiineHHx BHme npai];b

npHCBanena, ax Moacna 6aaHXH, xpaflHij;mHHM xeMaM i cioacexaM.

Ilepnii cnpo6H poaninpeHiia xa ypiaHOManixHeHHa ^i;ocjiiflHHi];bKOi

npo6jieMaxHKH Icropii pycw y npai^ax 3 icxopii cycnijibHO-nojiixna-

Hoi ^^yMKH^^, icxopii K03aij;xBa^^ xa ;i;eaKHX inninx MicxHJiH b co6i

He6araxo hoboxo Maxepiajiy. Hpoxe b ocxanni poKH noaajiH

3’aBjiaxHca npai;i, aBxopn axHx ne jinme j^CMOHCxpyioxb anaHOMCXBO

3 HOBixHbOK) JiixepaxypoK) npcAMCxy, a h npononyioxb HOBi,

49. l.R. flsHpa, “BnjiHB KOsapLKoro JiixonHcaHHii na JiiTcpaxypy yKpa'mcbKoro

Bia;pofl3ceHHa nepmoi hojiobhhh XIX ex.”, ABXope4)epax ... Kanji;. cJjijioji. nayK

(Khib, 1995).

50. a. MHUiaHHH, “IcTopix Pycw: Jiixepaxypa h iexopia”, III MixcHapoffHHH

Konrpec yEpamicTW. JlirepaTypa (Khib: OOepern, 1996), 270-6; bIh ace, “IcTopix

pycw y pociHCBKiH iivinepcLKiH icxopiorpa4)ii flpyroi hojiobhhh XIX cx.”, Cjiobo i

Hac, 1999, H. 9: 25-9; bIh Hce, Icxopia PyciB.- Icropiorpacpix, npodjicMaTHKa, nocTHKa

(Khib: OOepern, 1999).

51. O. KpyK, “HcBiflOMe flocjiiflHccHHH npo aBxopa Icropii pycw”, IlaM’jiTh

CTOJiirb, 1996, h. 2: 50-5.

52. I. 3a6i»Ka, “Jl,o HHxaHHs npo aBxopcxBO Icropii pycw. EBOJiiopin rinoxesH B.

FopjieHKa”, 36ipHHK npapb MOJioffHX bvchhx ra acnipaHrw. HayKOBi sanncKH
iHcrnryry yKpaiHCbKoi apxeorpa4>ii ra ffxepcjiosHaBcrBa m. M. C PpyuieBCbRoro

HAH yKpaiHH (KmB, 1997), 2: 271-83.

53. O. Tojiohko, “O.n. OrnoOjim xa iioro MOHorpaci)iH npo aaxopa Icropiipycw”

,

KmBCbKa crapoBHHa, 1997, n. 6: 66-9; B.A. CMOJiin, O.I. Hyxpo, I.B. Bep6a, “Cjiobo

flo HHxana. Opo ncnxxn n naynoBy jiinjibnicxL npocjiecopa O.n. OrjioOjinna”, y kh.

O.n. OrjioOjiin, JJo nnraHHE npo aaropa “Hcropnn Pycoa” (Khib: Incxnxyx icxopii

ynpainn HAH ynpainn, 1998), 3-15; M.n. KoBajibCbKnn, A. AxaManenKO, “flo

nnxannn npo aBxopa Icropii pycia. Bn^anna Bnepme b Ynpami npapi icxopnna

OjiCKcanapa nexpoBnna OrjioOnnna”, Hoaa nejiarorwHa MyMxa, 1999, n. 1: 75-8.

54. B. Kyxxa, 3 icropii yKpaincbKoi nojiimnnoi jiyMKH (Khib: PeHcaa, 1994),

130-2; C. PcjiCH, “YKpaiHCbKa HapionajibHa iflen b khh31 Icropin pycia”, VEpain-

cbKHHJiic, 1995, H. 2: 32-3; B. JIchhciok, “Iflen nojiixHMHoi YKpaiHH b Icropiipycia”

,

Pinna niKOJia, 1999, n. 12: 62-5.

55. JI. JIhxobhchko, “HpoOiieMH noxonnccHa KosapxBa b Icropii pycia”,

OcnrneHHJi icropii{Ocr^ov: OexposbKa aKaflCMin; Hbio-HopK: YKpaiHCbKe icxopHHHC

xoBapHCXBO, 1999), 341-53.
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opHrinajitHi TJiyManeHH^ IcTopii pyciB aK icTOpHKO-KyjibxypHoro

4)eHOMeHy.

TaK, mojioji;hh khibcbkhh AocjiiflHHK Ijijih A(J)aHacbeB ^i,ocjiij^HB

CHMBOJiiKy TCKCTy IcTopil pyciB i ^muioB BHCHOBKy, mo n BHSHaHae,

B OCHOBHOMy, Cepe^HBOBiHHHH THH MCHTaJIBHOCTH 3 BJiaCTHBHMH

HOMy ippai];ioHajibHHMH y^BJiCHH^MH npo cbIt^^.

nojiCMinna CTaxTB: Haxajii IIIjiixxH “EjieMCHXH pi^nocnojiHXCBKo’i

ifleojiorii xa nojiixHHHoi’ pnxopHKH IcTopii'pycw''^^ xaKo:ac o6rpyHxo-

Bye KOHcepBaxHBHy opieHxaii;iK) aBxopa xBopy. Y xoh nac, bk

a6cojiK)XHa 6ijiBiiiicxb ^ocjiiflHHKiB, y xoMy HHCJii h aBxop uyix

pa^KiB, KOHCxaxyBajia cynepenjiHBicxt Mi:ac cxanoBHMH, KOHcepBaxHB-

HHMH ynoffo6aHHaMH aBxopa Icropii pyciB xa bhithbom na hloxo

npocBixHHi^BKOi ^eMOKpaxHMHOi meojiorii, H. Illjiixxa BBa^cae

CBixorjiBfl saraflKOBoro aHOHiMa D,ijiicHHM xa opranmHHM i B6aHae

Horo KopiHHa B niJiBxexcBKiH flyxoBHin Kyjitxypi Finn IIocnojiHxoi,

nepe^yciM li capMaxcbKOMy Bapmnxi.

Cxaxxi ;i;box nasBaHHx BHiu;e aBxopiB MoacyxB BBaxaxHCB

CBWJeHHBM nOSHXHBHHX SpyUieHL y BHBHCHHi ICTOpil pyciB, nOB’asaHHX

3 onanyBaHHaM hobkx ^^ocjimHHixbKHx Mexoj];HK, buxo^om 3a Me^ci

xpa^i;Hi];iHHOi npo6jieMaxHKH, BcxanoBJieHH^M XBopnoro ^i;is[i[ory 3

3axmHBOK) HayKOBOK) ffyMKOK). IU,onpaBfla, cynacne noKOJiinna 3axpmix

yKpaiH03HaBD;iB y^ce He Mae xoro niexexy ^i;o Icropii pyciB, Koxpe 6yjio

HpHxaMaHHC Hpej^cxaBHHKaM noBOCHHOi yKpaiHCbKo'i eMiXpami.

TpaflHum CHCxeMaxHMHoro bhbhchhb Icropii pyciB y 3axiflffi>OMy

aKaj^eMiHHOMy cepe^oBHmi, 3ji;aGXBca, nepepBajiacB 3 cMcpxio 0.

OrJio6jiHHa. B xoh ace nac, hob! icxopHHHi xa icxopiorpacJ)iHHi npati,i,

npHCBaneHi icxopii paHHbOMOffepHoi xa Mo^epnoi ^i;o6h yKpaiHCLKoro

MHHyjioro, oco6jiHBOCxaM yKpamcBKOi menxHHHOcxH, BiflKpHBaioxB

HOBi MoacjiHBOcxi ^^JIa cynacHoro npoHHxaHHa Icropii pyciB.

Oco6jiHBe Mici^e cepeA hhx aaHMaioxB npam Senona Koryxa, b

aKHX npocxeacyexBCB (JjenoMeH xax 3BaH0i MajiopocmcbKOi iACHXHH-

HOCXH B HOrO B3aGMHHX 3B’B3KaX 3 XpaAHH,iaMH pOCiHCBKOl (iMnep-

CBKOi) KyjiBxypH xa icxopHHHOi CBiAOMOcxi. y ABOMy aarajiBHOMy

KOHxeKcxi aBxop poarjia^ae h Icropiio pyci^^, AOxpHMyiOHHCB

56. I. A(l)aHaci>eB, “CHMBOniKa CMepra b Icropii pycw" , CyvacnicTB, 1999, h. 10:

137-15.

57. Mojioffa HapiM, 2000, h. 1; i <http://www.ukrhistory.narod.ru/texts/shlichta-l.htm>.

58. Z.E. Kohut, “The Development of a Ukrainian National Historiography in Imperial
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npo n 6e3nocepe«HiH 3b’3I30k 3 i^cajiaMH eBponencLKoro

npOCBiXHHIXTBa.

3eHOH Koryx 3BepHyBca xaKO^c flo cnei^mjiBHoro ^^ogjiIa^chh^

naM’axKH B KOHxeKcxi flOBOJii flpaxjiHBoii yKpamcBKoi Hau;io-

HajiBHo'i caMOCBiflOMOcxH xcMH yKpamcbKO-eBpeiiCfcKHX cxocyHKiB^^.

U,a H03BHHHa ^i,ocjiij^HHKiB IcTopil pyciB npo6jieMa ^;03B0JiHJia

aBXopy, 30KpeMa, niflXBcpAHXH rinoxeay npo iMOBipHHH nac nanncan-

na xBopy— nicjia 1793 p., xo6xo ji;pyroro poa^ijiy Finn Ilocnojraxoi,

a xaKOXc noMixnxn, m,o b c3^acHin yKpaiHCBKin icxopiorpa4)i'i

naM’axKH aHXHGBpencBKi xa aHxnnojiBCBKi cxepeoxnnn Bi^mnura na

ji;pyrHH njian, nocxynnamncB Micn,eM pe(J)JieKci5iM na xcmh yKpa'in-

cbKO-pociiicbKHx BaaeMHH.

cynacHoi Jiixepaxypn npo IcTopiw pycis Bxpaxnxb na CBom

noBHOxi, ffKTTTo o6MHHyxH yBaxoio pocincBKy icxopiorpa(|3iK). Ha
3cajiB, xpa^i;Hii;ri aKafleMinnoro yKpamoanaBCXBa, ui,o CKJiajinca b

pocincBKHX cxojinn,^x ynpofl;oB3c ^i,pyroi nojiOBHHH XlX-cepe^nnn

XX cx., 3 nacoM aanenajin, a b ocxanni poxn aaanajiH noxyxcnoro

i^i;eojiorinHoro BnjiHBy pocincBKoro nan;ioHai[i3My. RpHnanMni, n;e

cxocyexbca g^i;hhoi cnen;mjibHoi aaMixKH npo IcTopiio pyciB, Koxpy

Mcni BflajiocM BnaBHxn b cynacnin pocincbKiH icxopHHnin Jiixepaxypi,

Bona ony6jiiKOBana b ^JopMi Jincxa so peji;aKn;ii xcypnajiy

OdipecTBCHEBiG HayKH H cGBpCMCHHOCTb B 1998 p. 1 mIcxhxb y co6i

aaxonjieHHH nepexaa Bi^i;oMoro anxnyKpaiHCBKoro naM4)Jiexy

HiKOJia^ yjiBBHOBa “^poHcxoxq^eHHe yKpanncKoro cenapaxnaMa”

xnpa^coBanoro b Pocii niji; Bnrjiji;3;oM ocxannboro cjiOBa nayKH npo

xaK 3Bane “yKpamcBKe nExanna”^®. Aaxopn aaMixKH, noBXopioiOHH

BHananenna IcTOpii pyciB ek “xopany yKpaincBKoro cenapaxnaMy”,

Russia”, y kh. Historiography ofImperial Russia: The Profession and Writing of History

in a Multinational State, ed. Thomas Sanders (Armonk, N.Y.: M.E. Sharpe, 1999), 458;

SenoH Koryx, “Hctokh napajtHrMw e^HHCTBa: YKpaiiHa h cosaanHe pyccKOH

HapHonajiBHOH hctophh (1620-e-1680-e rr.)”, <http;//www.ukrhistory.narod.ru/texts/-

kohut-l.htm>.

59. Z.E. Kohut, “The Image of Jews in Ukraine’s Intellectual Tradition: The Role of

Istorija Rusov”, y kh. Cultures and Nations of Central and Eastern Europe: Essays in

Honor ofRoman Szporluk, ed. Zvi Gitelman et al. (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Ukrainian

Research Institute, 1999), 343-59.

60. M.B. PaacdaeBa, B.E. CeMeHKOB, “Hctophm Pyccos: Htteonorna KasanecTBa h

ero MecTo b hctophh YKpaHHti h Pocchh”, OdipecTBeHHbie HayxHH coBpemeHHOCTb,

1998, H. 3: 188-92.
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6q3 6yflL-aK0i 3a^i,HB0i flyMKH HaBOA^Tt cjiOBa H. yjiB^HOBa npo

“KpHMyme HCBirjiacTBO pocmcBKOi iHTejiireHi^ii b yKpamcBKOMy

nHxaHHi”, THM caMHM 3HiMaK)HH noxpe6y b HayKOBin ^HCKycii'.

3 HaBe^^eHoro bhuxc Maxepmjiy Mo:acHa 3Po6hxh xaxi bhchobkh.

Ilepm 3a Bce, IcTopi^ pycw b YKpaiHi cboro^Hi me ne cxajia

npe^MexoM bhkjiiohho aKa^eMi^Horo ji;HCKypcy. Bona npoflOBacye

36epiraxH BHancHHa caKpajiBHoro Hai^ionajiBHOi ifleojiorii xeKcxy,

mo 3HaHHOK) MipoK) yHCMO^cjiHBjiioe iioro KpnxHHHe npOHHxaHHa.

TpHBajiicxB i Macmxa6H BnjiHBy IcTopii pycis na cycnijiBCXBO, Koxpe

jiHine xeopexHHHO BHXJiaflae “nopMajiBHHM” ao^ikhx naj^xo

“BecxepniaoBaHHx” icxopHKiB, aacBrnnyioxB npaMO npoxHjie^cne. U,e

cycnijiBCXBO
,
hk i pamme, noxpe6ye Mi(J)y. I hboxo hc xax yxce

H BaxcjiHBO, ^KHM 6y«e i^en MicJ)— hobhm, cxapHM, yKpamcBKHM,

CJIOB’HHCBKHM, npaBOCJiaBHHM HH HaBiXB HeOKOMyniCXHHHHM HU Heo-

ilVmepCBKHM pOCiHCBKHM. BaXCJIHBO, HU 3yMie BiH CXaXH nepeKOHJIHBHM

fljiH 6ijiBmocxH xaKOK) Mipoio, mo6 cnonyKaxH li ao kohkpcxhhx aih-

PiBCHB i jiKicxB 6araxBox yKpamcBKHX AOCJiiA^ccHB IcTopii pyciB

90-x poKiB 3ajiHuiaioxB 6axcaxH Kpamoro. hhx Mo:acHa mJiKOM

BiAHecxH xapaKxepHCXHKy, na hkj aacjiyacHJiH npai^i, npHCBH^eni

inmoMy cynacHHKOBi IcTopii pycis — Cjiosy o nojiKy Iropcsm.

OcxaHHi, Ha AyMxy BHanaHHx (J)axiBii;iB, “i AaJii nepe6yBaioxB y

cneii;H(i)iHHOMy repMexHHHOMy npocxopi, b oKpeMOMy, BipxyajiBHOMy

CBixi 3AoraAOK, rinoxea i cneKyjlimiH, ao ko^chb ACTajiB, Koxcna

jiCKCCMa Mo:ace cxaxH hjiIakhm rpynxoM aji^ hoboi 3AoraAKH, hobofo

bIakphxxh, HOBo'i xeopii”, Ha6yBaiOHH BHXJiHAy CBoepiAHoro “nojiiro-

Hy AJiH HayKOBoro AHJiexaHXH3My”^^

y AijioMy, CHxyaAia 3 BHBHeHHHM IcTopii pycis y nocxpaAHHCBKin

yKpami AOBOJii xohho BiAAaepKajiioe ACHKi xeHAeHi;ii po3BHXKy

cynacHOi yKpamcBKOi icxopiorpa4)ii’, npo hki nncajiH inuii aBxopa:

6paK HOBHX MexoAOJioriH xa iAen^^, naxpioxHHHa y^epeA:*:eHicxB^^

61. IJ,HT. 3a: FpHropiH rpa6oBHH, “Binne noBepneKHa MicTHci)iKa]3;iH”.

62. Orest Subtelny, “The Current State of Ukrainian Historiography”, Journal of

Ukrainian Studies 18, nos. 1-2 (Summer-Winter 1993): 34-54. CKoponena Bepcia itiei

CTUTTi Bnepme no6aaHaa cbIt HiMeitBKOK) mobok) nifl nasBOio “Die gegenwartige

Situation der Ukrainischen Historiographie: Bin Uberblick”, y kh. Ukraine: Gegenwart

und Geschichte eines neuen Staates, ed. Guido Hausmann and Andreas Kappeler (Baden-

Baden: Nomos, 1993), 350-69.

63. Mark von Hagen, “Does Ukraine Have a History?” 658-73.
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nojiiTHsoBana aTMOcc|)epa i^eojioriHHHx 6oib^^, nafliHHB: hkocth

icTopHHHHX npai^B npH KaTacTpocJ)iHHOMy 36ijibineHHi ixhboi

KijiBKOCTH Mi(J)OJiori3ai];m icxopHHHHX xomo.

Cboro;i,Hi, BK i KijiBKa poxiB xoMy, nepe^ AOCJii^HHKaMH cxomxb

3aB^^aHHa, xaK i ne BHpimeHi CBoeMacHo: nij^roxoBKa HayKOBoro,

aKaj];eMiHHoro BH^];aHHa xexcxy naM’iixKH xa u 6i6jiiorpa(|)ii, p03B’H-

3aHHH npo6ji6M Macy, MicD;a HanncaHHM xa aBXOpcxBa IcTopii PyciB,

i^eiiHHX, ecxexHHHHx xa icxopiorpa4)iHHHx ji;:acepeji nan’^ixKH.

Cepej; xhx npo6jieM, Koxpi noxpe6yioxb hobhx ni^xofliB i

flocjii^],3ceHb, xoxijioca 6 BH^i;ijiHXH abI, na namy flyMxy, rojioBHi. IJ,e,

no-nepme, paaioMHH KOHXpacx Mi^c icxopiococ|)iGK) xa icxopiorpa(J)ieio

xBOpy. Abxop Horo ji;eM0Hcxpye xaKHH piBenb ocmhcjichh^i yKpam-

CbKoro icxopH^Horo npoi],ecy, ^khh ao hbofo nixxo 3 yKpamcbKHX

icxopHKiB He 3yMiB ocarayxH xa hkhh Moxcna noacHHXH jiHuie

^l,o6pHM 3HaHHHM HpO MHHyjie. Bo^lHOHaC ICTOpiM pyciB HaCKpi3b

HCflocxoBipHa Ha (J)aKxojioriHHOMy piBHi. HaBixb Bi;^OMi iMena, no;;ii,

^axH, nepcoHaaci BHKJiHKaioxb y hIh cyMHiB. SpoayMijio, m;o Mi^c

i^HMH flBOMa ^BHHi,aMH Mae 6yxH 6e3HOcepeji;HiH bb’^bok. Moxna
HoroflHXHca 3 XHM, H],o BixHH3HHHa icxopiorpa^)!-^ He Majia b co6i

^ocxaxHboro aanacy MaxepmjiiB anojiorii hh icxopHHHoro enocy.

Ilpoxe npocxe^cHXH MexaniaM Bi^6opy xa iHxepnpexau;ii icxopHHHHx

(J)aKxiB aBxopOM IcTOpii pyciB hokh mo ne B^ajioca HixoMy.

Ihhihh napaflOKC XBopy nojiarae b KOHxpoBepciHHOMy noe^HaHiii

“CXapHHH xa HOBH3HH”. I^eHHHH HOXeHIi;iiIJI IcTopii pyciB, mo
BKJHonaB y ce6e ejieMenxn exHiMHoro Han;ioHajii3My, reonojiixHKH,

pejiiriHHOi xojiepanxHocxH, cou,mjibHOi hh cxanoBoi ^eMOKpaxii, xax

HH inaxme BH^JIa^^ae ji;oBOJii cynacHHM y KOHxexcxi GBponeHCbKo'i

KyJIbXypH ^o6h IlpOCBiXHHH,XBa 3 n COIjiHJIbHHMH xa HOJliXHHHHMH

KaxaKJiiaMaMH, Bin BHaBHBca cyrojiocHHM i ^i;o6i poManxH3My, npo

64. Zenon E. Kohut, “History as a Battleground: Russian-Ukrainian Relations and

Historical Consciousness in Contemporary Ukraine”, y kh. The Legacy of History in

Russia and the New States of Eurasia, ed. S. Frederick Starr (Armonk, N.Y.: M.E.

Sharpe, 1994), 123^5.

65. EeopriH KactaHOB, “m^ He BMepjia yKpamcBKa icTopiorpa^iia”, Kphtekr,

2002, n. 4.

66. Andrew Wilson, “Myths of National History in Belarus and Ukraine”, y kh. Myths

and Nationhood, ed. G. Hosking and G. Schopflin (London: Hurst, 1997), 183-97;

Graham Smith et al., Nation-Building in the Post-Soviet Borderlands: The Politics of

National Identities (Cambridge, U.K. and New York: Cambridge University Press, 1998).
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mo CBmHHTB peixem^ia TBopy b yKpaiHCBKOMy, pocinctKOMy i naBixL

nojibCBKOMy iHTCJieKTyajiBHOMy cepeflOBHmi- B toh ikq nac, tckct

ICTOpilpyciB npOHHSaHHH KOHCepBaXHBHHMH i^^eaJiaMH, SBepHCHH^M

^^o apxaiKH. Horo cxHjii3au,m nifl cepe^i,HbOBiHHHH Jiixonnc 3a

(|)opMOK), xaK i 3a 3MicxoM BHXjiii^aG anaxpoHiaMOM, aicmo D;e,

3BHHaHHO, He poairpam hh iHxejiCKxyajiBHa rpa. B yc^KOMy paai,

aBxop XBopy 3 o^HaKOBHM ycnixoM Mo:ace 6yxH hk jiioahhok) cxaporo

BHXOBaHHH 3 CyHaCHHMH iflCaJiaMH, XaK i M0JI0^1,0K) JIIOflHHOK), mo
3BepHyjiac5i AmiBCbKoii cxapOBHHH.

Cboroj];Hi cxae OHeBH^HHM, nacKijiBKH HaapijioK) npo6jieMOio cxae

oS’ej^HaHHa aycHJib cnemHJiicxiB pianoro npo4)ijno naBKOJio ji;ocjii-

xeKCxy i KOHxexcxy Icropii pycis. Jlnuie boho ^^acxb

MO^CJIHBicXB Ha6jIH3HXHCH flO pOaxa^KH XaeMHHD;b OflHOrO 3 HanOpH-

riHajiBHiuiHX BHXBOpiB yKpaiHCBKOi KyjiBxypH ^^o6h Hau;ioHajibHoro

Bi^;po^^3ceHHji.



Stalin’s Emergent Crime: Popular and

Academic Debates on the Ukrainian

Famine of 1932-33

David R, Marples^

Introduction

For independent Ukraine no event has greater significance in the

history of the developing nation-state than the famine of 1932-33. It

brought about a period of intensive suffering on a hitherto unimagined

scale. Yet, although the famine is becoming part of Ukraine’s new

national history, its progress to that status has been uneven, littered with

public disputes and academic dissension, and with no consensus among

historians as to its scale or even its origins. In part these disputes

illustrate the continuing relevance of the Soviet period to public life in

Ukraine. This paper, written in the context of the seventieth anniversary

of the famine, seeks to explore the path to the establishment of the

famine as a composite part of twentieth-century Ukrainian history and to

provide an assessment of the situation by the end of the period of official

commemoration, specifically as reflected in public and academic debates.

It is part of a broader project that analyzes the formation of a national

history in Ukraine through the reinterpretation of key events of the Stalin

period, but also stands alone as a topic of unchallenged significance.

In the former Soviet Union the famine was for decades a state secret.

The background to the crucial decision to end this secrecy has been

chronicled by the Ukrainian historian Stanislav V. Kulchytsky, currently

* This paper was originally presented at a seminar of the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian

Studies, University of Alberta on 24 January 2004. It has been modified considerably

from the original version. I am grateful to Oleksandr Melnyk for his assistance with

source materials used in the paper.
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deputy director of the Institute of History of the National Academy of

Sciences of Ukraine.* In 1966, Kulchytsky notes, the leader of the

Communist Party of Ukraine (CPU), Petro Shelest, reportedly gave oral

permission for the famine to be mentioned in an article in Visti z Ukrainy,

a newspaper for Ukrainians abroad. Ukrainian journalists, however, were

fearful of taking such a step without written permission from the

authorities. Under Gorbachev a new critique of Stalinism was initiated in

the official media. Victims of the 1930s purges were rehabilitated and

taboo subjects were increasingly discussed. On 16 July 1987 the famine

was mentioned twice in an article in the writers’ weekly Literaturna

Ukraina. In an article in the newspaper Sovetskaia Rossiia on 1 1 October,

the Russian historian Viktor Danilov referred to a famine in 1932-33 that

had resulted in “enormous losses.” In the following month the demo-

grapher Mark Tolts wrote an article in Ogonek about the banned 1937

census in the USSR, citing losses incurred during the 1933 famine as the

main reason for a reported shortfall of the population.^ These three

examples form the prelude to the official revelation about the famine in

Ukraine.

A Chronicle from the Glasnost Period

The famine was first publicly acknowledged by the CPU leader

Volodymyr V. Shcherbytsky in a speech of December 1987, in which he

declared that the famine was caused by a drought and a poor harvest. The

catalyst for this revelation from a party leader who was hardly at the

forefront of glasnost was the imminent release of the report of the United

States Commission on the Ukraine Famine. Shcherbytsky’ s speech was

intended mainly to pre-empt any information that might be forthcoming

from Washington. The news that a major famine had indeed occurred

followed some four years of intensive publicity work in the West, starting

with the fiftieth anniversary of the famine. Shcherbytsky’ s speech had

Gorbachev’s approval and gave Ukraine’s historians a green light to

investigate the issue further, albeit with some caution.

In March 1988 Kulchytsky published a pioneering article on the

famine in Ukrainskyi istorychnyi zhurnal. Part of his conclusions also

appeared in abbreviated form in Visti z Ukrainy. The article was

1. Stanislav Kulchytsky, “Ukrainian Famine of 1932-1933: How a Secret was

Revealed,” The Day Weekly Digest, 4 December 2001.

2. Mark Tolts, “Skolko zhe nas togda bylo?” Ogonek, no. 51, 1987: 10-11.
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noticeably cautious and conservative in tone. He noted “food difficulties”

in various parts of the country (USSR) in the early 1930s and remarked

that “nationalists” tended to downplay the scale of the 1933 famine in

other areas of the Soviet Union in order to add weight to their key thesis

that what occurred in Ukraine was ethnocide. Kulchytsky also pointed out

the importance of assimilation in the “loss” of the Ukrainian population

(a total of three million people) between the censuses of 1926 and 1939.

He added that collective farms in Ukraine were weak and badly

organized, and the situation was exacerbated by the incompetence of

republican party organs. The CPU leader Stanislav Kosior was cited as

declaring that in several regions, especially in the steppe, fields remained

unsown, about half the harvest was lost during threshing, and sabotage by

the collective farmers was quite common.^ In the winter of 1933 the state

made an effort to help the peasants, and the Central Committee of the

Communist Party of Ukraine (CC CPU) created a centralized children’s

aid fund, but state resources were soon exhausted, and it was not possible

to buy food abroad."^

In a similar vein, the Russian historian V. Savilev, in providing an

overview of the main historiographical trends of the late 1980s, high-

lighted the significance of forced collectivization and the arbitrary nature

of the administrative command system established under Stalin. He
pointed out the difference of views between those who emphasized these

factors and those who, like lurii Shcherbak,^ stressed the genocidal

intentions of the all-Union leadership by the early 1930s. Interestingly,

Savilev supported his argument with citations from Western specialists on

this period, such as Alexander Dallin and Mark Tauger.^ Both Savilev’

s

and Kulchytsky’ s 1988 articles were understandably tentative. Historians

had to test the ground to see what was acceptable and what was

3. S.V. Kulchytsky, “Do otsinky stanovyshcha v silskomu hospodarstvi USRR u

1931-1938 rr.,” Ukrainskyi istorychnyi zhurnal, 1988, no. 3: 22.

4. Ibid., 25.

5. Dr. lurii Shcherbak, a medical doctor and writer, was a founder and former

chairman of the Ukrainian ecological association Green World, as well as the Green Party

of Ukraine. Prior to his retirement, he served as Ukraine’s minister of the environment

and ambassador to Israel, the United States, and Canada.

6. Pravda Ukrainy, 8 July 1989. Tauger has written several major articles on the

famine. See, for example, his “Natural Disaster and Human Actions in the Soviet Famine

of 1931-1933,” The Carl Beck Papers in Russian and East European Studies, no. 1506

(June 2001): 1-65.
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dangerous. However, more radical newspapers, like the Lviv Za vilnu

Ukrainu, were already publishing articles by diaspora scholars and

activists about the famine and its consequences.^

By December 1991, with the dissolution of the Soviet Union, the

famine became a critically important issue for any analysis of the Stalinist

past. Furthermore, Ukrainian historians had a broader task to compose a

non-Soviet version of Ukrainian history. For earlier periods they already

had Mykhailo Hrushevsky’s eleven-volume history. But Hrushevsky had

died in 1934, at the very beginning of Stalin’s assault on Ukrainian

culture and Ukraine’s political elite. The famine quickly came to

symbolize the cruelest period of Soviet rule and Ukraine’s persecution by

the centralized Soviet regime based in Russia’s capital. In a short time the

national and political dimensions of the famine became more critical to

historical studies than the economic chaos and upheaval caused by the

introduction of mass collectivization in 1929-32. In this respect the work

of the late American historian James E. Mace has been arguably more

influential than the works of more established experts on the period of

collectivization such as R.W. Davies and Lynne Viola. Whereas the latter

have been hesitant in attributing the origins of the famine solely to the

national question, the United States Commission on the Ukraine Famine,

chaired by Mace, concluded that the famine was an act of genocide

directed against Ukrainians as a nation. Oddly enough, this was not the

first or principal finding of the commission: it was sixteenth in a list of

nineteen major points.^ This conclusion implied that the people respon-

sible for the famine were non-Ukrainians.

The reanalysis of the famine as a topic of history took place at a time

of dramatic changes in the Soviet Union. The new circumstances posed

some problems for Ukraine’s historians. Kulchytsky has remarked that for

several years he and his colleagues relied heavily on Orest Subtelny’s

book, Ukraine: A History^ Why were they so dependent on a historian

7. See, for example, lar Slavutych, “Holodomor buv splanovanyi,” Za vilnu Ukrainu,

3 November 1990. Slavutych, a professor emeritus at the University of Alberta, is a

famine survivor.

8. Commission on the Ukraine Famine, Report to Congress: Investigation of the

Ukraine Famine 1932-1933 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1988), vii.

9. S. Kulchytsky, “Vitchyzniana istoriia v shkolakh i VNZ Ukrainy: Ostannie

desiatrichchia,” in Istoriia Ukrainy, no. 15, 2003: 3. See also S.V. Kulchytsky, “Nerozviazani

problemy vykladannia istorii u serednii shkoh,” Istoriia Ukrainy, no. 11, 1998; 1-2.
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from the West? When the suffocating restraints of the official Soviet line

were lifted, Kulchytsky pointed out, his colleagues lacked directions and

guidelines. In addition, the teaching of the history of the USSR was de

facto the history of Russia, with that of Ukraine limited to about thirty

hours of the academic load. However, in the transitional period, prior to

the issuance of new Ukrainian history textbooks, there was a need to

come to terms with the recent history of the USSR. Lacking textbooks

centered on Ukraine rather than the Soviet Union and a national

interpretation of the recent history of the USSR, Ukrainian historians had

to turn to Western scholars of Ukraine for information and ideas. It

became the practice in Ukraine to cite Western works to add credibility

to an interpretation. Ironically, the works of scholars who had no access

to primary sources during most of the Soviet period were endowed with

unprecedented authority.

The Ukrainian translation of Subtelny’s book went through three

editions between 1991 and 1993. However, that book said very little

about the famine of 1932-33. The central point about the famine,

Subtelny points out, is that it was an event that did not have to happen.

He cites the well-known quotation by Viktor Kravchenko in his book I

Chose Freedom: “It’s a struggle to the death.... It took a famine to show

who is master here. It has cost millions of lives, but the collective farm

system is here to stay.” Subtelny explains that because of the tradition of

private land ownership, Ukrainians tended to resist collectivization more

fiercely than Russians. A Ukrainian historian commented that Subtel-

ny’s book is not an academic work, but rather “an outstanding textbook

of the Western type.”“ It could not fill the need for more definitive

studies of the 1932-33 famine. It was up to Ukrainian historians to

answer the outstanding questions with new investigations. Kulchytsky has

been prominent among numerous researchers who have appeared in the

academic milieu and in the popular press.

Retro Volvach wrote on the theme of Soviet persecution of Ukraine

and Ukrainians in the journal Istoriia i natsiia (17 June 1993) and traced

the origins of the wretched state of Ukraine’s economy and spiritual life

to her lengthy “colonial enslavement.” He chronicled the “enslavement”

10. Orest Subtelny, Ukraine: A History, 3d ed. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,

2000), 415.

11. The Day, 14 October 2003.
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from Peter Fs decree prohibiting the printing of books in Ukrainian

(1720) all the way through to the 1986 nuclear disaster at Chomobyl. The

same theme was addressed ten years later by Levko Lukianenko, the

former leader of the Ukrainian Republican Party and Ukraine’s first

ambassador to Canada. He provided a lengthy chronicle of Ukraine’s

suffering at the hands of its powerful neighbour and discerned a pattern

by which the three major famines in Ukraine—in 1921-23, 1932-33, and

1946^7—could all be described as man-made. He blamed them on the

foreign occupying power controlled by Russian and Jewish leaders, that

is, the Soviet regime in Moscow.

Gradually, Ukrainian writers and scholars began to delve more deeply

into the events of the early 1930s. Kulchytsky, now recognized as

Ukraine’s senior scholar on the famine, published several more articles

on the subject. In an article on the interwar period^^ he focused on

dekulakization and the role of Stalin and his two main associates in the

field of agriculture, Lazar Kaganovich and Viacheslav Molotov. He
claimed that “hundreds of millions” of poods of grain were lost during

threshing and delivery, because the collective farmers lacked interest in

their work, but he concentrated closely on Molotov’s insistence in

November 1932 that a further procurement quota equal to the original

quota for June-October be imposed on Ukraine. Because of the failure,

even under these stringent conditions, to meet the required targets,

Molotov’s commission took from Ukraine all available supplies down to

the straw and chaff left after threshing.

The implications of the decree “On Measures to Raise Grain

Procurements,” adopted by the Ukrainian government under pressure from

Molotov on 20 November 1932,^"^ were clear, according to Kulchytsky:

12. Levko Lukianenko, “U lystopadovi zhalobni dni,” in Holodomor 1932-1933 rokiv

iak velychezna trahediia ukrainskoho narodu: Materialy vseukrainskoi naukovoi

konferentsii, Kyiv, 15 lystopada 2002 r. (Kyiv: Mizhrehionalna akademiia upravlinnia

personalom, 2003), 10-18, esp. 16. In an earlier article Lukianenko assessed the political

situation in the “empire” and Ukraine in the period 1985-90 as a struggle between the

ruling Communists and the supporters of democracy (“Ne mozhe brekhnia peremohty

pravdu,” Za vilnu Ukrainu, 14 November 1990).

13. S.V. Kulchytsky, “Mizh dvoma viinamy (1921-1941 rr.),” Ukrainskyi istorychnyi

zhumal, 1991, no. 9: 3-17.

14. The decree was signed by V. Chubar, ehairman of the Council of People's

Commissars of the Ukrainian SSR, and head of the affairs of Council, V. Lehky. The

document is provided in full in Kolektivizatsiia i holod na Ukraini 1929-1933: Zbirnyk
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the government was creating the conditions for the complete physical

destruction of the rural population, including women and children. The

“Holodomor”—Kulchytsky uses the term—was now in place. The Soviet

government refused all foreign aid for the starving, while Stalin placed

police forces on the Ukrainian border to prevent Ukrainian peasants from

crossing into areas that had some supplies of food. In addition, as lurii

Shapoval has pointed out, the decree of 14 December 1932, signed by

Molotov and Stalin, not only stipulated measures of extraordinary severity

for failure to meet grain procurements in Ukraine, but also demanded that

regional authorities “turn attention to the correct implementation of

Ukrainization” and remove so-called “Petliurites and other bourgeois

nationalists from party and Soviet organizations.”^^

The change in tone and emphasis between the Soviet-period and post-

Soviet articles is evident. Indeed, in the early 1990s the Ukrainian press,

and particularly non-government and non-party newspapers, began to

publish memoirs of famine survivors. A fairly typical example of this

genre is Oleksii Kuzmenko’s account of a story he heard from Hryhorii

Konovalenko, a retired schoolteacher (aged eighteen in 1933) concerning

the grain-collection campaign in the district of Reshetylivka (Poltava

Oblast). Activists came to the village with metal rods with which they

prodded the ground for caches of grain. Konovalenko survived because

he was supplied with fish by his friend, an accomplished fisherman. In

the spring of 1933, as plants and weeds sprang up, people began to add

them to the flour they used to make bread, and many died from intestinal

problems. Of the eighty-three students in Konovalenko’ s class, only three

survived. There were dozens of similar articles.

In general, the reception of the national theory of the famine in

Ukraine has been ambivalent. The historian Vasyl Marochko took issue

with the theory that the famine was a war of one nation against another.

Although he acknowledged that the famine took on an anti-Ukrainian hue,

he maintained that the perpetrators—the Soviet political elite—represented

different ethnic groups, and he refuted the notion that the purpose of the

campaign was to exterminate the Ukrainian peasants. He also highlighted

the fact that the situation in the national districts of Ukraine in 1932-33

dokumentiv i materialiv, ed. S.V. Kulchytsky (Kyiv: Naukova dumka, 1993), 548-9.

15. lurii Shapoval, “Stalinizm i Ukraina,” Ukrainskyi istorychnyi zhurnal, 1991, no. 8:

32.

16. Oleksii Kuzmenko, “Na holod pishly svidomo,” Osvita, nos. 21-2, 1993: 12.
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did not differ substantially from that in exclusively Ukrainian villages.

Marochko also revealed a historical curiosity; namely, that the only

Western country that recognized and responded to the famine overtly was

Germany under Hitler’s regime: beginning in late January 1933, it

organized food assistance to ethnic Germans living in Ukraine. Some-

times local Germans refused such assistance because they feared Soviet

reprisals for accepting aid from an ideological enemy of the Soviet

state.

There were similar articles from Jewish sources. Iakov Konigsman

remarked that the famine signaled the decline of Jewish settlements in

Ukraine. In August 1924 the Soviet authorities adopted a resolution to

settle Jewish workers in Crimea and southern Ukraine. Although the new

settlers opposed collectivization, by 1930 there were ninety-three Jewish

collective farms in Ukraine composed of 156,000 peasants, or about ten

percent of the republic’s Jewish population. American Jewish organiz-

ations tried to assist such settlements during the famine, but this aid was

rejected by the Soviet leadership. Starving Jews tried to flee to the cities

and some even chose the option of moving to the new Jewish “home-

land” of Birobidzhan.^^ Another article in the same newspaper argued

that in Ukraine the Jewish death toll from the famine was second only to

the Ukrainian and Russian toll, and pointed out that the famine targeted

people not on the basis of nationality, but rather of the area of residence

and class affiliation, that is, it singled out the peasantry.'^

At the other extreme from Marochko, Vasyl Mazorchuk portrayed the

famine as a genocide of the Ukrainian peasants aimed at appropriating

their black-earth territories, as well as exporting their grain. Mazorchuk

maintained that one of the goals was to replace Ukrainian farmers with

“foreigners.”^*^ More extreme versions of the view that the famine was

a foreign campaign against native Ukrainians appeared in the Lviv

newspaper Za vilnu Ukrainu, which often crossed the boundary of fan-

debate and descended into invective.^^

17. Vasyl Marochko “Holodomor v Ukraini; prychyny i naslidky (1932-1933),” Osvita,

no. 21, 1993: 3-9.

18. Iakov Konigsman, “Golod 1933,” Evreiskie vesti, 1993, nos. 17-18.

19. Iosif Shaikin, “Na iuge Ukrainy,” Evreiskie vesti, 1994, nos. 1-2.

20. Vasyl Mazorchuk, “Henotsyd na Chomozemakh,” Osvita, no. 22, 1993: 10-14.

21. See, for example, the issue of 6 February 1999, which cites an article by Eric

Margolis in the Edmonton Sun.
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The Seventieth Anniversary of the Famine
In 2003 the seventieth anniversary of the famine was commemorated

widely in Ukraine. The government and Parliament of Ukraine officially

recognized the famine as an act of genocide, as did some foreign

governments, including the Senate of Canada and the government of the

United States. In contrast, the United Nations passed a watered-down

resolution that offered condolences to various groups that had suffered

starvation in the Soviet Union, including the Kazakhs and the Russians.

Also a national day of mourning on the fourth Sunday of November was

instituted in Ukraine. There were conferences, museum exhibits, and

lengthy discussions in academic forums and the media. By then several

clear trends about the nature of the famine could be distinguished in

world opinion.

First, the academics, writers, and publicists of Ukrainian ancestry

outside Ukraine commemorated the famine as an act of genocide, as they

had done for decades. North Americans of Ukrainian ancestry had

conunemorated the famine on a large scale ten years earlier. The Harvard

Ukrainian Research Institute had commissioned the definitive work on the

famine to date by Robert Conquest, a historian based at the Hoover

Institution, Stanford University, in 1986.^^ In 2003 the campaign

benefited from the increased awareness of the famine engendered by

Conquest’s book and James E. Mace’s work on the United States

Commission on the Ukraine Famine. It coincided with a campaign, taken

up by the Ukrainian Civil Liberties Committee,^^ to persuade the New
York Times to revoke the Pulitzer Prize it had awarded to its Moscow
correspondent Walter Duranty in 1932 for his reporting from the USSR.

An admirer of Stalin, Duranty had misled readers for several years

regarding the nature of the Soviet regime and the 1932-33 famine.^"^

22. Robert Conquest, The Harvest of Sorrow: Soviet Collectivization and the Terror-

Famine (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986). Conquest (b. 1916) is a British-born

academic and not of Ukrainian ancestry. As such he might more logically be included in

the second group below. However, his work belongs more properly in the first group, as

it was commissioned by a Ukrainian institute and specifically for the anniversary of the

1932-33 famine.

23. The chairman of the commission and one of the initiators of the campaign was Dr.

Lubomyr Y. Luciuk, a political geographer and professor at the Royal Military College

of Canada.

24. On Duranty, see, for example, Sally J. Taylor, Stalin's Apologist: Walter Duranty,

the New York Times's Man in Moscow (New York: Oxford University Press, 1990).
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Although Duranty’s prize was not revoked, the campaign kept the famine

before the public mind for a sustained period.

Secondly, some Western, academics, not of Ukrainian ancestry, still

hesitated to recognize any national motives to Stahn’s collectivization and

grain-collection campaigns.^^ Key among them has been Mark Tauger of

the University of West Virginia, who has maintained that the 1932 harvest

was much poorer than beheved hitherto.^^ More importantly. Western

academics were paying much more attention to the topic. In contrast to

earher works that never mentioned the famine, such as Moshe Lewin’s

classic Russian Peasants and Soviet Power, the new studies discussed the

issue carefuUy. Most notable in this regard was Terry Martin’s much-

heralded book. The Affirmative Action Empire, which argued that:

The 1932-33 terror campaign consisted of both a grain requisitions terror,

whose primary target was the peasantry, both Russian and non-Russian,

and a nationalities terror, whose primary target was Ukraine and

subsequently Belorussia. The grain requisitions terror was the final and

decisive culmination of a campaign begun in 1927-1928 to extract the

maximum possible amount of grain from a hostile peasantry. As such, its

primary targets were the grain-producing regions of Ukraine, the North

Caucasus, and the Lower Volga, though no grain-producing regions

escaped the 1932-1933 grain requisitions terror entirely. Nationahty was

of minimal importance in this campaign. The famine was not an

intentional act of genocide specifically targeting the Ukrainian nation. It

is equally false, however, to assert that nationality played no role

whatsoever in the famine. The nationalities terror resulted from the

gradual emergence of an mii-korenizatsiia hard-line critique combined

with the immediate pressures of the grain requisitions crisis in Ukraine

and Kuban, whose particularly intense resistance was attributed to

Ukrainization.^^

25. Although the distinction between academics of Ukrainian and non-Ukrainian

ancestry is somewhat simplistic, it does seem to exist on the emotive topic of the Famine-

Genocide in Ukraine. Most of the academics of non-Ukrainian ancestry who have

published books and articles in the area of collectivization of the USSR do not regard the

famine as a genocide; whereas it is extremely rare to find an academic whose ancestry

is Ukrainian of the same opinion. Conquest, an historian that is perhaps closer to the

perspective of the genocide school, does not make this attribution in Harvest of Sorrow.

26. Mark B. Tauger, “The 1932 Harvest and the Soviet Famine of 1932-1933,” Slavic

Review 50, no. 1 (Spring 1991). See also his attack on James Mace and Taras Kuzio in

“What Caused Famine in Ukraine? A Polemical Response,” RFE/RL Poland, Belarus and

Ukraine Report, 12 June 2002.

27. Terry Martin, The Affirmative Action Empire: Nations and Nationalism in the Soviet
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In other words, the denationalization campaign came after the famine

rather than alongside it and when it did take place it affected Ukraine and

Belarus more or less equally.^^

The third group consists of academics in Ukraine, led by Kulchytsky,

Shapoval, Marochko, and Danilov, and includes Mace, resident in

Ukraine for the last decade of his life. There are subtle but clear

differences in the interpretation of the famine by historians in Ukraine.

Kulchytsky, Mace, and Shapoval emphasize the 11 August 1932 letter

from Stalin to Kaganovich, which complained about the weakness of the

CPU and the presence within it of Petliurites working in the interests of

the Polish leader Pilsudski. While all three historians reasonably detect a

fear of Ukrainian nationalism in this document, oddly enough none of

them remarks on Stalin’s startling paranoia and fear of the Poles. They

also emphasize, correctly in my view, the formation of an extraordinary

commission under Molotov on 22 October 1932 (other leaders policed

different areas: Kaganovich was sent to the North Caucasus and Pavel

Postyshev to the Volga region) and the Molotov-backed decree of 20

November 1932 extending requisitions for failure to meet the assigned

grain quotas. Shapoval, as noted earlier, believes that the decision to

correct the policy of Ukrainization of 14 December 1932 was tied directly

to the grain requisitions policy. Mace notes that the problems related to

the collectivization campaign were blamed on kulaks and wreckers in

order to “unleash a reign of terror on party officials.”^^

Union, 1923-1939 (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 2001), 305.

28. Martin, who is preparing a book on the Ukrainian famine, has since amended his

views somewhat in the light of new archival evidence, noting that the nationalities factor

in fact played a major role from 1932 in Stalin's thinking and policies. He cites a letter

from Kaganovich to Stalin about the disruption of grain requisitions by “agents of

counter-revolutionary Ukrainian organizations and Petliurites” who were working

alongside Pilsudski and other “agents of world imperialism” (Terry Martin, “The Great

Famine in Ukraine: New Documentation on the Thought Process of Stalin,” paper

presented at the Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute, October 2003). Martin provided

me with a copy of this paper. Incidentally, Martin's revised view brings him closer to a

scholar who can be associated with the Ukrainian diaspora in the United States, George

Liber. See George O. Liber, Soviet Nationality Policy, Urban Growth, and Identity

Change in the Ukrainian SSR, 1923-1934 (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge

University Press, 1992), 165-6.

29. “Is the Ukrainian Genocide a Myth?” The Day Weekly Digest, 25 November 2003.
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According to Kulchytsky, the commissions took not only grain: if

they could not find any grain, they punished the peasants by requisition-

ing meat and potatoes. Those who were “in debt” on grain procurements

lost all food supplies accumulated from the new harvest, such as sugar,

fruits, and onions.^® “Stalin brutally struck out at these ‘debtors’ in order

to teach them a lesson,” he continues, and the goal was not so much

revenge as intimidation. The phrase “teaching a lesson” echoes a report

of the Ukrainian party secretary Stanislav Kosior in the spring of 1933 in

which he complained that the tempo of spring sowing in Ukraine was

unsatisfactory and that the peasants had to be punished. Kulchytsky goes

on to note that once the grain was taken from the villages, the weakest

farmers, with no other food supplies, were the ones to perish, whereas

those with some food stored away could survive until the next harvest.

But when all stocks of food were confiscated, then death from starvation

rose by “tens of times.”^^

There is a difference in stress, rather than in interpretation here.

Kulchytsky highlights a “terror-famine” imposed by the Soviet authorities

as a form of punishment, rather than a campaign to eliminate Ukrainians

per se. Mace regards the attempt to eliminate the national group as

decisive and refers to contemporary Ukraine as a “post-genocidal

society.”^^ Such a designation implies a degree of suffering hardly

matched in the twentieth century by any other nationality with the

exception of the Jews. However, this label is not widely embraced in the

official Ukrainian media today. The editor in chief of Den, Larysa

Ivshyna, pointed out that her newspaper was the only media organ in

Ukraine to berate the Communist deputies for their “shameful” action of

walking out during the holodomor hearings.^^ The parliamentary

resolution to recognize the famine as an act of genocide passed by the

barest of margins—by 226 out of a possible 450 votes—and over the

vocal opposition of some Communist deputies who refused to acknowl-

edge the existence of a man-made famine.

Nonetheless, there is a consensus in Ukraine that Western govern-

ments were aware of the famine but chose not to intervene directly for

30. S. Kulchytsky, “Velykyi holod,” Istoriia v shkolakh Ukrainy, 2003, no. 3: 52.

31. Ibid.

32. Cited by Larysa Ivshyna, “In Search of a Fatherland,” The Day, 10 June 2003.

<http://day .kiev.ua/DIGEST/2003/ 1 9/ 1-page/ 1p3.htm>

33. Ibid.
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political reasons. The United States did not act because Washington saw

the Soviet Union as a potential ally against Hitler. V. Marchenko, for

example, cites reports to the Italian Foreign Ministry from 1932 to 1934

from three consuls who visited various areas affected by the famine.

Ukrainian sources appear somewhat reluctant to delve deeply into the

issue of international neglect and what might be termed a callous

disregard for the suffering of the peasantry. It might well have a direct

effect on contemporary relations between Ukraine and the United States.

The Famine Issue in Ukrainian Schools

Given the mixed reaction of Ukrainian lawmakers to the commemor-

ation of the famine as an act of genocide, it is hardly surprising that the

interpretation of the event at the school level varies from one region to

another. I have noted that it took some time to prepare new history

textbooks, and when they appeared, they were widely regarded as inad-

equate. More recent offerings also do not inspire confidence. Oleksandr

Boiko’s history of Ukraine for students at Ukrainian higher educational

institutions is instructive.^^ Of its more than 650 pages covering Ukrainian

history from Kievan Rus' to the present, less than two pages are devoted to

the “Causes of the Famine in Ukraine 1932-1933.” They are hsted as

follows. First, the author cites Mace as a representative of the Western

historians’ viewpoint that the famine had “national-pohtical causes.” He

notes that Mace’s position is supported by Robert Conquest, since the latter

maintains that the famine was planned by Moscow to destroy the Ukrainian

peasantry as a national bastion.^^ Secondly, Boiko says, certain Russian,

Ukrainian, and Western historians (V. Danilov, N. Ivnytsky, V. Marochko,

and N. Werth) consider the famine to be the result of forced grain requisi-

34. V. Marchenko, “Holod i ukrainske pytannia,” Naddniprianska pravda, 27 July

1993, no. 115.

35. O.D. Boiko, Istoriia Ukrainy: posibnyk (Kyiv: Akademiia, 2003).

36. Ibid., 398-9. To avoid confusion, this paper has treated Mace as a representative

of historians in Ukraine rather than those in the Ukrainian diaspora of the West following

his decision to take up residence there in the early 1990s until his sudden death in May
2004. However, the positions of the two schools began to coincide by the late Gorbachev

period. As Sysyn notes, projeets embraeed by the Ukrainian diaspora became better

known and received in Ukraine (“The Ukrainian Famine of 1932-33: the Role of the

Ukrainian Diaspora in Research and Public Discussion,” in Studies in Comparative

Genocide, ed. Levon Chorbajian and George Shirinian [Basingstoke et al.: Macmillan;

New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1999], 198).
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tions, that is, of socio-economic factors.^^ According to Boiko, the con-

clusion of the authors of the monograph Stalinizm na Ukraini (V. Dany-

lenko, H. Kasianov, and S. Kulchytsky) that the two analyses need to be

combined to present an accurate portrayal is better grounded.

Boiko notes also that historians have failed to reach an agreement on

demographic losses in Ukraine during the famine. Conquest provides a

figure of five million deaths; Werth, from four to five million; and

Kulchytsky, 3.5 million, whereas according to V. Tsaplin’s data, 2.9

million died in Ukraine in 1933 alone. It is clear that the final tally would

have been considerably smaller had the Soviet leaders appealed for

international aid as they had in 1921-23. Another history of Ukraine

states that in 1932 famine losses in Ukraine amounted to 150,000 people

and in 1933, from three to 3.5 million people.^^ The total demographic

losses, including the catastrophic fall in the birthrate for 1932-33,

amounted to five million. At least one million people perished in the

Northern Caucasus, especially in the Kuban.^^ The famine encompassed

not only Ukraine, but also the Northern Caucasus, the Volga region, the

southern Urals, part of Kazakhstan, and Siberia. The authors go on to

castigate the Soviet government for its draconian requisitions policy, and

then highlight the recovery of agriculture in Ukraine by the mid- 1930s

with the help of machine-tractor stations and generally more liberal

policies.

Conclusions

One can draw three main conclusions from this survey. First, the

1932-33 famine has not yet attained the sort of status in Ukraine that is

warranted by the scale of the event and the suffering incurred. Its political

implications are evident. Recognition of the famine as an act of genocide

has already alienated some Russians, and the Russian government has

declined to accept any responsibility for what occurred under the Soviet

regime. Ukrainians of a pro-Communist or pro-Soviet orientation are

unwilling to call the famine genocide because of the highly negative

evaluation it implies of Soviet rule. The divergence of views on

twentieth-century Ukrainian history is aptly illustrated by the Kharkiv

Museum of History, which in the summer of 2003 held a highly critical

37. Ibid., 399.

38. V.D. Myronchuk and H.S. Ihoshkin, Istoriia Ukrainy (Kyiv: MAUP, 2002), 199.

39. Ibid., 200.
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exhibit of the famine on the first floor and an exhibit of the city’s

“liberation” from the Germans by the Red Army on the second floor.

Secondly, there remains a wide gap between the perception of the

famine among the Ukrainian diaspora, non-diaspora Western scholars, and

popular opinion in various parts of Ukraine.^® Ironically, it is in western

Ukraine, an area untouched by the famine, as it was not under Soviet rule

in the interwar period, that the famine-genocide concept is most readily

accepted, because national discourse laced with a distinctly anti-Russian

hue has a long history there. Although the diaspora view on the famine

is more widely accepted in Ukraine today, there is no consensus. In the

West the schools of thought represented by American academics, such as

Tauger and J. Arch Getty, on the one hand, and diaspora scholars, such

as Roman Serbyn and George Liber, and non-diaspora scholars known for

their anti-Soviet views, such as Robert Conquest, on the other hand, are

as far apart as ever.

Thirdly, various aspects of the famine have been well covered in

Ukrainian scholarly publications, including eyewitness accounts and

collections of documents that are now appearing at the regional level.

However, their diffusion from academic text to school curriculum has

been slow and hesitant, as is evident from the new national textbooks on

Ukrainian history. Former old canards of Soviet historiography, like the

OUN-UPA, have yielded to historical revisionism somewhat more easily

than the famine issue, which is more defining of contemporary Ukrainian

identity."^* The seventieth anniversary may have been a landmark, and

one can posit that by the seventy-fifth anniversary in 2008 some of these

issues and debates will be resolved.

40. An explanation for the disparate views can be found in Sysyn, “The Ukrainian

Famine of 1932-33,” 182-215.

41. See, for example, the interview with the war veteran Luka Sushko in Literaturna

Ukraina, 18 September 2003, in which a Hero of Ukraine offers a rational explanation

as to why Western Ukrainians took up arms against the Soviet regime. Additional

evidence are the statues of Bandera and other OUN leaders in various towns of western

Ukraine.
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i3 KapflHHaJIBHHX HOJIOaceHB I^HX XC3, MCXOIO BillHH 6yjio He

cxBOpeHHH He3ajie3CHo‘i yKpaiHCbKoi j^ep^caBH, a “B033’e^HaHHH”.

TaKHM HHHOM, BiHHy HixyHHO o6Me2cyBajiH xpoHOJioriHHO riepen-

cjiaBCBKOK) pa^OK). I ii;e npn xoMy, m;o b ffincHocxi Binna BH6yxjia m,e

3 6ijibHioK) CHJiOK), a 29 ciHHH-1 jHoxoro 1655 p. cxajiacH o^na 3

Haiinoxy^CHiHiHx i HaHKpHBaBimnx 6hxb b ycin yKpamcbKiH icxopii —
J],pKaQmijibCbKa a6o OxMaxiBCbKa. Taxy naaay Bona 6epe Bi^i, MicxenKa

OxMaxoBa (hkhI — cejio 12 km. na niB^i;eHHHH cxi« ^aniKOBa,

paHH;eHxpy na aaxoj^i HepKacbKoi o6ji.) xa hojih 6hxbh ni^ hhm, Koxpe

xoj^i Mepe3 Jiioxi Mopo3H oxpHMajio naaay “Jl,pH2CHnojie”.

U,iH OhxbI AOCHXb 3HaHHy yBary ^pH^^iJIHJIH cboxo nacy MnxaHJio

rpymeBCbKHH^ i ^enKi inmi BHeni (M.H. IlexpoBCbKHH), ajie no

npaB^i;i CKaaaxH i hhhI neMae cneD;iHJibHoro i flOCxaxHbo hobhofo

AOCJiifl:*;eHHH, npHCBanenoro m. Bijibme xoro, yKpamcbKi xa

HOJibCbKi icxopHKH i ^i;oci Ai^iMexpajibHO p03X0AHXbCH B ou;iHKax

peayjibxaxiB D;iei 6hxbh, BBa:acaK)HH i“i nepeMoroio, xoh i xh^ckok),

CBOGl CXOPOHH.

Be3 cyMHiBy 6paK ji,^Kepeji rocxpo fl;aGXbCB B3naKH npn BHpimeH-

Hi n;iGi Ba:acjiHBoi npoOjieMH BiHCbKOBOi icxopii YnpainH. Thm

1. M. rpymeBCLKHH, Icropix yKpaiHH-PycH (KmB, 1997), t. 9, h. 2: 1042-8.
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BaacjiHBiuiHM e 3ajiyHeHH5i naM’^OK, Koxpi MorjiH 6 npojiHXH cbIxjio

Ha HesHani cxopiHKH ^pnacHnijiBctKoi 6hxbh. SajinmaiOHH na noxiM

Bi^i,XBopeHHa xo^i;y D;iei 6hxbh, o6Me:acHMOca xyx ny6jiiKau;iGK)

BiflHOBi^Horo ypHBKa 3 D;iHHoro flacepejia i"i icxopii— BipiuoBaHoi

xpoHiKH ( 16^2). J],aHe fl:*;epei[0 n^e hIkojih hc BHKopHcxoByBajiocB

npH BHBHeHHi J],pH:*;Hnijii>cBKOi 6hxbh.

Tyx Bapxo CKa3axH KijitKa cjiIb npo cany naM’axKy xa u XBopii,B.

BipiuoBaHa xpoHma — D,e yMOBHa Ha3Ba. SnaHHHH 3a o6caroM

pyKOHHC (noHaj^ 170 apK., nonafl 300 cxop.), -aKHH naMH 6yjio

BH^BjicHO y Bifl;^ijii pyKonnciB BiOjiioxcKH XIojibcbroi AKa^eMii nayK

y KpaKOBi n^e y 1978 p., hc Mae ani nonaxKy, am Hepea n;e

HCMO^KJIHBO BCXaHOBHXH h1 CHpaBXCHK) Ha3By XpOHlKH, h1 Im’h U

XBopH;^, Hi li nepBicHHH o6c5ir. AnajiiayiOHH n;eH XBip, MO^cna

XBep;i;HXH mo Horo aBxop 6yB acnxejieM IIoj];ijiJia, KaxojiHKOM xa

mjiBxxHHeM. B nepcncKXHBi Moxcna 6y^e BCxanoBHXH naBixb hofo

1m’ a, ocKijiBKH Bin roBopHXB npo ce6e bk aKXHBHoro )^acHHKa pjifly

^o^^iH cepeflHHH-^^pyro'i hojiobhhh XVII cx. na xepHxopii Peni

IlocnojiHxoi, HacaMHcpefl na Iloflijuii. Tax, npn onnci noj^in 1655-56

p. aBxop BipuioBaHo'i xpoHiKH BKaaye, mo Bin 6paB ynacxb y 6nxBi

nm OnoHHOM, BOioiOHH npoxH mBe^iB nm npanopaMH KopoHHoro

rexBMana CxanicjiaBa Jlam^KOpOHCbRoro (“y u;iH ShxbI i [h] cbm 6yB

3 rexBMaHOM”), OopOHHB i KpaKiB Bm mBCfliB y CKJia^i BmcbKa

Cxe4)aHa Hapnei^bKoro i, mo HaHBa^cjiHBime, cane Bin paaoM ia

BKHMCb inmHM mjiaxxHHeM 6yB nocjiaHHH JIhhu;kopohcbkhm na

neperoBopH 3 xieio nacxHHOio BiHCbKa, HKa ne aaxoxijia KopnxHC5i

^HOBi KaaHMHpy i yxBopnjia y Bcpecni 1655 p. xaK 3Bany Kon4)e^i;e-

pai^iio Ha MOJii 3 BoHu;exoM THpaBCbKHM xa OjiCKcanj^poM npan;b-

KHM. SaBfl^KH I^HM HCpeXOBOpaM 1 XOMy, mo JlaHI^KOpOHCBKHH, HK

CBrnnaxL flOCJim^ceHHa ocxannix poxiB^, cnjiaxHB 6yHxiBHHKaM

xpHOTHXb XHC3H 3JIOXHX, KOH(J)jiiKx 6yjio XHMHBCOBO HOJiaroj];:aceHO.

XaKoro po^i,y CBmneHHB ^aioxb namio na BcxanoBJicnna men i;hx

HOCJiaHixiB, a ox^ce h iMcni aBxopa BipuiOBanoi xpoHiKH.

YpHBOK, ^khh HaBO^^HXLCii HHiacHC, HpoflOB:*;ye co6ok) nocxynoBy

poamH^ipoBKy xa ny6jiiKan;iK) hbmh XBopy. CnpaBa b xoMy, mo
3HaHHa HacxHHa naM’axKH nncana aochxb HcpoaOipjiHBO. Tyx e

2. E. Janas, Konfederacja wojska koronnego w latach 1661-1663: Dzieje i ideologia

(Lublin: Wydawnictwo Marii Curie-Sklodowskiej, 1998), 24.
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^HMajio pi3HHX ^i,e4)eKTiB xa nonpaBOK, a KpiM xoro, MOBa Bipuiosa-

Hoi xpoHiKH Biji,pi3HaexBCH ajieropHHHicxK), 6araxcxBOM nax^KiB, n

aBXOp BXHBae HHMajio apxai3MiB a6o xc ^i,ijiJieKXH3MiB, xa^de rpH

cjiiB. IIpaBHjibHe npoHHxaHHii h po3)nviiHH5i xeKcxy 3a6Hpae 6araxo

nacy. JI,o xoro C5^acna CHxyai^m b YKpami, HacaMnepe^ 6paK

KomxiB Ha 3HaHHi apxeorpa4)iHHi BH^i;aHH5i, 3Mymye yBO^HXH ^o

HayKOBoro o66iry BipuioBany xpoHiKy neBCJiHKHMH (J)parMeHxaMH,

nocxynoBO. Ha ctoroj^ni naMH B2ce BH^^aHi nacxHHH i^ie’i xponiKH 3

OHHCOM noHaxKy Hai;ioHajiBHO-BH3BOJiBHOi bIhhh (1648 p.), Bepec-

xeiibKOi xa Baxo3bKo‘i 6hxb, noj^m 1656-58 pp., a xaxoac hocmh npo

iBana CipKa xa nojiiOBaHH^ na Ho^^ijuii, Koxpi 6yjiH brjiiohchI j];o

CKJia^y BipuiOBaHoi xpoHixii.

SarajibHa icxopHHHa KOHiiem^ia aBxopa BipuiOBanoi xponiKH,

Horo cxaBJicHHa ^o nai;ioHajibHO-BH3BOJibHoro pyxy yKpa'incbKoro

Hapo^i;y, xapaKxepni pncH Horo xBopnoi Manepn hk xajianoBHXoro

noexa 6yjiH BHCBixjicHi naMH paHime"^, xoMy xyx ne 6yj^eMO na

D;bOMy ;;exajibHO aynnniixHca. Hara^^aeMO xijibKH, hj,o bIh onncye

K03aKiB-noBcxaHii;iB hk cjiyr ^naBOJia, po6jihhh HeanaHHHH bhh^xok

xi6a mo jtJia iBana Cipxa xa j^exoro 3 inninx K03ai^bKHx BO^mie,

OCKijIbKH BOHH ycniniHO rpOMHJIH OpSHHI^iB. J],0 KpHMCbKHX 2X6

xaxap xa Horani^iB cxaBJiCHHji o^HOBHaHHO nefaxHBHe, bIh naanBae

IX HaBixb “nexejibHHMH BOBxaMH”.

Abxop g tjihSoxo pejiirmnoio jik)^],hhoio, pcbhhm xaxojiHxoM. Bci

BaacjiHBi cK)3cexH cBoro xBopy bIh aaBepmye CBoepiflHHM pe(})peHOM:

aaxjiHXOM ji;o Bora noMHJiyBaxH xchbhx i McpxBHX, HeBijibHHxiB,

rpe6D;iB na xypei^bXHX rajiepax, a Boj^Honac noxapaxH xoaaxiB, iixHX

bIh HaBHBae xaayxaMH. (Tyx rpa cjiIb: xaayxa b yxpamcbxiH mob! n,e

i ra^i;ioxa, i mxiflJiHBe po6ai;xBO, xoMaxH.) XMejibHHD;bxoro bIh

3. IIhb. HanpHKJiafl: K). Mhli;hk, “BypeMHHH 1648 piK (flo6ipKa Heony6jiiKOBaHHX

flacepeji)”, HapioHajiBHO-BHSBOJibHa Brnna yKpamcbKoro Hapoffy cepeffHHH XVII
ctojiIttb: IIojiiTHKa, iffeojioriB, BincbKOBe mhctcptbo PeHesa, 1998), 307-11;

K). Mhu,hk, “BaT03bKa 6nTBa OHHMa aBxopa ‘BipmoBaHOi xpohIkh’”, IlaM’BTb

CTOJiiTb, 2002, 2: 37-49; K). Mhh,hk, “BepecxeiiBKa 6nxBa 1651 poxy OHHMa li

ynacKHKiB”, IlaM’BTb ctojiitb, 2001, h. 2: 28-69; Iloeam '87 (Khib, 1987), BHn. 1;

171-84; K). Mhiihk, “Is pyKonncHoi BipmoBaHoi xponiKH flpyroi hojiobhhh XVII
cx.”, KniBCLKa crapoBHHa, 1993, h. 3: 46-56.

4. K).A. MbmbiK, SanncKH HHOCTpanpeB KaK hctohhhk no HCTopnn OcBodoffn-

TejibHOH BOHHbiyKpanncKoro napoffa 1648-1654 rr. (HHenponexpoBCK: flHenponex-

poBCKHH FocyflapcxBeHHBiH yHHBcpcHxex, 1985), 55-60.
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SBHHaHHO BejiHHae Xmcjicm, ajieropHHHO noB’asye i],e npi3BHii],e xa

npiSBHCBKO 3 pOCJIHHOK) XMCJICM, y 3eJieHl BKO'i XOBaiOTfcCa “Ka3yKH”

Ha HOJii 3 CBO'iMH HOJIKOBHHKaMH Xa COXHHKaMH; HKHie Hpo HapiHH^

“xMejieBHM JiHcxoM, ajie ne b MCflOBin CHxi” hojilcbkhx tojiIb nac

^pHiKH^iJII>cbKO^ 6hxbh, xomo. y (J)parMeHxi npo ^pH^KHnijiLCbKy

6nxBy aBxop npopono noSaHHXb y noBcxaHHi na yKpami nonaxoK

Kpaxy Peni IlocnojiHxoi. Bin nopiBHiOG CHxyau;iK), ni;o CKjiajiaca 3

ocxaHHiMH BaBHJiOHCLKoro H;apcxBa, i 6jiarae Focnofla

BiflBepnyxH naflinna cbogi 6axBKiBm;HHH. Tyx aBxop BipuiOBaHo'i

xpOHiKH nepexaayG Bi^noBij^HHH 4>pafMeHx ia CTaporo SanoBiry (3

KHHXH npopOKa flaHHiJia, poa^iji 5 :24-28 ), onncyexLca na

6eHKexi y i^ap^i Bajixaca panxoM 3’aBHJiacH pyKa, Koxpa na cxini

Hanncajia cjioBa “Mene, mchc, xeKCJi, ynapcHH” i ax npopOK

BHXJi3nv[aHHB n;i cjiOBa.

IlonpH BCK) BOpomcxB HCBij^oMoro aBxopa yKpamcBKoro

Hapo^y, Bin HaBo;i;Hxi> y CBOGMy XBopi HHMajio Ba^cjiHBHX cJ)aKxiB 3

icxopi'i Hai^ioHajiBHO-BH3BOJibHOi bIhhh, npHHOMy (i D;e oco6jihbo

H,iHHe) ymKajiBHi ^ani npo xi^i; no^in na IloflijiJii i npo 6iorpa4)ii

BHflaxnnx ^],iiiHiB rexLMann],HHH. BipuiOBaHa xpoHiKa e nac

u;iHHHM, naBixB yniKajiBHHM ^xxepejioM. Xona aBxop ^^o6pe anaB i

axxHBHO BHKopncxoByBaB CBHxe IlHCbMO, xponiKH O. FBanBini xa M.

KpoMepa xoni,o, b ochobI noro poanoBW jiexaxL nepeBa:acHo

oco6ncxi Bpa^cenna xa CBi^Henna OHeBn^iB. Abxop :*;hb na IIoji;ijiJii

i 6paB axxHBHy ynacxb y Kapajibnnx onepan;iax nojiBCBKoro BincbKa

y u,bOMy perioni, ni,o 6e3nepenno 36araxnjio noro ^^0CBi^^0M xa

ananniiMH, 5iKi Bin 3a(J)iKcyBaB na cxopinKax CBoro XBOpy. B yc^KOMy

BHnaflKy, Bin 6ea cyMniBy 6yB ananoMnn 3 ynacnnKaMH u;hx

nojiBCBKHX BHnpaB. I xona noro onnc i^nx no^in e ^i;ochxb JiaKonin-

HHM, y HbOMy anaxo^^HMO pa^ opnrinajiBHHX aBicxoK. ByB Bin,

oneBHjXHO, H ynacHHKOM noxo^i;y Koponnoi apMii na no^ijuiii

nanpHKini^i 1654-nonaxKy 1655 pp., J],pH2CHnijiLCbKOi 6hxbh, ajie

HMOBipHO xpHMaBca 61ji^ cxaBKH BCJinKoxo rexBMana Koponnoro

CxanicjiaBa “PcBepn” noxou;BKoro. Xlpn onnci n;iGi 6hxbh bIh

BiflHOCHO He6araxocjiiBHHM, Mcnnie aacxocoBye cboi yjno6jieni

noexnnni npHHOMH (aneropiio, xon^o), aaxe j^onoBHioe poanoBi^L

flBOMa iHniHMH CK):acexaMH: (1) Icxopieio npo xptox :acoBnipiB, Koxpi

adaraxHJiHC^ xpocJ)e^MH i KOxpi no-pianoMy ix BHxpaxnjin, npn noMy

aBXop BipuiOBaHoi xponiKH ne Mir BxpHMaxnca xyx Bifl aBnnnoro
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MopajiisaxopcTBa; (2) icTopieio npo BHjiBJieHHii kohcm C. I1otoi],i>-

Koro CKap6y, bkhh sa HyxKaMH saKonaB K03au;bKHH nojiKOBHHK.

J],pH:*;HnijiBCbKy 6HTBy aBxop BipuiOBanoi xpohIkh xpaKxye bk

npoflOB^ceHHB noxo^iy nifl YManb xa inmi Kosai^bKi xBepj];HHi

rioflijijia. CxHCJio, ajie j^ochxb xohho bIh onHcaB sarajiLHHH xi^

o6jioxh nojiBKaMH YMaHi y rpy^^ni 1654-ciHHi 1655 pp.^ noxiM

nepenmoB yxce ^i,o 6e3nocepe;i,HBoro onncy reHepajiBHOi 6hxbh nifl

OxMaxoBHM. BipuiOBaHa xponiKa no^ae xyx yHlKajitHi CBij^HeHH^ npo

xe, n^o aBanrapflOM yKpamcBKOi apMii KOMan^yBaB iBan BnroBctKHH

i n;o caMe bIh npopBaBca ao OxMaxoBa i omojihb noro o6opony. ^oci

BBaxcajioca, m,o o6opoHoio OxMaxoBa xepyBaB xoji;i nojixaBctKHH

nojiKOBHHK MapxHH riyniKap (nyuiKapCHKo). Iloflajibmi bbIcxkh

cxBep^:*;yK)Xb xon (J)aKX, u;o y noji^KiB 3a5paKJio apxHJiepi'i

npoBeji,eHHa noxyxcnoro mxypMy OxMaxoBa, a xhm nacoM nacnijin

rojiOBHi CHJIH yKpaiHCBKo'i apMii Bor^^ana XMejiBHHn,i>Koro xa

Kopnycy mockobcbkhx bIhcbk na nojii 3 B. ByxypjiinnM. BipuioBana

xpOHixa Harojiomye na nepcBaai b apxHJiepii n;Boro BincbKa na^

nojibCBKO-xaxapCBKHM, BMinni KoaaKiB niBHfl;KO n e4>eKXHBHO

jiaflHaxH xa6ip. Oco6jihbo ixIhhhmh e ^^ani npo no^i,ajn>niy ^^e6JIOKafly

XMejiBHHn;BKHM CHJi BnroBCBKoro y OxMaxoBi, flnnjioMaxHMni

3axo;i,H XMejibHHu;BKoro n Byxypjiina, Bnacjii^;oK mkhx op^nni^i

Bi^^MOBHJiHCM Bifl aKXHBHHX 60HOBHX flln xa in., cnycxomennii

op;i;HHu;aMH p^fly mIcx i ciji IToflijuia, nacaMnepeji, Bepma^i, ej^nna

B CBOGMy poj],i 3BicxKa npo n’nncxBO XMejibHnn;bKoro na caMOMy

nonaxKy 6hxbh, BXHBanHii xepMiny “yKpami^i” (apx. 52) y cynacnoMy

poayMinni, xona napajiejibno aBxopoM BxcHBaexbca n xepMin “pycb,

pycHHH”. 3 oco6jihbhm inxepecoM nnxaioxbca b xeKcxi OKpeMi

yKpaincbKi cjioBa a6o BHpaan, m;o ix i^nxye aBxop BipiuoBaHoi

xpoHiKH, BK ox: “3 ^iaccK) xicxo ” (apK. 51) i “6ifla”.

jn,yMaeMO, Bnu^enaBeflenoro Aocxaxnbo, m;o6 nepexonaxH nnxana

y 3HaHHin u,iHHocxi BipinoBaHoi'xpoHiKH i 5lk icxopnnnoro ji;xcepejia,

i iiK Jiixepaxypnoro xBopy, xoMy 3BepxaeMO noro yBary 6e3nocepe^i;-

Hbo na (|)parMeHx naivr’iixKH, 5ikhh naBOj^nxbca nnxcHe i b nojibCbK-

OMy opnrinajii i b nanioMy nepeKJia^i,! 5ncpaiHCbKOio. TeKcx, na6pa-

HHH XCnpHHM UipH4)XOM, 03HaHaG 3aXOJIOBOK, aKHH nHCBBCB Ha

Koacnin cxopinu;! BipiuoBaHoi xponiKH yropi.

5. K).A. Mhi;hk, YManb KOsapbKa i raHjjauaifbKa (Khib, 2002), 46-8.
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BIPmOBAHA XPOHIKA

// (ApK. 51) R. 1655. Zimie potrzeba wielka pod Ochmatowem Drzy-

polska

Hetmanem juz wielkim Potocki, wojewoda krakowski,

Idzie z wojskiem znacznym w Ukraine, prowadz^c lud polski;

Tamze i Czamiecki z roznymi pany i z swemi panigty

Dla zl^czenia z ord^, chc^c dac na Moskw? Chmiela przyn^ty,

Halasuj^c roznie fortece ukrainskie i miasta.

Odbiegl Kozak, chlop wszego ubustwa, nawet z diz^ ciasta,

Tu owdzie z ord^ zt^czon^ bij^c, siek^c w sw^ niewol^

Ordy bior^, zabieraj^, Kozacy j^cz^ swoj^ dol^.

A potym rzucili sig ku Humaniu [...] wemu*
Z tak wielkim wojsk swych i ord ku [?] samopalnikowi bitnemu;

Gdyz tarn miast trzy najdowalo si? z zabiezanskim ludem,

Na kilkadziesi?it tysi^c licz^c konia dobrego z zmudem,

Ktorzy si? tak pot?znie opierali, mocnie strzylali,

ze az musieli mocnie nastgipic i onym przygrzali,

ze juz przyszlo do tego, ze si? w miescie jednym bronili

Wszystkie futory swe straciwszy i dobre mienie stracili.

Przedmiescia wszystkie i wsi okoliczne spalono

I insze szkody wi?ksze, mniejsze, tu, owdzie uczynione.

Zaledwie by na ten czas konca nie doszli Humaniowi,

Ale gdy dano znac od ordy z j?zykow hetmanowi,

Iz Moskwa w srogiej pot?dze ci^gnie z Chmielem z Kozakami,

Rzucili si? z swym wojskiem jak Lechi, tak sultan z ordami,

Gdyz jesli Moskwy i Kozakow w liczbie po stu tysi?cy,

Lecz i tu samej ordy na kilkadziesi^t tysi^c i wi?cej,

Tamze i general z armat^ takze z inphantery^,

Takze i obszymy tabor z rozn^ kawaleri^.

Chmiel zas przed sob^ postal, jakoby w pierwszej swej strazy,

Wyhowskiego z pewn^ cz?sci^ wojska, a zimno srogie smazy

Przy sniegach zbyt wielkich zetknol si? z ord^ biez^c^

Zmieszany od niej, az mu z nagrzania bylo gor^co

Zaledwie dopchn^l do bliskiego sobie Ochmatowa

I tarn wszcz?la si? bronic z fortecy onego juz glowa

St^d za daniem znac od ord co pr?dzej Lechi z wojskemi spiesz^,

Temi slowy, “Czegosmy sobie zyczyli, teraz mamy”, ciesz^i.

Oto Wyhowski w Ochmatowie od nas juz osadzony.
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A Chmiel z Moskw^ wbliz w polach z nami z wami b^dzie zetkniony.

Hetman wielki, polny — Lanckoronski, i Czamiecki spiechem

Wszcz^li dostawac Ochmatowa, coraz przypadszy z smiechem.

Juz dziala polne si§ odzywaj^ z Wyhowskiej strony,

Tylko Lechi czekaj^ na swe armate dostac tej obrony,

A Chmielnicki w ten raz uszykowawszy b^dz tabor sprawiwszy

Z Szeremetem moskiewskim dzialami strzelb^ osadziwszy,

Pijany lezal na sankach, az gdy z dzial w ten czas hukniono

W Ochmatowie, a onego ze to nie darem, obudzono. // (ApK. 51 sb.)

Drzypolska r. 1655 pod Ohmatowem

Nie dal sobie perswadowac, az gdy slyszec si^ dalo

Samemu i juz oczyma tknoc si§ z ordyncami dostalo,

Dopiro wsiadszy na kon wziol tym bardziej tabor sprawowac

I Szeremeta moskiewskiego we wszem rektifikowac,

A w tym razie za obwieszczeniem powtomym od ordy,

Osadziwszy Wyhowskiego, biegg Lechi pusc z niemi w kordy,

Tamze i ordy straszne z wielkim swym na Moskwg halasem

Lecg, biezg w swoim zwyczajnie halalajskim gasem,

Potykajg si? na Drzypolu tuz wbliz Ochmatowa

I zaraz z uszykowanym wojskiem natrze hetmahska glowa

Tak pot?znie i mocnie si? uderzywszy na nich wsiedli,

Ze onych o maly wlos z Lechami ordy nie pojedli.

Juz Lechi w tabor wpadli, nasiekli, wiele narombali,

Ze si? juz moskiewskie piechoty przedawac wszynali,

Z obudwoch stron mieszanina sroga, glos wychodi z gemby,

A Szeremet okrutnie huk dawal ognia z dzial i strzelby.

Chmiel parzyl swym chmielowym lystem, lecz nie w miodowej sycie,

Zaczmil nie jednego, obkladal wi?c glowy mianowicie

Lechom i ordom niektorym, ale i Kozacy jak wsciekli

Nie wiedzieli, gdzie si? wrazic, gdy ich nabili, nasiekli.

I zaledwie przyszedszy do sprawy w nocy bez drew, wody,

Tylko wozy swoje palili, a sniegiem topionym brody

I gemby cieszgc, zamiast walow wozmi taborzyli.

I pewnie by w tejze nocy onym kohca dojechano,

Gdyby im bylo [...]* raczej swym ztrudzonym nie sfolgowano,

Lecz w noc trupa z tego mnogiego w wozy swe nalozywszy

Lodem i snieznym walem si? jako moggc obstawiwszy,

Dziala, armate, strzelbe nabiwszy na wszystkie strony.
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Tabor scislejszy sprawiwszy, wszcz^li bic i dawac gony,

A CO najwigksza, ze muradyn soltana Chmiel spraktykowal

Przez tlumaczow swych, Szeremet, Chmiel zlota, srebra podsumowal,

By nie nastempowala orda, tylko wzgl^dem Lechow quidem

Obiecuj^c swoj zamysl Chmiel pr^dko ad unum et idem.

I tak sie stalo, gdy si^ dobrze brae wszcz^lo ku switaniu,

A Lechi cal^ noc strawili na silnym pilnowaniu.

Az ci, widz^c Moskal i Chmiel z Kozactwem, ze zle bez wody

I bez drew wraz Wyhowskiego trzeba ratowac, swych brody,

Odwaznym dzielem szli znagla na przetom ku Ochmatowi,

Wyhowskiemu dawaj^c odsiecz, swojemu pisarzowi;

Zas Lechi rzucili si^ m^znie ku nieprzyjacielowi

I lubo zastompili, chc^c zrazic takiemu gosciowi,

Lecz gdy ordy tylko cz^stka i to wdalsz krzykiem zmagala,

Ze si^ rozeszla koniom dla zywnosci i w zagon namawiala // (ApK. 52)

Drzypolska r. 1655 pod Ohmatowem
Przebila si^ Moskwa i Kozacy, rum sprawiwszy sobie,

Iz nie tylko Kozakom, lecz i Lechom przyszlo bye w grobie,

Bo gdy lezalo w miescie wi^c pod czas zimna postrzelonych,

Tudziez zoldakow, hajdukow, zbytnim zimnem przym^czonych.

Wszytko to oni, przez site lamaj^c, pozarli, polkngli,

Bo i wyhowczykowie z zamku wypadszy, tarn si^ mieli,

St^d Lechi na ordg i muradyn soltana powstali,

Iz nie takie ma bydz braterstwo, coraz im wzmiankowali,

Ale oni niespodziewanej rzeezy to przypisowali,

Iz si^ dla jasyru rozbiegli w ten raz wymawiali,

A to raezej srebro, zloto Moskala Chmiela sprawilo

I jeszcze dalsz^ rad? a pr?tk^ od onych zyscilo,

Iz im odpor dac tak ognistemu nieprzyjacielowi

I w takiej pot?dzie trudno, lecz popuscic wudz koniowi,

A isc w insze miejsca ukrainne, gdzie mog^ic bic, dawic,

A Chmiela z Szeremetem i ich tabor porzucic zostawic.

Gdzie hetmani polscy wprzod swoj tabor rz^idnie wyprawili,

A dalej si? i sami kommunikiem w tez drog? ruszyli

Wojsk polskie jedno idzie na powolnym odwodzie,

Wt^z ordy pewne w boku prawym lewym wsz?dzie przy szkodzie

Ukraihcom, a insze przod obganiaj^c nagle bior^

I z niewolnikiem do kosza swego ci^gn^ wieUdego skoro
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Armaty tez polskie i piechoty zaraz przy taborze,

Gdzie si? Moskal i Kozak wyrwal kommunik bral po skorze.

Co postrzegszy, Szeremet i Chmiel ruszyl si? z swym taborem,

Jakoby za lekkim jezdnym szedl chlop z ci?zkim zboza worem,

Zas tabor polski porwawszy si? w sztuki zmykal si? copr?dzej,

A owi dni kilka chodz^c, zazyli szkody i n?dzy,

Jesli polkn?li wuz jaki, b^dz z umyslu porzucony,

Niewiele si? oblowili w imprezie swej, zbyt zwolnionej,

Widz^c, ze wskurac trudno, rzucili si? w bok, ku Nieprowi

Szeremet z woiewodami i Chmiel z Kozactwem sluz^ czasowi,

Gdy zamiast zrazenia Lechdw i ordy sami jeszcze bici,

Glodni b?d^c, musieli wendrowac, w sw^ id?ic, jak zmyci,

Gdy w stopy bij^c, slad wojuj^c, nie mieli pozywienia,

Musieli insz^ rad? miec przybirac domyslenia

Ordy zas tarn i sam, gdzie mogli, z Lechi brali wsi, miasteczka,

W czym i hetmani przez szpary na to z Lechami patrzali,

Ze niewolnik ordzie, a zolnierzom zdobycz, przebaczali,

Do tego orda tak pot?zna, b^dz przy Lechach w ten raz stawali,

By Lechow zdradzic, b^dz si? przewabic nie chciala, obawiali.

Owo jesli przeciwni, tak swoje, na Drzypolu drzeli

Pod Ochmatowem “och, och” moskiewscy i Lechi mysi mieli // (ApK. 52

3B.)

Drzypolska r. 1655 pod Ohmatowem
A CO wi?ksza wet za wet struzom przeszlym psom oddawali,

Jako oni Lechom, tak tez i Lechi, przez pogan wetowali,

A iz z braterstwa pogahskiego nalazl si? taki, ze Lechow

Do przedania z Rusi chlopca, b^dz niewiaste, zazywszy smiechow

Placid mial zdrowiem od hetmanow, az w obcej ziemi potym

Musial czas zycia swego w sluzbie trawic, kazdy wie o tym,

Gdzie si? i na dmgiego, gdy to ukazywac wszcz?lo,

Srogim karaniem i publicznym zakazaniem si? uj?lo

Wielkie na ten czas ordy byli wiele miast, wsi zabrali,

Nawet za pozwoleniem Lechow i Berszad z gruntu wygnali,

Tylko CO Lechi z litosci wielu ludzi ukryc mogli

Ci wolni a i te terminy serce tatarskie zbyt bodli,

Co czas, CO godzina ord srogich do Lechow przybywalo,

A Lechow z zdobycz^ wzad i za wieri^i pewn^ mniejszalo,

Gdy przyslany ordinans od pana krola Kazimierza,
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Iz krol szwedzki nie dotrzymuje z swemi Lechom przymierza,

Z morza wysiadszy, juz jest w Wielkiej Polsce spraktikowany.

Dla Boga niech do mnie polny hetman z wojskiem, bom stroskany,

Tamze Czamiecki niech przybywa i kto w Boga wigc wierzy,

Tam Jan Sobieski, chor^zy koronny, z inszymi niech zmierzy,

Tam Balaban i inszy panowie, wielmozni panigta,

Dziwuj^c si§ jako na t^ ojczyzne rozna przychodzi zw^ta

Aszci tez i hetman wielki Potocki z wojskiem wzad idzie

Zaledwie si^ wyslizn^l, od ordy strzeg^ic si?, by nie byl w bidzie,

Gdyz tego chciala orda, by Lechi Rus, Moskw? wojowali,

“Poniewaz nas na wojn? scie przeciw onym wezwali,

A to tylko jako jeden smiech i zait z nas juz czyncie,

Zacz^wszy, a nie kohczyc, pr?tko to zrzucacie przylbice”.

Dawszy racye sluszn^, obiecali Lechi nagrod?,

Na dalszy czas braterstwo zachowuj^c i sw^ zgod?,

“A teraz macie pas wolny w Ukrainie do brania,

A nam dopuscic odysc dla spocznienia i swego zdania!”

A tako ordy z sercem niewdzi?cznym ku Krymowi zwrotem,

Wide szkod Moskwie i Ukraihcom czyni^ swym obrotem.

Nie jeden zaplakal i nie jedna na swoj? niewol^

![?] skaze [?] im te odescia Lechom co raz w oczy ko4,

Musieli do koczowisk swych dalej swoich powendrowac,

Bo juz i lody puszczali, o dalszej wojnie rokowac.

Boze, Boze! Zmiluj si? nad umarlymi i zywymi,

Nad zabitymi i roznym smierci za strzalem leglymi,

Ktorzy imie Twego Syna Jezusa wychwalamy;

Oddal od niewolnikow ci?zkosc i od nas n?dznych, upadamy

Do nog Twych swi?tych w Trojcy Boga Jedynego;

Przez Mary i swi?tych przyczyn? uchowaj od wszego zlego // (ApK. 53)

Pod czas Drzypolskiej r. 1655 b^dz tez Ohmatowskiej

Tego czasu mi?dzy inszym terminem tak si? trafilo,

Gdy rzeczy od officierow hetmanom namienilo,

Iz trzech zoldatow w taborze tak wide zlota dostali,

A mamotrawnie zas nie wiedziec gdzie w ten raz postradali.

Przywiedziono wnet trzech z rozkazu generala i hetmana,

Spytano jedis dostal? Dostalem z laski nieba Pana

Tysi^LC i dwiescie czerwonych zlotych, lecz przehoynowalem [?]

Jednom jadl, pil, drugie w karty w kostki przegralem, styralem [?],
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Porwano mi tez, ukradziono, juz si? rzecz prowadzila

Do dmgiego jesli zdobyl, gdzie masz warga przytoczyla.

“Zdobylem”, rzekl, “hetmanie osmset i osm, drugie si? przepilo,

Polowica jedni (?), polowica z inszemi, bo jesc, pic milo”.

“A ty, trzeci, powiedz szczerze, uznaj summienie swoje”.

6w zas: “Prawd? powiem, panic, zdrowie w r?kach twoich moje,

Dostalem siemset, moze si? nalysc trochi co wi?cej,

Daje taki rachunek, bo snadny w mej glowie si? kr?ci,

Czerwonych par? dalem temu, co idzie kaplanowi,

By Bogu dzi?ki oddat przy mszech swi?tych, dobrodziejowi,

Iz mi? nie tylko szwanku zachowal, lecz i dal tak wide

I za zginione towarzstwo westchn^c tez chcial smiele

Kilka czerwonych musialem obcic glodny na chleb, piwo,

Ty sam znasz, panic; jako zol^dek na glod patrzy krzywo,

A do tego musialem si? i swoim akkomodowac,

Ze mi Bog dal i owych jedzeniem, piciem poratowac,

Gdyz to bywa wzajemna kukielka rozna pospolicie,

Co j a mu dzis jutro zas moze oddac ten mi sowicie,

A co wi?ksza, gdy pod czas mego nieszczescia b^dz gdy choroba

Przy mnie stanie, zginelej, to posypie ziemi? mego groba,

B^dz za dusze westchnie da; lubosmu Sam Bog nagrodzi,

Otoli i mnie w takowam razie bardzo wygodzi.

Insze chowam, mlsciwy panic, bom ubogi, przy sobie,

Bym zywil ubog^ matk?, siostry, ukaze ich tobie,

Nie stracilem ani chc? tracic, bom na to wazel zdrowie moje.

Na co hetman, general: “Boze, blagoslaw m^drosc twoje!”

Za zalyceniem wszech prosze, by nie inak generale

Revera by odt^d officyerem byl, gdy tak cale

Z wiary, rozumu, dziel swych, iz tez nie sklonny do mamotrastwa.

A ten drugi nadtracyusz, ze zazyl kart, kostek, pyahstwa,

Tak dobrze Jadl, pil, hulal, ze zrzk^c zostala polowica,

Niech od kyjdw, tak lata w zwyz, w niz, smrodliwa polbecznica,

Azby r?kojma stan?la godnych wiary za nim ludzi,

Ze na chwale Boze poczciwe zycie nie na mamosc zludzi. // (ApK. 53

3B.)

Pod czas Drzypolskiej r. 1655 b^dz tez Ohmatowskiej

Ten trzeci stracyusz, iz wszytko stracil, niech z szubienicy,

Ze mamie zyl na ziemi, niech na niebie juz gwiazdy lyczy.
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Revera w glupstwie, w mamosciach, iz zazyl zbyt kostyrstwa,

Bog si^ o to gniewa, niech przyplaci zdrowiem swym obzyrstwa.

Przypomniec moge i to, co si? temuz wi^c hetmanowi

Zdarzylo w Ukrainie, wojujgcemu wudzowi,

Gdy z wojskiem z miejsca na drugie od hetmana wzruszone,

Konie hetmanskie juz si? ruszyl w karecy zaprz?zone,

Starszlowy (?) kun co raz nogg stojgc, w ziemie bil i kopal,

Bez przestanku bij^c, w jedne miejsce zmarzle kopytem hopak

Co widz^c, hetman rzekl: “Niepodobna, by kuh bez przyczyny,

Nie maj^c w zwyczaju, dawat temu miejscu winy.

Ale tak niech piechoty z spr?tka do swych motyk si? rzuc^,

Za to nic by tez w tym i darem si? potrosze zakluc^.

Cybulski, marszalku, co fant, zywnosc, to warn niech nalezy,

Warn szel^gi, a hetmana srebro, zloto niech si? dzierzy.”

Ten zart hetmahski na prawd? Bog dal, tym razem wychodzi.

Bo wiele nie tylko fantdw bogatych w dostaniu godzi

Rysich, sobolich, axamitow, szkarlatow w roznej cenie

W wszelkich materych i splendencyach, w chustach dobrze mienie,

Lecz zlota, srebra nie tylko miedzi w rozmaitej kwocie.

Gdy coraz glembiej kopala piechota w swej ochocie,

Nie jeden si? nalazl, co si? przerzekl wudzowi dobrym slowem.

Po slowu dose uczynil hetman, mniej si? ciesz^c tym oblowem.

Dal, rozdal; taki glos byl, ze to z kozackich pulkownikow

W naglej trwodze jeden przy swym domu zakopal srebnikdw.

Ta wojna ustawiezna jak wiele dobra pozbawila,

Tak by} tarn szcz?sliw, co onego na nogi wystawila,

Nalazl si? taki, co temi czasy dobrze si? oblowil,

A drugi tez obdarl si?, stracil ledwie zyw nie odnowil

Swi?ty Boze, Swi?ty moeny, swi?ty a niesmiertelny!

Zmiluj si?, zmiluj, zmiluj w Trojey Boze a nierozdzielny,

Odwroc gniew swoj Boski, oddal karanie nam grzesznym wieezne,

Daj oswitlenie rozumu i popraw? zycia leczwe,

Coz nam si? zyidzie, bysmy w dobrym mieniu tysi^ic lat zyli,

A w nietasce Twej schneli i Tobie niemili wi?c byli;

Jako krol Balyazar dobrej mysli, a r?ka pisze na scienie:

“Mane, Thecel, Phares” — wylozyl Daniel zdziwienie.

“Mane” — przetozyl Bog twe krdlewstwo, dokonal onego;

“Thecel” — zwazonys i mniej masz; “Phares” — juz rozdzial pahstwa

twego.
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Jesli grzech jednego zlego wali pomst? na wszystkie ziemie,

A do tajny nie wiadom, coz jawny nie karan na plemie.

Chowaj ze nas, Panie, z Matk^ sw§i, “Mane, Thecel, Phares” tego,

Gdy juz rozny narod wstaje na Polskg i pana naszego,

Jako nizej przeczytasz, gdy nie b^dziesz, czytelniku, t^skliwym,

[...] milosciwym”// (ApK. 54)

* * *

// (ApK. 51 ) PoKy 1655 . BsHMKy BCJiHKa 6irrBa Bin, Oxmbtobhm,

^HXHninbCbKa
FeTbMaHOM, y^Ke bcjimkhm, 6yB rioToi];bKHH, BoeBO^a KpaKiBCbKHH,

Hfle is SHa^HHM BinctKOM b YKpaiHy, Be^y^H BinctKO nojibCLKe.

TaM 2ce i HapHei^tKHH s pisHHMH nanaMH xa cboimh naniiTaMH

3apaji;H s’e^naHHa s opfloio, nparnyHH ^axH na MOCKOBHxiB XMeji^i

npHMaHKy,

Pajiacyio^H pisni yKpamctKi 4)opxeLi,i h Micxa.

IloKHHyB KOsaK, cejiaHHH Bce diflHe MaiiHO, naBixb s ^i^ceio xicxo.

Tyx i xaM s’e^HaHi op^n 6’k)hh, pydaiOHH, b cbok) neBOJiio

Bepyxb, KosaKH njianyxt na^ cBoeio AOJieio.

A noxiM KHHyjiHCb YMani yKpinjieHoi [?]

3 XaKHM BeJIHKHM CBOIX BiHCBK i Op^ Ha [?] My^CHLOXO CaMOnaJIL-

HHKa;

Bo xaM SHaxoflHJiHCH CHjiH xpbox Micx is 6i:»ceHLi;HMH,

Ha KijiBKa,[^ecax xhchh, Jiinann ^^o6poi KinnoxH s nepnio.

H,i xaK noxymio hhhhjih onip, chjilho cxpinHJiH,

111,0 a^c MycHJiH noxy:jKHO nacxynaxH i im npnrpixH,

Ilio iM fl,OBejioca B2ce 6opohhxhch b o^i,HOMy xijitKH Mici^i.

Bohh BxpaxHJiH Bci CBoi xyxopH i mshho,

Bci nepeflMicxH i ^OBKOJinnim cejia dyjiH cnajieHHMH,

ByjiH H inmi dijibmi xa Menmi uiko^h xyx i xaM BMHHeHi.

Toji;i jieABe He npHiimoB KiHeH;i> YMani,

Ajie KOJTH xexLMaHOBi ^ajiH snaxH Bi^; op,n,H, s HSHKiB,

111,0 MOCKBa BeJIHHeSHOK) CHJIOK) H^e S XMeJieM, S KOSaKaMH,

KHHyjiHca (npoxH hhx) is cboim BinctKOM mk JiexH,

Mockbh xa KosaxiB HapaxoByBajioca no cxo xhchm,

Ajie H xyx caMoi xijibKH op^i,H 6yjio nona^; KijiLKa,n;ecHXb xhc^h;

XaM3ce 6yB i renepaji s rapMaxaMH, xaxo^c s in4)aHxepiGK),

TaK03c i odniHpHHH xadip s pisHoio KaBajiepieio.

XMijiB ace nepeji; co5oio nocjiaB, nane ax y cBom nepniin cxopoaci.
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BHroBCBKoro 3 neBHOK) nacTHHOK) BinctKa, a xojio^i; chjibho CMa-

3CHTB.

y CHirax Ha^^TO bcjihkhx [aen] sixKHyBca 3 opji;oK), mo M^ana,

npHHinoB Bifl Hei y 3aMimaHHj5, axe 6yjio HOMy xcapKO Biji; narpiBan-

HX,

JIeji;Be ^tonxaBcx 6jiH3bKoro co6i OxMaxoBa

I xaM Bxce nonajia 6opohhxhcx 3 4)opxeti;i hofo rojioBa [aBanrapfl].

nicjix i^BOFO, oxpHMaBniH Bicxb Bifl opji;, XKHaHUiBH^me JiexH

nocniniaioxb 3 BincbKaMH

I xaKHMH cjiOBaMH: “Hofo mh co6i 3hhhjih, xenep MaeMo”, ximaxbca.

Oxo BHFOBCbKHH y OxMaxobi Bifl Hac Bxee b o6ji03i,

A XMijIb 3 MOCKBOK) no6jIH3y B nOJIXX naMH H BBMH [OpflHHI^XMH]

6y;;e 3ycxpiHyxHH.

FeXbMaH BeJIHKHH, nOJIbHHH JIXHD;KOpOHCbKHH, i HapHei];bKHH

nocnixoM

IIoHajiH 3flo6yBaxH OxMaxoBa, iii;opa3 npHcxynaiOHH 3i cmIxom.

Bxee FapMaxH nojibOBi BiflxyKHyjiHcx 3 Bhfobcbkofo exopoHH,

A jiexH HCKaioxb na cbok) apxHjiepiio, iri,o6 3JiaMaxH d,k) o6opoHy.

A XMejibHHu;bKHH XHM ^acoM BHinHKyBaBinH BincbKO a6o xc

cxBopHBinH xa6ip

3 IIIepeMexoM mockobcbkhm nocxaBHBiQH xaM xapMaxH h pyniHHi^i,

JlexeaB n’xHHii na caHKax, ajie kojih xofli 3 xapMax 6yjio xyKHeno

B OxMaxoBi, xo hofo He^apeMHO 6yjio npo6yAxeeHO. // (ApK. 51 3b.)

^lj)HxeHnijn»cbKa poKy 1655, ni^, OxMaxoBHM
He ^^aB ce6e bmobjixxh, 60 Bxee nyxn cxajio

CaMOMy i Bxee npHHnuiocx OHHMa aycxpixHcx 3 opj^hhi^xmh,

To^;i cIbluh na kohx, b3xbcx me peBHiine KepyBaxH xa6opoM

I MOCKOBCbKOFO IIIepeMexa b ycbOMy peKXH(i)iKyBaxH;

A XHM HacoM nicjix ^i,pyFOi 3b1cxkh am opflH,

06jioxcHBmH Bhfobcbkofo, jiexH mhbxb, mo6 ma6jixMH BflapnxH na

HHX,

XaM xce i cxpanini op^H 3 boithkhm cboim na mockobhxIb FaxacoM

Jlexxxb, Mxaxb cboim BBHMaiiHHM FaxaxancBKHM choco6om.

SixKHyxHcx Ha flpHXCHnoxi, xyx xce, no6xH3y OxMaxoaa

I 3apa3 xce 3 BHIHHKyBaHHM bIhCBKOM HaXHCHyB FeXBMaHCBKHH

aBaHPapj;.

XaK noxyxcHO h chxbho B^],apHBmH, bcIxh na hhx xaK,

111,0 IX Maxo He 3’1‘xH op^H 3 xexaMH.
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B:>Ke JiexH npo6HJiHct y Ta6ip, naciKJiH, HHMajio nopy6ajiH,

111,0 Bxce MOCKOBCbKa nixoxa noHHHajia nepexoj^HTH [na nojibCBKHH

6iK].

3 o6ox 6oKiB CHJiBHa MimannHa, kphk bexo^htb 3 ycx,

A UlepeMex noxyxcHHH ryx hhhhb, ji,aBaB bofhk) 3 rapMax i pym-

XmIjib napHB cboim xMCJieBHM jihcxom, ajie ne b Me^oBm CHxi,

SaHMejiHB He oj^hofo, o6KJiaAaB oxxce [jihcxhm] oco6jihbo fojiobh

JlexaM xa ji;eHKHM op;];aM, ajie h KoaaKH hk cKaHceni

He 3HajiH, Ky^^H 6hxh, kojih ix Ha6HJiH h naciKJiH

I jieflBe npHHmoBiHH ji;o xhmh, bhohI 6ea flpOB xa bo^i;h,

TijiBKH najiHJiH cboi bo3h, a aaMicxB bo^h poaxonjieHHM chIfom

ximaHH

Cboi 6opoji,H xa xydn, 3aMicxt BajiiB B03aMH xa6opHJiHca.

I neBHO ixiei xc Honi im 6h npHHinoB KiHeu;B,

Kojih 6 im HiBH^;iHe [?] cboim cxomjichhm hc 5yjio nocjiadjieHHH,

Ajie B HOHi BOHH HaKJiajiH y bo3h xpyniB 3 n,iei MacH xpyniB,

JltOflOM xa CHiaCHHM BaJIOM, HK 3M0FJIH, OXOHHJIH Cc6e,

FapMaxH, apxHjiepiio, pyrnnHu;! Ha6HBHiH, na Bci cxopoHH [BHCxaBH-

jih],

3po6hbhih xicHiiHHH xa6ip, nonajin 6hxh h ^i;aBaxH fohh,

A mo 6ijibme, XmIjib nepcMaHHB HypaflHH-cojixana

Hepea cboix xoBManiB, IIIepeMex i XmIjib 30Jioxom i cpi6jioM nm6HJiH

niflC}^MKH,

mo6 He Hacxynajia op«a, a xijibKH npHHaiiMHi npo oko ni^xpHMy-

Bajia jiexiB,

XmIjib o6mHB CBm 3a^i;yM lubh^ko peajiiayBaxH [?].

I xaK cxajiocH, kojih flo6pe cxajio 6paxHCH na CBixaHKy.

A JiexH H,ijiy nin npoBCJiH y nocHJiCHOMy HHJibHyBaHHi

A:*; xyx, 6aMaMH MOCKajib i XmIjil 3 K03aii,xB0M, iii,o noxano 6c3 bo^^h

I 6c3 ^^pOB, xaK02c xpe6a Bhfobcbkofo paxyBaxH i cboix 6opifl,

Bi^BaxcHHM HHHOM HiHJiH paHxoBO HBHpojioM ^];o OxMaxoBa,

BHFOBCbKOMy ^i;aK)HH ^i,onoMOFy, CBoeMy nncapeBi.

JleXH 5K MyaCHBO KHHyJIHCH J\0 HCnpHHXeJIH;

I xoH aacxyHHjiH ^opoxy, npaxHyHH «axH 6m xaKOMy xocxcBi,

Ajie opflH xijiBKH HacxHHa i xo dijitme kphkom BOiOBajia

Bo poamiHJiacH 3apa;i,H KopMy ^^JIa kohch i n^MOBJinjia nixH b aaxoH

[aa acHpcM] // (ApK. 52)
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Jl,pHXHnijiLCbKa poKy 1655, nifl OxMaxoBHM
IIpo^HJiaca MOCKBa h KOsaKH, pyM BHHHHBinn co6i,

111,0 He xijibKH KOsaKaM, ajie h jiexaM ffOBenoc^ 6yxn b rpo6i,

Bo KOJiH jiexcajio b mIch;! ni^ nac xojio,r;y nopaneHHX,

TaKoxc ^cojiflaxiB, raH^yxiB, SMyneHHX chjilhhm xojio^om.

Bee i^e bohh chjiok) npojiaMyiOHH, noxcepjiH, npoKOBXHyjiH,

Bo H BHrOBHHKH, BHCKOHHBUIH 3 SaMKy, XaM 6yjIH [HB BHJia3I^i].

Hepe3 n,e JiexH na op^y h HypaflHH-cojixana noBcxajiH,

111,0 He xaxe Mae 6yxH 6paxepcxB0, H^opaay im Hara^i;yBajiH;

Ajie BOHH i^e HpHHHcyBajiH HecHOfliBaHHM cnpaBaM,

111,0

[opflHHi^i] po36irjiHCB xofli aapa^^H aenpy, h,hm BHnpaBAOByBajiH-

ca,

A H,e cpi6jio H 30JI0X0 MOCKajiB ii Xmoji^ bhhhhjio

I m,e flajibuiy i uiBH^];Ky paji;y Bij^ hhx aflincHHJio,

111,0

iM Bi^i,ciH ^^axH xaKOMy o36poeHOMy BorHenajitHOio 36poeio i

rapMaxaMH HenpnaxejieBi,

111,0 B xaKiH Hoxyai, BancKO, xoMy xpe6a nonycxHXH By^HJia KoneBi,

I HTH B iHHii yKpaiHCBKi Micu;a, fle Moacna 6hxh h ^i;aBHTH,

A Xmojim 3 IIIepeMexoM i ixHiii xa6ip noKHHyxH, 3ajiHHiHXH.

To^];i HOJitctKi rexbMaHH cnonaxKy cbIh xa6ip nopa^HO Bi^i,npaBHJiH,

A J^aJIi H caMi Kinnoxoio h,hm xce hijibxom pymHjiH;

OflHe BiHCbKo HOJiLCLKe HOBijibHo H^i,e b peaepBi,

A neBHi op^i,H 3 npaBoro h JiiBoro 6oKiB CKpi3L y hiko^i;!

yKpaiHix^M inmi op^i;H, o6raHHK)HH aBanrapfl, panxoBO 6epyxL

I 3 HeBijIbHHKOM ^0 CBOXO BeJIHKOrO KOUia UIBH^^KO Hj^yxb.

FapMaxH HOJiBCBKi i nixoxa xexc xyx 3ce npn xa6opi.

J],e MocKajiB i Koaax BHpHBaBca Kinnoxoio, ^licxaB no hihi.

111,0

nocxepiriHH, IIIepeMex i XmIjib pyniHjmca 3 cboim xa6opoM,

I Hi6n 3a jierKHM kIhhoxhhkom hihob cejiuHHH 3 t^xckhm mIhikom

36i3caca.

IlOJIBCBKHH yKQ Xa6ip, p03ffijIHBHIHCB Ha HaCXHHH, HKHaHHIBH^^Hie

3MHKaBCB,

A u,i, xofl^HH KijiBKa «HiB, 3a3HajiH HiKOflH H Hyng];H,

^Kin;o aaxoHJHOBajiH ^khhcb Bia, hh xo [Bia] yMHCHO aajiHineHHH,

To He6araxo hhm adaraxHjiHca y cboim, na^xo noBijiBHOMy noxofli.

BanaHH, mo aano^iaxH mocB BaxcKO, bohh pyniHJiH b 61k, flo ^Hi^pa.

IIIepeMex 3 BOGBO^i;aMH i XmIjib 3 Koaai^xBOM cjiy:acaxB nacoBi,
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Kojih saMicTL xoro, mo6 po36hth jiexiB xa op^y, me h caMi 6yjiH

no6Hxi,

Byfl5^H rojio^HHMH, MycHJiH MaHflpyBaxH, H^i;yMH y cbok) cxopony 5ik

BxiKani,

Kojih 6’k)hh b cxohh, cjiifl boioiohh, hc MajiH npoBmnxy,

MycHJiH inmy pa^y MaxH, 6paxn yBarn.

Op^^H xaM i CBM, fle moxjih, 3 JiexaMH 6pajiH cejia h MicxenKa,

Ha mo i rexBMaHH 3 jiexaMH ji;hbhjihcb Kpi3B najibn,i,

IIl^o HCBijiBHHK mcxacxbCB opm, a BcoBHipaM 3^],o6hh, i^e npodanajiH,

J],o xoro BC op^^a 6yjia xaxa noxy^cna, xoh i 6yjia xo«i npH 6 oii;i JiexiB,

To 60BJIHCL (jiexH), mo6 BOHa ‘ix ne apa^HJia, a6o He aaxoxijia

3Ba6HXHCB Ha iHHIHH 61K.

Rk HenpHBxejibCBKi, xax i cboi na ^pH3CH^OJIi ^pHBcajiH,

Hifl OxMaxoBHM “ox, ox” MOCKOBCBKi i jiexH o^],Hy flyMKy MajiH. //

(ApK. 52 3B.)

Jlj)HXHnijiLCbKa poKy 1655 nifl OxMaxoBHM
A mo 6ijii>me, oko 3a oko MaH5yxnix cxopoxiB ncaM B^aaajiH

BOHH jiexaM, xaK XCBC i jiexH nepea noraHHX hhhhjih.

A 3 B3HHecLKoro 6paxepcxBa aHanmoBCB xaKHH, mo JiexiB

flo nepej^aHHB 3 pyci xjionii;B hh BciHKH, ia cmIxom,

MycHB aa D,e aanjiaxHXH hchxxbm Bis rexLManiB, a^c noxiM y Hyncin

acMJii

MycHB Mac CBoro bchxxb xbbcko nepe6yBaxH, npo i^e anae kohcch.

Kojih i^e cxajio bhbbjibxhcb, xo h ^ii ^^pyroro,

Byjio npHHHHeHO cyBopoio xapoio xa ny6jiiHHOio 3a6opoHoio.

To^;i 6yjiH BCJiHKi op^i;H, bkI aaxonnjiH HHMajio Micx i ciji,

HaBixB 3 fl03B0Jiy jiexiB i Bepma^i;b 3 rpynxy BHrnajiH,

TijiBKH XHX 5araxbox jiio^en, Koxpnx JiexH a MHJiocep^B aMorjiH

yxpHXH,

TijiBKH Li;i 6yjiH bIjibhhmh, ajie h D;e ne ^aaajio chokoio xaxapcbKOMy

cepii,K) [?].

U],OMHxi, moro;i,HHHO BcopcxoKHx opfl ji,o jicxIb npH6yBajio,

A JiexiB ia 3flo6HHHio naBnaKH [?] MeHinajio,

Kojih 6yB npHCJiaHHH naKaa Bm nana KopojiB KaaHMHpa,

111,0 mBe,n,CBKHH Kopojib ia cboimh hc AOxpHMyexBCB JiexaM nepe-

mhp’b,

Bncaj^HBuiHCB ia Mopn, Bin bhcc hhhhxb BopoBci ^ii y BejiHKm

Hojibrni-
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“3apa;i;H Bora nexan flo Mene nojibHHH rextMaH 3 BinctKOM n^e, 6o

a B poanani,

Ty^H i HapHei^bKHH nexan npH6yBae i Bpenixi xoh, xxo b Bora

Bipye,

Ty^H Co6ecBKHH, xopyHiacHH kopohhhh, 3 iHuiHMH HexaH

Ty^H i Bajia6aH xa mini nann, BejitMoacni nanaxa,

^HByK)nHCL xoMy, mo Ha i^k) BixHHany piani npnxoflHXt 6iflH [?].

Ajac xyx rexBMaH BejiHKHH IloxoLi;bKHH 3 bIhclkom naaaj^ i^e,

Jlej^BC BHCJiH3HyB, cxepe^cyHHCB Bifl opflH, mo6 He noxpannxH b 6iAy.

Bo op^];a xoro xoxijia, in;o6 JiexH pycb i mockobhxIb BOioBajin:

“Bo Hac Ha ainny npoxn i'x aaKJiHKajiH,

A xo xijiBKH Hi6H caMi cmIxh xa xcapxH 3 naMH B:ace hhhhxc,

Bo poanoHaamH, a ne aaKiHHHBmH, mBH^KO CKHj^aexe mojiOM”.

flaamn cjiymne BHnpaBAaHH5i, jiexH o6in,HJiH op^i;hhi^hm naropo^y,

Ha nojxajitmHH nac 6paxepcxao 36epiraiOHH i cbok) aro^y:

“A xenep Maexe BijiBHHH mjiHX b Ynpainy ji,o 6paHHH HCHpy

Tax opAH ia hcbahhhhm cepn;eM npH noBepHenni ao Kpmviy

Baraxo mKOAH MOCKOBHxaM i ynpaiHA^iM hhhhxb cboimh ai^mh.

He OAHH aanjiaxaB, ne OAHa [AYina] nimjia ao Heaojii,

Cxaxce [?], mo h;hm bIaxoaom jiexaM mopaa b oni kojhoxb.

MycHJiH AaJii, ao cboix kohobhcbk, MaHApyaaxH,

Bo Bxce i Kpnra cxpecana, xa npo noAaJitmy ainny aecxH neperoBO-

pH.

Boxce, Bo^ce! SMHJiyncH hba noMepjiHMH i 3chbhmh,

HaA aa6HXHMH xa nojierjiHMH piaHHMH cMepxaMH bIa nocxpijiia,

Koxpi Im’h Taoro Cnna Icyca npocjiaajiaGMo;

BiAAaJiH bIa HeaijiBHHKiB i bIa nac, 6iAOJiax, xH:acKicxi> [BHnpo6oay-

BaHt], naAaeMO

flo Hir CBHXHX Tboix, b Tpmu;i Bora eAHHoro:

Hepea aacxynHHixxBo Mapii i cbhxhx a5epe2CH nac bIa ycboro ajioro!

// (Apx. 53)

HiA nac Jl,po3amijn>CLKOi poxy 1655 a6ox OxMaxoBctxoi

B i^eii nac Mi^c iHmHM xax xpa(J)HJiocii,

II],o 0(J)mepH cxaaajiH rexBManaM,

111,0 xpH cojiAaxa y xa6opi AY^e 6araxo aojioxa AicxajiH,

Ajie MapHoxpaBHO i ne anaxH hx xoAi 2C i poaxpHHbxajiH.

Tyx ixe 6yjio npHBeACHO h;hx xptox a naxaay renepajia i rexbMana,
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SanHxaHo: “Hh flicxaB [rpomi]?”. [IlepmHH Bi^noBiB]: “J],icxaB 3

jiacKH riana Hc6a

Thc^hy h ^Bicxi nepBOHHX sjioxhx, ajie saxoBaB [?].

OflHi rpomi npoiB, nponHB, j^pyri b xapxH h Kocxi nporpaB, po3-

XpHHBKaB [?],

IIorpaSoBaHO mchc xaxoxc, BKpa^^eno rpomi”. SBepnyjiHca 3 ij;iGK)

cnpaBOK)

J],o ^;pyroro: “Hh 3ji;o6yB [rpomi], ix Maem?” Bi^KpHBae poxa:

“3;i;o6yB”, cxaaaB, “rexbMane, BiciMcox i BiciM, inmi nponHB,

nOJIOBHHy 3 O^^HHMH [?], nOJIOBHHy 3 flpyXHMH, 6o ICXH H nHXH

MHJIO”.

“A XH, xpexiH, cKancH n^npo, cKancH no coBicxi”.

Ton: “Cxancy npaB^y, nane, mog hchxxh b xboix pyxax,

flicxaB ciMcox, Mo:*;e h xpoxH 6ijiLme,

^aK) xaKHH paxynoK, 6o b Mene rojiOBa n^e o6epxoM,

ITapy nepBOHHx «aB xoMy, n^o najiencHXL, cBHm,enHKy,

mo6 Bin nifl nac cbhxhx mcc Boanic no^axy Bory, flo6pofliio,

3a xe, m;o Bin Mene ne xijiLKH B6epir Bi^i; 6i^H, ajie n ^aB xax 6araxo;

I nojierjie xoBapncxBO h xe^c xoxiB noM’anyxn cMijiHBO,

KijiBKa nepBOHHX h, xojioj^hhh, MycHB BHxpaxnxH na xjii6 i na nHBO,

Th caM, nane, anaGm, hk mjiynoK na rojiofl ^hbhxlch kphbo.

A flo i^iroro MycHB i cboim j];onoMaraxH,

3 xoro, n^o Meni Bor ^aB, i ix ixeio xa nnxxHM nopnxyBaxH.

Bo xo 6yBaG aBHHaiiHO BaaoMnnii pianHH xjii5ei^i>:

II],o H HOMy cboro^],Hi ^aM, Bin mohcc Meni aaBxpa Bi^^^axn BJ^BiHi

6ijibme,

Thm 6ijitme, Hxn^o y Mene cxanexLCH nem;acxH hh h aaxBopiio,

To Bin cxane npn Meni, a hk aarnny, xo Bin nocnnjie aeMJieio mokd

MOXHJiy

A6o ^],acxi> na noMHH mog Aymi, a noro CaM Bor Bnnaropo^HXb

A n,e i Meni b xaxoMy paai ^i;y2ce BHri^^no.

Inmi [rpomi] 36epiraio, mhjiocxhbhh nane, 6o h y6ornH, npn co6i,

mo6 yxpHMyBaxH y6ory Maxip, cecxpH, h ix xo6i noxancy.

He BxpaxHB i ne xony BxpanaxH, 6o ne xony pnanxyBaxH cboi'm

hchxxmm”.

Ha n,e rexBMan-renepaji: “Bonce! BjiarocjiOBn xbok) Myj];picxB!

Bi^ iMeni Bcix npomy, m;o6 ne inaxme,” [cxaaaB] renepaji,

“II],o6 ^^incHO 3 i^Loro MOMenxy xn 6yB o4)in;epoM, 6o xn b ycBOMy

[^];o6pHH],
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y Bipi, po3yMi i CBoix cnpaBax, xaKO^c ne cxhjilhhh flo MapnoTpaBCTBa.

A i^eH flpyrHH posTpHHfcKyBan, ^khh saiiMaBca KapxaMH, koct^mh,

n’HHCTBOM,

mo Tax ^;o6pe ib, hhb, ryjiaB, iu,o sajinninjiaca tIjibkh nojiOBHHa

rpomen,

Hexan Bi^ khib nojiixae Bropy h bhhs, CMep^iiOHa niBOoHKa,

J],OKH He HopyHaTBca 3a hbofo BipH riflHi jho^h,

II],o Bin Ha xBajiy Bo^cy, noniTHBC npoBe^i;e, a ne na^apeMHo

hpod;bhh;i;hti>. // (Apx. 53 3b.)

ni^ Hac flpH^XHnijibCbKOi poxy 1655 ado:^ OxMaTiBCbxoi

IJ,eH xpeTiii, poaxpHHfcxyBan, hxhh bcc BHxpaxHB, nexaii 6yji;e na

niH6eHHu;i,

Bo MapHO :x;hb na acMjii, nexan na Hc6i aipxH jiIhhxb;

^iHCHO 2CHB y rjiynoxi, b MapHOCxax, 6o na^xo aaiiMaBCH rpoio b xocxi,

A 3a H;e Bor rmBaextca, nexan 3ce ii;eH aanjiaxHXb :»chxxbm 3a CBoe

oOxcepcxBO.

Moxy HpHra^axH h xo, mo u;bOMy ac rexbManoBi,

BoK)K)HOMy BoacflK), npnxjHOHHJioca b Yxpami.

Kojih 3 BiHCbxoM, HocyHyxHM rexbMaHOM 3 oflHoro Mici^x Ha ji;pyre,

FexbMaHCbxi xoni (cxoajin), aanpaaceni b xapexy, xo nepm niac

pyniHXH

FoaoBHHH xiHb, cxoHHH, mopaay Horoio b aeMaio 6hb i xonaB,

BeanacxaHHo 6’k)hh b o^hc Micu;e, rynaB xohhxom ho 3Mep3aiH

3eMai.

BanaHH i^e, rexbMan cxaaaB: “He Moace 6yxn, m,o6 xinb 6ea hphhh-

HH,

He MaiOHH xaxoro 3BHHaio, ^aBaB u;bOMy Micn,K) BHHy.

A pa3 xax, xo nexaii nixoxa hibh^xo XHHexbca flo CBo’ix xnpox,

A 3a i^e BOHH 3Moacyxb xpoxH aapoOnxH [?].

U,H6yabCbXHH, Mapmajixy, axmo xyx ^oporoixinne xaMinna,

npoBianx, xo nexaii i^e 6yfle BaM,

BaM [nixoxa]— menarn, a rexbMany— cpiOao, 3oaoxo nexaii 6y^i;e”.

U,en rexbMancbxnii acapx Bor ji;aB, 6o i^hm paaoM Bin cnpaBp;HBca,

Bo 6yjio HHMaao ne xiabxn 6araxnx floporon;iHHHX xaMeniB,

Pncannx, coOoannnx [xyxp], oxcaMHxy, nypnypoBHX xxannn pianoi

n;iHH,

Bciaaxnx Maxepiii i 6araxnx penen, xycxox, flo6poro Manna,

Aae ii b piannx BH^ax aoaoxo, cpi6ao, ne xiabxn Mi^b.
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Hhm mopas rjiH6me Konajia nixoxa oxone,

To He o^^HH SHaHuiOBCH, HKHH 3raj];aB rexBMana ji;o6pHM cjiobom,

A rexBMaH CBoeMy cjiOBy 6yB bIphhm, caM bIh Menme xiuiHBca h,hm

yjIOBOM,

Bi^^^aB, po3^];aB hofo; xaxa nyxxa 6yjia, n^o i;e o^hh i3 K03aij;BKHx

hojikobhhkIb

y panxoBiH xpHB03i 6ijia CBoro flOMy 3aKonaB cpi6HaKH.

U,H HOCxiHHa BiHHa xaK 6araxbox no36aBHJia ji,o6pa,

A 6yjiH H xaxi m,acjiHBi, KOxpHx Bona nocxaBHJia na hoxh;

SnaHmoBCH xaKHH, m,o b i^i nacH b35ib ^o6pHH yjioB,

A ^pyxHH o6^;epca, BxpaxHB, jic^b :»cHxxa ne BxpaxHB.

Cbothh BoxEce, Cbothh KpinKHH i BeacMepxHHH!

SMHJiynca, 3MHJiyH, BMHJiyn Boace, b Tpmii;i Hepo3^];ijibHHH!

BiflBcpHH xhIb cbIh Bo2chh, B^ajiH Kapy HaM, rpiniHHM, Binny,

flan npocBixjieHHH poayMy i BHnpaBJieHHa, BHJiiKyBaHHM xchxxh

mo HaM 3 xoro, ^k6h mh xHc^ny poxiB ^chjih b SaraxcxBi,

Ajie 3acHxajiH y Tboih HeMHJiocxi i 6yjin To6i HCMHni!

KopojiB Bajixacap ^i;o6pe ^yMaB [npo ce6e], a pyxa Bxce Hnnie na

cxini:

“Mene, TcKeji, Oapec”, a ^aHHiJi BHXJiyManHB u;e ^hbo.

“Mene” — nepejioxcHB Bor XBoe kopojiIbcxbo, noKJiaB iioMy Kinei^b;

“TeKeji” — 3BaxcHB i xh Maem Menme [na xepeaax]; “Oapec” — Bxce

po3^JieHa XBoa ffepxcaBa,

^Km;o rpix o^Horo 3Jioro xarne 3a co6ok) noMcxy na bck) aeMJiio,

Ajie xaeMHHH rpix HeanaHKH, a mo xaaaxn npo hbhhh, [cxarne]

Bin Kapy na njieM’a.

BopOHH Hac, rocHo^i,H i3 Cbogk) Maxip’K), H,Boro “Mene, TeKeji,

Oapec”,

Kojih B3ce pi3Hi Hapo^i,H noBCxaioxb na Ilojibmy i sa namoro nana,

npo mo npoHHxaem HH^cne, axmo ne 6y«e, HHxany, i^e ny^^HO,

[...] mhjiocxhbhm’V/ (ApK. 54)

“JlixxapHKH” Ha Maprinecax:

ApK. 51

Potocki. (HanpoxH cjiiB “Hetman wielki....”)

ApK. 51 3B.

Na tym Drzypolu nie tylko zabitych, lecz i zmrozonej Moskwy i

Kozakow bylo wiele. (Hanpoxn cjim: “I gemby ciesz^c...,”)
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Orda spraktykowana od Moskwy przez Chmiela za wielkie pieni^dze.

(HanpOTH cJiiB! ’Tabor scislejszy....”)

ApK. 52

Tak od zimna, jako inszym rozerwaniem. (Hanpoxn cjiIb: “Owo jesli....”)

ApK. 52 3B.

Lanckoronski. (Hanpoxn cjiIb: “Dla Boga....”)

Czar[niecki], porucznik kr61[ewski]. (HanpoxH cjiIb: “tamze Czamiec-

ki....”)

Terazniejszy krol polski, pan nasz. (Hanpoxn cjiIb: “Tam Jan Sobies-

ki....”)

Stanislaw. (Hanpoxn cjiIb: “Aszci ... hetman wielki Potocki....”)

ApK. 53 3B.

[Po] tym zas by! marszalkiem Blazejowski, godny (Hanpoxn cjiIb:

“Cybulski, marszalku....”)

[FJanty w be[czka]ch zabite [by]li. (Hanpoxn cjiin: “W wszelkich

materyach....”)

Krolewstwo Baltasara oddane na podzial medom i persom. (Hanpoxn

CJiiB: “Mane, Thecel....”)

* * *

nepcKJiafl “jiixxapHKiB”

ApK. 51

UoXOItBKHH.

ApK. 51 3B.

Ha i^BOMy ^pH:acH^OJIi He xijibKH aadnxHX, ajie i aaMepJiHx na CMepxB

MOCKOBHxiB i K03aKiB 6yjio 6araxo.

Opjta nepeManena MOCKOBHxaMH nepea nocepeAHHitxBO XMeji5i aa

BejiHKi rpomi.

ApK. 52

“Tk Bi^^ xojio^ty, xaK i inmoro poaipBaHHH”.

ApK. 52 3B.

JlHHD,KOpOHCBKHH.

Tap[HeD;BKHH], KOpOJl[iBCtKHH] HOpyHHHK.

HnniniHiH nojibCbKHH Kopojib, naui nan.

CxanicjiaB

ApK. 53 3B.

HoxiM xce 6yB MapmajiKOM BjiaxceiiOBCbKHH, My^c.
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ByjiH D;iHHOCTi, 3a6Hxi b 6oHKax

KopojiiBCTBO Bajixacapa Bi^Aane Ha po3;i,ijieHH5i Mi^i,^HaM i nepcaM.

* * *

IIpHMiXKH:

ApK. 51

“IIoxoi^bkhh”. MaexBCH na yaaai CxanicjiaB “PeBepa” IIoxoixbkhh—
MatHax Peni IIocnojiHxoi, mkhh o6iHMaB HHMajio Ba:*;jiHBHx nocaA,

HacaMnepe^: rexBMan BejiHKHH kopohhhh (1654-67), rexBMan

nOJIBHHH KOpOHHHH (1652-54) i KpaKiBCBKHH BOGBo;i;a (1658-67).

“HapHei^BKHii”. CxecJ)aH HapHeD,bKHH — Marnax Peni IlocnojiHxoi,

BH^],aXHHH nOJIbCBKHH BOeHaHaJIBHHK, nlfl Hac J],pHXCHnijIbCLK01 6hxbh

6yB KOPOHHHM o603HHM (1652-55).

“JlHHi^KOpOHCBKHH”. CxanlcjiaB J1hhd;kopohcbkhh (noMep y 1657 p.),

rexBMaH hojibhhh kopohhhh y 1654-57 pp., i periMCHxap y 1649-50

pp. OOiHMaB xaKOHc inmi Ba^cjiHBi noca^i;H: rajiHixBKHH KamxejiHH

(1646-49), 6pau;jiaBCbKHH BoeBO^a (1649-52), pycbKHH BoeBo^a

(1652-57) xa in.

“PajiacyiOHH”. Tyx rpa cjiIb. “Pajiac” oananae xaKOxc cnoci6 ji,iH

kIhHOXH y^60K), HKHH BHKOpHCXOByBaJIH He xijIBKH K03aKH, ajie H

op^],HHLi;i.

*) KijiBKa nepHiHx jiixep cjiOBa aajiHxi hophhjiom i ne npoHHxyioxb-

CH.

“zmudem”. Sbhhhc aHanenHa i^boro cjiOBa aK “xcMyj^HH”, xo6xo

jiHXOBeii;B, xyx ne roAHXbca. Cjiobhhkh no^aioxt xaKoxc cjiobo
“
zmudny”, xo6xo “BaxcKHH, xaacKHH”. 3 KOHxeKcxy BHHJiHBae, mo xyx

MaexBca na yaaai “nepHL”, xo6xo npocxi cejiami.

ApK. 51 3B.

*) OflHe CJIOBO HanHcaHO nepoadipjiHBO.

ApK. 52

“rum”. Il^e cxape hojibclkc cjiobo nepeKJia^i;aGxi>ca hk “bIjibhhh

Hijiax”. Bo^Honac boho mbg i mini 3HaueHHa: “myM”, “XBajix”,

“Mcxymna”, Bpemxi h “pom”.

ApK. 52 3B.

“Ka3HMHpa”. .Hh KaaHMHp — Kopojit Peui IIocnojiHxoi y 1648-68

pp.

“mBCflCBKHH Kopojib”. Kapji X TycxaB. IIlBeflCbKHH Kopojit y 1648-60

pp.
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“^H Co6ecBKHH”. MaH5yTHiH Kopojib Peni IlocnojiHTOi y 1674-96 pp.

Ilifl nac J],pH3CHnijii>CBKOi 6htbh o6mMaB HesHanny noca^y HBopiB-

CLKoro cxapocTH (1644-64).

“BajiaSan”. IIpej];cTaBHHK snaHHoro nijiMxeTCBKoro pojxy Peni

IlocnojiHTOi, ni^ nac )l,pH:*;Hnijn>ci>KOi 6htbh KOMan^yBaB hojikom.

ApK. 53 3B.

ripisBHiii, U,H6yjibci>Koro xa BjiaacenoBCLKoro ne snaxo^HMo cepe^

BCJiHKHX xa HaflBipHHX MapmajiKiB kopohhhx. Bh^ho, aBxop xponiKH

Mae Ha yaaai MapmajiKiB, Koxpnx inoffi o6HpajiH b ffiioHm apMii. IIi«

Bjia:*;eHOBCbKHM mo^cjihbo MaextcH na yaasi Bjia^coBCLKHH

(Bjia^ceBCbKHH), bkhh 6ya KaM’HHei],b-no^^ijibCbKHM ni^^HaniHM y

1667-93 pp. ^HB.: K. Przybos, Urz§dnicy wojewodztwa Podolskiego

XV-XVIII wieku: Spisy (Wroclaw: Zaklad narodowy im. Ossolinskich,

1994), 87, 165.



The Cyril and Methodius Brotherhood

Revisited

Orest Pelech

When I began to work on the Cyril and Methodius Brotherhood

(1846-47) for my dissertation more than thirty years ago, my adviser, S.

Frederiek Starr, posed to me the question “What was it that they were

doing there?” He repeated the question with a different emphasis on the

main words in this simple sentenee; ''What was it that they were doing

there?” “What was it that they were doing there?” “What was it that they

were doing thereT Having already read extensively in the literature on

the Brotherhood, 1 remember being irked by the question because it

struck me that the answers were apparent. The Brotherhood was, after all,

a group of Ukrainian intellectuals who were formulating a new Ukrainian

identity and rebellion against Tsar Nicholas in the capital of Ukraine. In

the course of further reading of published and archival material, as well

as of writing my dissertation, 1 realized that virtually all the points 1 made

in response to Starr’s question were wrong.

The Cyril and Methodius Brotherhood has been, and most likely will

continue to be, an important subject in nineteenth-century Ukrainian

history. It owes its importance largely to the fact that the tsar’s secret

police undermined the intellectual foundations for formulating Ukrainian

national identity during a critical period of its formation. They did so by

arresting in March 1847 three of the most influential Ukrainian thinkers

of the century and interrupting their promising careers for over a decade.

In 1859, during the “thaw” that marked the early years of the new

emperor’s reign, all three victims reconvened in St. Petersburg to publish

their views in a short-lived journal, Osnova (1861-62).^ One member of

1 . Surprisingly, the only monograph on this vital publication in any language is still

the dated Mykhailo Davydovych Bemshtein, Zhumal “Osnova ”
i ukrainskyi literatumyi
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this triumvirate, the poet and painter Taras Shevchenko (1814-61), died

in St. Petersburg in March 1861. The other two, the historian Mykola

Kostomarov (1817-85) and the scholar and belletrist Panteleimon Kulish

(1819-97), survived to relatively old age and had highly productive

careers. Although there is an enormous amount written on Shevchenko,^

most of it of dubious value, the other two members of the triumvirate

have enjoyed relatively little attention, partly because they were unaccept-

able to the post- 1930 Soviet party line. Scholars of various nationalities,

political persuasions and historical periods have produced seven books

about the Brotherhood. The authors include an imperial Russian historian,

a Soviet Russian historian, an interwar Pole, an interwar, non-Soviet

Ukrainian, a Canadian Ukrainian, and two post-Soviet Ukrainians.^ Also,

there is a Polish-language monograph that is written purely as a history

of ideas.'^ To a greater or lesser extent, they ignore the social and

political realities of Kyiv and the Russian Empire in 1846-47 and

interpret this circle through the lens of social-democracy.^ The time is

long overdue to peel away the accretions of martyrology and anachron-

ism.

protses kintsia 50-60-kh rokiv XIX st. (Kyiv; AN URSR, 1959).

2. The world’s largest data base of book titles, Worldcat, reports (as of April, 2004)

over 1,186 book title records about Shevchenko. In contrast, Kostomarov has only 49, and

Kulish has 44.

3. Vasilii Ivanovich Semevsky, Kirillo-Mefodievskoe osbshchestvo 1846-1847 gg.

(Moscow: Izdatelstvo Zhumala “Golos Minuvshago,” 1918); Petr Andreevich Zaionchkov-

sky, Kirillo-Mefodievskoe obshchestvo, 1846-1847 (Moscow: Izdatelstvo Moskovskogo

universiteta, 1959); Jozef Golabgk, Bractwo sw. Cyryla i Metodego w Kijowie (Warsaw:

Nasza Pryzyszlosc, 1935); Mykhailo Vozniak, Kyrylo-Metodiivske bratstvo (Lviv: Fond

“Uchitesia braty moi,” 1921); George S.N. Luckyj, Young Ukraine: The Brotherhood of

Saints Cyril and Methodius in Kiev, 1845-1847 (Ottawa: University of Ottawa Press,

1991); I.K. Omelchenko, Politychna politsiia Rosiiskoi imperii i Ukraina: Seredyna XIX

St. (Kyiv: Instytut derzhavy i prava im. V.M. Koretskoho NAN Ukrainy, 1999); and P.S.

Honcharuk, Istorychni pohliady Kyrylo-Mefodiivtsiv (Kyiv: Kyivskyi slavistychnyi

universytet, 2002).

4. Stefan Kozak, Ukrainscy Spiskowcy i Mesjanisci: Bractwo Cyryla i Metodiego

(Warsaw: Pax, 1990).

5. Soviet polemical claims on behalf of Shevchenko’s radicalism and revolutionary

importance were legion. A typical statement was, “As the founding father of revolution-

ary-democratic ideology in Ukraine, he together with Russian revolutionary democrats

became one of the precursors of Marxism-Leninism in Russia, and consequently in

Ukraine” (V.T. Shpak, Suchasnifalsyfikatory ideinoi spadshchyny T.H. Shevchenka [Kyiv:

Vyshcha shkola, 1974], 5).
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What was it that they were doing there?

The brotherhood was born in discussions in January 1846 between

Kostomarov, a professor of Russian history at St. Vladimir University,

and his apartment-mate Mykola Hulak (1822-99), an alumnus of Russia’s

German university in Dorpat and a functionary in the office of the

governor-general. Kostomarov and Hulak were fired by the idea of pan-

Slavism and together undertook to study Serbian. They were joined in

their discussions by Vasyl Bilozersky (1825-99), a senior at the

university and the future editor of Osnova. Bilozersky left Kyiv upon

graduation and took a teaching post in his native Poltava in fall 1846.

Several university students—Ivan Posiada, Opanas Markovych, Oleksan-

der Navrotsky, and Oleksander Tulub—became briefly involved in

discussions during 1846. The provocateur, Aleksei Petrov, overheard a

political discussion in early November 1846 and insinuated himself into

two final meetings in December 1846 and early January 1847. After

waiting for more than a month in the hope of gathering more material, on

3 March 1847 Petrov turned over what he had to the superintendent of

the Kiev Educational District. By his own admission, he did so because

the discussion group had ceased to exist.^

Except for the older landholder Savich, all the Brotherhood members

were employees of the Ministry of Popular Enlightenment^ or students,

who also came under the ministry. All were pursuing tasks assiduously

as part of their employment and advancement. Thus, in January 1847

Hulak left Kyiv for St. Petersburg, where he assumed the post of

gymnasium teacher of Russian slovesnost, a discipline combining an

6. Petrov wrote in his denunciation: “From the time of departure of these persons from

Kyiv, I could not further follow their actions and gather new evidence, which is why I

decided to present Your Excellency with what I have found” (“Ob Ukraino-slavianskom

obshchestve” in Tsentralnyi gosudarstvennyi arkhiv Oktiabrskoi revoliutsii (TsGAOR),

fond 109, file 81, part 1, 1847, fol. 68. After a twenty-year delay after the announcement

of its publication, the state file on the Brotherhood was published in 1990. See P.S.

Sokhan et al., eds., Kyrylo-Mefodiivske tovarystvo u trokh tomakh (Kyiv: Naukova dumka,

1990). Petrov’s testimony is in vol. 3, 259-282.

7. In an unfortunate coincidence for the Minister of Popular Enlightenment Uvarov,

he appointed Shevchenko to the faculty of St. Vladimir University as an instructor of

drawing in the early days of March 1847, when the investigation of the Brotherhood was

beginning. His previous employer, the Archeographical Commission was not in the

Ministry of Popular Enlightenment, but a part of the Southwestern Regional Governor-

General’s Office.
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expertise in language and literature. Panteleimon Kulish preceded Hulak

as a teacher of Russian slovesnost in the capital in fall 1845 and all of

1846. In March 1847 Kulish left the capital together with his new bride

and her brother, Bilozersky, for a lengthy educational expedition

(nauchnaia komandirovka) at the expense of the ministry to prepare for

a professorship in Slavic studies at an imperial university. During the

thirteen-month period of the Brotherhood’s activity, Taras Shevchenko

traveled extensively drawing pictures of archeological excavations.

Mykola Kostomarov taught Russian history not only at St. Vladimir

University but also in a noble girls’ gymnasium, where he met a student

whom he pursued in a whirlwind courtship that left little time for politics.

Two of the three main actors, Kulish and Shevchenko, were not even in

Kyiv for most of the time when the Brotherhood was active.

What was it that they were doing therel

Within the common denominator of employment by the Ministry of

Popular Enlightenment, there is still a deeper conunonality that brought

this group to Kyiv. Although described as the “Mother of Russian Cities,”

Kyiv was not predominantly Russian in the 1840s. Great Russians were

limited to a small number of imperial officials; the elite of both the city

and the gubernia was firmly Polish.^ To the Polish nobility of the

Western Territory (Zapadnyi krai), the nine gubernias that were part of

the Russian Empire and not the Kingdom of Poland, “Kiew” was the

easternmost outpost of Polish civilization. Emperor Nicholas understood

that the city was not politically reliable (blagonadezhnyi) and could easily

be the centre of another Polish revolt like the recent November revolt of

1830-31. Nicholas decided to build two Russian institutions that would

keep the city firmly within the empire—a fortress and a university, a

military and an intellectual citadel.^

The dual purpose of the university was to pursue local studies that

would buttress imperial claims to the southwestern gubernias and to

transform Polish noble boys into Great Russians. St. Vladimir University

8. Edward C. Thaden, Russia ’s Western Borderlands, 1 710-1870 (Princeton: Princeton

University Press, 1984), 123-5.

9. The emperor’s chief of secret police, A.Kh. Benkendorff, also noted that the troops

of the Kyiv citadel could be useful in quelling any disturbances at the university. See

N.K. Shilder, Imperator Nikolai pervyi: Ego zhizn i tsarstvovanie (St. Petersburg: A.S.

Suvorin, 1903), 2: 680.
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was duly founded in 1833 by plundering the resources (especially the

libraries and laboratories) of the recently closed Vilnius University and

the Polish lycee in Kremenets, both hotbeds of Polish nationalism in the

recent revolt.^® The choice of names was suggestive: all other imperial

universities—Moscow, St. Petersburg, Dorpat, Kazan, and Kharkiv—sim-

ply carried their place names. The new university in Kyiv bore the name

of the ruler (and saint) who in imperial historiography was the progenitor

of Russian civilization.^^

What was it that they were doing there?

Who was going to accomplish the task of carrying imperial Russian

civilization to Polish boys? The first head of the university was the

Moscow University botanist, Mykhailo Maksymovych (1804-73). A
product of the Left-Bank Ukrainian gentry, he holds a firm place in

nineteenth-century Ukrainian historiography as a pioneer of Ukrainian

ethnography and history. Who were the professors of the new university?

They were nineteen in number: three Ukrainians and sixteen Poles from

the recently defunct Kremenets Lycee. Chosen for their political

reliability, these men did not have the training or skills to teach Russian,

Russian history, and Russian slovesnost. Indeed, most of the Polish

professors had to learn Russian in a crash course before they embarked

on their new careers.

The folly of having untrained Polish professors playing the role of

Russifiers came into sharp focus with the uncovering of the Szymon

Konarski plot in 1839. A veteran and hero of the 1830-31 revolt,

Konarski (1808-39) was an agent of the Polish emigre centre in Paris.^^

His task was to create an underground organization of Polish nobles in

10. M. Vasylenko, “Kreminetskyi litsei i universitet sv. Volodymyra,” in Z imenem

sviatoho Volodymyra: Kyivskyi universitet u dokumentakh, materialakh ta spohadakh

suchasnykiv u dvokh knyhakh, comp. V. Korotky and V. Ulianovsky (Kyiv: Zapovit and

Alkor-Trast, 1994), 1: 41-9. This is a partial reprint of an article in Zapysky sotsialno-

ekonomichnoho viddilu YUAN 1 (1923): 38-49.

11. See Zenon Kohut, “Formuvannia ukrainskoi natsionalnoi istoriohrafii,” Skhid-

Zakhid: Istoryko-kulturolohichnyi zbirnyk, no. 3 (Kharkiv: Maidan, 2001): 23-30.

12. M.F. Vladimirsky-Budanov, Istoriia Imperatorskogo universiteta 5V. Vladimira,

(Kyiv: Tip. Imperatorskogo universiteta sv. Vladimira, 1884), 92-4.

13. Stefan Kieniewicz has an excellent introduction to Konarski, “Szymon Konarski,”

in Polski Slownik Biograficzny, ed. Emanuel Rostworowski (Wroclaw, Warsaw, and

Cracow: Wyd. PAN, 1968), 13: 477-9.
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the Western Territory that would be ready to strike during the next Polish

revolt. Konarski was remarkably successful in his recruitment: when the

plot was uncovered, more than 200 members were exposed. Approximate-

ly thirty of them were students of St. Vladimir University. The Konarski

network was by far the largest underground organization in Nicholas’s

thirty-year career, far larger than the Kyiv-based Cyril and Methodius

Brotherhood or the St. Petersburg-based Petrashevsky circle. Konarski

was executed by firing squad in 1839. Death was a very rare punishment

since the five Decembrists were hanged in 1826. It was a measure of the

seriousness with which the emperor viewed the conspiracy. St. Vladimir

University was closed for a semester. Local folklore has it that the garish

brick-red colour of the main building was ordered by Nicholas as a sign

of the university’s shame.

This is the social and professional context which answers the

question, “What was it that they were doing there?” The answer to the

university’s problem was obvious: the professoriate had to be largely, or

perhaps even exclusively, Russian. Yet, throughout much of the

nineteenth century, there was a chronic shortage of educated men capable

of filling professorial positions. The activist head of the ministry, S.S.

Uvarov (1786-1855),^'^ began to recruit young east Slavs for professorial

careers, particularly in politically sensitive subjects such as Russian

history and slovesnost. Had there been Great Russian scholars or

professors willing to live and work in Kyiv, chances are that the young

men who later formed the Cyril and Methodius Brotherhood would have

found few opportunities for an academic career in Kyiv. But, because of

the shortage of willing and qualified Great Russians, Uvarov fell back on

the precedent of Maksymovych: he entrusted the task of making Pohsh

noble boys into Great Russians to Little Russians hke Maksymovych. Thus,

Maksymovych became the model and gatekeeper for young Ukrainian men

aspiring to a career in the Ministry of Popular Enlightenment.

In the history of empires, it is not unusual to use one subaltern nation

to affect another subaltern nation militarily, economically, or politically.

What was original about Uvarov’ s educational politics in the South-

western gubernias (Kyiv, Volhynia, and Podilia) was that one subaltern

14. See Cynthia H. Whittaker, “The Subject Nationalities: A Policy of Cultural

Imperialism,” chap. 7 of The Origins of Modern Russian Education: An Intellectual

Biography of Count Sergei Uvarov, 1786—1855 (DeKalb, 111.: Northern Illinois University

Press, 1984), 189-212.
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nation would impose the national identity of the ruling nation upon a

rival subaltern nation. In a word, Ukrainians were to Russify Poles.

Uvarov’s strategy was not foolish. Were it not for a poverty-stricken

provocateur who sought financial gain in denouncing the remnants of the

Brotherhood to the authorities, the individuals caught in the police

dragnet most likely would have continued serving the empire’s interests

in the Ministry of Popular Enlightenment. The fact that the secret police

found no evidence that anyone connected with the circle attempted any

agitation against the state^^ supports this assertion. Even Shevchenko,

routinely called a “social democrat” by Soviet and even post-Soviet

historians, did not attempt any agitprop among his native class, the

peasantry. Subsequent historians, especially Soviet historians, have not

found any contemporaneous response to the Brotherhood.^^

What is hard to accept for historians of either the Ukrainian

nationalist or social democratic persuasion is that Ukrainians of the 1840s

were uncommonly loyal to the imperial state. This was especially true of

its elite, the nobility of the Left-Bank gubernias. Partisan historians ignore

the fact that in the 1840s the Ukrainian nobility of the Left-Bank

gubernias had a poorly developed sense of national identity. The primary

components of their identity were their religion. Orthodoxy, and their

class status, their membership in the imperial dvorianstvo. In another

venue, I have demonstrated prosopographically that this local elite was

an important component of the empire’s elite.^^ In the privacy of their

homes, they might enjoy the Ukrainian language, folklore, and cuisine.

15. Basing his conclusion on reports from local agents in Ukrainian gubernias, the head

of the Third Section (the Secret Police), Count Orlov, asserted that there was no local

resonance to the Brotherhood. See “Ob Ukraino-slavianskom obshchestve,” in Kyrylo-

Mefodiivske tovarystvo u trokh tomakh, ed. Sokhan et al., 3; 159-61 and 177.

16. One of the more careful Soviet historians of revolutionary movements in the

Russian Empire, V. A. Diakov wrote: “enthusiastically calling Shevchenko one of the

ideological leaders of revolutionary-democrats in Russia, we have not been able to

uncover fully his ties with the most important revolutionary events, with active members

of the movement, with some of the semi-legal and illegal organizations of the pre-reform

two-decade [period]” (“Revolutsionnye sviazi T.G. Shevchenko,” in Revoliutsionnaia

situatsiia v Rossii v 1859-1861 gg., ed. M.V. Nechkina [Moscow: Izdatelstvo Akademii

nauk SSSR, 1960], 4).

17. Orest Pelech, “Mainstream or Marginal? Toward a Prosopography of the Left Bank

Ukrainian Nobility.” Paper presented at the Conference “Peoples, Nations, Identities: the

Russian-Ukrainian Encounter,” Harriman Institute, Columbia University, 14-15 November

1994.
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but they had no social or economic interest in identifying with the

peasantry they were exploiting.

What is necessary in the historiography of the Brotherhood is what

the tribe of contemporary literary scholars calls “contextualization.” In my
own dissertation, I attempted to place the Brotherhood in the context of

its members’ professional development and Russia’s internal politics. The

conclusions I reached—that the group was ephemeral and its members

were employed as Russifiers clashed with both Soviet and nationalist

historiographies.^^ Neither school is extinct, as is evident from the book

on the Brotherhood that appeared in Ukraine very recently. In it one

encounters citations of Marx and Lenin, as well as incantational

repetitions asserting Shevchenko’s social democracy. The Brotherhood’s

unhappy fate is depicted as a proto-Marxist auto-da-fe. On the other hand,

I take hope in the appearance of young scholars in Ukraine who are

attempting new approaches, such as comparing the histories of Ukraine

and Scotland. Both Scots and Ukrainians played subaltern roles,

especially military roles, in their respective empires. Both were objects

of assimilationist pressures from their dominant nations.^^ In the last

three centuries both nations have faced fateful choices about their ethnic

and political identities. Comparing empires is a fruitful approach to the

history of pre-1917 and even pre-1991 Ukraine.

Another potentially fruitful contextualization is subaltern or post-

colonial theory. The authors of the mostly theoretical works in this new

field studiously avoid the Russian Empire without explaining why.^^ I

surmise that most scholars even within Russian studies, let alone outside

of it, have not yet come to terms with the fact that Russia was an empire

as much as any of its west European counterparts. The great difference

18. Orest Pelech, “Toward a Historical Sociology of the Ukrainian Ideologies in the

Russian Empire of the 1830s and 1840s” (Ph.D. Diss., Princeton University, 1976),

passim.

19. See, Honcharuk, Istorychni pohliady, passim.

20. See the historical collection from Kharkiv Skhid-Zakhid: Istoryko-kulturolohichnyi

zbirnyk, no. 4 (2001).

21. For example, Peter Childs and R.J. Patrick Williams, An Introduction to Post-

Colonial Theory (London: Harvester Wheatsheaf; New York: Prentice-Hall, 1997),

passim. Perhaps because the founder of this school of thought was a Palestinian refugee

(Edward Said), and his followers, such as Homi Babha and Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak,

were to a significant extent sub-continent Indians, they may have overlooked the Russian

imperial experience.
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was, of course, that the Russian Empire was a contiguous land empire,

whereas the French, British, Dutch, Spanish and Portuguese Empires were

overseas empires. Nevertheless, the logic of imperial rule was largely the

same for all of them. Cooptation and sometimes assimilation were crucial

strategies in maintaining large empires. The reign of Nicholas I (1825-55)

was not different in most respects from that of other emperors. What was

different was that Nicholas was attempting to strengthen the Russian

identity of the Great Russian elite and simultaneously to impose it upon

the Polish nobility in the gubernias acquired by his grandmother,

Catherine the Great. The most important institution for achieving both

purposes was the Ministry of Popular Enlightenment. It was Uvarov’s

professional misfortune that some of his most promising subalterns

discovered an alternative to the master narrative of Russian history. After

their arrests and punishment, Panteleimon Kulish and especially Mykola

Kostomarov pursued an alternative paradigm of east Slavic history for the

rest of their productive lives. It was this patient scholarship after the

crises of their lives, rather than any revolutionary dreams that gives

historical weight to an otherwise obscure and ephemeral group of

intellectuals in the provinces.

The arrest, decade-long exile, and revival of Kostomarov’s and

Kulish’ s careers led to a struggle for east Slavic history. Was it the

patrimony, the sole possession of the Great Russians, as developed in the

master narrative by N.I. Karamzin (1766-1826) and popularized for the

empire’s schoolboys by Uvarov’s protege, N.G. Ustrialov (1805-68)? Or

was it the work of a federalist principle encompassing three nations that

by the turn of the twentieth century became known as the Russians,

Ukrainians, and Belarusians? The struggle was over patrimony, authority,

legitimacy, and identity. In the words of one of Shevchenko’s most

influential poems, “Zapovit” (My Testament), “whose children are we?”

This question is by no means settled even after the collapse of the Soviet

Union and the establishment of three republics representing the three east

Slavic nations.

The works of Kulish and Kostomarov certainly supported a federalist

interpretation of east Slavic history. The supreme irony of their lives was

that their motivation, their skills, and their productivity were all made
possible by imperatives that came from St. Petersburg, not the Left-Bank

Ukrainian nobility. As young men, Kostomarov and Kulish were swept

up in the enthusiasm for a recovery of a Russian past that could withstand

the claims of Polish emigres. In the process of researching the local folk
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literature, language, and history, they developed an alternative, polycen-

tric interpretation of east Slavic history. The genie was out of the bottle:

Uvarov’s pursuit of local history and Slavic studies produced an

alternative master narrative that imprisonment, exile, harassment, and

censorship could not suppress.
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In the autumn of 1920 Mikhail Pokrovsky, the leading Marxist historian

of Russia, published the first Marxist textbook of Russian history to

appear in the post-revolutionary Russian Empire, entitled Russkaia istoriia

V samom szhatom ocherke (Russian History in Briefest Outline)^ The

book was based on his lectures, which he had delivered a year earlier at

the Iakov Sverdlov Communist University in Moscow and had reworked

during a brief leave from his duties as deputy people’s commissar of

education of the Russian Federation. Lenin himself welcomed its

publication, suggesting that it be adopted as a textbook and translated into

various European languages.^ The book was indeed translated into

numerous foreign languages, as well as the languages of the USSR, and

reprinted more than ninety times, making it the most popular textbook of

Russian history in the 1920s. It employed some of the basic ideas

developed in Pokrovsky’s five-volume Russkaia istoriia s drevneishikh

vremen (Russian History from Earliest Times). Special emphasis was

1. See M.N. Pokrovsky, Russkaia istoriia v samom szhatom ocherke (Moscow:

Gosizdat, 1920). See the reprint of the tenth edition of the book (1931) in idem, Izbrannye

proizvedeniia, vol. 3 (Moscow: Mysl, 1967). On Pokrovsky, see George M. Enteen, The

Soviet Scholar-Bureaucrat: M.N. Pokrovskii and the Society of Marxist Historians

(University Park, PA. and London: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1978); Roman
Szporluk, “Introduction,” in M.N. Pokrovskii, Russia in World History: Selected Essays,

ed. Roman Szporluk, trans. Roman and Mary Ann Szporluk (Ann Arbor: University of

Michigan Press, 1970), 1-46.

2. For the text of Lenin’s letter to Pokrovsky welcoming the publication of Russkaia

istoriia v samom szhatom ocherke, see Pokrovsky, Izbrannye proizvedeniia, 3: 2>-A.
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placed on the history of the class struggle, the rise of the working class,

and the role of commercial capitalism in early modem Russian history.^

Pokrovsky’s Russkaia istoriia v samom szhatom ocherke turned out

to be a history of Russia proper to a degree not matched by any of the

pre-revolutionary histories of Russia. In one sense Pokrovsky’s neglect

of non-Russian history in his popular survey was the logical culmination

of an earlier tendency, associated with the names of Vasilii Kliuchevsky

and his students at Moscow University, to “Russify” the Russian imperial

grand narrative. The outbreak of the 1917 revolution, the disintegration

of the empire, and the establishment on its mins of new independent

states, including the Russian Federation, removed the old constraints that

hindered the “purification” of the Russian imperial paradigm by the

removal of non-Russian elements. After all, the lecture course that served

as a basis for Pokrovsky’s new textbook of Russian history was delivered

in Moscow, the new capital of the Russian Federation, by a deputy

people’s commissar of the Russian government at a time when the

Moscow authorities had in effect lost control of a significant part of the

Russian Empire. Ukraine, in particular, was lost first to the forces of the

Ukrainian People’s Republic, led by Hmshevsky, then to German troops,

the Ukrainian Directory, and the White armies of General Anton Denikin.

There existed (at least formally) a separate communist party of Ukraine

and a separate Soviet Ukrainian government, while the formation of the

USSR was at least two years away. Whatever Pokrovsky’s intentions at

the time he wrote his lectures, by focusing on Russia proper he left a

vacuum to be filled with narratives produced locally by party historians

in the non-Russian borderlands of the former empire.

In Ukraine there was a particularly strong demand for such a

narrative, as evidenced by the hundreds of thousands of copies of brief

textbooks and popular historical studies produced during the revolution

that presented Ukrainian history from the Ukrainian national point of

view. Mykhailo Hmshevsky’ s Iliustrovana istoriia Ukrainy (Illustrated

History of Ukraine) alone was reissued six times between 1917 and

3. Comparing Russian and Ukrainian history of the period, Pokrovsky claimed that

the major difference between the Russian and Ukrainian (Dnieper) Cossacks lay in the

latter’s ability to find allies among the local burghers. The burghers, organized in

confraternities, fought against the church union. In Pokrovsky’s opinion, the union was

little more than a tool of the Polish government to oppress the petty Ukrainian burghers

in the interests of the rich merchants. See Pokrovskii, Izbrannye proizvedeniia, 3: 80-1.
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1919 4 ji^g Qf constructing a Soviet Marxist narrative of Ukrainian

history fell to one of the leading ideologues of the Soviet regime in

Ukraine, Matvii lavorsky. He was occasionally called the “Ukrainian

Pokrovsky,” but unlike his older colleague in Moscow, he was neither a

professional historian nor an old Bolshevik. A lawyer by training, he

formally joined the Communist Party only in 1920. lavorsky was an

ethnic Ukrainian who came to Eastern Ukraine from Galicia, where he

had graduated from Lviv University (having attended Hrushevsky’s

lectures on Ukrainian history) and, in addition to his law degree, had

completed a doctorate in political science (1912).^

Among the major battlegrounds in the struggle between the young

Marxist historians and representatives of Ukrainian national

historiography was the history of the Ukrainian Cossacks, especially of

the Khmelnytsky Uprising. The meaning of that uprising, particularly the

Muscovite tsar’s taking of the Cossack polity under his “high hand,” was

also contested by historians of the Russian imperial school, who viewed

the Khmelnytsky era through the prism of the reunification of Rus'.

Ukrainian historians, for their part, regarded the uprising as a turning

4. The fourth edition of the book appeared in 1917, while the fifth edition was

published and reprinted three times in 1918 and once in 1919. See Lubomyr R. Wynar,

ed., Mykhailo Hrushevs'kyi, 1866-1934: Bibliographic Sources (New York, Munich, and

Toronto: Ukrainian Historical Association, 1985), 29-35.

For some future Ukrainian cultural activists, the “awakening” of their Ukrainian

identity began with the reading of Hrushevsky’s Iliustrovana istoriia Ukrainy. That was

the case with the prominent Ukrainian linguist and cultural activist lurii Shevelov, who
read Hrushevsky’s work in Kharkiv in 1923-24. See his memoirs, V Ukraini, vol. 1 of

la — meni— mene... (i dovkruhy): Spohady (Kharkiv and New York: Berezil and M.P.

Kots, 2001), 74-5. Apparently realizing the danger posed by Hrushevsky’s writings, the

GPU instructed its local branches in Ukraine to collect information on those who showed

an interest in Hrushevsky’s Istoriia Ukrainy-Rusy. See a GPU circular of August 1925 in

Mykhailo Hrushevsky: Mizh istoriieiu ta politykoiu (1920-1930-ti roky): Zbirnyk

dokumentiv i materialiv, ed. P.S. Sokhan (Kyiv: Instytut ukrainskoi arkheohrafii ta

dzhereloznavstva im. M.S. Hrushevskoho NAN Ukrainy, 1997), docs. 41, 64.

5. During the First World War lavorsky served as an officer in the Austro-Hungarian

army. In 1918 he was on the staff of an Austro-Hungarian military mission, first to the

Central Rada and then to Hetman Pavlo Skoropadsky. lavorsky ’s conversion to

communism took place in 1919, when he prepared the defection of units of the Ukrainian

Galician Army to the Bolsheviks. When the Galician Sich Riflemen abandoned the

Bolsheviks in 1920, lavorsky remained true to his communist convictions and stayed with

his Bolshevik comrades. For a short biography of lavorsky, see Anatolii Santsevych, M.l.

lavorsky: Narys zhyttia ta tvorchosti (Kyiv: Instytut istorii NAN Ukrainy, 1995), 5-27.
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point in the development of the Ukrainian nation. During the 1920s, the

topic attracted special attention from Marxist historians, since it consti-

tuted the main focus of the scholarly activity of their main opponent in

Ukraine, the dean of Ukrainian national historiography, Mykhailo

Urushevsky. The Khmelnytsky Uprising was discussed in the two books

(more than 1,500 pages in toto) of volume nine of his Istoriia Ukrainy-

Rusy. The volume, which was researched, written, and published between

1924 and 1931, was one of the great scholar’s works attacked by the

Marxist establishment.

It is the historical debates on the history of Ukrainian Cossackdom

and the Khmelnytsky Uprising that illuminate better than any other

historiographic discussion of the period the main tendencies in the

“construction” of the Ukrainian historical narrative by Marxist historians

in Ukraine. Consequently, the present article analyzes the “construction”

of that narrative, as well as the formulation and reformulation of the

Marxist paradigm of Ukrainian history.

Let us begin our discussion of that historiographic process by

assessing the resources that Ukrainian Marxist historians could bring to

bear against Hrushevsky’s interpretation of the Khmelnytsky Uprising as

a milestone in the formation of the Ukrainian nation. When it came to

actual historical research, they could offer very little. None of them was

a specialist in pre-nineteenth-century history, and those like lavorsky,

Volodymyr Sukhyno-Khomenko, and Mykhailo Svidzinsky, who dealt

with the history of the uprising in their general surveys of Ukrainian

history, lacked a basic grounding in the pre-modem period. The forte of

the young Marxist cadres was the constmction and reconstmction of

various schemes of Ukrainian historical development, all of which were

based on class as the main agent of historical progress and class stmggle

as its “motive force.” Marxist historians of the 1920s acted first and

foremost as critics of the old bourgeois historiography. They were trained

to expose the “tme” ideological faces of their class enemies, deconstmct

the latter’s historical narratives by means of the class-based approach, and

build their own historical schemes on the basis of factual material

“expropriated” from the bourgeois historians. In the course of the 1920s,

a whole generation of Ukrainian Marxist historians was trained according

to that model. As Hmshevsky wrote to Viacheslav Molotov in September

1934, defending his own work and the traditional values of the pro-

fession, “one should have a critically assessed pool of facts in order to
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make it possible for party propagandists to produce books for mass

consumption.”^

It is hardly surprising that in their analysis of the Khmelnytsky

Uprising, Ukrainian Marxist historians took the works of Mikhail

Pokrovsky as their point of departure. Before the outbreak of the First

World War, living as an emigre in France, Pokrovsky wrote a multi-

volume history of Russia Russkaia istoriia s drevneishikh vremen, which

followed the tradition of Russian imperial historiography by including a

number of chapters on Ukraine (Southwestern Rus’).^ In his book,

Pokrovsky developed a Marxist scheme of Russian history, applying a

monistic, class-based approach to “unlock” the meaning of Russian and

Ukrainian history.

Pokrovsky strongly believed that until the sixteenth century Russia

developed along the same path as the West, but deviated from it once

capitalism began to make headway in the West.^ He based his

periodization of “Russian” history on the Marxist idea of successive

socio-economic formations: “Russian” history, as part of world history,

began with the dominance of the clan system of social relations, which

was followed by feudalism, merchant/commercial capitalism, and

eventually industrial capitalism. Seeking to present Russian history as a

process subject to the same socio-economic laws as the history of

Western Europe, Pokrovsky argued that feudalism in Russia was replaced

by a capitalist economy in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. To

prove the point, he developed a theory of “commercial capitalism,” a

socio-economic stage in Russian history in which commercial capital was

used to acquire land. The advance of conunercial capitalism resulted in

the displacement of the old landowning class, the boyars, by a new one,

the gentry (dvorianstvo). The new economy, based on corvee labour

(barshchina) as opposed to the “feudal” quit-rent (obrok), led to the

6. See Hmshevsky’s letter of 4 September 1934 to Viacheslav Molotov in E.N.

Nikitin, “Pismo istorika M.S. Grushevskogo V.M. Molotovu,” Otechestvennye arkhivy,

1998, no. 3: 94-8, here 95-7.

7. See Mikhail Pokrovsky, Russkaia istoriia s drevneishikh vremen, with the assistance

of N.M. Nikolsky and V.N. Storozhev, 5 vols. (Moscow, 1910-13). See the reprint of the

work in his Izbrannye proizvedeniia, vols. 1-2 (Moscow: Mysl, 1965-66), based on the

seventh edition, which appeared in 1924-25.

8. For a brief summary of Pokrovsky’s views on “Russian” history, see Szporluk,

“Introduction,” 16-19; and John Barber, Soviet Historians in Crisis, 1928-1932 (London:

Macmillan, 1981), 58-67.
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enserfment of the Russian peasantry. According to Pokrovsky, the

possessors of commercial capital and the gentry were also mainly

responsible for creating the new Muscovite autocracy. The theory of

commercial capitalism, whose principal agent was the burgher, was

devised in order to guide Marxist historiography through the labyrinths

of early modem Russian history.

Although Pokrovsky did not use the term “commercial capitalism” in

his overview of early modem Ukrainian history, reserving it mostly for

his discussion of the history of Russia, clear traces of the conunercial

capitalism approach can also be found in his discussion of the Ukrainian

past. Commenting on the history of the religious and social stmggles in

early modem Ukraine, Pokrovsky claimed that the main social conflict of

the age resulted from competition between two forms of landownership

and colonization: the Polish (magnate) model and the Ukraini-

an/“Russian” (Cossack) one. That competition acquired an ethnic and

religious colouration: accordingly, Pokrovsky interpreted the church union

of 1596 as little more than an instmment in the hands of the large

landowners.^ If prior to the 1917 revolution Pokrovsky’s view of

Ukrainian history was only one of many, after the revolution, especially

with the tightening of party control over historical scholarship in the

course of the 1920s, his class-based approach to the history of Russia and

Ukraine came to be considered the only legitimate one.

What was Pokrovsky’s “vision” of the Khmelnytsky Uprising?'® To

begin with, he called it a revolution. He defined Cossack landownership

and the economy based on it as bourgeois and considered the Khmelnyts-

ky Uprising a revolt of the Ukrainian bourgeoisie against Polish

feudalism. The bourgeoisie, according to Pokrovsky, was composed of

Cossacks and Ukrainian burghers, who not only served as one of the

sources for the formation of Ukrainian Cossackdom, but also had their

own economic and political agenda. As a social group whose rights in the

Polish-controlled towns were threatened by the church union, the

burghers, he claimed, transferred their national religious ideology to

9. See Pokrovsky, Izbmnnye proizvedeniia, 1: 461-7.

10. For Pokrovsky’s views on the Cossack revolts and the Khmelnytsky Uprising, see

chapter 9, “The Struggle for Ukraine,” in vol. 2 of Russkaia istoriia s drevneishikh

vremen, in his hbrannye proizvedeniia, 1: 450-517. The chapter is divided into the

following sections: “Western Rus' in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries,” “The

Cossack Revolution,” and “Ukraine under Muscovite Dominion.”
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Cossackdom. That development occurred in late 1648 and early 1649,

when Khmelnytsky entered Kyiv after his spectacular victories of the first

year of the uprising. It was allegedly at that time that the “bourgeois

intelligentsia” took ideological control of the uprising, shifting its goals

and slogans from exclusively Cossack ones to national and religious

motifs. Setting a precedent for future Marxist historians, Pokrovsky

downgraded the heroic image of Khmelnytsky, whom he characterized as

a representative of the Ukrainian bourgeoisie and a leader despised by the

popular masses.

In his account of the Khmelnytsky Uprising, Pokrovsky often drew

on Hrushevsky’s publications related to the Cossack era. While he took

a generally positive attitude to Hrushevsky’s findings, he disagreed on

several points. He questioned Hrushevsky’s view that the alliance with

the Crimean khan had contributed substantially to Khmelnytsky’ s early

achievements, claiming instead that its significance had been purely

military: it was Khmelnytsky’ s alliance with the peasantry that prepared

the political grounds for the Cossack victories over the Poles. Pokrovsky

thought it superficial of Hrushevsky to have asserted that Khmelnytsky

failed to understand the importance of popular support for the success of

the uprising. In Pokrovsky’s opinion, Khmelnytsky ’s lack of interest in

the popular masses was more a reflection of the incompatibility of

Cossack and peasant class interests. Unlike Hrushevsky before him,

Pokrovsky went on to claim that only a continuing alliance with the

popular masses could have ensured the success of the Khmelnytsky

Uprising: once Cossackdom decided to reject that important ally after the

victories of 1648-49, Khmelnytsky had no choice but to seek foreign

support from Muscovy, Turkey, or Sweden.

Muscovy became a logical focus for Cossack diplomacy, in Pokrov-

sky’s opinion, not for religious or national reasons but for social ones.

1 1 . The editors of the 1966 edition tried to “correct” Pokrovsky’s harsh characterization

of Khmelnytsky. They claimed that despite his “class limitations” Khmelnytsky

understood that the best option for the further development the Ukrainian people lay in

reunification with the Russian people. These remarks, informed by the “Theses on the

Reunification of Ukraine with Russia” (1954), reflected a new paradigm of Soviet

historiography. It placed less emphasis on the class factor, which was paramount for

Pokrovsky, and stressed the importance of nationality, as well as reintroducing the cult

and veneration of heroes in history. Both features were characteristic of Russian imperial

historiography and were strongly rejected by Pokrovsky. (For editorial comments, see

Pokrovsky, hbrannye proizvedeniia, 1: 495-6.)
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The tsar’s realm, which Pokrovsky defined as a gentry state, was

allegedly closer to the hearts of the Cossack officers than nobiliary

Poland. To prove his point, Pokrovsky indicated that the Cossack officers

and the Muscovite gentry {deti boiarskie) lived under similar economic

conditions. Nevertheless, Pokrovsky argued, negotiations between the

Cossacks and Muscovy were fruitless during the first years of the

uprising, as the Cossack revolution was also a peasant one at that time—

a

circumstance that frightened the Muscovite court. After 1649, when the

Cossacks demonstrated that they could control the masses, the conclusion

of a Russian-Ukrainian alliance became, in Pokrovsky’s opinion, simply

a matter of time. Owing to the social bond between the Cossack officers

and the Muscovite gentry, in the course of the next century Ukraine

became as much a gentry-run territory in social and economic terms as

Muscovy itself.

Pokrovsky’s views on the bourgeois character of the Cossack

uprisings were so unorthodox and so grossly contradicted historical fact

and historiographic tradition that initially even leading Ukrainian Marxists

refused to accept them in their entirety. For example, writing in 1923, a

leading Ukrainian “national communist,” Oleksander Shumsky, accepted

Pokrovsky’s interpretation of the Khmelnytsky Uprising as an anti-feudal

revolt, but refused to consider Cossackdom a bourgeois phenomenon. “As

for the bourgeois character of the old Cossack movements, this statement

is probably too strong,” Shumsky remarked in an article that claimed the

Ukrainian Cossack past for the new authorities.^^ Those doubts, how-

ever, were soon dismissed as the leading Marxist historian Matvii

lavorsky, who began working on a Marxist survey of Ukrainian history

in the early 1920s, decided to follow in Pokrovsky’s footsteps. Like

Pokrovsky, lavorsky relied on the class-based method to uncover the

“true” meaning of historical events in Ukraine. He also fully introduced

Pokrovsky’s concept of commercial capitalism into his interpretation of

Ukraine’s early modem history. When it came to the history of the

Khmelnytsky Uprising, lavorsky not only repeated some of the main

12. Ironically, many of Pokrovsky’s assertions amounted to little more than a further

development of young Hrushevsky’s populist views, first expressed in his essay of 1898

on Bohdan Khmelnytsky and his period. See Hrushevsky, “Khmelnytsky i Khmelnych-

chyna: Istorychnyi eskiz,” Zapysky Naukovoho tovarystva im. Shevchenka 23-24 (1898):

1-30.

13. See his, “Stara i nova Ukraina,” Chervonyi shliakh, 1923, no. 2: 96.
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points of Pokrovsky’s analysis of the “Cossack revolution,” but also

reinterpreted and further developed some of them.

In lavorsky’s opinion, the main reason for the Khmelnytsky Uprising

was the inefficiency of Polish nobiliary agriculture, which hindered the

development of a money economy. Nobiliary dominance led to the

growing exploitation of the burghers and enserfment of the peasants: the

latter escaped this ever more severe exploitation by fleeing to the

unpopulated areas of eastern Ukraine and joining the Cossacks. lavorsky

regarded Cossackdom as a defender of the interests of the burghers and

peasants. He divided it into three major groups: the registered Cossacks,

who wanted to acquire equal rights with the Polish nobility; the Zaporo-

zhians, who wanted to do away with all restrictions on their foraging

rights (in their social aspirations they were close to the burghers and

runaway peasants); and, finally, the unregistered poor Cossacks of the

settled area. According to lavorsky, it was only the registered Cossacks

who represented the interests of merchant capital, and as such it was they,

with the assistance of the burghers, who became the driving force of the

Khmelnytsky Uprising.

Like Pokrovsky, lavorsky called the Khmelnytsky revolt a Cossack

revolution. In the opinion of both historians, it was a revolution because

it brought about the end of one stage of human development, feudalism,

and initiated a new capitalist era. Following Pokrovsky, lavorsky claimed

that the Cossack revolution had defeated feudalism, opened the door to

the development of a money economy, the enserfment of the peasantry,

and the advance of commercial capitalism with the autocratic monarchy

as its political superstructure. Nevertheless, lavorsky was not satisfied

with the definition of the revolution as a Cossack one: following

Pokrovsky’s lead in his post- 19 17 writings, he attempted to find a more

politically correct term for it. He eventually defined it as a gentry

revolution, implying that the Cossack officers actually represented the

emerging new class of the Ukrainian gentry. lavorsky claimed that in the

course of the Khmelnytsky Uprising the Cossack officers were fighting

not only for land, but also for the eventual enserfment of their comrades

in arms.

14. For lavorsky’s views on the Khmelnytsky revolt, see “The Cossack Revolution,”

chap. 2 of his Istoriia Ukrainy v styslomu narysi (Kharkiv: Derzhavne vydavnytstvo

Ukrainy, 1928), 39-56. Cf. his Korotka istoriia Ukrainy (Kharkiv: Derzhavne vydavnyts-

tvo Ukrainy, 1927), 51-8.
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There were some important differences between Pokrovsky and

lavorsky in their treatment of the role played by the leader of the

uprising, Bohdan Khmelnytsky. If in Pokrovsky’s opinion Khmelnytsky

was not a hero, but still an important actor in the unfolding events of the

uprising, for lavorsky he was just one of the Cossack officers who
happened to be in the right place at the right time. There were also minor

differences in Pokrovsky’s and lavorsky ’s views on the Cossacks’

relations with the rank-and-file rebels. Following Pokrovsky’s main

argument, lavorsky claimed that because the Cossacks (in his interpreta-

tion, only the registered ones) did not want to free the peasants from their

obligations to the landlords, the Cossack leaders had to look for outside

support. Unlike Pokrovsky, however, lavorsky maintained that the

Cossack officers sought foreign support not to win their struggle with

Poland, but to establish and maintain their control over the rebel masses.

In his discussion of the Pereiaslav Agreement with Muscovy (1654),

lavorsky basically repeated Pokrovsky’s interpretation, claiming that the

Cossack officers and the Muscovite gentry were socially related groups.

lavorsky ’s views on the nature of the Khmelnytsky era evolved as he

produced one account of Ukrainian history after another with remarkable

speed in the course of the 1920s. In the final revisions of his historical

scheme he even tried to incorporate Pokrovsky’s interpretation of the role

played by the Ukrainian burghers in the Khmelnytsky Uprising. It did not

entirely work, as he was never able to reconcile his own interpretation of

the registered Cossacks as the driving force of the revolution with the role

attributed by Pokrovsky to the burghers and the “bourgeois intelligentsia.”

Generally speaking, lavorsky proved a rather loyal student of Pokrovsky

in his interpretation of the Khmelnytsky revolt. The differences between

their interpretations were not significant and can be explained at least

partly by the fact that Pokrovsky never returned to the study of Ukrainian

history after the 1917 revolution, leaving it to lavorsky and other Marxist

historians to extrapolate his new approaches to Russian history to the

realm of Ukrainian historiography.

Although lavorsky generally adhered to the historical method

developed by Pokrovsky, in the late 1920s the two historians clashed over

control of Marxist scholarship in Ukraine. In the atmosphere created by

the major shift in Communist Party policy on the non-Russian national-

ities, Pokrovsky accused his Ukrainian counterpart and his followers of

sharing Mykhailo Hrushevsky’s views on Ukrainian history. lavorsky’

s

“deviations” from Pokrovsky’s scheme were then exploited by Pokrov-
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sky’s supporters to derail lavorsky’s academic and political career. During

the discussions of lavorsky’s scheme of Ukrainian history organized in

Kharkiv in May 1929, lavorsky’s interpretation of the history of the

Khmelnytsky Uprising was challenged by two Marxist scholars, Volody-

myr Sukhyno-Khomenko and Heorhii Karpenko. Both were critical of

lavorsky’s interpretation of the uprising: while the former criticized

lavorsky for underestimating the role of towns and burghers, the latter

stressed the importance of the peasantry.

Sukhyno-Khomenko presented his views on the Khmelnytsky era in

detail in a collection of lectures delivered during the 1927-28 academic

year at a school for party functionaries organized by the Central

Committee of the Communist Party of Ukraine. The lectures were

published as a book in early 1929.^^ Sukhyno-Khomenko also took an

active part in the discussion of lavorsky’s historical scheme in May 1929,

generally defending his former professor while presenting his own views

on the Khmelnytsky Uprising. Later, he published a number of articles in

which he presented a mild critique of lavorsky and called upon lavor-

sky’s opponents to fight lavorskyism (lavorshchyna) together with

lavorsky, while seeking to shield him from further hostile criticism. This

was of no avail: not only was lavorsky soon constrained to leave Ukraine,

but Sukhyno-Khomenko himself and Mykhailo Svidzinsky, another of

lavorsky’s students who tried to shield him from critical attacks during

the May 1929 discussion, were accused of sharing their professor’s views

and succumbing to lavorskyism.^^

Sukhyno-Khomenko was much better prepared to deal with the

Khmelnytsky Uprising than lavorsky or any other of his students, as he

was specifically assigned by his supervisor to research the seventeenth-

century history of Ukraine (especially the period of the so-called “Ruin”).

In his interpretation of the uprising, Sukhyno-Khomenko adopted and

15. See the introduction to V. Sukhyno-Khomenko, Odminy i bankrutstvo ukrainskoho

natsionalizmu: Istoryko-publitsystychni narysy (Kharkiv: Derazhavne vydavnytstvo

Ukrainy, 1929).

16. On Sukhyno-Khomenko, see James E. Mace, Communism and the Dilemmas of

National Liberation: National Communism in Soviet Ukraine, 1918-1933 (Cambridge,

Mass.: Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute and the Ukrainian Academy of Arts and

Sciences in the United States, 1983), 158, 245, 254, 256, 262, 298. On Sukhyno-

Khomenko’ s polemics of 1930 with Mykola Khvylovy, see Oleh S. Ilnytzkyj, Ukrainian

Futurism, 1914-1930: A Historical and Critical Study (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard

Ukrainian Research Institute, 1997), 160-1.
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further developed Pokrovsky’s view of the role of the burghers. He
considered the growth of the towns in sixteenth-century Ukraine to be the

most important factor in its early modem history. According to Sukhyno-

Khomenko, the towns had become an arena of fierce stmggle of

representatives of local commercial capital against the aggression of

Polish and Jewish commercial capital. The competition between these two

groups acquired strong religious overtones. By accepting the church union

with Rome, he asserted, the Orthodox hierarchy had sought to undermine

the control established over ecclesiastical affairs by Ukrainian commercial

capital. The brotherhoods, which, by that logic, represented Ukrainian

capital, did not want to give up religion as a means of rallying support

in their stmggle against foreign capital and managed to regain control

over the church with the restoration of the Orthodox hierarchy in 1620.

According to Sukhyno-Khomenko, Cossackdom came into existence

as a result of the development of commercial capital, which accelerated

the pauperization of the poorest strata of the population in the towns and

in villages alike. Those paupers eventually fled to the steppe regions,

where they formed the first Cossack bands. Sukhyno-Khomenko stated

in his lectures that he did not share the views of those historians

(apparently meaning lavorsky) who claimed that the Cossacks represented

the avant-garde of Ukrainian capital because of their involvement in the

Black Sea trade. He referred to the Cossacks as the brigands of the

Ukrainian steppes and claimed that there was little commercial motive for

their attacks on the Ottoman ports of the Black Sea littoral. According to

Sukhyno-Khomenko, because the Cossacks accepted many burghers into

their ranks, some of whom eventually settled in the steppes and formed

a group of well-to-do Cossacks, Cossackdom in general also incorporated

some elements of burgher ideology, specifically the idea of religious

stmggle against the church union and Polish-Jewish capital. This

development allegedly occurred during the times of Hetman Petro

Konashevych-Sahaidachny. Sukhyno-Khomenko maintained that the

stmggle between the two commercial capitalisms, domestic and foreign,

was reflected in the rulings of the Orthodox council of 1640, which

forbade the Orthodox to buy merchandise from Polish and Jewish

merchants.

The Khmelnytsky Uprising was defined by Sukhyno-Khomenko as

a great Ukrainian bourgeois revolution, a term that associated it with

other “bourgeois” revolutions of that period, including the English one.

The historian rejected Pokrovsky’s and lavorsky ’s definition of the
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uprising as a Cossack revolution (and identified Nikolai Rozhkov as the

first scholar to introduce the term^^). One could not define a “great anti-

feudal, broad social revolution in Ukraine” as a gentry revolution, he

claimed, because gentry (dvorianstvo) was a legal concept. Nor could it

be called a Cossack revolution, for Cossackdom was the name of a social

order, not a class. In Sukhyno-Khomenko’s opinion, there could be a

Cossack or peasant revolt or a gentry coup d’etat, but not a revolution,

for the latter could be defined only in class terms.

Sukhyno-Khomenko shared lavorsky’s skepticism about the signifi-

cance of heroes in history and considered Bohdan Khmelnytsky’s role in

the uprising to have been rather marginal. Unlike lavorsky, though, who

limited the Khmelnytsky Uprising to the years 1648-54, effectively

terminating it with the Pereiaslav Agreement of 1654 between the tsar

and the Cossacks, Sukhyno-Khomenko preferred to write and speak of the

revolution of 1648, which in his opinion extended also to subsequent

years, but was not chronologically limited by the Pereiaslav Agreement.

In his view the first stage of the uprising was dominated by the registered

Cossacks. From 1649, however, the leading role was assumed by the

burghers. The peasantry was the driving force of the revolution, but was

unable to take control of it.

The historian’s overall assessment of the outcome of the Khmelnytsky

Uprising, based on changes in the status of the burghers, was quite

pessimistic. He believed that Ukrainian commercial capital had managed

to mount a great revolution, even more radical in its consequences than

the English one, but proved incapable of leading it to victory and

perished in the struggle, as the revolution eventually led to the decline of

Ukrainian towns. The reasons for the defeat of the burghers, in Sukhyno-

Khomenko’s opinion, were the unreliability of their allies, the passivity

of the village, the inconstancy of the lumpen elements, and the treachery

of the Cossack officer stratum. The latter sought support from either

Moscow or Warsaw. The class struggle, this national communist claimed,

was exploited by foreign elements to establish the rule of foreign

(Muscovite) commercial capital in Ukraine.*^

Sukhyno-Khomenko in fact was the main proponent of Pokrovsky’s

theory of “commercial capitalism” in Ukraine. He applied it to the

17. For Rozhkov’s application of the materialist method to the history of Russia, see

his Obzor russkoi istorii s sotsiologicheskoi tochki zreniia (Moscow: I.K. Shamov, 1905).

18. See Sukhyno-Khomenko, Odminy i bankrutstvo ukrainskoho natsionalizmu, 7—94.
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analysis of the Khmelnytsky Uprising much more systematically than

lavorsky. Later, when political circumstances required, he employed his

interpretation of “commercial capitalism” as a means of criticizing

lavorsky for alleged inconsistencies and deviations from the Marxist

approach to Ukrainian history3^ Sukhyno-Khomenko claimed that

lavorsky was mistaken in arguing that the main cause of the uprising was

the inability of the Polish nobility to establish an effective agricultural

economy—the factor that allegedly forced the Cossacks, a new

landowning elite, to rebel. In Sukhyno-Khomenko’ s opinion, the Polish

nobility was, on the contrary, too effective in its pursuit of new land and

new serfs, which led eventually to the peasant revolts. But it was the

burghers who, according to Sukhyno-Khomenko, managed to turn the

isolated peasant revolts into a successful revolution.

He maintained that lavorsky ’s gravest mistake was his neglect of the

role of the burghers, who fought the advance of Polish and Jewish capital

during the Khmelnytsky Uprising. He also rejected lavorsky’ s attempt to

introduce the “commercial capital” factor into his analysis of the uprising

not through the burghers but through the Zaporozhian Cossacks, whose

headquarters in the lower Dnieper region (the Zaporozhian Sich) lavorsky

regarded as a commercial outpost. Sukhyno-Khomenko claimed that,

while the Sich indeed performed that role in the eighteenth century, in the

mid-seventeenth century it attracted more fugitive peasants and Cossack

rabble than merchants. Indeed, Sukhyno-Khomenko ridiculed lavorsky’

s

claim that the Khmelnytsky Uprising had cleared the way for nobiliary

landholding represented by the Cossack officer stratum, asserting that it

in fact it had helped destroy feudalism and undermine the nobility to

clear the way for the capitalist mode of production.

In a number his writings and public disputes (especially during the

May 1929 discussion of lavorsky ’s scheme of Ukrainian history),

Sukhyno-Khomenko not only made use of Pokrovsky’s earlier views on

Russian and Ukrainian history, but also developed them in a manner

hardly intended by the founder of Russian Marxist historiography.

Sukhyno-Khomenko’ s main departure from Pokrovsky’s scheme was his

definition of the Khmelnytsky Uprising as a national revolution or a

19. For Sukhyno-Khomenko’ s “friendly criticism” of lavorsky, whom in the autumn

of 1929 he still tried to save from further attacks by lavorsky’ s opponents, see his article

“Na marksystskomu istorychnomu fronti,” Bilshovyk Ukrainy, nos. 17-18 (September

1929): 42-55, here 47-52; no. 19 (15 October 1929): 40-56, here 54.
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revolution of national liberation. To be sure, Pokrovsky had written about

the national and religious character of Cossack conflicts with the Polish

authorities, but for him the Cossacks were “Russians,” representatives of

the all-Russian nationality, not Ukrainians. Sukhyno-Khomenko, by

contrast, argued for the Ukrainian national character of the Khmelnytsky

Uprising, heavily loading his argument with Marxist terminology. He

maintained that, because the Khmelnytsky revolution took place during

the era of commercial capitalism, there was sufficient reason to define it

as a national revolution. It was general knowledge, argued the young

Marxist historian, that nations were formed in the era of commercial, not

industrial, capitalism. “The Ukrainian nationality takes part in this

revolution as a nation and stands up against the Polish lordship with the

demands of national liberation,” Sukhyno-Khomenko stated during the

lavorsky discussion. He countered the accusations of his opponents, who

claimed that his definition of the revolution as a national one reflected the

views of Hrushevsky, with the words: “So what? Certainly we cannot

reject everything that the bourgeois historians say when it is the truth.”^*^

It can scarcely be doubted that Sukhyno-Khomenko was influenced

by many elements of Hrushevsky’ s interpretation of Ukrainian early

modem history in general and the Khmelnytsky Uprising in particular.

Not only did he avoid criticizing Hrashevsky, but he also tacitly favoured

some of Hrushevsky’ s interpretations of the Ukrainian past over those of

his Marxist teachers and colleagues. For example, he ignored lavorsky’

s

attempt to divide Ukrainian Cossackdom into three groups on the basis

of social status and instead followed Hrushevsky’ s less confrontational

approach, which divided the Cossacks into two groups: well-to-do and

rank-and-file Cossacks. Following Hmshevsky, Sukhyno-Khomenko

wrote about the denationalization and Polonization of the Ukrainian elite

and used the term “Ukrainian national revival” to define Ukrainian

cultural activity of the 1620s. Like Hmshevsky, he referred to that period

as the “first revival,” viewing the rise of the national movement in

nineteenth-century Ukraine as the “second revival” of the Ukrainian

nation.^^ Sukhyno-Khomenko depicted Ukrainian burghers and commer-

20. See “Dovidka tov. Sukhyno-Khomenko,” in “Dyskusiia z pryvodu skhemy istorii

Ukrainy M. lavorskoho,” Litopys revoliutsii, 1930, no. 5: 322-3.

21. For Hmshevsky’ s application of the term “first revival” to the Ukrainian history of

the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, see his Istoriia ukrainskoi literatury,

vol. 5, Kultumi i literaturni techii na Ukraini v XV-XVI vv. i pershe vidrodzhennia
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cial capital in general as champions of the idea of Ukrainian nationhood

and statehood, and even implicitly blamed the class struggle for the loss

of Ukrainian independence.

In presenting his views on the Khmelnytsky Uprising, Sukhyno-

Khomenko made heavy use of Marxist argot, often applying anachronistic

terminology borrowed from the Soviet analysis of the 1917 revolution.

That clearly undermined his argument in the eyes of non-Marxist

historians of Ukraine, who must have considered him just another

communist propagandist, but legitimized the national version of Ukrainian

history in the eyes of the regime and the Ukrainian political elite of the

day. Needless to say, that legitimization of the national paradigm of

Ukrainian history was eventually challenged and condemned by the

official establishment. Even lavorsky ridiculed his former student’s

insistence on the leading role of the burghers in the Khmelnytsky

Uprising. Much more importantly, however, during the lavorsky

discussion of May 1929 Sukhyno-Khomenko was severely criticized for

overestimating the role played by national movements in the age of

commercial capital. It was also claimed that he had emphasized the

national factor at the expense of class—one of the most serious accusa-

tions that could be made against a Marxist historian at the time.^^

A very different paradigm of the Khmelnytsky Uprising was put

forward during the lavorsky discussion of 1929 by Karpenko, Sukhyno-

Khomenko’ s colleague at the Kharkiv Institute of Marxism-Leninism. In

presenting his interpretation of the Khmelnytsky Uprising, Karpenko

criticized lavorsky for failing to understand and appreciate Pokrovsky’s

views. Karpenko defined the Khmelnytsky Uprising as a Cossack war.

(1580-1610 rr.) (Kyiv: Derzhavne vydavnytstvo Ukrainy, 1926-27; rept. New York:

Knyhospilka, 1959-60). See also Serhii Plokhy, “Revisiting the Golden Age: Mykhailo

Hrushevsky and the Early History of the Ukrainian Cossacks,” in Mykhailo Hrushevsky,

The Cossack Age to 1625, vol. 7 of History of Ukraine-Rus' (Edmonton and Toronto:

CIUS Press, 1999), xxvii-lii, here xlii-xlvii.

22. See, for example, the remarks Horodetska made during the lavorsky discussion of

May 1929, Litopys revoliutsii, 1930, no. 5: 297.

23. Karpenko also criticized those who tended to explain everything with the help of

Pokrovsky’s theory of commercial capitalism. Although that line of argument implied the

critique of Pokrovsky himself, Karpenko managed to present it in a way that looked like

a defence of Pokrovsky and an attack on lavorsky. In Ukraine Karpenko developed into

an expert on Pokrovsky. He authored an article on Pokrovsky’s historical views, which

was published in December 1928, on the occasion of Pokrovsky’s sixtieth birthday. See
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claiming that it was the peasants who had actually won it. In the long

term, he argued, Ukraine was indeed heading in the direction of capitalist

development, but at the time of the Khmelnytsky Uprising there were two

ways to reach that goal. One was associated with the destruction of

feudalism and the development of a peasant-based economy. The other

way consisted in adjusting the feudal economy to the demands of

capitalist development. According to Karpenko, it was the peasantry that

fought for the first option, while the Cossack officers preferred the

second, which would have turned them into a new class of land- and serf-

owners. In Karpenko’s opinion, the peasants originally won the competi-

tion and the war, but in the subsequent decades serfdom was reintroduced

into Ukraine with Russian connivance.""^

Karpenko claimed that lavorsky had misinterpreted the Khmelnytsky

Uprising as a gentry revolution, which implied that during the war the

peasants were fighting for their own enserfment. lavorsky’ s error, argued

Karpenko, lay in a misguided approach to analyzing the class nature of

the uprising. Allegedly, lavorsky assessed it from the perspective of

economic development instead of class struggle, thereby following

Rozhkov and not Pokrovsky. In his attack on lavorsky, Karpenko referred

not to Pokrovsky’s interpretation of the Khmelnytsky revolt, which

lavorsky basically followed, but to Pokrovsky’s interpretation of the Time

of Troubles in Russia, which he had further developed during the 1920s.

Karpenko claimed that Pokrovsky viewed the Time of Troubles as a

peasant war like the one that took place in Germany in the sixteenth

century, and that Marxist historians should regard the Kfimelnytsky

Uprising in the same way. Karpenko’s emphasis on Pokrovsky’s new
approach and his critique of Pokrovsky’s “old” theory of commercial

capitalism showed that he was well acquainted with the latest develop-

ments on the “historical front” in Moscow.

H. Karpenko, “Mistse M.M. Pokrovskoho v istoriohrafii,” Chervonyi shliakh, 1928, no.

12: 167-79. In the early 1930s Karpenko, who by then replaced a well-known Ukrainian

historian Dmytro lavomytsky as the director of the historical museum in Dnipropetrovsk,

was attacked in Pravda for opportunism and nationalism. See Viktor Chentsov, “Ideoloh

ukiainskoho natsionalizmu,” in Vidrodzhena pamiat: Knyha narysiv, ed. S.I. Matov, no.

1 of Reabilitovani istoriieiu (Dnipropetrovsk; Monolit, 1999), 118; and Rem Tereshchen-

ko, “V chomu ii vyna,” ibid., 125.

24. See Karpenko’s original presentation, his critique by Horodetska, and his response

to that critique and reinstatement of his previous position in “Dyskusiia z pryvodu skhemy
istorii Ukrainy M. lavorskoho,” Litopys revoliutsii, 1930, no. 5: 214-18, 295-7, 316-19.
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Back in 1925, in an article published in the newspaper Pravda,

Pokrovsky had changed his definition of Emelian Pugachev’s uprising

from “early bourgeois revolution” to “great peasant uprising.”^^ He had

also revised his earlier interpretation of the Time of Troubles from a

peasant revolution to a peasant war. In 1928-29 Pokrovsky was attacked

for maintaining that commercial capitalism was a distinct socio-economic

formation. His critics claimed that it had not in fact constituted a mode

of production and was incapable of developing a superstructure of its

own. Pokrovsky tried to defend himself and his theory, but eventually

was forced to recognize his “errors” and admit that his definition of the

Muscovite autocracy as “commercial capital in a Monomakh hat” was

wrong, as it failed to take account of the feudal mode of production

dominant at that time.^^ In his critique of the theory of commercial

capitalism in the May 1929 discussion in Kharkiv, Karpenko repeated the

main points raised against it in Moscow, but avoided criticizing Pokrov-

sky directly and turned his wrath against lavorsky, whose interpretation

of the Khmelnytsky Uprising he forcefully rejected.

Even though Karpenko’s views on the Khmelnytsky Uprising as a

peasant war were gaining influence and eventually even became the “only

correct” interpretation of the Khmelnytsky era, in the late 1920s the most

popular interpretation of the Khmelnytsky revolt was still that of a

revolution—the key term used by both Pokrovsky and lavorsky.

“Revolution” became the battle cry of Marxist and leftist historiography

in general, for revolutionary transformations of society were endlessly

fascinating to historians who had survived one of the bloodiest revol-

utions in history. Not surprisingly, that was what almost all of them

found in the Khmelnytsky Uprising. The only question was what kind of

revolution it was—bourgeois, gentry, Cossack, peasant, or national. At the

time Karpenko and Sukhyno-Khomenko were presenting their views on

the Khmelnytsky Uprising, the outcome of the Moscow-based discussions

on the role of commercial capitalism in Russian history was far from

clear, and Sukhyno-Khomenko was in no hurry to change his assessment

of the social character of the Khmelnytsky Uprising. Nevertheless, echoes

of the Moscow discussions on the mode of production and its relation to

25. See O.D. Sokolov, “Razvitie istoricheskikh vzgliadov M.N. Pokrovskogo,” in

Pokrovsky, Izbamnye proizvedeniia, 1: 5-71, here, 66.

26. On the debates over Pokrovsky’s scheme of Russian history in Moscow, see Barber,

Soviet Historians in Crisis, 58-67.
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socio-economic formations may be heard in his statements in the

discussion. These included his views on the inadmissibility in the

discussion of the Khmelnytsky Uprising of such terms as “Cossack

revolution” or “gentry revolution,” which were widely used first by

Pokrovsky and then by lavorsky. One can also discern traces of the

Moscow discussions in Sukhyno-Khomenko’s rejection of both Pokrov-

sky’s and lavorsky’ s views on the “Cossack revolution” as a precondition

for the victory of the gentry-based economy and the enserfment of the

peasants.

While Sukhyno-Khomenko used Marxist theory and the class-based

approach to history in order to present the Khmelnytsky period as one of

the most important periods in the early modem history of Europe,

legitimizing the interpretation of that uprising as a national revolution in

Marxist terms, one of his younger colleagues, Fedir lastrebov, also a

beginning Marxist historian, took the class-based approach as a point of

departure in deconstmcting and discrediting the national paradigm of the

revolt in the eyes of Marxist historians and the political establishment

alike.

Fedir lastrebov’ s review of volume nine, book one of Hmshevsky’s

Istoriia Ukrainy-Rusy, which covered the Khmelnytsky Uprising from

1650 to 1653, appeared in the journal Prapor marksyzmu in early 1930.

That review should be considered a direct echo of the discussion of 1929

concerning lavorsky’ s scheme of Ukrainian history. lastrebov, an

apprentice Marxist, was in fact the first historian to offer a Marxist

critique of Hmshevsky’s Istoriia Ukrainy-Rusy. The charges he made

differed considerably from those presented in previous indictments of

Hmshevsky. If earlier Marxist authors had criticized Hmshevsky for

neglecting Marxist methods of historical analysis and ignoring the role of

class divisions and class stmggle in Ukrainian history, lastrebov now
accused him of being a nationalist historian and an ideologue of the

Ukrainian bourgeoisie. “This work is to the advantage of nationalism.

And that is why we draw the conclusion that the first book of volume 9

is a book hostile to us,” lastrebov concluded his review.^^

lastrebov argued that Hmshevsky regarded nationalism as the

principal motive force of history and denounced him with all the naivete

27. F. lastrebov, “Tomu deviatoho persha polovyna,” Prapor marksyzmu, 1930, no. 1:

133-48, here 148.
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and aggressive fervour of a convert: “It was proved almost a century ago

that the main driving force of human history is class struggle, by means

of which mankind proceeds first to the dictatorship of the proletariat and

then to socialism.”^^ Developing his argument, lastrebov linked

Hrushevsky’s nationalism with his alleged sympathies for social

oppression and those responsible for it. He argued that Hrushevsky

refused to admit the counter-revolutionary nature of some of the actions

taken by Cossack officers in the course of the Khmelnytsky Uprising,

thereby expressing solidarity with the oppressors. “We say that it is the

predicament of every nationalist to become an ideologue of the

oppressors, not of the oppressed,” lastrebov asserted.^^

lastrebov’ s review was written after the Kharkiv discussion on

lavorsky’s historical scheme, but before the publication of its proceed-

ings. It is interesting in its own right as an attempt to develop, in the

midst of the ongoing discussion, a coherent Marxist account capable of

competing with Hrushevsky’s interpretation of the Khmelnytsky era.

What lastrebov attempted was to bring together all the existing Marxist

interpretations of the uprising, as long as they did not directly contradict

one another. The starting point for the writings of all Ukrainian Marxist

historians on the history of Ukraine was the corpus of Pokrovsky’s

writings. Not surprisingly, in his extensive review of Hrushevsky’s

Istoriia, lastrebov wrote that Pokrovsky’s brief chapter on the Khmelnyts-

ky Uprising had done more to reveal its true significance than Hrushev-

sky’s voluminous treatment. Thus, lastrebov based his interpretation of

the Khmelnytsky era on Pokrovsky’s theory of commercial capitalism and

defined the Khmelnytsky revolt as a commercial capitalist revolution. In

examining its causes, he also drew on the views of lavorsky and

Sukhyno-Khomenko, claiming that the revolution had been brought about

by two factors: competition between large Polish and small Ukrainian

landowners and the struggle of Ukrainian commercial capitalists against

Polish, Jewish, and other foreign competitors.

His definition of the revolution’s driving force was also far from

original: according to lastrebov, it was the commercial bourgeoisie,

assisted by the Cossack landowning elite and the popular masses—poor

peasants, tradesmen, and rank-and-file Cossacks. The bourgeoisie and the

28. Ibid., 147.

29. Ibid.
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popular masses allegedly strove for the complete victory of the revol-

ution, while the Cossack elite was prepared to betray the revolutionary

cause. According to lastrebov, the Cossack officers were enemies of the

popular masses and double-dealers who could not decide whether they

wanted an independent Ukrainian state or would settle for a foreign

protectorate. As lastrebov described the revolution, it began with a revolt

of the registered Cossacks (the Cossack elite), who used the Zaporozhians

as their “military specialists.” By early 1649, following Khmelnytsky’s

triumphant entrance into Kyiv, the commercial bourgeoisie had taken

control of the revolution, but the Cossack officers remained its official

leaders. In this case, as in other instances, lastrebov sought to reconcile

Sukhyno-Khomenko’s and lavorsky’s views on the social leadership of

the Khmelnytsky Uprising.

If lastrebov made use of Sukhyno-Khomenko’s and lavorsky’s works

to present a Marxist view of the Khmelnytsky Uprising, he drew on

Pokrovsky’s comments about Hrushevsky’s alleged misunderstanding of

the uprising to launch a critical attack on Hrushevsky. Like Pokrovsky,

lastrebov was not satisfied with Hrushevsky’s discussion of the tensions

between the leaders of the uprising and the popular masses. What he

wanted from Hrushevsky was an assertion of the incompatibility of the

interests of these two social groups and an analysis of the class struggle

between them. Turning a scholarly critique into a tool of political

denunciation, lastrebov claimed that even such enemies of the “revol-

ution” as Crown Grand Hetman Mikolaj Potocki (one of whose letters

lastrebov quoted in his review) had a better understanding of Cossack-

peasant antagonism than did Hrushevsky. lastrebov characterized

Hrushevsky’s failure to discuss class divisions and class struggle in the

rebel camp as a conscious attempt to deny the existence of class

differentiation within the Ukrainian nation as a whole.

lastrebov summarized the differences between Ukrainian Marxist

historiography and Hrushevsky in the following statement: “Thus, for

Academician Hrushevsky the revolution of 1648-54 was a national

revolution that led to the national liberation of Ukraine from Poland. He
does not see the class-based, bourgeois nature of that revolution. For us

this is one of the many revolutions brought about by commercial capital

in many countries of the world. The revolution of 1648-54 destroyed the

renmants of feudalism in Ukraine and cleared the way for the develop-

ment of commercial capitalism, which was [previously] severely

obstructed by magnate landownership, Polish commercial capital, and the
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semi-feudal Polish state with its szlachta particularism. As I have

noted, lastrebov’s views on the Khmelnytsky Uprising lacked the

originality shown by some of his Marxist predecessors. His only

contributions to the Marxist interpretation of the era were the suggestion

that the Orthodox struggle against church union was a struggle for a

“Ukrainian bourgeois state independent of Poland” and the assertion that,

while the Cossack officers preferred to ally themselves with the Musco-

vite gentry, the Ukrainian bourgeoisie preferred an alliance with Sweden,

lastrebov’s interpretation of the Khmelnytsky Uprising was far more

anachronistic than those of his Marxist predecessors, and his text was

loaded with expressions borrowed from the vocabulary of the Bolshevik

revolution, including terms such as “military specialists,” “unprosperous

peasants” (nezamozhnyky), and “the rightward wavering {khytannia) of the

revolutionary forces.”

In 1934 lastrebov produced a long review of the second book of

Hrushevsky’s ninth volume. Its title, “Natsional-fashystska kontseptsiia

selianskoi viiny 1648 roku na Ukraini” (The National-Fascist Conception

of the Peasant War of 1648 in Ukraine),^^ was a clear indication not

only of a new stage in the officially sponsored demonization of Hrushev-

sky, but also of the unequivocal triumph of the “peasant war” conception

in Marxist historiography of the Khmelnytsky era. That conception had

been advocated by Karpenko in 1929, but virtually ignored by lastrebov

at the time. In his new review, lastrebov did not limit himself to

criticizing Hrushevsky’s ideas, as in 1930, but admitted and repented his

own “errors” in the interpretation of the Khmelnytsky Uprising. He wrote

that he had shared some of the assessments of the uprising made by

Mykola Skrypnyk and had viewed it as a “great bourgeois revolution”

along the lines suggested by Sukhyno-Khomenko. By that time both

Skrypnyk and Sukhyno-Khomenko had been condemned by the author-

ities.

With regard to the nature of the Khmelnytsky Uprising, lastrebov

wrote that since his first review of Hrushevsky’s Istoriia, the issue had

been “finally settled.” “It has been shown,” he stated, “that this revol-

utionary movement was a peasant war and that along with the peasant

30. Ibid., 148.

31. See lastrebov, “Natsional-fashystska kontseptsiia selianskoi viiny 1648 roku na

Ukraini (Z pryvodu 2-oi polovyny IX t. ‘Istorii Ukrainy-Rusy' akad. M. Hrushevskoho),”

Zapysky Istorychno-arkheohrafichnoho instytutu, 1934, no. 1: 55-120.
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masses, the oppressed artisan element in Ukrainian towns participated in

it.”^^ lastrebov referred specifically to the resolutions of the Ukrainian

Society of Marxist Historians, in which lavorsky’s interpretation of the

uprising, first as a gentry revolution and then as a revolution of commer-

cial capital, was condemned and rejected, and Sukhyno-Khomenko’s

interpretation of it as a bourgeois and national revolution was dismissed

as erroneous. The “final settlement” of the issue completely removed the

Cossacks from the leadership of the uprising, in which they were now

overshadowed by the peasantry. References to Cossackdom remained only

in the official name given to the Cossack revolts of the late sixteenth and

early seventeenth centuries, now designated as the “era of peasant-

Cossack wars of 1591-1638.”

In his 1934 review of Hrushevsky’s Istoriia, lastrebov found it

necessary to repudiate the “erroneous” position he had taken in his review

of book 1, published four years earlier. This time he tried to be more

careful in his assessments, but again he failed to predict the future turns

in the party line and their ramifications for historiography. Ironically,

many of the historical issues that lastrebov considered “finally settled” in

1934 were soon reinterpreted by Soviet historiography, and lastrebov was

again obliged to adjust his views to the new orthodoxy. For example, in

Narys istorii Ukrainy (Survey of Ukrainian History), written in 1942, the

Khmelnytsky Uprising was presented not as a “peasant war,” but as a

“national-liberation war of the Ukrainian people,” and Khmelnytsky was

treated as a major hero. Ukraine’s incorporation into the Muscovite state

after the Pereiaslav Council was viewed as a “lesser evil,” not in

comparison with a popular uprising, as lastrebov had maintained in 1934,

but in relation to the conquest of Ukraine by Poland or the Ottoman

Empire.

lastrebov’ s review of 1934 was one of the last examples of an

exclusively class-based critique of Hrushevsky. The historian was not yet

accused of being an enemy of the Russian people and of Russo-Ukrainian

32. Ibid., 60.

33. See Narys istorii Ukrainy, ed. Kost Huslysty, Lazar Slavin, and Fedir lastrebov

(Toronto: Ukrainske zhyttia, 1944), 67-72. The first edition was published in Ufa in 1942.

On the changing image of Khmelnytsky in Soviet historiography of the Second World

War period, see Serhy Yekelchyk, “Stalinist Patriotism as Imperial Discourse: Reconciling

the Ukrainian and Russian ‘Heroic Pasts,’ 1939-45,” Kritika: Explorations in Russian and

Eurasian History 3, no. 1 (Winter 2002): 51-80.
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brotherhood and friendship—aeeusations that soon beeame obligatory in

Soviet propaganda attaeks on Hrushevsky. In his review, lastrebov

consistently presented Muscovite policy as a “gradual takeover of

Ukraine.”^"^ “For us,” he wrote with reference to the Pereiaslav Agree-

ment of 1654, “this is a pact between two exploitative forces—Muscovite

landowners and Ukrainian (to some extent also Polish) landowners.

lastrebov’ s treatment of the Pereiaslav Agreement as a “lesser evil” casts

light on the prevailing balance between class-based and nation-based

elements in the Marxist interpretation of Ukrainian history. For him,

Pereiaslav was a lesser evil from the viewpoint of the Ukrainian Cossack

officers, who had to choose between Muscovite suzerainty and the

prospect of a popular uprising.^^

What does the Marxist critique of Hrushevsky’ s views on the

Khmelnytsky Uprising indicate about changes in the Marxist interpreta-

tion of Ukrainian history as a whole? One point that emerges quite clearly

from a reading of the officially sponsored reviews of Hrushevsky’ s works

and Marxist debates on the history of the Khmelnytsky Uprising is that

after a relatively short period of unsupervised and chaotic efforts on the

part of various groups of Marxist historians to apply the Marxist

paradigm to Ukrainian history, the centre succeeded in imposing a

uniform and obligatory interpretation of the Ukrainian past. That

interpretation would change dramatically in the course of the 1930s, but

open competition among various interpretations of history was effectively

banned and became a thing of the past. The main victim of the new

uniformity was the concept of nationhood and all historical symbols

considered too closely related to the national paradigm of Ukrainian

history. Cossackdom, for example, became a symbol of all that was

wrong with the national paradigm in the eyes of Marxist historians:

nationalism, statism, elitism, and lack of interest in problems of social

differentiation and class struggle in Ukrainian society.

The rejection of Pokrovsky’s theory of conunercial capitalism and the

refusal to see the burghers as leaders of the Khmelnytsky Uprising

(“bourgeois revolution”) reflected a major shift in party discourse on the

bourgeoisie, which was no longer considered a progressive force. The

34. See lastrebov, “Natsional-fashystska kontseptsiia selianskoi viiny 1648 roku na

Ukraini,” 82.

35. Ibid., 73.

36. Ibid., 72.
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bourgeoisie was now regarded not only as the main enemy of the Soviet

state, but also as a major antagonist of the proletariat and the toiling

masses in the past. The peasantry emerged as a major beneficiary of all

these changes. On the one hand, the shift toward treating the peasantry

as the protagonist of pre-modem history was influenced by a rereading

of Marx and Engels, especially the latter’s classic study of the peasant

war in Germany. On the other hand, the further politicization of

scholarship meant that the peasant issue, so crucial to the Communist

politics of the 1920s, was read back into the history of Ukraine. As a

result, the new Marxist interpretation of the Khmelnytsky Uprising, as it

emerged in late 1920s and early 1930s, had much more in common with

the interpretation of that event in populist historiography of the late

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries than it did with Marxism.
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' In the early decades of the nineteenth century the lengthy process of

I

incorporating the Ukrainian lands and its people into the Russian Empire

I

I

had achieved notable success. The autonomy of the Ukrainian Cossacks

' had been steadily eroded. Although they retained some privileges, they

suffered a drastic decline in numbers, social status and economic well-

j

i
being. Their military units were integrated into the Russian Army or else

posted to frontier duty outside their traditional lands. The Ukrainian

1

1 nobles were largely Russified and incorporated into the imperial system.

,
The few traditionalists among them had by the 1840s virtually given up

'

I

any hope of reviving either their past glories or the Hetmanate. Nostalgia

:

I

was their sole comfort. Neither the clergy nor the urban strata showed

'

I

any signs of resisting imperial centralism.^

i

j

The Russian government found it easier to pursue consistent policies

I
of administrative and even social integration than to adopt an unambigu-

' ous cultural policy. The problem was how best to combat the long-

established and powerful influence of Polish culture in Right-Bank

I !

Ukraine. The choices lay between Russification and a more subtle but

I

potentially risky encouragement of the “Little Russian” language and

if:

j

historical memories within the framework of an organic relationship with

) Great Russian culture. The latter course was first attempted by Nicholas

I

1 . Zenon E. Kohut, Russian Centralism and Ukrainian Autonomy: Imperial Absorption

I
of the Hetmanate 1760s-1830s (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute,

! 1988) esp. chap. 7. Idem, “The Ukrainian Elite in the 18th Century and Its Integration

»| 1 into the Russian Nobility,” in Nobility in Russia and Eastern Europe, ed. Ivo Banac and

I
Paul Bushkovitch (New Haven: Yale Concilium on International and Area Studies, 1983).
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Fs minister of education, Count S.S. Uvarov, when he appointed the

“Ukrainophile” botanist and specialist in “Little Russian” folklore and

language, M.A. Maksymovych rector of St. Vladimir University in Kyiv.

An abrupt turn in policy came in 1847 when the Third Section uncovered

the secret Cyril and Methodius Society. Following the arrest and exile of

its members, Nicholas took repressive measures inspired by fears of

Ukrainian nationalism linked with emigre Polish circles. By the 1850s the

ground had shifted again. During the early years of Alexander IPs reign

the government amnestied the exiles and lifted the prohibition on

publishing their books. But there were also persistent fears within the

bureaucracy over the language question centred on the teaching of

Ukrainian to peasants in primary schools and the translation of the Gospel

into Ukrainian. Within a few years the notorious Valuev edict (18 July

1863) cut down the blossoms of a revival of Ukrainian cultural life and

forbade most publications in the “Little Russian” language. Government

policy was no longer just inconsistent but controversial and contested

within government circles. Once again as in the 1830s, but in an

atmosphere of greater urgency and complexity, the question was whether

Russification or cultural diversity was the better way to manage problems

of incipient Ukrainian nationalism and its alleged connection with Polish

subversion.^ The urgency increased with the outbreak of the Pohsh rebeUion

of 1863-64. The complexity reflected not only intra-ministerial disagree-

ments but also divided pubhc opinion freed from the censorship controls

imposed by Nicholas I. It was against the background of a new form of

interest-group politics and Russia’s first experiment with a mass circulation

press that a pubhc debate erupted over another important dimension of

preserving and strengthening Ukraine’s integration with the empire.

The economic integration of Ukraine, as well as other regions,

remains a largely unexplored aspect of the relationship between the centre

and peripheries of the Russian Empire.^ Here I propose to explore one

2. A.I. Miller, “Ukrainskii vopros” v politike vlastei i russkom obshchestvennon

mnenii (vtoraia polovina XIX v.) (St. Petersburg: Aleteiia, 2000). In his “Russia and

Ukraine under Alexander II: The Valuev Edict of 1863,” The International History

Review, 1995, no. 1: 23-50, David Saunders emphasizes Valuev’s fear of a broadly based

Ukrainian national identity.

3. An exception is I.S. Koropeckyj, ed., Ukrainian Economic History: Interpretive

Essays (Cambridge Mass.: Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute, 1991), which deals

mainly with the agrarian question.
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episode in this history by focusing on the controversy over the construc-

tion of a southern railroad that would link the central black-earth

agricultural region, the main cities of Ukraine and the economic regions

of Little Russia and New Russia with the ports on the Black Sea. The

project had been under discussion in high government circles since the

1840s, and a line from Moscow to Odesa had been included in the first

railroad network planned and officially adopted shortly after the Crimean

War. But financial problems had delayed construction and other lines

attracted foreign and domestic investors. Revised plans for a more

comprehensive network of five major trunk lines in 1862 once again

included the southern railroad.'^ But the nagging problem of who would

finance and build the lines remained unresolved. In the meantime the

Polish rebellion and the important part played by railroads in both

spreading and suppressing it thrust into the limelight the political issue,

which until then had remained discreetly in the wings.

From the summer of 1 863 to the end of 1 864 the proposed construc-

tion of a southern line sparked an unprecedented public debate over a

matter of state policy. It involved top officials from the big ministries and

departments—Finance, War, Interior, and Communications—all the major

newspapers, representatives of regional interests, including state officials,

merchants and capitalist entrepreneurs, leading economic and statistical

experts of various government departments, and members of the Imperial

Russian Geographical Society. Learned articles alternated with heated

polemics. The focus blurred as the discussions shifted from one level to

another—economic, financial, political, and strategic. In the end the tsar

was faced with a painful choice between two basic principles that

governed his major decisions: what was more important, financial

stability or state security?

Two major questions set the agenda for the debate and the final

resolution. First, who was to finance the southern line, the state or private

capitalists? Secondly, which direction was the line to follow? The main,

but not the only, alternatives were Odesa-Balta-Kremenchuk-Poltava-

Kharkiv-Moscow and Odesa-Balta-Kyiv-Orel-Moscow. As it turned out,

the two questions became closely linked. In general the line-up in the

debate pitted the minister of finance, M.Kh. Reitem, the minister of the

4. For the earlier history of the southern line see my “The Formation of the Grande

Societe des chemins de fer russe,” Jahrbucher fiir Geschichte Osteuropas, 1973, no. 3:

375-91.
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interior, P.A. Valuev, the quondam viceroy of Poland, Grand Duke

Konstantin Nikolaevich, the governor general of New Russia, P.E.

Kotsebu, and a group of private capitalists of Baltic background against

the minister of communications, P.P. Melnikov, the minister of war, D.A.

Miliutin, the editor of Moskovskie vedomosti, M.N. Katkov, the minister

of state domains. General A.A. Zeleny, and a group of Moscow-based

Russian entrepreneurs. There was also a host of minor players, who often

made major contributions to the debate by publishing key articles or

leaking information from the corridors of power to the press.

The opening salvo in the debate came from the Ministry of Com-

munications, where the newly appointed minister, P.P Melnikov, a

professional engineer with a great deal of practical experience in building

railroads, submitted an ambitious plan to construct five trunk lines that

would span the European part of the empire. Prominent among them was

the projected Moscow to Sevastopol line, which would pass through

Kyiv. According to Melnikov’s analysis it would meet several political

and strategic objectives. It would strengthen the links between Kyiv and

the Russian centre, and by implication diminish the influence of the

Poles, and it would provide the connection between the centre and the

Crimea that had been so sorely missed in the recent war, although

Russia’s former great naval base on the Black Sea had been demilitarized

by the Peace of Paris. Laying the track through the Donets Basin would

supply fuel not only to the southern line but the entire network. Melnikov

urged that the construction be undertaken “primarily at the direction of

the state or at least with the significant participation of the state,” that is,

under the oversight of the engineers in his department. In his view

“private lines could only measure their success by profit and loss, but

state lines judged their achievement by advantages brought to society as

a whole.” The Council of Ministers voted to approve the network and the

tsar concurred.^

Melnikov’s vision ran into strong opposition from the minister of

finance who realized that Russia simply lacked the capital to finance a

state network of railroads. Reitem’s plans for railroad developed hinged

on his ability to reassure foreign investors that investment in Russia was

safe and reliable. Toward this end he sought to make the mble convert-

5. N.A. Kislinsky, comp., Nasha zheleznodorozhnaia politika po dokumentam arkhiva

Komiteta ministrov (St. Petersburg: Izdanie Kantseliarii Komiteta ministrov, 1899), 1:

124-5, 127.
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ible on the international money market. At the same time, he supported

the attempts by his patron. Grand Duke Konstantin Nikolaevich, to work

closely with the moderate nationalists in Poland in order to placate

European opinion, enhance Russia’s international credit, and avoid further

violence in Warsaw. The outbreak of the Polish rebellion (1863) doomed

his redemption scheme, which was already in trouble. In light of the

events in Warsaw, Napoleon Ill’s government put pressure on Roth-

schild’s bank to block further loans to Russia. Reitem had to abandon his

convertibility plans.^ Russia was left with officially approved plans for

a national railway network but no one to finance or build it.

The outbreak of the Polish rebellion and its spread beyond the

Kingdom of Poland into the southwestern gubernias galvanized Russian

nationalists among merchants, entrepreneurs, and journalists led by Fedor

Chizhov, Ivan Aksakov, and Mikhail Katkov to launch a campaign

supporting a southern line that would be hinged on Kyiv and built either

by state funds or private domestic capital. They regarded high officials

in the Ministry of Communications and the War Ministry as natural allies,

despite differences on matters of detail. But their strongest “inside man”

was the inspector general of private railroads, Baron V.I. Delvig, a close

friend of Chizhov and a source of confidential information on inter-

ministerial politics.

Chizhov was the first to take the field by declaring his opposition to

the southern line falling into the hands of foreigners. Since 1857 he had

struggled to make his newspaper, Vestnik promyshlennosti, the mouth-

piece of the Moscow entrepreneurial interests. When financial problems

forced him to close down the paper, Ivan Aksakov invited him to join

forces and publish Aktsioner, the former supplement to Vestnik promysh-

lennosti, as a supplement to his own highly successful daily, DenJ
Chizhov immediately sounded the tocsin: “Can we forget that only the

absence of a southern railroad in the last war forced us to sue for peace

6. A.N. Kulomzin and A.N. Reitem-Nolken, M. Kh. Reitem. Biograficheskii ocherk

(St. Petersburg, 1910), 13; A.V. Golovin to D.A. Miliutin, 21 June 1866, cited in D.A.

Miliutin, “Vospominaniia,” Otdel rukopisei Rossiiskoi natsionalnoi biblioteki (henceforth

OR RNB), fund 169, box 14, no. 2, fols. 71-2; P.A. Valuev, Dnevnik (Moscow:

Izdatelstvo Akademii nauk SSSR, 1961), 1: 165.

7. Chizhov, “Dnevnik,” 7 August 1863, OR RNB, fond 332, box 2, no. 10. In 1862

Den had 4,000 subscribers and a paper run of 7000 (Russkaia periodicheskaia pechat,

1702-1894 [Moscow: Gosudarstvennoe izdatelstvo polititicheskoi literatury, 1959], 398,

414).
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that every Russian remembers with shame?” He also imbued the project

with a high moral purpose: to overcome “our backwardness, our rotten

weak-willed indifference, somnolence and even total apathy.” But he

firmly opposed turning the financing and building over to foreigners.

Instead, the government should “sell everything and build.” He envisaged

raising eighty million rubles by a massive sale of state lands. The

government would obtain a four percent return on its investment instead

of the two percent currently received from the rental of the land. Feeder

lines could be built with capital raised from regional groups of nobles if

they received a fixed state-guaranteed income on their investment.*

Chizhov was the first to warn against the dangers inherent in the plans of

Polish bankers and landowners to finance a southern railroad that would

link Warsaw to Kyiv and Kyiv to Odesa. Together with the Dinaburg

(Daugavpils) line, which already linked the St. Petersburg-Warsaw line

to the Baltic port of Riga, such a project would “shift the locus of

economic and political influence [in the country] away from Moscow.”

For this reason, “every effort should be made to link Moscow to Kyiv.”^

The outbreak of the Polish rebellion won over Katkov to Chizhov’

s

cause. Up to this point he had displayed little interest in railroads and his

economic views tended toward laissez-faire liberalism. His conversion

was swift and complete. “There is no doubt,” he wrote in a ringing

editorial, “that the future fate of the Russian government is tied essential-

ly to our south. Only there and from there can the Polish question be

resolved.” Vigorously opposing a Warsaw-Kyiv line, he pressed for a

Moscow-Kyiv connection that would unite Ukraine “with internal not

external forces.” He denounced rumors that an English firm would be

granted the concession for the southern line as the equivalent of turning

over the heroic port of Sevastopol to the victors of Inkerman and

Alma.'®

Several years earlier high government officials expressed similar

concerns over the potentially political role of railroads in the western

borderlands. In December 1861 the governor general of the northwest

gubernias. General V.I. Nazimov, warned of “the ambivalent attitude of

the administrator of the newly opened [St. Petersburg-Warsaw] railroad

8. Aktsioner, 2 January, 16 March, 23 March 1863.

9. Ibid., 28 March 1863.

10.

Moskovskie vedomosti, 25 July 1863, in Sobranie peredovykh statei Moskovskykh

vedomostei, ed. M.N. Katkov (Moscow: V.V. Chicherin, 1897), 409-13.
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and of the personnel of the line who are almost exclusively Poles and

foreigners.” ^^The Polish rebellion brought the danger home. With the

connivance of Polish civil servants the rebels cut the St. Petersburg-

Warsaw line below Vilnius and disrupted the movement of Russian army

reinforcements. According to the minister of war, D.A. Miliutin, Polish

members of the railroad administration in Vilnius shared information with

the rebels on scheduled Russian troop movements, while in Hrodna the

Polish station master commandeered a train, loaded it with Polish fighters

and dispatched it to an assembly point in the forest. Miliutin had long

understood the strategic importance of railroads but had paid little

attention to their financing and management. With the Polish rebellion

that changed: he acknowledged the dangers of allowing foreigners to

build and run the lines.

Despite this formidable collection of interests, the minister of finance.

Reitem, pursued his plans to attract English capital as the only realistic

way to finance a southern line. On the other hand he was perfectly

willing to accept the direction Moscow-Kyiv-Sevastopol, although it was

not, as it turned out the most attractive plan from a purely economic point

of view. He did not let public attacks on his position go unanswered in

the press. But more importantly, he was able to work behind the scenes

to outflank his colleagues. The tsar was almost convinced by the

arguments of Miliutin and General Zeleny, the minister of state domains

and a Sevastopol veteran, that the concession worked out by Reitem with

the English would grant substantial tracts of land along the Southern Bay

of the great harbour to the concessionaires. The result would be in effect

to “eliminate forever the possibility of re-establishing our naval forces on

the Black Sea.” But Reitem’s combination of bureaucratic skill and

ability to frighten the tsar with scenarios of financial min won the day.

At the Council of Ministers, Valuev noted in his diary, the discussion that

was so vital to the future of Russia (and Ukraine) took place without a

map of Sevastopol and in such haste that he had no opportunity to speak

11. OR RNB, fond 169, box 14, no. 2, fol. 56 (32).

12. Ibid., fond 169, box 14, fols. 45 (27), 97 (53), and 123 (66).

13. Valuev, Dnevnik, 1: 237, 238. The concession included a ninety-nine year lease on

the railroad, a very high capitalization per verst, a five percent guarantee and a prime of

four shillings on each share, the establishment of a free port at the termination of the line,

free land grants along the Southern Bay and the Donets Basin with exclusive coal-mining

rights (Kislinsky, Nasha zheleznodorozhnaia politika, 1: 132).
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Outside the government the opposition refused to surrender. Their

propaganda campaign against the concession gathered momentum as the

English bankers encountered growing resistance of the City to investing

in railroads while the Russian army was repressing the Polish rebellion.

Working in tandem, Chizhov and Delvig, the outsider and the insider,

provided the public with abundant statistical data and well-argued press

releases in order to discredit the concession, convince Russian investors

not to purchase shares in the English-run company, and furnish wavering

state officials with arguments in favour of a state-built line.^"^ As the

prospects that the English company would raise the necessary capital to

begin construction diminished, the debate over the southern line took an

unexpected turn.

Over the following eighteen months representatives of regional

economic interests in Ukraine began to insert themselves into the debates

further complicating the discussions that had been centred primarily on

political and financial issues. The collapse of negotiations with the

English group led to a revival of proposals to build a line from Odesa

rather than Sevastopol to Kyiv and then on to Moscow. The initiative for

the most innovative plan came from the office of General P.E. Kotsebu,

the newly appointed governor general of New Russia and Bessarabia.

Determined to make Odesa, the seat of his office, the great emporium of

the south, Kotsebu presented the tsar with an ingenious proposal. It was

possible, he argued, to begin immediate construction of the first part

(from Odesa to Parkan) of a section of the southern line to the major

wheat market of Balta by employing punitive battalions of the Russian

army as the labour force under the direction of Baron K.K. Ungem-

Stemberg. A member of the Russian Railroad Committee, a kamerger of

the Imperial Court and a marshal of the Estland nobility. Ungem
represented a new breed of railroad entrepreneur. Like his fellow Baltic

German nobles who entered business, P.G. von Derviz and K.F. von

14. Aktsioner, 17 and 24 August, 26 October, 26 November, 7 December, 14

December; Delvig to Chizhov, 27 October 1863, 6 April 1864, OR RNB, fond 332, box

24, no. 4.

15. Pavel Kotsebu was one of the twelve sons of the notorious German playwright and

Russian police spy, August Kotzebue, whose assassination in 1819 by a radical student

touched off a Europe-wide repression of liberals. What was important for the economic

development of Ukraine and Russia were Kotsebu’ s personal links with his Baltic German

associates who became the robber barons of the Russian railroads.
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Mekk, he was hard-headed, profit oriented, efficient, and well connected

to German banking houses. These three became major players in the great

boom of railroad building in the sixties and seventies and amassed large

personal fortunes in the process.

Kotsebu’s proposal met with widespread approval. To Reitem it

meant saving money while beginning an economically profitable line; to

Melnikov it was a practical way of initiating state constmction; and to

Miliutin it offered a quick start on a strategic line along the Bessarabian

frontier with Austria. Approved by the government, the proposal also

encouraged Russian capitalists who had petitioned for the entire

concession from Odesa to Kyiv by offering them the chance to acquire

the completed section at cost if they raised sufficient capital to build the

remainder of the line.^^ When the Russian entrepreneurs were forced to

concede that they could not raise sufficient capital to complete the line

to Kyiv, the tsar approved Kotsebu’s application to continue building

from Parkan to Balta. This spurred Melnikov to take the offensive.

Melnikov’s campaign proceeded on several levels. First, he success-

fully opposed a second petition by the English bankers and their Russian

allies to obtain a concession for the entire southwest (Odesa-Kyiv) line.

Secondly, he gained the tsar’s approval to finance at state expense a

survey of the first section of his proposed southern (Moscow-Sevastopol)

line up to Orel. He skillfully couched his arguments in financial terms,

assuring Aleksander that the survey “will shake the conviction that

persists in the public mind concerning the high cost of the construction

of railroads in Russia.” He also asserted that the concession of branch

lines to Russian entrepreneurs would open up fresh commercial possibil-

ities and “convince the public of the possibility of profits from Russian

16. A.M. Soloveva, “Zheleznodorozhnye koroli Rossii, P.G. von Derviz i S.S.

Poliakov,” in Predprinimateli Rossii ot istokov do nachala XX veka (Moscow, 1997),

266-85.

17. Kislinsky, Nasha zheleznodorozhnaia politika, 1: 134-5. The petitioners included

both big landowners in Podilia and Volhynia and government officials like Count E.T.

Baranov of the Estland branch of an old noble family, who in 1866 became governor

general of Estland and Lifland and then chairman of the Baranov Commission for

investigating malfeasance on Russian railroads (in which he was involved), and General

Kerbedz, an engineer of Polish extraction and a close associate of Melnikov in the

Ministry of Communications (Zhurnal Ministerstva putei soobshcheniia, book 3

[May-June 1863]: 124-5, 135). On Baranov, see “Vospominaniia A.N. Kulomzina,” chap.

3, fol. 50, OR RNB, fond 178, Muzeinoe sobranie 9803, no. 1,
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railroads when they linked the productive areas of the empire to the main

markets.”^^ Thirdly, he reorganized the budget of his department in

order to divert all available funds to railroad building, particularly the

construction of the southwestern and southern lines at the expense of any

further development of roads or waterways, which he proposed to turn

over to the newly created zemstvos.*^ Finally, he envisaged a realign-

ment of his 1 862 network by seeking to combine the southwestern and

southern lines in hopes of further cutting costs. He was willing to support

the continuation of the Balta section to Kyiv, despite his private

reservations about Ungem’s cost overruns, but insisted that the line revert

to the state after four years. His main revision was to extend the southern

line farther west to pass through Orel and Briansk rather than Kursk on

its way to Kyiv as the previous plan had stipulated.^® The change may

have reflected Melnikov’s concern that the enormous expense of constmcting

the southern hne directly from Moscow to Sevastopol would force a long

delay and deprive the centre of its much needed coimection to the Black Sea.

In the event it was a tactical error that left him vulnerable to other cost-

cutting proposals that would be less acceptable to him.

At this point the maneuvering over the direction of the southern and

southwestern lines took a dramatic turn that substantially raised the stakes

in the outcome. Kotsebu, encouraged by Ungem’s progress and sensing

Melnikov’s weakness, petitioned the tsar once again in November 1864

for approval to redirect the southwestern line. Instead of proceeding north

to Kyiv as planned, he envisaged it turning sharply east from Balta

toward lelysavethrad, Kremenchuk, and on to Kharkiv, where it would

join the line to Moscow as originally proposed by Melnikov in his 1862

18. Kratkii istoricheskii ocherk razvitiia i deiatelnosti Vedmostva putei soobshcheniia

za sto let ego sushchestvovaniia, 1789-1898 gg. (St. Petersburg: Ministerstvo putei

soobshcheniia, 1898), 112.

19. Delvig to Chizhov, 29 October 1864, OR RNB, fond 332, box 24, no. 5. Melnikov

also proposed to improve the port facilities in Odesa as a logical extension of the

southwest line (S.M. Zhitkov, Biografii inzhenerov putei soobshchenia [St. Petersburg,

1893], pt. 1: 64, 68).

20. Melnikov even toyed with the idea of granting a concession on the Orel-Kyiv

section to Belgian capitalists on the assumption that he could anchor the northern section

(Moscow-Orel) and the southern section (revised by him to become Odesa-Kyiv) with

state-owned and operated lines. Baron Delvig, who still enjoyed Melnikov’s confidence,

regarded the whole scheme as an ill-advised and hasty improvisation (Delvig to Chizhov,

29 October 1864, OR RNB, fond 332, box 24, no. 5).
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network. He strongly argued that from the economic point of view it was

preferable to open up the rich grain-producing areas of southern Podilia,

which already provided more than half of Odesa’s exports, and to tap into

the great mineral and coal deposits between the Dnieper and Don."' His

proposal amounted to nothing less than shifting the centre of gravity of

railroads and hence of economic development in Ukraine. It touched off

another round in the great debate over the southern line, which deepened

divisions within the government and drew in all the economic interests

of the region.

The opponents of the Kotsebu plan to connect Balta with Kremen-

chuk and Kharkiv focused more and more on patriotic and anti-foreign

themes. They drew their main strength from a widening circle of Moscow

entrepreneurs, and the engineers in the Ministry of Communications and

the War Ministry. Chizhov immediately denounced the supporters of

Kotsebu’ s plan as exponents of “all the Polish propaganda and all who

sympathize with it.”^^ The most active fresh recruits to the original

coalition of interests were the influential merchant family of the Shipovs

from Nizhnii Novgorod. They were already engaged in a running battle

with what they called “hostile forces” meaning “Germans and Poles” over

trade and tariffs.^^ Weighing in on the press campaign, the Shipovs

claimed that concessions to foreign interests in Russia’s first planned

network of 1856 had ruined the infant Russian metallurgical industry by

allowing importation of rails from abroad. He condemned Kotsebu’ s plan

for the same reason and accused the Odesa merchants of short-sighted-

ness. He followed Melnikov’s idea that the state should build the trunk

lines as a public service and allow private entrepreneurs to build the

commercially profitable feeder lines.

21. Kislinsky, Nasha zheleznodorozhnaia politika, 1: 140-1. Delvig viewed Kotsebu’s

report as a masterpiece of dissimulation designed to confuse the tsar (Delvig to Chizhov,

21 November 1864, OR RNB, fond 332, box 24, no. 6).

22. Den, 28 November 1864. See also 5 and 12 December 1864, in which Chizhov

asserts that much of his material came from the reports of the late governor general of

Odesa, M.S. Vorontsov: “And who can deny that Vorontsov loved Odesa and New
Russia?” Voronstov’s hallowed name was also invoked by speakers in the debates of the

Statistical Section of the Geographic Society.

23. Prince D.A. Obolenskii, director of foreign trade in the Ministry of Finance, to A.I.

Khludov, 10 September and 6 October 1864, OR RNB, fond 332, box 43, no. 7; and

A.P.Shipov to Chizhov, 6 September 1864, ibid., box 61, no. 2.

24. Torgovli sbornik, 19 October, 7 November, 19 December 1864.
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Baron Delvig continued to orchestrate the campaign. He also

encouraged N.N. Obruchev, one of Miliutin’s men on the General Staff,

to prepare a series of articles against the same “hostile forces.” When the

War Ministry’s official organ Russkii invalid launched a sharp attack on

Kotsebu’s plan, Delvig was confident that a copy “will get to the tsar.”^^

But Miliutin was beginning to waver, possibly because he did not want

to antagonize Reitem at a time when his plans for military territorial

reforms were coming up for budgetary review. In any case he inclined

toward the view that the Moscow-Kyiv line would be more important in

wartime than the Odesa-Kyiv line. Perhaps it would be better, he mused

to let Ungem have his railroad to Kremenchuk so long as the Moscow-

Kyiv line could be built simultaneously by the state.^^

Katkov entered the lists once again, refuting articles in Sankt

Peterburgskie vedomosti. Reitem’s house organ, and extolling the virtues

of economic nationalism. His views carried great weight at the higher

levels of the bureaucracy, including the former head of the Main

Administration of Communications and a key member of the Railroad

Committee, General Chevkin, who was convinced that “they would

produce an effect.”^^ Still, Delvig was upset to learn from other officials

that, when Ungem’s own articles went unanswered in the press, it was

automatically assumed that “everyone regarded [them] as satisfactory.”^^

The advocates of the Kremenchuk line were equally active in presenting

their case to the pubhc by placing articles in Sankt Peterburgskie vedomosti

and Severnaia pochta and organizing banquets. Kotsebu arrived in the

capital spreading mmours that Chevkin was on his side and that Melnikov

was wavering. He successfully lobbied Valuev. This hardly surprised Delvig

who wrote “He [Valuev] is always on the side of the Germans, Poles, and

other minorities...” Reitem’s supporters among the economists organized a

banquet for Kotsebu and Ungem at which the two men presented glowing

reports of their progress on the Odesa-Parkan section.^^

25. Delvig to Chizhov, 7 November 1864, OR RNB, fond 332, box 24, no. 6. A
collection of these articles was published in a separate brochure, N. Obruchev, Set

russkikh zheleznykh dorog i uchastie v nikh zemstva i voiska (Moscow, 1864).

26. Delvig to Chizhov, 21 December 1864, OR RNB, fond 332, box 24, no. 6.

27. Ibid.

28. Delvig to Chizhov, 26 November, 18 December 1864, ibid.

29. Delvig to Chizhov, 22 November, 9 December 1864, ibid.; Valuev, Dnevnik, 1:

302, 304.
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Kotsebu was well-informed too, for Melnikov was beginning to show

signs of tension, worried that the press campaign was putting him in a

false light. He stopped confiding in Delvig, suspecting that his subordi-

nate was leaking information to Chizhov and thus compromising him in

the eyes of his colleagues and the tsar.^® His new tactic was to resort to

bureaucratic maneuvering to secure his position. In late November 1864

he succeeded in getting the inter-governmental decision on the direction

of the southern line switched from the Committee of Ministers, where

Reitem had a majority, to the Railroad Committee. Kotsebu countered by

getting himself and Ungem appointed to the Committee as voting

members. Whereupon Melnikov responded by persuading the tsar to add

his ally General Zeleny, the minister of state domains, as a full member.

This gave him a majority: himself, Zeleny, the three engineer generals

E.I. Gerstfeld, P.A. lazykov, and S.V. Kerbedz, who no longer had a

personal stake in the southern line, and Adjutant General N.N. Annenkov,

the governor general of Kyiv, who saw eye to eye with Miliutin on the

Polish question and strongly believed in the strategic importance of the

Moscow-Kyiv-Odesa track.^^ At the 15 December meeting of the

Railroad Committee Melnikov won a narrow victory in a vote of five to

four in favour of the Moscow-Kyiv-Odesa line. The minority, however,

made a powerful argument. In order to build the Odesa-Kyiv line it

would be necessary to launch another domestic loan and place numerous

orders abroad. This raised the question of where to obtain the hard

currency. A foreign loan was considered “unwise” under the present

conditions. An increase in exports was the viable alternative. This could

best be accomplished, the argument concluded, by constmcting an Odesa-

Balta-Kremenchuk-Kharkiv line.^^ The decision of the Railroad Commit-

tee was not definitive; the stmggle was not over.

The public debate reached its climax the very evening of the vote in

the Railroad Committee at a major conference of the Statistical Section

of the Imperial Russian Geographical Society.^^ The speakers repre-

30. Delvig to Chizhov, 6 April, 9 May, 1 June, 23 October 1864, OR RNB, fond 332,

box 24, no. 5. Delvig urged Chizhov to publish confidential information only if it could

be obtained from another source (ibid., 30 November 1864).

31. “Vospominaniia Miliutina” (1863), 106 (57), OR RNB, fond 169, box 14, no. 3.

As might have been expected, Valuev had not favoured Annenkov’s appointment as

governor-general and grew to dislike him personally (Valuev, Dnevnik, 1: 146, 305).

32. Kislinsky, Nasha zheleznodorozhnaia politika, 1: 142-4.

33. Discussions about the economy had taken place in the Statistical section since its
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sented a cross section of the middle range technical specialists—mainly

economists, statisticians, a few army staff offieers—and regional politieal

and economic interests. They harboured the illusion, so eloquently

expressed by the ehairman of the three sessions, E.I. Lamansky, Russia’s

leading authority on banking and credit, that by virtue of their pro-

fessional eompetenee and objeetive examination of the issues their

opinion would carry great weight with the policy makers responsible for

making the final decision.^"^ Although the illusion is in itself an impor-

tant historical fact, the major significance of the debate for historians lies

elsewhere. It revealed the conflicting views over the most effective policy

choices in determining Russia’s path toward a modernized great power.

The main division in the debates of the Statistieal Section fell

between the advoeates of the Odesa-Kremenehuk-Kharkiv and the Odesa-

Kyiv lines, but a eomplicating factor was introduced by a related

discussion over the merits of an alternative line from Kharkiv to Tahanrih

or Rostov-na-Donu. That the discussion centred on integrating Ukraine

economically, as well as strengthening her politieal and strategie ties,

demonstrates the region’s erucial importance for the future development

of the Russian Empire. Up to this time, no other railroad eonstruetion in

Russia generated as much passion, public debate, and bureaueratic in-

fighting as the southern line.

The supporters of the Kremenehuk-Kharkiv eonneetion drew their

main strength from the subordinates of Finance Minister Reitem and

Interior Minister Valuev. Among the best informed and most persuasive

speakers were A.B. von Bushen and P.P. Semenov. The former, at the

age of thirty-three, was already a well-known population expert, the editor

of the bulletin of the Central Statistieal Committee of the Ministry of

Interior, and seeretary of the Statistical Section of the Geographieal

Soeiety. The latter, later named Tian-Shansky for his explorations in

creation in 1851 and with the creation of its Political-Economy Committee in 1859 these

touched on controversial topics. This annoyed Valuev, one of its founders, and the

committee was abolished in 1862, following an imperial decision forbidding the

discussion of questions of “state administration.” But discussions on the economy

continued (L.S. Berg, Vsesoiuznoe geograficheskoe obshchestvo za sto let [Moscow and

Leningrad: Izdatelstvo Akademii nauk SSSR, 1946], 179-83).

34. Izvestiia Imperatorskogo russkogo geograficheskogo obshchestva: Zhumal zasedanii

Otdela statistiki Imperatorskogo russkogo geograficheskogo obshchestva, 3-go dekabria

1864 goda (St. Petersburg: Imperatorskoe russkoe geograficheskoe obshchestvo, 1864),

43-4.
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Inner Asia, was well on his way to becoming one of Russia’s foremost

geographers. He was the secretary of the Physical Geography Section of

the Geographical Society. Like von Bushen, he had several year’s

experience abroad and then served as a member of the Editorial

Commission, where he was a close collaborator, first, of la.I. Rostovtsev,

and then, of Grand Duke Konstantin Nikolaevich. In 1864 he became

director of the Central Statistical Committee of the Ministry of Interior.

Both men based their arguments on the commercial and economic

advantages of the Kremenchuk-Kharkiv connection. Admitting that the

Odesa-Kyiv line was more direct and cheaper to build, von Bushen

insisted that the main object of railroads was to link the largest number

of productive centres and communication points for further expansion,

and this gave the advantage to the Kremenchuk-Kharkiv line. He further

maintained that although the Kyiv region produced the highest quality

grain, the major source of grain for export came from Kherson Gubernia

or those districts of Kyiv Gubernia that were actually closer to the

Kremenchuk line. Moreover, he pointed out, the Kremenchuk-Kharkiv

line would foster the export of tallow, wool, and flax seed oil produced

in such abundance in Ukraine. Finally, he rejected as outdated Chizhov’s

statistics purporting to prove that the Kyiv line would serve a more

densely populated region and added that Kremenchuk would open the

door to the Black Sea ports for a mass of surplus labour from Little

Russia. He concluded by turning the political argument against his

opponents. Would not the Kremenchuk line better serve the larger

interests of the centre of the empire in contrast to the Kyiv line, which

would only help develop the western periphery

In building his case for the Kremenchuk-Kharkiv line, Semenov

provided a much more detailed and comprehensive picture of the

economic life of Ukraine. He was quick to acknowledge that the

connection between Moscow and Kyiv was “extremely necessary from

the political, but not the commercial or economic, point of view.” The

Kyiv line would traverse a non-black earth region that produced no grain

surplus. The other possible freight, such as glass and metal manufactures

from Briansk and flax, already had its outlets along the Desna River to

Riga. Even Moscow manufactures would find few customers in the

stretch of line up to Kyiv and would run into foreign completion beyond

35. Ibid., 45-8.
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the city. In contrast, the Kremenchuk line would serve a densely

populated region through which most of the products for the Ukrainian

markets moved from north to south. The Ukrainian markets formed an

ellipse extending from Kursk through Kharkiv, Poltava, and Kremenchuk

to lelysavethrad. The wool trade was centred there. The Kremenchuk line

would carry a far larger quantity of grain than the Kyiv line even if its

quality might not be as high. It would, in sum, transport nine-tenths of

the produce currently moving into Odesa, valued at ten million rubles,

and the bulk of the goods moving out of the port, valued at eleven

million rubles, whereas the Kyiv line could not provide adequate markets

because of the competition from foreign goods coming across the western

frontier. Finally, agricultural machinery manufactured in Odesa would

find a ready market in the sugar-beet factories, which were concentrated

in much larger numbers along the Kremenchuk than along the Kyiv line.

By linking Odesa to Kyiv prior to a direct Kyiv-Moscow link the Kyiv

line would encourage the very “separatist” tendencies of the southwest

that Semenov’s opponents sought to avoid.

To clinch his argument Semenov invoked the authority of two very

different sources: the English banker, Thomas Baring and the Slavophil

publicist, Ivan Aksakov. The practical investor Baring would find it hard

to explain to an English audience why Odesa should not be connected

with the most productive parts of Ukraine, and Aksakov had already

demonstrated in his comprehensive study of Ukrainian markets, sponsored

by the Geographical Society, that Kharkiv was the central emporium of

the region.

Kotsebu adopted the clever and unexpected tactic of defending his

patriotism from attacks in the press. He reminded his audience that he

had served as chief of staff of the Southern Army in the Crimean War,

36. Ibid., 64, 70, 99-101. Indeed, Aksakov had made the point ten years earlier that

eventually a railroad from Moscow to the Black Sea would doom the Ukrainian markets

in its path, but that Kharkiv would not only not decline but would become “the main

entrepot and transit point for the entire Southern region, the central market where the

goods of all the neighbouring areas would be collected” (I.S. Aksakov, “Vvedenie k

ukrainskim iarmarkam,” in Sochineniia, 1860-1886 [Moscow: M.G. Volchaninov, 1887],

6: 71). On the other hand, Aksakov had also declared on the eve of the Polish revolt that

it was crucial to ensure that Kyiv, a Russian city, be protected against Polish claims and

influence by overcoming the neglect of the past and linking “core Russia with Rus'”

(korennaia Rus' s Rusiu) by “a railroad no matter what!” (ibid., 188-9, originally

published as “Russkii li gorod Kiev?” Den, 21 February 1862.
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“and I knew from whence we received all our military supplies; not from

Kyiv, but from central Russia—men, uniforms, powder shells, food—and

what from Kyiv?” He then dismissed the most serious charge of his

enemies. “Opponents of separatism say that a railroad to Kyiv will end

separatism. I know this area. No separatism exists.” As for strategic

questions, he admitted that if Russia fought a future offensive war then

a Kyiv line might offer advantages, but what about a defensive war in

which an attacking enemy might cut the Kyiv line, then where would

Russia be? The line to Kremenchuk, by contrast, would be located farther

from the front and better protected. Turning to economic issues, Kotsebu

showed that he had been well briefed. He pointed out that the Odesa-

Balta line already provided a link to the main grain emporium of southern

Podilia and to continue it to Kyiv would not bring any additional

economic benefits to the region. In Kyiv Gubernia the major producers

of grain and sugar were located in the eastern districts closer to the

Kremenchuk line. Passing through the most productive parts of Kherson

Gubernia it would cut the distance for the wagoners bringing produce to

the south by 300 versts covering difficult terrain for overland transport.

He refuted those who insisted that northern Kherson Gubernia was

sparsely populated and referred to the “large and rich villages” of the

military colonies in districts approaching lelysavethrad. Most importantly,

Kremenchuk was a great transit centre handling 2,000 horse-drawn carts

of grain, salt, and other products a day. Beyond lay the great market

towns of Poltava, Kharkiv, and Kursk. A short branch line from Kharkiv

would give access to cheap coal along the whole line, seven to eight

kopeks a pood in Kharkiv (and even just twenty-three kopeks over the

rail connection to Odesa) compared to English coal selling for twenty-five

kopeks at the port of Odesa. The Kyiv line would have to use English

coal, at an excess cost of over 1,000 rubles a day compared to Kharkiv

coal. And in the event of war? “If a single enemy ship appeared in the

Black Sea, we would not have a single pood of coal and all our railroads

would remain without fuel.”^^

Kotsebu received backing from several invited guests representing

local economic interests, including the Poltava landowner, G. Bakunin,

and the Odesa banker and negotiant, G.R. Raffalovich. A predictable

supporter of the Kremenchuk line, Bakunin’s main contribution was to

37 . Izvestiia zasedanii, 57-9 .
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report that the new strain of Hungarian wheat being used by all his

colleagues was much superior to the highly touted Podilian and Kyivan

varieties, but it did not have an adequate export market because of the

absence of a railroad connection with the Black Sea. As a representative

of the Odesa merchants Raffalovich, speaking in French, returned to the

theme of the great trade advantages accruing to his city from the

Kremenchuk connection. As an export merchant he placed special

emphasis on the high quality of the grain, linseed oil, and wool produced

in the Gubernias of Kherson, Poltava, and Katerynoslav, guaranteeing

them profitable sales in European markets. Raffalovich was not at all

embarrassed by criticism from the audience that six years earlier, when

he had been one of the founders of the abortive Odesa-Kyiv Railroad

Company, he had sung a different tune. He freely admitted that despite

their consistent preference for the Kremenchuk over the Kyiv line, the

Odesa merchants had had no reason to object if foreign capitalists were

willing to put up the money for a line to Kyiv.^^ In the eyes of his

opponents, his position was a perfect illustration of the way in which

foreign capital could dictate the direction of Russia’s railroad lines.

The supporters of the Kyiv line also marshaled their forces well.

Their ranks represented an impressive cross section of government

officials, including military specialists, publicists, statisticians, and local

business interests. For them the spirit of Katkov hung like a guardian

angel over the meeting.^^ But like their opponents, the advocates of

Kyiv were not inunune to polemical exchanges in the press. They too felt

obliged to refute the most frequent public criticisms of their position. In

their interventions they made a determined effort to prove the economic

value of the Kyiv line, but their most effective arguments, given the

heighten patriotic atmosphere of the time, focused on the political and

strategic importance of Kyiv as the anchor of the southern line.

38. Ibid., 94, 107.

39. In his opening remarks Lamansky singled out Katkov’s previous contribution to the

debate and regretted that he was unable to attend the meeting. Several other members

echoed this sentiment (ibid., 44, 59, 64). Katkov was riding the crest of his popularity.

He had just humiliated A.V. Golovnin, an important client of Grand Duke Konstantin

Nikolaevich and an ally of Reitem, the minister of education, and was about to descend

on the capital in order to convince the government that his newspaper should enjoy a

special status with regard to censorship (Valuev, Dnevnik, 1: 307; and Mikhail Lemke,

Epokha tsenzurnykh reform, 1859-1865 godov [St. Petersburg: Gerold, 1904], 352-7,

374-5).
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Among the most prestigious advocates of the Kyiv line were A.I.

Levshin and V.P. Bezobrazov. Levshin had recently stepped down as

deputy minister of the interior. In this office he had been a leading figure

in the preparatory period of the emancipation of the serfs. A former

governor of Odesa and founder of the paper Odesskii vestnik, he had

already published a detailed exposition of his views in the press.

Bezobrazov had served in both the Ministry of Finance and State

Domains, where he had briefly edited the ministerial organ. He was best

known as a political economist, academic, and prolific writer. He was the

secretary of the Statistical Section of the Geographic Society. Together

with Levshin and Baron Delvig he sought to discredit the evidence of

their opponents by questioning the validity of their data and warning

against the dangers of manipulating statistics. Delvig attributed the

confusion over the contradictory figures that were bandied about to the

rather “sudden” decision to propose an alternative to Kyiv; up until

recently “it had not occurred to anyone to build a line to Kremenchuk.”

In the absence of accurate maps and charts there was no way of resolving

the conflicting opinions in a strictly scientific manner. Both Delvig and

Levshin challenged the view that the bulk of grain exports through Odesa

came from the side of Kremenchuk and the left bank of the Dnieper.

They argued that the quality of grain from the southwestern gubernias

was superior to that of New Russia and Little Russia and cheaper to

export than any other products. Delvig added that from a technical point

of view direct lines were always preferable and that the terrain between

Odesa and Kyiv was more favourable for construction. As for serving the

people, the General Staff maps showed that the population density

between Balta and Kyiv was 2,500 per square mile, impressive even by

west European standards. Taking the larger view, Bezobrazov concluded

that the Ukrainian markets were already flourishing without a rail

connection and that to build to Kharkiv would skew Russia’s economic

development to the east. What was necessary was to align the manufac-

turing of the northeast with the agriculture of the southwest, to broaden

the “expansion of Russia’s strength to the west” and “to draw [it] closer

to Europe.”^®

Speakers on both sides of the debate accepted the military importance

of the Kyiv line, but it was left to two powerful voices of the military to

40. Izvestiia zasedaniia, 64-8 (Bezobrazov), 74-8 (Levshin), 84-6 (Delvig).
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lay out all the implications in detail. Prince N.S. Golitsyn was a member

of the General Staff and the editor of Russkii invalid, the organ of the

Ministry of War. N.N. Obruchev, who taught military statistics at the

Nikolaevsky Military Academy, was beginning a brilliant military career

that would culminate in the eighties with the rank of general and

appointment as the chief of staff of the army. Both men perceived

railroad building in terms of the integral network designed by Melnikov.

Repeatedly invoking Katkov, Golitsyn stressed the importance of linking

Moscow and Kyiv, which was a “first-class fortress and a unique bulwark

of defense of our southwestern gubernias.” Obruchev echoed him,

pointing out that the Moscow-Kursk-Kyiv line, when provided with a

branch line to Brest, Warsaw, and Konigsberg, would carry all the

produce of central Russia to the west as well as provide troops for the

defense of the Kingdom of Poland and the whole southwest. They

dismissed the Odesa-Kharkiv connection as a secondary line and agreed

that Kharkiv should first be joined to the Crimean ports, principally

Theodosiia. Obruchev was unsparing in his criticism of the Odesa

merchants. “To some Odesa merchants the calculation of private trade

often takes precedence over everything else,” he charged. The railroad to

Kyiv would cut into the abnormally high profits “which enable clever

merchants to become millionaires.” He reminded his audience that the

state and not the merchants was building the railroads.

The well-known Slavophil publicist and historian, M.O. Koialovich

took an even more explicit political line. He deplored the tone of the

discussion that reflected only narrow materialistic concerns. To focus on

Russia’s export of grain to all of western Europe, “including our

enemies,” he declared “would hurt (ubivala) the satisfaction of the needs

of the people.” The important point was to develop the interior of the

country, but if foreign trade was to be the criterion for railroad construc-

tion, then the question should be not which port but which merchants

would benefit, Russians or foreigners. Odesa was “a foreign city,” while

the Azov ports were centres of Russian traders and were preferable as the

maritime outlet for Kharkiv. As for the Odesa Kyiv line it would bring

great benefits to western Russia and especially to a region that “has not

been mentioned here, that is, Belarus—that expansive and poor country”

41. Ibid., 59-60 (Golitsyn), 108-9 (Obruchev). K.I. Marchenko, a member of an

influential family of Kharkiv landowners and writers and a founder of the original Odesa-

Kyiv Company, scolded the Odesa merchants for their fickleness (ibid., 106-7).
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in desperate need of bread and much else."^^ Still other members of the

Geographic Society took a more explicitly xenophobic stance, fearing that

without a line from Odesa to Kyiv the entire trade of Ukraine would be

“more tightly tied to the foreigners than to ourselves.

Although the main discussion centred on the future direction of the

Odesa-Balta line, an entire session of the Statistical Section was devoted

to the related issue of whether the export trade of the Ukrainian markets

would be better served by a port on the Sea of Azov and, if so, which

one, Tahanrih or Rostov-na-Donu. The advocates for both cities were

united in their opposition to an Odesa-Kharkiv line. But their disagree-

ment reveals not only the way that railroad construction intensified local

rivalries but also the difficulty of sorting out the technical and conuner-

cial issues involved in comparing two ports so close to each other. The

main spokesman for the Rostov interests was the mayor, A.M. Baikov,

who made the case for his city as the major trade centre in the region,

with connections to the central gubernias, Ukrainian markets, and the

Caucasus that would be greatly enhanced by a direct line from Moscow
through Kharkiv to Rostov. It would also provide transport for the

Hrushevske coal fields."^ But he was overwhelmed by the proponents of

Tahanrih, who made a number of telling points. First, Rostov was not a

port but a transit point for shipment to Tahanrih. The building of a

railroad terminus at Tahanrih would eliminate the need to ship goods

downriver to Rostov before transshipping them by barge to Tahanrih.

Foreign ships could not load at Rostov because of its distance from the

sea and the heavy silting of the Don River. Similarly, to develop the

Caucasian trade it would only be necessary to construct some wharfs

directly opposite Tahanrih on the Gulf of Azov in order to ship goods

directly across from the Kuban to the rail hub in a port that was already

42. Ibid., 72^. M.N. Pogodin much admired Koialovich’s historical writing on the

I

western gubernias, especially on Belarus, which dealt with the cultural conflict over the

region between Russia and Poland (Nikolai Barsukov, Zhizn i trudy M.N. Pogodina [St.

Petersburg: M.M. Stasiulevich, 1907], 21: 151-2).

43. Izvestiia zasedaniia, 71-2. Such was the comment of A.L. Savitsky, a popularizer

j

of economic issues from Chemihiv Gubernia who had just written a book on the Volga

[

grain trade, O dostavke v Peterburg khleba po Volzhskomu vodianomu soobshcheniiu (St.

Petersburg, 1864).

44. Izvestiia zasedaniia, 1-2, 20-4,35-6. Baikov pieked up some support from

i Bezobrazov, who pointed out Tahanrih’ s one great disadvantage as a port: the neeessity

of large foreign eargo ships loading in the open sea (ibid., 16).
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provided with warehouses, offices, and a stock market, thus avoiding

Rostov’s middlemen. The alleged busy appearance of Rostov in

comparison with “drowsy” Tahanrih was an illusion created by Rostov’s

eastern bazaar atmosphere in contrast to the modem forms of conducting

business in the offices and warehouses of Tahanrih."^^

In the course of the discussion the supporters of both towns revealed

strong xenophobic tendencies. I.F. Felkner from Rostov denounced Odesa

as “an artificial port founded by a foreigner” in contrast to his city, “a

real Russian port” in the heart of the country. Concluding that Russia’s

future lay to the east rather than the west, he added that “from the

Russian point of view” Kharkiv should be directly connected with

Moscow to the north and Rostov to the south rather than Odesa."^^ The

Tahanrih spokesman, N.T. Dzhurich, wondered “what, is Odesa to control

all the trade of Central Russia?” Through privileges Odesa had acquired

a monopolistic position in the southwestern region and was now trying

to extend its tentacles to dominate the grain trade throughout the entire

Black Sea region. But, he declared, the natural outlet for Kharkiv was to

the south where Peter I had designated Tahanrih as one of his favourite

new towns. Ever since then the products of the Ukrainian markets had

moved south to the Sea of Azov and not Odesa."^^

The outstanding political economist Ivan Vernadsky also endorsed

Moscow-Tahanrih as the line of first choice, but placed it in the context

of the national network. Citing the European experience—Vernadsky was

a champion of the Manchester school—he pointed out the advantages of

building railroads in a north-south direction in order to link ports at the

extremities of the national territory. In Russia’s case this would be the

Baltic and the Sea of Azov. As the southern outlet Azov was preferable

to the Black Sea because it was protected in time of war against enemy

action. Odesa, which was in any case “an artificial port,” was too

exposed. The Peace of Paris ending the Crimean War had stripped Russia

of a Black Sea fleet and demilitarized the coast, reverting to the situation

at the time of Peter I. Peter had immediately grasped the importance of

a port on the Sea of Azov, the entrance to which at the Straits of Kerch

45. Ibid., 3-5 (D.E. Benardaki), 7-10 (K.M. Sementovsky), 10-18, 28-35 (N.T.

Dzhurich).

46. Ibid., 115.

47. Ibid., 92-3. Dzurich had also participated in the press campaign, with a long article

promoting Tahanrih in Otechestvennye zapiski, 13 and 14 January 1862.
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could be easily defended. But Russia should not stop with building one

railroad to the north; it also needed a more westerly line from Moseow

to Kyiv and Odesa.

In Vernadsky’s view there was little sense in eonstructing a line along

the ellipse of the Ukrainian markets. The only reason for the existing

pattern of trade from east to west was the absence of a north-south rail

line. “As soon as that is built the markets will disappear (unishtozhatsia)”

The Kyiv route, then was preferable for two reasons: the first, economic,

he believed had been sufficiently demonstrated at the meeting, and the

second, political. As a self-confessed “Kievlianin,” bom, educated, and

first employed as a professor at St. Vladimir University, Vernadsky firmly

rejeeted the charges of separatism that had been leveled. The fears that

the connection with Odesa would tie the eity to the southwestern region

was simply wrong. Rather the obverse was true: “it is necessary to tie the

southwestern region with Kyiv, which had been the eentre of Russian

nationality {narodnost) for several centuries” and had always stoutly

resisted Polish influence. Separatism would only be eneouraged if the

region was isolated and thrown baek on its own resources."^®

The presiding offieer, E.I. Lamansky, endorsed Obruehev’s critique

of the Kremenchuk line. He eoneurred with the majority opinion on the

Kyiv line as the first requirement and Kharkiv-Rostov as the second. But

he also advoeated building a line between Rostov and Tahanrih because

neither of the two ports alone satisfied the requirements of the state."^^

Lamansky’ s eoneluding remarks may appear puzzling in light of his

previous views and close association with Reitem in the Ministry of

Finance. But his flattering referenees to Katkov and his approving

reference to Obmchev’s analysis suggest that the political arguments, or

what he called “state interests,” prevailed over the finaneial consider-

ations, which only the year before he had so strongly advocated in a

lengthy memo to Reitem.

48. Izvestiia zasedaniia, 1 12-1 3.Vernadsky was also under the sway of Katkov, having

agreed to rewrite an article on the Kyiv-Odesa railroad previously rejected by the editor

of Moskovskie vedimosti “to make it correspond entirely to Katkov’s views” (E.

Feoktistov to M.N. Katkov, 1 May 1865, OR RNB, fond 120, box. 35, no. 8).

49. Izvestiia zasedaniia, 43, 111-12.

50. E.I. Lamansky to M.Kh. Reitem, 25 September / 7 October 1862, OR RNB, fond

633, fde 7, fols. 7-10. At this time Lamansky was still in London seeking to raise a loan

for the southern railroad from James Rothschild.
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Despite Lamansky’s summation and the expectations of the partici-

pants, the outcome of the debate was not conclusive even though it

ruffled feathers at the highest levels of government. Valuev was quick to

dismiss the result as a discussion “by dilettantes of words and deeds.

Either he or some other highly placed officials were not taking any

chances that the debate might be treated more seriously. The stenographic

report of the meetings of the Statistical Section of the Geographic Society

was not published until after the Council of Ministers had met to take the

final decision. Two weeks after Lamansky gaveled the session to a close,

the Committee of Ministers met for a heated discussion and voted twelve

to eight to confirm the Balta-Ielysavethrad-Kremenchuk-Kharkiv line. The

majority consisted of the following: The Grand Dukes Konstantin

Nikolaevich and Nikolai Nikolaevich, Prince P.G. Oldenburgsky, Valuev,

Golovnin, Foreign Minister A.M. Gorchakov, minister of the court. Count

A.V. Adlerberg, Admiral N.K. Krabbe, the chief of gendarmes. Prince

V.A. Dolgorukov, Prince S.N. Urusov, Count A.A. Bobrinskoi and, of

course, Kotsebu. In the minority were Melnikov, Chevkin, Zeleny,

Annenkov, Minister of Justice D.N. Zamiatin, president of the State

Council, P.P. Gagarin, the future ober procurator of the Holy Synod, D.A.

Tolstoi, and the state controller, V.A. Tatarinov. The tsar approved the

majority opinion.^^

The lineup in the vote of the Committee of Ministers was predictable.

The majority rallied around Reitem who regarded the concession to

Ungem as a means of demonstrating the profitability of Russian railroads

in order to attract entrepreneurial talent and private capital, both domestic

and foreign. For him the short-term advantages of linking the bustling

Ukrainian markets to the export trade through a port easily accessible to

foreign ships outweighed all other considerations. Russia’s economic

development depended on its ties with western Europe. The economic

integration of Ukraine with central Russia would come later. In the

51. Valuev, Dnevnik, 1: 304.

52. Kislinsky, Nasha zheleznodorozhnaia politika, 1: 145. Valuev had a different count

but was unsure of Bobrinskoi’ s vote, who “got completely mixed up in his remarks’*

{Dnevnik, 1; 307). The terms of the concession for the Balta-Ielysavethrad section

rewarded Ungem for his patience. Nine thousand troops were put at his disposal and the

cost per verst was set at a generous 45,000 rubles with any savings on construction up

to three percent going to the builder, that is. Ungem (Kislinsky, Nasha zheleznodorozh-

naia politika, 1: 146).
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meantime the surplus productive capacity of Ukraine would be used as

the magnet for additional capital investment that would make this

integration possible. The state lacked the means to do it alone. In one

way or another the other members of the majority also identified with a

more general policy that associated Russia’s development with western

Europe. Many of them were “the eagles” of Grand Duke Konstantin,

Reitem himself, Golovnin at the Ministry of Education, and Krabbe at the

Naval Ministry, all of whom had been champions of the reform move-

ment in Russia. Almost all of them had taken a moderate position on the

Polish question before the outbreak of the rebellion. Some, like Bobrin-

skoi, had a direct economic interest in the ICremenchuk line.^^

Members of the minority, by contrast, were convinced that only the

state could define state interests. For them the political, strategic, and

economic integration of Ukraine with central Russia was all of a piece.

They were not indifferent to financial and commercial issues but

perceived them through the lens of an imperial Russian policy. As the

discussions in the Statistical Section showed they believed that Ukraine

should be tied to Moscow through Kyiv before being linked to foreign

interests. Indeed, they were suspicious, if not outright contemptuous, of

foreign capitalists and, in the case of Zamiatin and Gagarin, strict

upholders of legal norms, which fast-dealing entrepreneurs among

domestic capitalists threatened to violate.^"^ Tatarinov, the state control-

ler, was cut from similar cloth. A rival of Reitem over the issue of

preliminary budget control, throughout the sixties he was the incormptible

watchdog of the treasury and watched the corruption of the railroad

barons with dismay.^^

53. P. Belavenets, “Krabbe, Nikolai Karlovich," Russkii biograficheskii slovar (St.

Petersburg: Imperatorskoe Russkoe istoricheskoe obshchestvo, 1903), 9: 397-9.

Bobrinskoi’s family had extensive sugar beet holdings and other agricultural investments

in the vicinity of Smila, a town that was about fifty versts northwest of the proposed

lelysavethrad-Kremenchuk section. His son, V.A. Bobrinskoi, was Reitem’s candidate in

1868 to succeed Melnikov as minister of communcations. In that capacity Bobrinskoi

supervised the constmction of the Fastiv branch line from the Odesa-Kharkiv railroad that

served the region of his properties. The line was later named after him. The Bobrinskois

were also related by marriage to the Ungem-Shtembergs (C. T v, “Bobrinskoi, Aleksei

Alekseevich," Russkii biograficheskii slovar [1908], 3: 112-13).

54. Gagarin had been a strong supporter of the landlord party in the emancipation of

the serfs and an opponent of the Grand Duke and his associates (K. Sivkov, “Gagarin,

Pavel Pavlovich," Russkii biograficheskii slovar [1914], 4: 85-8).

55. Gosudarstvennyi arkhiv msskoi federatsii (GARF), fond 678, list 1, file 680, fols.
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The debate over the southern railroad casts a strong light on two

major questions raised by the economic and military roles of the

railroads: how to finance the railroads and where to build them? In

Ukraine both issues took on additional weight. Ukraine provided the most

abundant resources for the export trade, which was so necessary to

stabilize the country’s balance of payments and earn hard currency for

debt repayment and budgetary reform. But her future development and

ties with the imperial centre aroused deep-seated and long-standing

political fears, which were sharply exacerbated by the Polish rebellion.

The political leadership, professional bureaucracy, and opinion makers in

the emerging mass press could not agree on a formula that would

immediately satisfy the financial and military imperatives. The split was

not simply between the advocates of one or the other necessity. Rather a

crisscrossing pattern of ideological commitments, personal ties, economic

interests, and professional loyalties emerged. The simplistic dichotomies

between liberals and conservatives or reformers and counter-reformers do

not apply. Still, the complexities of opinion and action should not obscure

the lines that separated the two main parties.

There were those who believed that Russia could and should build its

railroads mainly by its own means, no matter what the sacrifices, and

build them in order to knit together Ukraine and the centre with lines that

served first the political and then the economic integration of the empire.

The current of economic nationalism, streaked with xenophobia,

Polonophobia, and Germanophobia, ran strongly through their ranks. At

this time, however, there was still a gap between the Moscow merchant-

entrepreneurs and publicists like Chizhov, Aksakov, the Shipovs, and

Katkov, who pressed for a policy of integrating the Orthodox, East Slavic

populations into an all-Russian national identity as the core of the empire,

and the patriotically-minded bureaucrats who were not yet prepared to go

that far.^^ In the following decade the distance separating them would

rapidly shrink.

44-6; “Tatarinov, Vladimir Alekseevich,” Russkii biograficheskii slovar (1912), 20:

322-5. His biographers made a special point of noting that the state awarded his widow

100,000 rubles because he left his family without any means after having served in an

official capacity dealing with finances for thirty years.

56. For an elaboration of this all-Russian nationalist vision, see Alexei Miller,

“Imagined Geography of the Russian National Territory in the Russian Empire,” paper

presented at the Conference on the History of Empires, Moscow, June 2003.
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Clustered on the other side were those who believed that Russia’s

development depended more heavily on its integration with the economies

of western Europe. They favoured building railroads with the help of

private capital, guaranteed by the state and in directions designated by the

state with, to be sure, the attractions of profitability foremost in mind.

They were also willing to overlook corruption even at the highest levels

and accept the enrichment of a few entrepreneurs at the expense of the

state or, as their opponents charged, at the expense of the people.^^ It

remains a matter of dispute whether Russia’s railroad network, con-

structed largely on the assumptions of the second group, could have been

built more cheaply or on more rational plans. But it cannot be denied that

the general pattern for the future construction of Russian railroads was

hammered out in the debate and decision over the first major line to be

built in Ukraine.

57. Kulomzin’s unpublished memoirs singled out Count F.V. Adlerberg, Prince S.A.

Dolgoruky, Prince N.A. Orlov, and Count Baranov as those whose investments followed

their involvement in granting state concessions to private entrepreneurs (OR RNB, fond

178, Muzeinoe sobranie, 9803, chap. 4, fols. 26, 34, 44-5, 51).





Russia’s Nationality Policy: The Case

of Ukraine (1847-1941)

David Saunders

When I read Zenon’s Ph.D. dissertation,^ I knew that I had to change my
research plans. I had done so once already, for, having embarked on a

I study of the ministers and assistant ministers of Alexander I (their

education, career patterns, interconnections, wealth, ideas and import-

ance), I had been overwhelmed by the material and was trying to find out

whether the ministers who came from Ukraine were a distinctive interest

group (this was the time of David Ransel’s Politics of Catherinian

Russia^). My first change of direction had led me to start thinking about

where the St. Petersburg Ukrainians came from. After reading Zenon’s

Ph.D. dissertation, I realized that it would not be sensible for me to

contemplate trying to become a specialist on late eighteenth- and early

nineteenth-century Ukraine per se. But I could still work on Ukrainians

outside Ukraine and on Russian policies towards Ukraine at other points

in time. In view of the fact that I have been studying these things ever since,

it is no exaggeration to say that Zenon showed me the way forward.

The present essay is about Russia’s Ukrainian pohcies from the middle

I

of the nineteenth century to the Second World War. In the course of writing

!

various articles on the Russo-Ukrainian relationship under the late

[

Romanovs,^ I began wondering whether the forms that it took at that time

1. Zenon E. Kohut, “The Abolition of Ukrainian Autonomy (1763-1786): A Case

Study in the Integration of a Non-Russian Area into the Empire” (Ph.D. diss., University

of Pennsylvania, 1975), later to be Russian Centralism and Ukrainian Autonomy: Imperial

Absorption of the Hetmanate 1760s-1830s (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Ukrainian

Research Institute, 1988).

2. David L. Ransel, The Politics of Catherinian Russia: The Panin Party (New Haven

and London: Yale University Press, 1975).

3. Including “Russia’s Ukrainian Policy (1847-1905): A Demographic Approach,”
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had anything in common with the forms that it took in the first quarter-

century of the Soviet period. Both periods seemed to include short phases

of Russian generosity towards Ukraine followed by long phases of hostihty.

Was this no more than a coincidence, or did it spring from long-term

underlying considerations? If underlying factors were at work, what were they?

Although, in general terms, the idea of continuity across the 1917

divide dates back at least to the time of Nicholas Timasheff,"^ it was not

a subject of mainstream academic debate until after the fall of the Soviet

Union in 1991. Sheila Fitzpatrick lent it a certain respectability among

social historians when she argued that in the 1930s “Soviet ‘class’

increasingly assumed the meaning of imperial soslovie^^ At more or less

the same time Andreas Kappeler concluded his long-range study of the

ethnic groups of the tsars’ domains with a chapter on the years after

1917, which treated “the collapse of the Soviet multi-ethnic empire at the

beginning of the 1990s” as if it were “the end of the Russian Empire ...

deferred for more than seven decades.”^ If it is no longer unusual to talk

about continuity across the 1917 divide, is it helpful to do so in the

specific case of Russia’s treatment of Ukraine?

I shall argue that it is, and that what was more or less continuous

about Russia’s treatment of Ukraine in the 1847-1941 period was

deliberate and great hostility. Before 1917, I shall claim, Russia tried

consciously and systematically to prevent the emergence of a distinctive

Ukrainian identity. When a Ukrainian identity nevertheless began to

surface in the early Soviet period, Russia tried to stamp it out. The

implication of these propositions is that in an ideal world the rulers of the

European History Quarterly 25, no. 2 (1995); 181-208; “Russia and Ukraine under

Alexander II: The Valuev Edict of 1863,” International History Review 17, no. 1 (1995):

23-50; “Mikhail Katkov and Mykola Kostomarov: A Note on Petr A. Valuev’s Anti-

Ukrainian Edict of 1863,” Harvard Ukrainian Studies 17, nos. 3^ (1993): 365-83;

“Russia, the Balkans, and Ukraine in the 1870s,” in Russia and the Wider World in

Historical Perspective: Essays for Paul Dukes, ed. Cathryn Brennan and Murray Frame

(Basingstoke and London: Macmillan, 2000), 85-108; “Mykola Kostomarov (1817-1885)

and the Creation of a Ukrainian Ethnic Identity,” Slavonica 7, no. 1 (2001): 7-24.

4. Nicholas S. Timasheff, The Great Retreat: The Growth and Decline ofCommunism

in Russia (New York; Amo Press, 1972), first published in 1946.

5. Sheila Fitzpatrick, “Ascribing Class: The Constmction of Social Identity in Soviet

Russia,” Journal ofModem History 65, no. 4 (1993): 769.

6. Andreas Kappeler, The Russian Empire: A Multiethnic History (Harlow: Longman,

2001), 370; first published in German in 1992.
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late Russian Empire and the Soviet Union would have preferred

Ukrainians not to be Ukrainian at all; they would have been happier if

Ukrainians could somehow have turned themselves into Russians.

Put so bluntly, these claims appear to be unsustainable. They are at

odds not only with much of the recent general literature on Russia’s

handling of non-Russian nationalities, but also with some of the recent

specialist work on Russian-Ukrainian relations.

A number of significant recent generalists on the late Russian Empire

have doubted whether its rulers had nationality policies at all, let alone

a particularly aggressive anti-Ukrainian policy. Kappeler, for example,

treads very carefully in his discussion of the idea that late imperial Russia

engaged in the “Russification” of its non-Russian subjects. He points out

that even towards the end of its life “the tsarist autocracy ... sought to

preserve the pre-national dynastic and estate-based political structure,” in

which loyalty to the state was everything and non-Russians who

demonstrated their loyalty could retain their cultural distinctiveness.^

Boris Mironov is similarly doubtful about the extent of the later tsars’

commitment to “Russification.” He feels that the phenomenon resulted

from the imperial authorities’ determination to modernize their domains

in order to put themselves in a better position to compete with their

rivals. To modernize, Mironov says, tsars found that they had to

standardize. Because they were Russian, standardization was likely to

involve Russification; but Russification was a by-product of standardiza-

tion, not an end in itself.^ Theodore Weeks, meanwhile, believes that the

“idea of ‘total Russification’ of all the tsar’s subjects was rather alien to

the empire’s ethos.” He points out that although “the lot of non-Russians

under the tsar was often unenviable,” “most Russians ... did not enjoy

unimpeded civil rights” either. Although he concedes that the tsarist

regime reacted vigorously to signs of nationalist dissent (because it was

determined to keep the empire together), he feels that the regime “would

fall back into its normal lethargy” once it had dealt with what it

considered to be a crisis.^ Of major recent writers on nationality issues

7. Ibid., 247-8; cf. 157-62.

8. B.N. Mironov, Sotsialnaia istoriia Rossii perioda imperii (XVIII-nachalo XX v.)

(St. Petersburg: Dmitrii Bulanin, 1999), 1: 41-2.

9. Theodore R. Weeks, “National Minorities in the Russian Empire, 1897-1917,” in

Russia under the Last Tsar: Opposition and Subversion, 1894-1917, ed. Anna Geifman

(Oxford: Blackwell, 1999), 112-13.
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in the late Russian Empire, only Valentin Diakin seems to take the view

that its rulers treated non-Russians with particular severity. Geoffrey

Hosking’s recent book on the growth of the Russian Empire dwells on

the way in which empire stunted the “nationhood” of the Russians

themselves, rather than on the way in which Russia handled other

peoples.
“

So far as the Soviet Union is concerned, a number of modem
authorities believe that the nationality policies of its central authorities not

only did not harm the non-Russian inhabitants of the state, but actually

benefited them. In a provocative essay of 1994 Yuri Slezkine argued that

the USSR promoted the development of its ethnic minorities throughout

its life.^^ More recently, and in much more detail, Jeremy Smith and

Terry Martin have argued that, in many respects, non-Russians profited

from their inclusion in the Soviet Union in the periods 1917-23 and

1923-39.^^ It seems that Richard Pipes ’s classic condenmation of the

early days of Soviet nationality policy has been superseded. Readers

may have paid less attention than they ought to have done to one of the

relatively few recent book-length indictments of Soviet nationality

policy. Not many modem scholars agree with Helene Carrere

d’Encausse’s unqualified assertion that “The Soviet communist system

suppressed national independence and, at the same time, manipulated

nationalist feelings in order to impose absolute mle on its nations and

ethnic groups. Although specialists on the Soviet Union do not deny

10. V.S. Diakin, “Natsionalnyi vopros vo vnutrennei politike tsarizma (XIX v.),”

Voprosy istorii, 1995, no. 9: 130-42; and idem, “Natsionalnyi vopros vo vnutrennei
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and Nationalism in the Soviet Union, 1923-1939 (Ithaca and London: Cornell University
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that non-Russians became vocal at the end of its life, most of them give

the impression that non-Russian disquiet arose merely to fill the vacuum

that emerged when Moscow lost its grip.

Because hardly any of the authors mentioned above are specialists on

Ukrainian matters, it may be possible to criticize many of them for failing

to realize that Russia’s rulers had special reasons for treating Ukraine

more severely than other non-Russian areas. One finds occasional

indications in the work of the generalists that they know their understand-

ing of Ukrainian affairs may be deficient. In a complicated discussion of

the Bolsheviks’ treatment of the Ukrainian Borotbists, for example,

Jeremy Smith acknowledges that “Ukraine was exceptional in terms of

the non-Russian regions” and that “the Bolsheviks regarded it as a rural

capitalist economy which, alone of the ‘borderlands [,]’ might form a

viable independent state.” It was not surprising, therefore, that the

Bolshevik leaders found it difficult to decide what their attitude should

be to the Borotbists. “The leadership’s ‘zigzagging’ ... reflects their fear

of a possible breakaway by Ukraine, either through nationalist feeling

growing beyond control in the state and party organs, or through the

implementation of policies which would arouse terminal hostility among

the peasantry.”

Although it is tempting to claim that failure to understand a putative

Russian policy of hostility toward Ukraine derives from the fact that few

of the experts on Russian nationality policy in general know much about

the Russo-Ukrainian relationship in particular, the argument seems to

break down on the fact that even some of the specialists on the Russian-

Ukrainian relationship do not believe that Russia was particularly hostile

to Ukraine in the second half of the nineteenth and first half of the

twentieth centuries.

To illustrate the specialists’ scepticism one need only point to some

recent work in two key areas of controversy, the tsarist regime’s anti-

Ukrainian edicts of 1847, 1863, and 1876 and the Ukrainian famine of

1932-33.

Aleksei Miller has recently published the fullest study yet of Russia’

s

handling of Ukrainian matters between 1847 and 1881.^^ To the first of

17. Smith, Bolsheviks, 124.

18. A.I. Miller, “Ukrainskii vopros” v politike vlastei i russkom obshchestvennom

mnenii (vtoraia polovina XIX v.) (St. Petersburg; Aleteiia, 2000), translated as Alexei

Miller, The Ukrainian Question: The Russian Empire and Nationalism in the Nineteenth
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his two main questions, “Why was Ukraine perseeuted?” he responds that

persecution was not in fact very severe. To the second, “Why then didn’t

Ukrainians accept the tsars’ project of an ‘All-Russian nation’ and fuse

their identity with that of the Russians?” his best answer seems to be that

the tsarist government did not work very hard at promoting assimila-

tion.^^ Thus an expert on the nineteenth century plays down the notion

of Russian Ukrainophobia. The longstanding debate on the Ukrainian

famine of 1932-33, meanwhile, has been particularly intense since the

publication of Robert Conquest’s Harvest of Sorrow in 1986.^® No one

doubts that millions died, but analysts do not agree on the reasons. In an

indictment of collectivization which came out in English in 1936 (and in

German a year earlier), Ewald Ammende argued that “Stalin’s decision

to start the collectivization of Russian agriculture led inevitably to the

famine, to Moscow’s struggle against the nationalities, and to the

employment of famine as an instrument of national policy. Since then

disagreement has turned on whether the Ukrainian famine really was

supposed to be “an instrument of national policy.” Ukrainians who

emigrated from the Soviet Union tended to believe that it was. “It must

not be forgotten,” said one of them, “that the famine of 1933 was

organized specially for Ukraine.”^^ “It finally became clear to us,” said

another, “that there was a conspiracy against us; that somebody wanted

to annihilate us, not only as farmers but as a people—as Ukrainians.

Broadly speaking, Robert Conquest adopted the position of people like

this in Harvest of Sorrow. But although his arguments went down well

with some of the Ukrainian specialists on the famine,^"^ experts in Russia

Century (Budapest and New York: Central European University Press, 2003).

19. Miller, “Ukrainskii vopros,” esp. 227-37.

20. Robert Conquest, The Harvest of Sorrow: Soviet Collectivization and the Terror-

Famine (London: Hutchinson, 1986). For a massive bibliography of publications on the

famine, see S.V. Kulchytsky, ed., Holodomor v Ukraini: Bibliohrafichnyi pokazhchyk

(Odesa and Lviv: M.P. Kots, 2001).
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W.W. Norton & Co., 1985), 175.

24. See, for example, Volodymyr Kosyk, “Holod-henotsyd 1932-1933 rokiv,” and

Vasyl Marochko, “Natsionalnyi aspekt holodomoru 1932-1933 rr. v Ukraini,” both in
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did not agree with him and seholars in western Europe and the United States

took up more or less all possible points on the spectrum of debate.^^ Thus

experts in the field of Russo-Ukrainian relations in the early Soviet period

are, to say the least, by no means wholly convinced that Ukrainians were

singled out by the Russians for particularly harsh treatment.

So far, the argument of this article implies that Russia may not have

had nationality policies at all, that it may not have had a particular policy

toward Ukraine, that if it did have a particular policy toward Ukraine it

may not have insisted on it repeatedly and over long periods of time, and

that even if it did have a policy and did insist on it, the policy may have

been generous rather than harsh. How, then, is it possible to make out

that Russia was in fact deeply hostile to Ukraine? If it was hostile, was

its hostility exceptional? And if its hostility was indeed exceptional and

Russia really did treat Ukrainians differently from non-Russians, how can

its behaviour be explained?

The evidence for the supposedly deep hostility of Russia towards

Ukraine in the last decades of the tsarist empire (1847-1917) turns

mainly on three edicts and the anti-Ukrainian policy of the Russian

authorities during the Russian occupation of eastern Galicia in 1914-15.

On 9 June 1847, in the wake of the prosecution of what the tsarist

Holodomor 1932-1933 rr. v Ukraini: Prychyny i naslidky, ed. S. Kulchytsky (Kyiv;

Instytut istorii Ukrainy NAN Ukrainy, 1995), 52-62 and 66-74.
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Harvest and the Famine of 1933,” Slavic Review, 50, no. 1 [1991], 70-89), and Stefan

Merl (“Golod 1932-1933 godov — Genotsid ukraintsev dlia osushchestvleniia politiki
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authorities called the “Ukraino-Slavonic Society,” Nicholas Fs chief of

police, A.F. Orlov, ordered his subordinates to prevent “teachers and

writers” on both sides of the Dnieper River from putting rodina (the

motherland, region of birth) ahead of otechestvo (the fatherland, the state

as a whole).^^ On 18 July 1863 P.A. Valuev, Aleksander IPs minister

of internal affairs, banned the publication of all books in Ukrainian other

than those that belonged “to the sphere of belles-lettres.”^^ On 18 May
1876 Aleksander II introduced additional constraints on publishing in

Ukrainian, imposed strict controls on the importation of Ukrainian books

from abroad, closed a Kyiv newspaper, banned the use of Ukrainian in

the theatre, and took a number of other anti-Ukrainian steps.^^ When
tsarist soldiers occupied the Ukrainian part of Austria-Hungary in

1914-15, they supported a distinctly anti-Ukrainian policy on the part of

the incoming Russian civil authorities.^^

The three decrees—Orlov’s, Valuev’s, and Aleksander IPs—are the

subject of Miller’s recent book. Although it is full of detailed informa-

tion, for various reasons it can be said to have missed the wood for the

trees. It does not make enough of the suppression of the Cyril and

Methodius Brotherhood (Ukraino-Slavonic Society) in 1847 and does not

include Orlov’s decree in its documentary appendix. By ending in 1881

it obscures the long period of time during which the third decree

remained in force. Drawing attention to these years after 1881 is

particularly important in view of the fact that another prominent student

of Ukrainian history, Paul Magocsi, has given the impression that for

much of its life the 1876 decree was not applied very vigorously.

26. P.S. Sokhan et al., eds., Kyrylo-Mefodiivske tovarystvo (Kyiv: Naukova dumka,

1990), 1: 81, All, n. 170 (cf. 3: 379-80); see also D. Bahalii, “Novi dzherela pro Kyrylo-

Metodiivske bratstvo,” Nashe mynule, 1918, no. 2: 178-9.

27. Text reprinted in Miller, “Ukrainskii vopros,” 240-1.

28. Ibid., 242^.

29. See A.Iu. Bakhturina, Politika Rossiiskoi imperii v vostochnoi Galitsii v gody pervoi

mirovoi voiny (Moscow: AIRO-XX, 2000), esp. 91-5 on the Russification of education,

and V.N. Savchenko, “Vostochnaia Galitsiia v 1914-1915 godakh (natsionalno-
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Although the decree was relaxed a little in 1881, it was stiffened again

in 1884, 1892, and 1895,^^ and generated large quantities of paper at the

end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries7^ Nor

was it really lifted in 1905, for, as Olga Andriewsky has pointed out, it

went on causing “confusion” until 19077^ Even after that, Bohdan

Kistiakovsky’s celebrated letter to the editors of the Russian journal

Russkaia mysi in 1911 shows that at least one Ukrainian intellectual

continued to feel that he had grounds for complaining about the prospects

for Ukrainian culture in the Russian Empire’s “Duma period.”^"^ And,

finally, if Russia had adopted a policy of magnanimity towards Ukraine

by the time of the First World War, why did it suddenly abandon it upon

taking over eastern Galicia? It is not possible to read Aleksandra

Bakhturina’s recent book or Vladimir Savchenko’s recent article about

Russian behaviour in east Galicia in the First World War without taking

the view that hostility to Ukrainian culture on the part of the Russian

authorities remained very strong in the dying days of the Russian

Empire.

It is relatively easy, therefore, to argue that throughout the period

1847-1917 the tsarist authorities treated Ukraine harshly. Although they

dropped their guard for a few years before each of the three decrees and

in the course of the 1905 revolution, they never relaxed altogether and

soon returned to a policy of repression. So those who believe that the late

tsarist regime either had no Ukrainian policy at all or that its Ukrainian

policy was benign need more evidence than they have provided so far to

support their arguments.

It is harder to explain the reasons for the policy than it is to

demonstrate its existence. If one accepts the general interpretations of

Kappeler, Mironov, and Weeks, the severe late tsarist Ukrainian policy

31. See the sources cited in my, “Russia’s Ukrainian Policy,” 181.

32. All the files on the censorship of Ukrainian-language literature in the archives of

the Main Press Administration in St. Petersburg for the period 1896-1902 are some

300-400 folios in length: Rossiiskii gosudarstvennyi istoricheskii arkhiv (RGIA), fond

776, list 21, part 1, year 1896, file 31; year 1898, file 284; year 1899, file 343; year 1900,

file 404; year 1901, file 479; year 1902, file 551.

33. Olga Andriewsky, “The Politics of National Identity: The Ukrainian Question in

Russia, 1904-12” (Ph.D. diss.. Harvard University, 1991), 114.

34. Ukrainets, “K voprosu o samostoiatelnoi ukrainskoi kulture,” Russkaia mysl 5, pt.

2 (1911): 131^6.

35. Bakhturina, Politika Rossiiskoi imperii-, Savchenko, “Vostochnaia Galitsiia.”
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was at odds with Russia’s treatment of ethnic minorities in general. Even

some well-placed Russian insiders found the policy puzzling.^^ In the

first half of 1863, for example, an official in the St. Petersburg Ministry

of Internal Affairs criticized two governors general of the Russian

Empire’s western gubernias for opposing primary education and the

publication of books in languages other than Russian. Such activities were

not thought to be politically threatening in the Baltic gubernias of the

empire, he said, since teaching was permitted there in both Estonian and

Latvian. Moreover, various countries in western Europe were politically

stable despite the fact that their inhabitants spoke a mixture of languages.

In July 1863 the tsar’s minister of education wrote to his minister of

internal affairs to object to the latter’s anti-Ukrainian edict. “[T]he reason

for forbidding or sanctioning this or that book,” he believed, “is not the

language or dialect in which it is written but its essence, the ideas it

espouses, and the overall teaching it disseminates.” In 1881 two

governors of Ukrainian gubernias argued for permitting publications in

the Ukrainian language. In 1900 a censorship official in St. Petersburg

wrote that the case for retaining the edict of 1876 was about as strong as

the case for banning matches on account of fires. In 1905 a commission

of the Imperial Academy of Sciences wondered why the tsarist regime

severely restricted the use of the Ukrainian language in print when it did

not prohibit the use of Polish, German, Latvian, Lithuanian, Georgian,

Hebrew, or Tatar.

If even some tsarist officials were puzzled by the regime’s hostility

towards Ukraine, it appears that there is something to be explained. The

two traditional explanations are that the tsar was afraid of subversion of

the empire’s Ukrainian community by non-Ukrainians and that he was

determined to stamp out the proto-nationalist activities of a handful of

ethnically conscious Ukrainian intellectuals. Both explanations have much

to recommend them.^^ With regard to the first, two things need to be

said. First, it is undeniable that in the mid-nineteenth century the Russian

Empire’s Ukrainian inhabitants came under pressure from the Poles. In

the late 1850s and early 1860s, for example, when some Ukrainians

became enthusiastic about writing in their native language rather than in

Russian, the Poles encouraged them to use the Roman rather than the

36. The remainder of this paragraph comes from my “Russia’s Ukrainian Policy,”

182-3 (and references on p. 203).

37. For this and the next paragraph see ibid., 183^.
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Cyrillic alphabet. Then, when the Poles rebelled against Russia in 1863,

they tried to persuade Ukrainian inhabitants of the Gubernias of Kyiv,

Volhynia, and Podilia to join them. Secondly, the Russian authorities had

to confront Austria-Hungary’s interest in Ukrainians. When Vienna

permitted the Ukrainians of the Habsburg Monarchy greater cultural and

political freedom than Ukrainians possessed in the Russian Empire, the

tsar was bound to be suspicious. When eastern Galicia came to be called

“the Ukrainian Piedmont,” the implications for the stability of the Russian

Empire’s southwestern frontier were alarming. It was hardly surprising

that St. Petersburg’s anti-Ukrainian decree of 1876 explicitly forbade the

importation of Ukrainian literature into the Russian Empire.

The other traditional explanation of St. Petersburg’s Ukrainophobia

(hostility to ethnically conscious Ukrainian intellectuals) can also be

readily supported. The memorandum of the minister of internal affairs

that persuaded Aleksander II of the need for the edict of 1863 made

reference both to the prosecution of people who had belonged to a secret

society in Kharkiv and to the large number of Ukrainian activists who

had fallen foul of the so-called Golitsyn Commission, a body set up in

1862 to investigate “seditious appeals” throughout the empire. The

process that led to the edict of 1876 began with the denunciation by a

Russophile inhabitant of Ukraine of the supposedly separatist intentions

of Ukrainian activists in the Kyiv section of the Imperial Geographical

Society.

A third explanation of late tsarist Russia’s anti-Ukrainianism,

however, may be even more convincing than the first two and at the same

time explain why Russia’s hostility to Ukraine re-appeared in the Soviet

period. This explanation turns on a memorandum drawn up by the

Russian Empire’s censorship administration in the build-up to St.

Petersburg’s anti-Ukrainian edict of 1876.^^ Enthusiasts for Ukrainian

culture, said the author, compared themselves with devotees of the

Provengal and Breton languages in France. The comparisons were

inappropriate, however, for three reasons: Breton was unrelated to French

(whereas, in the opinion of the author, Ukrainian was a dialect of

Russian); Provengal had once had a rich literature; “and ... the population

of Brittany and . .
.
[Provence] ... is far from constituting as significant a

38. Anon., “O vrede literatumoi deiatelnosti ukrainofilov i merakh k ego otvrashche-

niiu,” RGIA, fond 1282, list 1, file 352, fols. 23-32 (from which all quotations in this

paragraph are taken).
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percentage of the overall population of France as Little Russians make up

of the total of the Russian people.” The last point was crucial. Ukrainians

were very numerous. After the Russians, they were the late Russian

Empire’s largest ethnic group. They made up about 17.5 percent of the

total population of the empire at the end of the nineteenth century and

were nearly three times as numerous as the next largest non-Russian

group (the Poles).^^ The author of the memorandum of 1876 said that

the emergence of literature in Latvian, for example, posed no threat to the

integrity of the Russian Empire because there were only just over a

million Latvians; “but to permit the separation ... of thirteen million

Little Russians would be the utmost political carelessness, especially in

view of the unifying movement that is going on alongside us among the

German tribe.” So the point of banning books in Ukrainian that were

designed for the common people and of making sure that Ukrainian was

not employed as a medium of instruction in primary schools was to

prevent Ukrainians at large from developing a sense of their ethnic

identity.

In other words, official Russian hostility to Ukrainian culture in the

late nineteenth century derived from the authorities’ fear of the empire’s

Ukrainian community as a whole: late tsarist rulers thought of demo-

graphic weight and native-language primary education as a particularly

explosive mixture. Did Russia’s early Soviet rulers think the same?

The evidence is less clear, but it is possible that they did. An outline

of early Soviet policy toward Ukraine might read as follows. Although,

for most of the 1920s, the central authorities of the early Soviet state

treated Ukraine more generously than it had been treated either by the

tsars or by the Russian Provisional Government of 1917 or, indeed, by

the Bolsheviks themselves in their first few years in power, in due course

they came up against the numbers problem again. Apart from the

economic reasons that they thought they had for turning against Ukraine

at the end of the 1920s and in the early 1930s, they seem also to have

felt, like their tsarist predecessors, that giving Ukrainians as a whole the

right to express themselves as Ukrainians (above all, the right to receive

primary education in their native language) threatened the integrity of the

Soviet Union. The policy of “indigenization,” which they adopted in

39. N.A. Troinitsky, ed., Obshchii svodpo imperii rezultatov razrabotki dannykh pervoi

vseobshchei perepisi naseleniia, proizvedennoi 28 ianvaria 1897 goda (St. Petersburg:

Ministerstvo vnutrennikh del, 1905), 2: 2, 19.
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1923, was transforming Ukraine to the point at which it promised to alter

the general cultural balance of the Soviet Union. Unwilling to counte-

nance such an extensive transformation, Stalin reverted to what was

essentially the harsh Ukrainian policy of the tsars. Since the transforma-

tion of the 1920s had been deep and extensive, he had to insist on the old

policy even more firmly than his tsarist predecessors.

In the rest of the present essay I shall subject the above summary to

closer inspection. The part that speaks of initial Bolshevik generosity

towards Ukraine appears to hold up, for Lenin was one of the few

Russian politicians in 1917 who seemed to accept absolutely that the end

of the tsars meant the end of their Ukrainian policy. On 15 June 1917 he

wrote in Pravda: “No democrat, let alone a socialist, will venture to deny

the complete legitimacy of the Ukraine’s demands. And no democrat can

deny the Ukraine’s right to freely secede from Russia.”^^ Lenin,

however, was an internationalist rather than a nationalist. His support for

national minorities was a ploy. He believed that Russia’s problems with

Ukraine were transitory. They arose, in his opinion, out of what he called

“the accursed tsarist past.”"^^ He was convinced that the answer to the

Ukrainian problem would not, in the long term, require a boundary

between Ukrainians and Russians. He pointed out that the Bolsheviks

“did not favour the existence of small states.” Their allegiance was to a

class, not to ethnic groups. They stood for “the closest union of the

workers of the world against ‘their own’ capitalists and those of all other

countries.”'^^ Temporarily, Lenin admitted, class differences required

Ukraine and Russia to go their separate ways. In mid- 19 17, he argued,

Ukrainian workers were trying to rid themselves of the Ukrainian

bourgeoisie. Because the Ukrainian bourgeoisie was in league with the

bourgeoisie in Russia, the non-bourgeois elements in the Ukrainian

population had to break the Russian link. But once the bourgeois order

had been defeated in both Ukraine and Russia, Ukrainian and Russian

workers would come together again, voluntarily, in a free expression of

that class solidarity which, in Lenin’s view, played a larger part in

mankind’s natural inclinations than the part played by national identity.

40. V.I. Lenin, “The Ukraine,” Collected Works (London: Lawrence and Wishart,

1963-70), 25: 91 (emphasis in the original).

41. Ibid.

42. Ibid., 92.
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Lenin did not, therefore, envisage a permanent rupture between

Russia and Ukraine. And in fact the Bolsheviks moved against Ukraine

within two months of the October Revolution. This is not the place to

narrate the history of the so-called “Russian” Civil War, which was as

much a war between the nationalities of the former Russian Empire as it

was a civil war among Russians. Suffice it to say that the Bolsheviks

secured their hold on Ukraine after three invasions. By about 1920 or

1921 the elimination of a separate Ukrainian identity looked inevitable.

Whilst Lenin lived, however, Moscow forbore from obliterating all

distinctions between the various parts of the new Soviet Empire.

Superficially, the central authorities continued to treat non-Russians with

respect. The official proclamation of the Soviet Union in December 1922

marked the Bolsheviks’ apparent readiness to preserve local autonomy.

The first constitution of the Soviet Union declared resoundingly that

“each republic [of the Union] is assured of the right of free secession.”"^^

Why, in these early days, were the Bolsheviks relatively soft on non-

Russians? Perhaps for three reasons. First, non-Russians had caused them

many problems in the Civil War. There was no point in stoking the fire

of national resentment when its embers were still warm. Secondly, they

wanted to create a political system that would serve not only the peoples

who had once belonged to the tsarist empire but also other peoples who

might be persuaded of the merits of socialism. If Germany, for example,

went socialist—which still seemed possible at the time the Soviet Union

came into being—it could be attached to a pre-existing socialist federation

without the need for constitutional modification.

The third reason why the Bolsheviks went easy on non-Russians in

the early 1920s, however, takes us away from universal considerations

and back to the considerations that motivated Lenin in June 1917. Most

of the Soviet Union’s early leaders seem genuinely to have believed that

the class structures of the Russian and non-Russian populations of the

country were different from each other. Ukrainians were at a different

stage of social development from that of the Russians. Their social

structure had to catch up with that of Russia or be “modernized” before

devolution could be abandoned and integration begun. In other words, the

early Bolsheviks put modernization before integration. Their commitment

43. Aryeh L. Unger, ed., Constitutional Development in the USSR: A Guide to the

Soviet Constitutions (London: Methuen, 1981), 60.
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to modernization put them in the same camp as some of the later tsars.

But in regard to non-Russians they adopted an approach to modernization

that was quite different from that of the tsars. Instead of standardizing,

they adopted the principle of “indigenization.” This meant, in effect, that

they would promote, rather than depress, non-Russian cultures. The

principle became public policy in 1923. The Bolsheviks’ Twelfth

Congress, held in that year, “committed the Party to the recruitment of

non-Russians who knew the local language and way of life, [and obliged

it both] to insure that Party and state organs functioned in the local

language rather than in Russian . . . and to take all possible steps to foster

the development of the local language and culture.”"^ Oskar Shumsky

and then Mykola Skrypnyk became the key figures in the Ukrainian

“national awakening” that ensued. Skrypnyk explained his approach to the

question of fostering Ukrainian culture in a lecture of February 1931.

Whilst admitting that the Bolshevik revolution might have been expected

to reduce rather than accentuate national differences, and that in the long

term class allegiances would prevail over national allegiances, he held

that first it was “necessary to overcome the heritage of colonial

oppression, both culturally and politically, through the consolidation of

the statehood of the peoples liberated by the October Revolution. Any
talk about national distinctions diminishing before the final achievement

of national equality . . . was pointless.”^^

Since Skrypnyk’ s approach to Ukrainian affairs delivered sociological

results that were congenial to Moscow, for a time he was given his head.

By 1927 “literacy among [Ukrainian] adults [had risen] from its pre-

revolutionary level of forty-two percent to seventy percent in the cities,

and from 15.5 percent to fifty percent in the villages.”"^^ In 1929 “eighty

percent of general education schools [in Ukraine], fifty-five percent of

vocational schools, fifty-four percent of technicums, and thirty percent of

institutes offered instruction only in Ukrainian.”"^^ In view of the Soviet

Ukrainian regime’s policy in the middle and late 1920s, it was not

surprising that Ukrainians started feeling enthusiastic about becoming

44. James E. Mace, Communism and the Dilemma of National Liberation: National

Communism in Soviet Ukraine, 1918-1933 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Ukrainian

Research Institute, 1983), 73.

45. Ibid., 217.

46. Ibid., 222.

47. Ibid., 222-3.
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what Moscow wanted them to be—proletarians. “By 1933, perhaps even

by 1931, Ukrainians eonstituted over half of the urban population of the

Ukrainian republie.”^^ The integration of Russian and Ukrainian social

structures seemed to be proceeding apace; the “nationality poliey” to

which the young Soviet regime had eommitted itself in 1923 seemed to

be working.

But then, sharply, the Soviet regime turned away from moderation.

Moscow decided no longer to tolerate private farming. Ukrainian and

other peasants were to pool their resources in eolleetive farms. The state

was to have complete charge of the new farms’ produce. Not surprisingly,

Ukrainian peasants suffered in the transition. “After only two years of

eompulsory eolleetivization,” wrote one of them (that is, by the end of

1931), “normal human relations had broken down completely. In

1932 the Soviet regime’s commitment to exploiting the Ukrainian

countryside led to rural starvation. In 1933 famine in Ukraine reaehed its

height. Officials did not stop at appropriating foodstuffs. They shot dogs

and cats and nightingales to prevent peasants from eating them instead of

bread. They set up watchtowers to eliminate theft from the fields. In

November 1932 they “announced that all mortars had to be destroyed,”

so that peasants “who still had some millet or buckwheat grain had to

find some other way to remove the husks. When internal passports

were reintrodueed at the end of 1932, peasants eould no longer look for

work in the towns. They robbed graves for gold to buy food, they killed

themselves, they ate each other. By eentralizing the Soviet Union’s

judieial system, by taking deliberate steps to increase the size of the

Ukrainian Communist Party, by establishing a Committee of Migration

to fill depopulated Ukrainian villages, and by introducing political

indoctrination units on the eolleetive farms, Moseow made sure that,

however far the Ukrainian version of “indigenization” had gone in the

1920s, it was now at an end. Skrypnyk eommitted suicide in July 1933.

As the long-running debate about Conquest’s Harvest of Sorrow has

illustrated, seholars do not agree on the reasons for these events. Up to

a point, of course, what happened in Ukraine in the early 1930s was just

the Ukrainian dimension of a proeess that was going on throughout the

48. George Liber, “Urban Growth and Ethnic Change in the Ukrainian SSR,

1923-1933,” Soviet Studies 41, no. 4 (1989), 580.

49. Dolot, Execution, 92.

50. Ibid., 168.
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Soviet Union. In abandoning the New Economic Policy of the 1920s,

Stalin was likely to abandon policies such as “indigenization” that seemed

to be part of it. Because he was introducing the new policies of collectiv-

ization and forced industrialization in the immediate aftermath of his

battles with Trotsky, Zinovev, Kamenev, and Bukharin in Moscow, he

was unlikely, in the case of Ukraine, to go on espousing a nationalities

policy that had given rise to powerful local leaders at the republican

level. Because he was trying to accelerate proletarianization, he was likely

to hit Ukraine harder than certain other parts of the Soviet Union because

it retained a large agricultural sector. He did not intend to cause

starvation, but he was sufficiently hard-hearted to live with it when it

resulted. In ways like these it is possible to argue that there was nothing

special about Moscow’s treatment of Ukraine at the beginning of the

1930s. When Terry Martin, whose knowledge of the relevant archives is

undeniable, judges that “1933 did not mark a strong move toward

russification in Ukraine,”^ ^ it is tempting to accept that there was indeed

nothing special about it.

It remains possible, however, that in the Soviet no less than the late

tsarist case, some scholars are failing to see the wood for the trees. In

1925, in a speech about Yugoslavia, Stalin said that “national” questions

turned on the outlook of peasant majorities rather than on the views of a

few intellectuals.^^ The following year the Soviet leader objected to

Shumsky’s view that the rate at which the majority of the population of

Ukraine was being Ukrainized had to be increased.^^ These expressions

of opinion invite comparisons between Stalin and the tsarist censor who

feared the numerical weight of Ukrainians in 1876. If Stalin thought that

national identities depended on the orientation of peasant majorities and,

at the same time, did not welcome an increase in the rate at which a non-

Russian peasant majority was diverging from Russia, he was likely to

take avoiding action if faster divergence occurred. And as we have seen,

by 1930 faster divergence was indeed occurring in Ukraine.

By then, Moscow was already taking action against some of

Ukraine’s leaders. A show trial of the “Union for the Liberation of

51. Martin, Affirmative Action Empire, 355.

52. J.V. Stalin, “Concerning the National Question in Yugoslavia,” Works (London:

Lawrence and Wishart, 1952-55), 7: 69-76.

53. Stalin, “To Comrade Kaganovich and the Other Members of the Politieal Bureau

of the Central Committee, Ukrainian C.P.(B.),” Works, 8: 157-63.
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Ukraine” went on for five months in the opera house in Kharkiv in the

summer of 1930. Some Ukrainian peasants took exception to it.^"^

Despite urbanization, Ukraine in 1930 still contained the Soviet Union’s

largest single body of non-Russian peasants. They had been exposed, by

this time, to seven years of “indigenization.” If it was working, if

Ukrainian peasants were acquiring a more clear-cut sense of their ethnic

identity than they had possessed under the tsars, it would not have been

surprising if Stalin’s preconceptions led him to adopt an aggressive

approach not merely toward well-known Ukrainians, but toward

Ukrainians as a whole.

Whether his onslaught on them really did derive from a specific

hostility to Ukrainians as a whole was the key issue in discussions of

Conquest’s Harvest of Sorrow. Conquest argued that it did. The most

recent contributions to the debate that he set in train are not very

sympathetic to his approach.^^ Conquest himself, however, is more or

less unrepentant, though possibly a little more willing than he was in the

1980s to admit that Stalin’s severe Ukrainian policy of the early 1930s

was not premeditated but resulted from “cumulative radicalization.”^^ It

is not possible in a brief essay to re-examine Conquest’s whole case for

the view that Ukraine was singled out for special treatment in 1932-33,

but I should point out that there is now more to be said for one of his

boldest arguments, namely, that Moscow closed Ukraine’s borders in

order to prevent starving Ukrainian peasants from procuring food in

Russia.^^ Several reviewers of the 1980s, including the not necessarily

54. Yuri Shapoval, “The GPU-NKVD as an Instrument of Counter-Ukrainization in the

1920s and 1930s,” in Culture, Nation, and Identity: The Ukrainian-Russian Encounter

(1600-1945), ed. Andreas Kappeler et al. (Edmonton and Toronto: Canadian Institute of

Ukrainian Studies Press, 2003), 332.

55. E.Iu. Borisenok, “Ukreplenie stalinskoi diktatury i povorot v natsionalnoi politike

na Ukraine (1930-e gody),” Otechestvennaia istoriia, 2003, no. 1: 162-70; R.W. Davies

and Stephen G. Wheatcroft, The Years of Hunger: Soviet Agriculture, 1931-1933

(Basingstoke and New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004), esp. 431-41.

56. See Conquest’s letter of September 2003 in Davies and Wheatcroft, The Years of

Hunger, 441, n. 145. For a recent use of the concept of cumulative radicalization in a

context with which the Ukrainian famine of 1932-33 is sometimes compared, see Donald

Bloxham, “The Armenian Genocide of 1915-1916: Cumulative Radicalization and the

Development of a Destruction Policy,” Past & Present, no. 181 (November 2003):

141-91.

57. Conquest, Harvest, 327.
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hostile Paul Robert Magocsi,^^ drew attention to the unconvincing nature

of this aspect of Conquest’s argument. How, after all, was it physically

possible to close the Ukrainian-Russian border? Conquest seemed to have

gone too far. His position, however, received support from the subsequent

opening of the Soviet archives. Conquest himself made much of the fact

in replying to an attack on his work by Stefan Merl in 1995.^^ The

relevant piece of evidence has now been published in at least two

authoritative collections of documents.^® Stalin, it now appears, wrote in

his own hand a directive of 22 January 1933 on preventing the mass exit

of peasants from the Kuban and Ukraine into the Central Agricultural

Region, the Volga Region, Moscow Oblast, the western oblasts, and the

Belarussian SSR. This directive was rigorously enforced and certainly

does seem to have amounted to a closure of Ukraine’s frontiers. In this

regard, therefore. Conquest could be said to have been right. Is it too

much to suggest in addition that when Stalin dated the directive he knew

that 22 January was a key day in Ukrainian history? It was the day in

1918 when Ukraine declared its independence of Russia and the day in

1919 when the Ukrainian National Republic and the Western Ukrainian

National Republic proclaimed their union. To judge by the way in which

Stalin celebrated his fiftieth birthday in December 1929,^^ he took

anniversaries seriously. To judge by his correspondence with Lazar

Kaganovich, he had not forgotten the Civil War period when he was

turning against Ukraine in 1932.^^ It does not seem unreasonable to

imagine that he knew what the date 22 January meant to Ukrainians. In

58. Paul Robert Magocsi, “Famine or Genocide?” The World & I: A Chronicle of Our

Changing Era, April 1987: 421.

59. See his untitled letter in Otechestvennaia istoriia, 1995, no. 6: 205-6 in reply to

Merl’s article cited in footnote 25.

60. In V. Danilov et al., eds., Tragediia sovetskoi derevni: Kollektivizatsiia i

raskulachivanie. Dokumenty i materialy v 5 tomakh, 1927-1939 (Moscow: ROSSPEN,
1999- ), 3: 634-5, and editorial commentary on 32-3; and A.N. Iakovlev, ed., Lubianka:

Stalin i VChKGPU-OGPU-NKVD (ianvar 1922 - dekabr 1936) (Moscow: Materik, 2003),

391.
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York and London: Norton, 1990), 128-9.
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dating his 1933 directive, he may have been deliberately adding insult to

injury.

The. directive of 22 January 1933 was by no means the only

document in which Communist-Party leaders appear to have signaled, in

1932 and 1933, that they had more than economic reasons for pursuing

an uncompromising stance toward Ukraine, and that they were refusing

to compromise with Ukrainians in general, not merely Ukrainian elites.

In the letter to Kaganovich of 1 1 August 1932 in which he alluded to the

period of the Civil War, Stalin also referred twice to the possibility that,

if Russia was not careful, it might lose Ukraine altogether (to Poland).^^

This echo of one of the fears that leading Russians had expressed in 1863

surely implies that he thought the cultures of Russia and Ukraine were

diverging to an extent that imperiled more than just grain procurements.

An even clearer indication that Moscow was not thinking solely about the

Ukrainian economy in 1932-33 but also about what to Russia was the

dangerous cultural re-orientation of Ukrainians in general is to be found

in the by now celebrated edict that Stalin and Molotov dispatched to the

Ukrainian Council of People’s Conunissars on 14 December 1932.^^

Here the Moscow bosses spoke of collectivization and Ukrainization in

the same breath. The latter, they implied, was imperiling the former. The

edict called a halt to Ukrainian-language publication and schooling in the

North Caucasus. The next day, Stalin and Molotov brought Ukrainization

to an end in all other parts of the Soviet Union apart from Ukraine

itself.^^ Surely cowardice was their only reason for not putting an

immediate end to it in the Ukrainian Republic.

In the light of decrees like these, it seems unwise to say that

Moscow’s concerns in respect of Ukraine in 1932-33 were exclusively

economic. Rather, the central leaders of the USSR were pursuing

economic objectives whilst at the same time trying to ensure that they did

not face similar economic difficulties in the future. In Moscow’s opinion,

the root of the difficulties posed by Ukraine lay in mass Ukrainization.

63. Ibid., 180-1.

64. First published in F.M. Rudich et al., eds., Holod 1932-1933 rokiv na Ukraini:

Ochyma istorykiv, movoiu dokumentiv (Kyiv: Vydavnytstvo politychnoi literatury Ukrainy,

1990), 291-4; reprinted in Valerii Vasyliev and lurii Shapoval, eds., Komandyry velykoho
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Famine, therefore, was tolerable on the grounds that it permitted mass

control and demographic adjustment. Meanwhile, Ukrainian-language

newspapers and schools had to be reduced in number or, in some parts

of the Soviet Union, eliminated altogether, in order to prevent Ukrainians

at large from culturally diverging to an undue degree from the Russians

in the future.

By now the direction of this essay should be clear. The evidence for

exceptionally severe Russian treatment of Ukraine for most of the late

tsarist and early Soviet periods seems to me so considerable that the onus

ought to be on those who deny it to work harder at making their case. It

would be possible to take the argument forward in time. Although, up to

a point, the Soviet occupation of western Ukraine between September

1939 and June 1941 could be said to have benefited Ukrainians (by

disadvantaging Poles, by permitting the use of Ukrainian as a medium of

instruction in schools, and by offering Ukrainians new sorts of job

opportunity), it was by no means designed to grant them the free

expression of their ethnic identity. As Jan Gross puts it, “the previously

discriminated against minorities soon found out that sameness was

imposed on them under the guise of equality.”^^ And even if, by

stretching the evidence, it could be argued that Stalin succumbed to a

brief bout of Ukrainophilism in 1939-41, he certainly recovered very

quickly. Khrushchev said that, when Stalin deported various peoples of

the North Caucasus in 1943^4, he wanted to deport the Ukrainians too

but stayed his hand “only because there were too many of them and there

was no place to which to deport them.”^^ On that occasion, it appears,

the size of the Ukrainian population worked in its favour. I have argued

that usually, however, it did not, and that Russia often treated Ukrainians

more harshly than it treated other ethnic minorities because it felt that

they might turn into a bigger threat.
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Gender Relations, Peasant Priorities,

and Moral Values in the Ukrainian

Village in Eastern Galicia, 1900-44

Frances Swyripa^

The priest said she should write, a young woman from a village in

eastern Galieia told Metropolitan Andrei Sheptytsky in 1935, asking the

head of the Greek Catholic Church to annul her year-old marriage. Her

parents had forced her to marry when she was fifteen, Stefaniia elabor-

ated. Since then her husband had embraced communism, removing all the

icons from the house, and begun to physically abuse her and her parents.

At various junctures he had threatened to kill them, sell the horse and

cow, take to drink, and go live with his mistress, if they did not become

communists too. Faithful to God and Ukraine, Stefaniia insisted, she

could not and would not live with him. Two months later the same young

woman appeared before her parish priest and the council that was

formally investigating the validity of her marriage. No, she had never sent

a request to have the union annulled. In fact life with her husband was

good (although there had been problems over her parents, the transfer of

land, and his temporarily leaving the marital home). Yes, she had married

voluntarily, and yes, her husband had fathered the child she bore six

months later. ^ Two such contradictory statements—one to the distant

authority figure she believed would dispense justice, the other before

people among whom she lived and who knew her well—can only mean

* I would like to acknowledge the friendship and professionalism of the reading room

staff in the Lviv Branch of the Central State Historical Archive of Ukraine, as well as the

work of Taras Semeniv, who proved a most congenial and capable research assistant.

1. Records of the Greek Catholic Consistory, Metropolitan Church Court and

Disciplinary Commission, Central State Historical Archive (Lviv Branch) of Ukraine, fond

201, list 2a, file 525.
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that at some point Stefaniia lied. But when and why? Was she a victim,

penalized by her age and strictures against women in Ukrainian peasant

society, or was she an agent in her own (mis)fortune? In any event, the

Metropolitan Church Court in Lviv determined that there was no case to

answer and closed the file. How Stefaniia reacted, and how she spent the

rest of her life, are unknown.

While prohibiting divorce among the faithful, the Greek Catholic

Church could, and did, dissolve or annul existing marriages on a variety

of grounds, just as it regulated access to marriage in the first place. As

the decision-making body, the Metropolitan Church Court in Lviv

collected and heard evidence, deliberated, and ruled on three types of

issues. They were, first, a possible canonical impediment (often consan-

guinity) to a proposed union; secondly, the dissolution of a valid union

because of the death of one of the spouses; and, thirdly, the annulment

of an invalid union because of a violation of canon law. By the time a

case closed, individual files had often amassed a wealth of information,

including some or all of the following: the initial petition and/or prior

informal request, interrogation testimony of the couple and witnesses by

the local parish priest and council, the decisions and arguments of the

church authorities in Lviv, and appended material from a civil court.^ A
window into the attitudes of the Greek Catholic Church towards its

peasant flock during the first half of the twentieth century, these

documents are equally revealing of the peasants themselves. Drawing on

over two hundred cases that deal with the dissolution of valid and the

annulment of non-canonical marriages, this paper explores the links

among gender relations, individual and family priorities, and moral values

in the Ukrainian village. It focuses in particular on women, who formed

the great majority of petitioners, to argue that in their pursuit of personal

happiness, economic security, and control over their own lives, they

2. The records of the Greek Catholic Consistory, including the files of the Metropoli-

tan Church Court, were transferred to the Central State Historical Archive of the

Ukrainian SSR (Lviv Branch) following the church’s liquidation by the Soviets in 1946.

Most of the marriage cases are organized by year and then alphabetically by surname,

with one file per petitioner, although approximately one-quarter of the files contain

several cases beginning with the same letter of the alphabet. When I examined these

records in 1993, access was completely unrestricted; however, conscious of the material’s

personal and sensitive nature, I have elected to preserve the anonymity of both the

individuals and the villages from which they came.
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reflected the ambiguity of female agency and female powerlessness in

Ukrainian peasant society.^

Death and Dissolution

The first two decades of the twentieth century brought great upheaval

and change to eastern Galicia. Much of this disruption was voluntary, if

sometimes shouldered reluctantly, as economic opportunities in Canada

and the United States beckoned Ukrainians overseas. Often entire families

or extended families emigrated together, but just as often financial

considerations dictated that men went first, sending for their wives and

children once they had established a foothold and earned the necessary

passage money. The second source of disruption was involuntary, as first

the Great War and then the Ukrainian-Polish War laid waste to much of

the countryside, absorbed thousands of men into military units, and

exposed the civilian population to uncertainty and danger. If and when

the temporary separation of husbands and wives due to emigration or war

stretched into years without contact, the repercussions impacted not only

couples’ emotional and sexual relationships and domestic arrangements

but also social equilibrium and mores in the village. Appeals to the

Metropolitan Church Court to have their missing partners declared dead

and marriages dissolved reflected a desire on the part of petitioners both

to end the limbo in their personal lives and to correct any irregularities

in their situation in the eyes of their neighbours and God or the village

priest as His earthly representative. Some petitioners had been married a

few weeks, others a decade or more, before their spouses had left the

village and then disappeared; some also waited a decade or more before

they initiated proceedings to terminate the marriage. A combination of

private conscience, the need for closure, economic necessity, and social

and/or clerical pressure all motivated individuals to seek an official

church-sanctioned resolution to their predicament. A crisis on any one of

these fronts was sufficient to precipitate action.

What is immediately striking about the sixty-nine petitions to dissolve

a valid marriage is that fifty-seven sought a ruling on the death of the

husband and only twelve on the death of the wife. Moreover, 87.5 percent

3. A similar ambiguity is addressed, for example, in Christine Worobec, “Temptress

or Virgin? The Precarious Sexual Position of Women in Postemancipation Ukrainian

Peasant Society,” in Russian Peasant Women, ed. Beatrice Farnsworth and Lynne Viola

(New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992), 41-53.
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of husbands presumed dead had been soldiers in either the Austrian or the

Ukrainian Galician Army and had vanished during the war years; the war

had also claimed seventy-five percent of the much smaller number of

missing wives. Emigration before 1914 and either subsequent reports of

death or no further communication accounted for the remaining petitions;

somewhat surprisingly, given the male-driven nature of the movement

overseas, women and not men predominated as absentee spouses. There

were also significant gender differences, regardless of whether emigration

or war was the catalyst, in why women and men initially left the village

and why they later failed to return. According to eyewitness testimony,

most of the soldier husbands who went missing during the war and

revolutionary years were casualties of the conflict itself. When last seen

they had been wounded or captured by the Russians, fighting in high

fatality locations (especially at Peremyshl or on the Italian front), and/or

suffering from illness (typhus killed more men in the Polish-Ukrainian

struggle than combat).'^ Conversion to Bolshevism kept two soldiers from

returning home; another husband turned communist deserted his family

for life in the Soviet Union in 1926.^ In contrast, virtually all of the

women who disappeared due to the war had become sexually intimate

with members of the invading Russian army in 1914 and, according to

eyewitness testimony, voluntarily accompanied their lovers back to Russia

during the army’s retreat a year later. A few followed the retreating

Russians after the second invasion, sometimes because they worked in

military hospitals. One woman who left for other reasons told the man

with whom she fled the village as fighting raged that she was going to

Russia because people “said things were better there.”^ Similar gender-

specific factors lay behind emigration, in that the women had joined

lovers in North America, while the men had gone to find work. Neverthe-

less, it is difficult to explain why emigration generated comparatively so

few petitions and why missing wives preponderated. The frequency of

complaints in the immigrant press in Canada and the United States about

adulterous or bigamous husbands abandoning wives and children still in

Galicia, plus the all too frequent reports of nameless Ukrainians killed in

4. See files 316, 397-8, 405, 415, 418, 451, 453, 467-70, 499, 501, 503, 511, 522-6,

551-2, 572, 603, 624-5, 670, 710, 719, 721, 775, 777-8, 821-2.

5. Files 467, 778.

6. See files 500, 525-6, 605, 778, 823, 915, and 919.
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industrial accidents, would have suggested otherwise/ Equally interesting

is the fact that these husbands and wives became “lost” in the United

States and not Canada. One possible explanation is that pre-war Canada

encouraged family immigration to settle prairie homesteads, which

created immediate communities tied to the land, while the United States

attraeted larger numbers of male sojourners who followed available jobs.

For the latter, presuming they had not intended to desert their families,

restrictive American immigration policies between the wars impeded

reunification.

In order to dissolve a valid marriage the Metropolitan Church Court

had to be satisfied with “moral and legal certainty” that the missing

spouse was indeed dead rather than just absent, willingly or unwillingly,

and that the petitioner was not simply manipulative and self-serving.

Without an eyewitness account or official record as proof of death, the

parish priest had a set series of questions to ask the petitioner and

parishioners as secondary witnesses. Did the absent spouse send letters

home and for how long? Had the couple lived together in harmony and

love? Were there children? What was the family’s economic position

(measured by land and livestock, ownership of the house and any farm

buildings, and amount of money and debts)? Had the missing spouse led

a moral and religious life? Had the remaining partner sought and obtained

a declaration of death from the civil court? And, finally, when all other

avenues had been exhausted, was there any gossip or consensus in the

village as to the state of the marriage, why the individual had left and

never returned, and whether he or she was still alive? Obviously, sueh

questioning was designed to assist a distant body like the Metropolitan

Church Court, charged with upholding church doctrine and concerned for

the truth, in reaching a decision. The supposition that a happily married,

devout, and economieally secure individual, who was also a father or a

mother, would have returned and not abandoned his or her family

justified the conelusion that death had intervened.^

7. Regarding the issue of bigamy and desertion in Canada, see, for example, my
Wedded to the Cause: Ukrainian-Canadian Women and Ethnic Identity, 1891-1991

(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1993), 95-6, 285.

8. It was quite possible, the Church Court argued in defence of the validity of one

marriage, that the husband, a prisoner of war in Russia, had elected not to return to his

village, where he owned nothing but a single morg of land, because he had found greater

material prosperity across the border; see file 523.
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Sometimes the Church Court proved less interested in the existing

marriage than in “the general good and especially good morality,”

bending over backwards to rule an absent spouse dead so as to prevent

couples from living and procreating in sin. Other times it was reluctant

to dissolve a marriage, either because it felt that death had not been

established with moral and legal certainty or because it suspected that it

was being manipulated. For their part, the actors in these village dramas,

suddenly thrust into the limelight, had their own priorities and sense of

what was right and proper in the circumstances. While many, and perhaps

even most, people told the unvarnished truth, some no doubt consciously

or unconsciously slanted their comments to facilitate the ruling they

wanted. The frequency of formula responses (“we lived in love and

harmony” and “he was a moral and religious man”) suggests both that the

process was at times highly ritualized and observed to satisfy the legal

forms, and that the petitioners and their witnesses knew what to say to

win the sympathy and cooperation of the church authorities. Three

factors—the weight of community opinion, the actions and agenda of the

petitioning spouse, and the role of the village priest—best illustrate this

grassroots perspective.

First, community opinion clearly mattered, acting as a brake on

unacceptable behaviour, passing judgment, and precipitating or prejudic-

ing events. Public disapproval, for example, had often triggered the

original decision of a spouse to quit the village. One witness testified that

when he had advised the missing wife not to leave with a Russian soldier,

she replied that she had sinned with the Russians and the people knew it,

they would tell her husband when he returned from the war, and she was

afraid of what he would do. Public disapproval could also affect the

decision to ask the Church to formally dissolve a marriage. One woman,

without news of her husband since the 1915 battle at Peremyshl almost

a decade earlier, wanted to marry her lover, she explained, because of

their child and to stop people “spitting in her eyes” for living with him

without benefit of clergy {na viru)^ Moreover, silence on the part of

9. Files 418, 500. Community opinion also played a role in individuals’ decisions to

obtain a Church Court ruling on the canonicity of their marriage. In one case, where the

husband’s impotence was the issue, the parish priest informed the Church Court in Lviv

that the man had no witnesses because the village knew he was impotent and believed his

wife deserved an annulment; see file 99. In a second impotence case, the wife initiated

the process to have her marriage annulled because of village gossip that she was still a
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fellow villagers could be as effective an influence as vocal censure.

Obvious reluctance by a petitioner’s neighbours to comment on the

couple’s relationship gave the Church Court cause to doubt the happiness

of the union and thus the involuntary nature of the spouse’s failure to

return. One village had just such an impact when it objected to the wife’s

immoral conduct in the absence of her husband and collectively refused

to become involved on her behalf. The woman had moved in with a

married man, forming a menage d trois with his wife, and borne him two

children before his death; although she then left, her reputation sank even

further when she began entertaining men in her new home.^® In another

case silence inadvertently hurt the petitioner when the witnesses,

presumably prepared to lie but afraid of the consequences, refused to

testify under oath: the last time anyone from their village had done so,

they explained to the priest, both of the men had died.'^

Why petitioners acted as they did, when they did, and how they

explained their actions was much more complex than mere reaction to

community opinion. That self-interested husbands and wives manoeuvred

to use the church apparatus to their advantage is undeniable. Insistence

on a good marriage even when the absent spouse had left with a lover

was plainly at odds with reality and a transparent attempt to quash any

suggestion that he or she wanted to escape an unhappy situation and did

not return intentionally. There is also evidence that if one canonical

argument failed to achieve the desired result, a determined petitioner was

quite prepared to try other grounds. For example, when one woman’s

spouse, whom the Red Cross had reported dead in Russia, showed up

after her remarriage, she reluctantly allowed the priest to persuade her to

return to live with him as her lawful husband; ultimately, however, she

refused to accept the situation and reported him impotent in hopes of

having the marriage annulled. Yet while villagers might periodically

exhibit cavalier attitudes towards religious authority, the Greek Catholic

virgin (her father also complained that people were talking about the couple’s lack of

sexual relations); see file 305.

10. File 720; see also file 525 (the case was dropped). In another case the Church

Court voiced its suspicions as to the motives of the witnesses in their unfavourable

assessment of the petitioning wife’s character; see file 572.

11. File 418; a majority ruled in the petitioner’s favour.

12. File 316. Annulment actions also provide evidence of “shopping around” to find

the canonical grounds that would get a petitioner the desired result.
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Church remained a powerful spiritual influence and moral arbitrator in

their lives. Thus, just as they had initially gone to it to have their unions

blessed through the sacrament of marriage, so they now asked it to

formally dissolve those unions; a civil decree alone, precluding a second

wedding in the church, was insufficient. In fact, in the great majority of

cases the purpose of having a missing spouse declared dead was to enable

the petitioner to remarry in the church. Three elements, alone or in

combination, acted as the motivation. One was a desire to regularize an

unlawful relationship for reasons of morality and reputation. The second

was a sense of propriety that made co-habitation or sexual relations

without benefit of clergy impossible. And the third was economie

necessity in that the petitioner had been left with dependants—either

young children or old/sick parents—and needed a caregiver and house-

keeper (if a man) or a provider and someone to work the land (if a

woman).

It is less clear why individuals, to all appearances, suddenly decided

that continuing to live together was improper, that they coveted compan-

ionship after years alone, or that the burden of running a farm and a

household was too great. It seems that sexual abstinence had simply

become too much for one of the minority of male petitioners who

complained that he had lived “like a monk” for ten years and insisted that

a man needed a woman. In presenting his case to the Church Court, the

priest confirmed his virtue, adding as proof that the man sang in the

choir. Metropolitan Sheptytsky’s pastoral letters to the faithful stress-

ing the sanetity of marriage and moral living could have had an influence

on the timing of petitions. Read by the priest in church, they not only

pricked guilty consciences but also drew attention to those living in sinful

arrangements. Poverty and thus inability to cover the costs of the petition

process, undoubtedly, also played a role in the sometimes lengthy delay

before women in particular sought the dissolution of their marriages.

13. An annulment case revealed similar pragmatic attitudes towards marriage. The wife

initiated the petition, alleging impotence; her husband readily admitted to a lifelong

disinterest in sex with women but demanded to be allowed either to keep his wife as a

housekeeper or to marry someone older who would do the housework (and, presumably,

not make sexual demands on him); see file 99.

14. File 500.

15. See files 710, 778, 821.0n money as an obstacle to pursuing an annulment, see, for

example, file 505.
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Women petitioners also suggest that changing circumstances—whether

age, ill health, or the loss of an extra pair of hands—affected the timing

of the initiative to dissolve a marriage in order to remarry. In one case

the woman’s husband, a poor man but universally acknowledged as a

good worker and responsible individual, had gone to the United States

after six months of marriage, during which time, everyone agreed, the

couple “lived in harmony.” He wrote back that he liked America and

would return once he had saved some money, but after a couple of years

his wife heard nothing more, even though she advertised in different

newspapers as to his whereabouts. Now, twenty-one years later, she was

petitioning to have him declared dead and her marriage dissolved. Playing

rather loose with the truth (she and her lover had been living na viru for

years), she stated that she wanted to remarry because her strength was not

what it used to be and she could no longer live alone. To the anger of the

Church Court in Lviv, the local priest married the couple without it ruling

on the death of her husband, saying he wanted to “stop the scandal in the

village.”^^ In another case the husband had been taken prisoner to

Siberia nine years earlier, and while his wife initially heard from him

frequently enough, hope that he was still alive had faded. The woman
noted that she had managed alone with two children and elderly parents

until a few months ago, but after typhus killed her mother (she herself

was still weak from the disease) she had been living with her lover. She

wished, however, to marry him in the church and not sin before God.^^

Both petitioners and their witnesses underscored the importance of the

family economic unit to survival in Ukrainian peasant society, even

I
through the interwar years. “I don’t know what to do,” said one woman,

I

explaining that she owned six morgs of land, her husband had been last

I seen on the Italian front seven years ago, and she wanted to remarry.

;

Another woman wanted to remarry because she had been alone (her

:

parents were dead) and responsible for the house and fields for six years,

I

ever since her husband left to fight the Poles, and could not cope. Yet

1 another woman noted that she was thirty years old with a twelve-year-old

, son: she needed help with the work and he needed a father. That there

16. File 415.

17. File 470; in summarizing the case for the Church Court, the priest was less

convinced of her morals, noting that the couple had been intimate for a year. See also,

for example, file 417.

18. File 468.
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were emotional costs as well as practical considerations in the breakup of

a family unit cannot be overlooked. After nine years, one petitioner

testified, she could not keep hoping that her soldier husband—who loved

his children, writing from the front to tell her to make sure they went to

school, sending them his picture—would return. Her children were

accustomed to the man she had found to do the work, he acted like their

father, and she would like to marry him.^^ The issue of survival for

women left alone to support themselves is highlighted by the fact that

they tended to enter into illicit relationships not because of love but

because of economic need: it was cheaper to find a man and function as

a couple than it was to pay a hired hand. Particularly when family land

was involved, this relationship was often formed with the absent

husband’s unmarried brother, who already resided in the same house as

part of an extended family or subsequently moved in with his sister-in-

law. In only one instance did the prospective second husband rather than

the abandoned wife push marriage. The man explained that as a widower

with little children, he had to look after them and the house while also

labouring in the fields; besides, he added, apparently oblivious of the

contradictions in his logic, the woman already came daily to his place to

work.^° Finally, the case of the petitioner forced out of her in-laws’

home illustrates a woman’s vulnerability without her husband’s physical

presence and defence. She returned to the overcrowded house of her

girlhood, but the ridicule and torment eventually became unbearable and

she left to join a widower whom she now wanted to marry for the sake

of their five children.^^

As the final participant in the village portion of the dissolution

process, the local priest was far from an impartial observer. He listened,

counselled, intervened, collected evidence, acted as intermediary between

his parishioners and the anonymous decision makers in Lviv, and

balanced concern for village morality and sinners’ souls with concern for

the economic viability of household units. He also subtly reinforced the

relative status of men and women: in his interrogations he addressed

19. File 415, 468, 525 (see also, for example, 467), 775; in summarizing the last case

for the Church Court, the priest stated that he himself was morally certain the husband

had died, for he was an excellent husband and good father and would have returned from

the war if he could.

20. File 778.

21. File 778.
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female petitioners by the familiar ty and reserved the more respectful vy

for their male counterparts. Pressure to have an absent spouse declared

dead to permit remarriage in the church often came from the priest, who

was anxious to regularize a situation in which the remaining spouse was

co-habiting and/or had illegitimate children, or to avoid the shame of a

bastard birth. Above all, he aimed to eradicate temptation, scandal, and

bad example from his parish, even if on occasion that meant compromise.

For instance, one priest who pleaded with the Church Court to declare

the husband dead so that the wife could marry her lover felt that he had

little choice: their living together affected his other parishioners, and the

couple simply refused to separate.^^ Some priests confronted with

cohabitation were more blunt in their approach to the Church Court,

warning it that if it failed to issue a favourable ruling, and quickly, the

couple would seek out another church or forego a religious ceremony

altogether.^^

Acceptance of the economic realities facing their flocks underlay

much clerical activism. Eager to end the scandal in his village, one priest

asked that the absent wife be ruled deceased because her husband had

three children by his concubine of fifteen years. He stressed that the man

was destitute—he owned no property and made his living by physical

labour—and thus deserved pity.^"^ Another priest supported a wife’s

petition for dissolution so that she could remarry (her husband’s brother

and the father of her illegitimate child), arguing that her two brothers had

been killed in the war, leaving no one to do the work at home because

their father was ill and their mother crippled. The Church Court found

that it could not with moral certainty declare the husband dead, as one

witness had attested to his recovery from typhus, and denied the petition.

The wife proved to be persistent as well as resourceful, however, and the

following year she tested the waters for an annulment on the grounds that

her husband had been coerced into marriage.^^

22. File 522. On the eradication of temptation, scandal, and bad example, see files 415,

524, 540, 571, 775, 778.

23. See, for example, files 467, 920. And in at least one instance the priest got his

knuckles rapped by the Church Court for not controlling extramarital arrangements in his

parish (see file 777).

24. File 778.

25. File 45 1 ; the wife, who had been married three weeks before her bridegroom joined

the Ukrainian Galician Army in 1919, promising to write to her even if “from the farthest
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Coercion and Annulment
With some exceptions, the village priest played less of an interven-

tionist role in cases where the Church Court was asked to rule on the

canonicity of a marriage than he did in the dissolution of a valid marriage

due to death. The exceptions involved bigamy, irregularity in the

ceremony itself (such as a non-Greek Catholic service), and impotence

with its preclusion of procreation. But unless it was to stop an adulterous

relationship, priests did not intercede on behalf of petitioners seeking to

annul their marriages because one or both of the partners had been

coerced into the union. Part of the explanation for this selective mobiliza-

tion of canon law no doubt lies in the fact that these same priests had

presided at the original prenuptial interrogations and wedding ceremonies

that were now challenged, opening their own conduct to scrutiny and

question. In that daughters were much more apt to be forced into

marriage than sons, the clergy’s decision first to proceed with the nuptials

and then not to use canon law to release coerced wives from sometimes

intolerable situations, also suggests a built-in gender bias. The evidence

shows that women as young brides were indeed vulnerable and often

victims, reflecting both the limited options for their sex in Ukrainian

village society and the generalized understanding that the collective

welfare of the family took precedence over individual wishes and

happiness. Yet the evidence also shows that women looked after their

own interests. Not only did wives initiate a majority of all petitions for

annulment, but as mothers they were often the driving force within a

marriage, orchestrating both their families’ and their daughters’ affairs.

Some sixty percent of coercion cases, which constituted half of the

annulment petitions in the sample, were brought forward by women (see

table 1). Many of the petitioners had resolved long ago that they would

live apart from their husbands—returning to the parental home, moving

in with another man, leaving the village, or seeking refuge in a convent.

Now, for reasons of their own, they demanded that the status quo be

officially changed. The Church Court itself accepted that in the village

there would always be parental influence and thus it weighed a petition-

er’s version of past events against parents’ generally recognized “desire

comer” of the world, first petitioned to have her marriage dissolved in 1923; in 1928,

supported by her priest, she was still arguing her case. On priests recognizing the

economic necessity and practicality of remarriage, see, for example, files 45 1 , 467, 526,

778.
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to do good by their daughters.” At issue was whether the pressure to

marry had been excessive, and if the answer was yes, whether the

marriage had occurred under conditions of “coercion and fear” or the less

severe “qualified coercion and fear.”

Table 1: Canonical Grounds Argued in Petitions for Annulment

Immoral behaviour 3 cases (1)

Mental/physical health of spouse 4 cases (4)

Miscellaneous (conversion to Judaism/Orthodoxy, wish to

enter a convent, large age difference) 4 cases (2)

Consanguinity 6 cases (2)

Bigamy 6 cases (4)

Desertion, incompatibility, cruelty, adultery

Irregularity in the wedding ceremony

8 cases (2)

(including non-Greek Catholic service) 17 cases (4)

Impotence, frigidity, non-consummation 17 cases (12)

Coercion, threats, fear 76 cases (55)

Total 141 cases (86)

NOTE: Figures in parentheses indicate actions initiated by wives. All actions not initiated

by wives were initiated by husbands, except for the following: 1 case (bigamy) initiated

by the church, 2 cases (irregular procedures) initiated by husband and wife jointly, 4 cases

(coercion) initiated by husband and wife jointly, 2 cases (coercion) initiated by the wife’s

parents (a mother plagued by guilt on her deathbed, a father on behalf of an underage

daughter).

Many of the questions asked to determine whether a petitioning wife

had been coerced into marriage had to do with her behaviour prior to the

wedding. From the perspective of the correctness of the church’s own
conduct, it was imperative that as a bride the woman had gone to the

prenuptial interrogation voluntarily and confirmed verbally that she was

there of her own free will. In reality, if coercion had occurred, girls

sometimes as young as fourteen would have almost certainly found the

experience too intimidating to defy a united opposition of adults

—

although their reticence need not have prevented family members,

matchmakers, and neighbours from coming forward on their behalf, or

priests from responding to non-verbal signs of distress. Now, however,

under oath as part of annulment proceedings, those who had previously

kept their counsel spoke up. One woman’s brother admitted that their

parents had ordered his sister to tell the priest that she came to the
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prenuptial interrogation on her own. Another’s father confessed that he

had made his daughter attend because she would not have gone other-

wise. Rather contritely, and conceding he had thought that perhaps the

wedding should have been stopped, a matchmaker testified that he had

not wanted to create a disturbance or cause unpleasantness; he also said

that he had tried for an entire year to persuade the girl, who said the sun

would rise in the west first, to agree to the marriage. In one case the

officiating priest, who had ultimately sided with parental interests against

an unwilling bride, recalled how she had twisted at the prenuptial

interrogation and asked him not to publish the banns.^^ Wives them-

selves testified that they had lied when they said they came freely, that

they had been afraid to tell the truth, or that their parents had made them

go (even threatening to kill one girl if she revealed that she had been

forced). Despite the intimidation, some prospective brides had been

bolder, although their protests had gone unheeded. A seventeen-year-old

had run away the first time and had to be brought to her prenuptial

interrogation a second time. A sixteen-year-old had twice answered

“forced” when asked if she was there of her own free will. According to

her father, who had not been present (he was seeking the annulment on

behalf of his daughter and in opposition to his wife who had engineered

the marriage), the priest should have listened to her and not the others in

attendance who said she came voluntarily.^^

Additional evidence of coercion was sought in other aspects of a

bride’s behaviour, notably her demeanour at the wedding and her

participation in the expected rituals. For example, investigators looked for

tears and other signs of sadness or revolt on the day itself. Petitioners,

their spouses, their parents, and their fellow villagers now testified how

the bride had cried or been sad at her wedding; neighbours acknowledged

that she had told them that she did not want to marry and had solicited

their help, or that there had been gossip she was being forced, even

26. Files 306, 352, 761.

27. File 701. In a second case the priest presenting the prenuptial documents noted that

they contained no mention of coercion, which is not surprising since few interrogators

would have recorded an answer of “forced” if they planned to proceed with the marriage

ceremony; see file 764. The officiating priest at a third wedding testified that the bride

had appeared scatterbrained at the prenuptial interrogation, crying and laughing, but her

conduct was not such that he could refuse to perform the ceremony; he now favoured

annulment because of the immoral situation that had arisen (file 257).
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beaten, into submission.^^ One woman, recently granted a separation

after twenty-six years of marriage and seeking an annulment on the

grounds of coercion when young, claimed that she had told the priest she

did not want to marry the man, then fled to the neighbours and had to be

forcibly taken to church. In his testimony, her father said that she went

to her wedding as to her death.^^ Equally significant was a bride’s

compliance with or defiance of the required customs. Did she invite the

wedding guests? Did she dance with her groom? Had she embroidered

him a shirt? Had she refused to take off her bridal wreath? Several

petitioners did admit to inviting the wedding guests, but only under

pressure from their parents. Explaining her failure to embroider the

expected shirt, one woman said that she did not love the man, adding that

she had not spoken to him during the entire wedding festivities. Another

woman did not know who had made her bridal wreath as she was too

busy crying. Yet another woman, who had danced with the groom only

once, had wept when she had to remove her wreath because it meant that

she was truly married to him.^® Finally, once the marriage had taken

place, investigators sought proof of a woman’s continued resistance and

unwillingness to accept the situation. They focused on the nature of the

couple’s sexual relationship, particularly if the wife had physically

resisted intercourse, and the length of time that she had stayed with her

husband.

That a woman would seek, often a decade or more later, to have her

marriage annulled on the grounds that she had been forced into it, rather

than having resisted more strenuously to prevent the union in the first

place, on the same grounds, is intriguing. Both actions entailed accessing

the church’s mechanisms and getting it formally involved, and any hope

of success meant that relatives would have to admit to coercion and

neighbours to complicity, even if by inertia. Youthfulness, inexperience,

fear, social pressure, physical violence, lack of support when she did

protest—all undoubtedly had something to do with a young bride’s and

wife’s acquiescence at the time of marriage. The mature adult approach-

ing the church to right the wrong that she believed it had allowed to be

28. See, for example, files 211, 355-6, 452, 498, 507, 549, 620, 662, 701-2, 761.

29. File 258; the church records say the woman was fifteen, the man twenty-eight,

when they married; in his testimony the husband said that he had been thirty and his wife

about twelve.

30. See, for example, files 211, 417, 498, 549, 662, 701-2, 761.
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perpetrated was older and thus more experienced and confident. Perhaps

she also harboured feelings of guilt over a subsequent adulterous affair,

especially if such relationships had recently been condenmed from the

pulpit, and wanted to regularize it with a church marriage; perhaps she

simply desired closure and justice. But in order to win her case—and the

great majority of marriages were ruled invalid—she had to have the

cooperation of the very people who had once pushed for the marriage or

who had been content to let it happen. Why would they now assist in

ending it and admit to wrongdoing or indifference?

In one instance, the priest had been blessing homes on his post-

Christmas rounds when a sick woman kissed his cross and, stating that

she wanted to die in peace, confessed that she had forced her daughter to

marry; God punished her with ill health, while the couple lived in sin

with other partners. There is also the possibility, despite direct

evidence, that a general consensus about a bad marriage led to cooper-

ation among the couple, their families, and neighbours, and even the

parish priest to pursue annulment as a way out. For example, twenty-three

years after the wedding one husband repeatedly asked Lviv to dissolve

the marriage on the grounds that his wife had not wanted it and that they

had lived together only a year. He had even moved to her village and

bought a house and orchard, because she refused to move to his, but to

no avail. Finally, after the couple sent a joint letter in which the wife

supported ending the marriage because she had been coerced, the Church

Court took action. At the subsequent annulment interrogation, the

husband admitted that she had filed the petition only at his request.^^

But to suggest that collusion happened is not to suggest that

coercion—which, unlike impotence or non-consummation, needed no

physical proof—was merely a convenient canonical argument and had

not, in fact, occurred. Far from it. The case files reveal a village society

that valued status and economic security above romantic love or

congenial companionship, and in which young women were instruments

in a bid to improve the family’s collective fortune.

31. File 417. Perhaps because the mother was so obviously wracked by guilt, or

perhaps because adultery was involved (the priest complained that there were five such

situations in his village), the priest intervened twice in the case, urging a quick and

favourable resolution.

32. File 662. In several annulment cases where the husband was the petitioner it was

the wife who had been coerced into marriage; see, for example, files 147, 357, 361, 806.
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There were many reasons why parents, or others in their stead,

arranged a match, but the family’s economic well-being and social

standing were nearly always the driving force. Especially if poor and/or

in debt, a family sought a union that would bring it status and an

improved standard of living, so a suitable husband was invariably one

who was perceived to be materially well off. Wealth—measured by

money, land, a house, farm buildings, and livestock—could even

compensate for mental or moral flaws, including a violent and quarrel-

some nature. A man’s attractiveness increased if he did not ask for a

dowry.^^ The concept of a dowry as family property and thus a family

investment is highlighted by the set of parents who, concerned for the

fate of the eight morgs of land they had given to their elder daughter,

who had died, forced her younger sister at age sixteen to marry the thirty-

year-old widower.^^ Sometimes the family needed a man’s labour. One

girl was pressured to get married by her father a few weeks after his

wife’s death, because he himself was ill and wanted a son-in-law to work

the land.^^ Equally pragmatic, if suspicious of the world outside her

narrow confines, was the mother who told her daughter when she

complained about the husband her parents had selected that it was

wartime and all the good young men were gone; she would not find a

better catch left in the village, and anyone from outside was a gamble.^^

Nor were daughters above acquisitiveness themselves. One petitioner

identified property as an element in her agreement to marry; her adoptive

parents, she said, had promised her ten morgs of land and all that went

with it.^^

33. See, for example, files 16, 53, 258, 306-7, 311, 357, 360, 452, 498, 525, 701, 707,

761, 811, 873.

34. File 505.

35. File 356.

36. File 702. Regarding a second wartime marriage, where the girl was the oldest child

and obliged to do a “man’s work,” witnesses contended that life with her mother, a harsh

and abusive woman, was hell and the girl eventually chose marriage as the lesser evil,

although she protested against the wedding; see file 355.

37. File 354; the woman’s husband testified to having been equally pragmatic about

the marriage, explaining that it was 1918, he had had to put his life on hold because of

the war, and he was hoping to find a wife with property so that he would not have to

interrupt his gymnasium studies further. In another case the petitioning wife indicated that

she knew the man was a good-for-nothing who worked for the manor, but she was

swayed by his matchmaker who represented him as a man with many fields; see file 653.

In a third case the husband claimed that he had been forced into marriage by his parents
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Orphans, unwed mothers, and simply girls unfortunate enough to be

bom into households with too many daughters, who would all need

dowries, were particularly exposed to coercion. In the case of the mother

making her deathbed confession, for example, the girl’s brother had

supported the forced marriage, testifying that he had three sisters and had

wanted to get rid of one.^^ A matchmaker who admitted to having

actively coerced the bride into marriage subsequently defended her

actions, saying that she had felt sorry for the girl with an illegitimate

child to support and arranged the match with a friend of her husband.^^

Two husbands who had been coerced into marriage testified that pressure

had come from their wives’ families, anxious to escape the disgrace and

economic burden of a daughter and her bastard; neither man was the

father of the child."^® The implications for coercion of too many mouths

to feed or of an orphan’s marginalization were not limited to girls,

underscoring the vulnerability of children of either sex when parents or

guardians could not, or did not want to, support them. One of the handful

of husbands who had been coerced into marriage testified that as one of

twelve siblings he had been sent at age thirteen to live with and work for

his aunt. When he was twenty-six she and the family decided that he

should marry her daughter, the aunt threatening to evict him and exact

payment for years of maintenance if he refused."^^

Clearly, victimhood and oppression were not always gender dictated,

indicative of male power in a patriarchal society. Women, most signifi-

cantly, both participated in family decision making and took the initiative

to further what they interpreted as the family’s best interests. Mothers and

who said that otherwise they would not sign over land and other property; see file 403.

38. File 417; files 352, 359, 655, and 768 describe similar situations. See also file 406,

where the father admitted that his daughter had been against the marriage, but that he had

regarded it as economically necessary because he had seven other children.

39. File 549.

40. Files 814, 945. In the latter case a number of additional factors were involved.

First, the husband was enticed to agree to the match by his father’s promise of land.

Secondly, his father had married off his own daughter to a neighbouring village and thus

needed a daughter-in-law to work on their holding. Thirdly, he had borrowed money from

his prospective in-laws and getting his son to take their seduced daughter off their hands

would erase the debt.

41. File 452; in seeking an annulment, the husband said that he had lied at the

prenuptial interrogation, claiming to be there of his own free will, because he was

ashamed and afraid to say he had been forced.
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grandmothers were as likely as male relatives to initiate or force a match.

Daughters often identified their mothers, and not their fathers, as those

who had beaten them when they resisted.^^ In one case the girl’s

stepfather—universally described as sober, industrious, pious, and a major

landholder in the village—had objected to the marriage, but as a non-

blood relative had bowed to the mother’s authority. The mother herself

was reputed to be under the influence of her own mother, whom the

priest labelled a troublemaker and “a devil, not a woman.”"^^ The

contrast between strong domineering women choosing a daughter’s or

granddaughter’s husband and the helpless, although not necessarily

submissive, girls who obeyed them suggests that women’s roles and

power within the family structure in part depended on age. The mother

who reminded the priest that someone as young as her daughter (she was

fifteen) could have hardly resisted her father was simply being realis-

tic."^ Yet despite that woman’s apparent impotence and despite evidence

of coercion by other women, the Church Court still reasoned that

mothers, by virtue of their sex’s nurturing qualities, were there to protect

daughters from harsh and authoritarian fathers. One girl, it ruled, had

been in an impossible situation as she had no mother to defend her

against her father’s actions and will."*^ In another case, the unsuccessful

counterargument to uphold the marriage claimed that the girl with her

illegitimate child had initially welcomed the match and soured on it only

after she discovered her new husband was poor. Not only had she not

been coerced by her mother, but the woman had acted out of love, just

as thousands had suffered and died for love of Christ."^^

When a daughter resisted marriage, parents used a variety of tactics

to persuade her to accept their decision. In addition to intimidation and

actual physical harm, these tactics included threats to withhold her dowry,

to send her into service (especially in a Jewish home), to disown her

outright, and, in one instance, to keep her earnings from embroidery. One

woman testified that her parents, who both drank, had said that if she did

not marry the man she would get nothing but fifteen kreuzers on a string.

Another father vowed to kick his daughter out of the house like a dog.

42. See, for example, files 417, 764, 352, 355, 359, 549, 655, 702, 707, 811.

43. File 359.

44. File 211.

45. File 356.

46. File 549.
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In one case the experience of a local girl, who had been driven out by

her father when she defied his orders, was enough to sway the reluctant

bride."^^ Two stock questions—why didn’t you run away? why didn’t

you go into service?—indicate that both the Church Court and its village

representatives charged with collecting evidence of coercion took such

alternatives seriously. An unknown number of young women probably

did run away or go out to work rather than bow to an unwelcome

marriage. But realistically speaking, the options facing a young woman
who rejected her family’s choice of husband but relied on that same

family both for the roof over her head and for the dowry, which meant

so much in the marriage market, were limited, often unattractive, and no

guarantee of long-term security. When asked why she had not run away

if she so dreaded her prospective husband, one petitioner showed good

practical sense as well as spirit. It had been wartime, she retorted, there

was hunger all around, and no one was hiring domestics."^® On the other

hand, particularly if the daughter was an only child, some families did not

regard service, or the threat of service, as a way to control a recalcitrant

bride, because they did not want to lose the girl’s labour."^^

If flight to avoid an unwanted marriage was deemed impractical, and

if parents so insisted on marriage that they resorted to coercion, it is

puzzling why, often not long after the wedding, many wives not only left

their husbands but also their villages and even began annulment

proceedings, and parents let their unhappy daughters move back home.

One bride had returned to her parents almost immediately, her father

testifying that he had feared suicide if she were made to go back to her

husband. Another father had rescued his daughter when he saw how sick

she was, and although she returned to her husband, he proved to be so

brutal that after three months she moved home permanently. A third

bride, who said that she had submitted to sexual intercourse on her

wedding night because her parents were in the next house and she did not

want to scream, stayed one month. In a fourth case, according to the

priest, no marriage had ever existed as both bride and groom returned to

47. Files 257, 701, 761; see also, for example, files 16, 53, 211, 307, 356, 360, 498, 662.

48. File 620. The girl and her parents had gone to Russia in 1915, where she met her

future husband, a soldier rumoured to have murdered his aunt; it was out fear of him as

much as anything, the mother testified, that she forced her daughter to marry him once

he expressed interest.

49. See, for example, files 356, 498, 505, 662.
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their parental homes in different villages right after the wedding.^® Some

women eventually took lovers, living na viru. Others quit the area

altogether, lured by once unacceptable alternatives to marriage. One wife,

for example, had lived with her husband approximately a week before

fleeing to service in Lviv, while a second had vacillated between her

mother and her husband for over a year before starting to wander from

village to village working for strangers. Another woman petitioned from

Paris, where she had initially gone with her husband but had been

supporting herself for fifteen years; no longer able to work (and

presumably thinking of remarriage), she worried about the future.

Prospects were brighter for a final petitioner, who had left her husband

after four months, selling everything to finance the trip by foot from

Volhynia to Lviv, where she worked in service for two years; taken in by

the Basilian sisters and converting from Orthodoxy to Catholicism, she

now wanted to join their order.^^

* * *

The women who petitioned for an annulment represented a minority.

Unlike those who successfully resisted marriage, never to become a

statistic and reach the attention of the Church Court, they had been

unable to stop the match. But unlike the anonymous majority in the same

predicament who eventually accepted their fate or those who felt no need

to involve the church in their alternate arrangements, they went public

with their misery and feelings of injustice. From their perspective, both

family and church and even fellow villagers by their silence had done

wrong by them and should make amends, capped by an annulment from

Lviv. The dissolution of a union because of the death of one of the

spouses, usually the husband, also weighted the petition process towards

women, but it lacked the same sense of injury and blame and thus

tensions as far as the marriage itself was concerned. Both an annulment

and dissolution, however, represented women’s decision to seek closure

with respect to the past, to take action on their own behalf, and to plan

for the future and move on with their lives.

50. Files 360, 701-2, 761.

51. Files 257, 306, 355-6, 655, 761; see also, for example, files 303, 307, 311, 357,

452. 498. 505. 662.





The Nation of Cain: Poles in Samiilo

Velychko’s Skazanye

Frank E. Sysyn

In his early eighteenth-century account of Bohdan Khmelnytsky’s

uprising, Samiilo Velychko cast the Poles as the “other” against whom
the heroic war was waged. ^ Poles are prominently featured in both of the

works that are conventionally called his chronicle, but the Polish element

differs between Skazanye o voini kozatskoi z poliakamy chrez Zinovyia

Bohdana Khmelnytskoho Hetmana Voisk Zaporozhskykh vosmy litekh

tochyvshoisia. A do dvanadtsiaty lit u poliakov z ynshymy panstvamy

provlekshoisia iakoiu on Khmelnytskyi pry vsesylnoi pomoshchy Bozhe-

stvennoi, z kozakamy y tatarmy, ot tiazhkaho yha liadskaho vybylsia y

pod vysokoderzhavnoe presvitliishaho monarkhy rossyiskaho Aleksyia

Mikhailovycha vladinye dobrovolne podalsia (The Tale of the Cossack

War against the Poles Begun by Zinovii Bohdan Khmelnytsky, the

Hetman of the Zaporozhian Host, Lasting for Eight Years, and for the

Poles and Other States Lasting for Twelve Years. How He, Khmelnytsky,

with the Help of Almighty God Broke Loose, with the Cossacks and

Tatars, from the Polish Yoke and Voluntarily Placed Himself under the

Rule of the Most Illustrious Rossian Monarch Aleksei Mikhailovich),

covering events up to 1660
,
and Povist litopysna pro malorosiiski ta

chastkovo inshi podii, zibrani i tut opysani (Chronicle Narration about

1. For views on Russians as the less significant “other” in Velychko’s work, see my
“The Image of Russia and Russian-Ukrainian Relations in Ukrainian Historiography of

the Late Seventeenth and Early Eighteenth Centuries,” in Culture, Nation, and Identity:

The Ukrainian-Russian Encounter (1600-1945), ed. Andreas Kappeler, Zenon E. Kohut,

Frank E. Sysyn, and Mark von Hagen (Edmonton-Toronto: Canadian Institute of

Ukrainian Studies Press, 2003): 108-43. As in that article, I am employing “Rossian” to

translate the adjective “rossiiskyi” in its various forms and various meanings.
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Little Rossian and Partially Other Events Collected and Described Here),

which brings his account up to 1700.^ Skazanie not only focused on the

war with the Poles as its central theme, but also used a Polish epic poem,

Samuel Twardowski’s Wojna domowa z Kozaki i Tatary, Moskwg potym

Szwedami i W§gry (Civil War with the Cossacks and Tatars, the

Muscovites and then the Swedes and Hungarians) (Kalisz, 1681) as its

foremost source. Scholars have shown how Velychko mined Twardow-

ski’s work for information while presenting an ideologically opposed

vision of the struggle and its protagonists.^ What has not been under-

taken is a complex examination of who the Poles were in Velychko’

s

Skazanye and what function they played in his narrative.

The text of the Velychko chronicle, written in the 1720s, provides

ample evidence for the importance of the concept of Poland and Poles in

early eighteenth-century Ukrainian political culture. Yet this text, so

replete with Samiilo Velychko’ s observations on his research problems

that it makes us feel as if we knew the author, offers many unresolved

questions and challenges in interpretation. The most famous question, and

almost the only examined one, has to do with the numerous letters

attributed to Khmelnytsky and his contemporaries that Velychko

purported to have copied from the diary of the hetman’s secretary Samiilo

Zorka."^ The failure to establish the existence of Zorka and the discrep-

ancy between the language and concepts of the texts and of the hetman’s

undisputed letters make the authenticity of these documents, and thereby

many others in Velychko, highly questionable. It is uncertain whether

2. Skazanie was published as the first volume of Letopis sobytii v lugo-Zapadnoi

Rossii V XVII veke, 4 vols. (Kyiv; Lito-typograficheskoe zavedenie losifa Valnera,

1848-64). The volume appeared in a new edition, which corrected the Russified

orthography of the nineteenth-century edition, under the title Samiila Velychka Skazanye

o voini kozatskoi z poliakamy, ed. Kateryna Lazarevska, vol. 16 of Monumenta Litterarum

Ucrainicarum (Kyiv; Ukrainska akademiia nauk, 1926). Samiilo Velychko, Litopys, 2 vols.

(Kyiv; Dnipro, 1991) is a modem Ukrainian translation by Valerii Shevchuk. Povist was

published in the second volume of Letopis sobytii v lugo-Zapadnoi Rossii v XVII veke,

but its title does not appear there. The preface to Samiila Velychka Skazanye o voini

kozatskoi z poliakamy asserts that the later work had its own title (p. vi), and I assume

that Shevchuk used it in his translation. Hence, I have taken the title of Povist, which

contains its own preface and numeration of chapters, from Shevchuk’s translation.

3. Viktor Petrykevych, Litopys S. Velychka a Wojna domowa S. Tvardovskoho

(Temopil; Dmkamia Podilska losyfa Stepka, 1910).

4. See Mykola Petrovsky, “Psevdo-diariush Samiila Zorky,” Zapysky Istorychno-

fdolohichnoho viddilu WAN 17 (1928); 168-204.
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Velychko was taken in by falsifications (which may have been literary

reworkings of authentic texts), or whether he himself reworked or even

composed texts. Therefore, we cannot assume that the numerous

documents cited in his works were written in that form by the purported

authors: some terms and phrases may derive from a period later than the

dates on the documents. When I mention authors, addressees, and dates

in this discussion, I mean to indicate only that this is the information

given in Velychko’ s work. But even assuming that we are dealing with

texts penned or recast by various hands over a fifty-year period after the

uprising, the documents, in conjunction with the direct narrative, illustrate

how the image of the Poles functioned in early eighteenth-century

Ukraine in the context of the major historical work of the age.

Names for the territory and political entity of Poland are used in

varied ways in Skazanye. In contrast to the Poles, who are discussed from

the most ancient times, Poland is first mentioned under the fourteenth

century. It enters as Crown Poland (Korona Polska), whose ruler,

Kazimierz the Great, “conquered the Ruthenian lands and provinces and

united them with Crown Poland or rather subjugated them to it” (1:2, p.

11).^ From that time to the Khmelnytsky Uprising, Crown Poland is

depicted as the political entity ruled by the Polish kings to which the

Ruthenians and Cossacks owed loyalty. The conquest is described as the

beginning of 315 years of woe for the Cossacks and the Ruthenians

(Rus'), the first 174 of which were the least pernicious, the next sixty-

seven worse, and the last seventy-four the hardest (1:2, p. 12).

Even though until 1569 the central Ukrainian lands on which the

Cossacks lived were part of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, only Crown

Poland and the Poles figure in Velychko’ s historical account. The

fourteenth-century annexation of the western Ukrainian lands by Crown

Poland is treated as if it affected all Ukrainian territories. This may be a

projection back into an earlier period of the situation after 1569, when all

the Ukrainian lands were annexed to Crown Poland. The term “Crown

Poland” also dominates in discussions of the state ruling the Ukrainian

lands after 1569 and is not replaced by the name of the new federative

state, the Commonwealth {Rich Pospolyta or Rzeczpospolita). The

Commonwealth is mostly used to designate political authority in

5. References to Skazanye give the part and chapter, followed by the page in the 1926

edition.
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conjunction with the king and the senate, seemingly as a designation for

the collective nobility.^ Crown Poland is generally used for the state.

Since Crown Poland was the political unit of the Commonwealth of

which Ukraine was a part and played a leading role in Ukrainian affairs

during the uprising, this usage of Crown Poland for the entire state might

be expected. It may also reflect the division in political policy between

the Grand Duchy and Crown Poland during the Khmelnytsky Uprising.

Korona Polska also designated the symbol of political dominion, the

Polish crown to which allegiance was owed. In its dual usage as a

country and the political dominion. Crown Poland figures prominently in

the early description of the uprising. Thus in justifying his uprising,

Khmelnytsky asserts his own and the Cossacks’ former services to Crown

Poland (1:5, p. 22; 1:6, p. 24).

Poland (Polshcha) is used at times as a synonym of Crown Poland

as a country or state, a practice that increases in the latter part of the text

(1:2, p. 11; 10:2, p. 148; 10:5, pp. 150-1). Its primary use, however, is

more limited: it designates what are seen as Polish territories proper or

what on occasion is called the Polish land (1:10, pp. 31-2). The borders

of this more limited Poland vary, but they are drawn largely in distinction

to parts of the Ukrainian territory. They clearly mark the continued

differentiation of the Ukrainian territories annexed at the Union of Lublin

and Crown Poland before 1569, but they also reflect the distinction

between the newly forming Cossack Hetmanate and the other territories

of Crown Poland. After the Battle of Batih (1652), Khmelnytsky is

described as marching “on Lviv and further into Poland” (5:4, p. 64).

Generally, however, the western Ukrainian lands are seen as part of

Poland, as when the Brody fortress is described as in Poland (1:1, p. 5)

or Konstantyniv, Berdychiv, Zbarazh, and Lviv are near to Ukraine but

“under Poland” (2:2, p. 59). As the account of the Khmelnytsky Uprising

progresses, Velychko writes more and more about the borders between

Poland and Ukraine. Before the Battle of Batih, Polish troops are depicted

as coming out of Poland up to the Ukrainian borders (2:2, p. 60). After

the Zhvanets Treaty, Khmelnytsky is said to have almost been permitted

to extend the “Ukrainian borders” up to the Vistula (6:5, p. 86).

6. Both Rich Pospolyta and Rich Pospolyta Polska appear in the text. Rich Pospolyta

Polska in used in conjunction with the king and the Crown senators (p. 1:6, p. 24) and

in other instances without any accompanying group modified by the term “Crown” (1:3,

p. 19; 1:5, p. 21).
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References to borders and frontiers are a sign of the author’s

increasing emphasis on Poland and Ukraine as two separate entities. Tatar

troops are described as going from Poland, through Ukraine (7:1, p. 91).

Poles are depicted before Khmelnytsky’s uprising as wronging the

Cossacks and the Rus' “in Poland and Ukraine” (1:2, p. 40). This

conceptualization of Poland and Ukraine as separate entities also

influences Velychko’s image of Crown Poland. In his introduction he

describes the consequences of the war for Crown Poland and for Little

Rossian Ukraine, thereby making equivalent the name of the state of

which the Ukrainian lands had been a part with the late seventeenth-

century name that Velychko frequently employs to designate the

Hetmanate. The work abounds in examples illustrating that Crown Poland

and Poland had become equivalent to the terms Ukraine, Little Rossia,

and Little Rossian Ukraine. The central event in this process is the loss

of Ukraine by Poland, which for 1654 is described as the loss of Little

Rossia by the Polish state (7:1, p. 90). In addressing questions on the

Pereiaslav Agreement, the Zaporozhians write about the damage done by

the Poles “in their Crown Poland and our Little Rossian Ukraine” (7:2,

p. 93). In titling his chapter on 1656 as the ninth year of the war,

Velychko calls it “of calm life for Khmelnytsky and Ukraine” and “of

stormy and very tumultuous life for Poland” (9, p. 129). By the time he

concludes the volume, Velychko lists Poland and Ukraine separately

among the monarchies or states involved in the wars (12:11, p. 253) and

mentions the Polish and Ukrainian states as affected by the conflicts

(11:6, p. 196). At times by anachronistically projecting the Hetmanate

into the past and concretely through the emphasis he chooses in

describing the events of 1648-60, Velychko divides the Ukrainian

territories off from Poland and raises Ukraine to equal status with the

state and country of which it had been a part.

In comparison to Poland, the Poles are a more variegated concept. In

the depiction of the long struggle, the Poles combine the characteristics

of a social order, a religious community, the Polish state, and the Polish

nation of all social orders. The distinctions among these four meanings

are often vague and the terms are often used with more than one

meaning. Only by examining each of these meanings separately can we
arrive at the composite concept of the Poles that emerges in the chronicle.

As the social foe of the Cossacks, the Poles are depicted as the nobles

or magnates who had brought about the persecution of the Cossacks and

had led the Polish kings and state to carry on the unjust war. Indeed,
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although Kazimierz’s conquest is depicted negatively, the royalism of

Velychko and the texts he quotes saves the Polish kings from much direct

criticism. The description of the years that followed the conquest

emphasizes the privileges and rights given to the Rus' or Little Rossians

and the (Ukrainian or Little Rossian) Cossacks by the Polish kings (1:2,

p. 13). This pro-royal stance was to a great extent motivated by the need

to establish the validity of the rights and privileges that the Cossacks

asserted they had received from the kings. The Polish kings are called

“gracious and merciful lords” to their Ruthenian and Cossack subjects.

There is special praise for Jogaila (King Wladyslaw II), but his positive

actions are explained partly by ethno-religious factors: he is said to have

had a Ruthenian mother. King Wladyslaw IV is portrayed positively as

is even King Jan Kazimierz in the initial phase of the uprising. In

explaining the reasons for the uprising. Hetman Khmelnytsky declares

that he had taken up arms not against the king, his gracious lord, but

against the arrogant Poles, who had treated as nothing the privileges

granted the Cossacks and all Little Rossians in general (1:17, p. 46).

Negative characterizations of the Polish elite, magnates, lords, nobles,

and overseers abound. They are seen as intent on depriving the Rus' and

the Cossacks of their rights and privileges. They are depicted as a lawless

element working against the interests of their monarchs and Crown

Poland. They are frequently described as in opposition to the Cossacks

thereby emphasizing that the struggle was in part a social conflict among

estates.

Special opprobrium is directed at those “inconstant Poles” who are

seen as having brought about the war, above all Daniel Czaplihski. They

are “good-for-nothings, drunkards, and traitors to their own fatherland

Crown Poland, and destroyers of holy peace and quiet“ (1:5, p. 23). Thus

in material on the initial phase of the uprising, the Cossacks’ services to

Crown Poland are contrasted with the enemy Poles’ treason to Crown

Poland. The oppression of the Cossacks and the population of Ukraine by

the lords and their overseers is highlighted. The harm done to the

Ukrainian population by the Poles, their leaseholders, and their factota the

Jews is mentioned (1:17, p. 48). Hatred, insincerity, and spite are

attributed to the Polish hetmans and lords (1:17, p. 50). The Polish king,

Jan Kazimierz, is thought to have regretted listening to the advice of his

lord Poles, who were envious of human welfare. Because of this advice,

the king refused to come to reasonable terms with the Cossacks and Little

Rossian Ukraine (7:4, p. 96). Khmelnytsky is depicted as having sought
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to ensure that his body would not come to rest on land that belonged to

the Polish (liakh) lords (rather than to the king himself) (10:10, p. 163).

Although Velychko’ s major interest is the fate of the Cossacks,

sometimes he expresses a wider social agenda in condemning the Poles;

for example, he argues that they had not only effaced the Cossack name

but also forced the Cossacks’ brother Roxolanians, that is, Ruthenians

into the yoke of slavery and subjugation (although here it is hard to

distinguish the national from the social) (1:17 p. 47). The term Poles is

used in a specifically social sense in an explanation of how the Cossacks

had risen in social standing: the author points out that originally the Poles

had not been szlachta and that various elites originally had not been

highborn (11:3 pp. 185-6). Some scholars have argued that poliak and

liakh should be seen as social, not national, designations in the context

of the mid-seventeenth-century struggles that Polish historiography

frequently labels the Cossack-Polish wars.^ Without accepting this

oversimplified viewpoint, one can find many cases in which Velychko

uses these terms for a social group opposed to the Cossacks in discussing

Khmelnytsky’s uprising.

Poles are also portrayed as a religious community, adherents of the

Latin faith. In discussions of religious issues, it is the two terms used for

Poles {poliak and liakh and adjectives that derive from them) that

dominate (with no apparent clear differentiation of the two terms), rather

than more explicitly religious designations such as katolyk (Catholic). The

Poles are depicted as persecutors of the Rus' faith. Thus in his purported

7. Natalia Iakovenko asserts that during the Khmelnytsky period, poliak (Pole) was

not an ethnonym, but a political designation that applied only to the nobility regardless

of ethno-national descent. She maintains that people of lower social orders found out that

they were also Poles only a few centuries later (“Polshcha i poliaky u shkilnykh

pidruchnykakh istorii, abo vidlunnia davnoho i nedavnoho mynuloho,” in her Paralelnyi

svit: Doslidzhennia z istorii uiavlen ta idei v Ukraini XVI-XVII st. [Kyiv: Krytyka, 2002],

373). I think this is an oversimplification: in the mid-seventeenth century the term “Poles”

also referred to other orders such as the burghers, and sometimes nobles were identified

as Ruthenians in contrast to Poles. For a discussion of these issues in a mid-seventeenth-

century text, see my “Seventeenth-Century Views on the Causes of the Khmel'nyts'kyi

Uprising: An Examination of the ‘Discourse about the Present Cossack-Peasant War,’”

Harvard Ukrainian Studies 5, no. 4 (December 1981): 430-66.

Certainly, Iakovenko’s statement does not apply to the early eighteenth-century

Velychko text, in which “Poles” is an ethnonym as well as a political designation.

Sometimes Velychko uses “Poles” to refer to a national or ethnic group and at times he

specifically designates commoners as Poles.
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letter to the Zaporozhian Sich, Khmelnytsky accuses Czaplihski and other

reckless Poles of destroying “our faith” and dishonouring “our Greco-

Ruthenian Orthodox faith” (1:5, p. 23). The Poles are said to have tom

“us” from the ancestral soul-saving Orthodox Greco-Ruthenian faith and

through unchristian tortures and tyranny to have subjugated “us” to the

destmctive union and Roman error, later called a schismatic and unclean

act harmful to the soul (1:17, p. 47). Khmelnytsky ’s call to arms in 1653

is against “our major enemies the Poles and in defense of our pious

Greco-Ruthenian faith” (6:3, p. 77). Even Crown Poland is described as

of an alien faith and abiding in the Roman schismatic faith and error

(10:12, p. 171). God is said to have helped Khmelnytsky against the

“apostate Poles” (1:13, p. 40). Vyhovsky is condemned for siding with

the schismatic Poles (11:6, p. 196). The letters from the Russian tsar

included in the Velychko text further intensify the image of Poles as the

propagators of the Roman schism and as persecutors of the Orthodox

(7:8, pp. 107-8; 12:4, p. 214). While it might be argued that the Polish

elite included in the social category made these policies, the association

of the Poles with the Catholic faith and anti-Orthodox policies inevitably

broadened the meaning of the term beyond the elite of the Common-
wealth and Crown Poland. After all, espousal of Catholicism united

various strata of the Polish population.

As the phrase “Poles and Other States” in the title of Skazanye

illustrates, “Poles” (whether poliaky or liakhy) often represent the state

and its administration and institutions, especially its military (8:1, p. 116;

10:2, p. 147), just as “Swedes” stands for Sweden (10:9, p. 157),

“Hungarians” for Transylvania (12:10, p. 252), and "'volokhy” (often

Moldavians) for Moldavia (5:3, p. 60) The term usually refers to those

who conduct policy, often including ruler, institutions, and elite. Its use

is not always confined to the noble elite since reference to the armed

forces included the plebeian infantry. This shorthand usage parallels the

use of “Cossacks” for the Hetmanate. As the work progresses from the

initial description of the uprising, “Cossacks” more and more frequently

means the political entity and not the social stratum. Similarly, as the

narrative moves from the origins of the uprising and its outbreak, where

“Poles” often had a social connotation, to a description of the conflict

between the Hetmanate and the Commonwealth, the term “Poles”

becomes more frequently simply a shorthand for the Polish state and

armed forces, groups external to Little Rossian Ukraine and the Little

Rossians.
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“Poles” also refers to a national community, although it is often

difficult to tell when the term designates the inhabitants of a polity or

state and when it means a people or ethno-linguistic nation. In the

discussion of the Swedes’ expropriation of the property of “all Poles,

nobles and simple folk in the cities and the villages,” it is clear that

Velychko uses “Poles” to mean not just a social elite, but also a

community composed of various social strata (8:6, p. 127). It might still

be maintained that “Poles” is a political category here; the term could

refer to the inhabitants of the Kingdom of Poland. “Poles” in the sense

of a people or national community emerge most clearly in historical

discussions. In describing Khmelnytsky’s reasons for beginning the

uprising, Velychko says it was caused by the wrong done by one

Sarmatian nation, the Polish nation, to another Sarmatian nation, the

Cossacko-Ruthenian nation (1:2, p. 18). In the scholarly literature the

appellation Sarmatian is often seen as applying only to the nobility, even

though the argument that Sarmatism as an ideology postulated a separate

and exclusive descent for all the nobles of the Commonwealth from the

ancient Sarmatians is far from convincing. In the context of Skazanye,

which in so many cases opposes Poles to Cossacks and Ruthenians or Little

Rossians in general, Sarmatian is an attribute of two historical-national

groupings, led by, but not confined to, their elites.^ The search for linguis-

tic-cultural groups’ genealogies was common in early modem Europe, and

the search for the genealogy of the Poles and the Ruthenians was of long

standing, while the search for the Cossacks’ genealogy was understandably

of more recent vintage. The Cossacko-Ruthenian nation or Cossacko-Little

Rossian nation in Velychko was a new designation that was now being fitted

into the general map of eastern Europe’s nations. It was this nation,

encompassing what in the early parts of the chronicle were the Cossacks and

the Rus' or Little Rossians in general that took on the characteristics of a

multi-strata community comparable with the Poles. Therefore Velychko

described the stmggle as an internal strife between two nations reknowned

in Europe, the Pohsh and the Cossacko-Ruthenian (1:10, p. 31).

8. I do not believe that the deseription of the Sarmatian Cossack-Ruthenian nation as

noble in one instanee (1:2, p. 18) and the occasional mentions of the Cossacks as noble-

bom is sufficient to see Velychko as only referring to Polish nobles and Cossacks that

were purportedly nobles when he posits Sarmatian descent. He frequently shows that the

Ruthenians were a broader group than the Cossacks and that the Cossacks were a part of

the Ruthenian or Little Rossian nation.
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The most extensive account of Polish history and Polish-Ukrainian

confrontation in Velychko’s work comes in the Bila Tserkva universal,

Khmelnytsky’s purported call for Ukraine to rise up (1:17, pp. 46-7).

Calling the Little Russians to rise up, the hetman asserts that the Poles

were bom and emerged from the Sarmatians and the Rus', as the Polish

chroniclers had attested. He thereby appropriates the ancient Sarmatians

as part of the Rus'. Later he uses the phrase “the Rus' or the Sarmatians,”

making the two names synonymous. Although they had once been the

brothers of the Sarmatians and the Rus', the Poles broke away because of

their lust for glory and soul-destroying wealth. They adopted other names

for themselves—poliaky and liakhy—and settled between the Oder and

the Vistula. There they did much harm to the surrounding German lands

and states, behaving like bandits. Increasing in number and still not

content with their spoilations, they rose up without cause and in a

treacherous manner against their natural brothers, the Rus' or Sarmatians,

as Cain had against Abel. Under Kazimierz the Great, motivated by their

insatiability they conquered the ancient Cossacko-Ruthenian provinces

(the Ukrainian and Belamsian lands).

Thus, in the version Velychko cobbled and reworked from earlier

historians, the Poles are related to the Cossacko-Ruthenians and conquer

them. This ambivalent relationship is well expressed in the funeral speech

for Khmelnytsky attributed to Samiilo Zorka who praises the hetman’s

bravery “against your Sarmatian Polish enemies and brothers” (10:9, p.

159). The depiction in Velychko’s work of the ancient distinction of the

Poles and the Ruthenians as two neighbouring peoples living in separate

lands fitted his own generation’s vision of the Poles and Little Rossians

as two peoples living in separate lands despite the intervening centuries

of the Ukrainians’ inclusion in the Polish state and the penetration of the

Poles into the Ukrainian territories. For Velychko, Ukraine, Little Rossia,

or Little Rossian Ukraine was his people’s fatherland,^ and the great war

had liberated the fatherland or the Little Rossian nation from the Polish

yoke (1:2 p. 18; 10:12, p.

9. See my “Fatheriand in Early Eighteenth-Century Political Culture,” in Mazepa e

i suoi successori. Storia, cultura, societd. Mazepa and His Followers: History, Culture,

Society, ed. Giovanna Siedina (Alessandria; Edizioni dell’ Orso, 2004): 37-51.

10. In one case Vyhovsky justified the Hadiach Union as a way of preventing the

Russian tsar from forcibly transferring the Cossacks and all Ukraine to the liakh yoke

(12:1, p. 202). In another case the Poles sought to harness the Cossacks’ brother
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Velychko’ s work was written to justify the uprising and the separa-

tion of the Ukrainians and Poles into two states. To do so he sought to

place the responsibility for the confrontation squarely on the Poles (5:2,

p. 58). The allocation of guilt and the process of separation are shown

dramatically in Khmelnytsky’s address to the released Polish prisoners

after the Battle of Batih: “Gentlemen Poles, it seems to me that from now

on we part from you forever—we will not be yours and you will not be

ours ... the woe began not from us, but in fact from you” (6:8, p. 88). In

1654 the Zaporozhian Cossacks purportedly write that relations with the

Poles are like relations with a serpent whose tail had been cut off: the

earlier friendship can never be restored. But they declare that the Poles

began the war and destruction “in their Crown Poland and our Little

Rossian Ukraine” (7:2, p. 93). Khmelnytsky writes to the Zaporozhians

about his supporters’ desire to see on both sides, the Polish and Little

Rossian, a successful renewal after the devastation of wars, but their

hopes had been thwarted by the treacherous Poles’ “insatiable liakh

cravings” (6:3, p. 77).

The image of the Poles in Velychko’ s Skazanye was determined by

his subject, sources, and aims. The full title proclaimed that the account

was about Khmelnytsky’s war with the Poles and the throwing off of the

liakh yoke. While he drew on Twardowski for much of his factual data

on the events, Velychko also depended on Ukrainian sources and

Ukrainian, Polish, and Russian documents that had been created during

the struggle and the subsequent decades. This legacy informed Velych-

ko’ s views and shaped his image of the Poles. We may not know the

exact sources from which Velychko drew his comparison of Khmelnytsky

with Moses in depicting the liberation of the Little Rossian nation from

the liakh yoke, under which they had suffered like the Israelite people

under the Egyptians (1:3, p. 18). We know that the comparison was first

made in 1649 and was passed down to subsequent generations.*^ The

question of how much influence the tradition that Velychko inherited had

on his writings is complicated by the uncertainty of the authorship of

many of the documents in Skazanye that clearly were created or

Roxolanians with the yoke of subjugation. This statement appears to mark a social

distinction by referring to the commoner Ruthenians (1:17, p. 47). The “Polish yoke” also

appears in the title of Skazanye.

1 1 . See Mykhailo Hrushevsky, History of Ukraine-Rus' (Edmonton and Toronto: CIUS
Press, 2002), 8: 517-19.
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fundamentally rewritten after the Khmelnytsky Uprising. Even if we
assume that the famous Khmelnytsky universals and letters and the

correspondence of the Zaporozhian Cossacks were merely found by

Velychko and inserted into his work, there is sufficient direct text from

Velychko to assert that his views on the Poles accord with those in the

documents. He wrote his work to justify the uprising, to show why it was

legitimate to overthrow Polish rule, and to demonstrate that the decision

to seek the rule or protection of the Russian tsar was correct. He also

sought to provide an illustrious lineage for the Cossacks, the Little

Rossian nation, and the Ukrainian-Little Rossian fatherland. He could

achieve these goals only by casting the Poles in the worst light.

Every use of the term Poles in Velychko’ s work marked them out as

the “other” against which the great and just war had been conducted.

They were condemned as the landowning and administrative class that

had persecuted the Cossacks and deprived them of their rights and as the

ruling group that had misadvised the king and mismanaged the state, thus

bringing about the great war. As Catholics who had persecuted the holy

Orthodox Church and initiated the odious union, they were evil schis-

matics intent on undermining the true Christian faith. As the Polish state,

government, and army that carried on the long war against what

Velychko saw as his homeland. Little Rossian Ukraine, they represented

a power alien and aggressive toward Velychko’ s fatherland. As a related

and neighbouring people or nation, they had perpetrated in ancient times

the worst kind of betrayal by turning against and subjugating the

Ruthenians or, in Velychko’ s depiction, the Cossacko-Ruthenians or Little

Rossians. The meaning of Poles shifted in the text, and the word was

used frequently in more than one of the four senses outlined here. Yet

each of the meanings added a new facet to the negative “other.” Hence

one finds in his text a kaleidoscope of epithets for the Poles that became

the basis for so many subsequent stereotypes.^^ Their composite image

involved treachery, deceit, cunning, fanaticism, arrogance, and cruelty.

Twardowski had described what he called the Khmelnytsky Uprising

as a civil war and had found it inexplicable why the rebels, the rabble,

had unleashed a senseless uprising in which so much blood had flowed.

In contrast, Velychko provided a multi-causal explanation that justified

12. On Ukrainian stereotypes of Poles, see my “There is no Rus', there is only Poland

and Muscovy’: The Muddying of Stereotypes in Andrzej Kgpihski’s Lack i Moskal,”

Journal of Ukrainian Studies 18, nos. 1-2, (Summer-Winter 1993): 217-23.
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the uprising and strengthened the lineage of his early eighteenth-century

social stratum, polity, and nation. In doing so he concentrated on the

wrongs done to the Little Rossians or Cossacko-Ruthenians by the

“Poles.” But at the same time he revealed certain aspects of what had

been to a certain degree been a civil war within the mid-seventeenth

century conflict. By describing the Poles as kin he alluded to the

fratricidal nature of the struggle. In his depiction, the Poles, the younger

brother, bore all the guilt as the nation of Cain.





Truth from Forgery: Vasilii Tatishchev

and the Origin of the Master Narrative

of Russian History

Oleksiy Tolochko

In a field poor in sources but rich in interpretations, the genealogy of

some very important ideas is often lost on the way to textbooks. As each

generation of scholars applies a new layer of reading to the same scant

evidence, it becomes ever more difficult to trace the origin of an idea to

its first source. With its authorship forgotten, an idea that was a daring

theoretical construction when it first appeared acquires a status equal to

that of source evidence.

The current master narrative of medieval Rus' history asserts that,

after a brief period of unity in the tenth and the eleventh centuries, the

state of Kyivan Rus' disintegrated into a number of virtually independent

principalities, and two new centres of consolidation emerged on opposite

edges of the former empire. One of them was Rostov-Suzdal Principality

or the Vladimir-Suzdal land in the far northeast; the other was Halych-

Volodymyr (also known as the Galician-Volhynian) Principality in the

southwestern part of the old Riurykide empire. These two principalities

are generally viewed as the most vibrant polities within the Kyivan space:

their internal economic and social growth ultimately ensured them

political and military domination at the turn of the twelfth century.

Against the general background of rapidly declining traditional power

centres and their impotent dynasties, Rostov-Suzdal and the Galician-

Volhynian Principalities stand out as beacons of new development with

which historians tend to associate the future of the Kyivan space.

When Kyivan Rus' became nationalized in the nineteenth century,

first by Russian and later by Ukrainian historiography, the Rostov-Suzdal

and the Galician-Volhynian lands provided the respective narratives with

a convenient ready-made path for constructing a national story line.
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Rostov-Suzdal Principality became the foundation for future Russian

history, while “the Galician-Volhynian State” emerged as the first

distinctively Ukrainian political entity.

The reason why these two, out of fifteen-odd, lands were picked by

modem scholars is quite simple: they possessed chronicle traditions that

transcended the fatal watershed of the Mongol invasion. Both lands were

taken not for what they really were—merely lucky survivors—but for

heres naturales of the Kyivan legacy, prepared for their prominent role

in the post-Mongol era by their special role in the previous period.

Although the destmctive role of the Mongols was never questioned

(except in Ukrainian populist historiography), there was always an

implicit belief that even if there had been no Mongols, Kyiv and the rest

of Rus' were doomed, while Rostov-Suzdal and Galicia-Volhynia were

destined to succeed.

Even a cursory inspection of textbooks and general surveys reveals

that, in spite of changing approaches and ideologies, this belief survived

almost intact until our time and is one of the few questions concerning

Kyivan Rus' on which historians are certain. The only controversial issue

that occasionally animates historiographic debate is which of the two

roads represents the mainstream of Kyivan history. While Russian history

maintains that it is Rostov-Suzdal, the Ukrainian narrative claims that

Galicia-Volhynia is far more eligible for the role of continuator of the

Kyivan tradition. Recognizing the two principalities as the only “great

powers” of the region, Russian and Ukrainian historiographies finally

found a tentative equilibrium by partitioning Kyivan Rus' and assigning

a portion of the old state to each of them. Neither side questioned the

idea of two centres, for it conveniently undermined the unity of Rus' and

endorsed their national histories’ respective claims to chunks of Kyivan

history. It is no coincidence that Suzdalian and Galician histories are

stmctured as national histories. Contrary to the idea of being the

“successors” to Kyiv, their stories start “in ancient times,” well within

Kyivan history or even prior to it when the first Slavs had settled the

area.

However, the journey of an idea from chronicles to textbooks is

usually not direct but mns through intermediary stages, which are often

neglected.

It is usually Sergei Solovev and Vasilii Kliuchevsky who are

considered to be the “founding fathers” of the idea of the two heirs of

Kyivan Rus'. Indeed, their great multi-volume histories of Russia
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established the canon of pre-Mongol Russian history. It was further

promoted by Mykhailo Hrushevsky when he adopted the same vision for

his Istoriia Ukrainy-Rusy (History of Ukraine-Rus').^ Since all three

historians belonged to the great cohort of “academic” historians, their

speculations were recognized as purely scientific in the sense of being

both true and source-based.

In this essay I argue that the idea of the two heirs to Kyiv can be

traced back to the notorious fabrications of Vasilii Tatishchev and that

academic historians of the nineteenth century simply accepted it at face

value.

Vasilii Nikitich Tatishchev (1686-1750) was one of those remarkable

personalities of the early eighteenth century, whose appearance was made

possible by the new intellectual atmosphere brought about by the

turbulent age of Peter Fs profound Westernization of Russia. During his

long and successful career, Tatishchev was an army officer, an engineer,

a celebrated civil administrator, and a corrupt official. It was only by

chance that he did not become a conspirator against the highest author-

ities. What earned him lasting fame and the respect of future generations

were not his official services but his side interest in history.

In the early 1720s Tatishchev conceived the idea of writing a

systematic Russian history and began to collect the necessary materials.

He produced the first draft of Istoriia rossiiskaia (Russian History)

sometime before 1739, a second in 1746, and a final one in 1750, shortly

before his death. First published long after the author’s death, Istoriia was

considered a formidable achievement and made a strong impression on

many writers of history in the eighteenth century, including Empress

Catherine II.

Tatishchev’ s work has long since lost its appeal as a scholarly work.

Superseded by the brilliant narratives of the next century, it remains an

important but hopelessly dated synthesis. What ensures Tatishchev an

exceptional place in Russian history writing is not his achievement as a

1. It is true that Hrushevsky advanced a “scheme” of pre-Mongol Rus' history that

competed with the Russian one. But it opposed Solovev’s and Ediuchevsky’s theory only

in its ideological message. The Ukrainian historian shared many notions of the Russian

master narrative, among them the unity of Suzdal-Vladimir with Kyiv before their break

in Andrei of Bogoliubovo’s reign and Galicia’s special place within the Rus' space. Thus,

both Russian and Ukrainian historians searched in the twelfth century for developments

that would enable them do away with the Kyiv’s supremacy and to divide Rus' even prior

to the Mongol invasion.
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historian but as a collector of sources. Tatishehev himself elaimed that his

principal method of writing history was merely to copy excerpts from the

available chronicles and to arrange them in ehronological order. Aeeord-

ing to Tatishehev, there was not a single word in his history that he had

not found in the sources. Indeed, he deliberately imitated old-Rus'

chronicles, producing in effect a sort of composite chronicle. Many see

his Istoriia as a chronicle. Thus, a great many historians, including almost

all later specialists in the field, took Tatishehev’ s word for it and accepted

his work as a reliable collection of otherwise lost fragments of ancient

chronicles.

Tatishehev is still largely considered a simple-minded compiler. His

depreciation as a historian increases his value as a chronieler. His work

is ranked among the sources of pre-Mongol Rus' history. In fact,

Tatishehev was a very ingenious and resourceful historian, well equipped

for his task, and willing to trick his readers. It is now quite clear that the

so-called “Tatishehev accounts” (otherwise unattested “chronicle”

information in his work) are all fabrieations, deliberately introduced by

the author himself.^ Forgeries played a eritical role in the Istoriia

rossiiskaia project. Chroniclelike writing imposes severe limitations on

the modem historian, whieh Tatishehev’ s inventions helped overcome.

One of their purposes was to serve as an explanatory device that

transformed fragmentary annalistic accounts into an intelligible narrative,

which the modem reader would appreciate. More importantly, the forged

texts provided the historian with the only possible space for advancing his

ideas and observations without abandoning the annalistic mode of writing.

In these passages he could suggest an interpretation of the events, their

causes and implications, as well as share his general understanding of

history. In a word, the inventions helped him to transcend the restrictions

of the annalistic form and to construct a theoretically informed continuous

narrative.

Studying Tatishehev’ s ideology, Giovanna Brogi Bercoff pointed to

several Western influences that made their mark on Istoriia rossiiskaia,

most important among them the works of Justus Lipsius and Christian

Wolff. ^ These two authors shaped Tatishehev’ s political thinking and his

2. For the more detailed study of Tatishehev’ s fabrications, see my forthcoming

''Istoriia Rossiiskaia V.N. Tatishcheva: istochniki i izvestiia.”

3. Giovanna Brogi Bercoff, “V.N. Tatiscev: I’innovation et la tradition,” Europa

Orientalis 5 (1986): 373-420) (Polish trans. “Wasilij Nikiticz Tatiszczew: Nowatorstwo
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approach to the events of the past by providing him with a basic set of

politieal ideas and a voeabulary to express them. Indeed, reading Justus

Lipsius nearly eost Tatishchev his life."^ He owned more books by Wolff

than by any other author.^ Tatishehev was indebted to Wolff for the

ideas of natural law, social contract between the ruler and people, and the

moral and ethieal eomponent in political life. Wolffs ideas of “good

advisers” as an indispensable element of virtuous rule, the eorruptive

effeet the monarch’s false promises, the desirability of direct inheritance,

and so on are quite evident both in “Tatishehev’ s aeeounts” and in his

commentaries on events. Tatishchev borrowed Lipsius’ approach to the

past as a set of moral exempla. Aceording to Lipsius, only the moral

benefits of the didactie reading of the past justify the effort expended on

studying history.^

Rereading Tatishehev’ s work in the light of Lipsius and Wolff, who

provided the “theoretieal paradigm” for Istoriia rossiiskaia, Brogi Bereoff

was able to reconstruct the ideologieal system in which Tatishchev

interpreted the past. The most “suspieious” texts in this regard, as Brogi

Bereoff pointed out, are the numerous speeehes found in Istoriia

rossiiskaia, but not in the ancient ehronieles. They eonsist of exordium,

narratio, digressio, confirmatio (argumentatio), and conclusio and elosely

follow the rules of the genre of the so-ealled orationes fictae, a rhetorieal

deviee eommon in the Renaissance. To think that these speeches are

faithful excerpts from the ancient ehronieles is to believe that Kyivan

Rus’ was familiar with the Western rhetorieal tradition. Naturally, this is

contrary to everything we know about Old Rus’ literature.^

i tradycja,” in her Krdlewstwo Slowian: Historiografia Renesansu i Baroku w krajach

slowiahskich [Izabelin: Swiat literacki, 1998], 197-255); idem, “Rhetorical Reworking and

Ideological Background in the Istorija Rossijskaja of V.N. Tatiscev,” Europa Orientalis

7 (1988); 339-60.

4. Lipsius was a very popular author among the “confidants” of Artemii Volynsky,

who were charged during their prosecution and trial with reading Lipsius with subversive

intent. Tatishchev belonged to this circle, and it was no coincidence that he was charged:

he had been imprisoned earlier for corruption.

5. For the catalogue of Tatishchev’ s library, see Petr Pekarsky, Novye izvestiia o V.N.

Tatishcheve (St. Petersburg, 1864), appendix, 62.

6. On Lipsius, see Anthony Grafton, “Portrait of Justus Lipsius,” in his Bring out Your

Dead: The Past as Revelation (Cambridge, Mass, and London: Harvard University Press,

2001), 234-6.

7. Bereoff, ’’Rhetorical Reworking,” 341-2.
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One such speech is of special interest to us. So far it has attracted

virtually no scholarly attention. And yet, it is probably one of the two

most important texts in the whole of Istoriia rossiiskaia.

The speech in question is delivered by a boyar of Prince lurii

Volodymyrych Dolgoruky with the notable name Gromila in 1 149, on the

eve of the war for the throne of Kyiv, which would last until lurii’ s death

in 1157. At the time, Tatishchev claims, some “envoys” suggested to

lurii, the prince of Suzdal, that he is a senior member of the clan and

therefore should challenge Iziaslav, the grand prince of Kyiv, and recover

his father’s throne. lurii liked the idea, but decided to ask for a second

opinion. The next day, Tatishchev reports, lurii summoned “the best men
of Rostov and Suzdal” and asked for their advice. Many of them urged

the prince to go to war. However, the elder and wisest counsellors,

including Gromila, withheld judgement. Asked to speak, Gromila made

a prophetic speech, in which he shrewdly foretold the future of the Rus'

political system: devastated by internal wars for the throne of Kyiv, the

South will decline, while northeastern Rus' will rise. Its rise will be

ensured not by military success but by withdrawal from war and the

competition for the Kyivan throne. Gromila first reminded the prince that

Kyiv’s attractiveness has diminished considerably and that the principality

is not worth the high price the prince would have to pay for it:

First, for you with your dignity to hold the grand principality and Kyiv

would be quite honourable and expedient if it were in the state it was

under laroslav, your father Vladimir, and your brother Mstislav, who
themselves governed the state and were not ruled by people, but were

feared and respected like a father by the local princes. But then your

brothers laropolk and Vsevolod let things deteriorate to the extent that

all princes want to be equal to him [i.e., the grand prince], do not obey

or respect him, but rather rebel against him, fight, and capture and

devastate appenages, hence you will not gain any honour.^

To this powerful argument Gromila adds one more: the South is of

little economic importance. It has been depressed and depopulated

8. Gromila’ s speech is preserved in both versions of Istoriia rossiiskaia: the first,

written in imitation of the Old Rus' language, which Tatishchev called “the old tongue,”

is published in Vasilii Tatishchev, Istoriia rossiiskaia (Moscow: Izdatelstvo Akademii

nauk SSSR, 1964), 4: 213-14, and the “second,” written in contemporary Russian appears

in ibid. (1963), 2: 182-3. The second version is a longer version of the speech. Here and

elsewhere I quote from the second version, which is closer to Tatishchev’ s own language

and therefore expresses his thought more precisely.
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because of wars, and it will continue to decline. To establish oneself there

requires an investment of considerable resources, while the reward is

dubious. Is it not better to look after one’s own principality and to

promote its economic growth and political influence? The prince, insists

Gronula, does not even have to do anything to achieve this. History itself

works for him: the perpetual feuds in the South will lead to its further

decline, and the population from this territory will move to the peaceful

North, settle in its towns, and develop its trade and crafts, and thus

increase the prince’s revenues. So, without fighting for supremacy,

Rostov-Suzdal Rus' will grow more powerful than Kyiv:

If you intend to gain a large territory, then you labour in vain seeking

empty lands devastated by wars, where people are few and where they

will be even fewer in the future, for without people the land is a useless

desert. You already have plenty of fields and forests but few people in

your possession. You have judged very wisely in beginning to build

towns and populating them. And during your short reign to the extent

that other princes have devastated their lands with war to that extent

have they populated your lands, which remained in peace, with their

people. Thus, hearing about the peace and prosperity and even justice,

people not only from Chemihiv and Smolensk but also in the thousands

from beyond the Dnieper and from the Volga come and settle in your

land, and so every year the number of people and hence the amount of

income and production increases and still there is much land and

forests.

However, to achieve this goal, one has to abstain from pointless and

costly feuding for the throne of Kyiv. Since the fortunes of war are

unpredietable, one can lose everything by a single wrong move, while

focusing of internal affairs will soon yield substantial results: “For this

reason I advise you to avoid them [that is, wars] and to stay home

governing the land. And soon you will see the fruits of your labour, that

you have more cities and villages than they. And when you have enough

people, you will not need all the rest of Rus': you will be feared and

respected by everyone.”^

Kyiv, in Gromila’s view, is but an empty symbol, and a desire to rule

there is pure vanity. The future of Rus' is in the Northeast.

9. Tatishchev, Istoriia, 2: 182. If one cannot do without the South, Gromila goes on,

one can send one’s son, for example, Gleb there. Gromila may have not lived long

enough to witness the fulfillment of his advice, but in 1169, upon sacking Kyiv, Andrei

of Bogoliubovo installed his brother Gleb on the throne of Kyiv.
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The wise ruler will stay out of the competition for Kyiv and develop

his own principality. This was precisely the policy that, scholars believe,

was followed by Prince Andrei of Bogoliubovo, lurii’s son. But its

foundation was laid by lurii himself. Tatishchev believed that it was in

lurii’s time that Rus' became divided into two parts, and this belief

affected even the structure of his Istoriia: from then on it records the

events in the Northeast and the rest of Rus' separately. To explain this

Tatishchev adds a special chapter called “The Division of the State into

two Grand Principalities.”

lurii did not listen to his prudent boyar and went to war. After the

first disappointments, however, he reconsidered:

After many misfortunes Grand Prince lurii Volodymyrych Dolgoruky

came to Suzdal and, seeing that he was completely without Rus' land,

he renounced the Grand Principality of Kyiv and set up his throne in

White Rus'. He joined the Riazan and Murom princes to him and

confirmed them by kissing the cross. Then he began to build many

cities in his realm: luriev in the field, Pereiaslavl on Kliushin Lake,

Vladimir on the Kliazma, Kostroma, laroslavl, and many other towns

with the same names as towns in Rus' with the aim of attracting people

from there; and he invited people from all parts and gave them loans

and other help in building. Besides Rusians, many Bulgarians, Mordovi-

ans, and Hungarians came and settled and filled his lands with many

thousands of people.^®

Gromila’s project began to be implemented, changing forever the course

of Russian history.

Unfortunately, the greatest political thinker of Kyivan times, Gromila,

is not mentioned in any other source but Tatishchev. Judging by his

ideas, he could have been teaching at Moscow University when Solovev

and Kliuchevsky studied there and both must have taken his courses,

because they faithfully reproduced (in a slightly modified language, of

course) his main ideas. Kliuchevsky, for example, devoted a special

chapter in his famous Kurs russkoi istorii (A Course in Russian History),

which hardly added anything to Gromila’s analysis (and quoted Tatish-

chev on several occasions).'^ It is remarkable how closely the section

headings in this chapter follow the line of reasoning offered some 750

10. Tatishchev, Istoriia, 3: 44.

11. Vasilii Kliuchevsky, Sochineniia, vol. 1, Kurs russkoi istorii (Moscow: Izdatelstvo

sotsialno-ekonomicheskoi literatury, 1956), part 1: 278-91.
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years earlier by Gromila. Kliuchevsky starts with “Princely Feuds,” and

follows them with “The Raids of the Cumans,” “Decline of the South,”

“Migration of the Population to the West,” “Establishing a Direct Route

to the Northeast, to the Suzdal Realm,” and “Colonization of the Suzdal

Realm.” All these sections culminate with “The Break-up of the Nation,”

which the author takes to be the direct consequence of the colonization

of the Suzdal land and the formation of “the Little Rus' nation” in the

West, in Galicia. Kliuchevsky appeals to the “ancient chronicles” as his

sources.

Normally, the fact that the “Tatishchev accounts” correspond with the

theories of later scholars is taken as confirmation of their authenticity.

This could be the case, had the modem academic historians “discovered”

these tmths independently of Tatishchev. But Istoriia rossiiskaia was very

popular reading for several generations of historians, including that of

Solovev and Kliuchevsky. Solovev, Kliuchevsky’ s university teacher, was

so fond of the “Tatishchev accounts” that he relied on them whenever

possible. The fact that modem historians picked up on what Tatishchev

had said reveals the modem provenance of his ideas. Indeed, Gromila and

his pupil lurii of Suzdal operate in an absolutely modem conceptual

framework. Gromila knows that there is a link between the civil order

and economic prosperity; that the state is an active player in economic

development and can promote it with a range of stimuli; and that there

is a direct connection between demographics and national welfare.

Gromila, moreover, can think of these matters theoretically. It is worth

remembering that such ideas were not common in Russian society even

in the first quarter of the nineteenth century and that Pushkin’s Evgenii

Onegin liked to scandalize his listeners by quoting Adam Smith and

talking about “how the state grows rich and on what it subsists, and why

it does not need gold if it has simply production.” It is not surprising,

then, that Russian historians liked Gromila’ s ideas: he spoke the same

language and understood history in the same way as Western-educated

university professors.

Gromila is not the only great twelfth-century “economist” in Istoriia

rossiiskaia. There is another one on the opposite edge of Rus', in Halych.

laroslav Osmomysl of Halych is a favourite figure in any historical

account of that time. He already acquires this position in Tatishchev’

s

work, where he is held up as an ideal mler. He does not become involved

in the princely feuds over the throne of Kyiv and he does not waste the

resources of his realm in useless wars. Instead, like a good landlord, he
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devotes himself to the welfare of his principality. He acts as if another

Gromila lived at his court and guided him.

From the fictitious panegyric to laroslav in Istoriia rossiiskaia (under

the year of 1188 ) we learn, for example, that the prince never engaged in

internal wars, lived “in love and counsel” with all Rus' princes, and cared

above all about the prosperity of his land. Consequently, he became “the

most feared ruler to his neighbours.” Peace and quiet attracted people and

skilled tradesmen from afar to his realm: “His land was rich in every-

thing, it flourished, and the people multiplied. Learned wise men and

tradesmen from all countries came to him and populated the towns, which

enriched the Galician land in everything.” The prince did not stop there,

however. To encourage economic growth, laroslav built towns and helped

the merchants with loans from his own funds: “He fortified the towns

along the Danube and populated them with merchants, who traded with

the Greeks across the sea, and he helped from his own resources those

who set up the manufacturing trades. He was generous, kind, and just,

and for this reason many foreigners served him.”^^

Lest we think that all this was a coincidence, Tatishchev composes

yet another oratioficta, which laroslav delivers before his death. In it the

prince explains how he understands the duties of a ruler. We learn,

among other things, that laroslav thought of himself as the first civil

servant of the realm and demanded only civil service from his subjects:

“I was obliged always to serve everyone, to exercise justice in the courts

every day, to help the needy, to defend the wronged, to control and

punish the guilty in order to prevent greater evil from developing because

of the absence of fear.... And I took care that everyone could make a

living by serving, trading, manufacturing, or working, and that no one be

idle.”^^ Peter I could have recognized himself in this description of a

sovereign as the first servant of the state and the people.

The case of laroslav of Halych is very important for the fortunes of

Kyivan Rus'. The prince is enlightened by the same set of political and

economic ideas as Gromila in Suzdal. Tatishchev apparently planned his

narrative so as to enable the reader to link the two and to draw the

appropriate conclusion.

12. Tatishchev, Istoriia, 3: 143.

13. Ibid. As Giovanna Brogi Bercoff has pointed out, this speech elaborates on some

ideas that Tatishchev must have learned from Wolff (Bercoff, ’’Rhetorical Reworking,”

354-5).
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The plan worked well. The readers of Tatishchev’s “chronicle”

formed the impression that roughly simultaneously, in the second half of

the twelfth century, two new polities, Suzdal and Halych, emerged on the

opposite edges of Rus'. They differed greatly from the old ways of the

Riurykide rule and thus presented a new historical development. Their

rulers were not the usual medieval warlords dying in vain for an empty

title, but a new type of sovereign—conscientious and hard-working state

builders. They withdrew from the traditional competition for Kyiv,

focusing instead on the internal affairs of their realms. Their main

concern was to construct new towns, attract population, and boost com-

merce and manufacture. As a result, Suzdal and Halych became the

economically dominant parts of Rus', surpassing by far the declining old

centres of the country. It was the “new economy” that ensured them

political domination. After the final fall of Kyiv, Suzdal and Halych

became the natural heirs of the Kyivan legacy.

Two final matters should be clarified at this point. Tatishchev did not

finish his work. The third part of Istoriia rossiiskaia, which covers the

post-Mongol period, is only a very rough draft. In fact it is a slightly

revised copy of the respective part of the Nikon Chronicle. Thus we do

not know what story line Tatishchev would have developed for Galicia.

It is clear, however, that by singling out two regions of the Kyivan space

as pregnant with “new histories,” he did not have in mind anything like

modem national histories, and least of all a separate Ukrainian history. It

was the emerging nineteenth-century Russian and Ukrainian historiogra-

phies that exploited Tatishchev’s ideas, blurred the differences between

his “chronicle” and actual sources, and presented his constmctions as

source-based observations.

And, finally, could it be that nineteenth-century historians came to the

same conclusions as Tatishchev, but without his help? The answer seems

obvious, since Istoriia rossiiskaia had been in circulation for a century by

then. Any first-year university student started his history studies by

acquainting himself with the sources, including Tatishchev’s work. Still,

the possibility merits a brief discussion.

It is tme that late sixteenth-century Muscovite sources assert that the

seat of the grand princes was transferred from Kyiv to Vladimir-on-

Kliazma. The rise of Suzdalia and its capital city was preordained by a

miraculous arrival from Kyiv of the icon of the Mother of God, who
indicated her chosen land in this way. Some authors would argue that it

is this Muscovite ideology rather than historical sources that influenced
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scholarship. The problem, however, is why Galicia emerged in modem
narratives as the second centre rivalling Kyiv? No chronicle tradition

suggested this.^^ The principal source for thirteenth-century southern

Rus' is the Galician-Volhynian chronicle, which focuses primarily on

local events. Some people would take this shift of interest away from

Kyiv, which is natural for a provincial chronicle, as an acknowledgement

of Galicia’s new political significance. Yet in the chronicle Galicia

appears as a fragmented and unstable polity. To interpret the chronicler’s

picture of Galicia filled with “numerous disasters and mutinies” as a

testimony to her political rise one had to have already made up one’s

mind.

Ideas persevere even when their foundations are lost. The most daring

explanation would insist that the sense of two histories arose simply from

the fact that only two local chronicle traditions, the Suzdalian and the

Galician, survived to post-Kyivan times. Yet there was a third chron-

icle tradition, that of Novgorod the Great, and predictably neither the

Russian nor the Ukrainian narratives allege that it represents a separate

history. In a word, no reading of the sources, whether naive or sophisti-

cated, would suggest the emergence of two histories within what used to

be a single Kyivan history.

The chances of later scholarship arriving at Tatishchev’s discovery a

century after him and independently of him are minimal. His work was

not some obscure publication but standard reading for students of east

European history. The fact that historians discovered exactly the centres

he had discovered, rejected the ones that he had rejected, and explained

everything in exactly the same way he had done virtually mles out the

possibility that this was a coincidence. The issue is one of acknowledg-

ment, or rather the lack thereof. Tatishchev certainly was not first to

declare that the “Kyivan legacy” moved to Suzdal, but he was the first

historian to suggest two paths (Suzdal and Galicia), to formulate the idea

14. Most recently, see Anton A. Gorsky, Rus': Ot slavianskogo rasseleniia do

Moskovskogo tsarstva (Moscow: lazyki slavianskoi kultury, 2003), 147-53.

15. The idea was suggested to Tatishchev by Macej Stryjkowski’s sixteenth-century

Polish Kronika polska.

16. Even within this interpretation there remains a substantial chronological gap

between the rise of Suzdalia and Galicia. While the former “rivals” Kyiv already in the

mid-twelfth century, Galicia first emerges in this capacity in the first decade of the

thirteenth century. Why would all the narratives insist that the two histories are apparently

simultaneous?
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in theoretical terms, and to provide it with the kind of explanation that

later historians tended to accept as scientific.

Such things happen with important and influential narratives.

Absorbed at an early stage, reproduced and imitated, their ideas and

discoveries somehow tend to be stripped of authorship. After several

generations in circulation, they become “general knowledge.” What used

to be a daring hypothesis a century ago, is later introduced with “as is

commonly known.” This was the fate of many Tatishchev’s ideas.

Nineteenth-century scholars may have appealed to the sources, while

in fact they were expanding on a theory first advanced by Tatishchev in

several forged texts. Tatishchev’s authorship was never acknowledged. On
the contrary, the theory was always presented as a result of scientific

inquiry, as a product of the new critical history writing, from which

Tatishchev, this “last annalist” in Russian history, was generously

excluded.
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